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rREFACE.

When the author published his third volume, containing the

Book of Historical Documents, in 1865, he hoped to proceed in 1867

to print the Book of Poetry which is only now offered to the pub-

lic. He was obliged, however, early in that year to return to Eng-

land, from which he came back to Hongkong in the spring of the past

year, prepared to go to press at once with the present volume; but

tiie loss by shipwreck of his printing paper rendered it necessary to

defer tlie conimenceinent of the work till towards the end of the

year. The one delay and the other have enabled him to give the

translation repeated revisions.

The Book of Poetry was translated into Latin about the year 1733,

by Father Lacharme, of the Society of Jesus, but remained, in

manuscript till 1830, when it was edited by M. Jules Mohl, one of

the euiinent sinologues of Paris. M. Callery, in the Introduction,

to liis version of the Le Ke, p. xix., has characterized Lacharmes

translation as ''la production la plus incligeste et la plus ennuyeuse clont

la sinologie ait h rougir: The translation is, indeed, very defective,

and the notes accompanying it are unsatisfactory and much too

brief. The author hopes that the Work which he now offers will be

deemed by competent scholars a reliable translation of the original

poems. He has certainly spared no labour on the translation, or on

the accompan}^ing notes and the prolegomena, to make it as perfect

asliecouldiittainto.

One great difficulty which a translator of the Book of Poetry haa

to contend with is the names of the plants, birds, quadrupeds, fishes,

and insects, Avith which it abounds. To have transferred these to

his translation, as Lacharme did, would have greatly abridged the

authors labour, but would have been, he conceived, disappointing

to liis readers. He endeavoured, therefore, to make out irom the
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descriptions of native writers what the plants, &c., really were;

and in tliis inquiry lie derived great assistance from Dr. J. C.

Hepburn of Yokoliama. Having sent to that gentleman a copy of

the Japanese plates to the I^ook of Poetiy, described on p. 180 of

the prolegomena, he was kind enough to go over the whole, along

with Mr. Kramer, an Englisli botanist; and in this way a great many
plants and animals at which there had been only guesses before have

l>een identified. Where the identification could not be made out, the

author lias translated the names by some synonym, from the Pun-

ts
caou or other Work, which could conveniently be given in English.

There remain still a few names of plants and trees which he has been

obliged to transfer. It is to be hoped that sinologues penetrating

to their lmbitat in the interior of the country will shortly succeed

in identifying them.

The author has to acknowledge anew liis obligations to the Rev.

?>Ir. Chalmers for the indexes of Subjects and Proper names. The

index of subjects is fuller than the corresponding indexes to the

previous volumes, and the author has been struck with its accuracy

i\nd completeness in preparing the chapters of the prolegomena. He
lias also made the index of Chinese characters and phrases, at the

request of several friends, more extensive, as regards the references,

than formerly.

Mr. Frederick Stewart, Head master of the Government schools,

has again given his efficient help in correcting the proofs; as also

the Rev. F. S. Turner of the London Missionary Society. Even

with their help and his own assiduous attention, it has not been

|) ssible entirely to avoid typographical mistakes. They will be

found, however, to be few and unimportant.

Volume V., containing the Cl^un Ts kew
?
with the commentary

and namitives of Tso K'ew-ming complete, lias been for several

months in the ]jrinters hands, and will be, it is hoped, ready for

publication, in the autuimi of next year.

Hongkong, December 14th, 1871.
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PROLEGOMENA.

CHAPTER I.

THE EARLY HISTORY AND THE PRESENT TEXT

OF THE BOOK OF POETRY.

APPENDIX —SPECB1EX OF ANCIENT POETICAL COMPOSITIONS

BESIDES THOSE IN' THE SHE.

SECTION I.

THE BOOK BEFOTIE CONFUCIUS; AND WHAT, IF ANY,
WERE HIS LABOURS UPON IT.

1. Sze-ma Ts leen, in his memoir of Confucius, says:—‘The old

poems amounted to more than 3,000. Confucius removed those

which were only repetitions of others, and selected those which

Statements of Chinese) w llld be serviceable for the inculcation of pro-
schoiars.

> priety and righteousness. Ascending as high as

Seeh and How-tseih, and descending through the prosperous eras of

Yin and Chow to the times of decadence under kings Yew and Le,

he selected in all 305 pieces, which he sang over to his lute, to bring

them into accordance Avith the musical style of the Shaou, the Woo,
the Ya, and the Sung.

5

This is the first notice which we have of any

compilation of the ancient poems by Confucius, and from it mainly

are derived all the subsequent statements on the subject.

In the History of the Classical Books in the Records of the Suy
dynasty (a.d. 589-6 18), it is said:

—

4 When odes ceased to be made and
collected, Che, the Grand music-master of Loo, arranged in order those

1 :-
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wliicli were existing, and made a copy of them. Then Confucius

expurgated them and going up to the Shang dynasty, and coming

down to the State of Loo, he compiled altogether 300 pieces/2

Gow-) rang Sew (a. d. 1,006—1,071) endeavours to state particu-

larly what the work of expurgation performed by Confucius was.
4Not only/ says lie,

4 did the sage reject whole poems, but from

others lie rejected one or more stanzas; from stanzas he rejected one

or more lines; and from lines lie rejected one or more characters.s

Clioo He (a. d. 1,130— 1,200), Aviiose own classical Work on the

Book of Poetry appeared in a. d. 1,178, declined to express him-

self positively on the question of the expurgation of the odes, but

summed up liis view of wliat Confucius did for them in tlie follow-

ing words

—

4 Poems liad ceased to be made and collected, and those

which were extant were full of errors and wanting in arrangement.

When Confucius returned from Wei to Loo, he. brought with him

the odes wliich lie had gotten in other States, and digested tliem,

along with those which were to be found in Loo, into a collection

of 300 pieces/ 4

I have not been able to find evidence sustaining tliese representa-

tions, and propose now to submit to the reader the grounds wliich

These statements not supported by ) Prevent Concurring in thuin,

evidence. The view of the author.
) ail(l have brought me to the conclusions

that, before the birth of Confucius, the Book of Poetry existed sub-

stantially the same as it was at his death, and that, wliile be may
have soincwhat altered the arrangement, of its IBooks and odes, the

principal service wliicli lie rendered to it was nor that of compilation,

but the impulse to the study of it which he coininimicated to his

disciples. The discrej^ancy in the inunber of tl)e odes as given ia

the above statements will be touclied on in a note.

2. If we place Ts^eerfs composition of the memoir of Confucius

in b.c. 100, 5 nearly four lmiulrcd }
rears will thus have elapsed be-

2
1

. 3

il: . Quoted in Clioo E-tsun's# &. Quoted in the of the K^ng-he She. 5 See the prolegomena

to vol. III., p. 44, on the age of the Historical Records.
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tween the deatli of the sage and any statement to the effect that lie

The gr_ (lleSSneSS n ex
l)
in te(1 a PreviUS Cllectili f

I
)ems

,
r

tlie above statements. f coln pilecl (l ia t which We DOW have, Consisting of

a few over 300 pieces; and no writer in the interval nffinned or im-

plied any such facts. But independently of this consi(!eralion, there

is ample evidence to prove, first, that the poems current before

Confucius were not by any means so mirnerous as Sze-iua Ts ceen

says, and, secondly, that the collection of 00 pieces or thereabouts,

digested under the same divisions as in the present Classic, existed

before the sage\s time.

3. [i.] It would not l)e surprising, if, floating about and current

among the people of China, in the 6th century before Christ, there

The old poems were) been even more than 3,000 pieces of poetry,
not numerous.

) The marvel is that such wns not the case. But in

the c Narratives of the States/0 a Work attributed by some to Tso

K'ew-ming, 7 there occur quotations from 31 poems, made by states-

men and others, all anterior to Confucius; and of those poems it

cannot be pleaded that more tlian two are not in the present

Classic, while of those two one is an ode of it quoted under another

name. Further, in the Tso Chuen, 8 certainly the work of Tso Iv
lew-

ming, and a most valuable supplement to Coiifucivis
, own AVork of

the Cli
cun Ts'ew, we have quotations from not fewer than 219

poems and of these only thirteen are not found in the Classic.

Thus of 250 poems current in China before the supposed compila-

tion of the Book of Poetry, 286 are found in it, and only 14 are

absent. To use the words of Chaou Yili, 9 a scholar of the present

dynasty, oftlie period K'een-lung (a.d. 1,736— 1,795), the poems
existing in Confucius time had been more than 3,000, the quota-

tions found in these two Books of poems now lost should have been

ten times as numerous as the quotations from the 305 pieces said to

have been preserved by him, whereas they are only between a

twenty-first and twenty-second part of the existing pieces. This is

sufficient to show that Ts^eens statement is not worthy of credit/10

I have made the widest possible induction from all existing Records

in which there are quotations of poems made anterior to Confucius,

and the conclusion to which I have l>een brought is altogether con-

firmatory of tliat deduced from tlie Works of Tso K 4ew-ming. If

6 • 7 Wylie's Notes on Chinese Literature, p. (>.

10 See tllt —
:

3
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Confucius did make any compilation of poems, he had no such work

of rejection and expurgation to do as is commonly imagined.

[ii.] But I believe myself that he did no work at all to which

the name of compilation can properly be applied, but simply adopt-

ed an existing collection of poems consisting of 305, or at most of

Proofs of the existence of the) . . n
-

p „ p<4 Of thp pvktpnpp nf t>ip RnnkBook of Poetry before Confucius, r ^ 1 pieces, vji me exisience OI tne r>OOK

of Poetry before Confucius, digested under four divisions, and much
in the same order as at present, there may be advanced the follow-

ing proofs:

—

First, in the 1
Official Book of Chow,

5

we are told that it belonged

to the grand-master {

to teach the six classes of poems,—the Fung,

with their descriptive, metaphorical, and allusive pieces, the Fa, and

the Sung.' 11 Mr Wylie says that the question of tlie genuineness of

the Official Book may be considered as set at rest since the inquiry

into it by Choo He, and that it is to be accepted as a work of the

duke of Chow, or some other sage of the Chow dynasty. 12 Without

committing myself to any opinion on this point, as I find the passage

just quoted in the Preface to tlie She (of which I shall treat in the

next chapter), I cannot but accept it as having been current before

Confucius; and thus we have a distinct reference to a collection of

poems, earlier than liis time, with the same division into Parts, and

the same classification of the pieces in those Parts.

Second, in Part II. of the She, Book vi., ode IX.,—an ode assigned

to the time of king Yew, b.c. 780—770, we have the words,

1 They sing the Ya and the Nan,
Dancing to their flutes without error.

5

So early then as the 8th century before our era, there was a col-

lection of poems, of which some bore the name of the Nan, Avhich

there is nothing to forbid our supposing to have been the Chow-
nan, and the Shaou-nan, forming the first two Books of the first

Part of the present classic, often spoken of together as the Nan; and

of which others bore the name of the being probably the earlier

pieces which now compose a large portion of the second and tliircl

Parts.

11 See the Clww Le, par_ 3 :
-

. 12 Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 4.
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Third, in the narratives of Tso K 4ew-ming, under the 29th year

of duke Seang, b.c. 543, when Confucius was only 8 or 9 years old,

we have an account ot' a visit to the court of Loo by an envoy from

Woo, an eminent statesman of the time, and of great learning. We
are told that, as he wished to hear the music of Chow, which he

could do better in Loo than in any other State, they sang to him the

odes of the Chow-nan and the Shaou-nan; those of P 4

ei, Yung, and

Wei; of the Royal domain; of Ch'ing; of Ts (

e; of Pin; ofTs l

in; of

Wei; ofT'ang; ofCh'in; of Kwei; and ofTs'aou. They sang to him

also the odes of the Minor Ya and the Greater Ya; and they sang final-

ly the pieces of the Sung. 13 We have here existing in the boyhood of

Confucius, before he had set his mind on learning, 14 what we may

call the present Book of Poetry, with its Fung, its Ya, and its Sung.

The odes of the Fung were in 15 Books as now, with merely some

slight differences in the order of their arrangement;—-the odes of Pin

forming the 9th Book instead of the 15th, those of Ts l

in the 10th

instead of the 11th, those of Wei the 11th instead of the 9th, and

those of T £ang the 12th instead of the 10th. In other respects the

She, existing in Loo when Confucius was a mere boy, appears to

have been the same as that of which the compilation has been

ascribed to him.

Fourth, in this matter we may appeal to the words of Confucius

himself. Twice in the Analects he speaks of the odes as a collection

consisting of 300 pieces. 15 That Work not being made on any

principle of chronological order, we cannot positively assign those

sayings to any particular periods of Confucius’ life; but it is I may
say the unanimous opinion of the critics that they were spoken be-

fore the time to which Sze-ma Ts £een and Choo He refer his special

labour on the Book of Poetry. 16 The reader may be left, with the

evidence which has been set before him, to form his own opinion on

the questions discussed. To my own mind that evidence is decisive

on the points.—The Book of Poetry, arranged very much as we now
have it, was current in China long before the sage; and its pieces

were in the mouths of statesmen and scholars, constantly quoted by

them on festive and other occasions. Poems not included in it there

doubtless were, but they were comparatively few. Confucius may

13 See the ,
par. 8. 14 Confucian Analects, II. iv. 1. 15

Confucian Analects, II. ii.; XIII. v. 16 See the 97th chapter of the and especially

the author's summing up of the evidence on the questions which I have discussed.
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liave made a copy for the use of himself and his disciples; but it

does not appear that he rejected any pieces which had been previously

received, or admitted any which luid not previously found a place

in the collection.

4 Having come to the above conclusions, it seems superfluous

_ „ . ^ to make any further observations on the state-

ments in the first puragniph >' lnen ts adduced in tlie first paragraph. If

Confucius expurgated no previous Book, it is vain to try and specify

the nature of his expurgation as Gow-yang Sew did. 17 From Sze-

ma Ts leen we sliould suppose that there were no odes in the She

later than tlie time of king Le whereas there are ] 2 of the time of

king Hwuy, 13 of that of king Seang, and 2 of the time of king Ting.

Even the Sung of Loo which are referred to by the Suy writer and

Choo He are not the latest pieces in the Book. The statement of

the former that the odes were arranged in order and copied by Che,

the music-master of Loo, 18 rests on no authorit)7 but his own—more

than a thousand years after the supposed fact. I shall refer to it

again, however, in the next chapter.

5 The question arises now of what Confucius really did for the

Book of Poetry, if, indeed, he did anything at all. The only thing

from which we can hazard the slightest opinion on the point we

Did c nfud tiu'n
h ave from his own lips. In the Analects, IX. xiv.,

f(

?

>r thy- he tells us:

—

C

I returned from Wei to Loo, and

then the music was reformed, and the pieces in the

Ya and the Sung all found their proper places/ The return from

Wei to Loo took place when the sage was in his 69th year, only

live years before his death. He ceased from that time to lake an

active part in political affairs, and solaced himself with music, the

study of the Classics, the writing of the Ch fun Ts cew, and familiar

intercourse with those of his disciples who still kept about him.

He reformed the music,—that to which the poems were sung; but

wherein the reformation consisted we cannot tell. And he gave to

the pieces of the Ya and the Sung their proper places. The present

order of the Books in the Fung, slightly differing, we have seen,

from that which was common in his boyhood, may also have now
been determined by him. As to tlie arrangement of the odes in the

other Parts of the Work, we cannot say of what extent it was.

17 Every instance pleaded by Sew in support of his expurgation of stanzas, lines, and characters
has been disposed of by various scholars ;—particularly by Choo E-tsun, in the note just referred

to. 18 When this Che lived is much disputed. From the references to him in Ana. VIII.
xv., XVIII. ix., we naturally suppose him to have been a contemporary of Confucius.

6]
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What are now called the correct Ya precede tlie pieces called the Ya

of a changed character or of a degenerate age; but there is no chro-

nological order in their following one another, and it will be seen,

from the notes on the separate odes, that there are not a few of the

latter class, which are illustrations of a good reign and of the ob-

servance of propriety as much as any of the former. In the Books

of tlie Sung again, the occurrence of the Praise-songs of Loo between

the sacrificial odes of Cliow and Shang is an anomaly for Avliich we
try in vain to discover a reasonable explanation.

6. While we cannot discover, therefore, any peculiar labours of

Confucius on the Book of Poetry, and we have it now, as will be

shown in the next section, substantially as lie found it already com-

piled to his hand, the subsequent preservation of it may reasonably

Confucius* service to the She)
was in the impulse which her
gave to the study of it. )

be attributed to the admiration which he ex-

pressed for it, and the enthusiasm for it with

which he sought to inspire his disciples. It

was one of the themes on which lie delighted to converge with

tliem. 19 He taught that it is from the odes tliat the mind receives

its best stimulus. 20 A man ignorant of them was, in liis opinion,

like one who stands witli his face towards a wall, limited in liis

views, and unable to advance. 21 Of the two things which his son

could specify as particularly enjoined on liiin by the sage, the first

was that lie should learn the odes. 22 Id tliis Avay Confucius, proba-

bly, contributed largely to the subsequent preservation of the Book
of Poetry;—the preservation of the tablets on which the odes were

inscribed, and tlie preservation of it in the memories of all who
venerated his authoritj 7

,
and looked up to him as tlieir master.

19 Analects, YII. xvii. 20 Ana., VIII. viii., xvii. IX. 21 Ana., xvii. X. 22
Ana. XVI. xiii.

SECTION. II.

The Book of Poetry from the time of Confucius till the

GENERAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE PEESENT TEXT.

1. Of the attention paid to the study of the Book of Poetry

from the death of Confucius to the rise of the Ts'in dynasty,
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have abundant evidence in tlie writings of his grand-son Tsze-sze, of

From Confucius to )
Mencius, and of Seun K 4

ing. One of the acknow.
the dynasty f Ts‘m.

, ie(jged distinctions of Mencius is his acquaintance
with the odes, of which his canon for the study of them prefixed to

my volutnes is a proof and Seun K ling survived the extinction of

the Chow dynasty, and lived on into the times of Ts'in. 1

2. The Poems shared in the calamity which all the other clas-

sical Works, excepting the Yih, suffered, when the tyrant of Ts cin

issued his edict for their destruction. But I have shown, in the

prolegomena to vol. I., that only a few years elapsed bet^veen the

The Poems ,vere all recovered)
executin f his deCree and the GStablish-

after the fires of Ts'in.
> ment of the Han d}^nasty, which distin-

guished itself by its labours to restore the monuments of ancient

literature. The odes were all, or very nearly all, recovered;2 and

the reason assigned for this is, that their preservation depended on

the memory of scholars more than oil their inscription upon tablets

and silk.3 \Ye shall find reason to accept this statement.

3 Tliree dilferent texts of the odes made their appearance early

Three different texts, in the Han dynasty, known as tlie She of Loo, of

Ts^, and of Han; that is, the Book of Poetry was recovered from

tliree different quarters.

[i.] Lew Hin's catalogue 4 of the Works in the imperial library

of the earlier Han dynasty commences, on the She King, with a

Collection of the three Texts in 28 chapters, 5 wliich is followed by
two AVorks of commentary on the Text of Loo. 6 The former of

The Text of Loo. them was by a Shin P 4
ei,

7 of Avhoin we have some

account in tlie Literary Biographies of Han. 8 He was a native of

Loo, and had received his own knowledge of the odes from a scholar

of Ts {

e, called Fow K'ew-pih. 9 He was resorted to by many disci-

1 Prolegomena to vol. II., p. 81. 2 In the last section reference was made to the number

of the odes, given by Confucius himself as 300. He might mention the round number, not think-

ing it worth while to say that they were 305 or 311. The Classic now contains the text of 305

pieces, and the titles of other 0. It is contended by Clioo and many other scholars, that in Confu-

cius* time the text of those six was already lost, or rather that the titles were names of tunes only.

More likely is the view that the text of the pieces was lost after Confucius* death. See in the

body of this volume, pp. 2G7,2G8. 3

;
—see Pan Koo*s note appended to the catalogue of

Lew Hin, Section 4 Proleg. Vol. I. p. 5. 5 .

-
. ;

. 7. 8

9 .
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pies whom lie tauglit to repeat the odes, but without entering into

discussion with them on their interpretation. When the first em-

peror of tlie Hun dynasty was passing through Loo, Shin followed

liiin to the capital of that State, and had an interview with him.

The emperor Woo, 10 in the beginning of his reign (b.c. 139), sent

for liim to court when he was more than 80 years old; and he ap-

pears to liave survived a considerable number of years beyond that

advanced age. Tiie names of ten of his disciples are given, all men

of eminence, and among them K 4ang Gan-kwoh. A little later, the

most noted adherent of the school of Loo was a Wei Heen, who

arrived at the dignity of prime minister, and published ; the She of

Loo in Stanzas and Lines/ 11 Up and down in the Books of Han and

AVei are to be found quotations of the odes, Avhich must have been

taken from the professors of tlie Loo recension; but neither the text

nor the writings on it long survived. They are said to liave perish-

ed during the Tsin dynasty (a.d. 2G5—419). When the catalogue

of the Suy library was made, none of them Avere existing.

[ii.] The Han catalogue mentions five different works on the

She of Ts l

e.
12 This text was from a Yuen Koo, 13 a native of Ts‘e,

The Text of Ts i
e. about 'vliom we learn, from the same chapter of

Literal^ Biograpliies, that he was one of the Great scholars of the

court in the time of the emperor King (b.c. 155— 142), 14 a favour-

ite with him, and specialh^ distinguished for his knowledge of the

odes and his advocacy of orthodox Confucian doctrine. He died in

the next reign of Woo, more than 90 years old; and Ave are told

that all the scholars of Ts 4

e who got a name in those days for their

acquaintance with the She sprang from his school. Among his

disciples was the well known name of Hea-how Ch £e-ch (ang, 15 who
communicated his acquisitions to How Ts 4ang, 16 a native of the

present Shan-tung province, and author of two of the Works in the

Han catalogue. How had chree disciples of eminence.—Yih Fung,

Seaou Wang-che, and IvSvang Hang. 17 From them the Text of

Ts 4

e was transmitted to otliers, whose names, with quotations from

their writings, are scattered through the Books of Han. Xeither

10. 11 . 12 ;;; •. w. “

_

15

• 16 • 17

g.
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text nor coinirientnries, however, had a better fate than the She of

Loo. Tliere is no mention of them in the catalogue of Suy. They

are snid to have perished even before the rise of the Tsiu dynasty.

[iii.] The Text of linn was somewhat more fortunate. The Han
catalogue contMins the titles of* four works, all by Han Ying, 18 whose

The Text of Han Yi ng. surname is tlius perpetuated in the text of the She

Avhicli emanated from him. His biography follows that of How
Ts 4ang. He was a native, we are told, of the province of Yen, and

a c Great scholar
1

in the time of the emperor Wan (b.c. 178—156),
19

and on into the reigns of King and Woo. 4 He laboured/ it is said,

‘to unfold the meaning of the odes, and published ar; “Explanation of

the Text/
1

und u Illustrations of the She, containing several myriads

of characters. His text was somewhat different from the texts of

tlie She of Loo and Ts 4

e, but substantially of the same meaning. L9 Of
course Han founded a school; but while almost all the writings of

his followers soon perished, both the Works just, mentioned con-

tinued on through the various dynasties to the time of Sung. The

Suy catalogue contains the titles of his text and two Works on it;20

the T 4ang those of bis text and his Illustrations;21 but when we
come to the catalogue of Sung, published in the time of the Yuen
dynasty, we find only the Illustrations, in 10 Books or chapters

and Gow-yang Sew tells us that in his time this was all of Hail that

reuniined. It continues, entire or nearly so, to the present day, and

later on in these prolegomena there will be found passages of it

sufficient to give the reader a correct idea of its nature.

4. But while these tliree different recensions of the She all

disappeared with the exception of a single fragiiK^nt, their unhappy

fate was owing not more to the convulsions by which the empire Avas

often rent, and the consequent destruction of literary monuments,

such as we have witnessed in our own day in China, than to the

appearance of a fourth Text which displaced them by its superior

a fourth Text that of Maou. corr0ctii0ss
?

aiul t lie ability with which it

was advocated and coimnented on. Tliis was what is called the Text

of Maou. It came into the field later than the others; but the Han

catalogue contains the She ol Maou in 29 chapters, and a cornmen-

18 ; •
U

_. _ ; ft + ;

_

. 21 _

+

; 4
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tary on the text in 30. 22 According to Cluing K fang-sliing
?
tlie

author of this commentary was a native of Loo, known as Maou
Hang or the Greater Maou, 23 wlio was a disciple, we are told by Lull

Tih-ining, of Seun K^ng. The Work is lost. 24 He had coininunicated

his knowledge of the She, however, to another Maou,—Maou Chang,

or the Lesser Maou, 25—who was a ^ Great scliolar
,

at the court of

king Heen of Ho-keen. 26 This king Keen avus one of tlie most

diligent labourers in the recovery of the ancient Books, arid present-

ed Maous text and the Work of Hang at the court of the emperor

King,—probably in b.c. 129. Chang himself published his 4 Ex-

planations of the She/27 in 29 chapters, which still remains; but it

was not till the reign of the emperor P4ng (a.d. 1—5)
28 that Maou’s

recension was received into the imperial college, and took its place

along with those of Loo, Ts c

e, and Han.

The Chinese critics have carefully traced the line of scholars who
had charge of Maou^ text and explanations down to the reign of

P‘ing;—Kwan Ch 4ang-k c

ing, Heae Yen-neen, and Seu Gaou. 29 To
Seu Gaou succeeded Ch 4

in Keah, 30 who was in office at the court of

the usurper Wang Mang (a.d. 9—22). He transmitted his treasures

to Seay Man-k c

ing, 31 Avho himself commented on the She; and from

him they passed to the well-known Wei King-chung or Wei Hwang, 32

of whom I shall have to speak in the next chapter. From this time

the most famous scholars addicted themselves to Maou 9

s text. Kea
Kwei (a.d. 25— 101) published a Work on the Cleaning and Diffi-

culties of Maou^ She/ 33 having previously compiled a digest of the

differences between its text and those of the other three recensions,

at the command of the emperor Ming (a.d. 58—75). 34 Ma Yung
(a.d. 69— 165) followed with another commentary 35

;—and we
arrive at Ch cing Heuen, or Gliding K cang-sliing, who wrote his Sup-

plementary Commentary to the She of Maou/ and his Chronological

22 ; • m
24 The work is mentioned in a catalogue of the Imperial Library, early in

the Sung dynasty and Choo E-tsun supposes that it was then extant. The editor of the catalogue,

however, assigns another reason for the appearance of the title. 25 -
26 The petty kingdom of Ho-keen embraced three of the districts in tlie present department of

the same name in Chih-le, and one of the two districts of Shin Chow. King Heen^ name was

Tih ( 27 # + 28. 29

; _;. 30. 31 32

f. 33
. 34. 35

•
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Introduction to the She/36 The former of these two Works com-

plete, and portions of the latter, are still extant. That tlie former

lias great defects as well as great merits, there can l>e no question;

but it took possession of the literary world of China, and after the

time of Cluing the other three texts were little heard of, Avhile the

name of the coimnentators on Maoifs text and liis explanations of

it speedily becomes legion. Maou’s grave is still shown near the

village of Tsun-fuh, in the departmental district of Ho-keen. 37

5 Returning now to what I said in the 2d paragraph, it will be

granted that the appearance of three different and independent

texts, immediately after the rise of the Han dynast)7
,
affords the

The different texts guarantee the) most SatisfaCtOl) evidence of tile leCOVeiy
integrity of the recovered she. f the Book of Poetry, as it had continued

from the time of Confucius. Unfortunately only fragments of them

remain now; but we have seen that they were diligently compared

by competent scholars with one another, and with the fourth text of

Maou, which subsequentl)" got the field to itself. In the body of

this Work attention is called to many of their peculiar readings; and

The texts were ail taken do^n )
ifc is clear to tha t their variations from

at first from recitation.
> one another and from miaou's text arose

from the alleged fact that the preservation of the odes was OAving to

their being transmitted b}r recitation. The l’liyme helped the

memory to retain them, and while wood, bamboo, and silk were all

consumed by the flames of Ts 4

in, when the time of repression ceased

scholars Avould be eager to rehearse their stores. It was inevitable

that the same sounds, when taken clown by different writers, should

in many cases be represented by different characters.

Even in the existing text the carei'ul reader of my notes will find

not a few instances of characters which give the sound, without

giving any indication, in their component parts, of the meaning.

There are, ., for in II. iv. X. 7
;

for iu II. vi. VII.

2
;

for in II. ii. IX 2 d a?.; as tlie name of a horse in

IV. ii. I. 4
;

for in II. v. IV. 6 for in II. viii. IX. 2;

et al. Then again there are many places which even Clioo He
acknowledges that lie does not understand, and out of which a con-

sistent meaning lias to be ^liiseled/ It would not be difficult, I

conceive, to produce a Chinese text superior to Maou's, and which

3G ;
. 37 For many of the particulars in this

paragrapli, see the supplement to Twan-lin's C)-dopa>dia. Hk. 200, article
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avouU remove many anomalous meanings out of the dictionary but

it would be interesting only to native scholars, and they would, for

the present at least, scout tlie attempt as presumption on the part

of a foreigner. Accepting the text as it exists, we have no reason

to doubt that it is a near approximation to that which was current

in the time of Confucius.

APPENDIX.

Specimen of ancient poetical compositions besides those which

ARE CONTAINED IN THE B OK OF POETRY.

I have thouglit it would be interesting to many of my readers to see a good pro-

portion of the ditties, songs, and other versified compositions, which have as high an

antiquity attributed to them as the odes of the She. Some of them, indeed, are

referred to a much more remote age

;

—on, to my mind, quite insufficient evidence.

Into that question it is not necessary to go. I have taken the pieces from c Tlie

Fountain of old Poems ( )’ by Shin Tili-ts‘gen ( aZ. $ )
a scholar of the present dynasty, who died in 1769 at the ag*e of 95. His first book

contains 100 pieces, all purporting to be anterior to the Han dynasty.

1. Song of the peasants in the time of Yaou. From& •

We rise at sunrise,

We rest at sunset,

Dig wells and drink,

Till our fields and eat

—

What is the strength of the emperor to us ?

2. Children's ditty, overheard by Yaou in the streets. From Leeh-tsze,

We people are established,

All by your perfect merit.

Unconsciously,

We follow our Emperor^ pattern.

3. A prayer at the winter thanksgiving. From the Le Ke, XI. ii. 11.

Clods, return to your place

Water, flow back to your ditches

Te insects, appear not;

Grass and trees, grow only in your marshes.

1 - A
•

2 -
•

3 .
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4. Yaous warning. From Hwae Nan (
^

||).

Be trembling'lj fearful

Be careful night and day.

Men trip not on mountains

They trip on ant-hills.

5.— 7. Shun intimates his purpose to resign the throne to Yu. From Fuli-sang's

Introduction to the Shoo ( )•

Splendid are the clouds and bright,

All aglow with various light

!

Grand the sun and moon move on;

Daily dawn succeeds to dawn.

6 . Response of his eight ministers

Brilliant is the sky o'er-head,

Splendid there the stars are spread.

Grand the sun and moon move on,

All through you, one man alone.

7. Rejoinder of Shun. •

The sun and moon move in their orbits

The stars keep to their paths

The four seasons observe thoir turns,

And all the people are truly good.

Oh ! such music as I speak of

Corresponds to the power of Heaven,

Leading to worth and excellence *

And all listen to it.

Vigorously strike it up

!

Dance high to it

!

The splendour [of my work] is done

;

I will lift up my robes and disappear.

8. Shuns Song of Hie South Wind. From the Family Sayings( )•

The fragrance of the south wind,

Can ease the angry feelings of my people.

4

5 -

6 •-

7 •-

_ •

8 -
-
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The seasonableness of the south wind,

Can make large the wealth of my people.

9. On a jade tablet of Yu. Source not given.

Cliuh-yung* presided over the region, and produced niy beauty

Bathed in the snn, washed in the moon, among the precious things I grew.

10. DLtiy of Yu on castimj the nine Tri/pods. From Mill Teili.

How brilliant the white clouds,

In the north and the south,

In the east and the west

!

These nine tripods are made,

And will be transmitted through three dynasties.

11. An Inscription of the Shang dynasty. From the Narratives of the States

Small virtue

Is not worth approaching.

It is not to be boasted of,

And will only bring' sorrow.

Small amount of emolument,

Is not worth desiring*

You cannot get fat on it,

And will only fall into trouble.

12. Song of fhe Wheat in Flower. By the viscount of Ke (Slioo, IV. x.). From
the Historical Records

( tit )•

The flowers of the wlieat turn to spikes

;

The rice and millet look bright.

That crafty boy.

Will not be friendly with me

!

13. Song of the Fern~yatherivg. By Pili-e and Shuh-ts^ (Ana. V. xxii.). From
the Historical Records

( >
We ascend that western hill,

And gather the thorn-ferns.

They are changing oppression for oppression,

•

9 - tl
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And do not know their error.

Shin-nung*, Yu, and Hea,

Have suddenly lost their influence.

Whither shall we go ?

Ah ! we will depart

!

Withered is the appointment [of Heaven].

14—19. Inscription on a bathing vessel. From the Le of the elder Tae

Than to sink among men,

It is better to sink in the deep.

He who sinks in the deep

May betake himself to swirnming,

.

For him who sinks among men
There is no salvation.

Inscri'ption on a girdle.

The fii'e being extinguished, adjust your person

13e careful, be cautious, ever reverent.

Be reverent and your years will be long*.

InscriiJtion on a Staff.

Where are you in peril ?

In giving way to anger, *

Where do you lose the way ?

In indulging your lusts.

Where do you forget your friends ?

Amid riches and honours.

Inscription on a robe,

[Here is] the toil of silkworms,

And tlie labour of women’s work,

If, having got the new, you cast away the old,

In the end you will be cold.

Inscription on a pencil.

[Look here at] the bushy hair.

If you fall into water, you may be rescued

;

If you fall by your composition, there is no living for you.

.
H -

15 •- .
16 -
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Inscription on a spear.

You have made the spear, you have made tlie spear

And by a momenfs want of forbearance

You may disgrace your whole life [with it].

This is what I have heard,

And tell to warn my descendants.

20—26. From the professing to be extracts from a book of

T‘ae-kung* Shang-foo, at the beginning of the Cliow dynasty.

A writing on a chariot.

Seeking his own ends, one is urgent

Conveying* another, one is slow.

When one's desires are without measure,

Let him turn inwards and deal with himself.

A writing on a door.

Go out with awe

;

Come in with fear.

A writing on a shoe.

In walking keep the correct path

Be not looking out for good luck.

A writing on an inh-stone.

Where tlie stone and the ink meet, there is blackness.

Let not a perverse heart and slanderous words

Stain what is white.

A writing on a pointed weapon.

A moment’s forbearance

Will preserve your person.

A writing on a staff

.

Helping a man, be not rash

Holding up a man, do not wrong.

A writing on a well.

The spring bubbles up,

But in tlie cold it ceases.

^ -
(it

•
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In taking*, observe the regular course

In your requisitions be guided by economy.

27. The dittu of the white clouds. From the •

The wliite clouds are in the sky
The mountain-masses pnsb tliemselv^s forth.

The way between us is very long*,

With hills and rivers intervening.

I pray you not to die

Perhaps you will come here again.

28. The K^-shaon. From the Tso Chnen, X. xii. 9.

Mild was [the course of] the minister Sbaou,

Well displaying his virtuous fame.

To him the measures of the king

Were as precious as gold or gems.

He would regulate them by the strength of the people,

And put from him drunkenness and gluttony.

2t). The (jracle of E-she. From the Tso Cliuen, III. xxii. 3,

The phoenixes fly

Harmoniously sound their gem-like notea.

The posterity of this scion of Kwei
AVill be nourished among the Keang.

In five generations they will be prosperous,

The highest ministers of Ts 4e
After eight generations,

There will be none so great as they.

30. IasrripHon on a tripod, bdonging io one of Cotiftwius’ ancestors. From the Tso

Chuen, X. vii. 6.

In the first grade, he walked with head bowed down;

In the second, with shoulders bent;

In the third, with his body stooping.

So he hurried along* the wall, [saying],

k Thus no one will dare to insult me.

1 will have gruel in this boiler,

And congee in this boiler,

To satisfy my hunger

!

J

•
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31. The Farestei'
9
s warning. From the Tso Chuen, IX. iv., after par. 7.

Yu travelled wide and long* about,

When the nine regions he laid out,

And through them led the ninefold route.

Men then tlieir temples safe possessed

Beasts ranged the grassy plains with zest.

For man and beast sweet rest was found,

And virtue reigned tlie kingdom round.

Then took E E the emperor's place

His sole pursuit the wild beasts' chase.

Tlie people’s care he quite forg’ot;

Of does and stags alone he tliought.

War and sucli pastimes we should flee

The rule of Hea soon passed from E.

A forester, these lines I pen,

• And offer to my kiiig^s good men.

32. The Cow-feeders song. By a Worthy in disguise, seeking' advancement. Said

to be fi*om Iivvae Nan-tsze. Found in the

•

On the bare southern hill,

The white rocks gleam.

Born when no Yaou and Shun resign their thrones,

With a short and single garment of cloth, reaching to my calf,

From morning* to midnight I feed my cattle.

Long is the nig'ht—when will it be dawn ?

Mid the waters of Ts 4ang-lang, the white rocks shine

There is a carp, a foot and a half long.

With a single garment of tattered cloth, reaching to my calf,

From the clear morning to midnight, I feed my cattle.

Y e yellow calves, go up the hill, and lie down

—

I will be minister to tlie State of Ts 4

e.

Going out at the east gate, they rub their horns on the stone slabs

;

Above are the pines and cypresses green and rare.

31 - ®
,
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My garment of coarse cloth is frayed and ragged

In my time there are none like Yaou and Shun.

Do your best, ye cattle to eat the soft grass

A great minister is by your side.

I will go with you to the State of Ts c

oo.

33. The Late song. Sung by the wandering wife of Peb-le He. From the

. Found in the as ab_.

Pih-le He,

[Sold for] five sheep-skins,

Do you remember the time of our parting,

How we cooked our brooding lien,

With the bar of our door ?

Now amid riches and honours,

You forget me

!

34. The Song Hea~yu, From the Narratives of the States (
•

> )•

Irresolute to please [his ruler],

He is not equal to a crow.

All collect on the umbrageous trees,

And only he on the withered trunk.

35 37. Hwa Yuen of Sung, and the v^orhinen. From the Tso Cliuen, VII. ii. 1.

The builders sing

—

With goggle eyes and belly vast,

The buff-coats left, he’s back at last,

The whiskers long, the whiskers long

Are here, but not the buff-coats strong.

Hiva Yuen replies

On other bulls hides may be found,

Rhinoceroses still abound,

Those butf-coats lost was no great wound.

A builder rejoins

—

Granted that the hides you furnish,

Wliere, I pray, is the red varnish ?

•

33 ’ .
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38. Song of the graclcles. The Tso-chuen, X. xxv. 3.

Here are grackles apace

The duke ffies in disgrace.

Look at the grackles* wings

To tlie wilds the duke flings

A horse one to him brings.

Look how the grackles go

!

In Kan-how he is low,

Wants coat and garment now.

Behold the grackles* nest

Far off the duke does rest.

Chow-foo has lost his toil

Sung-foo with pride does boil.

0 the grackles so strange

!

The songs to weeping change.

39. Song of builders in Sung. From the Tso Chuen, IX. xyii. after p. 7.

The White of the Tsih gate

Laid on us this task

The Black in the city
5

s midst

Would comfort our hearts.

40.

Song of the Noble Lament. Said to be from the tombstone of Sun Shuh-gaou,

a minister of Ts 4

oo.

An officer should not be covetous, and yet lie should

An officer should be pure, and yet he should not.

Why should an officer not be covetous ?

He gets in his time a vile name.

Why should he be so ?

He leaves his descendants with a family built up.

Why should an officer be pure ?

He gets in his time a bright name.

Why should he not be so ?

He leaves his posterity in straits and poverty,

Wearing cloth of hair and carrying faggots.

.38 -
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A covetous officer rolls in wealth

A pure officer is poor.

Saw you not the premier of Ts4
oo, Sun Sliuli-gaou,

How thrifty and pure he was, not receiving a cash

!

43. Two songs on Tsze-ch‘an by the people of ChHng From the Tso Cliuen, IX.

xxx., at the end.

We must take our robes and caps, and hide them all away;

We must count our fields fives, and own a mutual sway

We'll gladly join with him who this Tsze-ch
4an will slay.

By and by their words were

—

J

Tis Tsze-ch 4an who our children trains

Our fields to Tsze-ch lan owe their grains

Did Tsze-ch^n die, wbo %d take the reins?

Tsze-ch can was only a little anterior to Confucius, and the pieces which follow

relate to the sag-e himself, to his times, and to subjects of a later date. The pre-

ceding pieces are different in style from tlie odes of the She, and hardly one of them

is introduced with the formula , which so frequently introduces quotations

from the acknowledged Book of Poetry.

43 •- .. . ..
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CHAPTER II.

THE SOURCES OF THE ODES AS A COLLECTION THEIR INTER-
PRETATION AND AUTHORS THE PREFACES

AOTD THEIR AUTHORITY.

APPENDIXES—THE GREAT AND LITTLE PREFACES
A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE ODES SPECIMENS

OF HAN YING'S ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE ODES.

1. It has been shown in the first section of last chapter that the

Book of Poetry existed as a collection of odes before the time of

Confucius. It becomes a question of some interest whether we can

ascertain how the collection came to be formed, and account for the

gaps that now exist in it,—how there are no poetical memorials at

h w were the odes collected in] all of several of the reigns of the Chow
the first place? How is the col- > , . .. . . ^

°
lection now so incomplete ? ) KlllgS, and HOW the ilTSt x art 6IllbraC6S

only a portion of the States of which the kingdom was composed.

2. Sir Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun tells us the opinion of 4 a very

wise man/ that 4
if a man were permitted to make all the ballads of

of a nation, he need not care vho should make its laws/ 1 The
theory of Chinese scholars is that it was the duty of the kings to

make themselves acquainted with nil the odes and songs current in

the different States, and to judge from them of the character of

The theory f Chinese scholars^ the rule exercised by their several princes,
about a collection of the odes for -

^ •• • ii
governmental purposes. ) so that they might minister praise or blame,

reward or punishment accordingly.

3. The one classical passage which is referred' to in support of

this theory is in the Le Ke, V. ii., parr. 13, 14:—'Every fifth year,

Thedassicaipassagewhich) the son of Heuven made a progress through
supports the theory. ^ the kiugdoin, when the grand uiusic-imistcr

Avas commanded to lay before him the poems collected in the States

1 . See Fletchers account of a Conversation on Governments. Sir John Davis (The Poetry of the

Chinese, p. 3-3) adduces the remark of a writer in the Spectator (No. 502): 'I have heard that

a minister of State in the reign ot Queen Elizabeth had all manner of books and ballads brought

to liim, of what kind soever, and took great notice how much they took with the people upon
uliich lie Avoukl, and certainly might, very well judge of their present dispositions, and of tlie

most proper way of appl3
ring them according to his own purposes/

23]
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of the several quarters, as an exhibition of the manners of the peo-

ple.'2 Unfortunately, this Book of the Le Ke, the 4 Royal Ordi-

nauces,’ was only compilecl in the reign of the emperor Wan of the Han
dynasty (b.c. 179— 155). The scholars entrusted with the work did

their best, we may suppose, witli the materials at their command.

They made much use, it is evident, of Mencius, and of the E Le.

The Chow Le, or the ^Official Book of Chow/ had not then been

recovered. But neither in Mencius, nor in the E Le, do we meet with

any authority for the statement before us. The Shoo mentions

that Shun every fifth year made a tour of inspection through his

empire; but there were then no odes for him to examine, as to him

and his minister Kaou-yaou is attributed the first rudimentary

attempt at the poetic art. 3 Of the progresses of the sovereigns of

the Hea and Yin dynasties we liave no information; 4 and those of

the kings of Chow were made, we know, only once in twelve years.

The statement in the 1 Royal Ordinances,' therefore, was probably

based only on tradition, and is erroneous in the frequency of the

royal progresses which it assorts.

Notwithstanding the difficulties which beset the text of the Le

Ke, however, I am not disposed to reject it altogether. It derives

a certain amount of confirmation from the passage quoted in the

last chapter, p. 4 from the ‘Official Book of Chow,’ showing that

in the Chow dynasty there was a collection of poems, under the di-

visions of the Fung, the Ya, and the Sung, which it was the busi-

ness of tlie grand music-master to teach the musicians and the

eleves of the royal school. It may be granted then, that the duke

of Chow, in legislating for his dynasty, enacted that the poems pro-

duced in the different feudal States should be collected on the occa-

sions of the royal progresses, ancl lodged thereafter among the

archives of the bureau of music at the royal court. The same

thinp;, we may presume a fortiori^ would be done with those pro-

duced within the royal domain itself.

4. But the feudal States were modelled after the pattern of the

royal State. They also luul their inusic-innsters, their musicians,

2 ..…

• 3 See the Shoo, II. i. 9; iv. 11. 4 Ch 4ing K^ng-shing says on the text:

—

;
on wliicli the imperial editors observe,

24
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and theii historiographers. The kings in their progresses did not

The music-master of the king) visit each particular State, so that their mu-
would get tlie odes of each States • i i i .

from its music-master. ) sic-masters could nave an opportunity to

collect the odes in it for themselves. They met, at well-known

points, the marquises, earls, barons, &c., of the different quarters of

the kingdom; there gave them audience; adjudicated upon their

merits; and issued to them their orders. We are obliged to suppose

that the princes would be attended to the places of rendezvous by

their music-in asters, carrying with them the poetical compositions

collected in their several regions, to present them to their superior

of the royal court.
J

5 . By means of the above arrangement, we can understand how
the poems of the whole kingdom were accumulated and arranged

among the archives of the capital. Was there any provision for dis-

seminating thence the poems of one State among all the others?

h w the collected poems) There is sufficient evidence that this dissemina-
were disseminated through-,- . . ^ ,

out the states. ) tion was in some way eltectecl . hroughout

the ‘Narratives of the States’ and the details of Tso K^w-ming on

the history of the Ch^in Ts 4ew, the officers of the States generally are

presented to us as familiar not only with the odes of their particular

States, bat with those of other States as well, l'liey appear equally

well acquainted with all the Parts and Books of our present collec-

tion; and we saw in chapter I., p. 5, liow the whole of the present

She was sung over to Ke-chah of Woo when he visited the court of

Loo. My opinion is that there was a regular communication from

the royal court to the courts of the various States of tlie poetical

pieces, which for one reason or another were thought worthy of

preservation. This is nowhere expressly stated; but it may be

argued by analogv from the account '\vhicli we have in the Official

Book of Chow 5

of the duties of the liistoriograpliers, or recorders, of

tlie Exterior. 4 They had charge of the Histories of all the States;

of the Books of the three August [rulers] and of the five emperors.

They communicated to all parts of the kingdom the writings [in

their charge].' 5 For want of fuller information it is not easy to give a

5 $ -
(Acc to

^|J
these Che related to everything about the feudal States, and tlie

outlying barbarous tribes, the hist(>rv of tlieir princes and chiefs, their origin and boundaries,

their tributes, their ceremonies, music, customs, &c.); (We try in

vain to discover what the Books of those three August ones were)
( l his sentence is the most important for my argument. I cannot accept the interpretation of

2o]
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thoroughly satisfactoiy account of the Histories and the Books refer-

red to in these brief sentences; but I quote them merely to establish

the fact that, according to the constitution of the kingdom under

the dynasty of Chow, not only were the literary monuments of the

feudal States collected for the satisfaction of the kings, but they

were again sent forth to the courts of the different princes, and be-

came tlie common possession of the cultivated classes throughout

the whole country. The documentary evidence of the fact is scanty,

owing to the imperfect condition in which the Books of Chow were

recovered during the Han dynasty, and so we have no special men-

tion made of the odes in the passages of the £
Official Book/ which I

have adduced; but that they, as well as the other writings which

are vaguely specified, were made known to Loo, Ts 4

e, Tsin, and all

the other States seems to have the evidence of analogy in its favour,

and to be necessary to account for the general familiarity witli them

wliifh, we know, prevailed.

6. But if the poems produced in the several States were thus

collected in the capital, and thence again disseminated throughout

the kingdom, we might conclude tliat the collection would liave

been far more extensive and complete than we have it no'v. The

h w the collection is>
smallness of it is to be accounted for by the disorder

so small and incompletej anc] confusion into which the kingdom fell after

the lapse of a few reigns from king Woo. Royal progresses ceased

Avhen royal government fell into decay, and then the odes were no

longer collected. 6 We ha ve no account of any progress of the kings

during tlie period of the ChHm Ts^w. But, before that period, there is

a long gap of 143 years between kings Cluing and E, covering the

reigns of Iv
cang, Cl aou Muh, and Kung, of which ve liave no

poetic memorials, if we except two doubtful pieces among the sacri-

ficial odes of Cliow. The reign of Heaou who succeeded to E is

similarly uncominemoratecl, and the latest odes are of the time of

Ting, when a hundred years of the Ch^n Ts £

e\v had still to run their

course. I cannot suppose but that many odes were made and col-

lected during the 143 years after king Ch 4

ing. The probability is

tliat they perisliecl during the feeble .nnd disturbed reigns of

E, 7 Heaou, E, 8 and Le. Of tlie reign of the first of these we liave

in which many acquiesce, as simply= the narnos of tlie written characters. Biot gives

for tlie whole:

—

4 Ils sont charges tie propager les noms ecrits, on les si»nes (lc l'ccriture, clans les

qu.^tre parties de Tempi rt*.
7

I believe tliat I have given tlie sense correctly.) 6 See Mencius,

IV. ii. XXI. 7 . 8. .
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only five pieces, of all of which Clioo considers the date to be un-

certain; of that of the second, as lias been observed above, we have

no memorials at all; of that of the third we liave only one piece,

which Clioo, for apparently good reasons, would assign to a con-

siderably later date. Tlien follow four pieces, the date of which is

quite uncertain, and eleven, assigned to the reign of Le,—some of

them with evident error. To Le's succeeded the long and vigorous

reign of Seuen (b.c. 828—781) when we ma}r suppose that the an-

cient custom of collecting the poems was revived. Subsequently to

him, all was in the main decadence and disorder. It was probably

in the latter part of his reign that Ch^ng-k^ou-foo, an ancestor of

Confucius, obtained from the Grand music master of the court of

Chow twelve of the sacrificial odes of the previous dynasty, with

which he returned to Sung which was held b)r representatives of

the House of Shang. They were used there in sacrificing to the old

kings of Shang, and were probably taken with them to Loo Avlien

the K £ung family subsequently sought refuge in that State. Yet

of the twelve odes seven were lost by the time of Confucius.

The general conclusion to which we come is, that the existing

Book of Poetry is the fragment of various collections made during

the early reigns of the kings of Cho^v, and added to at intervals,

especially on the occurrence of a prosperous rule, in accordance with

the regulation which has been preserved in the Le Ke. How it is

that we have in Part I. odes of not more thau a dozen of the States

into which the kingdom was divided, 9 and that the odes of those

States extend only over a short period of their history:—for these

things we cannot account further than by sajTing that such were the

ravages of time and the results of disorder. We can only accept the

collection as it is, and be thankful for it. It was well that Confu-

cius was a native of Loo, for such was the position of that State

among the others, and so close its relations with the royal court,

that the odes preserved in it were probably more numerous and

complete than anywhere else. Yet we cannot accept the statement

of the editor of the Say catalogue adduced on page 2
,
that tlie

existing pieces had been copied out and arranged by Che, the

music-master of Loo, unless, indeed, Che had been in office during

the boyhood of Confucius, when, as we have seen, the collection

was to be found there, substantially the same as it is now.

9. I say not quite a dozen, for Books III., IV., and Y., all belong to Wei, and Books X. and
probably also XIII., to Tsiu.
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7. The conclusions wliich I have sought to establisli in tlie above

paragraphs, concerning the sources of the She as a collection, have an

important bearing on the interpretation of many of the odes. The
Bearing f the above para-) remark of Sze-ina Ts l

een, that { Confucius

of particular pieces. )
selected triose pieces which would be service-

able foi' the illustration ofpropriety and righteousness/ is as erroneous

as the other, that the sage selected 305 pieces out of 3000. Con-

fucius merely studied and taught the pieces which he found existing,

and the collection necessarily contained odes illustrative of bad

government as well as of good, of licentiousness as Avell as of a pure

morality. Nothing has been such a stumbling-block in the way
of the reception of Choo He's interpretation of the pieces as the

readiness with which he attributes a licentious meaning to those

of Book VII., Part I. But the reason why the kings in their

progresses had the ocles of the different States collected and presented

to them, was {
tliat they might judge from them of the manners of

the people,
5

and so come to a decision regarding the government and

inorals of their rulers. A student and translator of the odes has sim-

ply to allow them to speak for themselves, and has no more reason

to be surprised at the language of vice in some of them than at the

language of virtue in many others. The enigmatic saying of Con-

fucius himself, that the whole of {
tlie three hundred odes may be

summed up in one sentence ,— Thought without depravity,'10 must be

understood in the meaning which I have given to it in the translation

of the Analects. It may very well be said, in harmony with all that

I have here advanced, that the ocles were collected and preserved for

the promotion of good government and virtuous manners. The

merit attaching to them is that they give us faithful pictures of what

was good and what was bad in the political State of the country,

and in the social habits of the people.

8. The pieces in the collection were of course made by individu-

als who possessed tlie gift, or thought that they possessed the gift.,

of poetical composition. Who they were we
The writers f the (Kies.

!] tell only on the authority of the odes

themselves, or of credible historical accounts, contemporaneous with

them or nearly so. They would in general be individuals of some

literary culture, for the arts of reading and writing even could not

be widely diffused during the Chow dynasty. It is not worth our

28
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while to question the opinion of the Chinese critics, who attribute

many pieces to the duke of Chow, though we have iiKlependent

testimony only to his composition of a single ode,—the second of

Book XV., Part. I.
11 We may assign to him also the 1st and 3d odes

of the same Book; the first 22 of Part II.; the first 18 of Part III.;

and with two doubtful exceptions, all the sacrificial Songs of Cliow.

Of the 160 pieces in Pt. I. only the authorship of the 2d of Bk.

XV., -which has just been referred to, can be assigned with certainty.

Some of the others, of which the historical interpretation may be

considered as sufficiently fixed, as the complaints of Chwang Keang^

in Bkk. III., IY., V., are written in the first j)erson; but the autlior

may be personating his subject. In Pt. II., the 7th ode of Bk. IV.

was made by a Kea-foo, a noble of the royal State, but we know
nothing more about him; the 6th of Bk. VI., by a eunuch styled

Mang-tsze; and the 6th of Bk. VII., from a concurrence of external

testimonies, may be ascribed to duke Woo of Wei.

In Pt. III., Bk. III., the 2d piece was composed b)^ the same duke

Woo; the 3d by an earl of Juy in the royal domain; the 4th must

have been made by one of Seuen's ministers, to express the king's

feelings under the drought which was exhausting the kingdom; and

the 5th and 6th claim to be the work of Yin Keih-foo, one of Seuen^

principal officers.

9. In the preface which appeared along with Maou ?

s text of the

She, tlie occasion and authorship of many more of the odes are

given; but I am not inclined to allow much weight to its
The Preface,

testimony. It will be found in tlie first appendix to this

chapter, as it is published in every native edition of the Book of

Poetry of any pretensions, and is held by a great proportion of the

scholars as an authoritative document. In the body of this volume

I have shown in a multitude of cases the unsatisfactoriness of the

view which it would oblige us to take of particular odes. There are

few western Sinologues, I apprehend, who will not cordially concur

Avitli me in the principle of Choo He, that we must find the mean-

ing of the odes in the odes themselves, instead of accepting the

interpretation of them given by we know not whom, and to follow

which would reduce many of them to absurd enigmas.

From the large space which the discussion of the Preface occupies

in Chinese critical works, it is necessary that I should attempt a
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summary of what is said upon it;—on no subject are the views of

native scholurs more divided.

According to Ch 4ing K'ang-sliing, what is now called J the Great

preface' was made by Confucius' disciple Tsze-hea, and wliat is called
1 the Little preface* was made also by Tsze-hea, but afterwards

supplemented by Maou .
12 In Maou, however, there is no distinction

made between a Great and a Little preface. As tlie odes came down
to him, the Preface was an additional document by itself, and
when he published liis commentary, he divided it into portions,

prefixing to every ode tlie portion which gave an account of it .
13

In this way, however, the preface to the Kwan ts
l

eu, or the first ode

of the collection, was of a disproportionate length; and very early, this

portion was separated from the rest, and called the Great Prefaced
But the division of the original preface thus made was evidently

unnatural and inartistic; andChoo He showed his truer critical ability

by detaching only certain portions of the preface to the Kwan ts
l

eu,

and dignifying them Avith the same name of the Great preface. This

gives us some account of the nature and origin of poetry in general,

arid of the different Parts which compose the She. But Choo should

have gone farther. In wliat is left of the preface to the Kwan ta
l
eu,

we have not only an account of that ode, but also what may be

regarded as a second introduction to Part I, and especially to the first

and second Books of it. To maintain the symmetry of the prefaces

there ought to be corresponding sentences at the commencement of

the introductory notices to the first odes of the other Parts. But

there is nothing of the sort; and this want of symmetry in the preface

as a whole is a sufficient proof to me that it did not all proceed

from one hand.

In Section II. of last chapter I have traced the transmission of

How it is attempted to trace)
Maous tex ^ frora its first appearance until it

the Preface to Tsze-hea ) t possession of the literary world of China.

Scholars try to trace it up to Tsze-hea, and consequently through

12

See the P- 1. 13 Oil the preface to the Nan Kae
t
or II. i. X.,

“ ;
the as above, p. 7.
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him to Confucius; but the evidence is not of an equally satisfactory

character. The first witness is Seu Ching, an officer of the State

or Kingdom of Woo in the period of ( the Three Kingdoms (a.d.

229—264),
5 who says, as reported by Luh Tih-ming:

—

4 Tsze-hea

handed down the She, [which he had received from Confucius], to

Kaou Hang-tsze; Hang-tsze to Seeh Ts 4ang-tsze; Ts^ang-tsze to Meen
Meaou-tsze; and Meaou-tsze to the elder Maou\ 15 Luh Tih-mhi2

gives also another account of the connexion between Maou and Tsze-

hea:

—

4 Tsze-hea handed down the She to Tsang Shin; Tsang Shin to

Le Iv^i; Le K'ih to Mang Chung-tsze; Mang Chung-tsze to Kin

Mow-tsze; Kin Mow-tsze to Seun K (ing; and Seun K'ing to the elder

Maou/16 There is no attempt made, so far as I know, on tlie part

of Chinese critics, to reconcile these two genealogies of Maou's She;

but there is no doubt that, during the Han dynasties, the school of

Maou did trace tlieir masters text up to Tsze-liea. Yen Sze-koo

states it positively in his note appended to Lew Hin's catalogue of

the copies of tlie She; 17 and hence, as the text and the preface came
to Maou together, there arose the view that the latter was made by
that disciple of the sage. It became current, indeed, under his name,

and was published separately from the odes, so that, in the catalogue

of the T^ang dynasty, we find 4 The Preface to the She by Puli Sliaug,

in two Books,
5

as a distinct Work. 18

But there is another account of the origin of the Preface which

seems to conflict with this. In par. 4 of tlie 2d section of last chap-

Different account of the)
1 have made mention of Wei Killg-chung

origin of the Preface. i or ^Yei Hwang, one of the great Han scholars

who adopted the text of Maou. He serves as a connecting link be-

tween the western and eastern dynasties of Han; and in tlie account

of him in the ^ Literary Biographies' we are told that c Hwang became

the pupil of Seay Man-k 4

ing, who was famous for liis knowledge of

Mao^s She; and he afterwards made the Preface to it, remarkable for

u• ;; —
The Kaou H3,ng-tsze here is identified by many with

4 the stupid old Kaou, 5 whose view of one of the odes is adduced and condemned in Mencius. VI.

ii III. This seems to me very doubtful. 16 (the son of Ts3ng Sin, one

of Confucius* principal disciples); ; e . tc>

Ch-ing, a disciple of Tsze-szej; ^ ^ "F ; I'M A
( e philosopher Seun}; 17 X 4’ 18
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the accuracy with wliicli it gives the meaning of the pieces in the

Fung and the Ya, and wliich is now current in the world .' 19 A
testimony like this cannot be gainsayed. If we allow that, when

Maou first made public his text, there were prefatory notes accom-

panying it, yet Hwang must have made large additions to these, as

Maou himself, in tlie opinion of Ch ling K^ang-shing, had previously

done.

Since the time of Choo He, many eminent scholars, such as Yen
Ts'an in the Sung dynasty, and Keang Ping-cliang in the present,

adopt the first sentence in the introduction to each ode as what

constituted the original preface, and which they do not feel at

liberty to dispute. They think that so much was prefixed to the

odes by tlie historiographers of the kingdom or of tlie States, when
they were iirst collected, and they would maintain likewise, I sup-

pose, tliat it bore the statnp of Tsze-hea. Kiiang calls these brief

sentences 4 the Old preface' and Hhe Great preface,’ and the fuller

explanation which is often appended to them, and wliich he feels at

liberty to question, lie calls 4 the Appended preface
,

5

and 4

the Little

preface.’

After long and extensive investigation of the subject, I have no

Ch He's views )
liesitation in adopting the freer views of Choo He,

n the Preface.
) with a condensed account of which I conclude this

chapter:

—

Opinions of scholars are much divided as to the authorship of

the Preface. Some ascribe it to Confucius
;

20 some to Tsze-hea; and

some to the historiographers of" the States. In the absence of clear

testimony it is impossible to decide the point; but the notice about

Wei Hwang, in tlie literary Biographies of the Han dynasties
,

21

Avould seem to make it clear that the Preface was his work. We must

take into account, however, on the other hand, the statement of

Ch 4ing Heuen
,

22 that the Preface existed as a separate document when

19

^
20 This is too broadly stated. No one has

affirmed that tlie Preface as a whole was from the hand of Confucius. Cluing E-ch^uen (A.D
#

033— 1,107) held that the Great preface was made by him. The style, lie says, is like that of

the appendixes to the Yih, and the ideas are beyond what Tsze-k(ia could have enunciated(
)! WangTih-shin( ;

later on in tlie Sung dynasty) ascribed

to Confucius tlie first sentence of all the introductory notices, and called them the Great preface.

21 Adduced above. 22 Also adduced above.
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Maou appeared with his text, and that he broke it up, prefixing to

each ode the portion belonging to it. The natural conclusion

is that the Preface had come down from a remote period, and tliat

H^vang merely added to it and rounded it off. In accordance with

this, scholars generally hold that the first sentences in the introduc-

tory notices formed the original Preface wliich Maou distributed,

and that the following portions were subsequently added.
lThis view may appear reasonable; but when -\ve examine those

first sentences themselves, we find some of them which do not a ree

with tlie obvious meaning of the odes to which they are prefixed,

and give merely the rash and baseless expositions of the writers.

Evidently, from the first, the Preface was made up of private specu-

lations and conjectures as to the subject-matter of the odes, and
constituted a document by itself, separately appended to the text.

Then on its first appearance there were current the explanations of

the odes which were given in connexion with the texts of Ts (

e, Loo,

and Han, so that readers could know that it was the work of later

hands, and not give entire credit to it .

23 But when Maou no
longer published the Preface as a separate document, but each ode

appeared with the introductory notice as a portion of the text, this

seemed to give to it the authority of the text itself. Then after the

other texts disappeared and Maou's had the field to itself, this

means of testing the accuracy of its prefatory notices no longer

existed. They appeared as if they were the production of the

poets themselves, and the odes seemed to be made from them as

so many themes. Scholars handed down a faitli in them from one
to another, and no one ventured to express a doubt of their authori-

ty. The text was twisted and chiseled to bring it into accordance
with them, and nobody would undertake to say plainly that they

were the work of the scholars of the Han dynasty .

5

23 On the important fact that tlie other texts, as Maou^, all had their prefaces, often differing
from tlie views of the odes given in that, see Choo E-tsun's note, concluding his chai^ter on the
Preface to the She.
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APPENDIX. T.

[i] THE GREAT PREFACE.

1. Poetry is tlie product of earnest thought. Thought [cherished] in tlie mind
becomes earnest exhibited in words, it becomes poetry.

2. The feelings move inwardly, and are embodied in words. When words are

insufficient for tliem, recourse is had to sighs and exclamations. When sighs and

exclamations are insufficient for them, recourse is had to tlie prolonged utterances

of song. When those prolonged utterances of song are insufficient for them, un-

consciously the hands begin to move and the feet to dance.

3. The feelings go forth in sounds. When those sounds are artistically com-

bined, we have wliat is called musical pieces. The style of such pieces in an age of

good order is quiet, going* on to be joyful ;—the government is then a harmony.

Their style in an age of disorder is resentful, going on to the expression of anger

—

the government is then a discord. Their style, when a State is going to ruin, ismourn-

fal, with the expression of [retrospective] thought—the people are then in distress.

4. Therefore, correctly to set forth the successes and failures [of government],

to move Heaven and Earth, and to excite spiritual Beings to action, there is no

readier instrument than poetry.

5. The former kings by this regulated tlie duties of husband and wife, effectually

inculcated filial obedience and reverence, secured attention to all the relations of

society, adorned the transforming influence of insti'iiction, and transformed manners

and customs.

6. Thus it is that in the [Book of] Poems there are six classes —first, the

Fang second, descriptive pieces third, metaphorical pieces fourth, allusive pieces;

fifth, the Ya and sixth, tlie Sung.l

1• W •

2.

•

H i .
4• .

5

-
1 This paragrupli h«as been referred to in Cb.

I. more than once, as taken from the 4 Official

Book of Chow.* If we had not the Book of

Poetry to help us in determining its meaning,

we should never be able to make it out from the

text itself. We should conclude that anciently

there were six classes of poems, called the Fung,

tlie Fo
j
the lJe

f
the the Ya, and the Sumj.

Po it appears in Biot's translation of tlie Official

Book:

—

4
II ensei^ne aux lmisiciens les six sortes

do chants notes, qui sont appeies Fong, Fou, Pi,

lliny Ya Sung: Blit the names Fung, Ya, and
Sung are those of the three Parts into wliicli the
She-king is divided, intended to indicate a differ-

ence in tlie subject-matter of the pieces composing
them while Foo, Pe, and Hing are the namea
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7. Superiors, by the Fung, transformed their inferiors, and inferiors, by tliCMn,

satirized tlieir superiors. The principal thing* in them was their style, and repi'oof

was cunningly insinuated. They might be spoken without giving oflence, and the

hearing of them was sufficient to make men careful of their conduct ——hence they

are called Funcj^ [or Lessons of manners].

8. 'When the administration of the kings fell into decay, the cules of propriety and

righteousness were neglected, the insti*uctions of government failed of effect, differ-

ent methods of government obtained in different States, and the customs of the

[great] Families in them had come to vary
;
—then the changed (or inferior) Fung*,

and the inferior Ya, were made.

2

7 t
,

_

8
.

applied to those pieces, intended to denote the

form or style of their composition. They may,
all of them, be found equally in all the Parts.

As KSa Kung-yen T_ang dyn.)

_-

- The Fung, Ya, and

Sung are, in Chinese phraseology, the warp of

the Book of Poetry, and the Foo, Pe, and Hing
are its woof.

I have entered sufficiently on the meaning of

the terras Fung, Ya, and Sung in the notes on
the titles of the different Parts; but it may be

well to discuss here the significance of the terms

Foo, Pe, and Hing more fully than I have else-

where done.

The term Foo needs little explanation. It is

descriptive of a narrative piece, in which the

poet says what he has to say right out, writing

it down in a simple straightforward manner,
witliout any hidden object. There is no meaning
intended beyond what the words express, ex-

cepting in so far as we may infer from wliat is

said the state of mind or the circumstances of

the writer or subject. Odes 2 and 3 of Pt. I.,

Bk. I., are of this class, according to the view of

them taken by Clioo He, which I have followed

and other instances of the Foo, about which there

can be no doubt, are to be found everywhere.
I have called the Pe metaphorical pieces.

They must be translated as we translate the

Foo but the writer has under the language a dif-

ferent meaning altogether from what it expresses,

a meaning which there should be nothing
in the language to indicate. The metaphorical
piece in the She may thus be compared to the
^Esopic fable but while it is the object of the
fable to enforce the virtues of morality and
prudence, an historical interpretation is to be
sought for the pe. There is, e. g.^ ode 5 of Part.
I. Bk. I., in the letter of which we find only
locusts and their wonderful increase while we
are taught that the poet had in his mind tlie

wife of king Wan and the fruitfulness of his
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harem. Ode 2 of Pt. I. Bk. XV. is another

I

purely metaphorical piece, where we seem to

j

hear only the plaint of a bird, vliose young,
reared by her with toil, have been destroyed by
an owl, and who is afraid that her nest also will

j

be destroyed but we know from tlie Shoo tl»at

I tlie duke of Chow intended liiinself by the bird,

and that he wished in the piece to vindicate tlie

stern course wliicli lie had adopted to put down

rebellion. As Clioo He says— I

•

The Hnuj^ or allusive piece, commences with

j

a couple of lines, wliich are repeated often
tlirougli all the stanzas, as a sort of refrain. They

I are generally descriptive of something in the
animal or the vegetable world

;
and after them

tlie writer proceeds to his proper subject. Often

I

the allusive lines convey a meaning harmonizing
witli that of the lines which follow, as in I. i.

IV. where an English poetwould begin the verses

I

w i th a Like orA s. They are in fact metaphorical.
I But the difference between an allusive and a

j

metaphorical piece is, tliat in tlie lines following
the allusive lines the author states directly tlie

theme he is occupied with, whereas the lines

of the metaphorical piece are all of the same
character. After the sentence on the Pe which
I quoted above from Clioo He, he goes on to say

cm the ••

•_
|

however, we cannot discover any metaphorical
I element in the allusive lines, and can only deal
with them as a refrain. Where there is a

! metaphorical element, the piece is described as

; where there is no such

element, it is

sionally the three styles all come together in one
ode.

2 I do not know when the distinction of the
odes of Parts I., II., and III., into Correct and
Changed, or Pieces of an age of good government,
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9. The historiographers of the States understanding* the indications of success

and failure, pained by the changes in the observance of the relations of society, and

lamenting the severity of punishments and of [the general] government, gave ex-

pression in mournful song to tlieir feelings, to condemn their superiors they were

intelligent as to the changes of circumstances, and cherished [the recollection of] tlie

ancient customs.

3

10. Thus it is that the Fung of a state of change, though produced by the feel-

ings, do not go beyond the rules of propriety and righteousness. That they should

be produced by the feelings was in the nature of the people that they should not

go beyond those rules was from the beneficent influence of the former kings.

11. Therefore, the pieces in which the afiairs of one State are connected with

the person of one man, are called the Fung.

12. The pieces which speak of the matters of the kingdom, and represent the

customs of its whole extent, are called the Ya. Ta means correct. They tell the

causes why royal government decays or flourishes. In government there are great

matters and small, and hence there are the small Ya and the great Ya.

13. The Sung are so called, because they praise the embodied forms of complete

virtue, and announce to spiritual Beings its grand achievements.4

14. These are called the four primary [divisions of the Book of Poems] [in them
we have] the perfection of poetry.

9 .
•

1•

_

11• .

12
. W.

13• .
14• _ •

and Pieces of a degenerate age, took its rise.

We find it here in the Preface; but the age of
the Preface is uncertain. The distinction is

misleading. There are both in the Fung and
the Ya many odes of a changed character, which
by their spirit and style are equal to any of those
that are ranked in the better class.

3 Tliis paragraph would seem to attribute

the odes to the liistoriographers of the royal and

other courts a view which is maintained no-

where else.

4 This is a very incomplete account of tlie

Sang, and leaves the anomaly of the Sung of

Loo, as placed along with those of Chow and

Shang, unaccounted for. See on the title of Pt.

IV., Bk. II.

[ii.] THE LITTLE PREFACE.

Odes of Chow and the South.

1. The Kvjan ts
ceu celebrates the virtue of the queen.

This is the first of the Lessons of manners. By means of it the manners of all

under heaven were intended to be formed, and the relation of husband and wife to

be regulated
;
and therefore it was used at meetings in Ullages, and at the assemblies

of princes.
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For Lessons of manners the term wind is used, denoting tlie influence of instruc-

tion. Wind moves [things], and instruction transforms the people.

Thus, then, the transforming power in the Kwan ts^eu and the Lin die exhibit the

influence of the true king, and they are therefore attributed to the duke of Chow.

The South [in the name of tlie Book] implies the north, showing* that the influence

went from the north to the south. The virtue in tlie Ts c

eoh ch
caou and the Tsow yu

exhibit the maimers of princes,—the effects of the instraction of the former king*

and they are therefore attributed to the duke of Shaou. [These two Books], the

Chow Nan and the Shaou Nan, show how the beginning was made correct, and the

foundation of royal transformation.

Therefore in the Kwan ts
l

eu we have joy in obtaining virtuous ladies to be mates

to her lord anxiety to be introducing ladies of worth no excessive desire to have

her lord to herself; sorrow about modest retiring ladies [not being found for tlie

harem], and thought about getting ladies of worth and ability,—all without any

envy of their excellence —this is what we have in the Kwan ts
c
eu.

2. The Koh t
lan sets forth the natural disposition of the queen.

We see her in her parents
,

house, with her mind bent on woman^ work thrifty

and economical, wearing her washed clothes, and honooring- and reverenciug her

matron-teaclier. Being such, she might well [in after time] pay her visits to her

parents, and transform the kingdom on the subject of woman^ ways.

3. The Keuen urh shows us the mind of the queen.

It shows also how she felt that slie ought to assist lier husband to seek out men of

talents and virtue, and carefully place them in oflBce to recognize the toilsome laboui'S

of officers. Though she had thus the mind to introduce men of talents and virtue,

she never thought of using artful words or speaking for relatives of her own but mor-

ning and evening she thought of the matter, till she was painfully anxious about it.

•

•

| # —.
2 4.: •

3• •

1• ’-
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4. The Kew mult shows the queen^ condescension to the ladies below her.

It tells how she could so condescend without any feeling of jealousy.

5. The subject of the Clmug-sze is the numerousness of the queen^ progeny.

It says they were like locusts for having no jealousy, her progeny was so

numerous.

6. The T'aou yaou shows the effects produced by the queen.

Through lier freedom from jealousy, the relation between males and females was

made right
;
marriages were celebrated at the proper time and there were no un-

married people in the kingdom.

7. The T'oo tseu shows the transforming influence of the queen.

When that influence, as celebrated in the Kwayi ts
l

eu, went abroad, all loved

virtue, and men of talents and virtue were very numerous.

8. The Fow e shows the admirable excellence of the queen.

All became harmony and peace, and then women delighted to have children.

9. The Han hwang shows how widely the influence of virtue reached.

The ways of king Wan afiected the States of the South liis admirable transform-

ing inflaence went forth over all the country about the Keang and the Han. There

was no thought of violating the rules of propriety and young women would be

solicited in vain for tlieir favours.

10. The Joo fun shows how the transforming influence of [the king’s] ways

went abroad.

It went through the States along the banks of the Joo, till wives could at once

compassionate [the toils of] their lords, and at the same time exhort them to what

was right.

11. The Lin die is the proper sequel to the Kwcm ts
l
eu.'• .

.
5

- .# .
e• •

7. •

•

8• ..
9 . ,

_
1• .

.
U•

_
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The transforming influence indicated by that having gone abroad, then under

heaven there was no sucli thing as any violation of propriety. Even in a degenerate

age the sons of the duke were all sincere and good, as in the time when the lins

footsteps were seen.

Odes of Shaou and the South.

1. The Ts l

eoh ch caou sets forth the virtue of some prince^ wife.

By the accumulation of meritorious deeds, the prince has reached his dignity, and

the lady comes from her parents 5 home, and occupies it with him. Her virtue be-

ing like that of the dove, she is a mate for him.

2. The Ts^ae fan shows a prince^ wife not failing in her duty.

Capable of assisting at his sacrifices, she does not fail in her duty.

3. The Tscaou ch 6ung shows how the wife of a great officer maintained the guard
of propriety.

4. The p shows how tlie wife of a grea o cer could observe the rules for

her conduct.

Able to observe those rales, she could take part in the services to [her husband^]

ancestors, and share in the sacrifices to them.

5. The Ka)i t
lang is in praise of the Chief of Shaou.

His instructions were brilliantly displayed in tlie States of the South.

6. In the Hincj loo we have the Chief of Shaou listening to a litigation.

The manners of a period of decay and disorder were passing away, and the lessons

of integrity and sincerity were rising to influence. Oppressive men could not do

violence to well-principled women.

•

_

2• •

.

3• — _
4 .

.
5 .
6

.
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7. The Kaou yang shows the consequences flowing from the merit celebrated in

the Tsl

eoh ch\iou.

The States to the south of Shaou were transformed by the government of king
Wan. Those who lield o ce in them were all economical, correct, and straight-

forward, their virtue like that emblemed by their lamb-skins and sheep-skins.

8. In the Yin 1c
c
e hiy we have a great oflRcer exhorted to righteousness.

Belonging to one of the States south of Shaou, he goes far away on the service of

the govt., and has no leisure for the enjoyment of home. His wife is able at once

to compassionate his toil and to exliort him to righteousness.

9. The P 6eaou yew mei is about marriages at the proper time.

9. In the States south of Shaou, under the transforming influence of king Wan,
young* men and maidens were able to marry at the proper times for their doing so.

10. In the Seaou sing we have the kindness of a princess descending to the ladies

beneath her.

Abstaining from all courses of jealousy, lier kindness reaches to the meanest con-

cubines, who go in and share the favours of the prince. They acknowledge the dif-

ference between the lot of the noble and mean, and can serve her with all their heart.

11. The K'eang yew sze is in praise of the cousins of some princess who should

have accompanied her to the liarem.

They endured their painful position without murmuring*, and she repented of her

fault. In the time of king Wan, between tlie Keang and the T'o, there was a princess

who would not have her cousins to complete the complement of the harem. They

endured the bitterness without murmuring, and she also repented of her course.

12. The Fay e expressess disgust at the want of the observances of

propriety.

All imder heaven there had been great disorder, and oppressive men had offered

insult to the women, so that lascivious manners were tlie consequence. Through

the transforming infkience of king Wan, even in an age of such disorder, there

came to be a dislike of the want of those observances.
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13. The Ho pe nung e is in praise of some daughter of the royal House.

Though she was thus of royal birth, and in descending* to marry one of the

princes, she was not restricted in her carriages and robes by her husband^ rank,

and they were only one degree inferior to the queen^, yet she was firmly observant

of wifely duty, and displayed the virtues of reverence and harmony.

14. Tsow yu is tlie proper sequel to the Ts ceoh ch
l
aou.

The transforming influence indicated by that having gone abroad, the relations

of society were rightly regulated, and the court well-ordered. The whole kingdom

came under the influence of king WS-n vegetation was luxuriant hunting was con-

ducted at the proper seasons princes* benevolence was like that of the Tsow yu;

and royal government was fully realized.

Odes of P‘ei.

1. The P tells of a virtuous officer neglected by his ruler.

In the time of duke K^ing of Wei (b.c. 866—854), virtuous men did not meet

with his conMence, and mean men were by his side.

2. The Lull e contains the plaint of Chwang Keang of Wei (b.c. 752—) over

lier lot.

The place of the wife was usurped by a concubine, and the wife herself was de-

graded —these were the circumstances which gave occasion to this piece.

3. The Yen-yen has reference to Chwang Keang of Wei's escorting a concubine

on her return to her native State.

4. In the Jill yueh Chwang Keang bemoans her lot.
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[iMtOLEGOMKNA. TIIE LITFLE PREFACE. [CH. II.

It is a piece about the hard suffering she endured from Chow-yu, and deplores

tho want of responsive aiKection which she had experienced in her deceased husband,

which brought her to such straits and destitution.

5. In tlie Cliiauj jnntj we have Cliwang Keaug of Wei bemoaning herself.

She was cruelly treated by Chow-yu, and met with incessant contempt and insult.

6. The Kcih Icoo is expressive of resentment against Chow-yu of Wei.

Calling* out his troops in an oppressive and disorderly manner, he sent Kung-sun

Wan-cliiing with them as general, and made peace with Cli^n and Sung, [in order

to secure his success]. The people murmured because of his warlike proclivities

and disregard of all propriety.

7. The K^ae fung is in praise of filial sons.

Such were the dissolute manners of Wei, that even a mother of seven sons could

not rest in lier house. The piece therefore expresses admiration of the sons, who

could exercise to the utmost tlieir filial duty, so as to comfort tlie heart of their

mother, and give full expression to tlieir own desire.

8. The Tleang cite is directed against duke Seuen of Wei (b.c. 717—699).

Dissolute and disorderly, lie paid no attention to the business of the State. He
frequently engaged in military expeditions. The great officers were employed on

Bervice for a length of time. Husbands and wives murninred at their solitariness.

The people, suffering* from these things, made this ode.

9. P^iou yew Voo yah is directed against duke Seuen of Wei.

Both he and his wife were guilty of licentious conduct.

10. The Kith fnmj is directed against violation ofduty, as between husband and wife.

The men of Wei, through the influence of tlieir superiors, became devoted to in-

dulgence with new matches, and abandoned their old wives. Husband and wife

were thus estranged and separated
;

tlie manners of tho State were injured and

went to ruin.
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11. In the Shih we we have the marquis of Le residing for a time in Wei, and

liis ministers exhorting him to return [to liis own State].

12. The Maon-J^etu is a reproof of the prince of Wei.

The Teih had driven out the marquis of Le, who was living* consequently for the

time in Wei. But [the marquis of] Wei could not discharge liis duty as the Chief

of a region, banding together and leading on other States for common service
;
and

the ministers of Le therefore thus reproved Wei.

13. The X&n Ae is directed against the neglect of men of wortli in Wei.

Such men, employed as pantomimes, were all fit to be ministers to a king-.

14. In the Ts^euen shmnj we have a daughter of the House of Wei wishing to

make a visit to lier native State

•

She was married to tlie prince of anotliei* State and her parents being dead,

though she wished to visit her relatives, she could not do so. She therefore made

this ode to show her feelings.

15. Tlie PJi/ is directed against the fact tliat tlie officers of AVei did not get

the opportunity to accomplish the objects which they had at heart.

It tells how loyal men were deprived of this.

16. The P /:
^/

is directed against the cruel oppression whicli prevailed in Wei.

All was awful oppression in Wei
;
the common people could not keep together

in their relative circles, but took one another’s hands and went away.

17. Tlie IVLiy we is directed against the times.

The marquis of Wei was without principle, and the marchioness without virtue.

18. Tlie fae is directed against duke Senen of Wei.

When the duke was bringing to tlie State a wife for [his son] Keih, lie built the

new tower near the Ho, and there forced her. The people hated his conduct, and

made this ode.• .
12•
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19. The JJrli tsze shing chow shows how the people thought of Keih and Show.

Those two sons of duke Seuen contended which should die for the other. The

people thought of them with sorrow, and made this ode.

Odes of Yung.

1. The Till clioiv relates the solemn vow of Kung Keang.

Kung Pih, heir to the State of Wei, having died an early death, his wife was
holding fast her righteousness, when her parents wished to force her to another

marriage. She refused her consent with an oath, and made this ode to put an end

to their design.

2. In the Ts^eang yew tsze, the people of Wei censure their superiors.

The [former] marquis^ son Hwan was living in intercourse with the [present] mar-

quis^ mother. The people hated the thing, but it could not be spoken of [directly].

3. The Keun tsze Iceae laou is directed against the marchioness-[dowager] of Wei.

She was living in a state of lascivious disorder, and failed in duty to her husband.

The piece therefore sets forth the virtue of a prince's wife, with the ricli array of her

robes, and liow she ought to grow old with her husband.

4. The Sang cluing is directed against improper connexions.

Through the licentious disorder that prevailed in the ruling House, men and wo-

men came to mn to one another’s arms. Even men of hereditary families, sustain-

ing offices, stole one another’s wives and concubines, arranging meetings in

hidden and distant spots. Government was relaxed, the people became demoralized,

and the [tide of] evil could not be stopped.

5. The Shan che pun pitu is directed against Seuen Keang of Wei.

The people considered that she was not so good as a quail or a magpie.
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6. The Ting die fancj cliung^ is in praise of duke Wan of Wei (b c. 659—634).

The State had been extinguished by the Teili, and [the people] removed eastwards

across the Ho, residing in the open country of the tract of Ts c

aon. Duke Hwan of

Ts 4

e smote the Teih, and re-established the State -when Wan removed his residence

to Ts‘ooH There he began by building the walls of a city and a market-place,

after which he reared his palace, regulating things according to the exigency of the

time. The people were pleased with him, the population greatly increased, and the

State became wealthy.

7. In the Te tuncj we have the cessation of improper connexions.

Duke Wan of Wei, by his right ways, transformed the people. They became

ashamed of licentious connexions, and would not be ranked with those guilty of them.

8. The Seang shoo satirizes the want of propriety.

Duke WSn of Wei corrected tlie manners of his ministers, and censured those in

office, who, through the influence on them of former rulers, were without dignity of

deportment.

9. The Kan maou is in praise of the love of what is good.

Many of the ministers of duke Wan of Wei loved what was good, and men of

talents and virtue rejoiced to set forth good ways to them.

10. The Tsae ch c

e was made by the wife of Muh of Hen.

Pitying the overthrow of lier native State, slie was grieved that she could not save

it. Duke E of Wei had been killed by the Teih the people were dispersed, and

living in huts about Ts c

aou. The wife of duke Muh of Heu, pitying the ruin of Wei,

and pained by the feebleness of Heu which was unable to save it, wished to retrarn

to Wei and condole with her brother. And as correct propriety forbade that, she

expressed her sentiments in this ode.
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Odes of Wei.

1. The Ke yuh celebrates the virtue of dake Woo (b.c. 812 757).

He was accomplished, and could moreover listen to counsel and remonstrance,

keeping himself under the restraints of propriety. In consequence of this he was

received as its chief minister at the court of Cliow, where they admired him, and

made this ode.

2. The ICaou pwan was directed against duke Chwang (b.c. 756—734).

He could not continue the method of liis predecessor, so that men of talents with-

drew from public service and lived in obscurity.

3. The Shih jin is expressive of pity for Chwang Keang*.

Duke Chwang, led away by liis love for his favourite concubine, allowed her

proudly to usurp the superior place. Worthy as Cliwang* Keang was, she received

no responsive kindness from him, and all her life had no cliild. The people pitied

her, and were sorry for her case.

4. The Hang was directed against the times.

In the time of duke Senen (b.c. 718—699), propriety ancl righteousness disap-

peared, and Kcentious manners greatly prevailed. Males and females did not keep

separate —tlie one side seduced, and the other consented. But when the flower of

beauty had faded, the man abandoned and turned his back on his paramour. A wo-

man was brought by suffering to repentance [for having cohabited improperly]. The

piece therefore relates the circumstances, as a condemnation of the times, praising

her return to the right, and branding dissoluteness.

5. In the Chuh kan we have a daughter of the House of Wei wishing to return

to that State.

Married in another State where her affection was not responded fco, she wished

[to return to Wei], but was able to submit to propriety.
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6. The Hwatir-la)i was directed against duke Hwuy (b.c. 698

—

668).

Proud and unobservant of propriety, the great officers made him the object of

their satire.

7.

The subject of the Ho Tcivang is the mother of duke Seang of Sang (b.c. 649

—636).

She had returned for good to Wei, but coulcl not cease from thinking of him, and

therefore mad© this piece.

8. The Pih he was directed against the times.

It tells how an officer, on public service, where he was in the van before the king^

chariots, was detained beyond the proper time, unable to return.

9. The Yew lioo was directed against the times.

The males and the females of Wei were losing the time for marriage without

becoming husband and wife. Anciently, when a State was suffering from the misery

of famine, the rales were relaxed so that there might be many marriages and

males and females who had no partners were brought together, in order to promote

the increase of tlie people.

10. The Mich hwa is in praise of duke Hwan of Ts 4

e (b c. 683—642).

The State of Wei had been ruined by tlie Teih, and the people had fled and were

living in Ts‘aou. Duke Hwan came to their rescue, and re-instated Wei, send-

ing gifts, moreover, of carriages, horses, utensils, and robes. When the people

thought of his conduct, they wished to recompense him largely, and made this piece.

1. The Shoo le is expressive of pity for the old capital of Chow.
A great officer of Chow, travelling on the public service, came to it, and, as lie

passed by, found the places of the ancestral temple, palaces, and other public build-

ings, all overgrown with millet. He was moved with pity for the downfall of the
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House of Chow, moved about the place in an undecided way, as if lie could not bear

to leave it, and made this piece.

2. The Keim-tsze yu yth was directed against king P^ng.

An officer being away on service, without any period fixed for his return, the

great officers, thinking of his perils and hardships, were moved to this satire.

3. The Keun-tsze yang-yang is expressive of pity for Chow.

Officers, amid the disorders of the times, invited one another to serve for emo-

lument, wishing simply to preserve their persons, and to keep away from harm.

4. The Yang che sliwuy was directed against king P^ng*.

Instead of seeking to promote the comfort of his people, he kept them stationed

on guard far away in his mother ?

s country. The people of Chow murmured, and

longed for their homes.

5. The Chung Icuh yew Vny is expressive of pity for Chow.

The affection between husband and wife decayed daily and became less, till in a

bad year, when famine prevailed, they abandoned each other.

6. The Tcoo yuen is expressive of pity for Chow.

King Hwan having lost his faith to them, the States revolted from him. Animosi-

ties arose, and calamities followed one another, till the king^ army was defeated

and himself wounded. Superior men had no enjoyment of their life.

7. In the Koh hiy we have king P'ing's own kindred finding fault with him.

In the House of Chow all right principles were decayed, and the king was casting

away the nine classes of his kindred.

8. The Ts c
ae Ieoh indicates the fear of calumniators.

9. The Ta lceit was directed against the great oflBcers of Chow.

The rules of propriety and righteousness were violated and neglected
;
males

seduced, and women hastened to their embraces. Hence the piece sets forth the

ways of antiquity to brand the present. The great officers of tlie time were unable

to listen properly to the cases of litigation between males and females.
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10 The K6ew chung yew ma shows how tlie people longed for men of worth.

King Chwang (b. c. 695—681) was devoid of intelligence, an 1 drove men of worth

away from the court. Tlie people tliouglit of tliem and made this piece.

Odes of Ch'ing.

1. The Tszc e is in praise of duke Woo (b. c. 770—743).

His father aud he were both ministers of Instruction in the court of Chow, and

well discharged the duties of that office, so that the people of the State approved of

him and therefore they here praised his virtue to illustrate how the holders of

States should add one good quality to another.

2. The Tseang Chung-tsze was directed against duke Chwang (b. c. 742—700).

The duke could not manage his mother, and injured his younger brother. That

brother, Shuli, was going on badly and the duke did not restrain him. Chung of

Chae remonstrated, but the duke did not listen to him —thus by his want of resolution,

when little effort was needed, producing* great disorder.

3. The S% 2/
‘ was directed against duke Chwang*.

Sliuh resided in King*, where he provided coats of mail and weapons of war,

going out thereafter to hunt. The people of the State were pleased with him, and
embraced bis side.

4. The Ta sliuli yu t
leen was directed against duke Chwang.

Shuli was distinguished for his ability, and fond of valour, so that, though he was
unrighteous, lie attracted the multitudes to himself.

5. The Ts'ing jin was directed against duke Wan (b.c. 671—627).
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Kaou ICih being* fond of gain, and paying no regard to liis ruler, duke Wan hated

him, and washed to remove him to a distance. He was unable to do so, however,

and sent him to tlie borders to oppose the hordes of the north. There he displayed

his forces, and kept them moving about, near the Ho. So long a time elapsed with-

out their being recalled, that tlie troops dispersed and returned to Ch {

ing, Kaou
K ill himself fleeing to Cb*iu. The Kung-tsze Soo made this piece to express his

views, how the advancement of K 4aou K 4ih contrary to propriety, and duke Wan^
wrong* rnetliocl of procuring liis retirement, led to the endangering of the State and

the ruin of the army.

t>. The Kaou k eiu was directed against the court [of Ch c

ing.]

It describes the courtiers of old as a satire on those of the time.

7. The Tsun ta loo shows how [the people] thought of their superior men.

Duke Chwang having abandoned the proper path, superior men were leaving him,

and the people of the State thought longingly of them.

8. The Neu yiirh he m imj was directed against the want of delight in virtue.

It sets forth the righteous ways of old times, to brand the character of the existing

time which had no pleasure in virtue, and loved only sensual enjoyment.

9. The Yew neu fung heu was directed against Hwuh [the eldest son of duke

Chwang, known as duke Ch caou, (b.c. 701 694)].

The people of dicing satirize in it his refusal to marry a princess of Ts^. Before

his accession he had done good ser\dce to that State, the marquis of which wanted

to give him one of liis daughters to wife. She was a lady of worth, but Hwuh
declined the alliance and the result was that for want of the help of a great State

he was driven out of ChHng. On this account the people satirized him.

10. The Shan yew foo-soo was directed against Hwiih.

Hwuh gave his esteem to those who were not deserving of it.

11. The Toh he was dii^ected against Hwuh.
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The ruler was weak and his ministers were strong, so that lie couM not give them

the note, and make them follow liim.

12 The Keaou tuiuj was directed against Hwuh.
He was not able to take counsel on affairs with men of wortli, and

2
"> 'verfiil n in-

isters arrogated the right of making enactments.

13. The K'een chang expresses the desire of the peojile of Clt
Aiug to have the

condition of the State rectified.

The c

artful boy 9 was pursuing bis course of disorder, and they wished for a great

State to rectify their afikirs.

14. The Fung was directed against prevailing* disorder.

The proper rule for marriages was not observed. The male gave tlie note, and

the female did not respond he led the way, and she did not follow.

15. The Tung mun die slien was directed against prcvaiHng disorder.

There were men and women who flew to one another, without waiting for the

proper ceremonies.

16. The Fung yu expresses the longing to see a superior man.

In an age of disorder, the writer longs for a superior nmii,—one who would not

change his rules of life.

17. The Tsze hHn was directed against the neglect of schools.

In an age of disorder, these were not attended to.

18. The Yang che shwuy bewails that there were no [right] ministers.

Some superior man made this piece, pitying Hwuli who had been brought to exile

and death through his want of faithful ministers and good officers.

19. The Ch^uh lc
l

e tung mun bewails the prevailing disorder.

Five times was there a struggle among the sons of duke [Chwang] for the State

;

hostilities never ceased husbands and wives were separated and tlie people longed

for some way to preserve their families.
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20. The Yay yew man f.^aoti expresses a desire for some time of marriage.

No favours from the ruler flowed down to the people, who were exhausted by the

constant hostilities. Males and females lost their proper time for marriage, aud
wished tliat they miglit come togfether without any previous arrangements.

21. The Tsin Wei was directed against tlie prevailing disorder.

The weapons of strife never rested
;
husbands and wives were torn from one an-

other, lewd maimers went abroad, and there was no delivering the people fi*om them.

Ts‘e.

1. The Ke ming expresses long-ing* thoug-hts of a worthy consort of the ruler.

Duke Gae (b.c. 933— 894) was wildly addicted to sensual pleasure, indolent, and

careless of his duties, therefore the ode sets forth how a worthy consort [of an earlier

ruler], a chaste lady, in the morning while it was yet night, admonished and warned

her husband, showing how a consort should perfect the ruler.

2. The is directed against wild addiction to hunting.

Duke Gae was fond of hunting, and insatiate in pursuing* the chase. The people

were influenced by his example, so that tliis fondness for the chase became a general

habit. He who was practised in hunting was accounted worthy, and he who was

skilful in charioteering1 was pronounced good.

3. The Choo is directed against the times.

At that time the bridegroom did not go in person to meet his bride.

4. The Tung fang die jili is directed against the decay [of the times].

The relation of raler and minister was neglected. Men and women sought each

other in lewd fashion and there was no ability to alter the customs by the rules of

propriety.
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5. The Tung fang we mincj is directed against the neglect of the proper seasons

for affairs.

The court disregarded the times for rising and sleeping its commands came

forth at improper times the officer of the clepsydra was not able to discharge Lia

duties.

G. The Nan shan is directed against duke Seang (b.c. 696—685).

His conduct was like that of a beast, for he maintained an incestuous connection

with his sister. [Some] great officer, in consequence of this wickedness, made the

piece, and left the court.

7. In the Foo t
6een a great officer speaks against duke Seang.

Without propriety or rigliteousness lie aimed at great achievements, and without

cultivating virtue he sought to gain the chief place among the States. His great

aims [only] toiled his mind, the way in whicli he sought them not being* the proper

one.

8. The Loo ling is directed against the wild addiction to hunting.

Duke Seang was fond of the chase. He pursued it with hand-net and shooting-

line, not attending to the business of the people. The people suffered from hia

course, and here set forth the ancient ways in condemnation of his.

9. The Pe lcow is directed against Wan Keang.

The people of Ts c

e liated the weakness of duke Hwan of Loo, who was not able to

restrain W3n Kfe’ang so that slie proceeded to the lewd disorders which proved

calamitous to fclie two States.

10. In the Tsae ‘ the people of Ts‘e brand duke SSang.

Devoid of all propriety and righteousness, he made a great display of his carriage

and robes, drove rapidly on the public road, and in a great town was guilty of lewd-

ness with Wan Keang-, publishing his wickedness to all the people.

11. The E ts'eay is directed against duke Chwang (b.c. 692 661) of Loo.
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The people of Ts J

e were pained by duke Chvvang, with dignified demeanour and

skilled in arts, yet unable to restrain liis mother, so that he failed in his duty as a

eon, and was accounted a son of the marquis of Ts c

e.

Odes of Wei.

1. The Koh heu was directed against narrowness of disposition.

The territory of Wei was narrow and confined; its people were ingenious, artful,

and eager for gain its rulers were stingy, narrow-minded, and without virtue to

guide them.

2. The Fan ts^m joo was directed against nig-gardliness.

The raler was niggardly, and could be industrious
;
but the piece exposes his being

bo contrary to what was proper.

3. The Yuen yew t\iou was directed against the times.

Some great officer made it, distressed about liis ruler who, pressed hard in a small

State, was yet parsimoniously stingy, unable to use his people, and giving them no

lessons of virtue, so that the State was daily encroached upon and stript of territory.

4. In the Chili hoo we have a filial son abroad on the public service, and thinking

of his parents.

The State was hard-pressed, and suffering frequent dismemberment. It was

obliged to engage in service for greater States, so that parents [and children], elder

and younger brother, were separated and dispersed. [In such a state of things],

this piece was made.

5. The Shih mow die keen was directed against the times.

It tells how the State was dismembered and made small, so that the people had

not space to dwell in it.
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6. The Fall fan was directed against greediness.

Those in office were covetous and mean, taking their salaries, without doing sendee

for them, so that superior men could not get employment.

7. The Shih shoo was directed against heavy exactions.

The people brand in it their ruler, levying heavy exactions, and silkworm-like

eating them up, not attending' well to tlie government, greedy and yet fearful, like

a great rat.

T 4ang.

1. The Sih~tsuh was directed against duke He of Tsin (b.c. 839 822).

He was economical, but in being so violated the rules of propriety and the people

made this piece in compassion for him, wishing him to take his pleasure when ifc

was the ti ne for it, and according to propriety. This Book contains the odes of

Tsia, which is called T^ng*, because the people in their deep anxieties with thought

of the futin*e, ami theix* economy regulated by propriety, exemplified the manners

which had come down to them from the example of Yaou.

2. The Shan yew ch coo was directed against duke Ch faou of Tsin (b.c. 744—738).

Unable to cultivate tlie right method to order his State, with wealth and yet

unable to use his people, possessed of bells and drams and yet incapable of taking

pleasure fi'om them, not sprinkling and sweeping his court-yards, the government

was neglected, and the people dispersed. He was going* on to ruin, and the States

all around were plotting to take his territories, without his being aware of it. The

people therefore made this piece to express their condemnation of him.

3. The Yang che sliwuy was directed against duke Ch^ou of Tsin.

He dmded his State, and invested Piis uncle] with Yuh, which increased and be-

came strong, while he grew small and weak. The people were about to revolt and

go over to Yuh.
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4. The Tsi'aou learnt was directed against duke Cli^ou of Tsin.

Superior men, seeing the opu-ence and strength of Yuh, and how [its chief] attended

to bis government, knew how it would increase in prosperity and size, and that his

descendants would possess the State of Tsin.

5. The Choic mow was directed against tlie disorders of Tsin.

In consequence of the disorder marriages were not entered into at the proper time

for them.

6. The Te too was directed against the times.

The ruler was unable to keep the affections of his relatives his own flesh and

blood were separated from him and dispersed lie dwelt alone and brotherless
;
and

he would be swallowed up by Yuli.

7. The Kaou k l

eiv was directed against the times.

The people of Tsin brand in it those wlio were in office, and did not compassion-

ate their people.

8. The Paou yn was directed against the times.

After duke Ch caou there was great confusion through five changes of ruler.

Some man of position, obliged to descend and go forth on the public service, so that

he was prevented from nourishing his parents, made the piece.

9. Tlie Woo e expresses admiration of duke Woo of Tsin (b.c. 678 676).

Immediately on his absorption of that State, one of his great officers, requesting in

his behalf the confirmation of his right in it from an envoy of the king, made the piece.

10. The Yew te die too was directed against duke Woo of Tsin.

The duke standing in his solitary distinction, thougli all the branches of his House

were subject to him, did not seek for men of worth to help himself.
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11. The Koli sang was dii'ected against duke Heen of Tsin (b.c. 675—650).

Fond of warfare* he occasioned the death of many of the people.

12. The Tsc

ae ling was directed against duke Heen of Tsin.

He was fond of listening to slanders.

Ts'in.

1. The Keu lin was in praise of Chung of Ts c

in (b.c. 843—821).

With him began the greatness of Ts 4

in, and he had what men prize,—chariots

and horses, observances of ceremony, music, and attendants.

2. The f was in praise of duke S5ang (b.c. 776—765).

He first was constituted a prince of the kingdom, engaged in the chase, and had

the pleasure of parks.

3. The Seaoujung was in praise of duke Seang.

He made complete preparation of arms to punisli the western Jung, who were

then in such strength that his expeditions against them never ceased. The people

gloried in the chariots and mail, while wives were moved with pity for their husbands

.

4. The Keen Icea was directed against duke Seaug1

.

Incapable of using the proprieties of Chow, there was no way for him to

strengthen his State.

5. The Clmng-nan conveyed a warning to duke Seang.

He was able to secure to himself the territory of Chow, took his place, the first

in Ts :

in, as a prince of tlie empire, and received the dress of tliat distinction. Some
great officer, admiring him, made this piece, to warn and advise him.
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6. The Hicang rieaou bewails the fate of 4 the three worthies/

The people, condemning the act of duke Mull (b.c. 620) in having people buried

with him, made this piece.

7. The Shin fang is directed against dake K^ang* (b.c 619 608).

He forgot all the achievements of duke Muh, and commenced with discountenanc-

ing bis worthy ministers.

8. The Woo e is directed against the frequent hostilities that were carried on.

The people condemn in it their rulers fondness for war, his excessive recourse to

it, and his not sharing with the people the things wliieh they wished.

9. In the Wei yaiuj we have duke K'ang thinking of his mother.

His mother was a daughter of duke Heen of Tsin. When duke Wan was

suffering from the evil brought on him by Le Ke, and before he returned [to Tsin],

his aunt in TVin died. When duke Mah then restored him to Tsin, duke K'ang was

the heir-apparent, made presents to Wan, and escorted him to the north of the

Wei. He thoa^lit how lie coaid no longer see liis mother, but the sight of liis uncle

seemed to bring her to his sighfc again. When he succeeded to liis father, all this

occurred to liitn, and he rna^le this piece.

l . The ICcuea yic is directed against duke K 4ang.

He forgot the old ministers of liis lather, and though be began with treating men

of worth well, lie did not end so.

Ch‘in.

1. The Yum Jc
lcw is directed against duke Yi*w (r.c. 853—831).

He was wildly addicted to sensual pleasure, beniglited and disorderly, indulging

in dissipation beyond measure.
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2. The Tung mnn die fun expresses disgust at the disorder which prevailed.

Through the influence which went out from the wild addiction of duke Yew to

sensual pleasure, males and females abandoned their proper employments, hurried to

meet one another on the roads, and danced and sang* in ttie market places.

3. The Hk i>g mun is designed to stiinulate duke He (b.c. 833—7 (J5).

He was well-meaning, but without strength of will, and some one therefore made
tliis piece to encourage him.

4. The Tunrj mun clip, ch l

e is directed against the times.

The writer was disgusted at the sensuality and blindness of bis ruler, and longed

for a worthy lady to be liis mate.

5. The m c/ yang is directed against tlie times.

Marriages were not made at the proper season. Males and females often acted

against one another. There were cases in which though the bridegroom went in

person to meet the bride, she would not come to him.

6. The Hoc? m was directed against T‘0 of Cti
c

in (b.c. 7 6).

Through having no good tutor or assistant, he proceeded to unrig-liteousness, of

which the evil consequences fell upon the myriads of the people.

7. The Fa)ig yew ts'eoli d^aou is expressive of sorrow on account; of the injuries

wrought by slanderers.

Duke Seuen (b.c. 691—647) gave much credence to sucli, which made superior

men anxious and afraid.

8. The Yueli cli^vbh was directed against the love of sensual pleasure.

Those who were ia office did not love virtue, but sought pleasure in beauty.

9. The Ghoo lin was directed against duke Ling- (b.c. 012 598).

He carried on a criminal intercourse with Hea Ke, and visited her morning and

night without ceasing.
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10. The Tsih p
c
o was directed against the times.

It tells how duke Ling and his ministers practised lewdness in the State, so

tliat males and females, in tlieir desire for one another, thought with anxious

grief and had intense distress.

Odes of Kwei.

1. In the Kaon Jc
lcw we have a great officer on a proper ground leaving [the

service of] his ruler.

The State was small and liard-pressecl [by other States], while the ruler, instead of

taking the proper path, loved to have his robes clean and bright, and to saunter

about and amuse himself, unable to show any energy in the business of government.

Hence this piece.

2. The Soo fe a/i is directed against the neglect of the three years’ [mourning].

3. The Sih yew ch l
anr/~ts

l

oo is expressive of disgust at dissoluteness.

The people hated their ruler's lewd dissoluteness, and longed for one without

bis passions.

4. In the Fei fang we have a longing* for the ways of Chow.

The State being small, and the government in disorder, the author was troubled

about the coining of calamities, and longed for the ways of Cliow.

Odes of Ts c

aou.

1. The Fow-yew is directed against the extravagance of the ruler.

.
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APPENDIX I.] THE LITTLE PREFACE. [PROLEGOMEXA.

Though the State was small and pressed upon by others, duke Cli
:aou (b.c. GGO

—

652) took no proper method to defend himself. He was extravagant, employed

small men, and was going on to find himself without any to rely on.

2. The How-jin is directed against the rulei^s intimacy with small men.

Duke Kung (b.c. 651—617) put away from liiin superior men, and kept small

men about him.

3. The & is directed against the want of uniformity [in what is correct].

There were no superior men in oflBce, through [the ruler’s] not uniformly apply-

ing his heart to virtue.

4. The H'ea ts
c

ezoen- expresses a longing for good order.

The people of Ts c

aou, disgusted wth the encroachments and oppression of duke

Kung, through which the lower people had no enjoyment of life, thought in their

sorrow of the intelligent kings and worthy viceroys [of the past].

Odes of Pin.

1. The Ts L
ili yueli sets forth the beginnings of the royal House.

The duke of Chow, in consequence of the changes which were occurring, set forth

the source of the transforming influence which proceeded from How-tseih and other

early princes of their House,—the hard toils which led to the rise of its prosperity.

2. In the Ch ce-heaou we have the duke of Gliow saving the country from the

disorder [which threatened].

King Ch^ing contimied ignorant of the duke J

s object, who thereupon made this

ode, and sent it to him, naming it the Cli^e heaoit.

3. The Tlduj shan relates to the duke of Chow^ expedition to the east.
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The duke having returned from this expedition at the end of three years, reward-

ed and commended his men, on which some great oflBcer, in admiration of him, made
this poem. The 1st stanza tells how the men had all been preserved the 2d, their

anxious thoughts tlie 3d, how tbeir families had been looking out for them; and

the 4th expresses the delight which seasonable marriages occasion. The superior

man, in his relations with other men, appreciates their feelings and pities their toils

;

—thus giving them satisfaction and pleasure. Then, when he employs them, thus

satisfied, they will forget death in his service —it is in the Tung slian that we see

this.

4. The P c
o foo is in praise of tlie duke of Chow.

Some great officer of Chow gave expression in it to liis detestation of the four

[rebellious] States.

5. The Fah ko is in praise of tlie duke of Cliow.

Some great officer of Chow condemned the court in it for its non-acknowledgment

of the duke.

6. The Keio yih is in praise of the duke of Chow.

Some great officer of Chow condemned in it the court for its non-acknowledgment

of the duke.

7. The Lang poll is in praise of the duke of Chow.

When he was acting as regent, there arose, at a distance, in the four States,

calumnious rumours against him
;
and at hand, the king did not recognize [his worth

and aim]. Some great officer of Chow expressed in it liis admiration that in these

circumstances the duke did not lose his sagely virtue.
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PART. II.

MINOR ODES OF THE KINGDOM,

Book I. Decade of Luh ming.

1 . The bah ming is a festal song, proper to the entertainment of the ministers,

—

admirable guests.

When the ruler had feasted them with food and drink, he also presented them

with baskets of silken fabrics, to carry out his generous feeling, so that afterwards

those loyal ministers, admirable guests, would do their utmost for him.

2. The Sze mow is congratulatory of an envoy on his return.

When one does good service and liis merit is recognized he feels pleased.

3. In the Hwang-hivang chay liwa we have a raler sending off an officer on some

commission.

It describes the sending him away with ceremonies and music, and shows how,

when at a distance, he might make himself distinguished.

4. The Chang-te is a festal ode proper to tlie entertainment of brothers.

The piece was made in compassion for the way in which [the chiefs of] Kwan
and Ts lae had erred.

5. The Fall muh ia appropriate to the feasting of friends and old acquaintances.

From the Son of Heaven down to the multitudes of tlie people, there is no one but

needs friends in order to his perfection. When the ruler by his affection for his kindred

makes them harmonious, when he makes friends of meo of worth and does not forsake

them, when he does not forget liis old associates, then the people become truly viiiiuoua.

6. In the T'een paou the ministers gratefully respond to their sovereign.

When the ruler condescends to those beneath him, and thereby gives the finish to

his government, they are prepared to express their admiration in return to him.
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7. The Tsl

ae we celebrates the despatch of troops for guard-service.

In the time of king Wan, there was trouble from the tribes of the Keun in the

west, and from the Heen-yun in the north, and by orders from the Son of Heaven

he commissioned a general, and despatched troops to guard the Middle State. The

T^ae we was sung on occasion of their despatch. The Ch luh Iceu was to congratu-

late them on their return. The Te too celebrated their return from their toils.

8. The Cl^uh keu congratulates the general on his return.

9. The Te too congratmlates the men on their return.

10. In the Nan kae filial sons admonish one another on the duty of nourishing

parents.

1. The Pih hwa speaks of the spotless purity of filial sons.

2. The Hwa shoo speaks of the harmonious seasons, and abundant years, favour-

able to the millets.

[Of this and the two preceding pieces] the subjects have been preserved, but the

words are lost.

3. Tho Yu le is expressive of admiration of the abundance in which all things

were produced, enabling every ceremony to be fully performed.

In the Ts l

een paoa and previous pieces we see how Wan and Woo regulated all

witliin the kingdom, and in the Ts^ae we and those that follow, how they regulated

the parts beyond. They began with anxiety and toil they ended with ease and

joy therefore this piece celebrates the abundance of all things, through which an-

nouncement of their circumstances could be made to Spmtual Beings.

4. The Yew kang speaks of how all things were produced according to their

proper nature.
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5. In the Nan yew hea we have the ruler sharing his joy with men of ability

and virtue.

In a time of great peace the ruler rejoiced, with the utmost sincerity, to share his

advantages with such men.

6. The speaks of how all things obtained the greatest and highest

amount of production of which they were capable.

7. In the Nan sliaa yew tae we have the ruler rejoicing in the finding of men of

worth.

When he had found such men, he was able to lay the foundation of great peace

for the State.

8. The Yew e speaks of how all things were produced, every one as it ought to be.

[Of this piece, No. 4, and No. 6,] the subjects have been preserved, but the words

are lost.

9. In the Luh Seaou we have the royal favours extending to the four seas.

10. In the Chan loo we have the Son of Heaven entertaining tlie feudal princes.

Book m. Decade of T^ung rung.

1 . In the Tiling hung we have the Son of Heaven conferring [the red bow] on a

prince who had achieved [some great] service.

2. The TsHng-tsHng chay go expresses joy because of tlie nourishment of talent.

When the ruler developes and nourishes men of talent, then all under heaven

rejoice and are glad thereat.

3. The Luh yueli celebrates king Seuen's punishment of the northern tribes.

When the state set forth in the ceased, tliere was an eild of such

harmony of joy. When that in the Sze mow ceased, there were no more such
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sovereigns and ministers. When that in the Hwang-hwang chay hwa ceased, there

was an end to such loyalty and truth. When tliat in the Chang-te ceased, there

were no more such brothers. When that in the Fall muh ceased, there were no

more such friends. When that in the T^een paou ceased, the happiness and dignity

there auspiced disappeared. When that in the Tsl

ae we ceased, there was an end of

Buch corrective and |junitive expeditions. When that in the Ch^uh Jceu ceased, such

service and energy disappeared. When that in the Te too ceased, such numerous

hosts passed away. When that in tlie Yu le ceased, good laws and order failed.

When that in the Nan Icae ceased, there was an end of such filial piety and fraternal

duty. When that in the Pill lvwa ceased, purity and modesty disappeared. When
that in tlie Hiva shoo ceased, there was no more such accumulation of stores. When
that in tlie Yew Jcanfj ceased, the active and passive powers of nature failed to act in

tlieir proper way. When that in the Nan yeuj hea yu ceased, men of worth lost their

repose, and inferior ministers their proper position. When that in the Sung lc^ew

ceased, all tilings were disorganized. When that in the Nan shan yew t
l

ae ceased,

the foundations of tlie kingdom were destroyed. When that in the Yew e ceased, all

things were tarned into disorder. When that in the Lull seaou ceased, the out-goings

of royal favour were perverted. When that in the Zoo ceased, the States fell

off from their allegiance. When that in the T yunq leung ceased, the kingdom fell into

decay. When that in the Ts^ing-ts^ing chay (jo ceased, the observances of propriety-

disappeared. The conditions proper to the Minor odes of tlie court were no more

found, and the wild tribes on every side made their incursions, each more fiercely

than another, so that the Middle kingdom was' exceedingly reduced.

4. In the Tsl
ae we have king Seuen sending a corrective expedition to the

south.

5. In the Kcu hung we have king Seuen bringing back the ancient prosperity.

King Seuen, within the kingdom, reformed the government, and lie punished the

wild tribes beyond it. He restored the boundaries of Wan and Woo. His chariots

and horses were in good repair and condition. All the weapons of war were abund-

antly provided. He again assembled the feudal princes in the eastern capital, and

led them to the cliase, to make proof of Lis chariots and footmen.
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6. The Keih jih is in praise of king* Seuen.

He paid care fill attention to small matters, and kindly condescended to all beneath

him, so that they dicl their utmost to honour and serve him, their superior.

7. The U'Kng yen is in praise of king Seuen.

The myriads of the people were dispersed abroad, and had no rest in their dwell-

ings. He however was able to comfort and bring tliem back to establish tran-

quillize, and settle tliem
;

so that even those in tlie most pitiable condition and

widowed found the comfort that they needed.

8. The THng leaou is in praise of king* Seuen.

At the same time opportunity was taken to admonish liim.

9. The Meen sliwuy is intended to correct king Seuen.

10. The Hoh ming is intended to instruct king Seuen.

Book. IV. Decade of K'e-foo.

1. The K^-foo is directed against king Seuen.

2. In the Pih lceu a great officer writes against king Seuen.

3. The Hwang neaou is directed against king Seuen.

4. The Go liing lc
6
e yay is directed against king Seuen.

5. The Sze lean has for its subject the building of a palace by king Seuen.

6. The Woo yang has for its subject the flocks and herds collected by king Seuen.

7. In the Tseeh nan shan Kea Foo writes against king Yew.

8. In the Ching yueh a great officer writes against king Yew.
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9. In the Shih yueh che keaou a great officer writes against kmg Yew.
10. In the Yu woo citing a great oflBcer writes against king Yew.

The rain is what comes down from above but when ordinances are numerous as

the drops of rain, this is not the way to administer government.

Book V. Decade of Seaou min.

1. In the Seaou min^ a great officer expresses his condemnation of king Tew.

2. In the Seaou yuen a great officer expresses his condemnation of king Yew.

3. The Seaou p ivan is directed against king Yew.

It was made by the tutor of the king^ eldest son.

4. The K^eaou yen is directed against king Le.

Some great oflBcer, suffering from slanders, made this piece.

5. In the Ho jin sze the duke of Soo writes against the duke of Paou.

The duke of Paou was a high minister of the court, and slandered the duke of

Soo, who thereupon made this piece to disown his friendship.

6. The Heang pih is directed against king Yew.

A eunuch, suffering from slanderers, made it.

7. The Kuh fung is directed against king Tew.

Throughout the kingdom manners were degenerated, and the principles of friend-

ship cast aside.

8. The Luh ngo is directed against king Yew.

People and officers were toiled and moiled, and unable to watch over their parents

at their end.
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y. The Ta tung is directed against the prevailing disorders.

The States of the east were distressed with the service required from them, and

had their wealtli taken away, so that a great officer of T‘an made this piece to an-

nounce their distress.

10. In the Sze yueh a great officer expresses his condemnation of king Yew.
The men in office were covetous and rapacious the States were ever producing

[new] calamities repiuings and disorders arose on every side.

Book VI. Decade of Pih shan.

1. In the Pih shan we have a great officer expressing his condemnation of king
Tew.

Employment on distant services was not equally distributed. The writer was
toiled in discharging the affairs entrusted to him, so that he could not nourish his

parents.

2. In the Woo tseang ta lceu a great officer expresses his regret at having ad-

vanced mean men to employment.

3. In the Seaou ming a great officer expresses his regret that he had taken service

in an age of disorder.

4. The Koo clmng is dii'ected against king Tew.

5. The Tsc

oo ts
l

ze is directed against king Yew.

The government was vexatious, and the exactions were heavy. Many of the fields

and pastures were uncultivated so tlia/b famine prevailed witli its attendant misery

and death, and the people were scattered about, sacrifices also ceasing to be offered.

On account of these things superior men tliouglit of ancient times.

6. The Sin nan shan is directed against king Yew.
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He was not able to administer liis domain as king Ch^ng* had done, marking* out

the smaller and larger divisions of the fields, thus carrying out the work of Yu. On
account of this, superior men thought of ancient times.

7. The Foo teen is directed against king Tew.

Superior men, grieved by their present experience, thonglit of ancient times.

8. The Ta teen is directed against king Tew.

It tells how the poor and widows could not preserve themselves.

9. The Chen pe loll e is directed against king Yew.

The writer thought of the ancient wise kings, who could give dignities and

charges to the princes, could reward the good and punish tlie evil.

10. The Shang-shang chay liwa is directed against king Yew.

The emoluments of officers in ancient times descended to their posterity. Mean
men were [now] in office, so that slanderers and flatterers advanced together. The

race of tlie worthy were neglected, and the families of meritorious ministers were

extinguished.

Book VII. Decade of Sang hoo.

1. The Sang hoo is directed against king* Yew.

The ruler and his ministers, superiors and inferiors [no longer] observed the

elegance of propriety in their conduct.

2. The Yuen yang is directed against king Yew.

The author was thinking of the ancient, intelligent kings, who deported themselves

towards all creatures and things in the right way, and employed them for their own

support with moderation.

3. In tlie Ewei peen we have all his ducal relatives censuring king Yew.
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He was tyrannical and oppressive, showing no natural affection, not feasting

nor rejoicing the princes of his surname. He effected no harmony by his kindly

regard among tlie nine classes of his kindred, so that they were solitary, in peril,

and going on to ruin and with reference to this state of things this piece was made.

4. The Ketc heah is directed against king Tew.

Paou Sze was jealous men without principle were advanced to oflBce calumny

and cunning were destroying the kingdom no kindness nor favour descended on the

people. The people of Chow longed to get a lady of worth to be a mate for the

king and therefore they made this piece.

5. In tlie TsHng yi)Kj a great officer censures king Tew.

6. In the Pin die tsoo yen dukeWoo ofWei expresses his condemnation ofthe times.

Kjng Yew was wildly indifferent to his duties, cultivated the intimacy of mean
creatures, drank without measure and the whole kingdom was influenced by him.

Kulers and ministers, high and low, became sunk in drink and filthy lust. When
dnke Woo went to the court, he made this piece.

7. The Yu ts'aou is directed against king Tew.

It tells how creatures failed to get the nourishment their natures required, and

how the king residing in Haou was unable to enjoy himself. On this account some
superior man thought of the former king Woo.

8. The Ts^ae shuli was directed against king Yew.

He was insulting and disrespectful to the princes of the States, and when tliey cam©

to court, he did not confer any tokens of favour on them, as the rules of propriety

required. He would often assemble them, but had no faith nor righteousness. Some
superior man, seeing those germs of evil, thought of the former times.

9. In the K'eoh hung his uncles and cousins censure king Yew.

Showing* no affection to the nine branches of his kindred, and loving calumniators

and glib-tongued talkers, liis own flesh and bones resented his conduct, and therefore

made this piece.# ,
.
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10. The Yuh lew is directed against king Yew.

Tyrannical, oppressive, and without natural affection punishing where punishment
was not due, the princes of the States did not wisli to attend at court. The piece

tells how such a king was not one whose court was to be frequented.

Book VIII. Decade of Too jin sze.

1. In the Too jin sze the people of Chow censure the want of regularity in the

dress [of the times].

Anciently, the leaders of the people never varied in their dress, but, easy and

natural, maintained uniformity and thus presided over the people, who became

virtuous, all of them. The writer was grieved tliat in his day he could see none like

the men of old.

2. The Tsl
ae luh is directed against [the government which produced great]

murmuring because of widowhood.

In the time of king Y ew, there were many who had to mourn at being left in a

state of widowhood.

3. The Shoo meami is directed against king Yew.

[Tlie king] was not able to enrich the kingdom with his favours, and his high

ministers were not able to discharge duties like those of the earl of Shaou.

4. The Sih sang is directed against king Yew.

Mean men were in offices, and superior men were neglected. [The writer] longs

to see superior men, whom he would serve with all his heart.

5. The Pih hwa is directed against the queen of Yew.

King Yew married a daughter of Shin, and made her his queen but lie after-

wards degraded her on getting possession of Paou Sze. In consequence the inferior
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Sfcates were influenced by his example. Concubines and tlieir sons took the place of

'vives and their sons, and the king* did nothing* to regulate [such a state of things

with reference to which the people of Chow made this ode.

6. In the Meen man a small oflBcer writes against the [prevailing] disorder.

Tlie great ministers manifested no kindness of heart, but neglected and forgot tlie

email and the mean, unwilling to supply them with food or drink, with teaching or

the means of conveyance. With reference to this, tliis ode was made.

7. In the Hoo yell a great oflBcer censures king Yew.

Superiors set the [ancient] rules aside, and would not observe them. Although they

had cattle and stalled beasts, and meat cooked and raw, they would not employ

them. This made the writer tliinlc of the men of antiquity, who would not in the

smallest things neglect the [ancient] usages.

8. In the Tsan-tsan che shih we have the inferior States censuring king Yew.
The Jung and the Teih had rebelled; King and Seu did not acknowledge Lis

authority. On this he ordered a general to lead an expedition to the east. [The

States], long* distressed with service in the field, made this ode.

9. In the T'eaoiv che hiua we have a great officer compassionating [the misery of]

the times.

In the time of king Yew, the Jung on the nortli and the E on the east made
emulous inroads on the Middle kingdom. Armies were called out on every side,

and tlie consequence was famine. Some superior man, compassionating the approach-

ing ruin of the House of Chow, and grieved at being involved in it himself, made
this piece.

10. In the Ho ts
caou puli liioang we have the inferior States censuring king Yew.

The wild tribes on every side made emulous inroads in the Middle kingdom

there was rebellion the use of weapons never ceased the people were regarded as

beasts. Some superior man, sad for such things, made this ode.
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PART III.

THE TA YA.

Book I. Decade of Wan wang.

1. The Wan ivang tells how king Wan received the appointment [of Heaven],

and founded [the dynasty] of Chow.

2. The Ta ming tells how king- Wan possessed illustrious virtue, and Heaven re-

peated its appointment to king Woo.

3. The Meeu shows how the rise of king Wan is to be traced to king T 4
ae.

4. The Yih p
l

oh shows liow king Wan was able to put [the right] men into oflSce.

5. The Han lull shows bow [the dignity of the House of Chow] was received

from its ancestors.

The ancestors of Chow had for generations cultivated the example shown them

by How-tseih and duke Lew, and [then] king T 4

ae and king Ke had all kinds of

blessings, and the dignity which they sought, extended anew to them.

6. The Sze chae shows how it was that king Wan approved himself a sage.

7. The Hiuang e is in praise of [the House of] Chow.

Heaven saw that to supersede Yin there was no [House] like Chow
;
and among its

princes who had from age to age cultivated their virtue there was none like king Wan.
8. The Ling t

l

cie refers to the first giving of their allegiance by the people to Chow.

King Wan had received the appointment [of Heaven], and the people rejoiced in his

possession of marvellous virtue, reaching even to birdvS, beasts, and all living creatures.

9. The Hea woo refers to the successor of Wan.

King Woo was possessed of sagely virtue, received the renewal of Heaven^ appoint-

ment and made more illustrious the merit of his father.
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10. The Wan ivang yew shuig tells how [Wan^] conquests were continued.

King Woo enlarged the fame of king Wan, and finished bis work of conquest.

1 . The Sang min [is intended] to honour the [great] ancestor [of the House ofChow].

How-tseih was the son of Keang Yuen the meritorious work of Wan and Woo
commenced from that of How-tseih, whom therefore [his descendants] ascended to,

appointing* him the assessor of Heaven.

2. The Hang wei [celebrates] the magnanimity [of the House of Chow].

The House of Chow was animated by magnanimity its benevolence extended even

to vegetable life, and thus it was able to harmonize all within the nine grades of its

own relationships, and beyond these to do honoar and service to the old, nourishing

their age, and asking their counsel
;
thus making complete its happiness and dignity.

3. The Kg tsuy [celebrates] the great peace [that prevailed].

Filled with [the king^]. spirits, and satiated with his kindness, men displayed the

bearing of officers of a superior character.

4. The Hoo e [celebrates] the maintenance of established [statutes].

The sovereign, in a time of great peace, was able to support his fulness and main-

tain the established statutes. The Spirits of Heaven and Earth, and of his ancestors,

reposed and rejoiced in him.

5. The Kea loh is in praise of king Ch^ng*.

6. The Kilng lew was made by duke K'ang of Shaou to caution king Ch 4

ing.

King Ch 4ing being about to take the government in hand himself, [the duke]

warned him about the business to be done for the people, and presented this ode in

praise of duke Lew*s generous devotion to the people.
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7. In the Htiuig choh duke K 4ang of Sliaon cautions king Ching*.

It tells how great Heaven loves the virtuous, and favours those who go in the

right way.

8. In the K^euen o duke K c

ang* of Shaou cautions king Ch c

ing.

It tells him how he should seek for men of talents and virtue, and employ good

officers.

9. In the Min laou duke Muh of Shaou reprehends king Le.

10. In the Pan the earl of Fan reprehends king Le.

1. In the Tang duke Muh of Shaou gives expression to his grief on account of

the great decay of the House of Chow.

King Le was without any principle of right procedure, and throughout the king*-

dom the rules of government and the statutes were being utterly subverted. In

consequence of this, [the duke] made this ode.

2. The Yih was directed by duke Woo of Wei against king Le, with the view

also of admonishing himself.

3. In the Sang yew the earl of Juy reprehends king Le.

4. The Yun lian was made by Jing Shuh to show his admiration of king Seuen.

King Seuen succeeded to the remnant of power left by Le, and was bent on put-

ting away the disorders that prevailed. When the calamity [of drought] occurred,

lie was afraid, and with bent body set himself to cultivate his condact, if so he might

succeed in securing its removal. The whole kingdom rejoiced at the revival of a

true royal transformation, and entered with sympathy into the king^ sorrow.

With reference to this, [Jing Shuh] made this ode.
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. The Suncj lcaon was made by Yin Keili-foo to show liis admiration of king Seuen.

The kingdom was again reduced to order, and [the king] was able to establish

new States, ancl show his affection to the princes, [exemplified in] his rewarding the

chief of Shin.

6. The Keang lian was made by Yin Keih-foo to show his admiration of king* Seuen.

Able now to raise up the decaying, and to put a^way disorder, [the king] gave

charge to the duke of Shaou to reduce to order the wild tribes of the Hwae.

7. The Citing min was made by Yin Keili-foo to show his admiration of king

Seuen.

Through the giving of office to men of worth, and the employment ofmen of ability,

the House of Chow had again revived.

8. The Han yih was made by Yin Keih-foo to show his admiration of king

Seuen.

[The king] was [now] able to issue his charges to tlie princes.

9. The Chang woo was made by duke Muh of Shaou to show his admiration of

king Seuen.

[The king] possessed a constant virtue in which he accomplished his warlike under-

takings. [The duke] took occasion from this to speak in the way of admonition.

10. In the Chen jang^ the earl of Fan reprehends king Yew for the great ruin

[he was bringing on].

11. In tlie Shaou min, the earl of Fan reprehends king Tew for the great ruin

[he was bringing on].

Min means to pity. In pity for the kingdom there was no minister like the duke

of Shaou.
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PART IV.

SACRIFICIAL ODES AND PRAISE-SONGS.

Book I. Sacrificial Odes of Chow.

[i.] Decade of Ts'inq meaou.

1. The Ts^ing meaou was used in sacrificing to king Wan.
When the duke of Chow had finished the city of Loh, he gave audience to the

feudal princes, and led them on to sacrifice to king W^n.
2. In Wei t^een che ming, we have an announcement to king Wan of the univer-

sal peace [which was secured]

.

3. The Wei ts^ng was an accompaniment of the Seang dance.

4. The Leek wan was used at the accession of king Ch'ing to the government,

when the princes assisted him in sacrifice.

5. The T^een tsoh was used in sacrificing to the former kings and dukes [of

Chow],

G. The Haoxi t
c
eeyi yew cluing ming was used at the border sacrifice to Heaven and

Earth.

7. The Go tseang was used in sacrificing to king Wan in the Hall of light.

8. The She mae was used in a royal progress, as an announcement when the

barning pile was kindled to Heaven, and the king looked towards the hills and

rivers.

9. The Chih king was used in sacrificing to king Woo.

10. In the Sze wan How-tseih appears as the correlate of Heaven.
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[ii.] Decade of Shin kung.

1. The Shin kung was used when the princes had assisted in sacrifice, and [tha

king] was dismissing them in the ancestral temple.

2. The E lie was used in spring* and autumn, when praying for grain to God.

3. The Chin loo has reference to the visitors, who had come to assist in sacrifice.

4. The Fung neen was used in thanksgivings in autumn and winter.

5. The Yew hoo was used when the instruments of music had first been com-

pleted, and they were all employed in the ancestral temple.

6. The IV was used in the first month of spring* when a fish was presented,

and in summer, when a sturgeon was presented.

7. The Yung was used at the grand sacrifice to the highest ancestor.

8. The Tsae Keen was used when the feudal princes were first introduced to the

temple of king Woo.

9. In the Yew ¥ili we have the viscount of Wei, come to court and introduced in

the ancestral temple.

10. The Woo was an accompaniment to the woo dance.

[iii.] Decade of min yu seaou-tsze.

1. In the Min yu seaou-tsze we have the heir-king giving audience in the ancestral

temple.

2. In the Fang loh we have the heir-king in council in the ancestral temple.

3. In the King die we have all the ministers addressing admonition to the heir-king.

4. In the Seaou pe we have the heir-king asking for assistance.
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5 • The Tsae shoo was used in praying to the Spirits of the land and of the gi*ain,

when the king ploughed the royal field in spring.

6. The Leang sze is a tlianksgiWng in the autumn to the Spii'its of the land and

of the grain.

7. The Szc e is about the feasting the personators of the dead on [the day f] the

repetition of the sacrifice.

The scholar Kaou says,
c The personator was of the Ling star/

8. The Choh was used in annonncmg the completion of the Woo dance.

It tells how [Woo] observed the ways of his ancestors in nourishing the kingdom.

9. The Hwan was used in declarations of war in sacrificing to God and to the

Father of war.

The Hwan shows the aim ofWoo.

10. The Lae relates to the great investment with fiefs in the ancestral temple.

Lae means to give
;
referring to the gifts which were conferred on good men.

11. The Pwan or Pan relates to the sacrifices, in a royal progress, to the four

mountains, the rivers, and the seas.

Book n. Praise-songs of Loo.

1. The Keung celebrates the praise of duke He.

Duke He observed the rules of Pih-k^n, was economical so as to have sufficient

for his expenditure, was generous in his love of the people, was attentive to husband-

ry and made much of the cultivation of grain, and pastured his horses near the

remote borders of the State. On account of these things the people honoured him

;

and Ke-sun Hang-foo ha\nng requested permission from Chow, the historiographer

K*ih made this Suu^-piece.
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2. The Yeiv peih celebrates the praise of duke He, showing how well-ordered

was the relation between the ruler and his ministers

.

3. The Pwan shwuy celebrates the praise of duke He, showing how lie repaired

the college of the State.

4. The Pei hung celebrates the praise of duke He, showing how he recovered all

the territory of the duke of Chow.

Book III. Sacrificial odes of Shang.

1. The Ka was used in sacrificing to T fang the successful.

Between the viscount of Wei and duke Tae, the ceremonies and music [of Shang]

had fallen into neglect and been lost. Then one Ching-k^ou-foo got twelve of the

sacrificial odes of Shang from the grand music-master of Chow, at the head of which

he placed the Na.

2. The Leeh tsoo was used in sacrificing to Chung-tsung.

3. The Hmen nihion was used in sacrificing to Kaou-tsung.

4. The was used in the great sacrifice to the remote ancestor of Shang.

5. The woo was used in sacrificing to Kaou-tsung.
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APPENDIX II.

A TABLE

OF Till 1’IECES IN TilE SHK CHIiONOLOGICALLY AliKANGED.

I. Belonging to the Shang dynasty b.c. 1,765 1,122.

Five pieces —the Sacrificial odes of Shang. Of the Na (I.),

tlio Lech Uoo (II-), and tho C/i'a.iy fah (iV.), the date of the

composition is uncertain. I think that Ode IV. is the oldest,

and raay have been made any time after B.c. 1,719.

The Hauetb neaou (III.) and the Yin ivoo (VJ were made after

b.c. 1,261. Ode V. should be referred, probably, to the reign of

Te-yih, b.c. 1,190—1,154.

IT. Belonging to the time of king Wan „ 1,181—1,134.

Thirty-four or thirty-fiv^e pieces. These are commonly includ-

ed in the three hundred and six pieces of the Chow dynasty
;
but

we can only date the commencement of that from the reign of

W^n T

s son, king Woo. The composition, or tho collection at

least, of most of the Odes relating to Wan and his affairs, is at-

tributed to his son Tan, the duke of Chow, and must be referred

to the reigns of kings Woo and Ch ling 1,121—1,076.

These pieces embrace

—

la Part I., all tho 11 pieces of Book I.—the Kwayi ts
l

e-2i, the

Koh t
c

an, the Kmen urh, the Kew muh, the Chung-sze, the T'aou

yaoic, the T oo tscu
y
the Faw e

y
the Han kivang, the Joo fun, and

the Lin chs che and 12, or perhaps 13 pieces, of Book II.—the

TsL

coh ch
caou, the Ts^ fan, the Ts^ou ch

l
ung, the Ts l

ae pin, the

Hang loo, the Kaou yarig^ tlie Yin k
L

e luy, tbe P^eaoa yev) met, the

Seaou sing, the Y(vj yew sze heun^ tlie Keang yew sze and the T^ow

yic, with perhaps also the Kan Vatuj (V.)

In Part II., 8 pieces of Book I.:—the Lick rnin-g, the Sze mow,

the Hwa ig-liwang cliciy luua, the Fah muh, tlie T'ee/i imou, the rlVae

w&^ the Ch^fih Iceu, and the To too.

In Part III., 3 pieces of Book I.:—the Yih p
l

oh, the Han luh
}

and the Ling foe.

III. Belonging to the Cnow dynasit.

[i.] Of the time of King Woo
In all 8 or 9 pieces, viz.

In Part I., Book II., tlie Ho pe nung e, and perhaps the Kan Van/j

In Part II., the Nan lcae of Book I.; the Pih hwa, tbe Ihva shoo
y

and tlie Yu le, of Book II., though the date of these pieces is not

certain

;

In Part III., tlie Meen, the Sze chae, and the Hwang c,—all in Book I.

[ii.] Of the time of King Cli'iug

In all 60 pieces, viz.

—
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In Part I., all the seven pieces of Book XV., th.0 Ts c

ih yueh, the

C^e-heaoUj the Tung shan^ the P c

o foo, the Fall ho^ the Kew yih^ and
the Lang poh. All these are assigned to the duke of Chow in the

reign of Ch^ng.

In Part II., ten pieces :—the Chang te, of Book I. the Yew hang,

tlie Nan yew heci-yu^ the Sung k l

eiv, the Nan shan yew t^ae^ the Yew e,

the Inch seaou^ and the Chan loo^ of Book II. the Tcung kung^ and
the Ts c

ing-t^ing chay n(jo^ of Book III. Of these ten pieces, however,
Choo He thinks that the date of all but the first is uncertain.

In Part III., twelve pieces the Wan ivang, the Ta ming, the Hea
woo and the Wan wang yew shing, of Book 1 . the Sang mi7i, the

Eatig icei, the Ke tsuy, tlie Eoo e, the Kea loh, the Rung Lew, the

Seung choh, and the K'euen 0, of Book II.

In Part IV. thirty-one pieces, viz. all the pieces of Book I. [i.]

—

the Ts^ing meaou, the Wei T:

een die ming^ the Wei ts
l
ing, the Leeh wan,

the T^een tsoh, tlie Haou Teen yew chHng ming (assigned by Choo He
to the time of king K cang), the Go tseang^ the She mae (assigned by

Choo to the time of king Woo), the Chih Icing (assigned by Choo to

the time of king Ch^ou), and the Sze wan all the pieces of Book

I. [ii.] :—the Shin hung, the E he (assigned by Choo to the time of

king K^ng), tlie Chin loo^ the Fung neen, the Yew koo, the Ts l

cen,

the Yung (assigned by Choo to the time of king Woo), the Tsae

heen, the Yeiv Vih^ and the Woo and all the pieces of Book I. [iii.] :——

tlie iVfLi y seao feise, tlie ZoA the tlie /Seaow pe the

Tsae shoo, tlie Leang sze, the Sz 3 e, the Choh, the Hwan, the Lae^ and

the Pan.

[iv.] Of the time of King* E ) B.c.

Five pieces, all in Part I. Book VIII.—the Ke ming, the Seuen,

tlie Choo, the Tungfang chejih, and the Tung fang we ming. All these

are supposed to belong to duke Gae of Ts l

e or his times, but Choo

He considers their date uncertain.

[v.] Of the time of king E ,

One piece, the Pih chow of Part I., Book III., assigned to the

time of duke K‘ing* of Wei; but Choo He would place it later in the

time of king P l

ing.

[vi.] Of tlie time of the above king E or of king Le ”

Four pieces, all those of Part I., Book XIII., but Choo considers

them to be of uncertain date :—the Kaou ^ew, the Soo hwan, the

Sih yew ch
lang ts^oo^ and the Fei fung.

[vii.] Of the time of king Le ”
In all, eleven pieces, viz.

—

Two in Part I., Book XII. the Yuen lc
c

ew^ and the Tung mun
che fun. Choo considers both these as of uncertain date.

Four pieces in Part II.—the Shih yueh che heaou (correctly as-

signed by Clioo to the time of king Yew), and the Yu ivoo ching (Choo

would also assign a later date to tliisj, in Book IV. the Seaou viin,

and tlie fifeaow y e both considered by Choo to be of uncertain date.
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Five pieces in Part III.——the Min laou^ and the Pan, of Book
II. the Tang, the Yih (correctly assigned by Clioo to the time of

king P'ing), and the Sang yew of Book III.

[viii.] Of the period Kung-ho

One piece, the Sill tsuh of Part I., JBook X., but Choo considers

the dat-e to be uncertain.

[ix.] Of the time of king* Seuen

Twenty-five pieces, viz.

—

In Part I., five pieces —the Pih chow of Book IV. the Keu lin

of Book XI. (according to Choo uncertain) and the Hang Miin
y
the

Timg rmtn che chl
e, and the Tung mun che yang

y
of Book XII” all

according to Choo uncertain.

In Part II., fourteen pieces, viz.

—

In Book III., the Luh yueh, the Ts^ae Jc^, the Km lenng, the Keih

jih, the Hung yen^ the T^ng leaou (according to Clioo uncertain), the

Meen shivuy (acc. to Choo uncertain), and the Hoh ming (acc. to

Clioo uncertain) in Book IV., the Kk

e foo, the Pih keu, the Hwang
neaou^ the Go hang lc

c
e yay^ the Sze kan, and the Woo yang^ all

according to Cboo of uncertain date.

In Part III., six pieces, viz.

The Yun han, the Sung Tcaou^ the Chinj min, the Han yih, the

Keatuj lian, and the Chang woo, all in Book III
,
and all admitted by

Clioo, but the Han yi\ of which he considers the date uncertain.

[x.] Of the time of king Tew
In all forty-two pieces, viz.

—

Of Part II. 40 pieces :—in Book IY., the Tseeh nan shan, and tlie

Ching yneh (Clioo considers the date of this uncertain, but there is

some internal evidence for its being of the time of king Yew) in

Book V., the Seaotc pivan, the K^aou yen^ the Ho jin sze, the Heang

pih, the Kuh fung, the IalIi go, the Ta tung, and the Sze yueh^ the

date of all of which is with Choo uncertain in Book VI., the Pih

shan, the Woo tseang ta hcAi^ the Seaou ming, the Koo chung, the

Ts^o t^ze, the Sin nan shan, tlie Foo t
c

een, the Ta t
c

eeti, the Chen pe

Loh e, and the Shang-shang chay hwa, of all which Choo denies the

assigned date, excepting in the case of the Koo chutig in Book VII.,

the Sang hoo, the Yuen yang, the Kwei peen, the Keu heah^ the Ts^ng

ying, the Pin che tsoo yen, the Yu ts^aou, the Tsl
ae shuh, the Keoh hang,

and the Yah lev\—but of these Cboo allows only the Pin che tsoo

yen to be capable of determinate reference to the time of Yew and

in Book VIII., the Too jin sze, the Ts^ae lu\ the Shoo meaou (refer-

red by Choo to the time of king Seuen), the Sih sang, the Pih hwa
y

the Meen man, the Hoo yeh, the IVeen tseen che shih, the T^aou che

hwa, and the Ho ts
laou pah hwang, but Choo only agrees in assign-

ing the Pih liwa and the Ho ts^aou puli hwang to Yew^ reign.

In Part III., Book III. two pieces the Chen jang and the

Shaou min.

[xi ] Of the time of king P‘ing

In all 28 pieces, viz.
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In Part I., 1 in Book III., the IaiIi e 3 in Book V., the

the K'aon pwan, and the Shift jin, but Choo considers the date of the

K*aoio pwan to be uncertain 6 in Book VI.,—the Shoo le, the Kruiu

tsze yu yih, the Keun-tsze yang-yang, the Yanj die shvjni/, the Chung

kuh yevj fuy, and the Koh luy^ of which Choo agrees in the assign-

ment of one only, the Yang die shwuy 7 in Book VII. the Tsze

e, the Tseang chuig-tsze, the Shuh yu t‘een, the Ta sliuh yu t
l

een,

the Kaou k‘ew, the Tsun ta loo, the N"eu yueh he ming, of which

Clioo allows the assignment of the Tsze e, the Sliuh yu feen, and the

Ta shuh yu t
ceen 7 in Book X.,

—

the Shan yew ch l

oo, the Yang che

shwuy, the Tseaou leaou, the Chow mow, the Te too, the Kaon
and the Paou yu, of which Choo agrees in the assignment only of

the Yang che shwuy and the Tseaou leaou 4 in Book XI.,—the Sze

t
l

eeh, the Seaou yurig^ the Keen kea, and the Chung nan, Choo allow-

ing only the Seaon jung.

[xii.] In the reign of kin^ P'ing or king Hwan B.c.

Seven pieces, all of Part I., Book IX., and all, accordiug to Choo,

of uncertain date —the Koh J3u, the Hivun tseu joo, the Yuen yew

t
caou

0
the Chili hoo, the Shih mow die heen^ the Fah t'an, and the

Shih shoo.

[xiii.] In the reign of king Hwan
Thirty-two pieces, all of Part I., viz.

—

17 in Book III. the Yen yen, the Jih yuch^ the Glmng fung^ the

Keih hoo, the K^ae fnng^ the Heung che, the P^aou yeio 1 yeh, the

Kith fung, the Shih we, the Maou ^ew, the Keen he, the Ts^uen

shiuuy, the Pih mun, the Pih fung, the Tsing neu^ the Sin t^ae^ and

the JJrh tsze shing chow, of which Choo allows only the date assigned

to the Yen yeti, the Jill yueh, the Chung fung, and the Keih koo 4
in Book IV.,—the Ts^eang yew tsze, the Keiui-tsze heae laou, the Sang
chung^ and the Shim che pun pun

0
in regard to all of which but the

Sang cliung Choo coincides
; 5 in Book Y. the Matig, the Cliuh han

y

the Hwan lan^ the Pih he, and the Yew hoo
0
all acc. to Choo of un-

certain date
;
3 in Book VI., the T'oo yuen^ the Ts'ae hoh, and the

Ta heu, also of uncertain date with Choo 2 in Book YII., the Yew
neu thong hcu, and the Keen shang^ with him uncertain and 1 in

Book XII.,—the Moo mun, whose date Clioo in the same way does

not think can be determined.

[xiv.] Of the time of king Chwang
Fifteen pieces, all in Part I., viz.

1 in Book VI., the Kcew chung yew ma^ with Choo uncertain 8
in Book VII., all with Chow uncertain, the Shan yew foo soo, the
Toll he, the Keaou t

c

ung, the Fung, the Tung mun die shen, the Fung
yu, the Tsze ¥irt, and the Yang che shwuy and 6 in Book YIII., the

date and occasion of the 2d and 3d of which only are deemed un-

certain by Chow, the Nan shan, the Foo teen, the Loo ling^ the Pe
how, the Tsae kc

eu, and the E tseay.

[xv.] Of the time of king Le )
Five pieces, all in Part I., viz.

—
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3 in Book VII., all with Choo uncertain, the Chcuh ic
e tang mun,

the Yaij yew man ts
l
aon, and the Tsin wei 2 in Book X., the date

assigned to the former of which is admitted by Choo, the Woo e
f

and the Yew te die too.

[xvi.] Of the time of king Hwuy b.c. 675—651.

Twelve pieces, all in Part I., viz.

5 in Book IV., all admitted by Choo, the Ting che fang chung^

the Te tung^ the Seang shoo, the Kan maoic, and the Tsae ch l

e 1 in

Book V., with Choo uncertain,—the Mull lcwa 1 in Book VII., ad-

mitted by Choo, the Ts^mg jin 2 in Book X., with Choo uncertain,

—

the Eoh sang and the Ts^e ling 2 in Book XII., with Choo uncer-

tain,—the Fang yew ts
l

coli c^aou, and the Yueh chcuh and 1 in Book
XIV., also with Choo uncertain,—the Fow yew.

[xvii.] Of the time of king Seang ” 650—618.

In all thirteen pieces, of which 9 are in Part I., viz.

—

1 in Book Y., admitted by Choo, the Ho kwang 5 in Book XI.,

of which Choo admits only the first and fourth,—the Hwang neaou^

the Shin-fung, the Woo e, the Wei yang, and the Kl

euen yu 3 in

Book XIV., of which Choo accepts only the &st,—the How-jin^ the

She-kew, and the Hea ts
l
euen.

In Part TV., the 4 pieces of Book II., in the occasion assigned for

the first and last of which Clioo agrees,—the Keung, the Yew peih^

the Pwa)i-shwuy, aud the Pei hung.

[xviii.] Of the time of king Ting ” 605 585.

Two pieces in Part I., viz .

the Choo tin, admitted by Choo, and the Tsih p
l

o in Book XII.

The K^ng-he editors say

* The dates of the composition of the odes it was found di cult to examine

thoroughly after the fires of Ts c

in, and so we find them variously assigned by the

writers of the Han, T 4ang, and other dynasties.

4 But the old Preface made its appearance along with the text of the Poems, and

Maou, Ch^ng, and K^ng Ying-tah maintained and defended the dates assigned in

it, to which there belongs what authority may be derived from its antiquity.

^When Choo He took the She in hand, the text of the poems was considered by

him to afford the only evidence of their occasion and date, and where there was no-

thing decisive in it, and no evidence afforded by other classical Books, he pro-

noanced these points uncertain
;

thus deciding according to the exercise of his own

reason on the several pieces.

c Gow-yang* Sew followed the introductory notices of Ch‘ing*, but disputed and

reasoned on the subject at the same time. Heu K £

een, and Lew Kin followed the

authority of Choo, now and then slightly differing from him.
( In the Ming dynasty appeared the “Old meanings of the text of the She,”

chronologically arranged by Ho K 4

eae, adducing abundance of testimonies, but with

many erroneous views. We have in this Work collected the old assignments of the

Preface, supported by Maou, Ch'ing, and K 4ung, and given due place to the decisions

of Choo. The opinions of others we have preserved, but have not entered on any
discussion of them.’
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APPENDIX III.

SPECIMENS OF HAN YING^ ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SHE.

1 . When TsSng-tsze held oflBce in Keu, he received [only] three ping of grain.

At that time [any amount of] salary was of importance to him, and he thought but

little of himself. After his parents were dead, Ts 4

e would have met him and made
him its chief minister, and Ts 4oo and Tsin would have given him their highest

honours, [but he declined tlieir proffers]. At that time he ^dshed to maintain the

dignity of his person, and cared but little for salary. With liim who keeps his

precious jewel in his bosom, and allows his State to be led astray, we cannot speak

of benevolence. With him who is in distress himself, and allows his parents also to

be in straits, we cannot speak of filial duty. He who has to travel far under a

heavy load rests without careful selection of the place and he whose family is poor,

and whose parents are old, accepts service without selecting his oflBce. Therefore a

superior man raay hurry forward, when an opportunity presents, in a short garment of

haircloth, under the urgency of necessity. I have said that, when one takes office

without meeting -vrith the proper time for it, he will discharge its duties, while pressed

in his mind by his own anxieties, and will fulfil any commission, though his counsels are

not followed —all and simply because of poverty. The ode (I. ii. XI. 1) says

—

c Day and night are we about the prince*s [business]

Our lot is not like theirs.*

2. The lady in tlie Hancj loo was engaged to be married, but she had not vet

gone [from her parents* house]. While she saw a single thing incomplete, a single

rule of propriety uncomplied with, she would maintain her purity and the chastity

of principle, and would rather die than go [to the gentleman^ house]. The superior

man considered that she possesed the right view of woman^ duty, and therefore

he exhibited her case and handed it down, and set forth her praise in song, to pre-

vent [men] from urging requirements contrary to right, and [women] from walking-

in tlie way of defilement. The ode (I. ii. YI. 3) says

—

6Though you have forced me to trial,

Still I will not follow you.’
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3. Want of \drtue proceeding to the neglecting* of one ?

s parents want of loyalty

proceeding to rebellion against one’s rulers
;
want of truthfulness proceeding to the

deceiving of one’s friends :
—these three extreme cases are visited by sage kings with

death, and there is no forgiveness for them. The ode (I. iv. VIII. 1) says

4 If a man have no proper demeanour,

What should he do but die ?
*

4. King invaded Cli
4

in, the west gate of whose capital was injured. The con-

querors employed some of the people who had surrendered to repair it, and Confu-

cius passed by, [while they were engaged in the work], without bowing forward to

the cross-bar of his carriage. Tszc-kung, who was holding the reins, said,
4 The

rules require that, when you pass three men, you should descend, and to two men
you should bow forward to the cross-bar of the carriage. Here there is a multitude

at work repairing the gate—how is it that you, Sir, did not bow forward to them

Confucius replied, 4 When one^ State is perishing, not to know the danger shows a

want of wisdom. To know the danger and not to struggle for tlie State shows a

want of loyalty. To allow it to perish without for it shows a want of valour.

Numerous as the repairers of the gate are, they could not display one of these virtues,

aud therefore I did not bow to the in/ The ode (I. iii. I. 4) says :

4My anxious heart is full of trouble,

And I am hated by the crowd of mean creatures/

A multitude of mean men are not worth showing politeness to

!

5. King Cbwang of Ts 4oo returning late one day from his morning audience of

his ministers, Fan Ke descended from the hall to meet him, and said,
4 How late you

are ! Do you not feel hungry and tired ?
9

Tlie king replied,
4 To-day I was listen-

ing to words of loyalty and worth, and did not think about being hungry or tired.’

Fan Ko said,
4 Who was this man ofloyalty and worth whom you speak of? A visitor

from one of the States ? Or an officer of tlie Middle State ?
* 4

It was my chief minis-

ter Shin,
7

said tlie king
;
upon which the lady put her hand upon her mouth and

smiled. ‘Wliat are you smiling at ?’ asked the king; and she replied, ‘ It liaa

been my privilege to wait on your majesty when bathing and washing your head,

3•
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to hold your napkin and comb, and to arrange your coverlet and mat, for eleven

years. Yet I have not neglected to send men all about to Leang and Cluing*, to

search for beautiful ladies to present to you as companions. There are ten of the

same rank as myself, and two who are more worthy than I. It was not that I did

not wish to monopolize your favour bat I did not dare with a selfish desire to keep

other beauties in the background, and I \vished that you should have many of them

about you and be happy. Now Shin has been chief minister of Ts 4

oo for several

years, and I have not yet heard of his advancing any man of worth, or dismissing

anj of a different character —how should he be regarded as loyal and worthy ?
*

Next morning the king* related her words to tlie chief minister, who immediately

left his place, and brought for\vard Sun Shuh-gaou. Shuh-gaou had tlie administra-

tion of Tacoo for only three years, when that State obtained the presidency of all the

others. The historiographer of it took his pencil, and wrote on his tablets that the

presidency of Ts 4oo was due to Fan Ke.

The words of the ode (I. iv. X. 4),

-
4 The hundred plans you think of

Are not equal to the course which I take/

might have been used of Fan Ke.

6. Man
^
Shaug-keun asked to become a pupil of Min-tsze, and sent a carriage

to meet [and bring liim to his house]. Min-tsze however, said, ‘In the Le, men are

required to come to learn (Le Ke, I. i. 12). If one get a teacher to go and teach

him, he will not be able to learn. According to the Le, if I go to teach you, I shall

not be able to influence you. You raay say that, [if I do not go], yon cannot learn
;

but I say that, [if I do go], I cannot teach with effect.* Upon this Mang Shang-
keun said,

4
1 respectfully receive your orders.* Next day he went without bis robes

and begged to receive instruction. The ode (IV. i. [iii.] III.) says

4 Let there be daily progress and monthly advance/

7. Although a sword be sharp, without [the frequent use of] the grindstone, it

will not; cut though a man's natui'al abilities be excellent, without learning*, lie will
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not rise high. The spirits may be good and the viands admirable, but, till you taste

them, you do not know their flavour principles may be good, but until you liave

learned them, you do not know tlieir value. Hence it is by learning that a man
knows his deficiencies, and by teaching that lie knows his want of thoroughness.

Let him be ashamed of his deficiencies and exert himself let him use all helps to

enlarge his knowledge till he is thorough in it. Lookiug, at the thing- in this way,

we see that teaching and learning help, one tlie other, to distinction. Tsze-hea

having* asked about one of the odes, when be was told one thing, he knew a second

from it, on which Confucius said,
1

It is Shaug who can bring out my raeaning,

. Now
I can beg'iu to talk about the odes with him (Ana. III. viii.).’ Confucius distin-

guished that heroic disciple, and liis sagely virtue was complete. Tlie scholar enjoys

tlie light of the master and his virtue is displayed. The ode says

—

4 Let there be daily progress and monthly advance.*

8. Confucius was looking about in the ancestral temple of Chow, when lie came

upon a vessel [which was liang-ing] unevenly [iii a frame]. He asked the keeper of

the temple what ic was, and was told that it was the vessel of the festive board. ‘I

have heard/ said lie, 'that this vessel topples over when fall, hangs unevenly when

empty, and is perfectly straight when half full—is it so ?’ ‘ It is so’ replied the

keeper and Confucius then made Tsze-loo brim>* water to try it. When filled, it

toppled over when half-filled, it hung straight wheu emptied, it fell to one side.

Confucius looked surprised, and sighed. 4 Ah!* said he,
4 when was there anything

or anyone full that did not topple over Tsze-loo asked whether there was any

way to deal with such fulness, and Confucius said,
4 The way to deal with fulness is

to repress and diminish it.*
4 And is there any way to diminish it asked the other.

Confucius said,
4 When one*s virtue is superabundant, let it be kept with reverence

;

when one’s lands are extensive, let them be kept with economy; when one’s place ia

honourable and his emoluments large, let them be kept with humility when 000*8

men are numerous and his weapons strong, let them be kept with apprehension

when one^ natural abilities are extraordinarily great, let them be kept with stupidi-

ty when one^ acquirements are extensive and his memory great, let them be kept
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with shallowness. This is what I mean by repressing and diminishing fulness.

The ode (IV. iii. III. 3) says :

—

‘ Ting was not slow to descend,

And Iiis wisdom and virtue daily advanced.’

9. K^eh raade a lake of spirits in which he could sail a boat, while the dreg*a of

ttie grain formed a mound from wliicli one could see to a distance of ten Ze, and there

were 3,000 men who came and drank like so many oxen. Kwan Lung-fung came to

remonstrate with him, saying, 4 The ancient sovereigns trod the paths of propriety

and righteousness, loved the people and used their wealth with economy and so the

kingdom was tranquil, and they themselves were long-lived. Now yon use your

wealth as if it were inexhaustible, and you put men to death as if you could not do it

fast enough —if you do not change, the judgment of Heaven is sure to descend, and

your ruia must [shortly] arrive. I pray your Majesty to change/ With this he

stood up, and did not offer the usual homage. Keeh threw him into prison, and then

put him to death. When superior mea heard of it, they said that it was the decree

of Heaven. The ode (II. v. IV. 1) says

—

* The terrors of Heaven are very excessive

But indeed I have committed no offence.
J

10. The four seasons under tlio sky, spring*, summer, autumn, and winter, wind,

rain, hoarfrost, and dew, all convey lessons of instruction. Where there is clear in-

telligence in the person, tlie influe [ice and will are like those of a Spirit. When what
is desirable is about to come tlie indications of it are sure to precede

;
as when]

heaven is sending down seasonable rain, the hills and streams send forth clouds. The
ode (III. iii. V. 1) says

4 Grandly lofty are the mountains,

With tlieh* large masses reaching to the heavens.

From these mountains was sent down a Spirit,

Who gave birth to the princes of Foo and Shin.

Foo and Shin,

Are the support of Chow,

Screens to all the States,
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This was the virtue of Wan and Woo. The elevation of the kings who founded

the three dynasties was preceded by their excellent fame. The ode (III. iii. VIII.

6) says

:

—
4 Very iutelligent is the son of Fleaven

His good fame is without end.

He shall display his civil virtues,

Till they permeate all quarters of the kingdom/

This was the virtue of king T c

ae.

11. King* Seuen of Ts fc

e said to T een Kwo, * I have heard that the learned enjoin

mourniag for a parent three years
;

which is most i nportant, the ruler or a parent ?

Kwo replied, c The ruler, I apprehend, is not so important as a parent ?
’ 4 How

then,
J asked the king angrily, 1 does a man leave his parents to serve his ruler ?

9

1 If it were not for the ruler*s land/ was the reply, 4 be would have nowhere to place

his parents
;
nor without the ruler’s pay could he support them

;
nor without his

rank could he honour and distinguish them. All that is received from the ruler

is that it may be devoted to our parents ’ The king looked disquieted, and

gave no reply. The ode (II. i. II. 3) says

1 The king's business was not to be slackly performed,

And I had not leisure to nourish my father.*

12. Formerly, when Tsze-han, the minister ofWorks, was acting as premier in Sung,

he said to liis ruler,
4 The security or danger of a State, and the order or disorder of the

people, depend on the doings of the ruler. Now rank, emolument, rewards, and gifts,

are what all men love
;
do you take the management of them. Executions and

punishments are what the people hate let me undertake them/ c Good/ said the

king
;

1
1 shall receive the praise of the one department, and you will incur the

odium of the other. I know that I shall not be laughed at by the other princes/

But when it was known in the State that the power of death and punishment was

entirely in the hands of Tsze-han, the great officers paid their court to him, and the

people stood in awe of him. Before a round year had expired, Tsze-han proceeded

to put away his ruler, and monopolize the whole of the government. Therefore

, . The wh °ie f this pa8sage is also

found in the Le Ke, XXIX., 8, 9.• ,
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Laou-tsze said,
4 Fish oug-ht not to be taken from the deep the sharp instruments of

a State should not be given to any one/ The ode (II. iv. IX. 5) says:

—

1 Why do you call us to action,

Without coming and consulting with us P
1

13. [A part of] mount Leang having fallen down, the marquis of Tsin summon-
ed the great oflicer Pih-tsaag [to coart]. On his way he ruet a man pushing a barrow
along, who insisted on keeping the road fronting liis inside liorses. Pih-tsung made
the spearman on his rig-ht get down to use his whip to the man, wlio said,

4

Ts it not

a long journey on which 37-011 are hurrying ? Is it right for you to proceed without

knowing the business Pih-tsung with joy asked him where he was from and

when the man said he was from Keang, he fin-ther asked hin what uevrs he had.
4

Mount Leaug has fallen, and the course of the Ho is stopped up. For three days

its stream has not flowed and it is on this account that you have b^n summoned/
1 What is to be done T asked the officer, and the man replied,

4 The hill is Heaven^,

and Heaven lias made it fall
;
tlie Ho is Heave a’ s, and Heaven lias stopt its flow ;

—

what can Pili-tsung do in tlie case ?’ Pih-tsung then privately questioned him, and

he said,
f Let the marquis lead forth all his officers let them weep over the calamity

in mourning* garments
;
and thereafter let liirn offer a sacrifice, and the river will

resume its flow/ The man then declined to tell liis surname and name and when

Pih-tsung arrived at the court, and the marqui3 asked him [what was to be done],

he replied in the man^ words. On this the marquis in mourning robes led forth

all his oflScers to weep over the calamity, and then offered a sacnfice, whereupon the

river resumed its flow. When the marquis asked Pili-tsung how he knew what was

to be done, he did not tell that lie had learned it from tlie man with the barrow, but

pretended that lie knew it of himself. When Confucius heard of the affair, he said,

‘ Pili-tsung*, we may believe, will have no posterity, stealing in such a way the credit

that was due to another man/ The ode (III. iii. III. 7) says :

—

i Heaven is sending down death and disorder,

And has put an end to our king.*

Another ode (IV. [i.] VII.] says

—

1 Revere the maj esty of Heaven,
And thus preserve its favour.’

; -Han_
have taken the words of the ode here in some peculiar meaning of liis own; but I cannot make
any translation out of them to suit his illustrative story.

13. *
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14. Tsze-loo said, * If a man treat me well, I will also treat him well
;
and if a

man do not treat me well, 1 will not treat him well/ Tsze-kung said, *If a man
treat me well, I will also treat him well

;
and if a man do not treat me well, I

will [try to] lead him [to do so], simply conducting him forward, or letting him fall

back.’ Yen Hwuy said, * If a man treat me well, I will also treat him well,

and if a man do not treat me well, I will still treat him well/ As each of

the three had his own view on the subject, they asked the master about it,

who said, ‘Yew’s words are those of a barbarian; Ts‘ze’s those of a friend; and

Hwuy^ those of a relative/ The ode (I. iv. V. 1.) says

—

4 This man is all vicious,

And I regard him as my brother/

15. Duke Bang of Ts (
e went out to shoot birds with an arrow and string at the.

lake of Ch caou-hwa. Yen Tang-ts leu had charge of the birds [which were caught],

and let them all go, upon which the duke was angry, and wanted to put liim to death

Gan-tsze said, * Tang-ts4eu is guilty of foui' capital offences let me enumerate them*

and then execute him.’ The duke assented, and Gan-tsze said, ^ang-ts^u had

charge from you of the birds, and let them go this is his first ojffence. He is

causing you for the sake of some birds to kill a man this is his second offence.

He will cause the princes throughout the kingdom, when they hear of it, to think

of your lordship as regarding your birds as of more value than your oflBcers :—this

is his third oSence. When the son of Heaven hears of it, he will ceHainly degrade

and dismiss your lordsliip, putting our altars in peril, and extinguishing the sacri-

fices of your ancestral temple :
—this is his fourth offence. With these four offences,

he ought to be put to death without forgiveness allow ine to execute the sentence.

The duke said,
4 Stop. Here I also am in error. I wish you for me to make a

respectful apology/ The ode (I. vii. VI. 2) says :

—

* It is he in the country who ever holds to the right/

& -In theTa Chuen

on VIII. v. 4, we have a considerably different version of this story.

14•& #
_ _

JS W

_

15. # #
•

. •
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16. King Chwang of Ts {oo sent a messenger, with a hundred catties of gold, to

invite Pih-kwoh to liis court. Pih-kwah said, ‘ I have one wlio attends to the basket

and broom for rae
;
let me go in and consult her.* He then [entered her apartment],

and said to his wife,
i Ts coo is wishing* me to become its chief minister if to-day

I accept the office, I shall at once have my carriage and four with ranks of attend-

ants, and my food will be spread before rae over a space of ten cubits square

what do you say to it ?’ His wife replied,
4 You have hitherto made yoar living by

weaving sandals. You live on congee and wear straw shoes, with none to make
you afraid or anxious ——simply because you undertake no responsibilities of manag*e-

ment. If now you liad your carriage and four, with ranks of attendants, you could

rest only in a space sufficient for your two knees and if you had your food spread

before you over ten cubits square, you could enjoy only one piece of meat. Will it

be wise for that space for your knees, and the taste of that piece of flesh, to plunge

yourself into all the anxieties of the kingdom of Ts 4oo Upon this he declined the

invitation, and along* with liis wife left Tsbo The ode fl. xii. IV. 3) says

—

i That admirable, virtuous lady

Can respond to you in conversation.

*

The above sixteen paragraphs, taken very inucli at random, are sufficient to give

the reader an idea of Han Tinges method in his c Illustrations of the She/ What-

ever we may have lost through the perishing of his other works, we have not gained

anything by the preservation of this, towards the understanding of the odes. The

editors of the catalogue of the imperial library under the present dynasty, in the

conclusion of their notice of it, quote with approval the judgment of Wang She-

ching of the Ming dynasty, that 4 Han quotes the odes to illustrate liis narratives,

and does not give his narratives to illustrate the meaning of the odes/

16• •
^

-
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CHAPTER III.

THE PROSODY OF THE SHE THE ANCIENT PRONUNCIATION

OF THE CHARACTERS AND THE POETICAL

VALUE OF THE ODES-

APPENDIX: ON THU VARIOUS MEASURES IN WHICH THE

CHINESE HAVE ATTEMPTED POETRY.

SECTION I.

THE PROSODY OF THE SHE.

1. The reader of the Book of Poetry is at once struck by the

brevity of the lines, and by the fact that nearly all the pieces in the

collection are composed in rhyme. Under these tAvo

heads of the metre and the rliyme may be compro-

liended nearly all that is necessary to be said on the prosody of the

She.

Metre and rhyme

2. All the earliest attempts of the Chinese at poetical composi-

tion appear to liave been of the same form,—in lines consisting of

four words, forming, from the nature of the language, four syllables.

In the Book of History, II. iv. 11, we have three brief
The metre J 7

#

7

snatches of song by Shun and his minister Ivaou-yaou,

which may afford an illustration of this measure; and some of the

paragraphs in
4 The Songs of the five Sons/ III. iii., are constructed

after the same model. 2 The pieces of ancient songs and odes, ap-

pended to Chapter I. of these prolegomena, may also be referred to.

Wherever there is any marked deviation in them from this type,

the genuineness of the composition, as a relic of antiquity, becomes

liable to suspicion.

i
,,

;
with the two rejoinders of Kaou-

yaou. The marquis D' Hervey-Saint- Denys, in his Poesies de V Epoque des Tliang,* Introduc-

tion, pp. 59, 60, falls into error in saying that it is the particle tsae (^j^) wliicli forms th^ rhyme

in these triplets. The rhyme is on the penultimate characters. in the first line of the

second triplet, was anciently pronounced many. So we find it throughout the She, with one ex-

ception where it is made to rhyme with . It is to be observed also that the first line of the

third triplet consists of 5 characters. %1 See particularly parr, (i.7, and 9.
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3. But though tlie line of four words is the normal measure of

the She, it is by no means invariably adhered to. We have in one

ode, accordiiifif to the* judgment of several
Irregularities of the metre.

. i r
scholars, a line of only one word in each ot

its stanzas.3 Lines of two, of three, ot five, of six, of seven, and

even of eight words, occasionally occur. 4 When the poet once vio-

lates the usual law of the metre, he often continues his innovation

for two or three lines, and tlien relapses into tlie ordinary form.

He is evident^ aware of his deviations from that, and the stanzas

where they occur will be found in general to be sj'mmetricall}7 con-

structed and balanced. So far as my own perception of melody in

numbers is concerned, I could wish that the line of four characters

were more frequently departed from.5

4. The pieces, as printed, appear divided into stanzas—and

The division of theses into) P roPerly so
;

though the Han scholars say

stanzas; and it8 irregulftrities.l tl la t sucll division vas first made by Maou
Cluing. He (lid liis work well, guided mainly by the rhyme, and

by tlie character of the piece as narrative, allusive, or metaphorical.

The very few cases in which a different division from his is now
followed have been pointed out in the body of the volume.

In most pieces the stanzas are of uniform length, and are very

frequently quatrains; but the writers allowed themselves quite as

much liberty in the length of the stanza as in that of tlie line.

Stanzas of two lines are verj^ rare, but I. viii. VIII. is an example of

3 I. yii. I. The second line in each stanza, as printed in the body of this volume, consists of

six characters ^^^ &c.). Many scholars make the first word in each of the

three lines to stand ns a line by itself, but it seems to me that one character can

hardly sust.aiu the place of a whole line. 'I'lie ode in question, it may be observed, is penorally

irregular in its construction. The 1st and 3d lines in each quatrain consist of 5 characters; the

sec(d, as I have piintied it. contains au(l tlie 4tli 7. 4 Lines of two characters occur in

the first three stanzas of II. ii. III., and iv. I . and in IV. i. [i.J III. Lines of three eliaracters

occur in I. i. V., consisting of three quatrains, where all the lines are thus formed, but the third

in I. iii. XIII-, and in IV. ii. II. Five characters occur in the 2d and 3d stanzas of I. ii. VI.. aiul

in both stanzas of I. iii. XI. Six characters occur in I. i. III., stt. 2, 3, 1. 3, and in the last lines

of all the stanzas of II. ii. V.; seven in I. ix. IV., stt. 1, 2, 3, 1. 3; and eight in II. iv. IX. 8, 1. 8.

6 Take for instance stanzas 1—3 of II. ii. III. :

—

i .

2 &m 1.
3 . .

or stanzas 1 and 2 of IV. ii. II.:

—

1 ®© ©
0

2 ®® ,
f
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an ode made up of them; and in II. ii. III. there are three such

stanzas following three quatrains. Triplets are also rare; but we
have odes made up of them, as I. i. XI. ii. Y. and XIV. vi. VIII.
and o tli era where triplets are intermixed with stanzas of other

k*iigth^, ns l. ii. VI. mid XII. vii. XIV. xv. VI. Stanzas of five lines

are rare, l)iit they do occur, forming the structure of whole odes, as

1. ii. X. and XI.; vii. III., and III. i. X.; and intermixed with otliers,

ns in II. iv. V. Stanzas of six lines, of ei^hf, of ten, and of twelve

are tVccjuently met with. 1 1 vii. VI. is made up of stanzas of four-

teen lines each, jukI in IV. ii. I \
r

. we find stanzas of as many as

sixteen and seventeen. Stanzas of seven lines, as in I. ii. III. iv. I.,

I\r . and VI.; of nine lines, as in I. ix. VI., and x. VI.; nnd of eleven

lines ns I. xv. T., in all the stanzns hut one, are all unusual. Gener-

all.v speakiiijr, stanzas 'vitli an even number oi* lines greatly out-

imul>ei those with au cukl.
.

As instances of odes wliere stanzas of different lengtlis nre mixed

together, I may refer to II. iv. V., wliere we liave one of 7 lines,

four of 5, then one of 7, one of 5, and two of 7; to the 7th ode of

thesjune Book, consisting of four stanzas of 8 lines and four of 4 and

to II. v. VI., where there are tliree stanzas of 4 lines, then one of 5,

one of 8, and one of 6. In III. i. II. stanzas of 6 nnd 8 lines alternate,

and in III. ii. VIII. we have first six stanzas of 5 lines, and then

four of 6. Other arrangeincMits the reader can notice for himself.

No laws can be laid down upon the subject.— I have drawn no illus-

trations in this paragrapli from the sacrificial odes, wliicli are dis-

tinguished by various peculiarities of structure, both in regard to

rhyirie and stanzuic arrangement.

5. The manner in which the rhymes are disposed has received

much attention from the Chinese themselves. Postponing to the

The rhymes* and the)
next section any discussion as to the number and

arrangement of them, f exactness of the rhymes, I will here content my-

self with a description of the principal rules observed in their

arrangement, drawing my materials mainly from Keang Yung's
6 Adjustment of ancient Rhymes.’6

[i.] The first case is that where lines rhyme in succession. 7 We
liave an instance of two lilies so rhyming in I. i. I. 1, 11. 1,2; of

three lines, in I. i. II. 3, 11. 2—4; of four lines, in I. i. II. 2
;

11. 1—4;

6• • Yung
’
style(1 Kea shi 1 ( died

at the age of 82, in a.p. 1762. He was a native of Woo-yuen dis., dept. Hwuy-chow, Gau-liwuy.

7 Called .
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of five lines, in I. iv. VI. 1, 11. 3— 7; of six lines, in I. v. III. 4, 11. 2

7; of seven lines, in I. v. IV. 6, 11. 2—8; of eight lines, in I. v. IV.

1, 11. 1—8; of nine lines, in III. ii. VI. 1, 11. 2—10; of ten lines, in 1 1.

vi. V. 2
?

11. 1—10; of eleven lines, in IV. iii. II. 11. 12—22; and even

of twelve lines in IV. ii. I V. 4, 11. 1— 12.

[ii.] Where the rhyming lines are interrupted b)^ one or more

lines intervening which do not rliyme with them. 8 Thus in I. i. I.

1, 11. 1, 2, and 4 rhyme, separated by 1. 3, which does not; and in

I. xv. I. 5, 11. 1—5 rhytne; 1. 6, not rhyming, intervenes and the

rhyme is resumed in 11. 7—9. Tlien come two lines, not rhyming,

and 1. 13, which closes the stanza, resumes the rhyme agaiii.

Tlie rhymes are sometimes wide apart, the intervening lines not

rhyming at all, or rhyming differently together. 9 E.g.
:

in III. iii.

II. 3, a stanza of eight lines, only 11. 2 and 8 can be said to rhyme,

though Twtin-slie makes out an irregular rli) ine between 11. 4 and 6.

In III. ii. I. 3, 11. 2 and 6 rhyme, two of the intervening lines, 3 and

4 being assonances, and 5 not rliyming at all; and in st. 8, 11. 4 and

8 rhyme, with intervening lines all rhyming difFerentl} r together.

[iii.] Where the stanza contains only one rliyme, as I. i. I. I.
10

Sometimes two stanzas succeed each other, witli the same rhyme in

both, as stt. 7, 8 of II. iii. V., and 3, 4 of III. i. YIII.

[iv.] Where the sranza contains two or more rhvmes, 11 as I. i. I.

2; II. vii. VI. 1.

[v.] Where the different l.hymes alternate 12
;—with more or less

regularity or irregularity. In I. i. YII. the stanzas are quatrains

proper, 11. 1 and 3 rhyming together in each, and also 11. 2 and 4.

In I. ii. VI. 3, containing six lines, 11. 1 and 3 rhjnne, and also 11. 2

and 4, whose rhyme is then continued in 11. 5, 6. So in I. ii. X.,

the stanzas of which are of five lines, 11. 1 and 3, rhyme, and then

II. 2, 4, 5. In I. i. II. 1, 11. 2 and 5 rhyme, and then II. 3, 4, 6. In

III. iii. VII. 1, 11. 2, 4, 6 rliyme; 11. 3 and 5; and then 11. 8, 9, 10, 12.

[vi.] Where one or more lines at the commencement of the dif-

ferent stanzas in a piece, or their concluding lines, rhyme with one

another. 13 The former case occurs in I. xv. III.: II. vi. VIII. III.

iii. I. 2—8; the latter, in I. i. XL; ii. XIV.; iv. IV.; vi. III.; vii.

XIII.; xi. X.: III. i. X.: IV. ii. II. But in all these instances we

8 • 9 . K»—_ U — 12 — fe. 13

and •
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have the repetition of the whole lines, and not of the rliymes in

them only.

[vii.] What we cull medial rhymes are found occasionally. 14 E. (/.,

I. iii. I. 5, 1. 1; IX. 2, 1. 2 (doubtful); XVI. 1, 2, 3, 1. 5; iv. III. 1, 1. 3;

xiv. II. 4, 11. 1, 2: II. v. VI. 1, 2, 1. 1: IV. iii. I., 1. 1. Keang gives two

instances under this case, where the memliers of different lines in the

same stanza rhyme:— I. ii. X., 2, 11. 2, 4, and III. ii. VIII. 9, 11. 5, 6.

Without specifying any additional characteristics of the rhymes,

'vliicli the minute research oi’ native sclmlars has pointed out,, it is

to be observed that in all the Parts of the She, there are iimltitudes

of lilies, sometimes one, and sometimes more, 'vliich do not rhyme
with any others, in the same stanza, while in Part IV., Book I.,

there are at least 8 j)ieces in which there is no attempt at rhyme at

all. Even in the 4th and 5th stanzas of III. i. VI., and the 4th

stanza of iii. XT., it is only by a violent exercise of poetic license

tliat we can make out any rhymes. AVe may consider such disre-

gard of rhyme as an approach in Chinese to the structure of blank

verse; but while every other irregularity in tlie ancient odes has

met with imitators, I am not aware that this has received any

favour. So far from the Chinese having any sympathy with Mil-

ton's contempt for rhyming as jingling sound of like endings/ *a

troulilesome bondage/ they consider rhyme as essential to poetry.

6. Tlie only other point which it is necessary to consider in this

section is, Avhutlier the rhymes of the She were affected by what

every Chinese scholar knows as the four tones, and an accurate ac-

quaintance with which is now essential, not only to the making of

The relation of the ancient poetry, but even to speaking so as to be freely
peni S and the tones.

and readily understood. And on this subject

there is considerable difference of opinion between those who have

most deeply studied it. One of the cases instanced by Keang Yung
in regnrd to the rliymes, and which I have not adduced in the preced-

ing paragraph, is that characters of the same termination rhyme to-

gctlier tliough they may be in different tones 15 and this he endeavours

to support by reference to more than 200 stanzas where lie contends

that the rhymes are altogether independent of the tones. 16 Keang in

“ • 15 . 1 G. E. y% In I. i. I. 3, it is said that

(t. 1) and (t. 4) rhyme in IX. 1, 2, 3, (t. 2). (t. 3), (t. 2), and (t. 1) in ii.

I. 1, ^ (t. 1) and
fjjp

(t. 3); in iv. Y. 2, (t. 1), ^ (t. 3), and (t. 4); in II. i. II. 5,

(t. 1) ( t. 2.); in III ii. I. 1 (all t. 2), and t. 4); in st. 3, t. 3),

and t. 4); in st. 5, (tt. 1 2, 3).
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this view followed Koo Xing-jin or Koo Yen-Avoo (a.d. 1,603 1 682), 17

distinguished by his varied scliolarsliip, and especially by his re-

searches into the ancient rhymes. In opposition to them, Twan
Mow-t cang, or Twan Yuh-tsae (a.d. 1,735— 1,8 1 5),

18 contends that

we ought to acknowledge three tones, the 1st, the 2d, and the 4th,

in the She. He says:

—

cr
J'he tones of characters anciently were

different froin what they are now, just as the ancient rhyming
endings were different from the present. Examining the coinpositions

of the Chow and Ts c

in dynasties, and the earlier portion of the Hail,

we find that there were tl)en[the®lst, 2d, and 4tli tones, but not the 3d.

During the dynasties of Wei and Tsin (a.d. 227—419), many words
in the 2d and 4th tones assumed the 3d, and many in the 1st tone

fell into one or other of tlie others. In this way there were the four

tones complete; but in many cases they were different from what
they had anciently been. Characters formerly of tlie st tone were

now in one of the others, and many formerly in the 2d and 4th tones

were now in the 3d. By diligent research the fact and the process

of the change can be ascertained/ 19 Admitting, as I believe we
ought to do, what is here claimed, that the tones of many of the

characters were different anciently from that they became in the 3d
and 4th centuries, there is not much difficulty in approximating the

views of Twan and Koo to each other. The latter says:——‘Although

the discussion of the four tones arose only when the capital was on the

left of the Keang [say in our 5th and 6th centuries], yet the poetical

compositions of the ancients had their cliaracters distinguished in pro-

nunciation as slow or rapid, light or heav)7
,
and hence those now in

the even tone rhymed together, as did those in the other tones. Yet

it was by no means always so. The tones of characters have changed.

In fact anciently these tones were simply the variations of pronuncia-

tion made by tlie voice of the singer, now high now low, now
repressed now put forth. And thus the four tones could be used to

rhyme together.’20 Three tones existed anciently, according to

Twan. says Koo, 4 there were no tones; but oi^ly certain

17 OT _ 18 OT • l 9 See the_
2 See the

;
-in the P . 7.

Koo says that c the discussion of tlie four tones arose on the left of the Keang* i.e., during the

time of the various djnas ies, wliicli had their capital in the ancient Kin-lintr, thence called Nan-
king, or the southern capital, during the greater portion of the 5th and 6th centuries. I have
translated the rest of the passage according to the sense of it, without attempting to make a literal

version.
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differences of pronunciation.
?

Both admit tliat tlie tonal system was

not completed before our fifth century; and both agree that the

tones of characters were liable to change. The difference of opinion

between them lies more in words than in things. I concur with

Twan accepting the existence of three tones during the Chow
dynasty; and it will be found that the rliymes of the odes, as given

at the end of each piece, have more than a sufficient amount of

verisimilitude and consistency.

SECTION II.

THE ANCIENT PRONUNCIATION OF THE CHARACTERS, AND THE

CLASSIFICATION OF THE RHYMES IN TIIE SHE.

1. After all tliat has been said in the preceding section on the

rhymes of the She, the student is soon struck by what he cannot at

first but regard as the imperfection of many of them. It is evident

from the structure of an ode that such and such lines were intended

The actual difficulty with the rhymes) to rliyme; but he can in no way make
in attempting to read the she.

) them do so. Whatever the dialect to

which he may have given his special attention, he sees that either the

characters -were pronounced and toned under the Chow dynasty-

very differently from the manner in which he has learned to enunciate

them, or that the writers of the odes were astonishingly indifferent

to the correctness of their rhymes, and content often with a remote

approximation to similarity of sound in them. If he have recourse

to the aid of the rhyming dictionaries which are current throughout

the empire, and which, though representing an older pronunciation

than that of t.lie present day, must yet be followed by all poets and

poetasters, his difficulty is brought before liim with increased de-

finiteness. There is hardly a single ode which will stand the test of

an examination by the rhyme-and-tone classes in those dictionaries.

We are come to a subject encompassed with perplexity; but much

has been done b)r native scholars to unfold its complications, and to

enable us to understand how the Chinese spoke and rhymed in the

remote age of the Chow dynasty. I will endeavour to give a brief

and clear view of the result of their researches in a few paragraphs,

following the method of my own mind in its endeavours to grasp
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the subject, and giving in notes the fuller information 'vvliicli will help

others to comprehend the processes and acquiesce in the conclusions.

2. In Choo Hes edition of the She, we have a multitude of notes

to assist us in reading the text, and making out the rhymes. It is

always said that such and such a character rhymes with such mid

The system f rhyming thei such another; that is, it is to be mid different-
She by p eti ai license.

^ ly from its ordinary pronunciation that it

may give the necessary rhyme; and all these heeh yun, as they are

called, are reproduced in the K 4ang-he dictionary. 1 This method

of rhyming the odes was first reduced to a system by Woo Yih, or

Woo Ts 4ae-laou, 2 a scliolar of the Sung dynasty, a little eai'lier tlmn

Choo He. He published a Work, wliicli I have not seen, under tlie

name of Yun-poo^ which we may translate 4 The Rhyme-niendcM\
,

Mr. Wylie observes upon it, that 4

it is chiefly valued ns l)eing the

earliest attempt to investigate the theory of tlie ancient sounds, but

it is said to be a very faulty production.'3 Whatever conclusions

Woo came to as to the ancient sounds, lie appears to have de-

teruiincd that, in reading the She, the standard pronunciation of

his own day was to be adopted, and that, wherever words, evident-

ly intended to rhyme, yet did not rhyme according to that stan-

dard, then the pronunciation of one or more of them should be

clnmged, and a rhyme effected by heeh yun^ or p i*ticnl license.

Unreasonable as this method was, and impracticable in any alpha-

betic language, practicable only in the ideograpliic Cliinese, it found

multitudes of admirers and followers. Even Choo He, we have

seen, adopted it; and Seu Cli^en of the same dj-nasty has given it ms

his opinion, that r
it was not till the Rhyme-mender was published that

the pieces iri the Book of Poetry could be regarded ns poems.'4

But the discrepancy between the rhymes of the She and those

which had subsequently come to prevail was patent to scholars long

before the Sung dynasty. Ch'ing Heuen liiinself wrote a treatise

on the subject; 5 and, all through the time of the Three kingdoms,

the Tsin, and other dynasties, on to the T lang, various writers gave

i Morrison defines the phrase a9— 4 two syllables that rhyme;* Medhur9 t as—
* rhyme and Williams as

—

4 to rhyme; harmonious cadence or tone.' But all these accounts of it

fail to indicate its most important and frequent significance, that the rhyme is one of an assumed
poetical lictMiae, where one of the characters has a pronunciation assigned to it which it does not in

other circumstances have. 2 r • 3 see Geneml Notes

on Cinnese Literature, p. 9. 4

fei
. 5 •
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their views upon it. The conclusion in whicli tliey rested seems to

have been that enunciated by Lull Tili-ming, that ^the ancient

rhymes were pliant and flexible, and there was no occusion to make
any change in them to suit modern pronunciations.6

The question lias received the most thorough sifting during the

present dynasty; and Koo Yen-woo, Keang Yung, and Twan Yuh-

tsae, all mentioned in the preceding section, endeavouring, one

after another, to exhaust tlui field, have left little to be gleaned,

it seems to me, by future labourers. To prepare the reader to

appreciate the results at which they have arrived, it will be Avell to

set forth, first, the rliyme-sjstem current at the present day, as given

in the Thesaurus of the K 4ang-lie period, and next, the more ex-

tended system given in the Kwang yun dictionary, and which

represents the rhj^nes as they were classified in the T lang and Suy

dynasties.

3. In the K^ang-he Thesaurus the rhymes are represented by

Therhyme-syS_ CUr3
106characterS

,
110 1,egard being ha

^
t0 the

rent at the present day. { initial consonants of those characters. There are

15 in tlie upper first tone, as many in the lower first, 29 in the

second or ascending tone, 30 in the third or departing tone, and 17

in the 4th, called the entering or retracted tone. Taking the first

or eveti tone as the measure of the endings, this system gives us

only 30; and, if sve add to (hem those of the 4th tone, which we

must spell diiferently in English, we obtain 47. But some of tliose

endings, as, for instance the first two, cannot be, and never could have

been, represented by any but the same letters in English,—which

Avould reduce their number; Avhile others, as the sixth and seventh,

comprehend characters that, as they come upon the ear in conversation

und recitation, cannot be represented by thesameletters,—which would

increase tlieir number. 7 Altogether, Medhurst makes out, upon

6 7 Those representative word 3 in the Thesaurus are :

—

of the upper first tone
,

;
of the first_ ;
of the second tone

, ,;
Of the t ird tone

:

of the fourth tmu

•
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this system, 55 finals, or rhyming terminations; and as he makes the

initials or consonantal beginnings in the language to amount to 20

and a mute,—say 21, we have 21 x 55=1, 155, as a near approxima-

tion to the number of possible sounds or enunciations in- Chi-

nese, a little more than one fortieth of the number of charac-

ters of which the language is made up. But the actual number is

much smaller. Edkins gives the number of syllables, or distinct

sounds in the Mandarin dialect, as 522, adding that in the sylla-

bic dictionary of Morrison there are only 411. He says that if

we were to accept the final m, and certain soft initials, which were

still in existence under the Mongolian dynasty (a.d. 1,280—1,367),

there would be at least 700 syllables. 8 Williams states that the

possible sounds in the Canton dialect which could be represented by
Roman letters Avould be 1,229, wliile the actual number of syllables

is only 707. 9 It is always to be borne in mind that the rhyming

endings, according to the present rules of Chinese poetry, are much
fewer than the terminations diversitied by the tones.

4. Ascending along the line of centuries from the era of K^ang-

he to the time of which the pronunciation is given in the Kiuang-yun

dictionary, a period of nearly a thousand years, we find the rhyrn-

The rhyme-system)
[uS endings represented by nearly twice as many

f the T*ang dynasty./ c jlaraters as in the TheSciurus, or by 206 in all.

There are 28 in tlie upper first tone and 29 in the lower, 55 in the

second tone, 60 in the third, and 34 iu the fourth. 10 To the western

;. •

Combining these into groups, according to tlie tones, we obtain :

—

w :
-:. ;.

[ii ] . , J55,| . .

.

This grouping of tlie characters shows that, though only the division of the first tone into an
upper and a lower series is expressly mentioned, yet we must suppose a corresponding distinction
carried into the other tones. Thus it is that we have about twice as many representatives of tlie

characters in the 2d and 3d tones as of either of the upper or lower series of those of the 1st tone.
The 4th tone characters are distributed under those of tlie other tones which end with consonants.

This seems natural, and one accustomed to the Canton and other local dialects can hardly suppose
that it is not the correct arrangement; yet it was in several instances an innovation, considerably
on in the time of our Christian era.

8 Grammar of the M.andarin Dialect, p. 45. 9 Tonic Dictionary, Introduction, p. 23.

10 The Kwang-yun( is tlie oldest of the existing rhyming dictionaries. It appeared

early in the Sung dynasty but was confessedly based on an older work, which is lost, by Luh
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student of Chinese the earlier system commends itself as in some

respects preferable to the more condensed one of the present day.

It meets more fully the requirements of the ear in regard to several

endiu-gs which we cannot represent by the same letters in any

alphabetic language. On the other hand, however, it multiplies in

several instances endings which we cannot in any way represent but

by the same letters. For instance, the first two endings in the

Fall-yen, a scholar of the Suy dynasty, who liad employed the 206 representative characters.

They are :

of the upper first tone, . ;
of the 1 r firstume

of the second tone, • .
|’;

of the third tone

. _
•

_
of t— tone. ,
_

•

Grouping these characters, accordinp to the tones, we obtain

w … _•
.- -- -

_ _̂
fe• _;

;

;

-
;•
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Thesaurus, to whicli I referred in the last paragraph, are expanded

by it into three, and illustrated by characters pronounced tung, twir/,

and chung. Tlie ending is ung. Edkins, indeed, is of opinion that

there was a difference anciently in the three sounds, and he re-

presents them by eng, ang^ and ong.n But in the really ancient

times, when the odes of the She were made, there was no such differ-

ence, and certainly there is none appreciable now by any ear that

is not of the most exquisite delicacy. Even Chinese writers of tlie

highest autliority say in reference to them that 4 the pronunciation

is the same but the rhyme different.' 12 I will only further say on

this point, that the manner in which the rhyming dictionaries were

constructed, after the introduction from India of the system of syllab-

ic spelling, by means of the four tones and seven notes of music,

has never yet been fully elucidated b}r any foreigner. Nothing satis-

factory, so far as I know, has been done to complete what Morrison

said upon the subject in the Introduction to liis dictionary.

5. The reader will, no donbt, now be surprised when he is told

that tlie result of the investigations of Koo Yen-woo, Keang Yung,

and Twan Yuli-tsae lias been to reduce the rhymes of the She to

Rhyme-system propoundedt^^ 1' tweilt7 terminations. K 0, in-

at the present day.
) deed, allows no more than ten, 13 insisting

on characters of the same ending, whatever be their tones,

rhyming with one another. Keang, following Koo in his view

about the tones, yet enlarges liis terminations to thirteen. 14 Twan
Yuli-tsae makes altogether seventeen; but as he contends for the exist-

11 Grammar of the Mandarin Dialect, p. 75.

12 Thus Koo ( )
wys

; ;. 13 Koo's system classifies the rhyme-characters

of tlie Kwang-ynn thus:— 1st,. ;h
w

4th

• if; 5th _ ; Gth

.

; 7th

; ;W . ; P
• H 'rermination 1, s.nme as Ivoo's 2,

; 3 ,
same as K’s

°

mitting;
t :.• .; 5

, .
’ (’’ . •; G ,’; 7 ’

e as Ws Gth
;
8

,
same

as Koo's 7t1i; 9, same as Koo's 8th; 10, same as Koo^ 9tli 11, ;

12, ; A .
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ence of three tones, and that tone rliymes Avith tone, we may allow

3X8-f-2X9= 24-|-18=42, as the extreme number of rhyming end-
ings ancientlymade use of by the Chinese, while the difference between
the enunciation of characters in the first and second tones could hard-
ly be appreciable by the ear in singino. Twans terminations may be
approximately represented, in the order in which lie gives them, by
e (our e in wet)^ and eh for his 3d tone; aou (including eaou); ew,

and its 3d tone ewh (ew in our new^ and ewt in newt are not far

from them); ow (as in now); u or oo; ang (the a approaches to our

a in fat); im and its 3d tone ip (as in our him and hi})); am and its

3d tone ap (as in our liam and hap); ung (as in our suvg) ang (as

in our rang); ing or eng; in and its 3d tone it (as in our sin and sit;

un (as in sun); an (as in fan) ;
ei and its 3cl tone eih (nearl)r as in scheik)

e or ee (our long e as in me) and its 3d tone eh; and o (as in go). 15

15 The 1st termination admitted by Twan Yuh-tsae embraces the characters classed in the

Kwang-yun under the representatives and (t. 1) and t. 2) and t. 3),

and and (t. 4). Under it moreover are comprehended all cliaractcrs formed from the

phonetics in the following list, which, and in tlie other terminations, includes some derivatives

—

4•
_.

The 2d termination embraces tlie characters arranged under ct. i),

(t. 2), and (t. 3), and tliose formed from the phonetics—

v

IMie 3d termination embraces the characters arranged under and (t. 1 ) and

(t.2), 5^ and (t 3), anil (t. 4), and those from tlie phonetics—

^

M1__£ Si S

4

1
The 4tli termination embraces the characters arranged under

<
(t. 1)’ (t. 2), and (t.

S), and those formed from the phonetics— " /L
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^
T)ie 5th termination embraces the characters arranged under (t. ”, H• (t. 3), and (t. 4), and those formed from the phonetics—

m

'
u «

_

.
Tlie 6th termination embraces characters arranged under (t. 1) (t. 2)

(t. 3), and those formed from the phonetics— _.
The 7tli termination embraces characters arranged under (t.

),

4

(t. 2),

(t. 3) and (t. 4), and those formed from the phonetics

—

#
31 ^ 12# A

ft A i
The 8th termination embracL-s characters arranged under (t . 1

( t 2) S ( t 3) aud —
(t. 4 } and those formed from the phonetics—

1 e# '.
The 9th termination embraces characters arranged under

. (t. 1),

(t. 2), and (t. 3), and those formed from the phonetics—
_.

The 10th termination embraces characters arranged under (t. 1), (t. 2), and

^ (t. 3), and those formed from tlie phonetics '
f
_ * g

M ft#
The 11th termination embraces characters arranged under (t. l) t

(t. 2), and (t.3) and those formed from the phonetics—

II -
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The 12 th termination iMubraces characters arranged under rS\ ( t . 1), ( t . 2),’ ( t . 3) ami (t . 4), and those formed from the phonetics—

W __ _
N !

The 13th termination embraces characters .arranged under 7̂ ) (t . 1),

(t . 2), and , (t.3), and those formed from the phonetics—

mm% m i®
j u. _ ^

The 14 th termination embraces characters arranged under -jr , lj , Yljl (t . 1),

(t. 2) an(i (t . 3) and eketers f(>rmed

from the— oties-

W _
_

B _## II* f 111 &
Tlie 15 th termination embraces characters arranged untler (m

(t 2) ( t . 3) and

( t . 4), and those formed from the phonetics— g
a

I

m €_

j #
_ _ _

'

n _
The lGth terniination embraces characters arranged under ( t., (t . 2) •

t . 3) ancl 4) ami those formed from the phonetics—

_'\ : •
X K
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Even if we accept these approximations to the ancient rhyming

endings of Chinese poetry, we shall still find it extremely difficult

to read the odes of the She, as they were no doubt read when tliey

were written; and to enable the student to do so, he would have to

unlearn the names of the characters Avhich lie has already learned

with a great amount of labour, and acquire a set of names which

would make him unintelligible to the people and scholars of the

present day, thus encountering a toil and expending an amount of

time for which there would be no adequate return. All tliat we can

do, is to read the odes as they are now read throughout the nation,

making them rhyme imperfectly and often not at all; to be prepared

they

did come trippingly off the tongue in good rhj^ine; and then to

refer, in proof of our assertion, to the researches of Twan Yuh-tsae.

6. But it is not merely as thus satisfying the cravings of a his-

torical curiosity that those researches are valuable;—they bring

General value f the') before us how it was that rhyme arose in Chinese
researches into the an- > • • j i

‘
•

, i

cient riiyme-system. )
composition at all, and they carry, m their esta-

blishinent of that fact, a striking evidence of their own correct-

ness, while sliowing also how the language has, with the progress

of time and the changes growing up in it, become increasingly

difficult of acquisition to the people themselves and to foreign

students of it.

at the same time to maintain that, wlien they were written,

The written language of China was, I believe, in its first begin-

nings pictorial, the characters being rude figures of the objects

Avhicli they were intended to represent. This is a thing suffi-

ciently known; and sufficient illustrations of it are to be found in

nearly every book which hus been Avritten on the Chinese lan-

guage.

But there were limits, evidently narrow limits, to this process of

representing by pictorial signs the subjects of human thought.

The characters speaking to the eye, though their form is now so

_ #
Tlie 17th termination embraces characters arranged under (t. 1)

(t.2) and $ J
t.3), and those formed from tlie plioiie—

f
/
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changed that their original nature cannot be discerned, were never

more than a few hundred; and most of them are retained in what
are generally called radicals, under one or other of which all the

other characters of the language are arranged in the K 4ang-he diction-

ary. To meet the requirements of thought and composition, the

device was fallen on of forming characters that should be phonetic or

representative of sounds,—that slioulcl be so, not as embodying in

their form the elements of the compound sound as in an alphabetic lan-

guage, but wliich sliould be understood and treasured in the memory
as indicative each of its particular sound, whether that was of a single

vowel, a diptliong, a triplithong, or a vowel and consonant together.

Several of the radicals were set apart for this object; other phonetics

had their own individunl meaning as ideographs; and some hardly

seem to have served any purpose but that of plionetics. By the com-

bination of them with the radicals, the number of ideograplis became

capable of indefinite multiplication. In fact, the great body of the

characters in the language is formed by the union of a radical and a

phonetic, the former element giving for the most part some general

intimation of the meaning, and the latter of the sound. As Twan
Yuh-tsae says,

4 In defining dictionaries, the meaning is the principal

thing,—the warp, Avitli the sound as the woof; in rhyming diction-

aries, the sound is tl»e warp, and the meaning is the woof .

,J6 Thus in

the Shwoh-ivdn^ as it came from Heu Shin, about a.d. 100, after the

lexical definition of the meaning, it is generally added, 4 Formed

from such a radical, taking its sound from such and such a phonet-

ic/ 17 The spelling by means of an initial and final is an addition

by the Sung editor.

It was by means of these phonetic characters that rhyme became

possible in Chinese writings. And we may assume it as self-evident,

that a phonetic on its first formation had only one sound and one tone;

for if it had had many sounds and tones it would have ceased to be

a phonetic. Much of this happy simplicity continued well on into

the Han dynasty. But later on we find characters into which the

same phonetic enters quite variously pronounced, though some one

16 _ :

,

- 17 Callery has called attention to this characteristic of the S/iwoh^

wan in his Si/stema Phoneticum, p. 16. Twan Yuli-tsae does the same in the paragraph just quoted,

adding that there must have been sinnlar dictionaries during the dynasties of Sliang and Chow,

which are long lost. It may be doubted if such dictionaries ever existed.
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or more of them will generally be found to retain theoriginal sound. 18

How it was that phonetics came in process of time to assume several

different pronunciations or sounds, some of them widely diverse

from the original sound each was intended to suggest, is an

inquiry that has considerable attractions for the minute philologist.

The facts of change may be collected and the dates approximated

to, while the cause was more subtle and is difficult to ascertain; but

it would be foreign to my present purpose to enter on so wide a ques-

tion. What has been stated affords to my own mind an account

of the peculiarities of the rhymes of the She entirely satisfactory.

We are placed by them near to the fountain-head of the Chinese lan-

guage, We are shown it in its first appearances; and the one point

of the phonetic having been made to represent only one sound

sufficiently vindicates and establishes the system of the modern re-

searches into the ancient rhymes.

Before leaving the subject of the present section, I Avill venture to

state my own opinion that the nature of the Chinese language is even

at the best ill-adapted in one important respect for the purpose of

agreeable rhyme It does not admit the variety that is found in an

alphabetical language, and which is to us one of tlie charms of poetical

composition. The single rh^Mning endings in English are 360; and if

we add to them what are called double and triple rhymes, where the

accent falls on the penultimate and an te[>en ultimate syllables, they

cannot come short of 400. In Chinese on tlie other liand the rhyming

endings are very few, and thougli there may be a great number
of words to any one ending, yet, tlirough the comparative fewness

of the initial consonants, many rh}ines are to a foreign ear

merely assonances, and the effect is that of a prolonged monoton} r
.

This defect, inherent in tlie nature of the Chinese language, has

been aggravated by the course which poetry has taken for more

than a thousand years. In the She we find characters rhyming with

one another in the different tones, and changes of rh}ane in the same

piece and even in the same stanza; but since the era of the T^ing

dynasty, it has been established that the rhyme in a poem must

always fall on a cliaractei in the even tone, and the liberty of the

18 Twan instances which originally was sounded but is dow called mow, and claescd

under
Ĵ

with and otlier derivatives, wliile and others, are classed under ^7^,

and sounder] ?nei; and originally sounded some of whose derivatives are sounded t/iei^

one at least thin, and several mott\

n 5
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writer is farther cramped by the method of alternating in all the

lines, according to certain rules, the even and deflected tones. It is

in consequence of this that poetical compositions now are necessarily

constrained and brief, and Ave never meet with the freedom and
seldom with the length which we find in the Book of Poetry.

Some Christian Chinese of genius, addressing hitnself to the work of

a hyinnologist, and breaking down, liot rashly but wisely, all re-

strictions, may yet do more to develope the capabilities of his

language for the purpose of poetry than lias been hitherto accom-

plished.

SECTION III.

THE POETICAL VALUE; ANI) CERTAIN PECULIARITIES OF COM-

POSITION IN THE ODES OF THE BOOK OF POETRY.

1. My object in translating the Book of Poetry as a portion of

the Chinese classics does not require that I should attempt any

estimate of the poetical value of the pieces of which it is composed;

Poetical value of the odes, and I touch upon the subject only in a slight

and cursory manner. He Roimin Catholic missionaries, wlio were

the first to introduce the knowledge of Chinese literature into Europe,

expressed themselves with astonishing audacity on the merit of the

odes. In the treatise on the antiquity of the Chinese with which

the i Memoires concernant les Chinois' commence, it is said:
—'Tlie

poetry of tlie She king is so beautiful and harinoiiious. the

lovely ami sublime tone of antiquity rules in it so continually, its

pictures of manners are so naive and miiiute that all these charac-

teristics give sufficient attestation of its authenticity. The less can

this be held in doubt that in the following ages we find no-

tliing, I will not sny equal to these ancient odes, but nothing

worthy to be compared with them. We.arenotsufficietitcoimois-

seurs to pronounce between the She-king on the one side and

Pin(hir and Homer on t.he other; but we are not afraid to say tliat

it yields only to the Psalms of David in speaking of the Divinity, of
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Providence, of virtue, &c., with a magnificence of expressions and

an elevation of ideas which make the passions cold with terror,

ravish the spirit, and draw the soul from the sphere of the senses/

Such language is absurdly extravagant, and we are tempted to

doubt whether the Avriter who used it could have had much ac-

quaintance with the poems which lie belauds. And yet it would be

wrong to go to the other extreme, and deny to them a very consider-

able degree of poetical merit. It is true that many of them, as Sir

John Davis has said,
c

clo not rise above the most primitive simplicity/

and that the principal interest which the collection possesses arises

from its pictures of manners, yet there are not a few pieces which

may be read with pleasure from the pathos of their descriptions,

their expressions of natural feeling, and the boldness and frequency

of their figures.

The comparison of them to the Psalms of David is peculiarly un-

fortunate. God often appears in them, indeed, the righteous and

sovereign lord of Providence; but the writers never make Him their

tlieme for what He is in himself, and do not rise to the distinct

conception of Him as u over all/
1

China and other nations, u blessed

for ever/
5

to be approached by the meanest as well as the highest.

2. Sir John Davis contends that 4 verse must be the shape into

which Chinese, as well as other poetry, must be converted in order

Ought the odes t be)
to (1

°.
U ,liere j^tice 1 adding that in his own

translated in verse? > treatise on the Poetry of the Chinese, while giv-

ing now a prose translation, now a faithful metrical version, and

anon an avowed paraphrase^ he has deferred inore than his own
judgment and inclinations approved to the prejudices of those who
are partial to the literal side of the question. It may be granted

that verse is the proper form in which to translate verse; but the

versifier must liave a sufficient understanding of the original before

he can do justice to it, and avoid imposing upon his reader. Sir

John has rendered in verse two of the odes of the She. Of the

former of them, Avhere the meaning of the ode is entirely misappre-

hended, I have spoken in a note appended to it (p. 21). The
second is given with more success but not in wliat I can regard as

faithful metrical version.' He observes that the style and lan-

guage of the ocles, without the minute commentary which accom-

panies them, would not always be intelligible at the present day.

1 The Poetry of the Chinese (Loodon, 1870), p. 34.
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But the earliest commentary on the odes is modern as compared
Avith tlieii* antiquify, and what, it is to be presumed, lie calls the

minute commentary often differs from it toto ccelo. Every critic of

eminence, indeed, lias his own to-say on whole
. odes and particular

stanzas and lines. 1 have not delivered myself to any commentary.

Where the lines are now and then all but unintelligible, we may
suspect some error in the text;—no commentary will be found to

throw any satisfactory light upon them. But upon the whole, the

Book of Poetry is easier to construe than the Book of History;—it is

much easier than the poetry of the T lang and subsequent dynasties.

My object has been to ^ive a version of the text which should

represent the meaning of the original, without addition or para-

phrase, as nearly as I could attain to it. Tlie collection as a whole

is not worth the trouble of versifying. But with my labours before

liim, any one who is willing to undertake the labour may present

the pieces in
1 a faithful metrical version/ My own opinion inclines

in favour of such a version being as nearly literal as possible. In

Bunsen's 4 God in History/ Book III., chap. V., poetical versions are

given of several passages from the She, which that various writer

calls 4 The Book of Sacred songs.
1

Versified, first in German, from

the Latin translation of Lacliarme, and again from the German version

in English, if the odes from which they are taken were not pointed

out in the foot-notes, it would be difficult, even for one so familiar

Avith the Chinese text as myself, to tell what the originals of them

were. Such productions are valueless, either as indications of the

poetical merit of the odes, or of the sentiments expressed in them.

3. Nothing could be more simple than the bulk of the odes in the

first Part. A piece frequently conveys only one idea, which is re-

Peeuiiarities in the) Plated in the several stanzas witli little change in

structure f the odes. f the language. The writer wishes to prolong his

ditty, and he effects his purpose by the substitution of a fresh

rhyme, after wliich the preceding stanza reappears with no other

change t.haii is rendered necessfiry by the ne'v term. An amusing

instance is pointed out in the 3d ode of Book XIY., where the poet

is reduced, by the necessities of his rhyme, to say that the young of

tlie turtle dove are seven in number.

Some of the pieces in Parts II. and III. are marked by the same

characteristics as those of the Fung ,—the repetition of whole lines

and more, merely varied by a change in the rhyme. This peculiarity
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belongs especially to what are called tlie allusive pieces. Many odes

in these Parts, however, are of a liigher order, and furnish the best

examples of Chinese poetical ability. The 1st ode of Part III .

Book I., is remarkable as constructed in the same way as the 121st

and other step Psalms, as they have been called, the concluding line

of one stanza generally forming the commencing one of the next.

In some other odes there is an approximation to the same tiling.

Throughout tlie Book, the occurrence of particles which we can-

not translate, and the use of which seems mainly to be to complete

the length of the line; the employment of onomatopoetic binomials;

the vivid descriptive force of the same ^character redoubled, or of

two characters of cognate meaning together; and the accomplish-

ment of the same purpose by the pronouns and as pointed

out in the notes and in Index III
,
are peculiarities attention to

Avhich will help the student in apprehending the meaning, and ap-

preciating the beauty of the composition.

APPENDIX.

ON THE VARIOUS FORMS IN WHICH POETRY HAS BEEN

WRITTEN AMONG THE CHINESE.

1. Lines of four words, with a more or less regular observance of rule, is, we
have seen, the normal measure of the ancient odes in the Book of Poetry. I have

repeatedly indicated also my opinion that the rules now acknowledged for poetical

composition are of a nature to cripple the genius of the writer. A sketch therefore,

in as brief compass as possible, of the various measures in which Chinese poets have

given expression to their thoughts, and of the laws which the code of poetical criti-

cism now requires them to observe, will form an appropriate appendix to the pre-

ceding chapter, and may lead to the fuller treatment of an interesting subject which

has not yet received from Sinologues the attention which it deserves. My materials

will be drawn mainly from the Works of Chaou Yih (referred to on p. 3 of these

proleg.), chapter xxiii., and from a monograph by Wang Taou.
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It may be rendered in English thus

Tlie royal carriage

Thrice visited

The lowly cot.

The fate of Hnn
Was irreversible,

[Like] the evening sun,

[Fading from] the mulberries and elms.

By the deep ford,

Southwards lie crossed the Leu;
By a great effort,

He took Shull in the west,

And strongly withstood
Woo in the east.

Admirable

Was Chow Yu,
With skilful schemes!
Alas for

Kvvan yu,
Who met his death!

The course of Heaven
I3 now favourable, now opposed.

The course of events

Is novr prosperous, now adverse.

Let me ask you
What is best.

Early sing

—

I wiU retire.

The student who is acquainted with the romance of the Three Kingdoms will

have no difficulty in understanding the kistorical allusions in these lines. The

whole may be considered as an advice not to place one*s-self, as Mencius says, under

a tottering wall,—not to try to maintain a doomed cause.

Second, of a piece in lines of three characters, rhyming, though not all rhyming

together as in the above piece, I give the following specimen from the Books of the

first Han dynasty (jjjffi
1) one of 19 compositions made in the reign

of the emperor Woo, and sung by young musicians, male and female, in the night

time, at the border sacrifice to Heaven and Earth

—

h a

I venture the following version of it
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2. While lines of four characters are the rule in the pieces of the She, I have

shown how lines of other lengths, from two characters or syllables up to eight, are in-

terspersed in them. In all these, and still more extensive measures, whole pieces

have at different times been attempted.

First, as a specimen of a piece in lines of two characters, there may be given the

following on the Posterior Han dynasty (
j y

by Yu Pih-sang or Yu
Tseih(;) of the Yuen dynasty

—

’
t.

e -

i

.i
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Lo! the Power is seated,

And our nmsic strikes up,

To rejoice him till dawn.
To make him well pleased.

With the victim and liis budding horns,

With the vessels of fragrant millet,

With the vase of cinnamon spirits,

Wo welcome all his attendants.

The Power is pleased to remain,

And we sing to the music of all the seasons.

Look here, all,

And observe the pemmeous hall.
r

riie ladies in their beauty,

With wonderful attraction,

Lovely as the flowering rush,

Ravish the beholders;—
In their variegated dresses,

As from out a mist,

Gauzy and lis^ht,

Witli their pendants of pearls and gems;
Tlie Beauty of the night interspersed,

And the chin and the lin.

With quiet composure.
We offer the cup ot welcome.

It will be seen how in this piece wcmis in tlie other tones, as well as in the first

rhyme with one another just as in the She. But this measure of three words can

hardly be said to have been cultivated in later times, though mention is made of a

Kin Cliih ( J ) of the Ming dynasty, who wrote a thousand pieces in it.

Tliird, of the measure of four words, so abundant in the She, it is not necessary

to give any specimen. It continued a favourite form down to the T'ang dynasty,

after which it fell into disuse, though fugitive pieces by famous names may still be

culled.

Havin chosen this seasonable day,

Here we are expecting.

We burn tlie fat and the southernwood,

Whose smoke spreads all around.

The nine heavens are opened.

Lo ! the flags of the Power,
Sending down his favour,

Blessing, reat and admirable.

Lo! the chariot of the Power,
Amidst the dark clouds.

Drawn by flying dragons,

With many feathered streamers.

Lo! the Power descends.

As if riding on the wind;

On the left an azure dragon,

l>n tlie right a white tiger.

L >! the Power is coming,
With mysterious rapidity.

Before him the rain,

Is fast distributed.

Lo ! the Power is arriven,

Bright amid the darkness,

Filling us with amazement,
Making our hearts to quake.

Fourth, the measure of five words for whole pieces took its rise, like that of tliree,

in the Han dynasty under the emperor Woo. The 29th Book of the Wan-seuoi( ;
see Wylie 7

s Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 192) commences with a collec-

tion of ‘ Fifteen pieces of ancient Poetry’ attributed to a Mei Sliing f

Woo’s time. The first of them is

—

•

1

On, on; again, on, on;
Separated am I from you.
Apart more than ten thousand /e,

We are each at one side of the sky.
r

rhe way is rugged and long
Shall we ever meet again?
The northern horse loves the winds of the north;
The birds of Yueh nest in the trees of tlie south.
Many are the days since we parted;
My girdle is becoming daily more loose.

Floating i.*lou<ls darken the white clay;

A wanderer, I do not care to return.
To think of you makes me old;
r

riie years and monlhs lm^ry (o their end.
I will dismiss the sul)ject and say no more,
But rl my best at a full board.
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It will be seen that here the 2d, 4th, 6th, and 8th lines rhyme, and then the 9th,

10th, 12th, 14th, and 16th —

-

after the manner of the She. Chaou Yih says that the

line of five words is well adapted to the nature of the language, and compares the

measure to a flower which will necesarily open at the proper time. We shall find it

still in great esteem, but subject to rules of which the early writers in it knew no-

thing.

Fifth, the measure of six words has never been a favourite, and has been pro-

nounced ill-adapted to the genius of the language. One or more lines of this length

occur occasionally in the She, and in what have been called the Elegies of Ts loo

but tlie first who composed whole pieces in the measure was a Kuh Yung( ) of the Ts^'n dynasty, whose works are lost. A few fragments of six-words

verses are met with in the Books of the Han and succeeding dynasties; but when
we come to the dynasty of T^ng*, we find that various writers tried to cultivate the

measure for short descriptive pieces. The following is by a Wang Wei, or Wang
Mo-keeh( ) on tlie morning :

—

.

_

The pe«*ich l)lossom is redder through tlie rain over-night,
The willow is greener tlirouirh the mists of the morninj;.
The fallen flowers are not yet vswept away by the servant;
The birds sing, and the guest on the liill is still asleep.

Sixth, the measure of seven words is well adapted to the language, and is that

which, subject to certain regulations mentioned below, is preferred above all others

at the present day. Instances of its use occur in the She and the Elegies of Ts 4

oo,

and in the pieces in the appendix to chapter I., so that the critics are in error who at-

tribute the origination of the seven-words measure to Pih Leang (>|v^ of the reign

of Woo in the Han dynasty. The following lines were probably made in the Ts'in

dynasty though the speaker in them is supposed to be Hwang Go, the mother of the

mythical Shaou Haou( :

-

.
.

The clear sky and wide earth a boundless prospect prive,

Where change and transformation proceed without limit.

Supi»orting the sky is oeean^ vast expanse;

—

I will get on a raft, and deftly go to tlie side of the sun.

Seventh, the measure of eight w( rds is rarely met with. The following quatrain

appears as improvised by a Loo K 4eun { '
of the TTang dynasty at a feast :

—•
-

Good omens are not in the phoenix and the Jin

But peace comes from your frontier generals and loyal ministers.

Only get your officers and generals to use all their heart,

And you need not spend your silks and treasures on your hosts.

Eighth, longer measures still, of nine, of ten, and of eleven words, are met with

very occasionally.

of nine words :

—
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:S 1 ®.

Last night the east wind blew and broke the branches in the forest,

And the boats at the ferry were driven inside the shallows.

But this old plum tree, uncared for, slept solitary at the corner of my cold house.

Its sparse shadows, now cross, now slant, beating in the dark at the window of my library ;

Half withered, half alive, the few buds upon it,

Inclined to open, yet not opened, so many fragrant knots.

A skilful painter would hold his hand from it,

But I, liking the clear fragrance, take my laugh in these new lines.

A couplet of Le T c

ae-pili in ten words :

—

. •

When Rwang-te cast the tripods on mount King, as he melted the Terniilion,

The vermilion became a dragon, and flew up to the abode of great purity.

A couplet of Too Foo, in eleven words

—

_

Wang Lang when drunk drew out his sword and hewed the ground, singin.Gf,
1 Don^ be sad,

I can draw fortli your talents, now repressed, and show their bright and wondrous power/

These long* measures, I may observe, are not suitable to the genius of tlie Chinese

language. It is true that we have only so many syllables in a line but then eyery

syllable is a word conaplete, with its meaning* entire. Nor is the length of tlie

measure ordinarily eked out as in English by articles, conjunctions, prepositions or

any auxiliary words . A single line of Chinese cannot sustain tlie weight of n^ore

characters than ei^ht. The limit perhaps should be placed at seven.

3. We come now to the more prized forms of versification, the establisLrneiit of

which, is generally dated from the beginning of the T^ang dynasty. Eat they only

received tlien their complete development, having been growing up from the

time tliat tlie tonal system and tlie more exact definition of tlie rhyming* endings

ha-d been introduced —that is, all tlii'ough tlie many short-lived dynasties which

succeeded to tliat of Tsin.

The measures according to these forms are of five words( |
•) ancl of

seven words ) and the length of tlie piece oug*lit not to exceed 1(J

lines. All the even lines rhyme together, and in the seven-words measure the

first line also. The characters in all the lines must be in certain tones, follow-

ing one another with regularity according to prescribed rules but the rl.yme

word must always be in the even tone. The characters in the two middle couplets,

moreover, of each eight lines ought to correspond to one another —noun with noun,

verb with verb, and particle (including prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, and in-

terjections) with particle. The system is to be learned from examples better than

by description.

First, let us take the measure of five words.

[i.] When the piece begins with a character in the even tone, the toning of the

lines is as follows :

—
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E g.^ we have the following lines from Le T f

ae-pih expressing liis longing in the

west for the arrival of his friend, a magistrate whose gentle rule he adraii'ed, where
all the characters are toned acc. to the rule, excepting the first and indeed a deflected

tone at the beginning of the first line, and the even tone at the beginning of the

second are both allowable.

1

.
The willows on the Keang, north of Ilan-yang,

Eastward for him Avho conies their branches spread.

On every tree the flowers look like snow
The numerous hanging twigs are silken tlirend.

The winds of spring my longing wish declare;

My inmost thoughts the trees seem to have read.

To him of lute-like rule my thanks I send,

And wish liiin on his westward journey sped.

[ii.] Where the piece begins with a character in one of the deflected tones, the

toning of the lines is as follows :

—

2F,WK
E.g., T ;oo Foo describes the pains of militarj^ service in a time of decay:

—

•

Sliattered the State, tbe hills and streams remain
;

The walls by spring are clothed with grass and trees;

Returning rtowors constrain my gu.sliinj; tears;

The bird's song frightens me, niournin<x my separation.

For three montlis together the beacons have gleamed
A letter from liome would be worth ten thousand cuius.

I scratch my head grown grey, till the hair is short,

And in vain should I try to use a pin.

Secondly, let us take the measure of seven words.

[i.] Where the piece begins with a character in the even tone, the lines are

toned thus :

KiX
/ KKK JKJK-

Ung Hwan ) one of tlie T^ang poets writes:--

.
At length the moon of China doth fill this border-land;
Its light embracing all beneath the sky has reached Lung-t^w.
The shadows liave crossed the milky way, and land and sea are still.

The light penetrating the encampment, as in old times, causes sad tlioughts.

The trumpet sounds to the distant wardens, and the solitary beacon is extinguished;
The geese descend on the level Scands, and all round is autumn;
I think of the desolation in my village <»arflen;—
Alas for my young wife going up solitary to the tower!
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[ii.] Where the piece begins with a character in a deflected tone, the lines are

toned as follow——

K K 2FKK . K KK
/ iX K

•

E.g. Fah-chin, a Buddhist priest of the T^ng dynasty, writes the following lines

on a friend going from Tan-yang in the interior to a situation on the coast:

—

•

For many years youVe not been to Chung-nan
Changing your place, you towards Ts £ang-chow go,

Where wind and rain the villages make dark,

And waves cast up the Zi/?^-llowers on the shore.

Along the extensive prospect spring shines bright

;

At night sad thoughts ^idst the small anchorage grow.
Not there will you be left idly to sleep;

Much more the heavenly charge w ill find you out.

4. Strictly normal pieces of the above standard measures consist, ifc has been

stated, of 8 couplets, but we often find them of a greater length, in which case they

are called or i Prolonged poems in regular measure.’ The marquis

D’Hervey-Saint-Denys says,
c Their length consists of twelve lines, subject to the

same rhyme, which occurs consequently six times, and is placed always in the second

verse of each disticli (L^rt Poetique et La Prosodie chez les Chinois, p. 86.

)

J But

we find them prolonged indefinitely to various lengths. Maou K'e-ling, at the

beginning of the present djaiasty, gives us the following piece in 24 lines of seven

words, written at the foot of the T c

ung*-keun mountain, as he was ascending* the Keang

(

7
J: _

The famous Too Foo was fond of heaping up pentameters to the extent of 40, 80,

and more lines and in the following* piece, addressed to two of his friends Ch^ing*

Shin and Le Clie-fang, high officers at court, and relating to scenes and expe-

yiences by the poet in KVei-chow dept. Sze-cli^ieii (^ <
1 ^

5 lie lias achieved no fewer than 200 lines accumulating 100

rhymes of the ending een |).
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_ _

j

_ || ji
#.

Clioo E-tsuu of the present dynasty, wliose name lias occurred more than once in

the notes to these prolegomena, has strung together a single rhyme to the extent

of 200 times.

4. As the normal stanza of eight lines may thus be indefinitely protracted, it is

also frequently reduced to half the length, and is then called or
|

which we maydenominate semi-stanzas. We find this form ofode earlier than thel^ang*

dynasty. Tlie following lines belong to the period a.d. 500 566 —
. it

be seen that tlie toning is that of a piece of five words beginning with a deflected

tone, excepting in the of the 3d line and of tlie 4th. The following, descriptive

of a wife lamenting the absence of her husband, by Tang Ken-yuen
<

of the T'ang dynasty, is regularly constructed also in five words, beginning in the

even tone:

. As illustrative of a semi-stanza in lines of seven words, the

following quatrain lines by Wang Yae, of the T'ang dynasty, and descriptive of the

ways of a lady of tlie liarem seeking to attract the notice of tlie emperor may be

given :

.

5. It is evident that the tonal rules for these artistically-constructed pieces must

sorely embarrass the writer, and even in Le T cae-pih and Too Foo themselves viola-

tions of them are not unfreqnent and the latter morever has many pieces of the meas-

ure of seven words, composed after the old fashion, without regard to the tones at all.

A line with a character not in tlie proper tone is described as /

pj,
4

irregular.*

Attempts have been made to establish permanent alterations in the arrangement

of the tones. A Le Shang-yin (^4 and others changed the tones of the

third and fifth characters; and E Shan ( 1 1
[) of tlie Yuen dynasty proposed

to exchange the tones of the 5th and 6th characters. Pieces are sometimes made
according to these models, but they are not prized.

And not in the tones of the lines only has there been relaxation. The correspond-

ency between the parts of speech, so to speak, of the characters in the middle distiches

has also been occasionally dispensed with. This was never rigorously exactedin tlie first
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and last distiches, but for the intermediate two to be without it is a serious blemish.

Yet Le T'ae-pih occasionally neglected it in tlie 3d and 4th lines, as in his ode written

on his 4 Thoughts of antiquity when anchored at night at the foot of New-clioo hill *

—

,

#

Chaou T ih mentions also the occurrence of two rhymes in the same piece
;
but; the

cases which lie adduces hardly present different rhyming* endings we have only the

same ending, now in tlie upper first, and now in tlie lower first tone, variously ar-

ranged.

6. Of pieces in measures of unequal length, I may mention one variety, where

lines of three, five, and seven words are used together. Le T 4ae-pih set the example

of it in the following —
•

Autumn's winds keenly llow
Bright the autumn moon’s glow;
I he leaves fall, heaps here, scattered there

Tree-perclied cowers si ill the cold crow.
I think of you—wlien shall I see your loved form?
At such a season forth regrets freely flow.

7. To go into further details on the measures of Chinese poetry would lead on

to a treatise on tlie subject. In giving the details which I have done, I have had

two purposes in view. The one has been to show the missionary that there is

abundant precedent and scope for the formation of a Christian liymnology in

Chinese in very varied measures. The other has been to provoke some Sinologue

to undertake the extensive treatment of Chinese poetry, which deserves much more

attention than it has yet met with from foreigners.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CHINA OF THE BOOK OF POETRY, CONSIDERED IN RELATION
TO THE EXTENT OF ITS TERRITORY, AND ITS POLITICAL

STATE ITS RELIGION AND SOCIAL CONDITION.

APPENDIX:—RESEAKCHES INTO THE MANNERS OF THE ANCIENT CHI-
NESE, ACCORDING TO THE SHP -KING. BY M. EDOUAKI) BIOT.

From the Journal Asiatique for November and December^ 1843.

1. A glance at tlie map prefixed to this chapter will give the

reader an idea of the extent of the kingdom of Chow,—of China as

The territory of the king.) ^ was during the period to wliicli the Book of
dom of chow.

> Poetry belongs. The China of the present day>

wliat we call China proper, embracing tlie eighteen provinces, may-

be described in general terms as lying between the 20th and 40th

degrees of north latitude, and the 100th and 121st degrees of east

longitude, and containing an area of al) ut 1,300,000 square miles.

The China of the Chow dynasty la}- between the 33d and 38lh parallels

of latitude, and the 106th and 119th of longitude. Tlie degrees of

longitude included in it were thus about two thirds of the present; and

of the 20 degrees of lntitude the territory of Chow embraced no more

than five. It extended nearly to the limit of the present boundaries

on tlie north and west, because, as I pointed out in the prolegomena

to the Shoo, p. 189, it was from the north, along the course of tlie

Yellow river, that the first Chinese settlers had comt into the countiy,

and it was again from the west of the Yellow river that the cliitis

of the Chow family and their followers pushed their way to the east,

and took possession of the tracts on both sides of that river, which

had been occupied, nearly to the sea, by the dynasties of Hea and

Shang. The position of the present departmental city of Pin-chow

in which neighbourhood we find duke Lew with his people emerging

into notice, in the beginning of the 18th century before our era, is

given as in lat. 35° 04 J

,
and long. 105° 46 ,

.

The She says nothing of the division of the country under tlie

Chow dynasty into the nine Chow or provinces, of which we read

so much in the third Part of the Shoo, in connexion with the

labours of Yu. Four times in the Books of Chow in the She that
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famous personage is mentioned with honour, 1 but tlie sphere in

which his action is referred to does not extend beyond the country

in the neiglibourhood of the Ho before it turns to flow to the east,

where there is reason to believe that he did accomplish a most

meritorious work. Twice he is mentioned in the sacrificial odes of

Shang, and there the predicates of him are on a larger scale, but

without distinct specification but T 4ang, the founder of the dynasty,

is represented as receiving from God the c nine regions/ 2 and ap-

pointed to be a model to the c nine circles’ 3 of the land. These

nine regions and nine circles were probably the nine Choio of the

Shoo; and though no similar language is found in the She respect-

ing the first kings of Cliow, their dominion, according to the Official

book of the dynasty, 4 was divided into nine provinces, seven of

wliicli bear the same names as those in the Shoo. We have no

Seu-chow, which extended along the sea on the east from Ts cing-

cliow to the Kiiang river, and Chinese scholars tell us, contrary to

tlie evidence of the Slie and of the Tso-cliuen, that it was absorbed

in the Ts cing province of Chow. In the same way they say that

Yus Leang-chow on the west, extending to his Yung-cliow, was

absorbed in Chow's Yung. The number of nine provinces was kept

up by dividing Yu's K 4e-chow in the north into three;—

K

-

e to the

east, Ping in the west, and Yew in the north and centre. The

disappearance of Seu and Lcang sufficiently shows that the kings of

Chow had no real sway over the country embraced in them; and

though the names of Yang and King, extending south from the

Kcan;, were retained, it was merely a retention of the names, as

indeed the dominion of China south of the Keang in earlier times

had never been anytliinn but nominal. The last ode of tlie Slie, which

is also the last of the Sacrificial odes of the Shang dynasty, mnkes

mention of the subjugation of the tribes of King, or King-ts^oo, by

king Woo-ting (b.c. 1,323—1,263); but, as I have shown on that

ode, its genuineness is open to sus|)icion. The 9th ode of Book III.,

Part III., relates, in a manner full of military ardour, an expedition

conducted by king Seuen in person to reduce the States of the

south to order; but it was all confined to tlie region of Seu, and in

that to operations against the barbarous hordes north of the Hwae.

1 See II. vi. VI. 1: III. i. X. 5; iii. VII. 1 : IV. ii. IV. 1. 2 IV. iii. IV. 1; V. 3. 3

IV. iii. III. 1.7 and IV. 3. 4 Ch. XXXIII. The names of Vu's provinces wore—

those of Chow # .
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The 8th ode of the same Book gives an account of an expedition,

sent by the same kin
;
Seuen under an earl of Shaou, to start from

the point where the Keang and Han unite, to act against the tribes

south of the Hwae, between it and the Keang, and to open up the

country and establish States in it after the model of the kings own
State. All this was done c as far as the southern Sea/ whicli did

not extend therefore bej^ond the mouth of the Keang. Ode 5th, still

ot t]ie same Book, describes the appointment of an uncle of kin^

Seuen to be marquis of Shin, and the measures taken to establish

him then 4

,
with his chief t Avn in what is now the department of

Nan-yang, Ho-nan, as a bulwark against the encroaclmients of the

wild tribes of the south. Now Seuen was a sovereign of extraor-

dinary vigour and merit, and is celebrated as having restored the

kingdom to its widest limits under Woo and Ch 4ing; and after his

death the process of decay went on more rapidly and disastrously

even than it had done .during several reigns that preceded his.

During the period of the Ch^un the princes of Ts coo
?
Woo,

and Yueh, to whom belonged Yu^ provinces of Yang, King, and
J^eang, all claimed the title of king, and aimed at the sovereignty

of the States of the north,—to wrest tlie sceptre from the kings of

Chow. The China of CIioav did not extend beyond the limits which

I }iave assigned it, and which are indicated by the imperfect oval

marked red on the map, hardly reaching half way from the Yellow

river to what is hoav called the Yang-tsze Keang. The country held

by the kings themselves, often styled the royal State, lay along the

Wei and the Ho for about five degrees of longitude, but it was not

of so great extent from nortli to south. It was, moreover, being

continually encroached upon by the grooving States of Ts 4oo on the

south, Ts 4

in on the west, and Tsin on the north, till it Avas finally

extinguished by Ts c

in, which subdued also all the feudal States,

changed the feudal kingdom into a despotic empire
?
and extended

its boundaries to the south far beyond those of any former period.

2. In the prolegomena to the Shoo, p. 79, I have mentioned the

extravagant statements of Chinese writers, that at a great durbar

held by Yu the feudal princes amounted to 10,000; that, wlien the

Shang dynasty superseded the house of Yu, the princes were reduced

to about 3,000; and that, when Shang was superseded in its turn by

Chow, they were only 1,773. The absurdity of the lowest of these

numbers cannot be exposed better than by the fact that the districts
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Spates mentioned in the She.

into which the empire of the present day, in all its eighteen provinces,

is divided are not quite 1
,
300 . But in the Book of Poetry, as has

been pointed out already, we have odes of only about a dozen

States; and all the States or territorial divisions, mentioned in the

Ch 4un Ts cew and Tso-chuen, including the outlying regions of Ts c

oo,

Woo, and Yueh, with appanages in the royal domain, attached

territories in the larger States, and the barbarous tribes on the east,

west, north, and south, are only 198 . In the L Annalistic Tables of

the successive dynasties/ published in 1
,
803

,
tlie occurrences in the

kingdom of Chow, from its commencement in b.c. 1,121 down to

403
,
are arranged under thirteen States, and from 402 down to its

extinction in b.c. 225
,
under seven States.

The principal States which come before us in the She are Ts 4

in,

lying west from the royal domain, a considera-

ble part of which was granted to it in b.c. 759
;

Tsin having the Ho on the west, and lying to tlie north of the royal

domain; then to the east, Wei, on the north of the Ho, and Ch 4ing

on the south of it, with Hen and Cli
k

in extending south from

Ch‘ing. East from Ch cing
7
and south of the Ho, was Sung, a duke-

dom held by descendants of the royal fiunily of the Shang dynasty.

North from Sung was the marquisate of Ts 4aou; and north from it

again was Loo, lield by the descendants of Tan, the famous duke of

Chow, to wh(3se political wisdom, as much as to the warlike enter-

]>rize of his brother king Woo, was due the establishment of tlie

dynasty. Conterminous witli the northern border of Loo, and extend-

ing to the waters of what is now called tlie gulf of Pih-cliih-le, was

the powerful State of Ts c

e. Yen, mentioned in III. iii. VII. 6, lay

north and east from Ts 4
e. Tlie subject of that ode is a marquis of

Han, who nppears to have played a more noticeable part in the time

of king Seuen, than any of his family who went before or came af-

ter him did. His principality was on the west of the Ho, covering the

present department of T'ung-chow, Shen-se, and perhaps some ad-

jacent territory. The ode commences with a reference to the la-

bours of Yu wliicli made the country capable of cultivation, but

much of it must still have been marsh and forest in the time of king

Seuen, for mention is made of its large streams and meres, and of

the multitudes of its deer, wild-cats, bears, and tigers.

The princes of these States, distinguished among themselves by tlie

titles of Kung, IIow, Pih, Tsze, and Nan, which may most con-
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veniently be expressed by duke, marquis, earl, count or viscount,

and baron, were mostly Kes, 1 oifshoots from the royal stem of Chow.

So it was with those of Loo, Ts 4aou, Wei, Ch4ng, Tsin, Yen, and

Han. Sung, it has been stated, was held by descendants of the kings

of Sliang, who were therefore Tszes. 2 The first marquis of Ts 4

e, was

Shang-foo, a chief counsellor and military leader under kings Wan
and Woo. He was a Keang, 3 and would trace liis lineage up to the

chief minister of Yaou, as did also the barons of Heu. The mar-

quises of Ch^in were Kweis,4 claiming to be descended from tlie an-

cient Shun. The earls of Ts l

in were Yings, 5 and boasted for their

ancestor Pih-yih, who appears in the Shoo, II. i. 22, as forester to

Shun. The sacrifices to Yu, and his descendants, the sovereigns of

the Hea dynasty, were maintained by the lords of Ke, Avho were
consequently Szes, 6 but that State is not mentioned in the She.

All these princes held their lands by royal grant at the com-

mencement of the dynasty, or subsequently. I have touched slight-

ly n the duties which they owed to the king of Chow as their suz-

zerain in the prolegomena to the Slioo, pp. 197,198; and I do not

enter further on them here. A more appropriate place for exhibit-

ing them, and the relations which the States maintained with one

another, will be in the prolegomena to my next volume, containing

the Ch £un Ts £ew and the Tso-chuen.

3 The Book of Poetry abundantly confirms the conclusion

drawn from the Shoo-king that the ancient Chinese had some con-

siderable knowledge of God. The names given to Him are Te^-

which we commonly translate emperor or ruler, and
Rthgious news.

^jiang
j<e \ t]ie Supreme Ruler. My own opinion, as I

have expressed and endeavoured to vindicate it in various publica-

tions on the term to be employed in translating in Chinese the Hebrew
Elohim and Greek Tkeos, is that Te corresponds exactly to them, and
should be rendered in English by Gocl. He is also called in tlie

She 4 the great and sovereign God/ 2 and ( the bright and glorious

God;s but, as in the Shoo, the personal appellation is interchanged

with TLeen^ Heaven; Shang T'een^ Supreme Heaven; Haou T'-'een^

Great Heaven; Hwang T'-een^ Great or August Heaven; and Min
T'-een^ Compassionate Heaven. The two styles are sometimes com-

1 . 2 . 3 . 4. 5. 6 -
1 and . 2 IV. ii. IV. 3. 3 IV. i. [ii.] I. 4

;; ^ 1ndex III.
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bined, as in III. iii. IV
X

., where we have the lorms of Sliang Te
y

Haou T^'een^ and Haou T^eeu Shang Tc% which last seems to me to

mean—God dwelling in the great heaven.

God appears especially as the ruler of men and this lower world.

5

He appointed grain for the nourishment of all. 6 He watches espe-

cially over the conduct of kings, whose most honourable designation

is that of 4 Son of Heaven/ 7 While they reverence Him, and ad-

minister their high duties in His fear, and with reference to His

will, taking His ways as their pattern, He maintains them, smells the

sweet savour of their offerings, and blesses them and their people

with abundance and general prosperity. 8 When they become im-

pious and negligent of their duties, He punishes them, takes from

them the throne, and appoints others in their place. 9 His appoint-

ments come from His fore-knowledge and fore-ordination. 9

Sometimes He appears to array Himself in terrors, and the course

of His providence is altered.. 10 The evil in the State is ascribed to

Him. 10 Heaven is called unpitying. 10 Blit this is His strange work

;

in judgment; and to call men to repentance. 11 lie hates no one; and

it is not He who really causes the evil time:—that is a consequence

of forsaking the old and right ways of government. 12 In giving

birth to the multitudes of the people, He gives to them a good na-

ture, but few are able to keep it, and hold out good to the end. 13

In one ode, II. vii. X., a fickle and oppressive king is called Shang

Te in better irony.

While the ancient Chinese thus believed in God, and thus con-

ceived of Him, tliey believed in other Spirits under Him, some presid-

ing over hills and rivers, and others dwelling in the heavenly bodies.

In fact there was no object to whicli a tutelary Spirit might not at

times be ascribed, and no* place where the approaches of spiritual

Beings might not be expected, and ought not to be provided for by

the careful keeping of the heart and ordering of the conduct. 14 In

the legend of How-tseili (III. ii. I.), we have a strange story of his

mothers pregnancy being caused by her treading on a toe-print

made by God. In III. iii. V. a Spirit is said to have been sent

down from the great mountains, and to have given birth to the

princes of Foo and Shin. In IV. i.
[
1.] VIII. king Woo is cele-

brated as having attracted and given repose to all spiritual Beings,

5 ^.7., III. i. VII. 1; iii. I. 1. 6 IV. i. [i.] X. 7 E.g., II. i. VIII. 1, 3: IV. i. [i.]

VIII. S Ka., II. i. VI. III. i. I.; VII. 7: IV. ii. IV. 9 III. i. VII. 1, 3. 10 III.

ii. X.; iii. I. 1: II. iv. VII.; and often. 11 III. ii. X. 8; and often. 12 II. iv. VIII. 4: III.

iii. I. 5; iii. X. 5. 13 III. iii- I. L 14 III. iii. II. 7.
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even to the Spirits of the Ho and the highest mountains. In IT. y.

IX., the writer, when deploring the sufferings caused to the States

of the east by misgovernment and oppression, suddenly raises a

complaint of the host of heaven;—the Milky way, the Weaving sis-

ters (three stars in Lyra), the Draught oxen (some stars in Aquila),

Lucifer, Hesperus, the Hyades, tlie Sieve (part of Sagittarius), and

the Ladle (also in Sagittarius):—all idly occupying their places, and

giving no help to the afflicted country. In no other ode do we
have a similar exhibition of Sabian views. Mention is made in III.

iii. IV. 5 of the demon of drought; and we find sacrifices offered to

the Spirits of the ground and of the four quarters of the sky, 15 to

the Father of husbandry, 16 the Father of war, 17 and the Spirit of

the path. 18

These last three, however, were probably the Spirits of departed

men. A belief in the continued existence of the dead in a spirit-

state, and ia the duty of their descendants to maintain by religious

worship a connexion with them, have been characteristics of the

Chinese people from their first appearance in history. The first

and third Books of the last Part of the She profess to consist of

sacrificial odes used in the temple services of the kings of Chow and

Shang. Some of them are songs of praise and thanksgiving; some

are songs of supplication; and others relate to the circumstances of

the service, describing the occasion of it, or the parties present and

engaging in it. The ancestors worshipped are invited to come and

accept the homage and offerings presented; and in one (IV. i. [i.] VII.)

it is said that 4 king Wan, the Blesser/ has descended, and accepted

the offerings.

The iirst stanza of III. i. I. describes king Wan after liis death as

being c on high, bright in heaven, ascending and descending on

the left and the right of Gocl’ and the 9th ode of the same Book

affirms that Wan, his father, and grancl-fatlier, were associated in

heaven. The early Chinese, as I have just said, did not suppose

that man ceased all to be, when his mortal life terminated. We
know, indeed, from the Tso-chuen, that scepticism on this point

had begun to spread among the higher classes before the time of

Confucius; and we know that the sage himself would neither affirm

nor deny it; but that their dead lived on in another State was cer-

tainly the belief of the early ages with which we have now to do,

15 II. vi. VII. 2;etal. 16 II- vi. YIII. 2 ;
et al 17 III. i. VII. 8. 18 III. ii. I.

7, et al.
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as it is still the belief of the great majority of the Chinese people.

But the She is as silent as the Shoo-king as to any punitive retribu-

tion hereafter. There are rewards^and dignity for tlie good after

death, but nothing is said of any punishment for the bad. In one

ode, indeed (ii . v. VIII. 6), a vague feeling betrays itself in the

writer, that after every other method to deal with proud slanderers

liad failed, Heaven might, execute justice upon them;—but it may be

that he had only tlieir temporal punishment in view. The system
of ancestral worship prevented the development of a different view
on this subject. The tyrant-oppressor took his place in the temple,

there to be feasted, and worshipped, and prayed to, in his proper

order, as much as the greatest benefactor of his people. I have

pointed out, on III. iii. IV. 5, how king Seuen, in his distress in

consequence of the long-continued drought, prays to his parents,

though his father king Le had been notoriously wicked and worth-

less; and how endeavours have been made to explain away the sim-

ple text, from a wish, probably, to escape the honour which it would

seem to give to one so undeserving of it.

4. The odes do not speak of tlie worship which was paid to God,

unless it be incidentally. There were two grand occasions on which

Religious ceremonies, it was rendered by the sovereign,—the summer
and winter solstices. The winter sacrifice is often described as offered

to Heaven, and the summer one to earth; but we have the testimony of

Confucius, in the Doctrine of the Mean, ch. XIX., that the object of

them both was to serve Shang Te. Of the ceremonies used on those

occasions I do not here speak, as there is nothing said about them in

the She. Whether besides these two
1
there were other sacrifices to

God, at stated periods in the course of the year, is a point on which

the opinions of the Chinese scholars themselves are very much divided.

I think that there were, and that we have some intimation of two of

them. IV. i. [i.] X. is addressed to How-tseih, as having proved

himself the correlate to Heaven, in teaching men to cultivate the

grain which God appointed for the nourishment of all. This was

appropriate to a sacrifice in spring, which was offered to God to

seek His blessing on the agricultural labours of the year, How-tseih,

as the ancestor of the House of Chow, and the great improver of

agriculture, being associated with Him in it. IV. i. [i.] VII., again,

was appropriate to a sacrifice to God in autumn, in the Hall of

Light, at a great audience to the feudal princes, when king Wan
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was associated with Him, as being the founder of the dynasty of

(3how.

Of the ceremonies at the sacrifices in the royal temple of ancestors,

in the first months of the four seasons of the year, we have much
information in several odes. They were preceded by fasting and

various purifications on the part of the king and the parties wlio

were to assist in the performance of them. 1 There was a great

concourse of the feudal princes, 2 and much importance was attached

to the presence among them of the representatives of the former

dynasties;3 but the duties of tlie occasion devolved mainly on the

princes of the same surname as the royal House. Libations of fra-

grant spirits were made, to attract the Spirits, and their presence was

invoked by a functionary who took his place inside the principal

gate. 4 The principal victim, a red bull, was killed by the king

himself, using for tlie purpose a knife to the handle of which were

attached small bells. 5 With this he laid bare the hair, to show that

the animal was of the required colour, inflicted tlie wound of death,

and cut away the fat, which was burned along with southernwood,

to increase the incense and fragrance. 5 Other victims were numer-

ous, and II. vi. V. describes all engaged in the service as greatly

exhausted with what they had to do, flaying the carcases, boiling

the flesh, roasting it, broiling it, arranging it on trays and stands,

and setting it forth. 6 Ladies from the harem are present, presiding

and assisting; music peals; the cup goes round. 6 The description is

as much that of a feast as of a sacrifice and in fact, those great

seasonal occasions were what we might call grand family reunions,

where the dead and the living met, eating and drinking together,

where tlie living worshipped the dead, and the dead blessed the liv-

ing- …
This characteristic of these ceremonies appeared most strikingly

in the custom which required that the departed ancestors should he

represented by living individuals of the same surname, chosen ac-

cording to certain rules which the odes do not mention. They took

for the time the place of the dead, received the honours which were
due to them, and were supposed to be possessed by their Spirits.

They ate and drank as those whom they personated would have
done; accepted for them the homage rendered by their descendants;

communicated their will to the principal in the sacrifice or teast,

1 III. ii. I. 7. 2 IV. i. [i.] I., IV. et al.

V. 2. 5 II ii. VI. 5. 6 II. vi. V.
3 III. i. I. 4, 5 IV. i. [ii.] hi. 4 II. vi.
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and pronounced on him and his line their benediction, being assist-

ed in this point by a mediating priest, as we must Ccall him for

Avant of a better term. On the next djiy, after a summary repeti-

tion of the cereinorues of the sacrifice, these personators of the dead
were specially feasted, and so, as it is expressed in III. ii. IV., 4

their

happiness and dignity were made complete .

5 We have an allusion

to this strange custom in Mencius (VI. Pt. i. V.), showing how a

junior member of a family, when chosen to represent at the sacrifice

one of his ancestors, was for the time exalted above his elders, and
received the demonstrations of reverence due to the ancestor. This

custom probably originated under the Chow djmasty,—one of the

regulations made by the duke of Chow; and subsequently to it, it

fell into disuse.

When the sacrifice to ancestors was finished, the king feasted his

uncles and younger brothers or cousins, that is, all the princes and

nobles of the same surname Avitli himself, in another apartment.

The musicians who had discoursed with instrument and voice dur-

ing the worship and entertainment of the ancestors, followed the

convivial party, 4

to give their soothing aid at tlie second blessing/7

The viands, which had been provided, we have seen, in great abun-

dance, and on which little impression could thus far liave been made,

were brought in from the temple, and set forth anew. The guests

ate to the full and drank to the full; and at the conclusion they all

bowed their heads, while one of them declared the satisfaction of

the Spirits with the services rendered to them, and assured the king

of their favour to him and his posterity, so long as they did not

neglect those observances .
7 During the feast the king showed parti-

cular respect to those among his relatives who were aged, filled

their cups again and again, and desired that 4

tlieir old age might

be blessed, and their bright happiness ever increased .

8

The above sketch of the seasonal sacrifices to ancestors shows that

tliey were mainly designed to maintain the unity of the family

connexion, and intirnately related to the duty of filial piety. Yet

by ii\eans of them the ancestors of the kings were raised to the

position of the Tutelary Spirits of the dynasty; and the ancestors of

each family became its Tutelary Spirits. Several of tlie pieces in

Part IV., it is to be observed, are appropriate to sacrifices offered

to some one monarch. They would be celebrated on particular

8 III. vi. v. 6.
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occasions connected with liis acliievcments in the past, or when it

was supposed that his help would be specially valuable in contem-

plated enterprises.

There were also other services pei'formed in the temple of ances-

tors which were of less frequent occurrence, and all known by the

name of te.
9 That term was applied in a restricted sense to the

annual sacrifice of the summer season; but there were also
1 the

fortunate fe’ 10 'vhen tlie Spirit-tablet of a deceased monarch was

solemnly set up in its proper place in the temple, 25 months after

liis death; and Ulie great te,'
n called also heah, 11 celebrated once in

5 years, wlien all tlie ancestors of tlie royal House were sacrificed

to, beginning with the mythical emperor Kuh, 13 to Avhoin their

lineage was traced. There is no description in the She of the cere-

monies used on those occasions.

With regard to all the ceremonies of the ancestral temple, Confu-

cius gives tlie following account of them and the purposes they were
intended to serve in tlie Doctrine of the Mean, ch. XIX. 4:

—

4 By
means of them they distinguished the royal kindred according to

their order of descent. By ammging those present according to

their rank, they distinguished the more noble and the less. By tlie

apportioning of duties at them, they made a distinction of talents

and worth. In the ceremony of general pledging tlie inferiors

presented the cup to their superiors, and thus sometliing was given

to the lowest to do. At tlie [concluding] feast, places were given

according to the hair, and thus was marked the distinction of j'ears.*

5. The habits and manners of the ancient Chinese generally, as

tliey may be learned from the She, Avill be found set forth in a varict)^

of particulars in the appended essay by M. Edouard Biot, whose

Maimers and customs'^
ally detith w(i.s a great calamity to the cause of

Of the Chinese generally.]- Cliinese study. It was not possible for him in

liis circumstances, and depending so much as lie did on Lachannea
translation of the odes, to avoid falling into some mistakes. I have
corrected the most serious of these in brief foot-notes, and also several

errors—probably mispi'ints—in his references to the ocles on wliich

his statements were based. The pioneers in a field and literature

so extensive as the Chinese could not but fall into many devioua
tracts. It is only by degrees that Sinologues are attainirig to the proper
accuracy in their representations of the subjects wliich they take in

9 . 1Q. 11;. 12.
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hand. On two or three points I su1)join some additional observa-

tions.

i. Tliat filial piety or duty is the first of all virtues is a well-

known principle of Chinese moralists; and at the foundation of a well-

ordered social State they place the right regulation of the relation

between husband and wife. Pages might be filled with admirable

sentiments from them on this subject; but nowhere does a fundamental

vice of the family and social constitution of the nation appear more

The low status of woman' strikingly than ill the She. In the earliest

and polygamy.
^ pieces of as well as in tlie latest, we have

abundant evidence of the low status Avhich was theoretically accord-

ed to woman, and of the practice of polygamy. Biot has referred

to the evidence furnished by the last two stanzas of II. iv. VI. of

tlie different way iti which the birth of soms and that of daughters

Avas received in a family. The family there, indeed, is the royal

fiimily, but the king to whom the ode is believed to refer was one of

excelient character; find the theory of Ohiii;i is that the leaver classes

are always conformed to the example of those above them. The

sentiments expressed in that ode are those of every class of the Chi-

nese, ancient and modern. While the young princes would be

splendidly dressed aiul put to sleep on couches, the ground to sleep

on and coarse wrappers suffice for the princesses. The former would

have sceptres to play with; the latter onl)^ tiles. The former would

le—one of them the future king, the others the princes of the land;

tlie latter would go beyond their province if they did wrong or if they

did right, all their y/ork being confined to the kitchen and the temple,

and to causing no sorrow to tlieir parents. The line which says that

ir was for (laughters neithei t.o (lo wrong lior to clo good Wfis trans-

lated by Dt-. Moi'Hsoti as if it said tliat Svoiiian was iticapable of

good or evil;
1

but he subjoins from a commentary the correct mean-

ing,—that 4 a slavish submission is woman's duty and her highest

]> raise.
1

She ou^ht not to originate anything, but to be satisfied

with doing in all loyal subjection what is prescribed to her to do.

In II. i. I. a bride is compared to a dove, but the point of comparison

lies in the stupidity of the bird, Avhose nest consists of a few sticks

brought inartistically together. It is no undesirable thing for a

-wife to be stupid, whereas a wise woman is more likely to be

a curse in a family than a blessing. As it is expressed iu III. iii.

X. 3,
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1 A wise man builds up the wall fof a city],

But a wise woman overthrows it.

Admirable may be the wise woman,
But she is no better than an owl.

A woman with a long tongue
Is [like] a stepping-stone to disorder.

Disorder does not come down from heaven;

—

It is ])rodii(ed by the woman.
Those from whom come no lessons, no instruction,

Are women and eunuclis.’

The marquis D' Hervey-Saint-Denys, in the introduction to I113

Poetry of tlie T cang dynasty, p. 19
,
gives a different account of the

status of the woman anciently in China. He says:

—

*The wife of the ancient poems is the companion of a spouse who takes her counsels, and never
speaks to her as a master. She chooses freely the man with whose life she will associate her own.
Nothing shows us as yet polygamy in the Songs of the Kwoh Funtj^ composed between the 12th

and the 8th century before oar era.l If tradition will have it that Shun gave his two daughters to

Yu in choosing him to succeed to the throne ;2 if the Chow Le mentions a strand nnmber of imperial

concubines independently of the empress proper—we may believe that these were only royal

exceptions, not in accordance with the popular manners.*

That there was often a true affection between husband and wife

in China, in the times of the She-king, as tliere is at the present

day, is a fact to be acknowledged and rejoiced in. Notwithstanding

the low estimation in which woman's intellect and character were

held, the mind of the wife often was and is stronger than her hus-

band's, and her virtue greater. Many wives in Chinese history have

entered into the ambition of their husbands, and spurred them on

in the path of nol>le enterprise; many more have sympathized with

them in their trials and poverty, and helped them to keep their

little means together and to make them more. I. ii. III.; v. VIII.; vi.

II., III., and Y.; vii. VIII. ancl XVI.; viii. I.; x. V. and XI., are

among the odes of the She which give pleasant pictures of wifely

affection and permanent attachment. I believe also that in those

early days there was more freedom of movement allowed to young
women than there is now, as there was more possibility of their

availing themselves of it so many centuries before the practice of

cramping their feet and crippling them had been introduced. But
on the other hand there are odes where the wife, displaced from her

proper place as the mistress of the family, deplores her hard lot.

There is no evidence to show tliat honourable marriages ever took
place without the intervention of the go-between, and merely by
the preference and choice of the principal parties concerned; and
there can be no doubt that polygamy prevailed from the earliest

times, just as it prevails now, limited only by the means of the

1 Between the 12th century ancl the 6th. 2 The marquis must mean the case of Yaou
marrying his two daughters to Shun see the first Book of the Slioo.
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family. So far from there being no intiinutions of it in the odes of

Part I., there are many. In ode IV. of Book I., the other ladies of

king Wan's harem sing the praises of T (

ae-sze, his queen, the para-

gon and model to all ages of female excellence, because of her free-

dom from jealousy. The subject of ode V. is similar. In ode X.,

Book II., we see the ladies of some prince's harem repairing to liis

apartment, happy in their lot, and acquiescing in the difference

between it and that of tlieir mistress. Every feudal prince received

his bride and eight other ladies at once,—a younger sister of the

bride and a cousin, and three ladies from each of two great Houses

of the same surname. The thing is seen in detail in the narratives

of the Tso-chuen. Let the reader refer to the 5th passage which I

have given—on pp. 88. 89—from Han Ying's Illustrations of the Slie.

The lady Fan Ke there, a favourite heroine of the Chinese, tells the

king of Ts £oo how slie had sought to minister to his pleasure, and

had sent round among the neighbouring States to find ladies whom
she might introduce to him, and who from their beauty and docility

would satisfy all his desires. Nothing could show more the degrad-

ing influence of po^gamy than this vaunted freedom from jealousy-

on the part of the proper wife, and subordinately in her inferiors.

The consequences of this social State were such as might be ex-

pected. Many of the odes have reference to the deeds of atrocious

licentiousness and horrible bloodshed to which itgave rise. We wonder

that, with such an element of depravation and disorder working

among the people, the moral condition of the country, bad as it was,

was not worse. That China now, with this thing in it, can be heartily

received into the comity of western nations is a vain imagination.

ii. The preserving salt of the kingdom was, I believe, the filial

piety, with the strong family affections of the Chinese race, and

their respect for the aged; virtues certainly of eminent wortli.

All these are illustrated in many odes of the She; and yet there is

… . a danger of misjud ;inw from them
The filial piety and other virtues of tne) ° G

Chinese, not conducing to the peace of the > the actual Condition of tll6 COUTltry.
country so much as we might expect. ) t • •

‘i • t ttJ In this point the marquis I) Hervey

Saint-Denys lias again fallen into error. Starting from the 14th ode

of Book IX., Part I., he institutes an eloquent contrast between an-

cient Greece and ancient China (Introduction, p. 15):

—

4 The Iliad,* says lie,
4
is the most ancient poem of the west, the only one which can be of use to

us l)y way of comparison in judging of the two civilizations which developed parallelly muler
conditions so different at the two extremities of the inhabited earth. On one side are a warlike

life
;
sieges without end; combatants who challenge one another the sentiment of military glory
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which animates in tho same degree the poet and his heroes:—we feel ourselves in the midst of a

camp. On the other side are regrets for the domestic hearth the home-sickness of a young soldier

>\ii » ascends a mountain to try and discern at a distance the liouse of his father a mother wlioin

Sparta would have rejected from her walls
;
a brother who counsels tlie absent one not to make

his race illustrious, but above all things to return home:—we feel ourselves in another world, in

I know not what atmosphere of quietude and of country life. The reason is simple. Three or

four times conquered by the time of Homer, Greece became warlike as her invaders. Uncoil tested
mistress of the most magnificent valleys of the globe, Cliina behoved to remain pacific as her
first colonists had been.’

But there are not a few odes which breathe a warlike spirit of

^reat ardour, such as II. iii. III. and IV.: III. i. VII.; iii. VIII. and

IX.: IV. ii. III.; iii. IV. and V. There is certainly in others an ex-

pression of dissatisfaction with the toils and dangers of war,—com-

plaints especially of the separation entailed by it on the soldiers from

their families. What the speakers in II. iv. I. deplore most of all

is that their mothers were left alone at home to do all the cooking

for themselves. It may be allowed that the natural tendency of

tlie She as a whole is not to excite a military spirit, blit to dispose

to habits of peace; yet as a matter of fact there has not been less of

war in China than in other lands. During the greater part of the

Chow dynasty a condition of intestine strife among the feudal States

was chronic. The State of Ts 4in fought its way to empire through

seas of blood. Probably there is no country in the world which

has drunk in so much blood from its battles, sieges, and massacres

as this.

iii. The 6th ode of Book XI., Part I. relates to a deplorable

event, the burying of three men, brothers, esteemed throughout the

State of Ts 4

in for their admirable character, in the grave of duke
Muh, and along with his coffin. Altogether, according to the Tso-

Immoiating men at the tombs)
chue^ 177 individuals were immolated on

of. the. princes, r burying them
&
that occasion. Following the authority of

Sze-ma Ts ;een, who says that the cruel prac-

tice began with duke Ch 4

ing, Muhs elder brother and predecessor, at

whose death 66 persons were buried alive, M. Biot observes that this

bloody sacrifice had been recently taken from the Tartars. Yen
Ts lan, of the Sung dynasty, of whose commentary on the She I have

made much use, says that tlie State of Ts c

in, though at that time

in possession of the old territory of the House of Chow, had

brought with it the manners of the barbarous tribes among whom
its people had long dwelt. But in my mind there is no doubt that

tlie people of Ts sin was made up mainl}^ of those barbarous tribes.

This will appeur plainly when the Cli'un Ts 4ew and Tso-chuen give
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occasion for us to review the rise and progress of the tliree great

States of Ts c

in, Tsin, and Ts c

oo. The practice was probably of old

existence among the Cliinese tribe as well as other neiglibourin
;

tribes. A story of Tsze-k'in, one of Confucius
,

disciples, mentioned

in a note on p. 6 of the Analects, would indicate that it had not

fallen into entire disuse, even in the time of the sage, in the most

polished States of the kingdom. Among the Tartars so called it

continues to the present day. Dr. Williams states, on the authority

of De Guignes, that the emperor Shun-che, the first of the present

Mancliew dynasty, ordered thirty persons to be immolated at the

funeral of his consort, but Iv^mg-he, his son, forbade four persons

from sacrificing themselves at the death of his consort. 1

1 The Middle Kingdom, Vol. I., p. 2G7.

APPENDIX.

RESEARCHES INTO THE MANNERS OF THE ANCIENT CHINESE,
ACCORDING TO THE SHE-KING.

By M. Edouard Biot. Translated from the JOURNAL
ASIATIQVE for November and December, 1843.

The She-king is ono of the most remarkable Works, a9 a picture of mariners,

which eastern Asia has transmitted to us
;
and at the same time it is the one whose

authenticity is perhaps tbe least contested. We know that this sacred Book of verse

is a collection in which Confucius gathered together,! without much order, odes or

songs, all anterior to the 6th century before our era, and which were sung in China

at ceremonies and festivals, and also in the intercourses of private life, as the com-

positions of the earliest poets of our Europe were sung in ancient Greece. The style

of these odes is simple their subjects are various and tliey are in reality the na-

tional songs of the first age of China.

1 It had not occurred to Biot to question the ordinary accounts of the compilation of the

odes by Confucius. While these have been exploded in Ch. I. of these proleg., tlie antiquity and
authenticity of the odes remain, as much entitled to our acknowledgment as before.
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The She-king* suffered the fate of the other ancient books at the general burning

of them, attributed to the first emperor of the Ts^n dynasty, in tlie third century

before our era; but it was natural that tlie pieces composing* it, made in rhyme and

having been sung, should have been preserved in the memory of the literati and of

the people much more easily than the different parts of the other sacred Works and

hence, on the revival of letters, under the Han dynasty, in the second century before

our era, the She-king reappeared almost complete, while the Le Ke and other

Works underwent serious alterations. The discovery, a little time before, of Chinese

ink and paper, allowed the niulfciplication of copies and tlie text was commented on

by several learned scholars. Their commentaries have come clown to ns and in the

absence of ancient inanuscripts the preservation of which is impossible from tlio

bcid quality of Chinese paper, these, written at a time not far removed from the

first publication of the She-king, afford to us sufficient guarantees that the primitive

text lias not been altered by the copyist, from antiquity down to our days.

It is evideixfc that tlii3 collection of pieces all perfectly autlientic and of a form

generally simple and naive, represents the manners of the ancient Chinese in the

purest way, and offers to him who wishes to make a study of those manners a

mine more easy to work than the historical books, such as the Shoo-hing, the Tso-

clmen^ and the Kivoh-yu^ "vvliere the facts relative to the manners and the social con-

Btitution of the ancient Chinese are as it were drowned in the midst of long moral

discourses. There exist, as we know, two special collections of ancient usages : tlio

Le or collection of rites properly so called, wliich has been classed among tlie

sacred Books and the Cliow ie, or rites of Chow. A faithful translation of these

two Works would throw a great light on the ancient usages of the Chinese but their

extent and tlie extreme conciseness of the text make sucli timslatioii very difficult.

We can establish in a sure mauner the sense of each phrase only by reading and

discussing the numerous commentaries found in the imperial editions. M. Stan.

Jaliea has given us hopes of a translation of the Le Ke but the vast labour demands

from liiin a long preparation and will require perhaps years before it is completely

accomplished. While waiting for the publication of this translation so desirable, for

tliat of the CAow; ie which I have undertaken, and for those of tlie Tso-chuen^ and

the Kwoh^c, which will perhaps be attempted one day by some patient Sinologues

while waiting for these things, I have concentrated in this memoir my investigations

on the She-king, the reading of wliich is, to say the least, greatly facilitated by tlie

Latin translation of Lacharrne. That translation, made in China by this missionary,

has been publislied by tlie zeal of M. Molil
;
and if we can discover in it some in-

accuracies, in consequence of tlie author’s having* used in great measure the Man-
chew version of tlio original, we owe, as a compensation, to the learned missionary,

a series of notes extracted from the commentaries^ very useful in throwing light

upon the historical allusions, as well as the probable identification of tlie animals

and vegetables mentioned in the text with those with which we are acquainted.

I have explored the She-king as a traveller in the 6tli century before our era

might have been able to explore China and to give order to my notes, I have class-

eel the analogous facts which 1 liave succeeded in gathering1 under different titles wliich

divide my labour into so many small separate chapters. I have indicated the odes

from wliicli my quotations are taken, and have thus composed a sort of catalogue uf

subjects in the She-hing. This arrangement will allow tlie reader to glance easily
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at the passages whioh I have bronglit togetliei and tlie results deduced from them

;

he will be able to verify them, if he desires it, in the text which I have carefully

consulted, or at least in the translation of Lacharme. He will be able in the same

way to verify, in the text, or in the published translations of them, the occasional

quotations which I have made from the Shoo-king, the Yih-king (that ancient Work
on divination, at least as old as the She-king), and finally from the curious work of

Mencius. He will thus be placed in tlie early age of China, and contemplate at his

ease the spectacle of the primitive manners of that society, so different from those

which were then found in Europe and in western Asia, in that part of the globe

designated on our charts by the name of 4 The World known to the amients.^

Physical Constitution of the Chinese.

The epitlialamiuin of the princess of Ts £

e (I. y. III.) gives us a portrait of a

Chinese beauty of that period. It is there said :

—

Her fingers were like the blades of the young vliite grass

Her skin was like congealed ointment;
Her neck was like the tree-grub
Her teeth were like melon-seeds;
Her [fore-] head cicada-like; her eyebrows like [the antennae of] tlie silkworm motli. 1

The form of the head (or forehead), compared to tliat of a cicada or grasshopper,

indicates evidently the rounded temples, which are a characteristic of the portraits

that we have of the Chinese of tlio present day. The slender and long eyebrows

were a sign of long life, as we see in II. ii. VII. 4.2

In I. iv. III. 2 the beauty of a princess of Wei3 is mentioned m similar terms.

The piece celebrates the whiteness of her temples, and the splendour of her black

liair, in masses like clouds. The black colour of the hair is, as we know, habitual

among tlie Chinese of our day. Three odes call the Chinese {
tlie blaclc-haired nation

(H. i. VI. 5 : III. iii. III. 2 IV. 3)/ This designation which is found also in tlio

first chapters of the Slioo, in Mencius, in the Tso-chuen, and other ancient Works,

is still used in the present day in official publications. The narratives of missionaries

inform us that every individual whose hair and eyes are not black is immediately

recognized in China as a foreigner.

In I. vii. IX. 1, the complexion of a beautiful lady is compared to the colour of

the flower of a tree, analogous to our plum tree.4 In men they admired a high-

coloured complexion as if the face had been rouged (I. xi. V. 1).

We do not find in the She-king any notice about man^ height; but I will add

here a reference to Mencius, VI. Pt. ii. II. 2, where it is said that king Wan was

believed to have been 10 cubits liigli, and T cang 9 cubits. The speaker in that pas-

sage gives his own height as 9 cubits 4 inches. According to the measures of

Amyot (Yol. XIII. of tlie Memoirs by Missionaries), the Chinese cubit, in the time

of the Chow dynasty amounted to about 20 centimetres. The three preceding num-

bers therefore correspond to about, in Englisli, feet, 5 ft. 10 in., and 6 ft. 1 in.

1 M. Biot translates the description in the present tense after Lacharme, after whom also lie

calls the piece an epithalamium. But the tense does not affect the portrait given us in the

description. See the notes on the ode 2 This is a mistake. The slender eyebrows in this

ode were a trait of female beauty, different from the bushy eyebrows of men wliicli were a sign

of longevity. 3 This princess of Wei was, like the one in I. v. III., a native of Ts'e. 4

Not a plum tree. See the notes on tlie ode.
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Mencius’ questioner quotes these heights as remarkable, from which we may pre-

sume, with a degree of probability, that man's height has not sensibly varied in

China from ancient times.

Clothing.

The oflBcers had six sorts of dijfferent clothes for the different seasons, or epochs

of the year, and the princes had seven (I. x. IX. 1, 2).l At the court of king Wan
(in Shen-se) the officers wore habits of wool, embroidered with silk in five diflerent

ways (I. ii. YII.).2 In many courts tlie garment which was worn uppermost was

garnished with cuffs of leopard-skin (I. vii. YI.; x. YII.). In Shen-se, the king3 f

Ts c

in wore a garment of fox-ftir, with one of broidered silk over it (I. xi. Y.).

Similar garments of fox-skin were worn at the court of P‘ei by tlie officers (I. iii.

XII.), The robes of the feudal princes were generally of embroidered silk (I. xiv.

I.: IV. i. [iii.] VII.). Red was adopted by the kings of Chow for tlie garments

of the princes and officers at their court (I. xiv. II. 1: II. iii. V". 4). The officers

at the courts of the feudal princes wore a red collar to their principal robe (I. x.

III. 1).

One of the feudal princes appears wearing* a cap of skin adorned with, precious

stones (I. y. I. 2). Tlieir officers had in summer a cap woven from the straw of

the i
cae plant, and in winter one of black cotton (II. viii. I. 2). Husbandmen

wore, in sammer, caps of straw (IV. i. [iii.] VI.). These caps were fastened

oil the head with strings (I. viii. YI. 2), like those of the Chinese at tlie present

day. A princess of the State of Wei had her upper robe of a green colour, and tlio

uuder one of yellow (I. iii. II. In a time of mourning the cap and garments were
required to be wliite (I. xiii. II_). Beyond tlie court, dresses were of various colours

•witli tlie exception of red. People wore caps of black fur (I. xiv. III. 2).^ Girdles

were of silk (I. xiv. III.), and of various colours, very long, and fastened by a clasp

(I. vii. IX.) .5 Men and women who were rich attached to the ends of those girdles

precious stones (I. vi. X. 3 v. V. 3).^ When a rich man wished to do honour to Lia

friends who visited him, lie gave them precious stones to adorn their girdles (I. yii #

VIII. 3 vi. X. 3) 6

Tlie princes of the blood wore red shoes (I. xv. VII III. iii. YII. 2), embroidered

with gold (II. iii. Y. 4). 7 In general, shoes of cloth made from the dolichos plant (a

kind of flax) were worn in summer (I. viii. VI. 2 : II. v. IX. 2),8 and leather shoes in

winter. In two odes (I. ix. I. II. v. IX. 2) men of the eastern districts complain

of being reduced by tlie prevailing misery to liave only cloth shoes in winter .9 Wo-
men of tlie ordinary class wore tlieir garments undyed, and a veil or coiffure of a

greyish colour (I. vii. XIX.).

5 Biot might have added that tallness was admired in ladies (I. v. III.)

1 See the notes on I. x. IX. Biot has misunderstood the meaning. 2 I. ii. VII. does not
speak of the court of king Wan, nor of garments of wool worn by the officers at tlie court in tho
writer's eye, who has before him their jackets of sheep-skin and lamb-skin. 3 There was no
king of Ts 4in in the age of the She. The ruler of the State of Ts 4in was an earl. 4 This
interpretation of the line referred to is very doubtful. 5 The odes here referred to do not
speak of the girdle, but of the girdle-pendant worn by ladies. See on I. vii. VIII. 6 This
general conclusion cannot be drawn from these passages. 7 All the feudal princes did the
same. 8 The plant, Ieoh, was not a l<ind of flax; nor could the shoes made of its fibres be
said to be made of ciolh. 9 In I. ix. 1. there is no comx)laint of the kind intimated.
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Princes and dignitaries habitually wore ear-pendants (I. v. I. 2 II. viii. I. 3).

I. iv. III. criticizes the elaborate toilette of a Cliinese lady who wore plates of gold

in the braids of her hair, and bad six precious stones on each of her ear-pendants. Her
c^mb is of ivory, and her robe is embroidered in silk of various colours. The ode
says that she wore no falso liair, and that she liad only lier own black hair, tliick as

cloadsJl The toilette of Chiaese ladies was made before a mirror which must have
been of metal (I. iii. I. 2).

The wives of dignitaries twisted their hair on the sides of tbe lieacl, or they curled

it (II. viii. 1.4). Asa sign of sadness, they let it hang loose (II. viii. II. 1 ). Widows
cut their hair, preserving a lock on each side of the head (I. iv. I.).12

The children of the ricli wore at their g-irdle an ivory pin, which was used to open

the knot when they undressed, and they wore also a ring of ivory (I. v. VI.). 13 Until

their majority the hair was twisted up in trvo horns on the top of the head (I. viii.

VII. 3). We know that this bifurcated coiffure is still that of Chinese maid-servants,

often designated, because of this peculiarity, by a character which has the form of

our Y. At sixteen, boys assumed the cap called pec??, (ib.).

Men and women used pornmade for tlieir hair (I. v. VIII. 2), and wore at their

side an ivory comb. We know that the practice of having the head shaved was in-

troduced into China by the Manchew Tartars in the 17tb century. A recent travel-

ler, M. Tradescant Lay, has remarked upon the habitually dirty state of the hair of

Cliinese children
;
and he even says that the the liair is of such a nature as easily to

become matted, which produces a disagreeable malady. It was probably to avoid

this matting that people in easy circumstances carried about them a comb in the

times described in the She-king.

BurLDINGS AND DWELLING HOUSES.

The walls of houses were ordinarily made of earth. For the foundations they

pounded the soil hard where it was intended to erect tlie walls (II. iv. V. 3); over

this space they placed a frame-work of four planks, two of which corresponded to

the two faces of the wall, and were arranged by the help of a plumb-line (III. i. III. 5).

Tho interval between the planks was filled with earth wetted and brought to it in

baskets (ib., 6). They rammed in this earth wdtli heavy poles of wood, and thus

made a length of wail of a certain height, all the parts of which they brought to the

eamo level, filling up where the earth failed, and paring away wliere tliere was too

much (ib. see also tlie ancient dictionary Tlrlt-ya, Ch. IV.). They then moved tlie

frame-work higher, and proceeded to make the upper part of the wall. It was pre-

cisely the same kind of construction which wo see in the south of France, and which

goes by the name o? i)is6. Foo Yueh, the minister of the emijeror 1 Woo-ting of the

Shang dynasty, was at first a ^i^-mason (Shoo, IV. viii Pt. I. 3). The workmen

encouraged one another by cries. For the foundation of a town and for the con-

8 fcmetion of a considerable edifice, tlie drum gave the signal for tlie commeucemeiit

and leaving off of work (III. i. III. 6).2 The beams were of bamboo, of pine (II. iv.

10, 11. These ear-pendants were the ear-plucs or stoppers, not suspended from tlie ears, but
from a comb in the hair, coming down to cover tlie ears. »See the notes on I. iv. III. 12 ISee

the notes on I. hr
. I. The view of it taken by Biot has been maintained. 13 I. v. VI. does

not spt'ak of the chiklron (les enfants) of the rich; but of a young dandy . The pin or spike was
for loosing knots generally.

1 Woo-tiug was not emperor, but king. Emperors should not be spoken of during the Ilea,

SI-.anLC, and Chow dynasties. 2. The drum in III. i. III. 6 would seem to have sounded to

iruipiiit the workmen.
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Y), or of cypress (IV. ii. IY. 9). They were cut and planed. The frames of the

doors were also made of wood (IV. iii. V. 6). The poor made their cabins of rough

planks (II. iv. IV. ).^ In the 14th centmy before oar era, the inhabitants of western

China had no houses, but lived in caverns or grottos, a hole at the top of the vault

serving as an outlet for the smoke. Such was tlie first abode of T‘an-foo, called also

the ancient duke, the grandfather of king Wan, who inhabited the country of Pin, a

district at the present day of the department of Fung-ts c

eaiig, Shen-se (III. i.

III.).4
4 T^n-foo/ says that ode,

s lived in a cavern like a potter's kiln there were

then no houses.
5 Another ode, however (III. ii. VI. 3, 4) attributes to duke Lew, a

preceding chief of the same country, buildings considerably extensive, such as large

stables and sheep-folds. According to the Slie-king (III. i. III.), and Mencius (I.

Pt. ii. XV. 1, 2) tlie first establishments of the Chinese in the western regions were

destroyed by tlie Tartars.^ T c

an-foo, the descendant of duke Lew, was obliged to

retire, and to transport his tribe to tlie south of his earlier settlement. Then he

established the new city of which III. i. III. gives the description, and resumed with

his people the agricultural labours which had been interrupted by the ravages of the

enemy.

The doors of tlie houses faced the soutli or the west (II. iv. Y. ?), or mid-wise

the south-west. They gave them their position by obserWng' the shadow of tlie sun

at noon, or by tlie culminating of a well-known star (I. iv. VI. 1).^ In winter tho

husbandmen ordinarily plastered the doors (I. xv. I. 5) to keep out the cold.

The floor of the house was levelled by beating it, and it was then covered with a

coarse kind of dried grass, on which were placed mats of bamboo which served as

beds (II. iv. V. 6).7 People in easy circumstances placed at the south-east corner of

their houses a special chamber, called the Hall of ancestors (I. ii. IV. 3). It was
adorned with pillars of wood like the entrance-liall. The sovereign, the pi^inces, and

the great officers alone bad the right of erecting a building dedicated especially to

the performance of the ceremonies in honour of their ancestors (III. i. VI. 3 : IV. i.

[ii.] VIII. ii. IY. iii. Y.). A patli conducted to this building (I. xii. VII. 2), and
the approaches to it were required to be carefully cleared of tliorns (I. xii. VI.).

8

The cities were surrounded with a wall of earth, and with a ditch which was dug*

out first, and furnished the materials for the wall (III. iii. VII. G
;

i. X. 3). We
read in the Yih king, c The wall falls back into the moat, if it be badly founded

(Diagram par. 7).'9

The Chase.

In those times of nascent civilization the chase was an important means of sub-

sistence for the pioneers who were clearing the forests. The habitual arm of the

chase was the bow and arrow. The bows were of carved wood (III. ii. II. 3), and
adorned with, green silk (IY. ii. IV. 5), probably to preserve them from the damp.

3 II. iv. V. says nothing of this. 4 The ancient Pin was not in Fung-ts 4eang dept. T‘an-
foo came from Pin to K ke-chow in Fung-ts'eang. See the notes on the title of Ft. I., and on III. i.

III. 5 Let it not be thought that these Chinese settlers were pushing westwards from the
east. They were advancing eastwards from the west, and pushed on by tribes behind them.

6 The mention of the star in I. iv. VI. 1 does not have tlie meaning here given to it. 7
No. They slept on couches or stands raised from the ground. Tlie mats spread on the ground
or floor served as tables, where the meal was set out. 8 Of course a path conducted to the
building;— I. xii. VII. 2 describes the tiles with which it was laid. I. xii. VI. speaks of the
cemetery, or place of tombs

;
and not of the temple. 9 The words 4

if it be badly founded *

are not in the Yih. Biot seems to have misunderstood the text.
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They kept them in leather cases (T. vii. IV. 3 II- viii. II. 3). Those of tlie princes

of tlie blood were painted red, tho Chow colour. At certain periods of the year

they observed the ceremony f archery, each archer haviDg four arrows which ho

discharged at the target (III. ii. II. 3). To aid him in drawing the bow and dis-

charging the arrow, the hunter or archer had a ring of metal on the thumb of hia

right hand, and threw back his coat upon the other arm (II. iii. V. 5).l

Solitary hunters pursued the goose or the wild-duck (I. vii. VIII. 1), the boar (I.

ii. XIY.: II. iii. VI. 4), the wolf (I. viii. II. 3), the fox (I. xy. I. 4) in the first month,

or at the commencement of oiir year, the hare (II. v. III. 6 IV. 4). 2 In the chase

they used dogs (I. viii. YIII. : II. v. IY. 4).

The great liunts of the chiefs were conducted en battue. Tliey surrounded the

woods with large nets, fixed to the ground by stakes, and intended specially to catch

the hares, which the beaters forced to throw themselves into them (I. i. VII.).

3

They set fire also to the grass and bushes of a large plain, to collect the game iii a

place determined on, where they killed it easily with the arrow. We have the de-

scription of such a hunt in I. vii. III. and IV. The chief mounted in a carriage and

four kills at his ease the game thus collected. Tho ode eulogizes his courage, and

says that he fought against tigers with bare breast.

When they had a considerable number of men, or when the ground was not

covered with vegetation high enough to raise a conflagration, they arranged the

men in a circle, and made them all march towards a single point, beating back tlie

game (I. xi. II. 2 xv. I. 4 II. iii. V. and VI.). They often formed several circles

of beaters, one within another (the Yih diagram par. 9).4 These grand hunts

took place principally in the second moon, corresponding to our month of February

(I. xv. I. 4). They hunted also herds of deer (II. iii. VI. 2), of boars (I. ii. XIV.
xi. II.), of wild oxen (II. iii. VI. 3).^ The hunters offered to their prince the boara

of three years, and kept for themselves the smallest, which were only one year old.

To preserve the carcases of the killed deer, they covered them up with straw

(I. ii. XII.) 6

The grand hunts en battue were entirely similar to tliose whicli the missionary

Gerbillon saw in tlie 18th century, when accompanying the emperor K cang-he to

Tartary (Dalialde, vol. IV., p. 293, folio edition). At the times described in the

She-king, they celebrated them on the two sides of tlie valley of the Yellow river,

about the 35th parallel of latitude, in Ho-nan, in the eastern part of Slien-se, where

much of the country was still uncultivated.

Fishing.

Fishing formed also an important means of subsistence. They fished with the

line (I. v. V. 1 : II. viii. IT. 4) but the ordinary method was with nets (I. v. III. 4;

viii. IX.). On the banks of large rivers they formed a stockade of wood, in front of

which they arranged the nets (I. viii. IX II. v. III. 8). The English traveller Lay,

1 There is nothing in the ode about the vesture being thrown on the other arm. The poet

6peaks at once of tlie ring which was on the thumb of the right hand, and of ail armlet of leatlier

which was oil the left arm. 2 They hunted also the badger, the deer, the tiger, the panther,

tlie rhinoceros, &c. Some of the odes referred to describe grand hunts, and not those of solitary

or isolated individuals. 3 This ode speaks of a solitary liunter or trapper. 4 Biot has

nusunrlerstood this passage of the Yih. 5 These wild oxen would seem to be rhinoceroses.

6 This ode has nothing to do with hunting, and the fact of the dead antelope wrapt up with the

grass is ail inappropriate illustration in this place.
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whom I have already quoted, describes, in his visit to Hongkong, the fishing net aa

it is made in the neiglibourhood of Canton. He says that on the borders of the

islands in the gulf they form a wooden frame with a wheel and axle to lower and

raise the nets which remain under the water. Sucli appears to liave been tlie kind

of apparatus of the She-king. It is said, in II. v. III. 8,

4 Do not approach my dam,
Do not loose my nets.*

The nets were made of fine bamboo (I. viii. IX.: II. ii. III.). Like those wliich

were used to take hares, they were fitted with bags (I. xv. VI.), which the fish en-

tered and so was taken. II. ii. III. names several kinds of fish, among which the

carp is mentioned (see also I. xii. III.). We find also (IV. i. [ii.] VI.: II. iv. VIII.

II) a certain number of fish given as pond-fish.

The habit of fishing had made them constrnct boats -which they directed with oars

(II. v. I. 6). The boats were of cypress-wood (I. iii. T. 1 iv. I. 1), and of willow

(II. iii. II. 4).2 III. i. II. 5 mentions a bridge of boats, made by king Wo 3 to pass

the river Wei in Shen-se.

Agriculture and Pasturage.

According to the data furnished by different odes, the system of cultivation with

irrigation was established in the vast plain which forms the lower valley of the

Yellow river, from the gorge of the DragonVgate (in Shan-se) to the gulf of Pih-

chih-le, into which this great river then emptied itself (I. iii. XVII.): 1 (II. viii. V. vi.

VIII.: IY. i. [iii.] V. and VI.). Every space of ground assigned to a family of hus-

bandmen was surrounded by a trench for irrigating it, and which formed its bound-

ary (II. vi. VI.); and these trenches communicated with larger canals which were

conducted to rejoin the river. The complete system adopted for the purpose of

irrigation is expounded in detail in the Chow Le, (Bk. XV. art • ) which

confirms the indications in the She-king.

Beyond the great valley, particularly towards the west in Shen-se, and eastrw^ardg

about the T 4ae mountains in Shan-tung, there existed vast forests. The first chiefs

of the House of Chow, duke Lew and T 4

an-foo, began the clearing of the forests of

Shen-se (III. i. III. 8 ii. YI.). We see in IV. ii. IV. that tlie people of the State

of Loo drew materials for building1 from the neiglibourliood of mount T 4

ae. II. iy.

VI. mentions the great herds of cattle and sheep as the chief riches of powerful

families ;—a natural circumstance among a people still far from numerous, and

spread over a vast territory. They fastened the feet of the horses with tethers

while they were feeding (II. iv. II.).

2

We can tell the principal kinds of cereals mentioned in the She-king, and point

out the localities where they were cultivated. They were rice, wheat, barley, buck-

wheat, two sorts of mQlet, called shoo and tseih, which resembled the one the

1 I think that M. Biot is wrong in supposing that we have any fishing arrangement indicated in
the She-king like that described by Mr. Tradescant Lay, and which is exceedingly common at
the present day in China. The odes referred to do nothing more than describe the capture of
fish in baskets placed at openings in dams thrown across streams. 2 Boats of pine also are
mentioned (I. v. V. 4). 3 Should be king Wan.

1 This and the other passages adduced are little to the point. 2 The large herds of horses,
necessary for the war-chariots, fed at pleasure, without restraint of any kind, in the open territory
assigned to them (IV. ii. I.). It was only in the neighbourhood of houses that the horses for
use were tethered.
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milium ylohosum, the other the holcus sorgho. The labours of cultivation of each

month aro described for the State of Pin iii I. xv. I., and lor the territory of the an-

cient of Chang (eastern Ho-nan) in IV. i. [iii.] "V. xnd VI.3

Tho rice and the millet were sown in spring, on which occasion there was a cere-

mony (IY. i. [ii.] l.),4 the celebrated ceremony of husbandry, the ritual of which is

described in the K\voh-yu
(

art 5). II. vi. VI. mentions the farrows traced

by the great Yu on the slope of the Nan-shan mountain in the territory of Se-gan

dept 5 In autumn took piace the ceremony of the ingathering (IV. i. [ii.] 1Y.). IV.

i. [ii.] I. mentions at the beginning of the summer of Chow, i.e., about April, the

first harvest of millet and of the winter barley .4

The principal instruments of cultivation, the plough with its share, the hoe or

spade, the scythe or sickle, are mentioned in different odes (II. yi. VIII.: IV. i. [ii.]

I. [iii.] V. and VI.). Weeding is recommended in a special manner (III. vi.YIll. 2

IV. i. [iii.] V. and VI.). The weeds were gathered in heaps, and burned in honour

of the Spirits who presided over the harvest (II. vi. VIII. 2). 6 Their ashes nourish-

ed the soil. They prescribed also the destruction of insects or hurtful worms. The

assiduous uprooting of weeds has always been recommended by the Chinese govern-

ment to the cultivators of the ground. It is noted by Confucias and by Mencius as

a necessity
;
and its continuation for twenty centuries is, no doubt, an essential cause

of the astonishing fertility of the Chinese soil, from which parasitical herbs have

disappeared.

In general they left the land fallow for one year, and tlien cultivated it for two

years. If they still found weeds in it in the second year, they carefully uprooted

thorn (II. iii. IV.). The harvest was a time of great labour and of much rejoicmg*,

just as it is in our country (II. vi. VIII.). This ode says that the reapers left some

ears of grain, and even small handfuls of it, for the poor widows who came to

glean. The superintendent of agriculture came to the field, and rejoiced with the

husbandmen. They then assigned over the share that was due to the State from

the retarns of the harvest.

We see in the She-king several indications of the agrarian laws established by

the dynasty of Chow, and wliich are explained by Mencius (Y. Pt. ii. II.). The

division of the land in the tribe of its ancestor duke Lew is indicated in III. ii. YI.

A husbandman in II. vi. YIII. says that the irrigation began with the field of the

State( ), and thence proceeded to their private fields 7 —in harmony with the

ancient system described by Mencius, according to wliich eight families received a

space of ground divided into nine equal portions, the central portion forming the

field of the State. TV. i. [ii.] 11.^ shows us Ch 4

ing, the second of the kings of Chow,

naming the officers of agriculture, and ordering* them to sow the fields. It mentions

the large division of 30 le, or more exactly of 33^ le, wliich covered a space of about

1,111 square le. It; places there 10,000 individuals, labouring in pairs, which gives

about of a le to an individual. As the le was generally of 300 paces, that would

3 No place is specified or indicated in these odes. What is said in them would apply to all the

royal domain of Chow. I do not understand what State M. Biot intends by * the kingdom of

Chang. 4 There is some confusion in the two references to this ode. See tlie notes on it.

5 Hardly so much as this. All which the ode says is that the country about Nan-shan was
made cultivable by Yu. 6 No such burning ceremony is here described. The husbandmen
only express their wish that the Spirit of husbandry would take the insects and commit them to

the flames. 7 There is no reference to irrigation in this passage but it implies the existence

of the public field or fields, and a loyal wish is expressed that the rain might first descend on

them. 8 See the notes on this ode.
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give an individual 9,999 square paces. Taking tlie ancient acre as 100 square

paces, we thus find for an individual about 100 Chinese acres—the number assigned

in several passages of Mencius to every head of a family. The Chow-le, Bk. IX.,

gives tlie same number on good lands.

Each, house occupied by a family of husbandmen was situated iu tlie midst of the

ground assigned to yi. VI. 4).9 It had around it its garden supplied with

cucumbers, pumpkins, melons, and other kitchen vegetables. Eacli of these houses

was surrounded by ujulberry trees and jujube trees, and bad also its flax-field. I.ix.

V. speaks of the field of 10 acres where they cultivated the mulberry-trees ;—mean-

ing tlie plantation near the house The hemp and siniilar plants, the ch^oo (the

b hineria), the (a sort of rush) and the (the dolick

moats (I. xii. TV.). Tlie mulberry-leaves served to feed tlie silk worms (l. xv. I. 2,

3), with v/hich business tlie women were specially occupied (III. iii. X. 4). In each

house, the women span tlie hemp and the dolichos, and wove clotli and silken stuffs

(I. iii II.) 11 The loom, with tlie cylinder for the warp, and the shuttle of the woof,

are mentioned in Tl. v. IX. 2.

They cultivated indigo, or some similar plant, from which they extracted a deep

blue dye (I. xv. I. 3 II. viii. II. 2). They cultivated also plants which gave a yel-

low dye and a red (I. xv. I- 3). The dyeing of the stuffs took place in the 8th moon,

about the month of September, and also tlie steeping of the liemp, (I. xv. I. 3). ia

Tlie winter evenings were occupied in spinning, weaving, and making ropes (I. xv.

I. 7). They kept tlieiiiselves warm by burning wood of different kiiids (I. xv. I . (3)

and among others that of the mulberry tree (LI. viii. V. 4)

Food and its Preparation.

The grains of rice were bruised in a mortar (III. ii. I. 7) to free them from the

husk and when so cleaned, the grain was winnowed, or passed tlirongh a sieve (ib
,

and II. v. LX. 7), It was then washed and cooked with the steam of boiling water

(I[r. iii. I. 7). The cakes which were eaten at their ceremonies were thus prepared.

Wheat, and tlie two kinds of millet,—tlie shoo and tlie tseih
7
—were treated in the

same maimer and it is in the same way that bread is made in China in the present

clay (see the Japanese Encyclopedia, Bk. cv., fol. 18. v. and the memoirs by the

liiissionaries). 1

The various kinds of flesh were grilled upon live charcoal, or roasted on the spit

(fll. ii. I. 7; II. 2), or cooked in stew-pans like fish (I. xiii. IV. 3 II. y. IX. 7).

They took tlie meat from the pan (or boiler) by means of spoons made from the

wood of the jujubo tree (II. v. IX. 1). IV. iii. II. 2 describes the preparation of a

9 M. Biot here falls into a mistake: Only huts were in the midst of the territories assigned to
the different families,—mere temporary erections occupied by the labourers at the busiest times
of the year. They were in a space of

2J-
acres, and, no doubt, they cultivated vegetables about

them. The proper dwellings were away from the fields, in a space for each family of other 2^
jicres, and about tlie houses they cultivated especially mulberry trees. 10 No conclusion can
be drawn from I. ix. V. See the notes upon it. The 10 acres are mentioned in it instead of 20
the space for the liomesteads of 8 families,—to show the disorder prevailing in the State of Wei.

11 Tlie statement in this sentence is correct
;
but I. iii. Il.supplies no i)rouf of it.

1 No doubt cakes of rice and wlieaten flour were marie in Cliina, and may have been used in
the ancient religious ceremonies; but the mention of the rice and millet in the She, so far as I re-
collect, gives the impression of their being boiled in the grain. 2 This is a wrong reference*
and I cannot think of any passage which Biot could have had in view.
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carp. The stomach and palate of animals were specially esteemed (III. ii. II. 2) 3

a preference wliich is still commou, as may be seen in the description which

Gerbillon gives us of a hunt by K4ang-he (Duhalde, IV., p. 293, fol. ed.). In ordinary

houses they reared pigs (III. ii. VI. 4) and dogs to be eaten. The She-king men-

tions only the watch-dog (I. ii. XII. 3), and the hunting-dog (I. yiii. VIII. II. v.

IV. 4) but the habit of eating the dog was very common in China acc. to the Chow
Le, passim^ and tlie Le Ke, VI. v. 5. In two passages where Mencius describes

what is necessary to a family of husbandmen (I. Pt. i III. 4 VII. 24), he notices

the raising of dogs and pigs for food. This use of the flesh of the dog is found, we
know, among the Indians of north America, and it is still maintained in China.

Each house had also its fowl-house, filled with cocks and liens (I. vi. II. 1 et al.)

The odes of the She and tlie Book of Mencius do not speak of geese nor of tame

ducks. They make frequent mention of these birds in tlieir wild State
;
and we may

thence presume that they were not yet in that age generally domesticated. Never-

theless, an author who lived under the Han dynasty, about 100 years B.c., says that

the domestic birds mentioned in the Chow Le, XXXIX. par. 2, were geese and

ducks.4 Beef and mutton were placed only on tlie table of chiefs and dignitaries

who possessed large herds and flocks (II. i. V. 2 III. ii. III.). At great

feasts, eight different disbes [of grain] were set forth (II. i. V. 2). The turtle was

considered a dainty disli (III. iii. VII. 3). The vegetable garden of every husband-

man furnished him with cucumbers, pumpkins, and melons (I. xv. I. 6 : II. vi. VI. 4).

They ate also the jujube-dates, which they struck down in the eighth moon, i.e., about

the end of July (I. xv. I. 6). At the same time they cut down the large pumpkins.

Tlie cucumbers, melons, and the leaves of the h c

wei were eaten in the seventh moon

(I. xv. I. 6). They ate habitually the tender shoots of the bamboo (III. iii. VII. 3).

In all the descriptions of solemn feasts (I. vii. VIII. 2 II. ii. III. III. iii. VII., &c.)5

mention is made of the wine ($ spirits) as the habitual drink. Men who become

unruly in their behaviour are reproached for their love of spirits (III. iii. II. 3.)6 As

at the present day, this wine was a fermented drink extracted from rice (I. xv. I. 6).

The preparation of it appears to be indicated in part in III. ii. VI I., where it is

6aid

—

4 They draw the water from the brook,

And they pass it from vessel to vessel.

Then they can wet with this water the rice cooked by steam.*

And in the second stanza :

—

4 They draw the water from the brook,

And they pass it from vessel to vessel.

They can wash with it the vases for wine.*

Lacliarme has translated the 3d line of the first stanza by :

—

3 Here Biot is right in taking as meaning the and not as I have done.

4 Yet in Mencius, III. Pt. ii. X. 5, we have a which is the name appropriate to a tame

goose, which is cooked and eaten; and in the Tso-clmen, under the 28th year of duke Seang,

mention is made of a or tame duck. The common name for the domestic duck—a/i—dces

not appear to have been used till the Tsin dynasty . and are the names employed by Kiia

Kwei of the Han dyn., to whom M. Biot refers. 5 I. vii. VIII. 2 does not speak of any so-

lemn or extraordinary feast. 6 II. vii. VT. would be a more suitable reference.
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4 The steam of boiling water is used to make the vi/i
9

which would indicate a veritable distillation. The text appears to me less pre-

cise7 but the making of rice-wine is sufficiently indicated in I. xv. I. G, where it

is said that in the 10th month they reap the rice to make the vin for spring. Thus

they allowed the fermentation to proceed during the winter, and the vin was drunk

in the spring of the following year. They separated it from the lees by straining-

it through herbs, or tln*ougli a basket with a rough bottom (II. i. Y, 3); after

wliich it was fit to be served at feasts (II. i. V. 3 III. i. Y. 4). They mixed

Chinese pepper (I. xii. II ) with spirits and meats to render them aromatic.

The vin was kept in vases or bottles of baked earth (III. ii. VII. 2). The baked

earth could not be porcelain, which was not in common use in China till a much

later period .8

rt is to be remarked that milk is not mentioned in the She-king as a drink. The

Yih-lcing^ diagram par. 1, mentions the milch cow.9 We know that the pres-

ent Chinese in general do not drink milk.

Common people drank from horns, either unpolished or carved (II. vii. T. 4 I. xv.

I. 8). Duke Lew, the ancestor of the kings of Chow, who lived in the 18th century

before our era, after the sovereign l^ae-k'ang, or according to others, after Keeh,

the last sovereign of the Hea dynasty,—duke Lew drank from a hollow gourd (III.

ii. VI. 4). In the times of the Chow dynasty, the princes used cups formed of a

precious stone (III. i. V. 2). At solemn feasts, the wine [spirits] was served in

large vases called ton\ peen and ta^fang^ (III. ii I. 8 IV. ii. IV. 4),l the forms of

which can be seen in the work called Tsi-king-ioo, where the famous commentator
of the Sung dynasty, Choo He, has represented by figures the vases, the arms, and
the dresses, mentioned in the King or Classical books.H

Metals in use.

The notices famished by the She-king show us that gold, silver, iron, lead, and
copper were then known to the Chinese. IV. iii. Ill 8 mentions the metal par
excellence (gold), which was extracted from the mines of the south, and was sent in

tribute by the still barbarous tribes of central China. 1 III. i. IV. 5 speaks of orna-

ments of gold. We read of horses
5

bits of gold in III. ii. III. ,2 and of lances, the

shaft of which was silvered or gilt, in I. xi. III. 3.3 The breasts of war-liorses wero
covered with [mail of] steel (I. xi. III. 3).*^ Gold and tin, brilliant and purified, are

mentioned in I. v. 3. III. ii. VI. 6 speaks of mines of iron worked in Shen-se by
duke Lew in the 18tli ceDtury before our era. Arms and instruments of iron are

mentioned everywhere in the She-king.

7 III. ii. YII. has nothing to do either with the process of fermentation or distillation. See the

notes upon it. I believe thac always denotes spirits, the product of distillation. Possibly

may denote the stage of fermentation. 8 At the present day distilled spirits are often kept
for a long time in vessels of coarse earthenware. 9 This is a mistake. The text speaks

merely of the or cow, with reference to its docility and manageableness.

10 The tow and peen were not used to hold wine and spirits, and the ta-famj was a stand fur
meat. 11 I do not know wlmt work M. Biot here calls the Tsi-kiny-loo. All the imperial
editions of the classics are furnished with plates.

1 The of the south here is plural, meaning gold, silver, and copper. 2 No mention

occurs Jre.ins (Tor in III. ii. III. M. Biot intended, I suppose, 4 the ends of the reins with their
metal rings/ mentioned in III. iii. VII. 2, et aL 3 Only the end of the shaft was gilt. 4
^ot the breast alone of the war-hurse was covered with mail.
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Auticles manufactured.

Several odes (I. v. I. II T. i. IV. iii. II. 5) mention the art of cutting1 and polishing

precious stones. I have referred to the ring of ivory worn by the children of the

rich (I. v. VI. 2).l IV. ii. III. 8 mentions ivory (elephants’ teeth) as being* sent

like gold, in tribute by the tribes of central China. Tlie ends of bows were often

ornamented with wrought ivory (II. i. VII. 5).

Arms. War.

It has been said that hunting is the ima^e of war. This comparison becomes a

reality in the deserts of North America and of Central Asia. Wlien the men of one

horde assemble and issue from their place of settlement, tlieir association has two

simultaneous objects :—hunting in the vast steppes which have no definite possessors

;

and war with the other hordes which come to hunt on the same debateable ground.

Iu the times described in the She-king, the greater part of tlie country surrounding

the great cultivated valley of the Yellow river was such a limiting ground, undi-

vided between the Chinese and the indigenous hordes. The Chinese armies, then

led against tho barbarians, hunted and fought by tarns
;
their warriors used the

same arms against tlie enemies and against tlie wi.d animals. 1 Nevertheless several

odes give the description of regular expeditions directed by the sovereign, or by a

Chinese feudal prince against another prince
;
several of them depict the posts regu-

larly established upon the frontiers. Some extracts from these odes will give an

idea of what was then the art of war in China, and it does not appear that tlie Chi-

nese have made great progress in that art since this early epoch. Excepting tho

fire anns which they have now adopted, they have remained stationary in this as in

every other thing. The military art of the Chinese, translated by Amyot in tlie

18th century, and published in the 7tli volume of the memoirs by the missionaries,

has for its basis an ancient work attributed to San-tsze, general of the country of

Ts l

e, who lived nearly 300 years before the Christian era 2

Tho frontier-posts between the States at war with one another, or on the borders

of tho barbarous regions, were supplied from the peasantry, and were relieved from

year to year;—the service at these posts was truly forced, and hence the lamenta-

tions of the soldiers who were so stationed (I. vi. IV.: 11. i. VII ). Tlie edict which

enjoined regular service on the frontiers was inscribed on a bamboo tablet placed at

the post (LI. i. VIII. 4).3 In the Chinese armies of tliis epoch, as in the feudal

am ies of our middle ages, the infantry was composed of husbandmen taken from

tlieir labours, and they complained bitterly of tlieir lot (I- iii. VI. xv. III. and IV.

It. iv. I viii. HI ), especially when they formed paH of an expedition against the

barbarous hordes of tlie north and the south (IE. viii. VIH. and X.). They had the

1 It is of ail ivory spike at the girdle worn by men tliat I. v. VI. speaks, and not of a ring for

children.

1 No such expeditions, partly for hunting, and partly for war, are described in the She. When
the regular huntings were made, opportunity was taken to practise the methods of warfare.

2 San-tsze belonged to the State of Woo, (J^), and not to Ts k

e; and to the 6th century b.c.,

and not to the 3d. See Wylie's notes on Chinese Literature, p. 74. 3 II. i. VIII. tells us
l\ w tlie general got his orders on a tablet of bamboo or wood but nothing about the orders being
tixed up at the post. 4 The comphiints in II. iv. I. are of a ditferent class.
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greatest fear of the Heen-jun on the north, known afterwards as the Heung-noo (IT.

i. VIII.).5 The principal element of a Chinese array was the chariot drawn by two

or by four horses. It carried three mailed warriors, the oflScer to whom it belong-

ed being in the middle. He had on his right liis esquire, who passed to him his

arms and on his left the charioteer I. \di. V. 3). A troop of soldiers followed the

chariot to protect it (II. i. VII. 5 : IV. ii. III. 7). The term chariot was then a col-

lective name like lance in our middle ages. The Le Ke reckons for every chariot 3

mailed warriors, 25 footmen in front and at the sides to guide the horses and the

chariot, and seventy-two light-armed foot-soldiers following. But this number or

company was never complete. IV. ii, IV. 5 counts only 30,000 foot-soldiers for

1000 chariots, making but 30 for a chariot. 7 Another ode (II. iii. IV. 2) speaks of

an army of 3000 chariots, which would represent, according to the Le Ke, 300,000

men .8 Lacharrae remarks, and I agree with liim, that the numbers in the Le Ke
must be very much exaggerated, like all the numbers of armies given by Asiatic au-

thors. The number in the official list was never complete.

The sovereign never marched without a guard of 2,500 men, called sze.^ Every

digriitaiy or great officer had an escort of 500 men called Zew (II. iii. IV. 3; viii. III.

3) 9 To employ ur military terras, sze was a regiment, leu a battalion. Six sze, or

15,000 men, formed an ordinary army (II vi. IX. 1 III. i. IV. 3). 10 They distinguished

the soldiers of the left wing and the right, according to the division long used in

the marching and encampments of the Tartar hordes (III iii. IX. 2). An army was

divided into three troops (III. ii. VI. 5).li The six sze appear also to represent in

general six sections of any army (III. iii. IX. 1).12 In II. iv. III. the commentary

explains sze by keun, which denotes a corps of 12,500 men. The six sze are a collect-

ive term, like the six lining mentioned in several chapters of the Shoo-king (III. ii.

1, and V. The chief of each corps had his phice in the middle of it. (I, vii.

V.).

Tlie chariot of the sovereign, or of the commander-in-chief, had four or six horses,

yoked abreast.l^ When there were four horses, which was the ordinary number,

(II. vii. VIII. 2 III. iii. VII. 2), two of them were yoked to the pole, and two to

the transverse bar of the chariot (II. vii. VIII.). The horses were covered with

mail ([. vii. V. xi. III.), or protected at the sides by bucklers (I. xi. III. 2). 15 Those

5 The Heen-yun do not appear an object of fear, so much as a troublesome enemy. 6 I
believe the war-cliariots had all 4 horses. 7 'l'his description is not quite correct. In an
ordinary fighting cliariot, the charioteer was in the middle; one warrior, wlio wielded the spear,
was on the right; and the one on the left was an archer. It was only in the chariot of the
general that tlie driver was on the left, while he himself thundered on a drum to urge the
troops forward. The spearman on tlie ri.uht v^as not liis esquire to hand him his arms, but a
noted warrior of great strength, to protect him, and take part in the battle as lie was needed.

8 See the note on IV. ii. IV. 5, where the number of 30,000 is otherwise explained; and the
note on II. iii. IV. 1, where the 3,000 chariots may be made out, without any exaggeration.

9 These things do not appear in the odes. In the Tso-chuen, on XI. iv., par. 4, it is said:
4When the ruler goes, a sze (2,500 men) attends him when

a liigh ministers goes, a leu (500 men) attends hinv
J

, but the discourse is there of a feudal prince,
and the subject is of their going to certain meetings. 10 It should be 5 sze, or 12,500 men,

which formed a or army. In both the passages referred t = ’ ‘

the host

whicli followed the king to the field. 11 See the note on the words referred to. We can
draw no conclusion from the passage. 12 See note 10. 13 Only the first reference is

applicable. In V. ii., the term does not occur. The six kHng would be the commanders of the six

royal armies (-^ 14 The She nowhere mentions G horses to a chariot; but

the king did liave that number. 15 Those bucklers were in the front of the chariot, and not at
the sides of tlie horses.
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of the commanders had golden bits (ITT. ii. III.),iC witb a small bell at each side of

the bit (I. xi. II. 3 II. iii. IV. 2 III. iii. VII. 4). The reins were richly adorned

(IV. ii. III.), 17 and led through rings of leather on the backs of the horses (I. xi. III.

1 : IV. ii. IV. 3). The sides of the chariots were covered with boards as a defence

against the arrows of the enemy (I. xi. III.) They were adorned in the inside with

matsof bamboo (f. iv. III. 3),^ or embroidered carpet3 ([.xi.III. 1).18 The axle-trees

of the chariots of the chiefs Avere wrapped round with green silk (IV. iii. II.),20 r

with leather (II. iii. IV. 2),^ probably to strengthen them. The pole was also covered

with leather, painted in 5 colours (I. xi. III. 1).21

The princes and regular warriors wore helmets. Those of the princes of the blood

were adorned with a plume of red silk (IV. ii. IV. 5).22 The regular warriors had

a sword (II. vi. IX. 2 I. vii. V. 3), two lances (or spears) and two bows (I. yii. Y. 2

IV. ii. IV. 5) .2^ The scabbards of the chiefs
, swords were adorned with precious

stones TUI. ii. VI. 2), or with other ornaments (II. vi. IX. 2). The spears were of

three kinds —the maou which was 4 metres long (20 Chow cubits) and the hih, 16

cubits (I. xi. VIII. 2). These were set up in the war chariots (ib.). The javelin

1i (ib.) was 6 cubits, 6 in. long, and was used by the foot-soldiers. 24 (These lengths

are given by the commentary from the Le Ke.) All the lances had red pendants or

streamers (I. vii. V. 1).

Like the hunting bows, those used in war were of wood adorned with green silk

(IV. ii. IV. 5).25 The bows of the chiefs bad ornaments of ivory (II. i. VII. 5).

There were also bows of horn, or strong as horn (II. vii. IX. 1 IV. ii III. 7)26

which discharged several arrows at once.26 To preserve the bows, they were kept

in cases of tiger-skin (I. xi III. 3), or of ordinary leather (I. vii. IV. 3). Every
case contained two bows, and they were closely fitted to bamboos, to hinder them
from being warped by the damp (I. xi. III. 3 II. viii. II. 3). The bow-cases and
the quivers were made of the skin of some marine animal called yu (II. i. VII. 5:

iii. IV. 1), which may liave been a seal.

The mailed warriors had bucklers (I. i. VII. 1 III. ii VI. 1), and battle-axes

with handles of wood (I. xv. IV. III. ii. VI. 1). The foot-soldiers were usually

armed only with javelins and spears (I. xv. IV.). II. iii. V. describes an army in

inarch. The horses in the chariots neigh the flags and pennons wave in the air

tlie foot-soldiers and the assistants who guide the horses march in silence. 27 Besides

the war-chariots, there followed the army carriages laden with sacks of baggage, and

drawn by oxen (II. viii. III. 2. Slioo, V. xxix. 3). These sacks had one or two

openings, and contained provisions (III. ii. VI. 1). The chariots were unloaded,

and arranged round the place of encampment (Yih-king, ch. Vl /} diagram sze).^

Then the feeble watched tlie baggage, while tlie strong advanced against the enemy.

16 III ii. III. says notliins about horses and their ornaments. The bits were of metal; not

necessarily gold; and were fitted with bells. 17 Nor does IV. ii. III. say anything about
reins. They are commonly spoken of as soft and glossy

;
they liad rings of metal at tlieir

ends. 18 These were screens, not mats, of bamboo, wliich covered in tlie carriages of ladies,

and some otliers given to great men by tlie kin . 19 These were mats of tiger-skin.

20 Not with green silk, but only with leather, >vliich was lacquered. The axle-trees, or perliaps

only tlie projecting ends, were bound witli this. 21 Only the curved end of the pole.

22 No. The ornament on tlie helmet consisted of shells strung on red cords. 23 The spear

and the bow -case were carried in the chariot. It does not seem to me competent from the odes

t() say anything about the sword as a reguliii* weapon. 24 It does not appear that the jave-

lin was ever thrown. 25 See notes on I. xi. III. 3. 26
f

i'hese bows were prol)ably only

adorned with horn. The She does not mention the spring-bow, which could discharge more than

one arrow at once. 27 This ode is only about a grand hunting-expedition of king Seuen.

28 There is no sucli statement in tlie Yih-king.
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The expeditions against the indigenous tribes of the centre, the west, and the

north, were made in the 6th moon (II. iii. III.), the time of the year corresponding

to the end of May and the beginning of June. 2^ They marched 30 le per day, about

11 kilometres, if we value the le at 1,800 cubits of 10 centimetres each (II. iii. III.

2). For a grand army of 300 chariots, 10 chariots formed the advanced guard

4).

On tlie banners were figures of birds (ib., 4), and of serpents (II. i. VIII. 2, 3). 30

There were attached to them little bells (II. vii. VIII. 2),31 and ribbons (III. iii. VII.

2). 32 On the royal standard there was the image of the sacred dragon (IV. i. [ii.]

VIII.).33 The princes of the blood, and secondary chiefs or viceroys had broad

pennons or flags (IV. iii. IV. 3). One pennon, formed of an ox-tail upon a pole,

was placed behind in the chariot of the chief of a squadron. Figures of these flags

are given in the plates published with the imperial editions of the Chow Le and the

Le Ke.

The warriors wore coloured caisses, and buskins on their legs, (II. vii. VIII. 3).3^

Lacharme says tliat this practice still exists in China with foot-soldiers. In I. xi. VIII.

a man of Ts'in engages another to follow him to the war by the promise of clothes,

shoes, and weapons, should he need them. This custom of having all their military

equipment in common reminds us inyoluntarily of the miserable equipment of Chinese

soldiers at the present day, who, according to many travellers, lend to each other

their clothes and weapons for the purpose of passing a review.

The commandant of a corps d'annee had the title of K 4

e-foo (II. iv. I.)
?

r of

Shang-foo (III. i. II. 7).35 Several odes (IT. i. VII., etal)^ designate the general

bj the name of 4 the illustrious man 5—meaning the Prince, the Dignitary 36

The drum gave the signal for departure (I. iii. V\

.

1), for attack, and for reti*eat

II. vi. IV. 3).^7 Large drums were covered with the skin of a fish called t
L

o (III.

i. VIII. 4), and which appears to have been a crocodile, according to the description

ia the Japanese Encyclopedia, ch. xiv., fol. 5, and the explanation in the coiument-
ary on the Le Ke, VI. iv. Before the battle, the warriors excited one another

by mock combats. They leaped, ran, and threatened one another with their weapons
(I. iii. VI. 1)39 Turner, ia his Journey to Thibet, gives us a similar description

of a sham fight.

In III. i. VII. 7, 8, king Wan causes the assault of a fortified city, and his soldiers

ascend the wall by means of hooked ladders. He takes some prisoners and punishes

29 No. The 6tli month in IT. iii. III. is mentioned to show the ursroncy of the occasion,
calling for an expedition at ail unusual time. 30 Tlie c/ m vas characterized by serpent;
and tortoises intertwined blazoned upon it. 31 The bells in II. vii. VIII. 2 are probably
those at the horses

1

bits
;
but there were bells at the top of the fla«r-staff (IV. i. [ii.] VIII.).

32 I do not know tliat these ornaments were of ribbons. 33. It is not the roykl stanclaid
which is here mentioned

;
but what Biot immediately calls a broad pennon or flair carried by

princes of the blood, &c. It was a large flag with dragons figured on it. The royal standard

had a representation at the top of it of the sun and moon, beneath which and all round
M ere dragons. It is not mentioned in the She. 34. These coloured cuisses, which were a
sort of apron or knee-cover, belonged to the dress of ceremony and not of war. The buskins
may have been something like the gaiters which I have seen on Chinese soldiers. 35 K-e-foo
avrs a designation of the king

?

s minister of .War, and not of the commander of a corps darmee.
Shnmj-foo was the name or designation of a minister of kings Wan and Woo. 36 l The illus-
trious man ,

is merely a title of praise and admiration. 37 A retreat Avas generally ordered
by the K ng or some instrument of metal, In II. vi. IV^ 3 a li^ht sound of the drum serves the
same purpose. 38 Tlie Vo was no doubt some kind of saurian but not tlie crocodile. 31)
I- iii. VI. 1 is not sufficient to bear tli is remark out. In tlie Tso-chuen we have numerous
instances of individual deeds of daring against the enemy before a battle.
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them as rebels, proportioning tlieir chastisement to the gravity of their offence. He
causes one ear of his captives to be cut off, and in contenting liimself with this

punishment lie prisses for a just and humane man.^O In the State of Loo (towards

the south of Shan-tung), tbe army, returned from an expedition, is assembled in the

parade-ground called Pwan-kung (IY. ii. III.).41 They present to the prince the

ears that have been cut off they bring the captive chiefs in chains before the judge,

by whom they are condemned by regular sentence.^2 Like the tribes of America, the

Chinese tben made very few prisoners
;
they put the vanquished chiefs to death, and

released the common soldiers after cutting off one of their ears, as a mark of dishonour,

or that they might recognize them if they met with, them again.

The parade-ground of the capital of Loo was surrounded with a canal, sown with

cress and other plants (IV. ii. III. 1 2).43 There they practised archery, and the use

of other weapons (ib., 7). Near the palace of king Wan, there was found a similar

ground, named Peih yuncj (the lake of the Round Tablet),44 and intended for corporal

exercises (III. i. VIII •)• A similar parade-ground existed under his son, king Woo,

at the capital city Ilaou (III. i. X. 6). The Le Ke, quoted by the commentator on

III. i. VIII., and IY. ii. III., affirms that they gave also to the people in tliis special

place lessons in morality (literally, that they taught them the rites) . III. i. VI.

mentions young men who were educated according to the institutions of king Wan.

General Organization of the Government. Dignities.

Tlie secondary chiefs, feudatories of the sovereign, had the general designation of

hov\ assistants (III. iii. II. 5; 1 IV. ii. IV. 2).2 They were divided into three princi-

pal classes,^ the special titles of which are found in many odes of the She-king, and

are well known as they occur in the Slioo-king and the Chow Le. See also these

names in the translation oi Mencius by M . Stanislas Julien (V. Pfc. ii. II.) .4 Among
the principal officers attached to tlie sovereigTi, the name of sze, instructors, is read

in the She-king, (IT. iv. VII. 2, 3, and III. i. II. 8).5 Immediately below the sze

were the ministers designated by the general term of officers of the right and of the

left (irt. i. IV. 1),^ according to the place which they occupied in the ceremonies

beside the sovereign. The Slie-king names among them the sze^oo, charged with

the direction of the civil administration and the instruction of the people (TIT. i.

III. 5); the sze-lc
lung^ charged with the public works (ib .) the h 2v4seih

7
superin-

40 Tlie left ears of tlio slain, as also often of captives, were cut off. 41 As to what the

Pwan-kung really was, ami its form, see the notes on IV. ii. III. It is wrong to speak of it as a

parade-ground, or place of exercise. 42Thisstatementappearstoli?ivearisenfrom;irnisunder-

standinjx ofIV.ii.III. 6. 43 No. 'I'here was a semicircular pool in front of tlie Pwan-kung, and
in and about the water grow cress and mallows 44 Peih-yuny should be called the Hall with

the circlet of water.—Neither the Pwan-kung nor the Peili-yuny had anything to do with war.

1 is the more common term for the feudal princes, or one of tlieir number. alone

however, is so used here. Witli regard to the meaning of the term, see on Mencius. V. Pt. ii. II. 3.

2 How here has its special meaning of marquis. 3
rrhey are generally reckoned five classes,

but M. Biot probably says thev were only three, because their territories were assigned them on a

three-fold scale;—acc. to the Shoo and Mencius. See my note on the Shoo, V. iii. 10. 4 M.
Julien gives the Chinese names, without trying to translate them, or to give tlieir equivalents in

Latin. He mentions, but with disapprobation, Noel's rendering of them by duke, prince, count,

marquis, and baron. I have called then duke, marquis viscount, earl, and baron; and any of

them, indifferently, prince. 5 The~^^, the grand-master, grand- tutor, or grand-instruc-

tor of the Shoo, V. xx. 5. 6
4 those on the right and on the left' was a very general

expression, and might be applied to ministers and attendants of almost no rank.
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tendent of agriculture (III. ii. I. 1, ^ al.)J We find also in the She-king mention

of the ta-fooy
or grand-prefects, placed over the different districts of every principali-

ty (III. iii. IV. 8: I. iv. X. 1, 4),8 and of the sze, scholars, or superior secretaries

attached to the sovereign (III. i. IV 2). The complete description of the adminis-

trative organization of this period cannot be better seen than in the Chow Le. I

have said that I have undertaken the translation of this long work and therefore I

will not enter into a larger account of tliis subject here.

The secondary chiefs, placed at the head of the different principalities, received as

the sign of their dignity, two sorts of tablets of precious stone, one of which, called

a Tcicei, was oblong, and the other, called 2i peih, was oval (I. y. I. 3 III. iii. 5). 9

When they came to court, they held these before the mouth, in speaking to the sove-

reign (Yih, art. 40 diagram These visits of the chiefs were made at two

seasons of the year,—spring and autumn (II. iii. V. 4.). H Various odes of the first

and second Parts contain allusions to tours of inspection, which the sovereign himself

made at similar periods, through the different principalities. 11 This exchange of

visits and of toui'S is a proof of the small extent of the Chinese empire in the early

times described by the Slie-king. IV. iii. III., which belongs to the times of the

Shaag dynasty (from the 18th to the 12th century before our era), gives, it is true,

to the State of the sovereign the nominal extent of 1,000 le. But Part I. v. VII. says

that from the cliief town of the State of Sung they could see that of the State of

Wei and Mencius (II. Pt. i. I. 10) mentions the small extent of the kingdom of

king Wan 11 saying that the crowing of the cocks and the barking of the dogs were

heard from tlie royal residence to the four limits of the kingdom.

Religious Beliefs.

Several odes of the She-king indicate, in an undeniable manner, the belief in one

Supreme Being, Shang-te, the Sovereign Lord. III. i. II. 3 says that king Wan
honoured Shang-te by a reverent worship, and that thence came the prosperity of

this prince and of his race. In the same ode (st. 7) the companions of king Woo say

to liirn, before tlie famous battle of Muh-yay, 4 Shang-te is favourable let not jour

soul waver between fear and hope.*
cThe favour of Shang-te shown to the arms of

king Woo is celebrated in the same terms, in IV. ii. IV. 2. III. i. VII. shows

Shang-te wearied with the faults of the families of Hea and Shang, and calling the

family of Chow to replace them. It is Shang-te who directs T'an-foo or king T ae,

the ancient chief of this family, in the countries of the west. He seconds his labours

7 How-tseih ( was the name of the minister of agriculture in the times of Yaou and Sli.nn.

Tlirou^hout the She How-tseih is simply the name of the ancestor of the house of Cliow. 8
Ta-foo is in tlie She more a name of dignity, tlian of territorial rule. In II. iv. X. 2 tlie di-sisnatinii
appears as «iven to the highest ministers of tlie kingdom. 9 But of tlie facei there were* three
ft)rms, and of the peik two in all five, correspond in to the 5 orders of nobility. 10 This is

])robal)ly a wrong reference, as there is notliing under the 40th diagram, relating to the subject iu
hand. As to how tlie and peih were held at court, Confucius ha-, no doubt, given us an example.
See Ana. X. v. 1. 11. 'I'liis is a misstatement. See on the Shoo, VI. i. 8, 9 : V. xv. 14. And
the reasoning from his own inistakL* to the small extent of the kingdom of Cliow falls to the ground.
It was not so large as many people vaguely suppose, yet it was not so small as M. Biot would
make out. I. v. VII. cannot be strained to t)ie meaning he gives to it, «nncl Mencius. II. Pt. i. I.

] , is speaking not of the kingdom of king WSn, but of the State of L's*e, showing how thickly it
vas peopled.

1 I have, after the best Cliineso scholars, put this language into the moutli of Shang-foo, a
principal adherent of king Wuo. Tliis dues not affect tiie sentiment.
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to clear the ai d and raises ld:n to tlie dignity of chief. He cliooses among liis

three sons him who shall be the leader. He encourages his grandson, the sage par

excellence,—king* Wau.

2

In the same way, in Part IV. iii., which contains the songs of the Shang dynasty,

the 3d ode says that Shang'-te chose the illustrious and courageous Cli
4ing T 4ang, to

reigfn over the four quarters of the laud. The 4th ode celebrates the reverenee of

Ch ling T'ang for Shang-te, wlio was touched by it, and called tliis virtuous prince to

the Lead of the nine regions.

Id the odes of the 3d Book of Part III. which deplore the decadence of Chow, and

the public misery, tlie complaints are addressed to l
ueen or Heaven, and to Sluing T^een,

or High Heaven. The prayers of king Seuen on account of the drought (III. iii.

IV.) are addressed to tlie Supreme Being, designated by the name of Sliang Teen, of

T'een^ and also of Shatuj-te. Kiug Seuen says that Shang-te has withdrawn His re-

gards from tlie earth, and abandons it.

Many missionaries have thought, and it has again been recently repeated, that

the Chinese have never had but a very uncertain belief in a Supreme Being. This

opinion is founded on the circumstance tliat the expression T'een^ Heaven, is found

employed by Chinese moralists more often than the expression Shaug-te, the Su-

preme Lord. The quotations which I have just made show us the ideas of the

ancient Chinese in a more favourable light. Shang-te is represented by the She-

king as a Being* perfectly just, who hates no one (II. iv. VIII. 4).

Tlie king, the earthly sovereign, had alone the right to sacrifice to Shang-te, the

Supreme Lord and, according to the Kwoh-yu, and the Tso-chuen, the feudal

princes lost all respect for their sovereign, when they arrogated to themselves

this right. In IV. ii. IV., written during the decadence of Chow, the prince of the

eastern State of Loo celebrates the grand solemnities of spring and autumn.4 He
addresses his prayers first to Shang-te, the Supreme Lord who reigns by Himself

alone, and then to tlie famous K 4

e, also called How-tseih from the name of tho

office which he occupied under Yaon.5 The family of Chow pretended to be descend-

ed from tliis illustrious personage, aud addressed their prayers to him as their

protector next to Shang-te. The duke of Chow in the same ode, Tang* the Success-

ful in IV. iii. II., king Wan and king Woo, in the odes which celebrate their vii'tues,

are regarded in the same way as heavenly protectors of the Chinese empire.

The Spirits (genie.% jjjffl) formed a celestial hierarchy around Shang-te like that

of the dignitaries around the king.^> These Spirits inhabited the air, and surveyed

the actions of men. 7 Every family had its ancestors for its tutelary Spirits. Thus

2 M. Biot says in ca note that towards tlie latter part of this ode [throughout it in fact], the

Supreme Lord is called simply Te, the sovereign i.e. instead of we liave I have

lon«^ ago given my reas ns for holding tliat means God, and is merely God emphatic;—>

corresponding to the Elohim and Ila-E/o/nm of the Hebrews. 3 This and tl)e t receding

paragraphs would liave been eagerly quoted between 20 and 25 years a«z by the Protestant

missionaries, wlio were then divided on the question of the name for God in Chinese. The

advocates of would have been glad to claim the support of Biot's name. Nothing can be

more evident in the She and other ancient Books than that Sliang-te is the name of the Supreme
Being, and a personal name, by vhicli all about God may be taught to the C/hinese. 4
f

i'hey were bound, and all feudal princes were bound, to offer the seasonal sacritices to their

ancestors. 5 It must be remembered that the princes of Loo claimed great privileges, by
r 3 al grant to the duke of Chow, in tlie matter of sacrifices. 6 'I'lie Slie-kintr docs not say

so, nor any other of the classics, so far as I recollect. 7 In III. i. I. 1, king Wan appears in

the presence of (Jod.
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How-tseili and the kings Wan and Woo were the tutelary Spirits of tlie family of

Chow (It. vi. V.: III. iii. IV.). In III. ii. V[[I. made in honour of king* CIi‘ing*, it

is said that tlie Spirits recognize liim as sovereign king.S In II. i. V. 1, two friends

in giving to each other pledges of affection, say:

—

4 The Spirit who hears our words,
Approves them and confirms tlie concord of our souls.* 9

In III. iii. II. 7, we read

—

* Do not say, u No one will see ifc,

No one will know it.”

We cannot know if the superior Spirits

Are not looking upon 113/ 9

Besides ihe tntelarv Spirits special to each family, every mountain had its Spirit,

and every great river ([[\. iii. V. 1). Each district even had its protecting Spirit,

and the Spirit of the ground was invoked at the solemnities which opened and

terminated the agricultural labours of tlie year. At epochs of great prosperity,!^

the Spirits appeared under the form of a fabulous quadruped, the hc

e-lin, or of a

bird equally fabulous, the fung^hwamj

.

I. i. XI. says that the three sons of king

Wan represented the feet, the head, and the horn of the Jc
ce~linM III. ii. VIII. cele-

brates the bird fmig-hwang^ which appears and walks about during the reign of

king Ch c

ing. Fung-liwang is the Chinese phoenix.

Lots. Auguries.

At tlie foundation of a city, and in general for any affair difficult to decide upon,

they consalted the lots (I. iv. VI 2). This was clone in two ways :—by a certain

plant called she, or by the shell of the tortoise (I. v. IV. 2 II. i. IX. 4 v. I. 3).

We do not know well how the di\dnation was performed formerly by the plant she.

At the present clay they place on tlie rigkt. and on the left a packet of leaves of this

plant then they recite some mysterious words, and by taking a handful of leaves

from each packet, they prognosticate according to their number.^ The divination

by the tortoise was made by placing fire on the tortoise-shell, and auguring by the

direction of tlie cracks made upon it by the heat.2 Tn III. i. III. 3 the ancient chief

T 4

an-foo places fire on the tortoise-shell before settling his tribe at the foot of mount

K?e. Cei'tain officers had the charge of interpreting the dreams of the king (II. iv.

VLIE. 5). Soothsayers also interpreted the dreams of men in power (II. iv. VI. 4).

The sight of a magpie was a good omen (I. ii. I.)^ It was on tlie contrary unlucky

to see a black crow or a red fox (I. iii. XYI. 3). They dared not point to the rain-

bow with tlie finger (I. iv. VII. ).^

PRniiTiYE Astronomy.

The first observers of tlie stars sought to read the future by them and thus, im-

mediately after the art of augury, I ought to mention the first indications of

8 This is a misinterpretation, probably, of st. 3. 9 See tlie notes on these two passages.

10 When a sage monarch was on the throne. 11 See the ode referred to. Each stanza
belongs to all the sons of king Wan. He had not only three—I think I have read of their being
as many as 80.

1 Perilaps feuillcs should here be taken as stalks. Stalks, and not leaves, have always been men-
tioned to me by Chinese describing the method of divination 2 Hie shell was smeared with
ink or some similar substance. See the note on the Shoo, Y. iv. parr. 21—23. 3 There is

nothing in the ode about the sight of the magpie being a good omen. 4 Only when the rain-

bow was in the east.
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astronomy which are found in the She-king. Of tlie 28 stellary divisions of the

Chinese sky, we find 8 mentioned in different odes (I. ii X. iv. VI. x. Y. xy. I.: II.

V. Vt. and IX)—viz., T^l
an, Ting or Yimj-shiJi, Ho-sing or Sau-sing (corre-

sponJiug to the division Sin), New, T'een-peih, Tow, and Ke. We see here also the

notion about the constellation CliUuneu (corresponding to Lyra), and tlie mention of

the Celestial river,—the Milky way (II. v. IX.). Finally, in the same ode (st. 6)

the planet Venus is indicated by two different names, according as sbe appears in

tho east or in the west. The Milky way is again mentioned in several odes (III. i.

IV. iii. IV. 1). II. iv. IX. contains the mention of the celebrated solar eclipse of

B.c. 776 [or 775, counting a.d. as 0, as I have done], which is the first certain date

of Chinese chronology. The importance attached to the observation of the stars

may be deduced from the celebrity of tho observatory of king Wan, called the tower

of tlie heavenly Spirit (JI1. i. VIII. Tho entire population of the tribe had united

in its construction.2 Before king Wan, liis ancestor duke Lew, referred by tradition

to the 17th or 18th century before our era, had already determined the position of

liis residence by the observation of the solar shadow (III. ii VI 5).3

Ceremonies and Religious Solemnities. Worship,

Tho solemn coremonies, or sacrifices in honour of Shang-te and of the celestial

Spirits, took place at the two solstices and tho two equinoxes. 1 The precise deter-

mination of these great epochs of the year formed part of the rites, and it is thus

that the observation of the length of the shadow of the g
%nomon at the summer sol-

stice in the capital is mentioned as a sacred rite in the Chow Le, IX. 25.

2

The

corernony of the spring, which commenced at the wiuter solstice, under the Chow,

was called yoh? The ceremony of the summer at the vernal equinox was called

TJio ceremony of autumn at the saminer solstice was called ching and that of

winter, at the autamnal equinox, was called ahanj (II. i. VI. 4; vi. V.).3 Near the

royal palace, (III. i. III. 7) a site named shay was specially consecrated to the Spirit

of the ground.^ About the commencement of the year, a sacrifice was offered in

every district to the producing Spirit of the ground, and to the Spirit of the place

(It. vi. YII. 2 III. iii. IV. 6).^ An analogous sacrifi(.*e was presented in autumn af-

ter tlie harvest (IV. i. [ii.] IV.). We see in the Chow Le, XX.—XXVII., that

tlie right to perform sacrifice to the different celestial Spirits was graduated accord-

ing to the order of dignities ancl offices. According to this graduation, the lower

people of the country districts could sacrifice only to the ground and the secondary

Spirits. This regulation must have facilitated the extension of the belief in Spmts,

so natural to all peoples only a little enlightened.

1 See the notes on III. i. VIII. 1 for the meaning of tlie plirase 2 This is not

said in the ode. 3 Rather had determined the four cardinal points.

1 In this paragraph M. Biot has confounded the sacrifices to Sliang-te, and those in the an-

cestral temple. The She does not speak. of tlie sacrifices to Shang-te, and I need only say that the
great sacridce to II im was at the winter solstice '' hich \vas also sai(l to be to Uie

of heaven At the summer solstice He was also sacrificed to, and the sacrifice was said

to be to the Spirit (or Spirits) of earth See on the { Doctrine of the Mean, XIX. 6.

2 It does not appear tliat this had any thing to do with the sacrifice to Shang-te. 3 Yoh,

sze, citing, sliang- were the names of the season*-!! sacrificies in the ancestral temple. Yoh was the

spring sacrifice we that of suivmier sArtw" tliat of autumn, and t hilt of wiiUer. They were
celebrated not afc the equinoxes and solstices but in the first montlis of the res^Jective seasons

4 See on the bhoo, III. i. Ft. i. 35. 5 See tlie note on II. vi. VII. 2.
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At the same great epochs of the year, a ceremony was performed in each familj",

in honour of its ancestors, wLicli was followed by a grand feast and rejoicings.6 In

this ceremony, the principal ancestor was represented by a child, 7 designated by tlio

name of she ( literally, the defunct), or of hnng she,
4 the illustrious defunct (II. i.

VI.; vi. YI. 3)/7 This child kept himself motionless while they presented to him

viands, fruits, and spirits (II. vi. VI. 3), and they augured tlie future prosperity of

the family from the words which might escape from him (III. ii. III. and IV.).

They thought that it was the dead wlio spoke by his mouth. This child came after-

wards to take part in the feast (Ilf. ii. IV.), which endured for at least two days.8

They prepared themselves for this ceremony by washing* the body, and by abstain-

ing, for several days, from unbecoming words and actions (II. i YI. 4). Prayers were

offered at the gate of the Hall of ancestors (II. vi. V. 2),^ wliere there was a genea-

logical table of the family (IV. i. [ii.] VIII. ).l During tliese prayers they prepared

the solemn repast. Some stript off the skin from the sheep and the oxen, with a knife

which was adorned with small bells (II. vi. VI. 5}H others roasted and grilled the

meats. They extracted the blood and the fat of the slain animals, and seasoned the

flesh (II. vi. V. and VI.). The lambs offered by the princes to their ancestors were

dyed red, 12 the colour of the Chow dynasty (II. vi. VI. 5). The princes offered also

in sacrifice white bulls and red bulls (IV. ii. IV. 4). 13

They invited to the feast tlie friends of the family, and gave them presents of

pieces of silk in baskets (II. i. I. l). 1^ During the festival they practised sliooting*

with the bow at a target (III. ii. II. 3),15 and each of those who hit it presented a

fall cup of wine to those who were unsuccessful (II. vii. VI. 1). At table, they

placed the guests on the left and right of the host (II. vii. YI. 1), according to their

rank and age (Doctrine of the Mean, XIX). Bells, drums, and other instruments of

music sounded in sign of rejoicing (II. vi. V. 6).

These instraments were the same as those which now-a^days are used for the

Chinese music. The Slie-king mentions the k'm, a kind of guitar with 5 or 7 strings

;

the shill, another guitar with 25 strings (I. i. I. 3: IT. vi. IV. 4); cymbals (I. v.

II .) 16 the sang, a flute with many tubes, fitted at the openiug with a thin metallic

plate which vibrated (II. i. I. 1; vi. IV. 4)!7 the heuen, a kind of flute with six holes

6 Yes, in each family
;
but all the illustrations are drawn from what took place in the royal family.

The ceremonies took place, it must be borne in mind, not in the house, bnt in the ancestral temple.

7 N . Possibly, if tlierc were no other member of the family or clan suitable for the position,

a child might fill it; but in general the representative of the dead was a grown-up man. M. Biot

observes in a nv te that this custom has always been preserved in China, and that it may be con-

nected with the ideas of the transmigration of souls. He adds tlmt it brings to mind the well

known custom in Thibet, where tlie officers of the court, on the deatli of every Lama, proceed to

choose an infant in the cradle to succeed him, recognizing from divers conventional signs liis

character as dnlarj-lwmi. Unfortunately for this ingenious speculation, tliere are the facts that the

personator of the dead was not a child, and that the custom lias not been preserved in China. It did

not continue in fact much, if at all, beyond the Chow dynasty. 7 (kung she) means

the representatives of the ancestors,—the former dukes of the House of CHoav. See the note on III.

ii. Hi. 3. 8 See the notes, o;i III. ii. IV. It must be borne in niind that tliere was not one
persoricator of the (lead only at these ancestral sacrifices. 0 See the note on the i^assage re-

ferred to. 10 Nothing of the kiad appears in IV. i. [ii.] VIII. 1 1 The king, presiding

at the sacrifice, used sucli a knife in killing the bull, or principal victim at the sacrifice. 2
This is a mere imagination of M. Biot. 13 Only to the duke of Chow did the marquises

of Loo sacrifice a white bull. See tlie note on the passage referred to. 14 The feast in II.

i. I. was not after a sacrifice see the notes upon it. 15 It is very doubtful whether such an

exercise was practised in coniiexion itli any sacrifk.ial feast. 16 No instrument of nnieio

is mentioned in I. v. II. I do not think that cymbals are anywhere mentioned in the She.

Possibly M. Biot may have in view the chinr/ in II iii. IV. 8, which I have called a jivyle. It

was used in war. 17 The s5 was a riuliuientary organ.
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(IT. v. V. 7) the cli
c
e^ a kind of cornet of baked earth, pierced in the side with six

holes (ib.)^ the Ving^ of square shape, and struck with a wand like our triangle,

and which was used to accompany the flute (II. vi. IV. 4^ IV. iii. I.). Other

instruments are called cWih and yu (IV. i. [ii.] V. tliey appear to have been flutes

with many tubes.2 1 There were also several kinds ofdrums (IV. iii. I.) The Chow
Le gives many details about the instruments of music in Book XXII. The large

memoir of Amyot on Chinese music, in the 6tli volume of tlie Memoirs by the

missionaries, may also be consulted.

The ordinary musicians were blind men (III. i. VIII. 4. IY. i. [ii.] V.). 4 The
blind man is arrived/ says this last ode and we call to mind also the passage in the

Shoo-king on the famous eclipse of Clmng-k'ang

—

1 The blind man has beaten liis

drum (Shoo, III. iv. 4).
J

II. vi. IV. 4 mentions tlie ritual songs Ta and Nan, the

former meaning, according to the commentary, songs taken from Parts IT. and III.

of the She-king, and tlie latter songs from the first two Books of Part I., and which

belonged to the two ancient States of Cliow-nan and Sliaou-nan, governed by the

early princes of the Cliow family

To the sound of the music tliey executed various dances. The dance wan was

grave (I. iii. XIII. 1 IV. ii IV. 4 iii. I.).^2 In the dance yoli^ they held an in-

etrument in tlieir hands (II. vi. IV. 4). They varied the position of the body by

bending and then straightening themselves (II. i. V. 3). 24: They also danced hold-

ing a feather in tlie right hand and a flute in the left (I. vi. III.; iii. XIII, 3). The

Cliow Le enumerates various kinds of dances in chapter XXII.

The dignitaries received at court said to the sovereign (III. i. VI.) :

—

i May your

happiness be like a large mountain, like an elevated plain, like a perpetual spring

may it increase like tlie moon going on to be foil; like the sun ascending
;
may your

body be preserved like the pine and the cypress whose leaves are always green !

J ^5

At special entertainments, tlie guests desired for the master of the house a life of

a thousand and ten thousand years (II. vi. IX. 3); tlmt lie might have an old age

such that his back would be wrinkled like that of a porpoise (III. ii. II. 4) ;
that he

might have at tlie age of 80 the vigour of a man of 50 and finally tliat lie might

preserve liis health for 11,000 years (IV. ii. IV. 5) .26

Formalities of Marriage.

Similar rejoicings took place at marriages. When two families wished to form a

matrimonical alliance, the negociation was conducted by a man and a woman, who

went to make tlie proposal to the two Houses (I. viii. VI. 3; xv. V. l).l This

18 The Aei/ew was not a flute at all. See the note on II. y. Y. 7 19 The c^e was of

bamboo; and the heuenoi baked eartli. 20 See Medhursfs dictionary on tlie k^iny

21 See the notes on IV. i. [ii.] V. The cl^uh and yu were not flutes, nor indeed instruments

of music at all. 22 In these passages M. Biot seems to liave taken as meaning the

dance wan, whereas loan was the najue of militanj dances, and ivoo of civil. 23 Yoh was not

the name of a dance, but of the flute which the (lancers held in their hands. 24 No doubt

they did so
;
but hardly says so. 25 This was on a particular occasion, at the con-

c.lusion we may suppose, of the feast following tlie seasonal sacrifices. 2G I do not know

anv place where this wish is expressed. II. ii. IVr . 5, 1. 15, desires for the ruler an old age ever

vigorous; but without any such specification, as Biot supposes, of the age of 80 and the vigour of

5 . I cannot think that
1^ in III. ii. IV. 5. 1. 1(3 is to be thus grotesquely

understood of 11,000 years, but, as in my translation, for—thousands and myriads of years.

1 I do not know that there were two go-betweens to a marriage, and certainly tlie idea of tlieir

representing the future partners is imaginary. The go-between might be of eitlier sex.
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usage still exists in China, in Tartary, and even in central Russia. The male and

female go-betweens were the representatives of the fature spouses, as it is expressed

in I. xv. V. 1,

* In hewing [the wood for] an axe-handle, how do you proceed?
Without another axe it cannot he done.
In tcaking a wife, how do you proceed?
Without a go-between it cannot be done.*

In the P c

e-p
4

a Ke, a drama of tlie 9th century, the go-between presents herself with

an axe as the emblem of her mission, and cites upon the subject this passage of the

She-king. The commentary does not say whether this custom of carrying an axe

as an emblem be ancient. The go-between makes even a parade of her learning in

explaining* to the fatlier of the young lady, whom she is come to ask for, why she

carries an axe.

Marriages were arranged at the commencement of the year before the ice was

melted by the return of the heat (I. iii. IX. 3) ;
and the ceremony took place at the

flowering of the peach tree (I. i. Yl.). Mention of these epoques is found in the

Hea Seaou ching? Tlie songs of rejoicing compare the bride to the flowers of the

peach and apncot-trees (I. ii. XIII. 2).

When the bride was of a noble family, she was conducted to her husband (I. v.

III. 2) in a chariot adorned with, feathers of the teih (a kind of pelican according

to the description of the commentary).3 Musicians and a numerous suite accom-

panied her (I. ii. I. The Yih, art. 54, Diagram The husband awaited his future

wife at tlie door of the house (I. viii. III.). The arrival of the cortege was the signal

for the commenceinent of the rejoicings (I. i. I., the epithalamium of king Wiln).

King Woo and his brother the duke of Chow consecrated by special reguliitions

tlie sanctity of mai'riage (I. ii. VI.).5 This ode speaks of ceremonies of engage nent

and of tlie intervention of the magistrate. Every union, wliich had not been so

consecrated was declared illegitimate, and the offenders were punished. I. vi. IX.

makes allusion to those regulations, and shows us a young lady who refuses to take

a husband witliout fulfiiling those formalities.

Generally they preferred marrying in their own district.^ A princess of the State

of Wei (Ho-nan) complains (I. iii. XIV.) of being married outside her own coun-

try. 6 I. i. IX. recommends young Chinese not to go to seek for wives on the other

side of the Han and the Keang in the country of the barbarians. 7 After having so-

journed in the house of her husband, the new wife returned to pass two or three

months with her parents.^ We have an example of this practice in the wife of king*

Wan (I. i. II. and III. )9 It exists in China at the present day.

The legitimate mfe could not be repudiated but for a very grave cause —slie was

then almost dishonoured. Thus in I. iii. X. a rejected wife bitterly bewails her lot,

while her husband is espousing another. On no pretext had a wife the right to

separate from her husband. A princess of the State of Wei forsaken by her husband,

who has taken a mistress, speaks of this mistress as her friend (I. iii. Ill ).l In

2 See the Journal Asintique, for December, 1840. 3 The teih was a pheasant. 3 The

diagram says nothing on the subject. 5 This ode refers to a time before the duke of

Cliow liad funned the code of Chow laws. 6 It was the contrary with ladies of noble birth.

The complaint in I. iii. XIV. is altogether of another matter. 7 Tlie meaning of this ode is

quite different. 8 Ode III. says nothing at all on the subject. 9 The return of the wife
to visit her parents is a subject on which opinions are much divided. 10 M. Biot h»is strangely
misunderstood this ode.
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the China of tliat time, as in the China of the present day, woman was generally

doomed to a state of inferior submission which deprived her of all elevated feeling

—lier sole duty was to serve her husband. The practice of having concubines, or

wives of a second grade, besides the legitiaiate wife, was frequent among the chiefs.

Concubines are mentioned in the 33d and (?) 37th articles of the Yih-king (the

diagrams 5^ and )• Every legitimate wife desired to be interred near her

husband (I. x. XI. 4, 5 .).
11 They esteemed widows who refused to marry again (I.

iv. I.). A married woman could not, during the time of the mourning, enter the

house of her deceased parents (I. iv. —she was not deemed sufficiently pure to

present herself in the place which had for the time become sacred. 12 The ancient

Chinese, like those of our days manifested a great indifference for tlie preservation

of female infants. A daughter who was born was regarded as a bai'den to the

family, while they rejoiced in the birth of a son, who would be the futui'e support of

his father (III. ii. II.). II. iv. V . establishes perfectly this contrast, representing to us

the maimer in which they received in the royal family the birth of a boy or of a girl

—

4 A son is born,

lie is placed upon a bed,

And clothed with brilliant stuffs.

They give him a semi-sceptre.
His cries are frequent.

They clothe the lower part of his body with red doth.
The master, the chief sovereign is born, and to him they give the empire.*

1 A daughter is born:—
r

J'hey place her on the ground
;

f

l'hey wrap her in common cloths;
r

l'hey place a tile near to her.

There is not in hor either good or evil.

Let her learn liovv to prepare the wine and cook the food.

Above all she ought to exert herself not to be a cliargc to her parents/lS

The present Chinese have still this custom of placing a tile upon the clothes of the

newly born daughter.^ They explain it by saying that formerly the women used a

tilo to press the cloth which they wove, and thus the tile which they place near the

infant is an emblem which indicates that tlie weaving of cloth will be her principal

occupation.

Domestic Manners and Slavery.

Several odes of the first Part of the She-king express the regrets of wives while

their husbands are absent on the service of the prince (I. ii. III. and VIII.; iii. (?).;

xi. VII. (?).; xii. X. (?).), and tlieir satisfaction when they return III. yiii. IV. (?).

Other odes, of a later date, during the decay of the Chow dyasty, deplore on the

contrary the relaxation of morality. The men are drunken and debauched, and the

women are immodest (I. iii. VII. and IX. iv. II. Y., VII. and VIII. xii. IX.).

We do not see in the She-king any notice which points clearly to the existence of

slavery properly so called, and this silence agrees with tlie custom of making, few

prisoners, which I have noted above. As tlie two terms noo and pei a male

slave a female slave) are not found in tlie classes of tlie population mentioned

11 The conclusion from the ode is too general. See in the Life of Confucius. Yol. I., proleg., p.

15. 12 This again is Biofs own imagination. Tlie case, for illustration of which we may refer

to I. iv. X., was,, that a lady married into anotlier State could not go back to her native State after

her parents were dead. 13 See the translation of these two stanzas at pp. 306, 307. ]4

I know of no such practice. M. Biot has aiisunderstood the lines
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in the Cliow le (Ch- II., parr. 44——53), doinestics being there designated by the name

of shin is
l

eeh ( a servant, a wife of the second grade), Chinese authors gener-

ally affirm that there were no slaves under the Chow dynasty. 1 But this assertion

is contradicted by a passage of tlie Sboo-kiug (V. xxiv. 4), where Pih-k 4

in, son of

the duke of Cliow, declares that the valets and women of the second rank who shall

have run away must be returned to their masters, and by a passage of the Chow-le

itself, (Ch. XIV. par. 22), where the officer in charge of the market is ordered to

control the sale of men, cattle, horses, arms, utensils, &c.

Punishments.

The punishment of mutilation is mentioned in the She-king. In IT. v. VI. a culprit

is condemned to become a eunucli, and laments his lot. 1 He becomes a sze-jin

(
).i This name, which signifies a man of the palace, and which is also found in

I. xii. I. 1, has long* been the designation for the eunuchs attached to the court. The

commentary on the She-king so explains it, and tlie complaints of the condemned in

II. v. VI. prove that he was about to under go a severe punishment. Mutilation is

mentioned in the Shoo-king, V. xxvii. 3, among the punishments appointed by king

Mali.

Proverbs and Prejudices.

We find some ancient Chinese proverbs quoted in the She-king, all of a very great

simplicity, and connected with the habits of a comitry life. 1 For example— ‘ Do not

a id mud to one in tlie mud (II. vii. IX. 6) ;

5 c There is no need to teach a monkey
to climb trees (ih.)^

c The sage himself can speak nonsense (TU. iii. II. 1) 4 He who
takes hold of a piece of liot iron hastens to plunge his hand into water (III. iii. III.

5);
J l He who wishes to remedy a public misfortune is like a man who wishes to

march against a violent wind (ib. 6J
4 Virtue is like a bair it is as flexible as one

(III. iii. YI. 6)/

There are in the She-king other proverbs as simple as these, which I shall not

quote
;
but I will mention two singular sayings which are found in these ancient

songs. Tlie one of them occurs in II. v. III. 8 f The sage does not speak im-

prudently, for tliere are ears near the walls of his chamber —which corresponds to

a common saying' in our language. The otliei’ appears to me equally curious. A
man, joyous at seeing once more one of his friends, says (II. iii. II. 3),

‘ I am as

satisfied as if tliey liad given me 100 sets of cowries.’ I woald take occasion to notice

here both tlie mention of the ancient practice of using shells for money, and the

singularity of this numerical appreciation of joy. Now-a-days the Chinese still say

in speaking of a fortunate event,
4

It is a joy of a thousand or ten thousand J—mean,

ing so many pieces of money. Chinese romances give us many examples of this

mode of speech, which would seem to belong exclusively to the language of finanicers.

1 The K*een-liing editors of the Chow-le in a note on cli.II. par. 52, refer to this other passage in
proof that anciently there were slaves, and also to the Yih, diagram 23, par. 4, proposing a differ-

ent interpretation of the in As the Chow-le^ XIV. 22. conflicts with the general opinion

that anciently there were no slaves, Wang T*aou says that it is not a work sufficiently anthenticated
to be appealed to for evidence on such a point.

1 See the notes on this ode.

1 It will be well for the render to refer to the various passages here adduced by M. Biot, and
the notes upon them iu tlie body of tliis volume.
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It is common with the Anglo-Americans (?), and characterizes very well the de-

velopment of the purely material interest among them as among the Chiuese.

Such are the principal characteristic traits which may be collected from the She-

king to fiirnish a general sketch of the ancient manners of the Chinese. I consider

it useful to add a brief notice of the historical facts which this collection contains.

These facts, united witli those which are set forth more methodically in tbe Shoo-

king, were the first landmarks of wliicli tbe famous Sze-ma Ts 4een availed himself,

in the 1st century n.c., to frame iu his Historical Records the history of ancient

China.

Facts of History. 1

Several odes mention the name of some of the sovereign chiefs of the early dynas-

ties. The labours of the great Yu are mentioned in II. vi. VI. 1, and III. iii. VII. 1.

III. i. X. 5 says that the course of the river Fung in Shen-se was regulated by him.

IV. iii. IV. 1 says positively that he delivered the world from the flood. The division

of the empire by him into principalities is mentioned in the 6th stanza of the same

ode. Keeh, the last sovereign of the dynasty of Hea, is named in the same stanza.

Tlie Book where this ode occurs is composed entirely of odes in honour of the second

dynasty, that of Sliang —the most ancient of all the odes. We find there (odes 3

and 4) an account of the miraculous birth of Seoh, the minister of Shun, to whom the

kings of Sliang traced their genealogy the mention of Seang-t^o, the grandson of

Seek (ode 4 tbe ealogium of Ch'ing-t^ng tbe first sovereign of Sliang (also ode 4)

;

and finally, (in odes 3 and 5), that of Woo-ting*, who reigned about 400 years after

Ch'ing-t'ung. The 3d ode says,
4 The Supreme Lord willed tliat Ch^ng-^ang should

liave under his orders the nine provinces or regions. These are the nine regions of

tbe Shoo-king 111. i.; they comprehended all under heaven C1

^ in other words,

the world then known to the Chinese. The same ode says,
c What is under the

heaven is limited by the four seas/ Among the greater part of the Chinese all

geography is still confined to these absurd notions.

The 4th ode of the same Book depicts with extraordinary energy the exaltation

of (yb
4

irig-t
cang, arming himself at the order of Heaven, against the tyrant Keeh

—

c His resolution is taken he seizes an axe tie rushes forward like a devouring fire

;

he cries,
u Who will dare to resist me r

5
* He defeats tlie chiefs of Wei and of Koo

lie attacks the chief of Keun-woo, and finally Keeh himself, the sovereign-chief of

Hea.’ Chcing-tcang cuts down first the three buds which are attached to the new

shoot. Keeh is'the plant, and the other chiefs who were on his side are represented

by the three buds. This comparison is a very singular one.

The expedition of Woo-ting against the strange tribes of Hoo-kwang,

,
those of

King-ts^o, is mentioned in ode 5 of the same Book, and A-hang, the principal

minister of Cli^ng-t'ang in ode 4.

The odes of the first and second Books of Part III. celebrate the origin of the

family of Chow, and the great victory of king Woo over the last sovereign chief

of the Shang family. II. i. relates the miraculous birth of K l

e, tbe great ancestor

of the family and the first minister of agTiculture under Sliun from which lie derived

his name of How-tseih,
c superintendent of millet/ under which he is invoked. Duke

1 I do not offer nny criticisms on tlie statements on this article but only refer tlie reader to

tlie odes referred tu, and l lie notes upon theiii.
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Lew, his descendant, who established himself, on the west of the Yellow river, in

Shen-se, is celebrated in ocle VI. of the same Book, which is attributed to the duko

of Shaou, the second brother of king Woo. Accorcliag to this ode, dake Lew found-

ed a city, determined its position or boundaries by the shadow of the suu, built houses

for travellers and knew how to cross rivers with boats or on bridges. Beside3

this, he extracted iron from mines, and stone from quarries, and regulated tlie land

tax. The text does not indicate the rate of this tax. III. i. does not go higher

than T c

an-foo, or the ancient duke, the grandfather of king Wan, and relates that

this cliief transported his tribe to the foot of mount K.e. 1 have already cited tliia

ode, which says that T ;

an-foo and liis people lived at firsfc in caves. I have explained,

by the devastations of the Tartar hordes, the rapid destruction of the first establish-

ments made by cl like Lew. T'an-foo is also called king T*ae, tlie great king or the

great sovereign (HI. i. VII.). This ode names his two sons, king Ke or Ke-leih,

and T c

ae-pih, of whom the younger, king Ke, is chosen to succeed to the command.
Ode VI. contains the eulogiain of Chow Keang, wife of T*an-foo, and of T ;

ae-jin,

her daughter-in-law, the mother of king Wan. This prince and his son king Woo
are celebrated in too many odes for me to make extracts from them in detail. The
two brothers of king Woo, the dukes of Chow and Shaou, so called from the names
of tlieir principalities, Chow and Shaou, are credited with the composition of a great

number of tlie ritual songs of the She-kiag, and are both celebrated and named in

several odes. I will mention, for the duke of Chow, I. xv. IV., and IV. ii. IV., and

for the duke of Sliaou, I. ii. V., and III. iii. VIII., and XL
Wei-tsze [the viscount of Wei], tlie brother of the tyrant Chow, became prince of

Sung, on submitting himself to king Woo. His descendants, as well as the princes

of Ke, who were descended from the sovereigns of Hea, always preserved the privi-

lege of taking part, along with the king of the family of Chow, in the ceremonj to

ancestors (IV. i. [ii.] III.). We fiad this passage quoted in the Doctrine of the

Mean, ch. XXIX. King- C^ing, the just king, the son of king Woo, is celebrated

in III. ii. VII. and VII [. In this same Part of the She-kiag*, iii. I. is directed

against king Le, says that the world is filled with robbers, and makes allusion to the

disorders which augDient through the carelessness of king Le. Ode IV. contains

tlie prayers of his son and successor, king Seuen, requesting from Heaven the end

of a great drought. Under the same prince, ode V. celebrates the earl of Sliin, king

Seuen^ uncle, and ode VI., Chung Shan-foo, the grand-master, in the name of the

sovereign. Ode VII. describes the visit of tlie marquis of Han to tlie royal court,

and vaunts the riches of liis country of Han. In ode VIII. Hoo, earl of Shaou, a

general of king Seuen, marches against tlie barbarians of the south, on the Ke.ing

and the Han, and against the wild E tribes, which occupied the valley of tlie Hwae.
The ode sajs that after this expedition all was pacified and reduced to order as far aa

the sea of the south and here, as in the Historical Records, under the 37th year of

the first emperor of Ts'in, this expression, the sea of the south, simply designates the

sea which borders Cheh-keang, then the country of Tueh, and extends to the mouth

of the Keang.

Ode IX. celebrates another expedition directed by king Senen in person against

tlie barbarians of the Hwae, in the country of Foo and Sen, the names of which still

belong to districts on tlie left bank of the Hwae. KangSeaen subdues everything be-

fore him. The style of this ode is very spirited, with a warlike ardour which we see in
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three or four odes, all official, of the She-king. The expeditions which I have just

mentioned took place about the year 826 before our era.

Tho troubles of the reign of king Yew are announced in II. iv. IX., with the men-

tion of the solar eclipse of the year b.c. 776, which begins the certain chronology of

China. Odes VII., VIII., and IX of the same Book deplore tlio wickedness of tho

beautiful Paou Sze, who proved tlie destruction of king Yew, and the general dis-

order of the kingdom. I[. iv. VIII., y. HI,, and III. iii. VIII. and IX. relate to the

same subject. The 10th ode of the 3d Bk. says •—

*Never will the misfortunes cease,

While there shall be at court the wife and the ennuclis/

These last are designated by tho character 520 (^), literally officers of the palace .

and the interpretation of the commentators is verified by II. v. VI., where a man is

in despair at being condemned to be a sze in the palace, as his punishment for a

grave fault. After the re-establishraeut in the c.apital of king Yew^ son, the feeble

king- P'ing, we find some sze or eaauchs attached to the palace of duke Seang, prince

of IVin (I. xi. I.j.

In I. xi., which contains the songs of tho Sfcate of Ts {

in, odo VI. deplores tho

death of three brothers, killed at the tomb of dake Muh, in the year 621 B.c. Tlie

Tso Clmen gives 177 individuals as killed or buried alive at tlie bloody funeral rites

of this princo. The o le expresses astonishment at this barbarous sacrifice, a custom

which had been recently taken from the Tartars.

I have moationed the names of several foreign tribes of which we read in tlie

She -king*. We see there, on tlio north and tho norfcliYvest the Heen-yun and tlie

Jang*, who occapied the plateau of T cae-yuon under Se len (II. iii. III.); on the

b )iifch, tho Man and the King, settled in tho valleys of tlio Kcang and the Han (II[.

iii. V[. (?); aiul to tlio west, tlie uncivilized tribes of the Jl'vae and of Seu. These

iioighboariug savages came to plaader the Imsbandmon in the lower valley of the

Yellow river, and we thus recognize perfectly the limits of the Chinese empire of

this period. Tlio first principalities, or foaJatory divisioas, established by king*

"W^o, were in general of small exteiit. Ii I. v. VII. a princess of Wei regrets that

bIio was not able to go to her son wlio was become prince of Sung*. She says,

4 Xovertlieloss from our district or city of Wei we can see that of Sung* by standing

on tiptoe. The little river which separates the two countries may be crossed by

throwing into it some reeds.
1

The wara of one small State with another, which multiplied during the decay of

tlio Chow dynasty, desolated the plains and ruined the small farmers, as we perceive

in various odes. In I. iii. XVT

£. the families of the country of Wei fly to avoid tlie

evils of war. In I. iv. VI. a prince of Wei retreats, in i?.c. G60, before tlio barbarians

of fcho north, and passes to the other side of tho Yellow river, to fix himself ia the

territory of tho present department of Kwei-tih. I. vi. VI. and VI [. deplore the in-

testine wars iu the time of king P'ing-. In ode V. of the same Book a woman is

nbandoried by her husband, who can no longer support her. Tlie settlers emigrate

from the small State of Wei in tlie pres. Slian-se, as related in I. ix. VII.

Oblior emigrants bewail their lob iu II. iii. VII., and iv. IV. An orphan deplores liis

isolation in I. x. VI. A pool' mau laments his condition in II. viii. VI. In ode IX. of

the same Book a man cries out, ‘ If my parents had known that I should be thus

miserable, they would not have brought me iuto the world. * The same weariness
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of life appears in II. iv. VIII. III. ii. X. upbraids the passiveness of certain good men^

who kept themselves quiet like the infant she, or personator of the dead in the

ceremonies it advises them to listen to tlie complaints of the poor farmers, wlio

carry on their shoulders the plants they have cat down, i.e
,
who perform painful la-

bours. OJo I. of tlie nexfc Book regrets the loss of the ancienfc majesty of tlie

royal court.

Such is a slight sketch of tlie data famished by the She-king* for the history of

the wars and revolutions of ancient China. We have seen the notices much moro

immorous wliich. it supplies us with for the history of the manners of tbis early age,

and which, serve to justify or illustrate the faller exhibitions of tlie Le Ke, as the

others became the base of the memoirs by Sze-ma Ts c

een.

To complete my labour, I had prepared a table of tlie quadrupeds, birds, fishes,

reptiles, and vegetables mentioned in the She-king. As all the odes in this collection

relate to the countries comprised between the 33rcl and 38fch degrees of latitude, it

appeared to me desirable to study both the species of the animal kingdom and of

the vegetable kingdoLa, wliich formerly existed on this zone of eastern Asia, and I

should say that this same thought occiirred before me to a Chinese author, who haa

written a special treatise precisely on this subject. M. Jalien was good enough to

procure for me from liis library this Work, adorned with figures, and mentioned ia

the Chrestomathy of M. Bridgman. I liave been able to consuU, besides, tlie identi-

fications given by M. Remusat in his general index to the Japanese encyclopaedia,

vol. XT. of Notices of Manuscripts. Unfortunately, those helps were still insufficient

to afford a sure identification of all the names mentioned in the She-king with the

species which we are acquainted with. The animals may generally be recognized,

because their names have not varied. The figures of the Japanese Encyclopedia

and of tlie treatise to wliicli I have referred being liappily accompanied wi tli descrip-

tions, we learn that different species sucli as the tiger, tlie leopard, the rhinoceros,

and the jackal, were successively driven from northern and central China by the

clearing of the forests. We find unmistakeable mention of the monkey, and the

elephant would appear to have existed in eastern China from the 25th to the 28th

degree of latitude. But there is still uncertainty about some species of which tlio

description is mingled with fables. As for the vegetables, the figures in the Pun-

ts
c

aou, the Japanese Encyclop (nedia, and the Chinese treatise, are excessively incorrect,

and the descriptions are very vague. Tlie author of tlie treatise proves even that

frequently one and the same name designates different vegetable species in different

parts of Ghina, and tlie commentators themselves often vary in tlie identification of

tlie name in the She-king with tlie plants which they know according to their Pun-

ts
caou.

With elements so uncertain I believe it more prnclent not to publish the table

wliich I had prepared. I refer the reader to tlie notes appended by Lacharme to his

translation of the Slie-king-, and will here terminate my researches on a monument
so curious and so authentic of the ancient Chinese civilization.
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CHAPTER V.

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL WORKS WHICH HAVE BEEN CONSULTED

IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS VOLUME.

SECTION I.

CHINESE WORKS
;
WITH BUIEF NO l'ICES OF THEM.

1. In the (see proleg. to vol. I., p. 129):

—

[i.] containing Maous Explanations of the She (see

p. 11; but whether this was the work of Maou Chang, as there

stated, or of his predecessor ]\Iaon Hang, is not positively deter-

mined), and Ch‘iiig K‘ang-sliiiig’s ‘Supplementary Commentary to

the She of Maou (see also p. 11),' with his 1 Chronological Introduc-

tion to the She (pp. 11, 12).' There are in it also of course K‘urig

Ying-tah's own paraphrase of Maou and Cluing (jE^), and sup-

plemental discussions, Avith citations from WangSuhs( Works
on the She, from Lg'v Choh ( and LS'v Heuen ( ) of the

Suy dynasty, and from other early writers. The edition which I have

used is beautifully printed, and appeared in 1815 (

) under the supervision of Yuen Yuen (see

proleg. to vol. I., p. 133). It contains his examination of the text

ofallK‘ung Ying-tah’s work( );—a very valuable

addition.

[ii.] _ . See proleg. to vol. III. p. 201.

3. _ ‘Co npilation and Digest of Com-

ments and Remarks on tlie She-king. By imperial authority.
5

In

21 chapters; with an appendix containing the Prefaces, and Choo

He's examination and discussion of them,—in whole, and in detail.

It was commaiided towards the end of the period K‘ang-he, and I

liave generally called it the K sang-l)e She; but it did not appear till

1727, the 5th year of the period Yung-ching. The plan of it is

similar to tlie imperial edition of the Shoo-king, which I have

described in the proleg. to vol. III., p. 201; and it is entitled to

equal praise. The compilers drew in the preparation of it from 260

writers:— 1 of tlie Chow dynasty; 25 of the Han 3 of the kingdom

of Wei; 2 of that of Woo; 4 of the Tsin dynasty; 2 of the Leang; 1
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of the northern Wei; 1 of the Suy
;
lo of the T cang; 1 of the Posterior

Tsin; 1 of the southern T'ang; 94 of the Sung; 23 of the Yuen and

87 of the Ming.

Immediately after the text there follows always the commentary
of Choo He in his ‘ Collected Comments on the She ( ;’ and

this the editors maintain as the orthodox interpretation of the odes,

wliile yet they advocate, in their own 4 decisions/ wherever they

can, the view given by Maou in accordance with the Little Preface.

Choos commentary was published in the winter of 1177. My own
opinion on Clioo^ principle of interpretation, and on the Preface,

has been given in Chapter II. of these prolegomena, and in many
places when treating of particular odes.

4. I have made frequent reference to the imperial editions of the

Ch 4un T^se^v and the Le Ke;—and also to those of the Chow Le
( ) ail(l the E L^J )•

8. The ‘ Leu’s Readings in

tlie She for his Family School; in 32 chapters.’ The author of this

work was Leu Tsoo-k‘Sen ( or Leu Pih-kung ( X a con-

temporary of Choo He (born 1137; died 1181). It gives not

only tlie authors view of the text, but those of 44 other scholars,

from Maou down to Choo, very distinctly quoted. The peculiarity

of it is, that the explanations of Choo He which are adduced are tliose

held by liim. at an early period, before he had discarded the authority

of the Prefaces. In 1182 Choo wrote a preface to Leu's Work, saying

that the views attributed to him in it were those of Iiis youth, { shallow

and poor/ and he regretted that Pili-kung had died before he had

an opportunity of discussing them anew with him. To the Work he

assigns tlie characters of comprehensiveness, clearness, and mildness.

The edition in my possession is a beautiful one, published in 1811.

9.

‘Supplemental Commentary to the She; in

30 chapters.’ The writer mentions only his style of Yih-cliae ( )

but Choo E-tsun and others have identified him with Fan Ch 4

oo-e

( ) another great scholar of the 12th century, who took ligh

rank among the graduates of the third degree in tlie Shaou-hing( period. He was a vehement advocate of the Prefaces, and

of Maou's views; but he was not sufficiently careful in his citation of

authorities.

10.

‘ Collected Explanations of Maou’s

She; in 42 chapters.’ By whom this work was first edited I do not

know; but it contains the views of three scholars, all of the first half
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of the 12th century:—_Le Ch‘oo ( styled and );

H'vang Heun ( j
styled ) and Le Yung ( ). They

were all natives of Fuh-kcen province. Cl^oo was a near relative of

Lin Che-k 4

e, of whose commentary on the Shoo I have spoken

in the proleg. to vol. III., p. 202 —of vast erudition, yet possessing a

mind of liis own. Why his interpretations and tliose of Hwang Heun

were edited together, it would be difficult to say, for they do not

always agree in opinion. Le Yung's remarks are supplemental to

those of the two others.

11.
(A Commentary on the She, from all

sources; in 36 chapters.
5

This is the famous commentary on the

Slie, by Yen lYan ( styled and ) to which 1 have

made very frequent reference. The preface of the author, telling

us how he made his commentary in the first place for the benefit of

liis two sons, is dated in the summer of 1248. In general he agrees

with the conclusions of Leu Tsoo-k 4een; but he Avas familiar with

the labours of all his predecessors, and was not afraid to strike ouf,

when he thought it necessary, independent views of his own. His

view of the Prefaces has been nieutioned on p. 32. Among all the

commentators on the She of the Sung dynasty, I rank Yen Ts (an

next to Choo He.

1 2 . ’ ‘A Supplement to the Commentary on the

She; in six chapters.’ This is a 'vork by Choo KSen ( ; styled

) a grandson of Choo He. It was intended, no doubt, specially to

supplement Choo {

s great Work, and the materials were mainly drawn
from liis recorded remarks upon the odes, and which were not includ-

ed in it.

13.
— ‘Talk about some of the Odes; in one chapter/

This is a small treatise of hardly a dozen p.aragraplis, on the mean-

ing of passages in a few of the Ya and the Sung
:
by a Chang Luy

(_ st.yled ) a writer of the last quarter of the 11th

century.

14. ‘Doubts about the She; in two chapters.’ By
Wang Loo-chae, or Wang Pih, whose l Doubts about the Shoo

1

is

mentioned in the proleg. to vol. III. p. 203. The author was of

the school of Choo He; but he was freer in his way of thinking

about the Classical Books even than the great master; contending that

many of the present odes were never in the old collection sanc-

tioned by Confucius, and that many more have got transposed from
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their proper places. His t'.vo chapters are worth reading as spe-

cimens of Chinese rationalism.

15 1G. ; " .

‘ Coinmentai on tlie Slie; iu

one chapter
,

;

4 Tractate on the Slie; in one chapter.
1

Both of these

treatises are found in the collection of the 4 Books of Han and Wei':

—the former ascribed to Confucius's disciple, Tsze-kung the latter

to Shin P (

ei, mentioned on p. 8 in connexion with the old Text of

Loo. They are acknowledged, now, however, to be forgeries, tlie

Work of a Fung Fang (; styled ) a scholar of tlie iling

dynasty, in the first half of the lGtli century. If the treatise ascribed

to Tsze-kung were genuine, we should have to reconsider many of

the current opinions about the She but neither of the forgeries lias

any intrinsic value.

17 . • ‘An Exposition of Maou’s She from

six points of view in four chapters.’ This is a more extensive

Work than we might suppose from its being merely in four chapters.

It is interesting as being the Work of Seu K\vang-k‘e ( ;

styled the most famous of the converts of j\Iattc Ricci; though

there is nothing in it, so far as i have observed, to indicate the rni-

tliors Christianity, if indeed it was written after his conversion. The
copy which I have used, belonging to Wang T'aon, is the original

one, published, according to a preface by a friend of the autlior, in

1617. Sen’s { six points of view’ are Choo He’s interpretations(
•f$) the interpretations of Maou and Cliing( ) new interpreta-

tions of others and himself ( ,1^ ^); illustrations from old poems and

essays() the names of birds, animals, and plants ( ) am.l

the rhymes (.TF Ht). It is a valuable compilation. It 1ms been re-

published with considerable alterations by a Fan Fang (^>^)'> of tlie

present dymisty.

19.
{ The .S:he and the Preface to it fully

discussed in 24 chapters.
5

This may be called the cotninentary on the

She of the present dynasty, by Keang Ping-chang( J style(l

ami ) publis ed first in 17G2. He would appear to have
published an earlier Work, called of which this is an

enlirgenient. His view of the Preface lias been alluded to in p. 32.

Though very often opposed to Choo He, he is not slow to acknow-

ledge his great merits, and to adopt in many cases his interpretations

in preference to tliose of the old school. The work is tlioroughly

honest and able not without its errors and prejudices, but deserving

to rank with tliose of Maou, Clioo He, and Yen Ts^an.
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20.

‘ Explanations of Maou’s She from

all sources; in 30 chapters.' This work exists as yet only in manu-

script, and was prepared, expressly for my own assistance, by my
friend Wang T laou (

; styled and )• There is no

available source of information on the text and its meaning which

the writer has not laid under contribution. The Works which he

lias laid under contribution,—few of them professed commentaries

on the She,—amount to 124. Whatever completeness belongs to

my own Work is in a great measure owing to this:—the only

defect in it is tlie excessive devotion throughout to the views of

Maou. I hope the author will yet be encouraged to publish it for

the benefit of his countrymen.

21. I ; . See the proleg. to

vol. I., p. 131. This work is on the same plan as the Complete

Digest of tlie Four Books,' there described; by Tsow Shing-mih

( styled ) first published in 1763.

M •

‘

; … Supplement to Choo

He's coimnentary on the She, and tlie Amplification of the meaning;

in 8 chapters.
1

This work, of the same nature as the preceding, but

differently arranged;—by a Shin Le-lung ( ) of Hang-chow.

It appeared first in 1689. witli a preface by a Koo P‘aou-wSn (

styled )• There is a very good set of plates at the com-

mencement.

23. ‘The Essence and Flower of the She.’ In 8

chapters; by Sgeh KSa-ying ( styled ) a scholar of

Fuli-keen province;—published in 1825. This is one of the most

valuable and uselul of all the works on the Slie which I have consult-

ed. The writer cannot be said to belong to either of the schools,

but has honestly and successfully used his own mind, according to

the rule of Mencius for the interpretation of the odes, before piling-

ing into the ocean of commentaries.

24. ‘ Tlie Correct Meaning and Order of the odes;

in 8 chapters.’ It is difficult to translate tlie title ( of this

Work 'vliicli is taken from Confucius’ account of li is labours on the

She ill Ana. IX. xiv. The autl or, Le K'vang-te ( ) was one

of the great scholars of the K 4an -he period. He began this Work,

he tellb us in tlie winter of 1717, and finished it in the spring of

1718. Heliasmanypeculiarvie'vsaboutt.hesubjectsandarrange-

ments of the odes, but not much that is valuable in t.he explanation

of the text.
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25. Maou K‘e-ling
(

see proleg. to vol. I. p. 132) has

several treatises on the She, most of which were at one time em-

bodied in a large work in 38 chapters, of which he lost tlie manu-

script. They are:

—

[i.] .

_ 0 .

fiii.]
! f

[iv.] . This is occupied with the two

forged Works mentioned above (15, 16).

[v.] the name of a college in Kiiang-se, 'vliei'e the con-

versations and discussions were held) ~
•

[vi.]
z

•

32. The cout.ains a reprint of some of Maou’s

Treatises, and of many others on the She. I have found assistance

in consulting

—

[i.] .

4Mao u’s She, according to the

views of the old school; in 30 chapters.
5

I do not know a more ex-

haustive work than this from the authors point of view. He was
a Ch s

in K‘e-yuen
(

styled of KSang-soo. His work
was published in 1687, and had occupied him for 14 }

rears, clurii)"'

which he thrice wrote out his manuscripts. He is a thorough ad-

vocate of the old school, and is in continual conflict with Choo He,

Gow-yang Sew, Leu Tsoo-k'een, Yen Ts (an, and especially Lew Kin
of the Ming dynasty.

[H.] ‘An Ex^ination of the She of Maou
and Ch‘ing; in 4 chapters.’ By Tae Chi styled

and ) a great scholar mainly of tlie K^een-lung period.

He carefully examines all the instances where the views of Ch cing

differ from those of Maon, and does not hesitate to decide against

the one or the other according to his own views.

[iii.]
4 Supplemental (Jomments on tl e She;

in 2 chapters.’ Also by Tae Chin.

!>. ] _ f . This is Maou's commentary on

the She, revised and edited by Twan Yuh-tsae (see p. 101); proba-

bly the most correct edition of Maous text which is to be found.

It was published first in 1796.

[v.] ‘The rudimentary Learning applied to the

She-king; in 4 chapters.' This treatise is also by Twan Yuh-tsae;

—

an examination of the readings of the She, dilFerent from those of

Maou, gathered from all sources.
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0::] _ _ See on 1.

[vii.]
‘ Sup )k;merital Excursus to Maou’s

She; in 5 chapters.’ By Tsliaou Seun
( styled and

who took his second literary degree in 1801. The name of

tlie Work is taken from K lung Ying-tahs with errors and

defects in Avliich, as he fancies, the writer mainly occupies himself.

[viii.] , ‘Lessons in the She transmitted; in 3

chapters/ By Wang Yin-che
(

styled ) a high of-

ficer of the present dynasty who. took the 3d place among the can-

didates tor the llaii-liu college in 1799. In this Work he gives the

views of the She which lie had received from his father, wlio was

ulso a great scliolur;——hence its name.

[ix.] ‘An Explanation of the Particles em-

ployed in the classics .and other writings; in 10 chapters.’ This

work is by tlie same author; and thougli not specially on the Shc
5

it has been to ine of tlie utmost value. See a full account of it in M.

Jullen's ^yntuxe Nouvclle (le la Lungue Chinoise,' vol. I., pp. 153

—

231.

[x.] ‘The meaniu^ of Maou’s She mi-

folded; in 24 chapters.’ By Le Foo-p‘ing( );—on the side

of the old school.

[xi.] , ‘On the points of agreement

aiui disagreement, between Maou Jind Cluing upon the She in 2

clmpters.’ By Ts3>ng Ch £aou
(

styled ) a native of

Nan-liae district, Canton province.

[xiii.] . ‘Exhibition find Discussion of the

different readings of the three other Texts and those of Maou. In

2 chapters; by Fung Tang-foo
( ) a scholar and officer of

the Tuou-kwang period.

44.

. A 'vm’k of the same nature

as the precccTmg. By Fmi Kiia-sljang
(

of tlie period

K‘Sen-lung; subsequently revised by a Yeh Keun
(

styled

)•

45.

Mf.‘Haii,sIllu>stnitionsoftlieSliefrom()xtcrn-

al Sources.' See on p. 10, and pp. 87—95.

4G. ‘On the Plants, Trees,

Birds, Animals, Insects, and Fishes, in Maou's She in two chapters.'

By Lull Ke of the kingdom Woo
( [more probably ];

styled : bom a.d. 2G0, died 303). This is the oldest Work

on the subject with which it is occupied. Tlie original Work was
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lost.; ancl that now current was compiled, it is not known when or by

whom, mainly from K lung Ying-tah's constant quotations of it.

47.

‘ Explanation oi‘N;uut;s ami Things

in Maous She; in 20 chapters.' A Work of the same character us

the above, but more extensive; by Ts‘ae Peen ( styled )

a scliolai of the Sung dynasty, in the second half of the 11th cen-

tury. He commences with the names of heaven; goes on to the

cereals; plants and grasses; trees; birds; animals; insects; fishes;

horses and miscellaneous objects, such as garments, the ancestral

temple, &c.

48.

‘Supplement to the Ui h-ya in 30 chapters.’

By Lull TSen ( f styled: bora a .d . 1042, died 1102).

Teen was a disciple of Wang Gan-sliih, and a very voluminous

writer; but only this P le-ya survives of all his Works. He is less

careful in describing the appearance of his sul)jects tlian in discuss-

ing the meaning of their names. Beginning with fishes, first among
which is the dragon, lie proceeds to animals; then to birds; then to

insects; specially to horses; to trees; to grasses and plants; to the

names of heaven, and skyey phaenomena. There were originally

other chapters; but the}7 are lost.

49.

) ‘Examination of Names a id Things,

as given in Choo He's She and Commentary, from all sources; in

eight chapters.
5 By Heu Kien

(
) one of the most famous

scholars of the Yuen dynasty, in the first half of the 14th cen-

tuiy. He had studied under Wang Pill (see 14), whose ^Doubts'

had left their influence on his mind.

50.

‘The Names a id Tilings in Maou’s

She in brief; in 4 cliapters.' Published in 1763, by Choo Hwan
( ;

styled ). He arranges his subjects under the four

heads of Heaven, Earth, Man, and Things ( ) that is,

celestial Beings and pheenomena; the earth, with its mountains,

springs, States, &c.; man's works, dignities, garments, &c.; and birds,

beasts, plants, trees, insects, and fishes.

51.

’ ‘Plates aiicl Descriptions of the

objects meiitioned in Maou’s She; iit 9 diq)tei s.’ Published in

1769, by Seu Ting
(

stylecl _ He tells us that, it cost

liim 20 years' labour. It is a very useful manual on the subject.

The author gives a multitude of descriptions from v tarious sources;

and generally concludes with his own opinion, occasionully new and

reliable. The plates are poor.
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‘An inquiry into the various objects

mentioned in Maou’s She, with plates; in 7 chapters.’ This is the work
of a Japanese scholar, and physician who calls himself KangYuen-fung
( of Lang-hwa ( taking up first the grasses ai

plants; then trees; birds; animals; insects; and fishes. He seldom

gives any other descriptions than those of Maou and Choo. The
plates are in general exquisitely done, and would do credit to any

wood engraver of Europe. The book, though not containing quite

all the objects mentioned in the Slie, has been of more use to me
than all the other books of the same class together. My edition

contains a recommendatory preface by a f

dated in the winter of 1785 ( )•

53.

; • These three Works are all contain-

ed in the 0 1(
<

11 18 41 19 1)116 1)1* (111(^ 118 £1^ 611-

woo, mentioned and made use of in the first and second sections of

chapter III. of these prolegomena.

54. .1'
1 8 8 1 116''’ 1^ 1

1

1
1

'^11 1111 6 111611-

tioned and freely quoted from in the same sections;—on the ancient

pronunciation and rhymes of the characters. It also is contained

in the same collection, chapters 661—666.

55.
4 Adjustment of ancient rhymes; in 4

cliapters/ By Keang Yung. See p. 98. I have this Work re-

printed in two different Collections. One of them is styled •
'vliich appeared in 1853, published at the expense of a

wealthy gentleman of Nan-hae, department Kwang-chow, in Canton

province, called Woo TVung-yaou
(

). It contains up-

wards of a hundred Works, many of them rare and valuable, mostly

of the present dynasty, but others of the T 4ang, Sung, Yuen, and

Ming dynasties, selected fVom the publisher’s library, called .

One of. these the ami a continuation of it, giving the years

of the birth and death of many of the most eminent scholars and

others in Chinese history, have been very useful.

The other Collection is styled published in the

same 'vay from the stores of 1 is library
( ) in 1844 by

Ts‘iien rfe-tsoo (
styled ) a gentleman of Sung-

keang dept., Keang-soo. It contains 18 Works on the classics; 28

on the histories; 60 on the pliilosophers or writers on general sub-

jects; and 4 miscellanies.

The Dictionaries and Books of general reference, mentioned in

the list of Works consulted in tlie preparation of vol. III., have,
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most of them, been referred to as occasion required; and to them

there are to be added the dictionary of the 6th century; the

see on pp. 104—106) ;
the , written about the close of

the Sung dynasty; the an appendix [Wings] to the Urh-ya,

by Lo yuen
(

styled and ) of the 12th ce i:y,

—a Work analogous to the above, but superior t.o it; the iji

an exhaustive Work in 230 chapters of Description, and 50

chapters of Plates, on the Chow Le, the E Le, and the Le Ke, by

Lin Ch 4ang-e
( styled and _.) anativeofFuh-

keen, who was able, after 30 years of labour, to submit his manuscript

for imperial inspection in 1852; and the various poets and Collections

of poems here and there referred to in these prolegomena.

SECTION II.

TRANSLATIONS A^D OTHER FOREIGN WORKS.

Besides most of the Works mentioned in the prolegomena to former

volumes, I have used:

—

Cokfucii She-king, sive Liber Caeminum. Ex Latina P. Lacharme

interpretatione edidit Julius Molil. Stuttgartice et Tubingas: 1830.

Systema Phoneticum scripture Sestic^:. Auctore J. M. Callery,

Missionario Apostolico in Sinis. Macao: 1841.

POESEOS SlNICiE CoMMENTAEII The POETRY OF THE CHINESE. By-

Sir John Francis Davis. New and augmented edition. London:

1870.

Notes on Chinese Literature. By A. Wylie Esq. Shanghae: 1867.

Poesies de l'epoque des Thang traduites clu Ohinois pour la

premiere fois, avec une etude sur Fart Poetique en Chine; par Le
Marquis D’Hervey Saint-Denys. Paris: 1862.

Contributions towards the Materia Medica and Natueal His-

tory of China. By Frederick Porter Smith, M.B., Medical missionary

in Central China. Shang-hae: 1871.

Notes and Queries on China and Japan. Edited by N.B. Dennys.

Hongkong: 1867 to 1869.

The Chinese Recoeder and Missionary Jouenal. Published at

Foo-chow. Now in its third year.
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God in History, or The progress of Man's Faith in the Moral

Order of' the World. 15y C. J. Baron Bunsen. Translated from the

German. London: 1870.

Flora Hongkongensis: a Description of the Flowering plants

and ferns of the Island of Mong-kong. By George Bentham, Y.P.

L.S. London: 1861.
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THE SIIE KING.

1 Kican-lcwan go the ospreys,

On the islet in the river.

The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:—
For our prince a good mate she.

2 Here long, there short, is the duckweed,
To the left, to the right, borne about by the current.

The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:

—

Waking and sleeping, he sought her.

Title of the whole Work,- - ‘ The

Book of Poems,** or simply 4 The Poems.'

13y poetry, according to the Great Preface and

the views generaliv of Chinese scholars, is deno-

ted the expression, in rhymed words, of thought

impregnated with feeling; vliich, so far as it

goes, is a pood account of tliis species of com-
position. In the collection bofyre uc, there were

originally 311 pieces but of six of them there
are only the titles remaining. Tliey are gener-
ally short; notone of them, indeed, is a long
poem. Father Lacharme calls the Book .

4 Liber
Carminum^ and with most English writers the
oriliiiary designation of it lias been ‘ r

riie Book
of Odes.* 1 can think of no better name for the
several pieces than Ode, understanding by that
torn a short lyric pocni. Confucius himself ib

said to have * tiittd them to the stfing.*

1

PART I.

LESSONS FROM THE STATES.

BOOK I. THE ODES OF CHOW AND THE SOUTH.I
s

1

IIolg



TI1E SHE KING. PART I.

Title of the Part — — ‘Part I.

Lessons from the States/ In the Cliinese,

among the wild tribes of the west and north

;

and there liis descendants remained till the

j

time of duke Lew, ^iio returned to China in

B.C. 1.796, and made a settlement in Pin

() the site of wliicli is pointed out, 30 le to

the west of the present dis. city of 8an-shwuy

*Part I.,* stands last, while our western i liom
requires that it should be placed first. The

translation of
J^j

by 4 Lessons from the

States
J

has been vindicated in the notes oil the in the small dep. of Fin-chow
Great Preface. Sir John Davis translates the
characters by 4 The Maimers of the diflerent

States* (art. on the Poetry of the Chinese.
Transactions of the Koy«l Asiatic Society ; May,
1820). Similarly, the French Sinologues ren-
der them by ‘Les Mccurs cies r())aimies.’ But
in ‘Lessons’ ami 4 Manners/ the metai)horical

use of
’

4 wind/ is equally unnpparent.

Choo He says:—-The pieces are called funtj,

because they owe their origin to and are descrip-
tive of the influence produced by superiors, and
the exhibition of this is again sufficient to af-

fect men, just as things give forth sound, when
moved by the winrl, and their sound is again

sufficient to move [other] things

• ?
_ M

r IIe g°es n t
6ay that the princes of States collected such
compositions among their people, and presented
them to the king, >vho delivered tliein to the
Board of music for dassification, so tl at lie

might examine from tliem tlie p)()d an( l l)a(l

in the manners of the people, and ascertain the
excellences and defects of his own government.
4 Lessons from the States

J

seems, therefore, to

come nearer to the force of the orig'.nal terms
than 4 Manners of the States/ It will he found,
however, tliut the /esson has often to be drawn
from the ode by a circuitous process.

The Stales are those of Chow, Shaou, P'ei,

Yung, and the others, which give their names
to the several Books.

Title of the Book .—

^

—
•,

^how Nan, Book I. of Part I.* Tl.e first

is that of the Last title, — Ig^j —
•.

By Chow is intended the seat of ihe House of

Chow, from the time of the k old duke,
r

l' an-foo( )’ in 13. C. 1,325, to kia^

AVftn. The c iiiefs of Chow pretended to trace
their lineage back to K 4

e, better knoun as How
Tseili, Sliun's minister of Agriculture. lv*e \n as
invested, it is said, before the death of Yaou,

with the small territory of T 4ae (^j> referred

to the pres. dis. of Wuo-kung

K^een-chow
(

), Slien-se. Between K ke

and duke Lew
^|J),

only two names

of the Chow ancestry are given with certainly,

rah-chueh
( )

and lvuh ( «/.

j). Sz^ma Ts 4een calls the first K k
e's

son, but we can only suppose liim to have been
one of his

#
de>ceii(lanis. In the disorders of

the Middle Iviiigdora, it is related. Ut* v» ithdrew

) The family dwelt in Pin for several

generations, till T*an-foo, subsequently kinged

by his posterity as king T kae moved

still farther south in B.C. 1,325, and settled in

K‘e() 50 le to the nortli east of the (lis.

city of K 4e-shan
[ | j), dep. Eung-ts'eang

• )•
f

^^ie southwards received the

name of Chow, and here were the head-quarters
of the rising House, till king Wan moved south

and east again, across tlie Wei, to Fun^ (^^*)>

south-west from the pres, provincial city of Se-

gan. When king AVan took this step, lie sepa-
rated the original Chow—K‘e-cliow—into Chow
and Sliaou, which he made the appanages of his

son Tan ( ) and of Sliih (^^), one of his

principal supporters. Tan is known from this

appointment as 4 the duke of Chow*. The
pieces in this Book are supposed to have been
collected l>y liim in Cliow, and the States lying
south from it along the Han and other rivers.

—

We must supplement in English the bare fc Chow
Nan ,

of the title, and say— * The Odes of Chow
and the South.*

[

r

I he above historicjil sketcli throws liglit on
Mencius 5

statement, in Book IV., Pt II. i M that

king Wan was k a man from the wild tribes of

the west( ).’ 1 have translated

liis words by 4 a man near the wild tribes of the

west. Blit according to the records of tlie

Chow dynasty themselves, we see its real an-
cestor, duke Liiw, cciiiin^ oat from amun.Lj those

tribes in the beginning of the 17tli century be-

fore our era, and sett^n^ in Pm. Veiy slowly,

his tribe, ^rowiny in civilizntiun, and ]iislicd on
by fresl iinmigr.itions from its own earlier seats,

moves on, sou tliw;inls and eastwards, tiil it conies

into contact ami collision vMth the j-tinces of
Shanjr, whose dominions constituted the Middle
Kingdom, or the China of that early t.me.
The accounts of a connection between the

piinces of Chow and the statesmen of the era
o! Yaou an»1 Sbun nirst be throAvn out of the
spVere of reliable history.]

Ode 1.

—

Celebrating the virtue of the
BRIDE OF ItlNU Wan, AND 'VELOOiVIiNG iiEK TO
HIS PALACE.

Stanza 1. are defined to be ‘the

harmonious notes of the male and female an-

swering each other.* was anciently inter-

changed with and s >me read in the text^

with a p~| at the side, which would dearly

be onomatopoetic; but we do not fnnl such a

character in the 5Shwli-wan. It is difficult

to say what bird is intended by

Confucius savs (Ana. XVII. ix.) that frum the



Bk. I. Ode I. ODES OF CHOW AND THE SOUTH.

1

(

He sought her and found her not,

And Avaking and sleeping he thought about her.

Long he thought; oh! long and anxioiisly

On his side, on his back, lie turned, and back again.

She we become extensively acquainted with the

names of birds, beasts, and plants. We do
learn names enow, but the birds, beasts, and
plants, denoted by them, remain in many cases

to be yet ascertained. The student, knowing
kew to mean the wild doye, is apt to suppose
that some species of dove is intended but
no Chinese commentator has ever said so.

Maou makes it the adding

)^|j,
which means, probably, 4 a bird of

prey, of which the male and female keep much
apart.’ He followed the Urh-ya, the annotator

of which, Kwoh P(oli ( X of tlie Tsin

dynasty, further describes it as k a kind of eagle

( ) now, east of the Kiiang called the

_ •’ This was for many centuries the

view of all scholars
;
and it is sustained by a

narrative in the Tso Cliuen, under the 17th year
of duke Ch 4aou, that the Master of tlie Hoi'seor
Minister of War, was anciently styled Ts*eu

K‘ew ( Tlie introduction of a

bird of prey into a nuptial ode was thought,
however, to be incongruous. Even Clri ng
K*ang-shing, would appear to have felt this,

and explains Maou ?

s by as if his w rds=
4 a bird most affectionate, and yet most undemon-
strative ofdesire —in which interpretation Choo
He follows hirru But it wasdesirable to discard the

bird of prey altogether and this was first dune by

Ch‘ingTS—u ( ) an early writer of tlie

Sun^ dyn., who makes the bird to be 4 a kind of

mallard.’ Choo He, no doubt after him, says it is
4 a water bird, in appearance like a mallard,’

adding that it is only seen in pairs, the individu-

als of which keep at a distance from eac^h

other ! Other identifications of the ts^u-k^eiv

have been attempted. I must believe that the

author of the ode had some kind of fish hawk
in his mind.

(the Slnvoh-wan has .
without the is the general denomina-

tion of streams and rivers in the north. We
need not seek, as many do. to deterini.ie any

particular stream as that intended. is an

islet, 4 habitable ground, surrounded by the water

( )’.

)
is to be understood

of the lady's miud, and of her deportment.

So, Yang Hiking . Died A. D 18, at

the age of 71), and Wang Suh. ^Sj(lias displaced

the more ancient form with at the side)

is explained in the Shwoh-w5n by ‘good,’

4 virtuous,* The young lady, according to the

traditional interpretation (on which see below),

is T‘ae sz’ #][) a daughter of the House of

Yew-sin (^J whom king Wan married.

* * |
if we accept T cae-sz

;
as

the young lady of the Ode, then the keun-tsz 1

of course is king Wfin. and (in Ode

VII.) are interchangeable, — j/C ,

c a mate/

K^ang-shing explains the line by

‘ wh e°uld fur

our prince harmonize the resentments of all

the concubines^ He was led astray by the Lit-

tle Preface. [There is a popular novel called

w the name of which is takea

from this line. Sir John Davis has translated it

under the misnomer of ‘The Fortunate Union.’]

St.2• (read c/W/i

expresses the irregular appearance of the

plants, some long and some short.

is probably the iemmi minor. It is also called
< duck-niallows

?

, that name being given for it

in the Pun-ts*a u and the Pe-ya a

work on the plan of the Urh-va, by Lull Teen

( f °f the Sung (1 n•— . lt

is described as growing in the water, long or

short according to tlie depth, with a reddish
leaf, which floats on the surface, and is rather

I

more than an inch in diameter. Its flower is

yellow. It is very ike the srhun, wliich Med-
iuirst calls the l

i •sh maIlows
9
’ Imt its leaves

are not so round, being a little pointed. We
are to suppose that the leaves were cooked

and presented as a sacrificial offering.

-the anak)gy °f

in the next stanza, would lead us to expect an

active signification in’ and an action pro-

ceeding from the parties who speak in the Ode.
This, no doubt, was the reason which made
Maou, ufter the Urli-ja. explain the character



4 THE SHE KING. PART I-

.̂
3 Here long, there short, is the duckweed;

On the left, on the right, we gather it.

The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:

—

With lutes, small and large, let us give her friendly welcome.
Here long, there short, is the duckweed;
On the left, on the rigbt, we cook and present it.

The modest, retiring, virtuous young lady:

—

With bells and drums let us show our delight in her.

by but this is forcing a moaning

on the term, ^ 8imply= (
tlie current

bears it about.* The idea of looking for the

plant is indicated by the connection.

,
we have to supply the subject

of and the other verbs; wliich I liave done

by referring to kinp Wan. The com-
mentators are chary of saying this directly,

thinking that such lively emotion about such
an object was inconsistent with 'Van’s sagely

character
;
but they are obliged to interpret

the passage of him. To make, with K'ang-
ehing and others, the subject to be the lady her-

self, and the object of her quest to be virtuous

young ladies to fill the harem, surely is absurd.

’
cherish in the breast.*

— _/ here aee . t<} Ma< u=
:

‘ to

think/ In other places, in these Odes, it=^g,

4 to be anxious’ ‘sorrowful ’ and also

* remote,* * a long distance •’ Choo He prefers

this last meaning, and defines it by ‘ long ’•

The idea is that of prolonged and anxious

thought . lj,—the old interpret-

ers did not distinguish between the meaning
of these characters. The Shwoh-wan, indeed,

defines (it gives only J^) by iji^. Choo

He makes ‘ half a chen or

turning* ^ j^j,
4 the completion

of the ^^5* wliile and "j^lj are the rever-

sing of those processes. This is ingenious and

elegant
;
but the definitions are made for the

passage.

St 3. As the subject of and the other

verbs, we are to understand the authors or sing-

ers of the Ode, the ladies of Icin^ W^n 5

8 harem.

The Pe-che ( however, would refer

all the in the stanza to tlie young ady,

and the verbs to king Wan, advising him
so to welcome and cherish her

;
and this in-

terpretation is also allowable. Maou, further

on, explains by * to take *, and here,

by ‘ to pick out ’ to select’ But

the selection mu9t precede the taking. It

was not till the time of Tung Yew in the

Sung Dyn.. that the meaning of which

I have given, and which may be supported from

the Le Ke, was applied to this passage.

,

4 we friend her/ i.e.
y
we give her a friendly

welcome. The k l
in and shih were two in-

struments in which the music was drawn from
strings of silk. We may call them the small
lute and the large lute. The kHn at first had
only 5 strings for the 5 full notes of the octave,

but two others are said to have been added by
kings Wan and Woo, to give the semi-notes.

The invention of a s/uh'with 50 strings is ascribed

to Fuh-he, but we are told that Hwang-te found
the melancholy sounds of this so overpowering,
that he cut the number down to 25.

In Chinese editions of the she, at the end of

every ode, there is given a note, stating the

number of stanzas in it, and of the lines in each

stanza. Here we have —4

‘ The

Kwan-ts'eu consists of 3 stanzas, the first con-

taining 4 lines, and the other two containing 8

lines each/ This matter need not be touched
on again.

The rhymes (according to Twan Yuli- tsae,

whose authority in this matter, as I have stated

in the prolegomena, I follow) are in stanza 1,

. ’
categ°ry 3 ,

tune 1 : in 2
, ’

cat. 1, t. 3: in 3,



Bk. I. Ode I. ODES OF CHOW AND THE SOUTH.

ib.. t. 2 : , cat. 2. The# after a character

denotes that tlie ancient pronunciation of it,

found in the odes, was different from that now
belonging to it. A list of such characters, witli

their ancient nanies, h«as been given in the
prolegomena, in the appendix to the chapter
referred to.

Interpretation of the Ode. I have said

that the 0(:e celebrates the virtue of the bride
of king Wan. If I had written queen instead
of brice. I should have been in entire accord, so
far, with the schools both of Maou and Choo He.
During the dyn. of Han a different view was
widely prevalent,—that the Ode was satirical,

ai d should be referred to the time when the
Cliow dvn. had begun to fall into decay. We
find this opinion in Lew Heanf? C^\\

— YanS H°unS (

and up and down, in the histories of

Sz^ma Ts'cen, Pan Koo, and Fan Yeli. By
the E Le. however, IV., ii. 75, we are obliged

to refer the Kican-ts^eu to the time of the duke
of Cliow. That a contrary opinion should
have been so prevalent in the Han dyn., only
eliows 1kw long it was before the interpretation

of the odes became so definitely fixed as it now
is. Allowinp the ode to be as old as the duke
of Chow, nnd to celebrate his fatliers bride or
queen, what is the virtue which it ascribes to

her? According to the school of Maou. it is her
freedotn from jealousy, and Iut constant anxiety
and diligence to fiil the hnrem of the king witli

Tirtuous ladies to share bis favours with her,

and assist her in her various duties; and the
ode was made by her. According to tlie school
of Choo He, the virtue is her modest (Hspt)sition

and retiring mnnners. which so ravished the
inmates of the harem, tliat they sin^ of her, in

the 1st star.za, as she was in her virgin purity,
a flower unseen

; in the 2d, they set forth tlie

king's trouble and anxiety while he )iad not
met witli such a mate and in the 3d, their joj
reaches its height, wlien she has been got, and
is broiiglit home to liis palace. In this wa}%
thinks Clioo, the ode, in reality, exhibits the
virtue of king Wan in making such a choice;
and that is vith him a very great point.

The imperial editors, adjudicating upon these
two interpretations, very strangely, as it seems
to me, and will also do, I presume, to most of
my western readers, show an evident leaning to

that oi the old school *It was the dury/ they
say, 4 of the queen to provide for the liarem 3

wives (
—

•

ranking next to herself),

nine ladies of the 3d rank 27 of the

4th ( ) and 81 of tht 5th(
virtuous ladies were

fit to be selected for this position. The anxiety
ofT'ae-sz* to get sucli. lier disappointment at
not finding them, and her joy when she suc-
ceeded in doing so:—all this showed the highest
female virtue, and made the ode worthy to
stand at the head of all the Lessons from the
Manners of the States.

Confucius expressed liis admiration of the
ode (Ana. III. xx.), but his words affoid no help
towards the interpretation of it. The traditional

interpretation of the nde5. whiclj we m.^T sup-
pose is iriven by Maou. is not to be overlooked
and. where it is suppoited by liistorical c n-

firmntions. it will often be found helpful. Still

it is from the pieces themselves that we must
chiefly endeavour to gjither their meaningr.
This was the plan on 'vhidi Choo He pr(jcee l(.(l

;

and. as he far exceeded his predecessors in the
true critical faculty, so Cluna ha3 not since

produced another equal to him.
It is sufficient in this Ode to hear the friends

of a bridegroom expressing thtir joy on occasion
of his marriage with the virtuous object of his

love, brought home in triumph, after long quest
and various disappointments. There is no men-
tion in it of king Wan and the lady Sz ;

. I am
not disposed to call in question the belief that
ihat lady was the mistress of AVan's harem

;
l)Ut

I venture to introduce here the substance of a
note from the 4 Annals of the Empire*, Bk. I.,

p.14, to show how uncertain is the date at least

of their marriage. In the Le of the elder Ta^,
king Woo is said to have been born in Wan's
14th }*ear, vliile, in the standard chronology,

birth is put down in B. C. 1.230, and
Woo’s in 1 168, when Wan was 62. But both
accounts have tlieir difficuliies. First, Wan
had cue son Pih Yih-k aou—older than Woo,
so that he imnt have married T.ae-sz # at the
ape of 12 or thereabouts, when neither lie nor
she cc-uld have had the emotions described in

the Kican-fs^u. Further, as Wftn lived to be
100 years old. Woo must then have been 85.

He died 20 years after, leaving his son, king
Chinp, only 14 years old. Ching muht thus
have been born when his father was over 80,

and there was a younger son besides. This is

iRoredible. Atrain, on the other account, it ia

unlikely that should only have had Pih
Yili-k at u before Woo, and then subsequently
seven ether sons, all by the same motlier. And
this dJffirultj is increased by what we read in

the 5th and 6-h Odes, which are understood to

celebrate the numerousness of Wan’s children.

These considerations prove that the specifica-

tion of events, as occurring in certain definite

years of that early time, was put down very

much at randf in by the cbronologers, and that

the traditional interpretation of the Odes must

often be fanciful.

Class of the Ode and Name. It is said to

be one of the allusive pieces (^^ )• At the

same time a metaphorical element
( ”•

found in the characters of the objects alluded
to:—the discreet reserve between the male and
female of the osprey

;
and the soft and delicate

nature of tlie duckweed. The name is made
by ccmbining two characters in the 1st line.

So. in many other pieces. Sometimes one char-
acter serves the purpose

;
at other times, two

or more. Occasionally a name is found, whicli

does not occur iu the piece at all. The names
of the Odes were attached to them before the

time of Confucius, of which we have a super-
fluity of evidence in the Ch'un Ts*ew. From
the Shoo, V., vi. 15, some assume that the writers

of the pieces gave them their names themselves

and this may have been the case at times.

—

The subject of the name need rarely be referred

to hereafter.
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II. Kolit^an.

s

1 How the doliclios spread itself out,

Ext('i](lin « to the middle of the valley!

Its loaves were luxuriant;

The vellow l)irds flew about,

And collected on the thickly growing trees,

Their pleasant, notes resounding far.

2 How the clolichos spread itself out,

Extending to the middle of the valley!

Its leaves were luxuriant and dense.

Ode 2 . CELERRATTyG THF. INDUSTRY AND
DUTIFILNESS OF KING ''’AN’S QUEEN. It IS

supposed to liave been madt*, and. however that

was, it is to be read as if it had been made, by

the queen herself.

st . 1• - is the general

name for the doliclios tribe; lu»rc the D. fuberosus,

of whose fibres a kind of cloth is made,

*to stretch out/ is of very frequent

occurrence in the 5/ a particle of song

^). Accordi to tl e Sliwol wan and the gloss

of Seu in it, it denotes an affection of the mind,

over and above what has been expressed in

words
. —1 =)

* mid-valley
,

1 the middle of tlie

valley *. Ying-tah says that such inversion of

the characters was customary with the ai.cients,

especially in poetrj' .
here, and nearly every where else in tlie she,

is simply an initial character which it is not

possible to translate. expresses 4 the

appearance of luxuriant growth.* This repeti-

tion of the character is constantly found, giving
intensity and vividness to the idea. Often, the
characters are different, but of cognate mean-
ing. The compound seems to picture the sub-

ject of the sentence to the eye in the colours
of its own signification. This is one of tbe

characteristics of the style of the she, which

the student must carefully attend to.

( the yellow bird
5

is, probably, an ori-

ole. It has many names
,

’
,
&c. Twice in this st., occurs as a

preposition,=/w ow; but in tliis line, we can
only taki it as a particle which we need not try

to translate. So, Wang Yin-che ( : rj
|

)

;

tlie Urli-ya also, defining it by = =

Ying-tah erroneously explains it by 4 to go.*

L.5. trees growing together’ slirulis.

L.6. is explained as * their harmonious

notes hoard far otf/ The cliaracters are probal)ly

like
j j

in the last o<le onomatopoetKi.—

I

translate tlie verbs here it» the past tense, be-

cause tlie tliin»8 refemd to all belong to the
season of the s]>ring. and the speaker is looking
back to them.

St.2. L.3. (read woo or ?«/ adds

tlie idea of denseness to ts^ ts
k
e above. L.4.

* to boil.* The boiling was neces-

sary in order to the separation of the fibres,

which could afterwards be woven, the finer to

form the an( l the coarser to form the

L.5. K^ang-shing takes make,’ ‘to

work at giving not a bad meaning.

—

4 T kae-sz
J

worked at this clotli-making without weariness/

is interchanged with both= ^
be satiated witli/ and then 4 to conceive a dis-

taste for/ 4 to dislike.*

St.3. LI. 1,2. Choo He takes ^0 here as a

particle, untranslateable(• ); M_
and K^ng-sliing make 1

1/
4 me,* wliicli

is a meaning the LT
rh-ya gives for the term.



Bk. I. Ode II. ODES OF Cn W AND TIIE SOUTH.

g

I cut it aiul I boiled it,

And made both fine cloth and coarse,

AVliich I will wear Avithout getting tired of it.

3 I have told the matron,

Who will announce that I am going to see my parents.

I will wash my private clothes clean,

And I will rinse my robes.

AMiich need to be rhisecl, ancl Avhicli do not?
I am going back to visit my parents.

Wang Yin-che coincides with Choo He. Wang
T*aou would take it in the 1st line as=^^,
and as a particle in the 2nd. I regard it as a

particle in both. The here is difft.
|

from the officer so styled in the Chow Le,

Books VIII. and XIII. That was a teacher of

niomls attached to the emperor and the •vouths

of the State ;
this was a matron, or duenna,

whose business it was to instruct in 'woman's
virtue, woman's words, woman’s deportment
and wc.mai^s work.* Childless widows over 50
vere. acc. to Ying-tah, employed for the office.

|

There would be not a few such matrons in the

harem, and the one intended in the text would
|

be tlu^ mistress of them all. The 1st is to

be understood of the ladv^ announcement to

the matron
;
tlie 2nd, of the matron's announce-

ment to the king. Maou is led by his inierpreta-

tion of the vliole Ode to understand as=
4 to 1>e marred. ' but we must take it as synony-
mous wi;h ;lie same term, in the concluding line.

LI 3.4.
f [if

• acc.’ to Clioo He = ‘slightly.

It is better lo take it, as a particle, witli Maou,

and Wang Yin-clie, "who calls it ‘an

initial sound.’
y

‘ lirty’ is used fur ‘ to

cleanse/ just as we have
j^J^,

disorder,' in the

s< nse of ‘guod order’ 4 to govern.’ This

cleansing ^ effected by hard rubbing, whereas

denotes a gentler operation, simply rinsing.

Tlie as opposed to is understood of

the private or ordinary dress, whereas the other
tenn refers t«» «he r< l>es in which T*ae-sze as-

si -te«i at sacrificial and other services or in

v. Iii^-h she weit in to tlie king. All this and
wha. follows, is to be taken as a soliloquy, and 1

nut what T ac-sz
#

tuld tlie luatron c

0 )

L.5. (read h h)t=^^, 4 what.* simply

the negative. L.G. ’• e”

4
to inquire after their WLlllving/

Tlie rhymes are—in Stt. 1 2, cat. 3,

t.3: in cat 15, t. 1 •• i»i 2,* eat 5, t . 1 : in 3
,

cat. 15. t.l ; (ip, cat. 1, t. 2.

Intekpri£TAT! n
;
and Class. The old in-

terpreters that tlie o e was of T*ae-sze in

her virgin prime, leiu cm all woman’s work
;

and thus interpre ed, it is placed among tlie al-

lusive pieces. Tlie first two stanzas might
1 e so explained

;
but the third requires too

imclisrraiiiiiigt i“linitofaproleptk.alinttir-
j>reiation as to wliat the virgiu would do in tlie

future, when a married wife.

Choo He makes it a narrative piece in

which the queen tells first of lier diliuent la-

bours, and then how, when they were coneluded,
she \sas going to pay a visit of duty and afiPec-

tion to her parents. If we accept tlie tra»lition-

al reference to T 4ae-sze. this, no doubt, is the
only admissible interpretation. The imperial
editors prefer Choo He's view in this instance,

and add :
; The Le of Tae only speaks of the

personal tendance of the silkworms by the
queen and other ladies of the harein but here
we see that there wa& no department of womaira
work, in which they did not exert themselves.

Well might tliey transform all below them.
Anciently, the rules to he observed between
husband ar.d wife required the greatest circum-
spection. They diu iv, t speak directly to each
other, but employed intermmeios, thus showing
how str.ctly reserved should be intercourse

between men and women, aiul preveming all

• 1 r 5»pccliui 1am . When the wife was



I was gathering and gathoring the mouse-ear,

But could not fill my shallow basket.

^ itli a sigh for the man of my heart,

I placed it there on the highway.

I vras ascending tliat roclv-covered height,

J^ut my horses were too tired to breast it.

I will now pour a cup from that gilded vase,

Hoping I may not have to think of him long.

I was ascending that lofty ridge,

But iny horses turned of a dark yellow.

about t'* lie in, the liusbanil took up his quar-
ters in a sid * apartment, nud sent to inqu re

aljout her twice a day. When the wife wished
to visit her parents, she intimated her purpose
through the matron. Inside the door of the
liarom, no liherty could be taken any more than
with a reverend guest. Thus was the instruct-

ion of the people made to comnieiice from t!ie

smallest matters, with a wonderful dentil of

wisdom !

*

Ode 3. Lamenting the absence of a cher-
ish ti> ficii:m> Referring this song to

,

l'
,ae-sz

,

,

Clioo thinks it was ma»le by herself. However
that was, we must read it as if it were from the
pencil ol' its subject.

8t.l. L.l. both by Maou and Choo. is

taken as in 1.3; ihe repetition of the verb de-

noiinji the repetition of the work; Tae Chin

explai is as= i numerous, *were many; 1

which also is allowable. There are many names

fur tlie (2d tone) Maou calls it the

Choo, the adding that its

leaves are like a mouse's cars, anil that it grows

in bunchy patches. The Tun-ts^iou calls it

which, acc. to Medliurst, is tl^c
K lappa minor.

y

The I:rli'va : ih
( I

) says t!i‘U itb

vessels are like a mouse's ears, and pricklj,

sticking to peopled clothes.

L. 2. The was a shallow basket, of

bamboo or straw, depressed at the sides, so that

it could be easily filled. L.3. ==’ ‘ the _ (°r men) of

\vhoin I tliink, wliom i clierish in my mind.* Who
tliis was has been variously determined ;—see on

the Iuterpretation. L.4. (now written ^ )

*= ‘to set aside •’ tliis plirase oc-

curs thrice in the she. Here and in II. v. Ode

IX., Choo explains it by ‘the great or

high way/ while Maou and his school make it

^ |j
: * the official ranks of Chow.*

In II. i. Ode I., they agree in making it=

or meaning *the way of righteous-

ncss/ Tae Chin takes and the whole

liues‘1 would place tbem everywhere in the

official ranks.* Choo's explanation is the best

here. There was anciently no difference in the

sound of however it might be applied. It

w uLl rhrrac with in all ils ^igiiiiicationb.

THE SHE KING. PAKT I.

III. Keuen-arh.
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Bk. 1. Ode. 111. ODES OF CHOW AND THE SOUTH. 9

I will now take a cup from that rhinoceros
,

horn,

Hoping I may not have long to sorrow.

4 I was ascending that flat-topped height,

But my horses became quite disabled,

And my servants were [also] disabled.

Oil ! how great is my sorrow

!

St 2. L.l. Choo, after Maou, gives ^
as 'a bill of earth, with rocks on its top/ whereas

the Urh-ya gives just the opposite account of

the phrase. The Shwoh-wan explains by

4 large and lofty/ and by 4 rocks on a hill

and I have translated accordingly. L2.
P

is, with Maou, simply=^^, (diseased.’ Choo

takes the phrase as in the translation, after

Sun Yen of the Wei dyu. L.3.

and together, indicate a pur-

pose to do something in the meantime,=* now

temporarily *. The was made of wood,

carved so as to represent clouds, and variously

gilt and ornamented. L.4. has here a

degree of force,

=

c only.
1 Followed by they

together express a wish or h pe,=

4 for long.* L.3. The is the

rhinoceros, * a wild ox, with one horn, ot a green-

ish colour, and 1000 catties in weight and the

was a cup made of the horn, very large,

sometimes requiring, we are told, 3 men to lift

it. L.4.
^ ,

‘ to be wounded ’
here, to be

pained by one’s own thoughts.

St 3. L.2 . is descriptive of the

colour of the horses, 1 so very ill that they
changed colour •’

. L (Shwoh-wan, with in-

stead of at the side) is the opposite of

in st.l,
4 a rocky hill, topped with earth/

Here, again, the Urh-ya and the critics are in

collision. Ll.2,3. and are both ex-

plained in the Urh-ya by ’
1 to be ill * sick-

ness.* Horse3 and servants all fail the speaker.

His case is desperate. L.4. must be taken

here, and in many otlier places, simply as an

initial particle. WangYin-clie calls it

ppj. Choo explains P * to sigh sorrowfully.*

Maou makes it simply ‘ to be sorrowful.’ as if

it were formed from and The Urh-ya

quotes the passage f which

Wang T*aou would still explain in the same way
as Maou does his reading.

Tlie rhymes are—in st. 1,

in 2, cat. 15, 1. 1 : in 3,

f * cat . 1() : in

P cat. 5, t.l.

Interpretation and Class. The old inter-

preters thought that this ode celebrated T*ae-
sze for being earnestly bent on getting the court
of Chow filled with worthy ministers; for sym-
pathizing with faithful officers in their toils on
distant expeditions

;
and for suggesting to king

Wan to feast them on their return. The 1st

st. might be interpreted in this way, taking
the 2d and 3d lines as= 4 1 sigh for the men I
think of, and would place them in the oflBcial

ranks of Cliow.* They are quoted in the Tso
Chuen (after IX. xv.2), with something like this

meaning and by Seun K‘ing ( )
though without any reference to T 4ae-sze. To
make the other stanzas harmonize with this,

however, must be taken, now as equal to

1

n1^ Pr^nce or husband,* and now as

equal to *niy officers abroad on

their commissions, * than which no interpretation
could be more licentious. It is astonishing that
the imperial editors sliould lean to this view

—

on which the piece belongs to the allusive class.

Clioo ascribes the ode to T‘ae-sze. Her hus-
band, * the man of her heart,* is absent on some
toilsome expedition; and she sets forth het
anxiety for his return, by representing herself,
first as a gatherer of vegetables, unable to fill

her basket through the preoccupation of her
mind and then as trying to drive to a height
from which she might see her husband returning,
but always baffled. All this is told in her own
person, so tliat the piece is narrative. The
whole representation is, however, unnatural
and when the baffled rid^r proceeds to console
herself with a cup of spirits, I must drop the
idea of T 4ae-sze altogether, and can make no-
thing more of the piece th«^in that some one is

lamenting in it the absence of a cherished friend,
—in strange fashion.
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In tlie south are the trees with curved drooping branches,

Covered by the dolichos creepers.

To be rejoiced in is our princely lncly:

—

May she be great in her happiness and dignity!

In the south are the trees -witli curved drooping branches,

Round which the dolichos creepers twine.

To be rejoiced in is our princely lady:

—

May she be complete in her happiness and dignity!

Ode 4. Celebrating T'ae-sze's freedom
FROM JEALOUSY, AXI) Oi l EKING I. EliVENT 'VISHKS

for heu HArriNESS. So far both the schools of

interpreters are agreed on this ode. and we need

not be long detained with it. The piece is allu-

sive, supposed to be spoken or sung by the ladies

of the harem, in praise of
r

r*ae-sz6, who was not

jealous of them, and did not try to keep tliem

in the back ground, but cherished them ratlier,

as the great tree does the creepers that twine

round it. The stanzas are very little different,

the 3rd character in the 2d mid 4tli lines being
varied, merely to give different rhymes.

St.l. L.l. For 4 the south 1 we need not

beyond the south of the territory of Chow.
K 4ang-shing errs in thinking that the dist.int

provinces of King «md Yang, beyond the Koang,
are meant. Trees whose branches curvod dawn

to the ground were designated Such

branches were easily laid hold of by creepers.

L.2. The was, probably, a variety of the

Mm is explained by ‘ to be attached

to. L.3. is another of the untranslateable

particles
;
it occurs both in the middle and at

the end of lines. The critics differ ou the inter-

pretation of Maou and his school re-

fer it to king Wan, and construe the last two
lines, 4 She is able also to rejoice iier princely
lord, and make him repose in })is happiness and
dignity.

5

CIioo refers it to T*ae-sze, and what
follows is a good wish or praver for her. He
defends his view of the phrase by tlie designa-

tion of given to the wife of a prince,

(Ana. XVI. xiv.), and of ^ given to the

wife of a great officer. The imperial editors

allow his exegesis. It certainly gives a unity
to the piece, wbicli it does not have on tlie other
view, and I hute followed it. L.4. Choo, after

the Urli-ya and Maou, takes = -

molument’ ‘dignity.’ Trying to preserve the

proper meaning of * to tread ou *,
4 foot-

steps*, Yen Ts'an
;
Sung dyn.) and

others say,

4 The movements all felicitous are what is meant

by = • to give repose to
*

St. 2. = or ‘to cover,’ 4 to

overshadow.' Tlie creepers send out tlieir shoots,

IV. K 'ew muk.
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Bk. I. Ode. V. ODES OF CIIOAV AND THE SOUTH. li

Y. Chung-sze.

i

i H
1 Ye locusts, winged tribes,

How harmoniously you collect together!

Right is it that your descendants

Should be multitudinous!

2 Ye locusts, winged tribes,

How sound your wings in flight!

Right is it that your descendants
Should be as iu unbroken strings!

I

and cover the branches of tlie tree. is here

best taken as=^^, 4 to make great.
5

St3•= * complete ’• Tlie singers

wish the happiness of T‘ae sz ’ 1 from first to

Inst, from the smallest things to the greatest*,

to be complete.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 15, t.l

in 2
,

cat . 1(): in 3
,

cat - lh

Ode 5. Tiie fruitfulness of the locust
SI'PPOSED TO CELEBRATE l^AE-SZl^S FREEDOM
from jealousy. The piece is purely metaphor-

ical
( T {ae-sze not being mentioned in it.

r

i'he reference to her only exists in the writer's

mind. This often distinguishes such pieces

from those which are allusive. Tlie locusts

cluster together in harmony, it is supposed,
without quarrelling, «Tn:l consequently they in-

crease at a wonderful rate each female laying,

some say 81 eggs, otliers 99, and others 100.

L.l. in all the stanzas. The in

is b^r many disregarded, as being merely one
of the poetical particles. We shall meet with it

as such beyond dispute, and we find alone,

frequently in the Ch 4unTs 4ew. Here, liowevcr,

it would seem to be a part of tlie name, tlie

insect intended being tlie same probably, as the

in xv., Ode I. 5. Maou gives for it

the synonym of @ ,
and Choo calls it

£ oiic

of tlie locusts Hut i|»A will include

crickets, grasshoppers, and locusts. We cannot
as yet do more than approximate to an iden-
tification of the insects in the She. Williams
calls tlie r/mm/sze one of the fn/jrt lis locusts but

in descriptions and plates the length of the
antennae is made very prominent, so that the

creature is probably to be found among the

achetidce. is to be taken as in the translation,

=
3

and not as meaning ‘wings •’ So,

Yin g-tab. The ‘Complete Digest’ says. m
L.3. Maou and his school make to he

addressed to T^e-sze Choo refers it better

simply to the locusts. Those who refer it to tlie

lady try to find some moral meaning, in addi-

tion to tliat of multitude, in tlie concluding lines.

The three second lines are all descriptive of the

hnrmonious clustering of the insects. ^
is explained by Clioo as tlie appearance of their
4 collecting harmoniously, * and by Maou as mean-

^ B

ing 4 numerous \ The Sliwoh-w3n gives it as

witli at the side. We have the character

in the text, the form of the Sli\voh-w3,n,

with at tlie side, with at tlie side,

an(l with anotlicr at tlie side; all in

binomial form with tlie same meaning.

is
£ the sound of a crowd of locusts flying/ The

bottom of the char, slioukl be — t .

The last lines, is the c appearance of

tlicir liiul titiule;’ Mjiou makes it= 4 benevolent

and generous.
* 4 the appearance of

uninterrupted continuance •/ Maou makes it=
£ cautious/ or Careful/ is the ap-
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M
3 Ye locusts, Avinged tribes,

How you cluster together!

Right is it that your descendants

Should be in swarms!

VI. T^iou yaou.

5

,

1 The peach tree is young and elegant;

Brilliant are its flowers.

This youn<r lady is going to her future home,
And will order well her chamber and house.

pearance of their being * clustered together like

insects in their burrows.’ Maou makes it=
•harmoniously coUected.*

The rhymes are—in st.l
, *, *,

cat.13: in 2, eat.6: in 3, J

cat.7,t.3.

Tlie idea of all the critics is that Wan’s queen
lived harmoniously with all tlie other ladies of the

liarem, so that all had their share in his favours,

and tliere was no more quarrelling among them
than among a bunch of locusts. All children

born in the palace would be the queeirs; and it

vr as right they should increase as they did .

Surely this is sad stuff.

Ode 6. Allusive. Praise of a bride going
to be married. The critics see a great deal

more in the piece than this
;

—the happy state

of Chow, produced by king Wftn (acc. to Clioo),

or by T*ae-sze (acc. to Maou), in wliich all the
young people were married in the {proper season,

i.e., in the spring, when tlie peach tree wa8 in

flower, and at the proper age,* i. c., young men
between 20 and 30, anti girls between 15 and 20.

Jt was a rule of the Chow dyu. that m.arriages

should take place in the middle of spring (Chow
Le, II.vi.54). This marriage would be about
that time, and the peach tree was in tiower but
it was only the latter circumstance which was
in the poefs miiul.

St. I. L.l. raay be taken as the sign of

the genitive, the whole line being^ in the young
and beautiful time of the peach tree.* Still,

is so constantly U9ed throughout the She

in the mulrlle of lines, wliere we can only rejjarJ

it as a particle, eking oac ihe na^.ber of feet,

that it is, perhaps, not worth while to resolve

such lines as this in the above manner.

(Shwoh-wan, with at the side) denotea 4 the

a ppearance of youth and elegance.* L.2.

is descriptive rather of the brilliance of the flow-

ers tlian of their luxuriance, as Choo has it. The
young peach tree is allusive of the bride in the
flush of youth, and its brilliant flowers of her

beauty. L. 3. ^^=3 ‘this;’ *^=‘young

lady/ Maou and Ch fing take as= ‘to go

to.* But it is better to regard it as a particle, as in

Ode II. 1. here is used of the bride going to

lier husband's house. As Choo says, women
spt ak of being married as going home (

Shmild we take

in tlie singular or plural? Lacharme translates

it by wo6/’es and Heu II en(
Yuen dyn.) says, *The poet saw the thing going

on from the flowering of the peach tree till the

fruit was ripe ;—the young ladies were many/

This seems to me very unpoetical. L.4.

is the chamber appropriated to husband and

wife
;

is
4
all within the doory^our house.

here, in st.2, and in

st. 8, convey the same idea, the terras being
varied for the sake of tlie rhy tlim. Tso-she say

9

that wlu*n a couple marry, tlie man has a

anti the woman a
;
so that-
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m

M
i

1

The peach tree is young and elegant;

Abundant will be its fruit.

This young lady is going to her future home,
And will order well her house and chamber.

The peach tree is young and elegant;

Luxuriant are its leaves.

This young lady is going to her future home,
And will order well her family.

VII. Tc

oo tseu.

5

1 Carefully adjusted are the rabbit nets;

Clang clang go the blows on the pegs.

That stalwart, martial man
Might be shield and wall to his prince.

equivalent to husband and wife. Accordingly,
Maou takes the line as meaning, 4 Right is it

they should be married without going beyond
tlieir proper years and in this view he is fol-

lowed by K'ang-shing. But to this there are

two objections. 1st. the antecedent to is

the girl, and the girl only. 2d, iu the

4th line, must be construed as an active

verb. So it is in the 4 Great Learning, * Coram.
ix.6, where the passage is quoted.

St.2. L.2. Choo says fun denotes the abun-
dance of tlie fruit, intimating that the young
lady would have many children. Maou makes
tlie term= 4 the appearance of the fruit/ inti-

mating, that the lady had not beauty only, but
also 4 woman’s virtue •’ Fun is properly the
seeds of hemp, which are exceedingly numer-
ous and hence it is applied to the fruit of other
plants and trees to indicate its abundance. So,

Lo Yuen Sung dyn.), Waug T‘aou,

and others.

St.3. L 2. Ts'in-ts^n sets forth the luxuriance

of tlie foliage,- •

The rhymes are—in st.l, cat. 5,

t. 1 : in 2, cat 12, t. 3; in 3,

ib” t.l.

Ode 7. Praise of a rabbit-catcher, as
fit to be a prince^ mate. Whether any par-
ticular individual was intended will be con-
sidered in the note on the interpretation. The
generally accepted view is that the ode sets

forth the influence of king Win (acc. to Choo),
or of T*ae-sze (acc. to Maou), as so powerful and
beneficial, that individuals in the lowest rank
were made fit by it to occupy the highest posi-
tions.

St.l. L.l. is defined in the Urh*ya as

*a rabbit-net* to which Le Seun, the glos-

sarist, end of the Han dyn.), adds,

that the rabbit makes paths underground for

itself. Choo makes
!

descriptive of the

careful manner in which the nets were set

;

Maou, of the reverent demeanour of the trapper.

It is difficult to choose between them. On Choo’8
view the piece is allusive] on Maou^, narrative.

3

o
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& S

2 Carefull)T adjusted are the rabbit nets,

And placed where many ways meet.

That stalwart, martial man
Would be a good companion for his prince.

3 Carefully adjusted are the rabbit nets,

And placed in the midst of the forest.

That stalwart, martial man
Might be head and heart to his prince.

YI1I. Foif-e.

5

g
1 We gather and gather the plantains;

Now we may gather them.

AVe gather and gather the plantains

Kow we have got them.

L.2. ~Y (read chang)
"J

is intended to

represent the sound of the blows (^C) on

pins or pegs used in setting the nets.

L.3. Both Maou and Clioo give
^ ^

as=
4 martial-like/ while the Shwoh-wan defines the

phrase by f light, vigorous,

able, and strong.* L.4. ‘duke and

marquis 5
together,=prince. We are to under-

stand king Wfin by the designation. At the

time to which the ode refers, lie was not yet

styled king, and, indeed, Choo takes the phrase

as one proof that Wan never assumed tliat title.

M.aou takes —p = ^-J
1

,
so tliat g t-

gether,= 4 defender/ or 4 wall of defence* proba-

bly after Tso-she. in his narrative appended to

the 1 2th year of duke Chin^. 4 Shield anti wall’

however, are suitable enough in the connection.

St.2. L.2. is read she,
i to place,

5 4 to set/

and bdow,—like • in

CMen •
= - a place

from which 9 ways proceed/ I h tive asked

Wang T^ou and other scholars, whether such

a thoroughfare was not an unlikely place to

catch rabbits in, and got no satisfactory answer.

L_4 • = in Otle I.

There is a difficulty as to the rhyming of

- . The latter is said to be here read, by

poetical license, k l
e. A better solution is to

adopt the reading of with at the side,

instead of for wliicli there is some evidence.

St.3. L.4. confidant and guide;’

lit” ‘ belly and heart.’ We do not use * belly,*

as the Chinese do.

Tlie rliymes are inst.l, cat. 5. 1. 1

;

eat.H in 2
, ;

cat. 3 1. 1 (this is a doubtful rhyme): in 3, ,

cat. 7. 1. 1. The alternate lines

all rhyme, which is called
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AVe gather and gather the plantains;

Now we place the seeds in our skirts.

We gather and gather the plantains;

Now we tuck our skirts under our girdles.

IX. Han hwang.

S

1 In the south rise the trees without branches,

Affording no shelter.

By the Han are girls rambling about,

But it is vain to solicit them.

Interpretation. The ordinary view of this

ode has been mentioned above. A special inter-

pretation, liowever, which is worth referring to,

bas been put upon it. In the 2d of his chapters

(|jp^
[^ ), Mill Teih says that 4 king W5n

raised from their rabbit nets Hwang Yaou and
T lae T^en.* We find both those names in the

Shoo (V. x\i. 12) as ministers of \YS.n. Kin

Le-ts ;eang
J|j^;

Yuen dyn.) and other

scholars tliink, therefore, that this ode had
reference to them. This view seems very likely.

Ode 8. Narrative. The song of the plan-
tain-gatiikuers. We are supposed to have
here a happy instance of the tranquillity of the
times of AV;ln, so that the women, the loom and
otlier liouseliold labours over could go out and
gather the seeds of the plantain in cheerful
concert. Wliy they gathered those seeds does
not appear. From the Preface it appears that
they were tliought to be favourable to child-

beuring. They are still thought in China to be
helpful in diflicult labours. Among ourselves,
a niudlage is got from the seeds of sonic species

of the plant, wliich is used in stiffening muslins.

St l. L.l. — see on Ode III. The^^

is one of the plantaginacecE probably our

common libgrass, as in the line of Tennyson,
*The liedgehog underneath the plantain bores.*

L. 2. —both of these terms have

been noticed, on Ode II., as untranslateable
particles. Nothing more can be said of them,
when they are found, as here, in combination.

LI. 2, 4. = (
let us go and gather them

;

*

4 we have got tliem
J

,

here they are.

Maou, strangely, takes ^ =|^, 4 to collect,*

‘to deposit?

St_2. Ll. 2, 4 • = ‘to gather’ mean-

ing the ears. 4 to take/—meaning

the seeds.

St.3.
4 to hold up the skirt/

meaning as in the translation. =
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The breadth of the Han
Cannot be dived across

;

The length of the Keang
Cannot be navigated with a raft.

2 Many are the bundles of firewood

;

I would cut down the thorns [to form more].

Those girls that are going to their future home,
I would feed their horses.

The breadth of the Han
Cannot be dived across

;

The length of the Keang
Cannot be navigated with a raft.

*to tuck the skirt under the girdle;*

Medhurst says, 1 round the waist/

The rhymes are—in st. 1, ,

cat. 1, t. 2 : iu 2, cat. 15, t. 3 : in 3,

,
cat. 12, t. 3.

Ode 9. Allusive, and metaphorical. The
VIRTUOUS MANNERS OF THE YOUNG WOMEN
about TnE Han and the Keang. Through
the influence of Wftn, the dissolute manners of

the people, and especially the women, in the re-

gions south from Chow, had uudergone a great

transformation. The praise of the ladies in the

piece, therefore, is to the praise of Wan. So
say both Choo and Maou, the * Little Preface *

ceasing here to speak of T‘ae-sze. The first 4

lines of each stanza are allusive, the poet pro-

ceeding always from the first two lines to the

things alluded to in them or intended by them.
The last 4 lines are metaphorical, no mention
being made of the poet’s inner meaning in them.
To bring that out, we should have to supply

,

' Those ladies are li/ceJ See the remarks of Lew

Kin( Yuen dyn.) appended to Choo's

‘ Collection of Comments,’ in the Yung-ching
She.

St.l. L.l. The south here is difft. from that

in Ode II. The connection makes us refer it to

the States in Yang-chow and King-chow.

means * lofty trees with fe^ or no branches

low down/ L.2. The unites well enough

with of cognate meaning but it can hardly

be other than an error which has crept into the

text, instead of the particle with which all

the other lines conclude, elsewhere found also
at the end of lines. In those lofty trees, giving
no shelter, we have an allusion to the young
ladies immediately spoken of, virtuous and re-

fusing their favours. L.3. The Han, see the

Slioo, III. i. Pt. ii. 8. L. 6. ‘ to

go hidden in the water,* to dive. L.8. Choo

defines (or
j|j^)

by and Maou by

these characters are synonyms, meaning

a raft
;
here=* to be rafted/ to be navigated with

a raft. L.7. The Keang, see the Shoo on
Ill.i. Pt.ii. 9. Rafts are seen constantly on
the Keang. Does not the text indicate that in

the time of the poet the people had not learned
to venture on the mighty stream ?

Stt. 2, 3. Tlie first four lines in these stanzas

are of difficult interpretation. is explained

by *mixed/ *raade up of different com-

ponents/ so that bundles of faggots

of different kinds of wood, or of wood and grass

or brushwood together. * is given by

Maou as indicating *the appearance of the

gotsf but he docs not saj in what way. Chuo

.
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S+
3

B Many are the bundles of firewood
;

I would cut down the southernwood [to form more].

Those girls that are going to their future home,

—

I would feed their colts.

The breadth of the Han
Cannot be dived across

;

The length of the Keang
Cannot be navigated with a raft.

X. Joo fun.

^

1 Along those raised banks of the Joo,

I cut down the branches and slender stems.

While I could not see my lord,

I felt as it were pangs of great hunger.

says the phrase indicates 4 the appearance of

rising up flourishingly
;

5 but how can this apply to

bundles of faggots ? Two other meanings of the
phrase are given in the diet., either of which is

preferable to this viz., ^ numerous which

I have adopted; and ‘liigh-like(
is a species of thorn-tree

(^)J
and

is a species of arteraisia. It is also called

and
,
which last Medhurst calls 4 a

kind of southernwood.* It is described as grow-
ing in low places, and marshy grounds, with
leaves like the raugwort, of a light green, fra-

grant and brittle. When young, the leaves may
be eaten, and afterwards, tliey may be cooked
for food. The reference to them in the text,

however, is not because of their use for food,

but, like the thorns, for fuel. The plant grows,
it is said, several feet high and even, with
ourselves, the southernwood acquires a woody

Btem, after a few years. (Shwoh Wan,

feed.
4

is a full-grown horse,

i six cubits high and upwards * is a colt, a

young horse, ^etsveen 5 and 6 cubits high* but
stress cannot be laid on the specific differences in

the meaning of such terms, which are enipl }
red

in order to vary the rhymes. But now, what
relation was tliere between the piles of faggots,
and cutting down the thorns and the southern-
wood ? and how are the first two lines allusive

of what is stated in the next two ? Lacharme
does not try to indicate this in his notes, and
his translation is without Chinese sanction and
in itself unjustifiable :

lEx virgultorum variis

fasciculis spinas resecare 4 (St. 3, hei'bas silvestres

avellere) satagunt. Puellce matrimonio collocantur
y

et queerunt unde pascant equos suos (St. 3, pullos

equinos).'
1 The nearest approach to a satisfactory

answer to those questions that I have met with,

is the following : Cutting down the thorns and
the southernwood was a toilsome service per-

formed for the faggots, but such was the respect

inspired by the virtuous ladies whom the speaker
saw, that he was willing to perform the meanest
services for them. This I have endeavoured to

indicate in the translation, though the nature
of the service done to the faggots is not expressed

by any critic as I have done. See the ‘ Complete
Digest J

in loc., and the various suggestions in

the ‘ Collection of Opinions given ia

the imperial edition.

The rhymes are—in st.l, ,cat.3, t.l : in

2, cat.5, t.2 : in 3,

in all the stanzas, * * cat. 10.

VOL. IV. 3
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Along those raised banks of the Joo,

I cut down the branches and fresh twigs.

I have seen my lord;

He has not cast me away.

The bream is showing its tail all red;

The royal House is like a blazing fire.

Though it be like a blazing fire,

Your parents are very near.

Ode 10. Mainly iarrati\re. The affection
OF THE WIVES OF THE JOO, AND THEIR SOLI-

CITUDE ABOUT TIIEIR IIVSBANDS HONOUR. The
royal House, in the last stanza, like a blazing

fire, is supposed to be that of Shang, under the

tyranny of Chow. The piece, therefore, belongs

to the closing time of that dyn., wlien Wan was
consolidating his power and influence. The
effects of his very different rule were felt in the

country about the Joo, and animated the wife of

a soldier (or officer), rejoicing in the return of her

husband from a toilsome service, to express her

feelings and sentiments, as in these stanzas.

St. 1. L. 1. The Joo is not mentioned in the

Shoo. It rises in the hill of T 4een-seih

in Joo Chow, Honan, flows east through

that province, and falls into the Ilwae, in the

dep. of Ying-chow (
I)

Ngan-hwui .- ,

4 great dykes/ meaning the banks of

the river, raised, or rising high, to keep the water

in its channel. Some give the phrase

a more definite meaning, and the site of an old

city, which was so called, is pointed out, 50 le to

the north east of the dis. city of Shell (^^), dcp.

Nan-yang. L.2. |^ = ,
‘branches.’

* small trees.’ The speaker must be supposed to

have been cutting these branches and trees for

firewood. L.3. the speaker’s ‘princely

man’=‘ her husband.’ She longed to see him.

but she did not do so yet ^ 4. in tht

Urh-ya is explained both by *to think/

and by 4 to be hungry/ Maou and Choo

unite those definitions, and make it= •

‘ hungry thoughts.’ (chow\ with Maou,=
f the morning, ' so that the meaning is

feel like one hungrv for the morning meal.
5

JMucIj

better it is to adopt, with Choo, the reading of

moaning ‘intense’ ‘long-continued.

St. 2. L 2. ‘fresh shoots

a

year had

gone by. Tlie branches lopped in the past par.

had grown again, or fresh shoots in their place.

The husband had long been away but at length

he has returned. So tlie in 1. 3. intimates.

L.4.
j
= distant’ ‘far.’ to-

gether,^^ to abandon.’ =

I ]^
‘1as not abandoned me ’ but

whether this expression bc=* my husband is not
dead/ as K^ang-shing and many others take it;

r= 4 he comes back, with all the affection of our
original covenant/ it would be hard to say. On
the latter view the stanza is allusive, and the
husband has not ret returned. The fresh slioots

awaken the speakers emotion, and she exclaims,
4 Anotlier day, when 1 shall have seen my hus-
band, perliaps he will not cast me offI

, As Yen

TS ‘:m puts it

•

St.3. This stanza is metaphorical. L.l. Tlie

fang is tlie bream called also S5 and fi.

4
red.* The tail of the bream, we are

told, is not naturally red like that of the
carp the redness in the text must be pro-
duced by its tossing about in shallow water.

So was the speaker^ husband toiled and worn
out in distant service. The other 3 lines are
understood to be an exhortation to the husband
to do his duty to the royal House of Yin, not-

withstanding the ojipressiveness of Chow its

Head. = ‘a fire,* or to blaze as a

fire. K 4ang-shing and Ying-tah understand by
‘ parents ’ tlie husbands’ parents, so that his

wife’s idea is that he should do his duty at all

risks, and not disgrace his parents whom he
should think of as always near him. Clioo con-

o
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XI. Lin die die.

3 _ \

1 The feet of the lin :

—

The noble sons of our prince,

Ah! they are the lin!

2 The forehead of the lin :

—

The noble grandsons of our prince,

Ah! they are the Hn!

3 The horn of the lin :

—

The noble kindred of our prince,

Ah ! they are the lin!

siclers that the phrase is a designation of king
Win, as the 4 parent * of the people

;
and the

wife exhorts her husband ever to think of him,

serving the House of Yin loyally, and to copy his

example. It may be the best Tray to accept the

view of the old interpreters. = ‘ ve)T•’

The rhymes are—in St. 1, ’

t.l: in 2, ib. t.3: in 3,

* * t.2.

Ode 11. Allusive. Celebrating the good-

ness OF THE OFFSPRING AND RELATIVES OF

king Wan. The lin (Urh-ya, is the female

of the k (
e a fabulous animal, the sym-

bol of all goodness and benevolence; having tlie

body of a deer, the tail of an ox, the hoofs of a
horse, one horn, the scales of a fish, &c. Its feet

are here mentioned, because it does not tread on
any living thing, not even on live grass; its

forehead Maou;=^^, Shwoh-wan),

because it does not butt with it; and its horn,

because the end of it is covered with flesh, to

show that the creature, while able for war, wills

to have peace. The lin was supposed to appear,

inaugurating a golden age; but the poet in-

timates that he considered the character of

Wan's family and kindred as a better auspice of

such a time. Choo adopts here the explanation

w given on Ode V.l by Maou,
^ ^

1 benevolent and generous-like/ while

Maou, I know not for what reason, changes

into
{ ,

and makes the phrase= 4 sincere and

generous-like/ = the duke^ sons/

= ‘tlie duke’s grandsons.’ The

term c surname,* is used for grandsons, be-

cause the grandson^ descendants became a new
clan, with the designation of his grandfather for

a clan-name. By we are to understand

all who could trace their lineage to the same
4 high ancestor * as the duke.

The rhymes are—in st.l, eat.l t.2

:

in 2 cat.ll : in 3 cat.3

t-3 the at the end of each stanza is also

considered as making a rhyme.
Concluding note. It is difficult for us to

transport ourselves to the time and scenes of the
pieces in tliis book. The Chinese see in them a
model prince and his model wife, and the widely
extended beneficial effects of their character and
government. The institution of the harem is

very prominent and there the wife appears, love-

ly on her entry into it, reigning in it with entire
devotion to her husband's happiness, free from
all jealousy of the inferior inmates, in the most
friendly spirit promoting their comfort, and set-

ting them an example of frugality and industry.

The people rejoice in the domestic happiness of

their ruler, and in the number of his children, and
would have these multiplied more and more.
Among themselves, gravity of manners dignifies

individuals of the meanest rank
;
and the rabbit-

trapper is fit to be his prince’s friend, guide,
and shield. Purity is seen taking the place of

licentiousness, both among women and men;
and the wife is taught to prefer her husband^
honour and loyalty to her own gratification in his

society. The 4th Ode gives a pleasant picture of

a bride, where yet her future work in her family
is not overlooked

;
and the 8th, with its simple

lines, shows to us a cheerful company of rib-

grass-gatherers.
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I. Ts ceoh ch caou.
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1 The nest is the magpies;
The dove dwells in it.

This young lady is going to her future home;
A hundred carriages are meeting her.

2 The nest is the magpie’s

;

The dove possesses it.

This young lady is going to her future home

;

A hundred carriages are escorting her.

3 The nest is the magpie's

;

The dove fills it.

This young lady is going to her future home;
These hundreds of carriages complete her array.

Title of the Book.

—

‘ Sliaou Nan, Book II. of Part I.’ On the title

of the last Book, it has been stated that king

Win, on removing to Fung, divided the original

Chow of liis House into two portions, which he

settled on his son Tan, the duke of Chow, and on

Shih, one of his principal adherents, the duke

of Shaou. The site of the city of Shaou was in

dep. of Fung-ts $eang, and probably in the dis.

of K 4e-shan. Shih was of the Chow surname of

Ke
( X and is put down by Hwang-poo Meih

as a son of Wan by a concubine
;
but this is un-
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certain. After his death, lie received the hon-

orary name of K cang ( On the over-

throw of the Shang dyn., he was invested by

king Woo with the principality of Yen, or North

Yen (z([j I ) having its capital in the pres,

dis. of Ta-hing dep. of Shun-t c

een,

where his descendants are traced, down to the

Ts 4in dyn. He himself, however, as did Tan, re-
|

mained at the court of Chow, and we find them,
!

in the Shoo, as the principal ministers of king

Ching. They were known as the 4 highest dukes I

( and the ‘ t'vo great chiefs ( • ^ ),’
j

Tan having charge of the eastern portions of

the kingdom, and Sliih of the western.

The pieces in this Book arc supposed to have

been produced in Sliaou and the principalities

south of it, west from those that yielded the

odes of the Chow-nan.

Ode 1. Allusive. Celebrating the marriage

OF A BRIDE, A PRINCESS, TO THE PRINCE OF AN-

OTHER state. The critics will all have it, that

the poet's object was to set forth 4 the virtue of

the lady* and wherein they find the allusion to

that will be seen below. For myself I do not

see that the virtue of the bride was a point which

the writer wished to indicate his attention was

taken by the splendour of the nuptials.

St.l. L.l. s^e on i. Ode II. 1. The is
c
eoh

is the magpie. It is common in China, and gener-

ally called he-ts
leoh it makes the

same elaborate nest as with ourselves. L.2.

is the general name for the dove here, probably,

the turtle dove, the she-Jcew ( ^ias many
j

local names. I do not know that it is a fact

that the dove is to be found breeding in a mag-

pie^ nest, as is here assumed
;
but Maou K4e-ling

vehemently asserts it, and says that any De

with eyes may see about the villages a flock of

doves contending with as many magpies, and

driving the latter from their nests

—
*). The virtue of the bride is

thought to be emblemed by the quietness and

stupidity of the dove, unable to make a nest for

itself, or making a very simple, unartistic one.

The dove is a favourite emblem with all poets

for a lad}r

;
but surely never, out of China, be-

cause of its stupidity/ But says Twan Ch 4ang-

woo (J^ towards the end of the Sung

dyn.), 4The duties of a wife are few and confined

there is no harm in her being stupid.*

L.4.
pj^
=—§ * a carriage’ as being

supported on two wheels()• is
!

commonly read liere^a, and generally when it has

the signification of 4 to meet/ But it rhymes

!
here with fceu, and the variation of its sound,

according to its signification, is a device dating

only from the Han dyn. The 100 carriages here

are those of the bridegroom and his friends, who
come to meet the lady, as she approaches the

borders of his State.

St. 2. L. 2.
£ has it.’ Yen

Ts^an quotes a sentence which ingeniously

explains this use of as a verb,

_ L 4•
:

= t<5 ’

The carriages here are those of the bride and all

her cortege.

St. 3. L. 2. The 4 filling’ of the nest alludes

to the ladies accompanying the bride to the

harem. She would be accompanied by two near

relatives from her own State, and there would be

three ladies from each of two kindred States, so

that the prince of a State is described by KuDg-

yang as *at once marrying 9 ladies *

LA. The 100 carriages here

cover those of each of the previous stanzas.

— as in i. IV. 3.,= 4 make her complete/

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat * 1. 1

;

in 2, ^•

, cat. 10: in 3, cat. 11.

Note on the interpretation. In liis in-

teresting essay on the poetry of the Chinese,

(already referred to), Sir John Da^is gives the

following paraphrase of this ode

6 The nest yon winged artist builds,

The robber bird shall tear away

—So yields her hopes the affianced maid,

Some wealthy lord's reluctant prey.

4 The anxious bird prepares a nest,

In which the spoiler soon shall dwell:

Forth goes the weeping bride constrained,

A hundred cars the triumph swell.

4 Mourn for the tiny architect

;

A stronger bird hath ta 4en its nest

:

Mourn for the hapless stolen bride,

How vain the pomp to soothe her breast !

*

This is paraphrased, he says, 4 to convey the

full sense ofwhat is only hinted at in the original,

and explained in the commentary/ He has

made a little poem, more interesting than the

original, but altogether away from the obvious

meaning of that original, on a view of it not

hinted at in any commentary.
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She gathers the white southernwood,

By the ponds, on the islets.

She employs it,

In the business of our prince.

She gathers the white southernwood,

Along the streams in the valleys.

She employs it,

In the temple of our prince.

With head-dress reverently rising aloft,

Early, while yet it is night, she is in the princes temple;

In her head-dress, slowly retiring,

She returns to her own apartments.

Ode 2. Narrative. The industry and re-
verence OF A PRINCE^ WIFE, ASSISTING HIM IN

sacrificing. Here we must suppose the ladies

of a harem, in one of the States of the South,
admiring and praising the way in which their

mistress discharged her duties —all, of course,

add the commentators, through the transforming
influence of the court of Chow. There is a view
that it is not sacrificing that is spoken of, which
I will point out in a concluding note.

St. 1. L. 1. Maou says = which it is

in the next line; but cannot be so con-

strued. K ;ang-shing and Ying-tah, seeing this,

made ^= T which would do in the 1st

line, but not in the 3d. Our best plan is to take

and together as a compound particle,

untranslateable
;
so, Wang T^ou ]/X

).

no doubt, a kind of artemisia^ and is defined as

after which Medhurst terms it
4 white

southernwood.’ Its leaf is coarser than that of
the other haou, with white hairs on it. It does

not grow high, like some other varieties, but

thick. The fan was used both in sacrifices, and

in feeding silkworms. L.2. is a pool or

natural pond, of irregular crooked shape, dis-

tinguished from which is round. The

general name for island is
^|>|»| ;

a small chow is

called and a small choo, - ThQ fan is

not a water plant, so that we must take as

= c by’ ‘on.’ L. 4. By ! we must under-

stand the business of sacrifice, the business, by

way of eminence. The sacrifice intended, more-

over, must be celebrated in the ancestral temple,

within the precincts of the palace, as the lady

could take no part in sacrifices outside those.

"0^,—together, as in i. VII. The lady’s

husband might be a or a

St. 2.; is
f a stream in avail V

Here, however, the idea is more that of a valley

with a stream in it. =j^Q,
4 the ancestral

temple so, often in the Ch'un Ts 4ew.

•
~^

{oi
0
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III. TVaou-chhmg.

1
^

1 Yaou-yaou went the grass-insects,

And the hoppers sprang about.

While I do not see my lord,

My sorrowful heart is agitated.

Let me have seen him,

Let me have met him,

And my heart will then be stilled.

2 I ascended that hill in the south,

And gathered the turtle-foot ferns.

While I do not see my lord,

My sorrowful heart is very sad.

Let me have seen him,

St. 3• is described as‘ an _-
ment for the head/ and as being made of hair

plaited. It was probably the same with what is

elsewhere called the though Ying-tah

identifies it with the (written

also without the at the side) is defined by

Maou as= 4 standing up high and re-

verently.
J Then

jjiB S®,
in 13

,
is said to be

6 the appearance of leisurely ease.*

Both the predicates belong in the construction
to the head-dress

;
in reality to the lady.

—

is not 1 from morning till night/ as

Lacharme takes it, but early in the morning,

while it was yet dark (

).

in 1.3= 1 the prince^ place
J the tem-

ple of last st. It must not be taken, says Clioo,

of 4 the prince's private chamber.*

The rhymes are—in st. 1, Vlh caU t.2;

in 2, cat. 9 ;
in 3 A.;

cat. 15, 1. 1.

Note on tite interpretation. The inter-

pretation of the ode above given is satisfactory

enough. Choo mentions another, however, which
would also suit the exigencies of the case pretty
well —lliat it refers to the duties of the prince’s
wife in liis silk-worm establishment.

r

Y\iQfan
would be useful in this, as a decoction from its

leaves, sprinkled on the silkworms* eggs, is said
to facilitate their hatching. The imperial editors
fully exhibit this view, but do not give it the

preference. Le Kwang-te
;
of the

pres, dyn.) adopts it in his and takes

no notice of the other.

Ode 3. Narrative. The wife of some great
OFFICER BEWAILS HIS ABSENCE ON DUTY, AND
LONGS FOR THE JOY OF HIS RETURN. All the
critics agree that the speaker is tlie wife of a
great officer. According to Choo's view, she
speaks as she is moved by the pha3nomena of

the different seasons which she observes, and
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Let me have met him,

And my heart will then be pleased.

I ascended that hill in the south,

And gathered the thorn-ferns.

While I do not see my lord,

My sorrowful heart is wounded with grief.

Let me have seen him,

Let me have met him,

And my heart will then be at peace.

gives expression to the regrets and hopes which

she cherished. He compares the piece with the

3d and 10th of last Book. The different view

of the older interpreters will be noticed in the

concluding note.

St. 1. LI. 1, 2. (the Sliwoh-w^n does not

give the character) is intended to give the

sound made by the one insect and

represents thejumping ofthe other. What specif-

ic names they should receive is yet to be deter-

mined. I havemeanwhile, translated]^^^liter-

ally. It is described as 4 a kind of locust, green
and with a wonderful note.* The pictures of it

are like the locusta viridissima. The iS

probably, the common grasshopper

;

Seu Ting( ; of the time of K‘een-lung) says there

can be doubt of it ( )• The

Urh-ya calls it and the former

or Carrier of the fan* These names arose from
the belief that when the one gave out its note,

the other leaped to it, and was carried on its

back. 4 They thus/ says K^ang-shing, 4 sought
each other like husband and wife/ This is the
foundation of the old interpretation of the piece.

L.4j in all the stanzas. | +
=

‘ to be

agitated,* as if it were { |
. The Shwoh-

wan explains both ancl by . The

predicates in all the three stanzas rise upon
each other, as do those in the concluding lines.

LI. 5. 7. Of and h we can say nothing

but that they are two particles untraiislateable

one initial, the other final. So, Wang Yin-che.

The turn in the thought, indeed, makes

‘but.

Stt.2,3. L.2. and ; are both ferns.

Williams says on the former :
‘ An edible fern

;

the stalks are cooked for food, when tender, and

a flour is made from the root. The drawing of

the plant resembles an aspidium •’ Choo says,
4 The wei resembles the fceueh, but is rather long-

er ; it has spinous points and a bitter taste. The
people among the hills eat it.* The keueh is al-

so called and as in the translation.

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

cat. 9 : in 2, cat. 15, t.3 : in 3,

Note on the Interpretation. The old in-

terpreters say, like Choo, that the subject of the
ode is

4 the wife of a great officer * but they
make the subject of her distress, not the absence
of her husband, but the anxiety incident to the
uncertainty as to the establishment of her state

as his acknowledged wife. According to the
customs of those clays, ladies underwent a proba-
tion of 3 months after their 1st reception by
their husbands, at the end of which time they
might be sent back as 4 not approved.

1 The lady
of the ode is supposed to be brooding during
this period over her separation from her parents

;

and then anticipating the declaration of her
husband’s satisfaction with her, which would
be an abundant consolation. I have noticed the
allusion in the 1st two lines of the 1st st., which
may be tortured into a justification of this

view but the other stanzas have nothing ana-
logous. The interpretation may well provoke
a laugh. The imperial editors take no notice of

it.

i
oiTo—

1

ito
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She gathers the large duckweed,

By the banks of the stream in the southern valley.

Siie gathers the pondweed,

In those pools left by the floods.

She deposits what she gathers,

In her square baskets and round ones;

She boils it,

In her tripods and pans.

She sets forth her preparations,

Under the window in the ancestral chamber.

Who superintends the business?

It is [this] reverent young lady.

Ode 4. Narrative. The diligence and re-

verence OF THE YOUNG WIFE OF AN OFFICER,

doing her part in sacrificial offerings.

The ancient and modern interpreters are to some
extent agreed in their views of this ode. Wherein
they differ will be noticed under the 3d stanza.

St. 1. — see on ode 2. The p
l

in

belongs to the same species of aquatic plants as^ of i. I. The Pun-ts- aou says there

are three varieties of it : the large, called p
l
in

the small called and the middle, called

Maou makes the pHn the large variety,

while Choo and some others make it the 3d.

Yen Ts lan observes that the pHn may be eaten

but not the fow p^ng. If the p
ling eoutd not be

eaten, it is not likely, he says, it would be gather-

ed, like the plant here, to be used in sacrifice.

The p^in is, probably, the hmna trisulca. The
ts^ou is the tussel-ponclweed,—

^

ruppia rosteUa-

ta. Both by Maou and Choo it is called

from the strings of tufts in which it grows. Wil-

liams erroneously translates by 4 a tor-

rent.’ is primarily the ‘ appearance of great

rain' then is the rain left after a

heavy fall of it, and by the flooded streams, on
the roads and plains.

St. 2. KLwang and keu are distinguished as
in the translation. They were both made of

bamboo. ^ defined by * to boil.’ The

vegetables were slightly boiled and then pickled,
in order to th^ir being presented as sacrificial

offerings. The is distinguished from the

as ‘having feet.’

St. 3. ‘to place,’ ‘to set forth.’

may be taken as t= >=JH sthat¥
simply = ‘the ancestral temple •’ More

particularly, however, the phrase may == 4 the
ancestral chamber/ a room behind the temple,

specially dedicated to the or ‘ancestor

of the great officer/ whose wife is the subject of

the piece. The princes of States were succeed-
ed, of course, by the eldest son of the wife j^roper.

Their sons by other wives were called

1other sons ( ) The eldest son by the

IV. Ts lae pin.

1
o

To

VOL. IT. 4
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V. Kan t
L

ang.

s

( (
) # V

1 [This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree ;

—

Clip it not, hew it not down.
Under it the chief of Shaou lodged.

2 [This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree ;

—

Clip it not, break not a twig of it.

Under it the chief of Shaou rested.

3 [This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree ;

—

Clip it not, bend not a twig of it.

Under it the chief of Shaou halted.

1

wife proper of one of them became the

of the clan descended from him, and the

was an apartment dedicated to him. The old

interpreters, going upon certain statements as

to the tmininj? of tlie daughters in the business
of sacrifices in this apartment, for 3 months
]>revious to their marriage, contend that the lady
spoken of was not yet married, but that the
piece speaks of her undergoing this preparatory
education. The imperial editors mention their

view with respect, but think it better to abide

by that of Choo. The door of the n
the east side of it, and the window on the west;

nnd by tlie is to be understood the

south corner beyond the window, which was the
most honoured spot of the apartment. In 1.3,

= ‘ to superintend.’ The is little

more than a particle. In cases like the text,

Wang Yin-che calls it

4 a term or particle of deliberative inquiry.*

The wife presided over the arrangement of the

dishes in sacrifice, and the filling them with the

vegetables and sauces. (read chae) :=
‘ to respect,’ ‘ reverent . =^> 4 young/

This term gives some confirmation to the old

interpretation of the ode.

The rliymes are iu st. 1
{

cat. 12,

t»l

;

cat. 2; ii 2, cat. 5, t.2:

in 3, ib.

Ode. 5. Narrative. Thl love of thk people
10R HE MEMUIiY Ol rilE DUliL at bHAOt MAKLS

THEM LOVE THE TREES BENEATH WHICH HE HAD

RESTED. might be translated 4 Shaou,

the chief see note on the title of the Book.
The nobleman is called pih^ not as lord or duke
of Shaou, but as invested with jurisdiction over
all the States of the west. In the exercise of

that, he hacl won the hearts of the people, and
his memory was somehow connected with the
tree which the poet had before his mind's eye,

who makes the people therefore, as Tso-she
says (XI. ix. under p. 1),

4 think of the man and
love the tree.* Stories are related by Han Ying
and Lew Heang of the way in which the chief

executed his functions in the open air but they

owed their origin probably to the ode. We do
not need them to enable us to enter into its

spirit.

The kan-tang is, no doubt, a species of pear-

tree. Maou identifies it with the too ( )

after the Urh-ya; others distinguish between
them, saying that the fruit of the tang was whitish

and sweet, while that of the too is red and sour.

Maou makes small-like
;

* much better

seems to be Choo’s view of the phrase, which I

have followed. < =^? *to strike* the tree,

* hew it down
;

* acc to Choo,«=^p, ( to break

_ = ‘to bend it
’

as the body is

bent in bowing. The tree becomes dearer, the

more the poet keeps it before him. The con-

cluding characters of the stanzas have nearly

the same meaning. is explained by

4 to halt among the grass
;

* (read shwuy

a/. simply by 4 to halt/ 4 to lodged

and j, by ‘t rest •’
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VI. Ilhuj loo.

: ##
1 AVet lay the clew on the path:

—

flight I not [have walked there] in the early dawn?
But I said there was [too] much dew on the path.

2 Who can say the sparrow has no horn?

How else could it bore through my house?

Wiio can say that you did not get me betrothed?

How else could you have urged on this trial?

But though you have forced me to trial,

Your ceremonies for betrotlial were not sufficient.

3 Who can say that the rat lias 110 molar teeth?

How else could it bore tlirough my wali?

r

i'he rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 15

t. 3; in 2, in3,_ ii.

m

Ode 6. Narrative and allusive. A lady
RESISTS AN ATTEMPT TO FOUCE flER TO MAKRV,
and argues her cause. The old interpreters

thought that we have here a specimen of the
cases that came before the duke of Shaou; and

Choo does not contradict LGw Heang( |j

gives this tradition of

the origin of the piece—A lady of Shin was
promised in marriage to a man of Fuij.s. The
ceremonial offerings ironi his family, however,
were not so complete as the rules required

;
and

when he wished to meet her and convey lier

home, she and her friends refused to carry out
the engagement. The other party brought the
case to trial, and tlie lady made thk ode, assert-

ing that, while a single rule of ceremony was
not complied with, she would not allow herself
to be foreed from her parents' house.

St. 1. Yeh-j/ih conveys the idea of 1 beidig* wet.*

= ‘ way’ ‘ path.’ see oil

1 1 .3. The difficulty in interpreting and trans-

lating tliis stanza arises from the
i How not/ which must be suijplementcd in some

way. Maou takes the characters as

1 there was this
;
meaning, acc. to K^ang-shing,

that slie might have been married at this dewy
season of the year in the early morning. But
on this allusive view, I cannot understand the
last line, ajid hold, therefore, that the lady is

here simply giving r\\ illustration of the regard
for her safety ami character which she was in
the habit of manifesting.

Stt. 2^ 3 contain the argument- Appearances
were against the lad^

;
but to herself she was

justified in her course. People would infer from
seeing the liole made by a sparrow, that it was
provided with a horn, though in reality it has
none. Her 2d illustration is defective, if we

take to mean, ns is connnojily said, only

‘ the griuders’ ii opposition to
[^j ,

the front or

incisor teeth, for rat iias both incisors and
niolars, Avantiug only the intermediate teeth.

But by is probably to be understood all the

other teeth but the incisors. People might in-

fer from seeing wliat it did, that its mouth was
full of teeth, which is not the case. 8o they
might infer, from her being brouglii by her pro-

secutors to trial, tliat tlieir case was complete
but in reality it -was not so. The 3d line is very

perplexing
, (= ^J u *) feE^ ;

but
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3
AVlio can say that you did not get me betrothed?

How else could you have urged oji tliis trial?

But though }' u have forced me to trial,

I will still not follow vou.

VII. Kaou yaiuj.

1 [Those] lamb-skins and sheep-skins,

With their five braidings of white silk!

They have retired from the court to take their meal;

Easy are they and self-possessed.

2 [Those] lamb-skins and sheep-skins,

With their five seams wrought witli \vhite silk!

Easy are tliey and self-possessed;

They have retired from the court to take their meal.

aU the critics agree that we are to understand

by all the formalities of engagement and

betrothal(
AVe must take in the last line of

st. 2 in the same way.
j =

summon and bring to.* aml are both

= £ trial/ Maou gives for the former which

should be, as in the Shwoh-wan, the place

•where the defendant was confined wliile the

case was pending.

The rhymes are—in st.l, j *

cat. 5, t.l: in 2 • . _ cat. 3,

t. 3: in 3 * *, cat . 1. 1
;

’
cat - 9 .

Ode. 7. Narrative. The easy digxity of
THE GREAT OFFICERS OF SOMK COURT. The
structure of the piece is very simple, the cliar- 1

aclers and tlieir order in the lines, and the order

of the lines themselves, being varied for tlie sake

of the rhythm. By the * lamb-skins and slieep-

skins
7 we are to understand the officers wearing

such furs. It is better to do so than to take the

piece as allusive.

I^T, in st. 2, is to be taken as=J^. We
cannot give it its proper signification of 4 the hide,

with the hair taken off.* Great officers wore
such furs —some say, in court

;
others, as both

Maou and Choo. in their own families. It is not

wortli while entering liere on a discussion of the

point. Tliey were often dyed black, and being

seamed together with white silk, the hems were

conspicuous. and^ all refer to the

same tiling, the seams of the furs of which the

robes were made. Choo acknowledges that lie

does not understand and an(^ Maou ex-

plains them both by wliich is unintelligible.

Tlie meaning of wliich I have followed is

that given by K 4oh King( Ming

dvn.):
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3 The seams of [those] lamb-skins and sheep-skins,

The five joinings wrought with white silk!

Easy are they and self-possessed;

They have retired to take their meal from the court.

VIII. Yin k l

e luy.

_ i

®

1

1 Grandly rolls the thunder,

On the south of the southern hill !

How was it he went away from tliis,

Not daring to take a little rest ?

My noble lord

!

May he return ! May he return !

2 Grandly rolls the thunder,

About the sides of the southern hill!

How was it he went away from this,

;
and for that of I am indebted to

Hoo Yih-kwei (|^
— Yuen dyn.)

—

I Maou says
j

is

the same as after the Urh-ya.

K )= ‘the aPP .

of self-possession •’ Maou says it denotes 4 the

straight and equal steps with which the officers

walked.* = , ‘the duke’s gate/ or

generally 4 the court/

The rhymes ar5—in st. 1, * *

cat. 17 : in 2,
^0̂ ,

cat. 1, t. 3 : in 3,

cat . 9.

Ode. 8. Allusive. A lady^ admiration of
HER HUSBAND ABSENT ON PUBLIC SERVICE, AND
HER LONGING FOR HIS RETURN. The lady, it

must be supposed, is the wife of a great officer.

She hears the rolling of the thunder, and is led

to think of her absent husband. Yen Ts‘an

observes that the piece is simply allusive, without

any metaphorical element

j^*); but K cang-shing and others torture the

first two lines into symbols of the officer on his

commission. The rhythmical variations in the

stanzas are, it will be seen, very small.• (sometimes doubled) represents the

solemn sound of thunder, heard rolling at some

considerable distance off. "1^ is the demonstra-

tive,== c the/ or 4
that.* has now given place to

the less complicated L. 2. ‘The southern

hill
5 must be one of the hills in the south of the

territory of Chow. The southern side of a hill

is called • H The 1st

So, Maou and Choo better than Yen Ts 4an,

who makes * at this time.’ The
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2

f

Not daring to take a little rest?

My noble lord

!

May lie return ! May he return !

3 Grandly rolls the thunder,

At the foot of the southern hill

!

How was it he went away from this,

Not remaining a little at rest?

My noble lord !

May he return ! May he return

!

IX. IJLeaou yew mei.

tfE ^ itt Bfe & rMi
“‘ J o ^ N )k\W I o>

_ _ 4
1 Dropping are the fruits from the plum-tree;

There are [but] seven [tenths] of them left

!

For the gentlemen who seek me,
This is the fortunate time

!

2 Dropping are the fruits from the plum-tree;

There are [but] three [tenths] of them left

!

For the gentlemen who seek me,
Now is the time.

2n<l= ‘this place.’ = ‘

away from,* *to leave.* L. 4. c=
,

4
lei-

sure/ The Urh-ya has but the oldest

reading was simply
'

in the same sense.

Wang T 4aou, Wang Yin-che, and many others,

take here— so that the line

I prefer, however, the construction

of Yen Ts ‘an:—
1 . In

tlie other stanzas
$

is used adverbially.

L. 5. see on i. XI. L. 6. The re-

petition of
^

is undefstood to express a

wish for the husband^ return, but with submis-

sion to his absence so long as duty required it.

The rhymes are in st. 1, |^r, cat. 10:

in 2
, cat, 1 t. 3 : in 3, *,

cat. 5, t. 2. In addition to the above, the 1st,

3rd, 5th, and 6th lines of the three stanzas are

supposed to rhyme with one another.

T0
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3 Dropt are the fruits from the plum-tree
;

In my shallow basket I have collected them.

Would the gentlemen Avho seek me
[Only] speak about it

!

X. Seaou sing.

1 Small are those starlets,

Three or five of them in the east.

Swiftly by night we go

;

In the early dawn we are with the prince.

Our lot is not like hers.

Ode 9. Narrative. Anxiety of a young ladt
to get married. It is difficult for a foreigner

to make anything more out of the piece. The
critics, however, all contend that it is not the

desire raerely to be married which is here ex-

pressed, but to be married in accordance with
propriety, and before the proper time was gone
l?y. They mix up two things :—the age when
people should be married, males before 30, and
females before 20 ;

and the season of the year,

most proper for marriages, the season of spring.

We can see an allusion to the latter, in the

stanzas, but none to the former.

L. 1.
=

,
‘ to fall.’ It is difficult to

construe the which has no more force

than tlie H in the Last ode. See under in

the 3d index to the Shoo, where this peculiarity

of the usage of is pointed out. None of

t!ie critics say a wortl about it here. The mei is

the general name for the plum tree
;
here a spe-

cies, whose fruit is rather small and sour, and
which ripens earlier than the peach. The falling

of the plums makes tlie lady think of her own
ripeness, and that it was time she should be
plucked and married.

L. 2 Are we to understand and —

:

of 7

plums and 3 plums left on the tree, or as in the
translation ? Maou, Clioo, and the commentators
generally understand the single plums Ying-tah

adopts tlie proportional view(
I agree with him be-

cause of the Iasi stanza for what need would

there be of a basket to gather 3 plums ?

LI. 3.4. The freedom of the lady's expres-
sions in these lines have been a stumbling-block
to many. Ying-tah says, * We are not to under-
stand that the lady is speaking in her own per-

SQn( ^ut that the poet per-

sonates any marriageable young person/ Hwang
Chin end of the Sung dyn.) hears in

the words the language of a go-between, express-

ing the desire of the parents. But the

cannot be thus explained away.

I

It is here=our 1 while.* As Clioo expands the

line H ,

4 they must come up to (=while it is now) this
fortunate time.*

In st_ 3, see i.III . (al. }f^)=
4 to take/ 4 gather.* -j

they would but come to the speaking about it

as Lacharme has it,
4 diem dicat ille' The lady

is prepared to dispense with all previous for-—( )•

The rhymes are—in st. 1 cat. 12,

t. 3 : in 2
, * , cat. 7

; U : in 3,^JS,
! cat.15, t.3.

^

'

Ode 0. Allusive. The thankful submission

I

TO THE1K LOT OF TIIE INFERIOR MEMBERS OF A
;

hakem. We must suppose that we have here
the description by one of the concubines of the
lot of herself and her companions. It is the
early dawn, and she is returning from her visit

to the prince's chamber, which had been allowed
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T
2 Small are those starlets,

And there are Orion and the Pleiades.

Swiftly by night we go,

Carrying our coverlets and sheets.

Our lot is not as hers.

XI. Keang yeio sze.

r R vE^
vE

1 The Keang has its branches, led from it and returning to it.

Our lady, when she was married,

Would not employ us.

She would not employ us;

But afterwards she repented.

time of the concubines * going, and &lier by his wife. Only the wife could pass the
whole night with her husband. The other mem-
bers of the harem were admitted only for a
short time, and must go and return in the dark.

But so had the influence of king Wan and T*ae-

sze wrought, that throughout Shaou and the
south the wives of the princes allowed their ladies

freely to share the favours of their common lord,

only subject to the distinctive conditions belong-

ing to her position and theirs. Hence as they

were not jealous, the others were not envious.

Such is the interpretation given to tliis piece

;

but there are difficulties, it will be seen, with
some of the lines.

L.l. _ ‘small-like/ L. 2.

are best translated literally, meaning a

few. So, Choo. Maou makes them out to be
certain stars in Scorpio and Hydra

;
but it seems

decisive against him that those stars are not
visible together in the morning, in the same
month. Tliere can be no doubt, however, as to

the identification of and in st.2; but

we must not seek, in the 1st line, a special allusion

to the mass of the concubines, and in the 2d to

those of higher rank among them. L.3. Maou ex-

plains as 4 theapp. of rapidity/ to which

Choo would add that of ‘reverence.’ =
‘to go.’ ‘at night.’ The difficulty

to me is >vith the 4th line. If ygf denote the

time of their return, then they have been the

night with the prince. It seems to me that

and must have nearly the same mean-

ing, and that should be translated— * in them •’ is inconsistent with the 4 th

line's speaking of the return of the ladies. K^ang-

shing^ view, that =
4 some early, some late/ and tliat this and the
next line set forth the different times at which
different ladies were received, ought not to be
entertained. It is a strange picture which the
4th lineofst.2 gives us, of the concubines carry-
ing their sheets with them to the prince^ cham-
ber. L 5. This line expresses the acquiesence

of the concubines with their lot. or

may be taken as= ‘ to be,’ 4
it is.’ The use

as an adjective is to be noted.

The rhymes are— in st. 1, cat. 11;

4V . cat . 9 : in 2’ ’; *’

cat. 3, t.2.

Ode 11. Allusive. Jealousy cured. The
RESTORATION OF GOOD JTEELIXG N A HAKEAI.

I Acc. to the little Preface, with which Choo in

the main agrees, the bride of some prince in the
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ihe Keang lias its islets.

Our laclv, wlien she was married,

Would not let us be with her.

She would not let us be with her

But afterwards she repressed [such feelings].

The Keang has the T c

o.

Our ladv, when she was married,

Would not come near us

She would not come near us;

But she blew that feeling awaj^ and sang.

8 uh had refused to allow her cousins, who by

rule should have accompanied her, to go with

her to the harem but afterwards, corning under

the influence of the govt, of king Wan and the

cliaracter of T ;ae-sze, she repented of her jeal-

ousy, sent for them, and was happy with them.

Such is the traditiojial interpretation of the

piece, and the lines suit it tolerably well.

L. 1, in all the stanzas. is the name for

streams derived from larger rivers, flowing

through a tract of country, and then conveyed

into their mother stream again. From the defini-

tion of the term in the Urh-ya,

it would appear that such streams were made

in the 1st place artificially. is ‘a small

islet.' Rising in the stream, it divides its waters

which again unite at the otlier end of it .

was the name of rivers issuing from the Keang,

pursuing a different course from the main
stream, but ultimately rejoining it. Two T'os

are mentioned in the Shoo (III. i. Pt. i. 64

;

Pt. ii. 9) : These lines contain the allusive portion

of the ode, giving, all of them, the ideas of

separation and reunion.

L. 2. The is, of course, the wife that

is spoken of, and in the connection ^

-
lit

lady, formerly, when she went to her home. >

LI. 3, 4. These lines all describe the early

conduct of the wile, though it is perhaps too

much to infer, with the critics, from the words,

that she left her cousins in their native State.

There is notliing in the terms which would not
be satisfied with their having in the first place

accompanied her to the harem, and then been

kept by her in the background. is to be

taken in the sense of
J

‘to employ•’i is

not distinguished by Choo from . wemay
explain it bv 4 to be with/ *to associate with.* We
hardly know what to make of Choo say9

,

‘ to Pass c1 80

to us, and then to be together with us.* L. 5.

describes the wife^ subsequent conduct. I can-

not follow Choo in his account of

• Maou explains it by

’ 4 to stop,*
4
to desist ;* which K^ng-shing en-

larged to fnj
[ h

4 she repressed herself.*

is
1 to purse up the mouth and emit a sound,*==

‘to blow’ ‘to whistle.’ Morrison quotes the line

under the character, saying, kKle seaou yay ko,
u whistled and sang,** to divert the mind from
what vexed it;* but the whistling and singing

was an expression rather of relief and satis-

faction.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, .,
* eat. 1 t. 2: in 2, cat.

5, t.2: in 3, '/v, cat. 17.

fft

oK
K

0



In the wild there is a dead antelope,

And it is wrapped up with the white grass.

There is a )^oun
;
lady with thoughts natural to the spring,

And a fine gentleman would lead her astray.

In the forest there are the scrubby oaks;
]n the wild there is a dead deer,

And it is bound round with the white grass.

There is a young lady like a gem.

[She says], Slowly gently, gently
;

Do not move my handkerchief;

Do not make my dog bark.
’

Ode. 12. A virtuous young lady resists
the attempts of a SEDUCER. The little Pre-
face says that the piece teaches disgust at the
want of proper ceremonies, and belongs to the
close of Chow’s reign, when the influence of

king Wan was gradually prevailing to over-

come the lust and license, through which the
Shang dynasty was extinguished. A Jady is

sought to be won by insufficient ceremonies, yet
they were better than none, and showed that the

times were mending and sho is willing. He
must be clear-sighted who can see traces of all

this in the ode. The view which I take of it is

substantially the same as Choo's, who inclines to

look on it as an allusive piece, but at the same
time allows it may be taken as narrative. It is

not worth while to enter on this question.

St. 1. LI 1,2. denotes 4 the open country,

beyond the suburbs/ not yet brought under

cultivation. written also with and

v ith under the is said to be the same

as the chang (J^ with under it), which

Medhurst calls a kind of musk deer, and Wil-
liams, a kind of gazelle. Clioo says it is horn-
loss, and Williams thinks therefore it may be the

antihp€ fjutturoscis the doe of which has no hovns.

Ill figure of the crea^re. however, iti Scu

Ting's plates, has short horns. It has yet to be

identified. : is a name both of a grass and

a rush
;
here apparently, designating the former.

We are told that ‘it is very common, with a
large leaf, soft and white, the lines on it quite

straight.* L. 3. We have already seen that the
spring was the favourite time for marriages.

The ancient legislators of China would have the

pairing time of the lower creatures to be also

the nuptial season in human societies
;

cherishing the spring,* therefore= thinking of

marriage. L. 4. = 4 fine* 4 elegant but

we must understand the epithet to be applied

ironically. So, Yen Ts‘an. I do not see how

can have any other meaning than that

given to it in the translation. Maou's explana-

tion of it by
^
,

so that =
in IX. 3, is inadmissible.

St. 2. LI. 1,3. All that we learn from Maou
and Choo about the p

luh-suh is that it is

‘a small tree.’ The figure of it in the Japanese
plates to the Site leaves no doubt that it is a kind
of oak. An able botanist in Yokohama to

w hum it was submitted, pronounced it the quer-

cus serrata. I have ventim^, therefore, to trans-

late the name 4 by scrubby oaks!* is the

THE SHE KING. PART I.
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XIII. Ho J)e nung.

S 5

—

1 How great is that luxuriance,

Those flowers of the sparrow-plum!

Are they not expressive of reverence and harmony,

—

The carriages of the king's daughter?

2 How great is that luxuriance,

The flowers like those of the peach-tree or the plum!
[See] the grand-daughter of the tranquillizing king,

And the son of the reverent marquis!

general name for the deer tribe
;
specially, it is

figured as the spotted axis.
(
W)

*to tie up in a bundle,^the of last stan-

za. L. 4. Choo says that intimates

the girl’s beauty. I think with Maou, that the

poet would represent by it her virtue rather.

St. 3. We must take these lines as the lan-

guage of the young lady, warning her admirer

away. Her meaning gleams out indeed but

feebly from them, but I have met with no other

exposition of the stanza, which is not attended

with greater difficulties. The in

= so that the phrase^ 4 slow-like,* 1 slowly

much the same is the meaning of .
to move,’ ‘to touch;’ as if the character

were The napkin or handkerchief

) was worn at the girdle.

*This 2nd line/ says Hoo Yih-kwei, 4 warns the

man away from her person, as the next warns

him from her house.* The Shwoh-w^n defines

Jfe, as * a dog with much hair’=a tyke; but

we may take it with Choo as simply a

synonym of The student will do well to

refer to the application which is made of this

line in the 1st narrative subjoined by Tso-she to

par. 3 of XI. i., in the Ch'un Ts ew.

Tlie rhymes are—in st. 1 * cat. 13;

eat . t. 2 : m 2
, j y^

• cat. 15, t. 3.

Ode 13. Allusive. The ma.rrtage of one
OF THE ROYAL PRINCESSES TO TIIE SON OF ONE
OF THE FEUDAL NOBLES. The Cl'iticS, of COUrSG,
all see a great deal more in the piece tlian this,

and think that it celebrates the wifely dignity
and submissiveness of the lady. Whether any-
thing can be determined as to who she was will

be considered on the 2d stanza.

Stt.1,2. LI. 1,2. (or in Maou, with at

the side) denotes 4 the appearance of abundance/
There are great differences of opinion about tli8 •

treecalled Cang-ie. Maou, after the Urh-ya,calls it

and is followed by Choo,who adds that

it is like the white willow ( Descriptions

are given of tlie constant motion and quivering
of its leaves, which would make us identify it

with the aspen, a species of the poplar. But the
flowers of the tree are what the writer has in
view, and this forbids our taking it for a willow
or a poplar. Wang T*aou argues moreover that

the in the Urh Ya and Maou is a mistake

for . Evidently, from the 2d line of st. 2,

the tree in the ode is akin to the peach and tlie

plum. And so say many commentators. Luh
Ke

(P i during the time of the 'Three

Kingdoms’ makes it cut to be the same as the

yuh li
(^ called also the 'sparrow's plum/

and other names. The flowers of this are both
wliite and red, and the fruit is distinguished ia

the same way. I suspect the tree here is tlie

white cherry.

L1.3,4r. is explained by ^ to be ro-

veremt’ mikI by ^f|,
4 to be harmonious.*

And say the critics, 'reverence and harmony
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Strong and abundant grow the rushes

;

He discharges [but] one arrow at five wild boars.

Ah! he is the Tsow-yu!

Strong and abundant grows the artemisia;

He discharges [but] one arrow at five wild boars.

Ah! lie is the Tsow-yu!

are the chief constituents of wifely virtue •’

What there was about the carriages to imlicate

these virtues in the bride, we «ire not told. Siie

is called a royal Ke, the surnnme of

the House of Chow. Evidently she was a kind's

daughter. Most naturally we should translate

the 2d and 3d line of st. 2,

4 The grand-daughter of kinp P kin^.

And the son of the marquis of Ts k
e;*

but, so taken, the piece must be dated about
400 years after the duke of Shaou, and is cer-

tainly out of place in tliis Book of tlie Slie. Clioo,

indeed, is not sure but they nii»y be correct who
find here king P*ing and duke Seang of Ts 4e;

but the imperial editors sufficiently refute that

view. We must take and 7j^. as two

epithets, the former designating, probably, king

Wan, and the latter someone of the feudal princes.

bt. 3 L.2. has no more force liere than

the Yin-che says it is synonymous with

but the examples he adduces have the

sense of ‘ but’ ‘ only.’ Tlie case in the text is

sufficient to show that tlie twt) particles are

svaonvoiouB only when they have that sense.

’

i a cord * * a string.* The allusion in

the silk twisted into fishing lines would seem to
be simply to the marriage the union of tlie

princess anil the youn^ noble. I cannot follow
Maou and his school, when they make it out to

be to tlie lady's 4 holding fast of wifely ways to

complete the virtues of reverence and harmony. 1

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 9

* * _5 t.l: in 2

eat. 1 t.2: in 3, cat. 13.

Ode 14. Narrative. Celebrating someprincr
IN TICE SOUTH FOR HIS BENEVOL1CNCE. There i

3

a general agreement as to the object of tliis short

piece, tliougli there are great differences, as we
shall see, in the explanation of it in detsiil. Its

analogy to the concluding ode in tlie 1st Book
is sufficiently evident, and must be allowed to

have the turning weight in settling the inter-

pretiition.

LI. 1. expresses the fresh, vigorous appear-

ance of plants, as they lirst rise above the ground.

is another name for which Williams

calls v high rushes along river courses/ When

full-grown and flowered, they are called

i

What are used in angling?

Silk threads formed into lines.

The son of the reverent marquis,

And the grand-daugliter of the tranquillizing king I

XIV. Tsoic-yu.

l

s

o

®

J
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Wo inuht suppose that the
}
rince. who is the ,

subject uf the(.de, is liuntingin spring bv some
|

lake or stream where such rushes were common .

Maou and Choo sny nothing mure about

than tliat it is tlie nnmc of a ixrnss. According
to the Shwoh-wan, it should be a kind ofartemi-
sia. One account of it says that its flowers '

grow like the catkins of the willow, and fly I

about in the wind, like liair.

LI. 2. Maou givesm as 4 the female of the

swine;’ and in the connection we must under-
stand the "wild animal. Choo makes it just the
opposite,—the male, Maou took his account
from the Urh-ya; but in both cases I imagine !

there is an error of the text, 4t f >
•

- To

shoot female animals would be inconsistent vrith
|

the benevolence wlilch the piece is understood
|

to celebrate. The Ivwang-ya, ^vi hout reference
'

to the sex. says, 4 the pa is a pig two years old/
and all authorities agree in taking ts^au/. as one,
4 one year old.

5 But we cannot suppose that the
poet laid any stress on these special distinctions

of the terms. He varied them to suit his

rhymes merely. by one discharge,’ I

i.e, of his arrows, acc. to Choo. The prickers, it I

is understood, had driven together a herd of the
!

animals but the noble Avould not kill them all.
jHe contented himself with discharging the four

arrows, which constituted what we may call a
|

rouvd. But could he kill 5 boars with 4 ar-

rows? Choo supposes that one of the arrows
transfixed two of them. This does not seem
very likely

;
and I am inclined to adopt the view

of K 4ang-shing, as expounded by Ying-tah, that

out of 5 boars driven together the prince would

shoot only one(
•

LI. 8. The great battle of the ode, however,

is over Maou and Choo, after him,

take these terms as the name of a wild beast,
4 a righteous beast; a white tiger, with black
spots, which does not tread on live grass, and
does not eat any living thing, making its ap-
pearance when a State is ruled by a prince of

perfect benevolence and sincerity. Being a ti-

g^r, it might be expected to kill animals, like

other tigers, but it only eats the flesh of such as
have died a natural death.’ This view of the
terms was not challenged till Gow-yang Sew of
the Sung dyn., who contended that we are to

understand by them the huntsmen of the prin-
ce's park. Since his time this interpretation has
been variously enlarged and insisted on. One
of the ablest assertors of it is Yen Ts 4an, who
appeals to the fact that the Urh-ya says nothing
of the fabulous animal, as a proof that it was not
heard of before Maou. The imperial editors,

however, refute this statement, and I agree Avith

them that the old view is not to be disturbed.

The analogy of the Lin che che is decisive in its

favour. here= _• • f

that ode.

The rhymes are—in st.
1,

and of st. 2, cat. 5, 1. 1 : in 2, ^2^ cat. 9.

Concluding Note. Confucius once (Ana.
XVr

II.x.) told his son to study the Chow-nan and
Shaou-nan adding that 4 the man who has not
done so is like one who stands with his face
right against a wall/ Like many more of the
sayings of the sage, it seems to tell us a great
deal, while yet we can lay hold of nothing
positive in it.

Choo He says, 4 The first four odes in this 2d
Book speak of the wives of princes and great
officers, and show how at that time princes and
great officers had come under the transforming
influence of king Wan. so that they cultivated
their persons and regulated rightly their families.

The otlier pieces show how the chief prince
among the States spread abroad the influence of
kin^ Wan, and how other princes cultivated it

in their families and through their States.
Though nothing is said in them about king
Wan, yet the wide effects of his brilliant virtue
and renovation of the people appear in them.
They were so wrought upon, they knew not
liow. Tliere is onlv tlie 13th piece which we
are unable lo understand, and with the per-
plexities of which we need not trouble ourselves/
One of tlie Chengs says, 4 The right regulation
of the family is the first step towards the good
govt, of all the empire. The two Nan contain
the principles of that regulation, setting forth
the virtues of tlie queen, of princesses, and the
wives of great officers, substantially the same
when they are extended to the families of in-

ferior officers and of the common people. Hence
these odes were used at courts and village
gatherings. They sang them in the courts and
in the lanes, thus giving their tone to the man-
ners of all under heaven.*

These glowing pictures do not approve them-
selves so much to a western reader. He cannot
appreciate the institution of the harem. West-
ern wives cannot submit to the position of T 4ae-
sze herself. Western young ladies like to be
married Recently and in order,* according to
rule, with all the ceremonies but they want
other qualities in their suitors more important
than an observance of formalities. Where pu-
rity and frugality in .young lady and wife are
celebrated in these pieces, we can appreciate
them. The readiness on the part of the wife
to submit to separation from her husband, when
public duty calls him away from her, is also
very admirable. But upon the whole the
family-regulation which appears here is not of a
high order, and the place assigned to the wife is

one of degradation.



BOOK TIT. THE ODES OF PEI.

I. Pih cliau.

S 5
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1 It floats about, that boat of cypress wood;
Yea, it floats about on the current.

Disturbed am I, and sleepless,

As if suffering from a painful wound.
It is not because I have no wine,

And that I might not wander and saunter ab.out.

2 My mind is not a mirror;

—

It cannot [equally] receive [all impressions].

I, indeed, have brothers,

But I cannot depend on them.

If I go and complain to them,

I meet with their anger.

T.tle of the Book.
,

— ‘P !

ei

Bo< k III. of Part I.* Of P*ei which gives its

naaie to this Book, and of Yang which gives its

name to the next, we scarcely know anything.
Long before the time of Confucius, perhaps be-

fore the date ofany of the pieces in them, they had
become incorporated with the State of Wei, and
it is universally acknowledged that the odes of

Books III., IV., and V. are odes of Wei. Why
they should be divided into three portions, and
two of them assigned to P 4

ei and Yung is a
mystery, which Choo declares it is impossible
to understand. It would be a waste of time to

enter on a coasideration of the various attempts

which have been made to elucidate it. In the
long narrative which is given by Tso-she under
p.8 of the 29th year of dake Seang, they sing

to Ke-chah, their visitor from Woo at the court
of Loo, the odes of P 4

ei, Yung, and Wei, and
that nobleman exclaims, *1 hear and I know —
it was the virtue of K 4ang-shuh and of duke
Woo, which made these odes what they are,—

•

the odes of Wei,* This was in B. C. 543, when
Confucius was 8 years old. Then there existed

the division of these odes into 3 Books with the

names of different States, all, however, acknow-
ledged to be odes of Wei.
When king Woo overthrew tlie dynasty of

Shang, the domain of its kings was divided by
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m

J\ly mmcl is not a stone;

—

It cannot be rolled about.

My mind is not a mat;

—

It cannot be rolled up.

My deportment has been dignified and good,

With nothing wrong which can be pointed out.

him into three portions. That north of their

capital was P'ei
;
that south of it was Yung;

and that east of it vras Wei. These were con-

stituted into tliree principalities but who among
his adherents were invested with P 4ei and Yung
lias not been clearly ascertained. Most proba-

bly they were assigned to AVoo-kang, the son of

the last king of Shang, and the 3 brothers of

king Woo, who were appointed to oversee him.

What was done with them, after the rebellion

of Woo-kSng and his overseers, is not known
;

but in process of time the marquises of Wei
managed to add them to their own territory.

The first marquis of Wei was K 4ang-shuh, a

brother of king Woo, of whose investiture we

have an account in the Shoo, Y. ix., though whe-

ther he received it from Woo, or in the next

reign from the duke of Chow, is a moot point.

The first capital of Wei was on the north of the

Ho, to the east of Ch {aou-ko, the old capital of

Shang. There it continued till B. C. 659, when
tlic State was nearly extinguished by some

northern hordes, and duke Tae re-

moved across the river to Ts caou ( …
in a couple of years, his successor, dukeWan (

) removed again to Ts’oo-k‘ew()

in the pres dis. of Shing-woo dep.

^'s'aou-chow, Shan-tung. The State of Wei em-
braced the territory occupied by Hwae k'ing,

Wei-liwuy, Chang-teh,—all in Ho-nan, and
portions of the depp. of K-ae-fung in the same
province, of Ta-niing in Chih-le, and of Tung-
chang in Shan-tung.

Ode 1. Mostly narra*ive. Ax officer of

WORTH BEWA I.S THE NEGLECT AND CONTEMPT
M1TH WHIC H HK WAS TREATED. Such is the

view taken of the pioce by Maou, who refers

to the time of (lake King (fcp B.c. 866

854) of the* difft. view of Clioo I will spo«,ik

in a concluding note.

St. 1. LI. 1, 2. denotes 4 the app. of float-

ing about.* is the cypress, whose wood

is said to be good for building boats. The two

lines are, by the school of Maou, understood to

be allusive, representing the 4 state of the officer

unemployed, like a boat floating uselessly about

with the current.* Yen Ts'an thinks the allusion

is to the sad condition of the State left to go to

niin, as a boat must do with no competent person

in it to guide it. Choo takes the lines as meta-

phorical. LI. 3, 4. Maou takes =
meaning ‘restless,’ ‘disturbed.’

‘ a pain’ 5 6

^

= not’

‘it is not that.’ The two lines are construed

together, as Choo explains them,

’ ‘ Itis

not because I have no spints, or that I could

not dissipate my grief by wandering about.* To
the same effect Yen Ts ;an

—

4 This sorrow is not

such as can be relieved by drinking or by ram-

bling.* Lacharme quite mistakes the meaning

——ego deamhulo, ego iter facio, non quia vino careo.

St. 2. LI. 2. The difficulty in these lines is

with which both Maou and Choo explain

here by J^ ‘ to estimate’ 4
to measure,’ as if

the meaning were, 4A glass can only shew the

outward fonns of things but there is more than

what appears externally in my case, and the

causes of my treatment are too deep to be examin-

ed b}r a glass/ I must adopt another meaning

of which is also fuund in the diet.,—tliat

of or ‘ to receive’ ‘ to admit.’ A
glass reflects all forms submitted to it, wirh in-

difference; but the speaker acknowledged only

the virtuous. Bad men he rejected, and would

have nothing to do vi*h them.

LI. 3—G. Here, and in st. 1. we can allow

Bumc connective force to By • brothers
*

K

^I
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My caiixious heart is full of trouble;

I am liatod by the herd of mean creatures

I meet with many distresses

I receive insults not a few.

Silently I tliink of my case.

And, starting as from sleep, I beat my breast.

There are the sun and the moon,

—

IIow is it that the former lias become small, and not the latter?

The sorrow cleaves to my heart,

Like an unwashed dress.

Silently I think of my case,

But I cannot spread my wings and fly away.

we raust \mderstand 4 officers of the same sur-

name with the speaker
(

).’ Choo’s

view of the ode enables him to take in

its natural meaning. = *to rely, or

be relied, on.* as in i. VIII.

St. 3. In the first 4 lines, the speaker says

his mind was firmer than a stone, and more

even and level than a mat.
f

denotes his

whole manner of conducting himself.

(read /ae)= 4 the app. of complete correctness

and long practice/ = 4 to select/ The

moaning is that nothing in the speaker's deport-

ment could be picked out, and made the subject

of remark.

St. 4. denotes * the npp. of sorrow.*

The aft ei• gives to that term the force

of the passive voice, j 4 the herd of

small people,
5

denotes all the unworthy officers

who enjoyed the rulers favour. *=

‘distress
;

’ here probably meaning blame or

slander. In 1. 5, = is the particle, so fre-

the breast/ and as 1 the app of doing so/

In this acceptation the may have its mean-

ing of 4 having ' but it rather has a descriptive

power, making the word that follows very vivid,

as if it were repeated.

St 5. LI. 1, 2. ^ and are used as par-

ticles which we cannot translate, unless we take

them as== and render,—^ sun, 1 c O moon.*

So, Choo on ode 4, where he says, If•=

‘

1

cluingc?’ 4 in altered fasliion’ The meaning seems

to be :—The sun is always bright and full, while

the moon goes through regular changes, now

full, and now absent from the heavens. In Wei

the ruler was at this time obscured by tlie

unworthy officers who abused his confidence and

directed the govt. The sun hatl become small,

and the moon had taken its place.

The rhymes are in st. 1

cat. 3 t_ 1 ;
in 2, ’

’
,
cat. 5. t_2

;

in 3, . *. …•&. t.3; _ cat.

quent in the She. L. 4, is explained by
1

I

14 : in 4, ’ yj !
cat. 2: in5,

4

to lay the hand on the heart/ or 1 to beat cat. 15, 1. 1.
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Green is the upper robe;

Green the upper, and yellow the lower garment!

The sorrow of my heart,

—

How can it be forgotten?

Note on the Interpretation. Choo He, in I

his Work on the She, contends that we have in
1

this ode the complaint of Chwang Keang, the

wife of one of the marquises of Wei, because of

the neglect whicli she experienced from her

husband ;—as will be explained on the next ode.

He was preceded in the view that the subject of

the ode was a lady by Han Yin^ and Lew Heang;
but they referred it to Seuen Keang, the circum-

stances of whose history, as related by Tso-she

under the 11th year of Chwang, p.5, and the

2d year of Min, p. 7, would not iiarnionize with

the spirit of this piece. Clioo, therefore, dis-

carded her, adopted Chwang Keang, and argues

at great length, in his notes on the k Little Preface/

against Maou’s view. His work on the She was
published A. D. 1,177; but in his work on tlie

‘Four Books’ completed about 12 years after-

wards lie seems to liave returned to the view

of the older school. See his remarks on the

first two lines of st. 4, in Mencius, VII. Pt. ii.

XIX. Mencius at any rate, by appl}ring those

lines to Confucius, sanctions the view of the ode

which regards it as tlie complaint of a wortliy

officer, neglected by his ruler, and treated with

contempt by a host of mean creatures.

Ode 2. Metaphorical. The complaint, sad
BUT RESIGNED, OF A NEGLECTED WIFE. We Said

that the last piece was explained by Choo of

Chwang Keang, one of the marchionesses of

Wei. This ode and several others are, by the

unanimous consent of the critics, assigned to

her. though it is only in ode 3 that we have in-

ternal evidence of the authorship, or subject at

least, that is of weight.

The marquis Yang r ^uke Chwang

( ) succeeded to the State of Wei in B.C. 756.

In that year, he married a Keang, a daughter
of the House of Ts‘e,—the Chwang Keang of

history. She was a lady of admirablo character,

and beautiful
;
but as she had no child, lie took

another wife a Kwei ) of the State of

Ch‘in. She had a son, who died early
;
but a

cousin who had accompanied her to the harem,

called Tae Kwei (

g

ave birth to Hwan

whom the marquis recognized as destined

in due time to succeed liim. At his request,
and with her own good will, Chwang Keang
brought this cliild up as her own. Unfortunate-
ly, however, another lady of the harem, of
quite inferior rank, bore the marquis a son,

called Chow-yu
(^|'j P^p;, who became a fa-

vourite with him, and grew up a bold, dashing,
unprincipled young man. The marquis died
in 734, and was succeeded by his son Hwan,
between whom and Chow-yu differences soon
arose. The latter fled from the State

;
but he

returned, and in 718 murdered the marquis, and
attempted, without success, to establish himself
in his place.— -The above details we have from
Sze-nm Ts 4een, and from Tsa-she under the 3d
and 4th years of duke Yin. The odes lead us
further into the liarem of Wei, and show us the
dissatisfactions and unhappiness which prevailed
tliere.

Stt.1,2. Ll.l, 2. * Yellow J
is one of the 5 Cor-

rect
J colours of the Chinese (see on Ana. X. vi.),

and 4 green’ is one of the “intermediate,’ or

colours that are less esteemed. Here we have
the yellow" used merely as a lining to the green,

or employed for the lower and less honourable
part of the dress

;

an inversion of all propriety,

and setting forth how the concubine, the mother
of Chow-yu, had got into the place of the riglit-

ful wife, and tlirust the latter down. The old

interpreters take the lines as allusive, while
witli Choo the}r are* metaphorical but they un-
derstand them in the same way. Choo J

s view
seems the preferable—— 4 Like a green robe with
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_
3 [Dyed] green lias been the silk;

—

It was you who did it.

[But] I think of the ancients,

That I may be kept from doing wrong.

4 Linen, fine or coarse,

Is cold when Avorn in the wind.
I think of the ancients,

And find what is in my heart.

III. Yen-yen.

5

I
1 The swalloAvs go flying about,

AVith their wings unevenly displayed.

The lady Avas returning [to her native state],

And I escorted her far into the country.

rec. text ; but we should read meaningyellow lining, &c, so is the state of things icitli us.
9

LI . 3. 4 describe Cliwang Iveang^ feelings.

=» [ ‘to stop;’ is equivalent to : ‘to

forget ‘to be forgotten •’

St. 3. The green garment was originally so
much silk on which the colour had been sn-
perinduced by dyeing ;—intimating how the
marquis had put the concubine in tlie place of

the wife. ^011/ referring to the

marquis or husband. So, CI100 ;—better than

K'ang-shing, who takes lias

the meaning of 4 to do,* 4 to bring about/ The
4 ancients * are wives of some former time, who
had been placed in similarly painful oircum-
stances and set a ood example of comlucfc in
them. K 4ang-shing makes them out to be simply
the ancient authors of the rules of propriety,
ivitli whom Chwang Keangwasin accord, while
the marquis had turned those rules upside down.

=
,

4 extraordinary/ 4 to go beyond wliat

is right.’

St. 4. and —see on i.TT. 2. ‘Linen ’

in the translation is not quite accurate, as this

cloth was made of dolichos fibre. m, is .he

4 cold ’ denotes 4 the app. of clouds rising/

See K^.ng-shing, as quoted by Yen Ts 4an in loc.

It is not easy to construe the 2nd line. Wang
T^ou would take both and as parti-

cles ; but we might give it liter.ally :
4 cold is it

because of the wind.*
f

I he speaker represents

herself as wearing a cold dress in cold weather,

when she should be -warmly clad. All things

are against her• (= V and

get my miner meaning apparently, that, by her
study of the examples of antiquity, Chwang
Keang*, found herself strengthened to endure, as

she was doing, her Arn painful experience.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 1,

in2, eat. 1G: in3,

t.l in \y * cat. 7, 1. 1.

OdeS.Nan'ative and allusive. ChwangKeaxg
RELATES HER GRIEF AT THE DEPARTURE OF TAB
KWEI, AND CELEBRATES THAT LADY ?

S VIRTUE.
It has beett related on the last ode, how Tae lvwei

bore Hwan to duke Clnvang of AVei; and how
he was brought up by Chwang Kcang and final-
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illltfifiJ
J I

I looked till I could no longer see her,

And my tears fell down like rain.

2 The swallows go flying about,

Now up, now down.
The lady was returning [to her native state],

And far did I accompany her.

I looked till I could no longer see her,

And long I stood and wept.

3 The swallows go flying about;

From below, from above, comes tlieir tAvittering.

The lady was returning [to her native state],

And far did I escort her to the south.

I looked till I could no longer see her,

And great was the grief of my heart.

ly succeeded to his father. In B. C. 718, he—
duke Hwan, - was murdered by liis

half brother Chow-yu, and liis mother then re-

turned—was obliged, probably, to return to

lier native State of Ch*in. Chwang Iveang con-
tinued in Wei, the marchioness-dowager: and she
is understood to bewail, in this piece, her sorrow
at the departure of her clierishud and virtuous
companion.

Stt. 1, 2, 3. LI. 1, 2. is still the common
name in China for the swallow. Maou and
Clioo take the reduplication of the character
here as still singular—after the Urh-ya. It

seems more natural, however, to take it as
plural. So, Yen Ts'an, and others. The figure of

the creature in illustrations of the She is that

of the Hirundo dauricus. Synonyms of are

Z and (read as in i. I.)

4 the app. of being uneven. 5 To the spectator, the
wings of the swallow, in its rapid and irregular

flight, often present this appearance.

(a/., with oil the right) denote the app. of

the birds in flying, their darting upwards being
specially signified by the former character, and
their sudden t*urns downwards by the latter. So

says Maou,

Wang T 4aou, however, calls attention

to an argument of Twan Yuh-tsae, that and

should here change places.
4 he says,

‘takes its meaning from “the head,”

and its meaning from “the

neck.” "SAlaen a bird is flying downwards, we
see its head; when it is rising in the air, we see

its neck. And moreover, that it is the down-

ward flight wliich is first described appears from

the of the next stanza.’ It is not worth

while to try and settle the point. The migratory
habits of the swallow, probably, lie at the basis

of the allusion. Ckw.ing Keang and Tae IvweL

had been liappy together as two swallows, and
now oi^e of tliem was off to the south, and the

other was left alone.

LI. 3, 4. ^ is here ^he great return(
not the visit of a wife to see her parents,

but her return for good to her native State.- is here 1 a lady/ one who was a widow
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S

4 Lovingly confiding was the lady Chung

;

Truly deep was her feeling.

Both gentle was she and docile,

Virtuously careful of her person.

In thinking of our deceased lord,

She stimulated worthless me.

IV. Jeh yuelu

5

1 0 sun, 0 moon,
Which enlighten this lower earth

!

Here is this man,
AVho treats me not according to the ancient rule.

How can he get his mind settled?

Would he then not regard me ?

I"

-

f is the particle.

*= $ ‘to escort.’ Ch f

in lay south from Wei,

aiul therefore we have •

LI. 5, 6. We must take yff and together

as=‘to weep* though V
||

is defined as 4 the

emission of tears without any sound.* ir^
4 a long time.*

St. 4. By^ ‘ the lady Chung’ we are to

understand Tae Kwei. She was called as

the 2d of sisters or of cousins, to distinguish
her in tlie family and the harem and the desig-
nation becomes here equivalent to a surname.

occurred before, an untranslateable particle,

in i. IV., in the middle of a line
;
here it is at

the end. We find it with and at the

side, used in the same way, and also interchang-

ed witli "g". ^ has the meaning in the trans-

lation. One definition of it is

4 sincere in the ways of friendship.* =
‘really.’ Throughout the She, followed by

,
is merely and may be translated

by ‘both.’ We must not give it the sense of

4
ever.’ By is intended duke Chwang.

Considering all the evils which he had brought
on the two ladies, it is matter of astonishment
that they sliould be able to think of him with
any feeling but that of detestation. But, accord-

ing to Chinese ideas, though the husband have
failed in every duty, the wife must still cherish

his memory with affection.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, •

cat. 5, t. 2: in 2, cat. 10; cat.

7, t. 3 in 3,
-

*, ” 1.

1

: in 4,

cat. 12, 1.
1.

make a rhyme

also iu stt. 1_3, oat. 15, t. 1.

Ode 4. Narrative. Ohwang KeANG com-
plains OF AND APPEALS AGAINST THE BAD
TREATMENT SHE RECEIVED FROM HER HUSBAND.
Both the old interpreters and Choo give this
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O sun, 0 moon,
Which overshadow this lower earth !

Here is this man,
Who will not be friendly with me.
How can he get his mind settled?

VYould he then not respond to me ?

0 sun, 0 moon,
Which come forth from the east

!

Here is this man,
With virtuous words, but really not good.

How can he get his mind settled?

Would he then allow me to be forgotten?

interpretation of the piece but the former re-

fer it to the time when she was suffering from
the usurpation and oppressive ways of Chow-yu,
long after the death of duke Chwang. To this

view Choo very properly objects the individual
of whom the piece complains is evidently still

alive, and a faint hope is intiraated that he
would change liis course. It is strange that
critics like Yen Ts^n should still hold to the
opinion of Maou. Choo is also correct in say-
ing tliat the whole is narrative. There is no
allusion, as the old school thinks, in the sun
and moon to the marquis and his wife. The
suffering lady simply appeals to those heavenly

bodies, as if they were taking cognizance of the

>vay in which she was treated. As well might

it be said that there is a similar allusion in her

appeal to her parentsjin the last stanza.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. and see

on 1. 5. I have not translated it has

its meaning of 4 a superior’s regarding those be-

luw him.’ 4
to cover,* 'to oversha-

dow•’ In stt. 3, 4, the writer is thinking of the

sun as it rises daily in the east, and of the moon
as it does so when it is full. Obs. how in st. 4 the

follows the noun which it governs.

LI. 3,4. must be taken as a compound

conjunction, nearly equivalent to our 4 but/

alone bas often this meaning, indicating
4 a

turn in the narration or discourse

)
’ and Wang Yin-che takes

here and elsewhere, in the same way) • Sc^eadds

in Mencius, IV. Pt. ii. XXVIII. 7, etal.^ though

the characters are also found at the beginning of

paragraphs. -= 1•
i by Choo and Wang Yin-che, is taken as

simply an initial particle. This is better than
to try, with Maou and Wang T 4aou, to explain

it by or Instead of we also find

and used in the same way. Choo ac-

knowledges that he does not understand

but he gives the explanation of same other

critic & itt the trans_

lation —which is the best that can be made of

it. Chwang Keang was not treated as the an-

cient rules laid down that a wife should be. In

the = ‘ WOTds" s ChQ

and Yen Ts 4an. WangT 4aou prefers to take the

phrase in the sense, which it sometimes has, of

,

4 a good name, or reputation •’ In

=»• ‘to nourish;’ and

c eBd/ or c conclusion #

,
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4

T
0 sun, 0 moon,
From the east which come

P

forth !

0 father, 0 mother,

There is no sequel to your nourishing of me.
How can he get his mind settled ?

AVoulcl he then respond to me, contraiy to all reason?

1 £

V. Chung fung.

5

I
1 The Avincl blows and is fierce.

He looks at me and smiles,

With scornful words and dissolute,—the smile of pride.

To the centre of my heart I am grieved.

Digest ’ expands the line very 'ell :—

.
L1.5,G. Both and have the sense of

j

‘lio'v.’ So, Choo. Maou explains in the !

same way by but he says nothing of

WangYin-che takes here in the sense of

or denoting c a turn in the discourse ,

but the meaning comes to the same thing, the
5th and 6th lines being construed closely to-

getlier. Tlie mind of the marquis was all per-
verted ; could it but get settled as it ought to

be, he would treat the speaker differently. To

quote again from the * Complete Digest :’ j\^

I

#
«= ‘to respond to•’ The speaker did her

duty as a wife. She longod for the marquis to

respond to her with the duty of a husband. The
last line in st.3 is difficult to construe. It is

still interrogative like those of the preceding
stanzas:

—

4 would it be given to me to be forgot-

'

ten? ’ As Choo expands it :

. s als° the last line hi

st. 4 may be regarded as interrogative, though

we are able to translate it as it stands. ^fj^==

‘ to be in accordance with/ i••• with the

principles of reason. So. both ^raou and Choo.
According to Choo^ interpretation of this ode
and the next, which I believe to be correct, they
ought to take precedence of the last.

The rhymes are—instl^ cat.5,

t. 2 : in 2, * ^(^ * * cat. 3 t. 2 : in 3,

cat lG : iu4
, ) caU5

,

t.3.

Ode 5. Metaphorical. Ciiwang Keang be-
moans THE SUPERCILIOUS TREATMENT WHICH
SHE RECEIVED FROM HER HUSBAND. The
old interpreters think the lady is bemoan-
ing the cruel treatment which she received from
Chow-yu. Tlie imperial editors approve ofChoo^
view, but have in their edition preserved also the
earlier. If Choo’s interpretation be correct the

ode should, like the last, be placed before the 3d
4he did not venture/ say the editors, 4 to alter the
existing order of the pieces;’ because to do so

would have brought him into collision with the

authority of Confucius.
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The wind blows, with clouds of dust.

Kindly he seems to be Aviliing to come to me
[But] he neither goes nor comes.

Long, long, do I think of him.

The wind blew, and the sky was cloudy;

Before a day elapses, it is cloudy again.

I awake, ancl cannot sleep

;

I think of him, and gasp.

All cloudy is the darkness,

And the thunder keeps muttering.

I a'vake and cannot sleep
;

I think of him, ancl my breast is full of pain.

Maon treats the piece as allusive it seems

better to understand with Choo tliat the stanzas all

begin -with a metaphorical description of the

harassing conduct of duke Chwang.
Stt. 1. 2. Ll.l. Maou and Choo both explain

by ‘ wind thr ush a11 the

day.’ Wang Yin-che, as has already been

observedj takes here, and generally in tlie

She,
^
which is ingenious, ancl probably

correct. 4 rapid/ ^eTce/ The Urh-

ya sap,^ ‘wind after

tlie dust descends like rain is

Stt. 3, 4. LI. 1, 2. denotes 4 dark and

the 'wind blowing, and clouds at the

same time obscuring the sun.

= 4 further/ again.* I trans-

late the 1st line of st.3 in the past tense. We
are then led to think of the sky clearing for a

time; but before a day elapses C^\ it is

again overcast. The reduplication of

st. 4 denotes 4 the app. of the darkness or cloudi-

ness,
? and signifies, acc. to Choo, the

muttering of thunder before it bursts into a

crash, while Maou makes it the crash itself.

Stt. 1,2. LI. 2 4. The 2d line describes some
titful gleams of kindness shown by duke Chwang
and the 3d line, how were only deceitful

and mocking. = "S*, 4 sportive, or

scornful words.’ = dissolute’

f unlicensed,* The Urh-va explains

aiit_h—

—

.
express the uncertainty and changeableness

of duke Chwang^ moods. He would neither go
nor come; was neither one thing nor another.
Maou’s explanation of the line is very far-
fetched .

4 Chow-yu did not come as a son
to serve Chwang K^ang, and she could not
go and show to him the affection of a mother.’

4 to be wounded, 1

i e., with grief.-see on L L

Stt. 2
? 3, 4, LI. 3, 4. must be treated

simply as a particle. Here it is in the middle of

the line as in ode I., stt. 4, 5. Taking as

a particle, vre cannot explain by c
to wish/

Maou says nothing about it, but Choo defines it

0o_

^

0
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VI. Keihkoo.

T i

1 Hear the roll of our drums ! .

See how we leap about, using om weapons

!

Those do the fieldwork in the State, or fortify Ts^aou,
AVhile we alone march to the south.

2 We followed Sun Tsze-chung,

Peace having been made with Ch (

in and Sung;
[But] he did not lead us back,

And our sorrowful hearts are very sad.

‘ to tliink.’ There is a difficulty with te,

viiich means sneeze;* and Morrison, under
the character, translates the line,

—

4
1 think

with anxiety, till indisposition makes me sneeze.*

We must cast about surely for some other mean-

ing. Now Maou has without the |Zj by the

6ide, and it would appear that tliis was the read-

ing till the time of Wan-ts lung(
the T^ang dynasty (A.D. 827-840;, wlien

got into the stone tablets of the classics which

were then (nit. Maou further explains by

or, acc. to Luh Teh-ming, by meaning
4 to open the moutli wide/ 4 to gape.* I venture,

therefore, to give the meaning in the translation.

Maou explains by
j

‘to be pained ’

and Clioo, by ^01^,
4 to think/ The speaker

cherished her husband despairingly in her
thoughts.

The rhymes are in stt. 1,

cat.2: in2, ^ cat.l, t.l:

in 3’ *’ *’ *’ cat. 12 t_ 3 : in 4,

eat. 15, t_ 1.

Ode G. Narrative. Soldifrs of Wei repin-
ing BITTERLY OVER THEIR SEPARATION FROM
THEIR FAMILIES, ANI> ANTICIPATING THAT IT

"would be final. We read in the Ch^n Ts 4ew
(I. iv. 4,5) that, in B. C. 718, Wei twice joined

in an expedition against Cluing. Chow-yu had
just murdered duke Hwan, and the p(

4 ple were
restless under liis rule. He thouglit it would
divert their minds, and be acceptable to otlicr

States, if he attacked Cluing; and having made
an agreement with Sang, Ch lin and Ts c

ae, a
combined force marched against that State.

Its operations lasted only 5 clays
;
but very soon,

in autumn, the troops, having been joined by a
body of men from Loo, returned to the south,
and carried off all the grain of Ch*ing from
the fields.—It is supposed that it is to these ope-
rations that the ode refers, and I would assign
it to the period of the second expedition. The
soldiers had hoped to return to tlieir families at
the conclusion of the former service; and finding
that another was to be performed, they gave
vent to their aggrieved feelings in these stanzas.

We must bear in mind, however, that tliis in-

terpretation of the piece is only traditional.

St.l . denotes the sound of the drums.

Tlie line is twice quoted in the Shwoli-wan, and

once we have this character with instead of

;—probably tlie more correct form. Tlie

demonstrative force of the justifies the

translation ‘Hear!’ -E denotes sharp, point-

ed weapons. The drum gave the signal for ac-

tion or advance. The troops are here repre-

sented as be&tirring themselves on hearing it.

it = it
' field labour

’ =
‘ in tlie State •’ was the name of a city of

Wei, that to which duke Tao removed the caj)ital

for a short time in B. C. 6r>9, as mentioned in

the note on tlie title of the Book. It was in the

pres. dis. of Hwah
(f

*) dep. Wei-liwuy. Tlie

in the last line leads us to refer this 3d

line away from the troops which were in march

southwards to Gliding, to the rest of the people.
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^

^:
5 ,

3 Here we stay
;
here we stop

;

Here we lose our horses
;

And we seek for them,

Among the trees of the forest.

4 For life or for death, however separated,

To our wives we pledged our word.

We held their hands;

—

We were to grow old together with them.

5 Alas for our separation !

We have no prospect of life.

Alas for our stipulation !

We cannot make it good.

S

As the * Complete Digest * expands it ,

—

'
They were toiled too,

but not to the peril of their lives, as the troops

were.

St. 2. Sun Tsze-chung was the name of the
commander. Maou, in his introductory note on
the ode, says lie was the Kung-sun Wan-chung.
There was a noble family in Wei having the
surname of San, of which we read much in the
Ch‘un Ts 4ew. L. 2. See the note above, on the

interpretation of the piece. L.3, is here

explained by ‘with.’ See the same note.

L.4. Maou explains + by| |
* very sad-like.* It is another of the many in-

stances where makes the word that follows

it vividly descriptive.

St. 3. is defined by Choo by which

he immediately expands to 4 here/ We

must take it as a particle,= which takes

the place of it in the 3d line. So, Wang Yin-

che. see on ii. II. 1, 2. This stanza

sets forth, acc. to Choo. the disorder in the ranks

of the troops, who had no heart to fight. Wang
Suh ( ;

of the kingdom of Wei) con-

sidered that in this and the two next stanzas we
had the words of the farewell taken by the
soldiers of their families :

4 We shall not return
from this expedition. We know not where we
shall finally rest ourselves, nor where we shall

lose our horses. You will have to look for us
and them in the forests.

5

St. 4. The soldiers think here of their en-
gagements with their wives at the time of their

marriage, and go on, in the next stanza, to mourn

because they cannot now be carried out. ^3
(read k l

eeh) express the idea of separation.

Maou explains the phrase by
jjj

‘ toil and

suffering.’ The diet., on gives both this

meaning of the phrase and that which I have

adopted. must refer to their

wives. The last two lines seem to necessitate
this. K 4ang-shing, very unnaturally, refers it to

the 4 comrades’ of the speakers

(

)• Perhaps this

was the idea of Maou, who explains by

as if the =* ( with you we will

VOL. IV.
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1 The genial wind from the south

Blows on the heart of that jujube tree,

Till that heart looks tender and beautiful.

What toil and p;iin did our mother endure!

2 The genial wind from the south

Blows on the branches of that jujube tree,

Our mother is wise and good;
But among us there is none good.

complete the number in our ranks/ =
* we pledged our word/

St. 5. * there is now no living

for us.* yffl,

—

4 to be true.* It is often used

adverbially, and here it has a substantive mean-
ing, referring to the engagements in the previous

stanza. j
* to stretch out/ 4

to make

good
;

*

an established us«,ige of the term.

as in i. XI.

The rhymes are in st. 1, *

cat. 10: in 2 I ,
cat. 9: in 3

* * cat. 5, t. 2: in 4, cat. 15,

t.3; * cat. 3, t.2: in 5, cat.

15, t.3; cat. 12) t.l.

Ode 7. Metaphorical and allusive. Seven
SONS OF SOME FAMILY IN 'VeI BLAMK TIIEMSKLVE 8

FOR THE RESTLESS UNHAPriNESS OF THEIR MO-
THER. The 4 Little Preface

J

says that the mo-
ther could not rest;—we must suppose in her
state of widowhood, and wanting to marry a
second time and tliat her sons, by laying the
blame of her restlessness upon themselves, re-

called her to a sense of duty. There is nothing
in the ode, as Choo says, to inlim.ate that tlie

mother was thus wrought upon; and he mi^lit

have added that there is nothing in it to surest
that it was her wish to marry again which
troubled the sons. Ho-wever, he accepted the
traditional interpretation so far. Mencius, VI.

Pt. ii. III., alludes to the ode, but he merely
says that the fault of the parent referred to in

it was small, and it was proper therefore that
the dissatisfaction with her expressed by the
sons should be slight.

St. 1, *the triumpliant or pleasant

wind/ is a name given to the soutli wind from
its genial influence on all vegetation. By the
kih we are, probably, to understand the zizyphus

jujuba, a small thorny tree, bearing a fruit the
size of a cherry, which is mealy and eatable, and
goes among foreigners by the name of the Chi-
nese date. The name of this is generally written

;
but Heu Shin says that is applied to

a smaller variety of the tree or shrub, whose

fruit is more acid. By the ‘ heart ’ of the tree

are intended the inner and hidden shoots, which

it is more difficult for the genial influence to

reacili. see i. VI. - ^
! used much as in III. 4. We cannot translate

it, and say 4 our mother, of such and such a

surname.’ = ‘ t()havedis-

tress and toil.* In this 4th line, the sons, acc.

to Choo, refer to their mothers toil in their nur-
ture and upbringing. —He makes this stanza to

be metaphorical, agreeing with the old inter-

preters in regard to the allusive character of

the others. See in justification of this, the

remarks of Lew Kin on the next stanza.

St. 2. Maou explains of the shoots of

the tree, now grown into branches (.ii

They might be used for firewood.
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3 There is the cool spring

Below [the city of] Tseun,

We are seven sons,

And our mother is full of pain and suffering.

4 The beautiful yellow birds

Give forth their pleasant notes.

We are seven sons,

And cannot compose our mother's lieart.

YIII. Heung die.

S

1
1 The male pheasant flies away

?

Lazily moving his wings.

The man of my heart!

—

He has brought on us this separation.

‘wise.’ and are synonyms.

Lew Kin
(^|J ;

Yuen dyn.) snys: 4 The

former stanza speaks of the genial wind, and
the heart of the jujube tree, but afterwards

does not mention what was iu the poet^ mind
corresponding to these things, so that the verse

is metaphorical. This stanza speaks of the

wind and jujube tree, and then mentions the

mother and the sons wliich correspond to these,

so that it is allusive. There is a similarity be-

tween the two, but they are not of the same
character.’

St. 3. — see on st.3 of last ode. Tseun

was a city of Wei, in the pres. Puh Chow,
dep. Ts :aou-chow, Shan-tung. Near it was a

famous spring, to tlie virtue of which the sons

refer as a contrast to their own uselessness.

The spring refreslied the people of Tseun, while
they could not keep their mother from trouble

and pain.

St. 4. is explained by Maou as

meaning 4 good-like/ Choo understands

the phrase of the notes of the orioles, ( clear and
twirling.* It may bQ doubted if either of them
have brought out the meaning correctly. One

would expect some description of the eyes in the

characters.
^
must be taken simply as a

particle. Wang Yin-che explains it by -
there is not that force of meaning in it. Tlie
birds were useful in their way, contributing to the
pleasure of men

;
but the sons failed to comfort

their mother^ heart. The old interpreters have
a great deal more to on the allusion but it

would be a waste of time and space to dwell on
their views.

The rhymes are in st. 1, * cat. 7,

1. 1

;

cat. 2 : in 2, cat. 12: in

3, cat. 5, t. 2: in 4, j\^v, cat. 7,

1 . 1 .

Ode 8. Allusive and narrative. A wife
DEPLOltES THE ABS1CNCE OF TIER HUSBAND, AND
celebrates ii is vniTUE. The 4 Little Preface

*

says that this ode was composed by the people

of Wei against duke Seuen,—the marquis (^^0,
called to the rule of the State on the death of
Chow-yu (B.C. 718—609). His dissoluteness and
constant wars dis tressed and widowed the people,

till tlicy expressed their resentment in this ode.
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The pheasant has flown nway,

But from below, from above, comes liis voice.

Ah! the princely man!

—

He afflicts my heart.

Look at that sun arid moon!
Long, long do I think.

The way is distant;

How can he come to me?

All ye princely men,
Know ye not his virtuous conduct?
He hates none; he covets nothing;

—

What does he which is not good?

Choo well observes that there is nothing in the
piece about the dissoluteness of duke Seuen, or

to indicate that it was made in his time; that we
ought not to liear in it tlie voice of the people,

l)ut of a wife deploring the absence of her hus-
band. The imperial editors in this case fully

agree witli him.

Stt. 1,2, LI. 1,2. is the particle.

describes the slow flight of the pheasant mov-
ing, not under alarm, from one place to an-
other. So, 1. 2 in st. 2, is understood to sliew

the feeling of security enjoyed by the bird.

Yen Ts'an observes that here, in v. VI., and
some other odes, where the subject is an officer

engaged on military duty, the male pheasant

is introduced, because of the well-known fight-

ing character of that bird. It may be so; but

here it is the contrast between the ease and
security of the pheasant and the toils and dan-

ger of her husband, which is in tlie speaker^

mind. = i 1^ 111 - 1

is the particle. K 4ang-shing says it should

and explains it by 4 this*—which is

means *to hinder, *
* to ob-

struct hence - an impediment,* that by which
communication is prevented. Here Choo ex-

plains it by Ife, *to be separated.* This is

be

unnecessary.

better than Maou’s ‘difficulty,’ ‘hardship.*

simply ==' to occasion/ There is

some difficulty with the . Yen Ts^an^ re-

ference of it to the speaker the wife—is inad-

missible. 4 She attributes/ says Foo K'wang,
4 their separation to her husband, not wishing

to blame others for it •’ denotes the

husband,—as in i.X., et al. Sincere/

1 sincerely.* Choo observes that the and

give strong emphasis to these lines of st. 2.

Stt. 3, 4. These are simply narrative. The
sun and moon are spoken of as the measurers
of time. Many revolutions had they performed

since the husband went away. The in 11.

3

and 4 is merely a particle. It is found both at

the beginning and in the middle of lines.

Wang Yin-che says on this passage,

- Lacharme, endeavouring to

translate the has,— 4 Viam lovgam esse aiunt;

quid ujilur memorant eum advenisse posse The

i

o

o±To

>
o
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IX. P^aou-yew-koo-yeli.

_ i •
f

1 The gourd has [still] its bitter leaves,

And the crossing at the ford is deep.

If deep, I will go through with my clothes on
;

If shallow, I will do so, holding them up.

2 The ford is full to overflowing

;

There is the note of the female pheasant.

The full ford will not wet the axle of my carriage
;

It is the pheasant calling for her mate.

in st. 4 must be taken as addressed to

the brother officers of the husband, who is de-

scribed, though he is not named explicitly, in the

3d and 4th lines. The 2d line is taken interro-

gatively. The last 2 lines are quoted by Con-
fucius (Ana. IX. xxvi), as illustrated in the

character of Tsze-loo. Le Hung-tsoo

Sung dyn.) distinguishes the force of

and
>J

ingeniously :— indicates hatred

of men because of what they have shame,

because of what we ourselves have not.* =
or ‘t da ’

The rhymes are--in st. 1, cat . 5,

t. 2 : in 2, cat. 7, 1. 1 : & 3,

cat. 1, 1. 1 : in 4, cat. 10.

Ode 9. Allusive and narrative. Against the
licentious manners of Wei. According to the
* Little Preface/ the piece was directed against
duke Seuen, who was distinguished for his

licentiousness, and his wife also. Choo demurs
to its having this particular reference, which,
however, the imperial editors are inclined to ad-
mit. Duke Seuen was certainly a monster of
wickedness. According to Tso-she (on p. 5 of
the 16th year of duke Hwan), his first wife was
a lady of his father's harem, called E Keang() by an incestuous connection with

whom he had a son called Kcih-tsze

who became his heir-apparent. By and by he

contracted a marriage for this son with a daugh-

ter of Ts {

e
;
known as Seuen Keang

but on her arrival in Wei, moved by her youth
and beauty, he took her himself, and by her he

had two sons,—Show and Soh E
Keang hanged herself in vexation, and the duke
was prevailed on, in course of time, by the in-

trigues of Seuen Keang and Soh, to consent to
the death of Keih-tsze, Show peristing in a noble,

but fruitless, attempt to preserve his life. In
the next year, the duke died, and was succeed-
ed by Soh, when the court of Ts'e insisted on

Ch‘aou-peh
(JJ 1 another son of Seuen

marrying Seuen Keang. From this connection
sprang two sons, who both became marquises of
Wei, and two daughters, who married the rulers
of other States —see Tso-she on p.7 of the 2d
year of duke Min.
When such was the history of the court of

Wei, we can well conceive that licentiousness
prevailed widely through the State. The particu-
lar reference of the ode to duke Seuen must
remain, however, an unsettled question. The
explanation of the different stanzas is, indeed,
difficult and vexatious on any hypothesis about
the ode that can be formed.

St.l. The p
laou is no doubt, the bottle gourd,

called also or When the fruit

has became thoroughly hard and ripe, the shell,

emptied of its contents, can be used as a blad-
der. We often see one or more tied to boat-
children on the Chinese rivers, to keep them
afloat, should they fall into the water, till they
can be picked up. The gourd in the text had
still its leaves on it

;
the fruit was not yet hard

enough to serve the purpose of a bladder in

crossing a stream. = ‘ —r
ferry.’ So, both Maou and Choo. Le Kwang-te
takes the character as the name of the river Tse.

means 4

to wade/ to cross the ford on foot.
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The wild goose, with its harmonious notes,

At sunrise, Avitli the earliest dawn,
By the gentleman, avIio wishes to bring home liis bride,

[Is presented] before the ice is melted.

The boatman keeps beckoning

;

And others cross with him, but I do not.

Others cross with him, but I do not ;

—

am waiting for my friend.

In st.4, however, we must take it differently.

means to go through the water, without

taking one's clothes off; while (Jc
l
e) denotes

to go through, bolding the clothes up. The
Urh-ya says that when the water only comes
up to the knees, we may be it

;
when it rises

above the knees, we can wade it (*/ ) but

when it rises above the waist, we must le it.

The 3d and 4th lines are quoted in the Ana.
XlV.xiii. to illustrate, apparently, the propriety

of acting according to circumstances
;
and so

Maou and Choo try to explain them here. Yen
Ts 4an, however, seems to me to take them more
naturally. The first two lines are intended to

show the error of licentious connections. The
ford should not be attempted, when there are not
the proper appliances for crossing it. The last

two lines show the recklessness of the parties

against whom the piece is directed. They are

determined to cross in one way or another.

St. 2. denotes ^he full or swollen ap-

pearance of the water.' is used as in

in VI. 2. It gives a vivid or descriptive

force to the character that follows it,—as in the
reduplication of adjectives which is so common.

in the same way denotes the note of

the female pheasant. is here the axle of

the carriage
;
not as Choo says, the rut or

trace of the wheel. The character should be

Both Maou and Choo take as==

*a male quadruped/ saying that the male and

female of birds are expressed by and

while for quadrupeds we have and
;

but this distinction is not always observed. We
have in the She itself for 1 a male fox,*

and in the Shoo, for * a female fowl/

To suppose that the female pheasant is here
calling to her a male quadruped is too extrava-
gant. The explanation of the stanza is sub-
stantially the same as that of the preceding.

St, 3. This stanza is of a different character,
and indicates the deliberate formal way in which
marriages ought to be contracted, in contrast
with the haste and indecencies of the parties in

the poefs mind. When the bridegroom wanted
to have the clay fixed for him to meet his bride

and conduct her :to his house, he sent a live

wild goose, at early dawn, to her family. Why
that bird was employed, and why that early hour
was selected for the ceremony, are points on which
we need not here enter. This was done, it is said,
4 before the ice was melted* implying that tlie

concluding ceremony would take place later.

The meaning is that no forms should be omitted,

and no haste shown in such an important thing
as marriage.

According to this view, the stanza is paren-

thetical and explanator}r

.
denotes * the

harmony of the goose's notes/ which may be

doubted, from the pictures of it, should

be the Bean goose, Anser segetum. is ‘
appearance of sunrise•’ almost t= our

1 when.* 1 to bring liis wife home.’

( ). -asiniLIX -

St. 4. is
c to beckon,* 4 to call with the

hand.’ The repetition of it vividly represents the

calling,
4 boat-son,^ the master of the

ferry boat, is here to cross the ferry in

the boat, and not to wade through it on foot.

Yen Ts 4an keeps here, indeed, the latter meaning
of the term, which is the only one given in tlie

diet.; but to do so, he is obliged to construe the

first line, ' I keep beckoning to the boatman,
5

in

which it is impossible to agree with him.

g

o
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X. Kith fung.

_ g

_
!It̂ § S‘ r ^

1 Gently blows tlie east wind,

With cloudy skies and with rain.

[Husband and wife] should strive to be of the same mind,
And not let angry feelings arise.

When we gather the mustard plant and earth melons,

We do not reject them because of their roots.

While I do nothing contrary to iny good name,
I should live with you till our death.

2 I go along the road slowly, slowly,

In my inmost heart reluctant.

Not far, only a little way,
Did he accompany me to the threshold.

‘I.’ The meaning of the stanza is, that

people should wait for a proper match, and not
hurry on to form licentious connections.

The rhymes are in st. 1, y
cat. 8,

t3; Cat
..
15

,
t3: in 2

,

cat .

11 (Pr°P- cat - ")> *• cat - 3, t. 2: in

3, eat. 14 : in
4, * *

cat. 1, t. 2.

Ode 10. Metaphorical, allusive, and narrative.

The plaint of a wife rejected and supplant-
ed by another. Thus ranch we learn from the
ode itself. There can be no doubt that the
manners of the court of Wei injuriously affected

the households of the State
;
but this does not

appear in the piece, though Maou seems to say
that it does.

St. 1. Maou and Choo take describ-

ing the 4 gentle breath
5

of the wind.

is taken by them, after the Urh-ya, as meaning
* the east wind.’ This brings clouds and rain,

and all genial influences. Ying-tah explains

if it were ;

living.’ We may take these

two lines either as metaphorical or allusive
f

referring to what the harmony and happiness
of the family should be. Yen Ts'an explains

them very differently, as referring to the angry
demonstrations of the husband, like gusts of

wind coming constantly(
from great valleys, and bringing with them

gloom and rain. Who shall decide on the com-
parative merits of the two views thus conflicting?

= <t exert one^ self/ Maou

gives with at the side, -which is also found

in the same sense. and ^^are, probably, two

species of Brassica
;
Williams calls

f vege-

tables resembling rrmstard/ Maou says it is the

seu an(i Ch the man~tsing(
others make it the woo-tsing

;
and

others again the Jceae (^^) or mustard plant.

These are but different names for varieties of

the same plant. In the Japanese plates, the

figure of the fung is that of a sorrel or dock
,

rumex persicariodes and the author says he does
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u*
Who says that the sowthistle is bitter?

It is as sweet as the shepherd s purse.

You feast with your new wife,

[Loving] as brothers.

3 The muddiness of the King appears from the Wei,
But its bottom may be seen about the islets.

You feast with your new wife,

And think me not worth being with.

]) not approach my dam,
Do not move my basket.

My person is rejected

—

AVhat avails it to care for what may come after?

not know the fei. After the Urh-ya, Maou calls

yW the (^^)
‘ a sort of turnip, the fio'ver of

which is purple.* The root is red. It is, no

doubt, a kind of radish but Kwoli Poh calls

it
i the earth melon (+ and so I have

translated it. The leaves, stalk, and root of the

funy and fei are all edible
;
and if sometimes the

root or lower part be bad, yet the

whole plant is not on that account thrown away.

From this the wife argues that tliough her beau-

ty might in some degree have decayed, she

should not on that account have been cast off.

explained by Choo by * ad-

mirable praise,^good character or name. K cang-
shing and Yen Ts ;an, however, take the phrase
here as in IV. 3 ;

—

4 Husband and wife should
speak kindly to each other.* Choo’s view suits

the connection best.

St. 2. The first 4 lines describe the cold manner
in which the wife was sent aw<ay, and her re-

luctance to go. The 2d line says that while her

feet went slowly on the way, her lieart was all the

while rebelling, and wished to turn back.

almost=‘ only.’ Both Maou and Choo

explain by PI , * the inside of the door.’

The word is used in the sense of a limit or

boundary, which, from the 3d line, we infer

would here be the threshold.

The last 4 lines describe the bitterness of the
wife^ feelings at seeing herself supplanted. Med-
hurst is probably correct in calling the t'oo the
sowthistle. I was inclined, from the descriptions

of it, to call it a sort of lettuce. 4 Its leaf exudes
a white juice, which is bitter. Its flowers are

like those of an aster. It is edible but bitter.*

The pictures of the tse are those of the shepherd'9

purse. They say that the seeds of it are sweet.

is used for a marriage, because it was in

* the dark/ at night, that the wife was brought

home. Here it=^^, 1 wife/

St. 3. The King and the Wei

;

see the Shoo,

on III. Pt.i.73, Pt.ii.12. dear-look

-

ing.* The Shwoh-wan defines the term as 4 clear

water, where the bottom can be seen.* ‘The
waters of the King/ says Choo, 4 are muddy, and
those of the Wei are clear, and the muddiness
of the King appears more clearly after its junc-

tion with the Wei
;
yet where its channel is in-

terrupted by islets, and the stream flows more
gently, it is not so muddy but that the bottom
may be seen. So, with the rejected and the
new wife. The former was thrown into the

shade by the latter. Yet if the husband would
only think, he might know that she still had
her good qualities.* Yen Ts 4an here again con-

strues diiferently. With him the new wife is the
Kins, well known for its muddiness, represent-

ing her, the clear Wei, to be muddy—a misre-

presentation which inspection or reflection

would readily refute. In 1. 4
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4 Where the water was deep,

I crossed it by a raft or a boat.

Where it was shallow,

I dived or swam across it.

Whether we had plenty or not,

I exerted myself to be getting.

AVhen among others there was a death,

1 crawled on my knees to lielp them.

5 You cannot cherish me,

And you even count me as an enemy.
You disdain my virtues,

—

A pedlars wares which do not sell.

do not think it right to demean youself to.’

See, by help of the index, the use of

Mencius. Both by Maou and Choo, is cor-

rectly explained by but Choo is

wrong when he construes -
,

4you do not consider me to

be pure such is not the usage of

We must, then, look out for a substantive

meaning to the concludiag - K^ng-shing

explains it by 4 to employ/ whicli is allow-

able. It is better, however, to take it, with

Clioo, as= flji, ^vith/ ( to associate with/

Though he errs with the his expansion

of the whole line is not far wrong:

• Chaou K £e on

Mencius, II. Pt.i.IX., quotes the line as

; but we cannot argue from that.

is a stone dam in the stream, with open

spaces, through which the fish might pass, or

where they might be taken by means of baskets

'to go to/ c to approach/

The wife is suddenly excited to address her

enemy, and order her away from her place and

her property but slie as suddenly checks her-
self. Her person rejected, she could hereafter
have no interest in anything that had belonged

to her. is explained by 4 to bear, be

borne, with f leisure,
9
is, as often, taken

interrogatively 4 what leisure have I to—,* or

*of what use will it be to. ’ =
{ wliat will happen after I am

gone/
Sc. 4. The wife here sets forth how diligent

and thoughtful she had been in her domestic
affairs, ever consulting for the prosperity of
her husband.

and see on i. IX. 1. after these

characters, and also and -asin

in m_ 2 • ;
; without regard to our being rich

or poor/ 4 If they had plenty, 5 says K'ang-shing,
4 she sought that they might have more; if they
wanted, she sought that they might have enough/
And not in her own family only was she thus
sedulous. She was ever ready to help in the
need of her neiglibours, tlius consulting for her
husband's popularity and comfort.

St. 5. The wife dwells on her husband's hostile

feeling to her in his prosperity, in contrast with
what liad been her interest in his early struggles.

We may accept Ying-tah and Choo's explana-

tion of hy c

to nourish.’ = ‘ to hinder

VOL. IV. 8
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_

Formerly, I was afraid our means might be exhausted,
And I might come with you to destitution.

Now, when your means are abundant,
You compare rae to poison.

My fine collection of vegetables

Is but a provision against the Avinter.

Feasting with your new wife,

You think of me as a provision [only] against your poverty.

Cavalierly and angrily you treat me;
You give me only pain.

You do not think of tlie former days,

And are only angry with ine.

or impede•’ Choo explains it here by ‘to

reject.’ The idea is that of an impediment or

obstruction between the wife’s virtues and tlie

husband’s mind, so that he would give no recog-

nition of them. is read koo,
4 a shopman J

*a

trader/ may be taken as= or
,
and

the whole line is -‘The trader therefore does
not sell his wares.*

In the last 4 lines, there is a difficulty with

the two in 1. 5 and in 1.7.

Yen Ts^n thinks the former refers to the

business of child-bearing, after the marriage of
the parties, when the wife was always fearing

that the number of mouths would be more than
they could feed, and the 7th line says that that
business was all over ;—the children were grown
up and tliere was prosperity. Few will be in-

clined to accept this exegesis, and I can make

nothing out of Maou, who explains by

We must be content to accept the construction of

of Choo. The 1st is the struggle for a live-

lihood, and the 2nd is the means of that liveli-

hood. Then expresses the

idea that that livelihood has been abundantly

secured. = ” be exhausted.*

means 4 to be overthrown* here=to come
to destitution. Yen Ts‘an and Ying-tah are
both obliged to force upon the terms the mean-
ing of 4 did my utraost/

St. 6. The wife repeats the plaint of last
stanza, and concludes by deploring her hus-

band's angry mood. is understood to be
4 the collection, * of vegetables which the wife

has made against ( ] = or the win-

ter. In the spring, when new vegetables were
produced, she would not need it. 8o she herself
had been cherislied by her husband only when
he had need of her in his poverty. The text
has thus to be supplemented considerably in

order to get a meaning out; of it. =
(fierce-like.’ =‘ angry-like.’

‘pain,’ c
toil.’ Both Maou and Choo take

m in the sense of *to rest/ so that the

7th and 8th lines=*you do not think of the

former days, when I came to rest/ Much bet-

ter is the exegesis of Wang Yin-che, which I

have followed. He explains by

by and by £
to be angry.' This

usage of is not infrequent.
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XI. Shih Wei.

^ ®
1 Reduced ! Reduced !

Why not return ?

If it were not for your sake, 0 prince,

How should we be thus exposed to the dew ?

2 Reduced ! reduced !

Why not return ?

If it were not for your person, 0 prince,

How should we be here in the mire ?
'

XII. Maou-Vew.

II ft II tif 1
1 The dolichos on that high and sloping mound ;

—

How wide apart are [now] its joints

!

0 ye uncles,

Why have ye delayed these many days?

The rhymes are in st. 1, * ’
cat. 7,

t. 1; eat . 5 t2;
.

15
, t. 2 : in 2, a t . 1

;

ib., t.2: in 3, cat. 1 t* 2;m 2;in4
,

eat. 3, 1. 1

:

m 5
,

eat. 3,
t . 2 ;

ib., t.3: in 6
,

eat . 9
;

cat. 15, t. 3.

Ode 11. Narrative. The officers of some
State who were refugees and in distress
in Wei, exhort their ruler to return home
with them. The 4 Little Preface* says that
the prince addressed was the marquis of Le

a State adjoining Wei, who had taken

refuge from the Teih, in the time of duke Seuen.
Hi3 officers feel themselves in yery reduced

circumstances, and advise their ruler to return

with them.

In 1. 1, is an initial particle. =
‘ to be decayed.’ The repetition shows the ex-

tent of the deeay. Comp. in

i. 1. 2. The parties had come refugees to Wei, and

there perhaps they were slighted, and little cared

for. The in 1. 3, = Iffi,
4 but for.* It is

difft. from = in 1. 1. In 1. 4
,

= in the 2d st. Maou
says Chung-loo and Ne-chung were two towns
of Wei that liacl been assigned to the refugees.

Even the imperial editors allow that it is bet-
ter to take the characters as I have done.

The rhymes are in st. 1 <=_
U

;

cat _ 5
’

t. 1 : in 2
’

cat. 9.
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Our fox-furs are frayed and worn.

Came our carriages not eastwards?

O ye uncles,

You do not sympathize Avitli us.

Fragments, and a remnant,
Children ol dispersion [are we]

!

0 ye uncles,

Notwithstanding your full robes, your ears are stopped.

Ode 12. Allusive and narrative. Complaint
OF THE MINISTERS OF Le AGAINST THOSE OF
Wei for not assisting them. The piece, acc.

to the 4 Little Preface* is directed against tlie

marquis of Wei, though only his officers are
spoken of. In this interpretation of it both the
old school and the new a.^ree. AYe slrall find,

liowever, that Maou and Choo differ considera-
bly in their ex])lanat ions of many of the lines.

St.l. In the Urh-ya is defined as

1 a mound, the front of whicli is high ;* and the
current definition now is ‘a mound high in

front and low behind •’ It is said that the very
mound thus described is to be recognized in

K'ae-chow( Ta-miug, Cbili-le. The

speakers in the ode refer to the length of the
joints of the koh, to show how long they had
been waiting in vain in Wei. We need not,

like Maou, seek in the intertwining of the creep-
ers tlie chose alliance which should subsist -be-

tween the different States. = 1 wide

apart. is
4 the joints

?

of the«reeping plant.

~ * uncles, * we are to understand the

ministers of Wei, thus honourably designated by
those of Le. The complaint against them is in

reality intended for their ruler.

= ‘Hw
is it that we are left unhelped so long?’

St.2. The officers of Wei are spoken of, if not
directly addressed

;
and the speakers seem to be

trying to account for their dilatoriness, in itself

so strange and unworthy. = ‘
dwell quietly/ i.e., to make no movement in fa-

vour of Le. Qll=^L , ‘cooperating States’

i.e., allies who would act with them. a

reason/ something by which tlieir conduct was

regulated, Maou says that ^}ji denotes 4 bene-

volence and righteousness * and Service-

able kindness
() which is surely

wide of the mark. Attempting to show the ap-
plication of these inte^rutations, K 4ang-shing
takes the stanza as addressed to the marquis of

Le:— 4Why do you stay here? You must be
[vcainly] thinking tliat Wei has benevolence and
righteousness &c.

8t.3. The speakers axlvanee here to a charge
against the officers of Wei of a want of sympathy
with their distress. They liad long been wait-

ing—so long tliat thdr fox-furs, were worn out.

denotes ‘die appearance of disorder,’ /.e.,

says Ckoo, 4 of being urorn out.
1 Le was on

tlie west of Wd, and they had come east in their

carriages, imploring help. =
4 have nothing (no feeling) in common with us.*

The old interpreters consider all the stanza as

o
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XIII. Keen he.

^ S

/ I
Easy and indiiFerent ! easy and indifferent

!

I am ready to perform in all dances,

Then when the sun is in the meridian,

There in that conspicuous place.

With my large figure,

I dance in the ducal courtyard.

I am stron [also] as a tiger

The reins are in my grasp like ribbons.

spoken of the officers of Wei, whose disordered

drev^ses were an emblem oftheir disordered minds,
and who had carriages in which they might have
come eastwards to the help of Le

;
but they

were not so inclined. That Le was on the west
of Wei is a sufficient refutation of this view.

St. 4. The 1 st two lines describe the piteous

condition of the officers of Le. = ‘ ar>y-

thing small/ a fragment. ‘the tail
’=^J^

‘ the end’ or last of anything.

= children carried by a current and dis-

persed. Again Maou takes these lines of the

officers of Wei. J is with him 4 the app.

of being good-looking when young/ Then

the name of a bird, a kind of owl (

which is beautiful when young, and ugly when
grown. So had Wei falsified its promises.
Wang T-aou spends pages in vindicating this

absurd explanation. is defined by Choo

c
t]ie app. of many smiles/ K cang-

sliing seems to justify this definition, taking

like a d^af man.5 4 Such a person’

he says, 1 not hearing what you say, generally
answers with a smile/ This account of the
term, however, cannot be supported, and the

diet, does not recognize it. We must take

(yew) and together (see Wang Yin-che on

xfp), as meaning (
tlie app. of being in full

dress.’ — 4

to fill up/ meaning to stop.

The rhymes are_in st. 1, (prop cat. 15),

cat. 12, t. 3; in 2, cat
.

A * ca 1. 1, t. 2 m 3
3

•

|^J,
cat. 9: in 4, cat l y t. 2.

Ode 13. Narrative and allusive. Half in
SCORN, HALF IN SOKB OW, AN ^FFICEIi OF WEI
TELLS OF THE MEAN SE RVICE IX 'WTHIGH HE WAS
employed. The 4Little Preface’ lie piece
censures Wei for not giving ©ffice» eq^ai* ttn

their merit to its suen of worth, but emjpJtoyia^
them as dancers. This is a correct view of the*

scope of the piece but in braiging out the.

meaning of the different stanzas of it Maou
and Choo are Tvsde apart. The ioi^erial editors
do not touch upon their differences^ aad onljr

call attention -t© Maou 5

s peculiar ii>t<5rprefeations

in a portion of ^3ie 2d stanza, intimating in tliis^

way their opdnion tliat tliey may wiirho^it? los^
be consigned to oblivion. I shall their*

example, ^md make little reference to the* old
school in the notes. I believe with Le-Swimg-
te that in tl^s instance, 4 only Choo
the spirit of the ode.

5

su • = giving the idea?

taking things easily . is
1 a general name for

dandng/ or posture-making, for such the dancing:
of tlie Chinese was and is. There were the civil

aiad military dance% being applied more

especially to the latter^ when it and arer

eoetrasted. in 1. 2 can hardly be traaslatedl,

Iv'ang-shing says that = which

"Williams translates

—

4 about to do’ ‘ just their:

Tiie phrase is in accordance "with the idea of the‘

speaker's indifference^ which the 1st line gives.

In 1.3, has the sense of ‘now.’ Shin

Le-lung (j^ pres. dynQ observes that
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In my left hand I grasp a flute

;

In my right I hold a pheasant's feather.

I am red as if I were rouged

;

The duke gives me a cup [of spirits].

The hazel grows on the hills,

And the liquorice in the marshes.

Of 'vhom are my thoughts?
Of the fine men of the west.

O those fine men !

Those inen of the west

!

the 3d and 4th lines are to be taken together,

as indicating that the speaker would dance in a

conspicuous place, and not as describing the for-

mer the time and the latter the place of his per-

formance. is, lit., * the * high place

in front.
1

St. 2.
4 Large/ There is no idea of

‘virtue’ in it, as Maou says. ^stout-

like.* the open court of the duke or

marquis. Here, and often elsewhere, we miglit

render by palace —ag in Ana. X. 4. The

speaker, in this stanza, is merely describing his

various qualities which might liave attracted

the attention of the marquis of Wei, and made
him aware of his abilities. The old school got

great mysteries out of the last two lines, that

the neglected officers of Wei had great military

vigour and great civil capacity. This civil

capacity is indicated, they thought, in the warp

and woof of the ribbons to which the reins are

compared

!

St. 3. acc. to Williams, is c a reed or pipe

with 3 or more holes, resembling a flageolet.*

It is more like a flute.
^J,

4 a

pheasant’s feather.’ Tlie flute and the feather

were carried in the hand in the civil dances

( )• is the name of red ochre. Here,

however, Choo defines it as simply

* a red colour.* The speaker^ countenance was

red and flushed as if rouged with some red pig-

ment—with the spirits given him by the mar-
quis, says Le Kwang-te. Ratlier, we may say,

with his exercise in dancing, which the marquis

rewarded with a cup. — 4

to moisten/ 4 to be

moistened.*

St.4. The is described as a small tree, like

the chestnut. Lacharme, however, translates the

term by corylus arbor. It may, however, be a

small variety of the castanaceoe. The acc. to

the Pun-ts'aou, which is followed by Choo, is the

4 sweet grass,* or liquorice. Maou calls

it 1 the great bitter/ which Seu Ting

thinks may, notwithstanding the dissonance, be

another name for the same plant. The hazel

and the liquorice were to be found in the places

proper to them but it was not so with the

speaker.

The last 4 lines show us the true character of

all that precedes. The dancer might speak jest-

ingly of his position, but he felt the degradation

of it. He passes in thought from Wei to the

early seat of the House of Chow, and from the

incapable ruler who neglected him to the chiefs

of that western region, who sought out merit,

appreciated and rewarded it.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 5, t.2

;

in 2, in 3, * *

cat. 2: in 4 *

cat. 12, t.l.

o

|t
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XIV. Ts leuen shwuy.

i I Jc

1 How the water bubbles up from that spring,

And flows away to the K (

e !

My heart is in Wei

;

There is not a day I do not think of it.

Admirable arc those, my cousins

;

I will take counsel with them.

2 When I came forth, I lodged in Tse,

And we drank the cup of convoy at Ne.

When a
}
roung lady goes [to be married],

She leaves her parents and brothers

;

[But] I would ask for my aunts,

And then for my elder sister.

Ode 14. Allusive and narrative. A daughter
OF THE HOUSE OF WEI, MARRIED IN ANOTHER
State, expresses hkr longing to revisit Wei.
The 4

little Preface * does not say who this

princess was, nor into what State she married
but it assumes that her parents were dead. It

would have been allowable for her, according to

the custom at least wlilch prevailed in the Ch'un
Ts cew period, to visit them at stated times, so

long as they were alive.

st - L (a/• with aiid _
at the side) denotes 4 the app. of water issuing

from a spring/ is taken by K ;ang-

shing and Choo as the name of a stream, the
4 Hundred springs

(
of the pres. day.

But it is better to take the characters as in the
translation. Those waters, wheresoever they
rose, flowed into the K 4

e, and so traversed Wei.
The speaker, debarred from Wei, could have
wished that her lot had been theirs. I can make
out no reasonable allusion to her condition in

the fact of one river of Wei running into another.
The K‘e was a famous river of Wei, rising at the

hill of Ta-haou(^) and flowing eastwards

from the pres. dis. of Lin (yjy|v)j Chang-tih.

The Shwoh-wan says it fell into the Ho, but it

now pursues a difft. course to the sea.

——
‘ I have my cherishings,’ i.e” my affections.

= 4 good-like
? and may be used with refer-

ence to the body or mind. -‘
Ke.* The lady herself was a Ke, for that was
the surname of the House of Wei. By 4

all the
Ke , she me«ans her cousins, and the other ladies

from States of the same surname, who had ac-

companied her to the harem. is explained

by Maou by 4 to wish/ Its meaning is not

so substantive. K^ang-shing calls it

4 a particle lightly indicating a purpose/

The lady will consult with her cousins on the
subject of her wish to revisit Wei.

St. 2. K^ang-shing says that Tse and Ne were
places in the State where the lady was married.

Rather we may think, with Choo, that they were
in Wei, not far from its capital city, and that the
speaker is referring to her departure from her
native State. People going on a journey offered

a sacrifice to the spirit of the way, and when
that was concluded, the friends who had escort-
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¥ I

f
| f J

+

3 I will go forth and lodge in Kan,
And we will drink the cup of convoy at Yen.
I will grease the axle and fix the pin

7

And the returning chariot will proceed.

Quickly shall avg arrive in Wei ;

—

But would not this be wrong ?

4 I think of the Fei-ts
4euen

T

I am ever sighing about it.

1 think of Seu and Ts^aou,

Long, long, my heart dwells with tliem.

Let me drive forth and travel there,

To dissipate my sorrow.

ed them so far, drank with them, and feasted

them close by. This waa called

= ‘ to go or come forth to be married.’

There is a difficulty witli the 4th lino, and to see

its connection with the wliole piece, we must
supplement it by the assumption which I have
noticed above, tliat the speakers parents were
dead. Thus Choo explains, and adds:—‘When
I came here to be married, I left my parents and
brothers

;
how much more can this be said, now

that my parents are dead? Can I in this case
return to Wei again ? * He then takes the last

two lines as equivalent to the last two of the
prec. stanza. The aunts and the elder sister here
are the same, he says, as the cousins there. It

is impossible to agree with him in this. From
Tso-she’s narrative on p. 6 of the 2d

duke AVan, we see that he understood

as really meaning 4 auiQts and sisters.
5 We

cannot suppose that any of these liad accom-
panied the lady to the harem. As the imperial
editors say, Choo can adduce no usage of terms
in support of his view. We must then take

not in the sense of 4 asking and consulting

with/ but of ^ 4 asking about their wel-

fare/ The lady allows that she cannot see

her parents and brothers
;
but there are aunts

remaining and her sister. May she not go to

Wei and see them?
St. 3. The lady supposes now that she can ac-

complish her purpose, and is on the way to Wei.

hor departure to it escorted as that from it liad

been. Kan and Yen are two places outside the
capital of the State where she was married.

is the iron ends of the axle, that enter the

nave of the wheels. If we suppose that only one
act is described in the 3d line, the lady says that
she will grease tlie ends of the axle. If tliere

are two acts in it, as the repetition of the particle

& suggests, the meaning must be that which I

have given. $ —K^ang-shing and Choo

supposes that the carriage is called Returning.*
because the lady purposed to go back to Wei in

the same carriage that she had come from it in.

Tliis does not seem to be necessary. =
* to go’ * to proceed •’ = ‘ rapidly•’
= 1 to come to.’ The last liiie has greatly

vexed the critics. Maou took in the sense of

j
1 to be far from,* as if tlie meaning were

4 For me thus to go back to Wei will not be any-
thing so injurious as going far from what is

right.’ Ying-tah also adduces Wang Suh in

support of this view but it is too strained. Choo

takes as= ^ ‘ how’ and makes the moral

value of the whole ode* then turn on the line,

The lady has in fancy arrived in Wei, but she
suddenly arrests her thoughts and says to lier-

self, ‘But would not this be injurious to—con-

trary to—right and reason?* And so she will

not think seriously any more of going back to



Bk. III. Ode XV. ODES OF P kEI. 65

2 Ihe kings business comes on me,
And the affairs of our government in increasing measure.
AYhen I come home from abroad,

Wei. K‘ang-sliing took in its ordinary

sense of 4 a flaw,* < a fault * and though his ex-

planation of the line (taking is other-

wise inadmissible, he probably suggested to Yen
Ts 4an a yiew of it, according to which we should

translate,

*It would not be wrong with any harm in it/

The difficulty, however, with this is that we

cannot so translate the same words elsewhere,

as in XIX. 2, where we are forced to take

a question, expressing a doubt in

the mind. So Wang Yin-clie, on the term .

St.4. In this the lady repeats her longing de-

sire to revisit Wei and we cannot say from it

positively whether her desire was gratified or

not. The Fei-tsleuen was a river of Wei, which

she had crossed, probably, on her departure

from it. Many identify it with what is now
called 4 the Water of a hundred streams/ The
account of it given by Maou, from the Urh-ya,

i8 all but unintelligible
;
and does not affect

our understanding of the ode. ;-

‘this is what I am ever sighing for.’ Seu and

T^aou were two cities of Wei which the lady

had passed on her leaving. Ts {aou see on

VI.l. — yoke/ 4
to put the horses to

the carriage •’ lit.,
4 to overturn,

1

as a ves-

sel, and so erujity it of its contents, to re-

move, * 4 to dissipate.*

The rhymes are—in st.l, *
cat.l t.l : in 2, ,

cat.15, t.2:

in 3
, ’W eat _u;

’ ’
cat15

,

t.3 : in 4, eat. 14

;

"*

cat. 3, 1. 1 .

Ode 15. Metaphorical and narrative. An
officer of Wei sets forth his hard lot, and
HIS SILENCE UNDER IT IN SUBMISSION TO HEAVEN.
The object of the piece, acc. to Maou, is to

expose the government of Wei, which neglected

men of such worth.

St. 1. The south is the region of brightness,

and the north of darkness and so the officer

here represents himself as passing from light to

darkness. So, !Maou and Choo. If we suppose,

with Yen Ts 4an and others, that the speaker

had quitted the capital bv the north gate ou
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66 THE SHE KING. PART I.

3 file kings business is thrown on me,
And the affairs ofour government are left to me more and more.
When I come home from abroad,

The members of my family all emulously thrust at me.
So it is

!

Heaven has done it ;

—

AVhat then shall I sa)^ ?

6 me public service, then the ode is all narrative.

= <sorrow ^u ^ 7
^ denotes 4 the

app. of grief.' see on V. 1. This line

should be decisive as to the meaning of in

the She when followed by-
are of cognate signification. The critics try to

distinguish between them here, and say that

the former denotes 4 the want of money to make
presents,* and tlie latter, 4 the want of it to sup-

ply one's own wants/ In l.-i the ruler of Wei
may be specially intended

;
but the terms are

quite general. = ‘

is so!’ or * since it is so.’ The 4 Complete Digest
*

gays, ‘Take care and not make Heaven here

equivalent to Fate but it doe9 not say what

the word really indicates. The idea is our

‘Providence•’
*

in L7= as ften .

St.2••=

‘affairs ordered by the king/ committed by

him to Wei for execution. refers to

the affairs of the government of Wei. We must

suppose, however, that they are not great affairs

which are intended, but vexatious and trivial

matters. The speaker would not have been in

such poverty if he had been high in office.

=
‘ to go or come to •’ * both by Choo

and Wang Yin-che, is explained by ‘all.’

Wang T ;aou prefers the meaning of ‘

which—* also has.
j

or as in the

translation. Hlie members

of the family/ as in Mencius I. Pt. i. 1. 4.

‘to reproach.

St. 3. Choo follows K cang-shing in reading

tuy, and explaining it by as in

tlie translation. Maou’s • is not

so appropriate. jg, ‘ to be left to
’=J[jp

‘to

be laid upon/ both by Maou and Clioo is

explained by ‘ to repress•’ The word means

‘to press upon’ * to throw down’ ‘to push •’

The rhymes are—in st. 1, * *

* cat. 13 ;
in 2, cat. 1 5, t.. 3 ;

in 3 prop. cat. 13) cat.l5
,
t.l:

in all the stt., eat . l L
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1 Cold blows the north wind
;

Thick falls the snow.

Ye who love and regard me,
Let us join hands and go together.

Is it a time for delay?

The urgency is extreme!

2 The north wind whistles;

The snow falls and drifts about.

Ye who love and regard me,
Let us join hands, and go away for ever.

Is it a time for delay?

The urgency is extreme!

Ode. 16. Metaphorical. Some one of Wei
PRESSES HIS FRIENDS TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY

WITH HIM AT ONCE, IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE PRE-

VAILING OPPRESSION AND MISERY. St. 1.

is the 4 app. of much snow/ The first two lines

in all the stanzas are a metaphorical description

of the miserable condition of the State. Choo

explains by * to love.’ K £ang-shing

makes it= 4 ye who are of a loving nature.
5 Yen

Ts ‘an well explains the line by

,

6 ye wlio have kindly intercourse with

me/ We might translate the whole by 4 O friends/

lead by tlie hand^ here, { to

ta£e one another by the hand.’ *the 5tli line is

the difficulty of the ode. The is both

graphic and interrogative, which decides against

the explanation of K 4ang-shing: 4 The forbear-

ing and good all think things have come to a

climax, and that they should leave. We also

ought to go.
f The Urh-ya quotes the line as

{
and s is here read. How

it comes to have that pronunciation and mean-

ing— ‘ slow’ ‘ leisurely ’--is a point on which pages

are written. But being taken in this sense,

we are led to give a cognate one to and

Choo, after one of the Ch4ngs, explains it by

^orbearing-like.* I have no doubt the

translation gives the idea of the line correctly.

Lacliarme has l nullusmorce datur locus.
9 =

,
in last ode. = expressing 4 extreme

urgency.* K (tseu) go together, particles

untranslateable.

St. 2. see i.II. 1. It here represents the

rapid -whistling of the wind, which is the reason,

probably, that it is made to rhyme with and

denotes c the app. of the falling snow,

scattered about.* Choo takes here in the

sense of 4 going away for good.*

Bk. III. Ode XVI. ODES OF P^EI.
(J7

XVI. Pih funa.
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68 THE SHE KING. PART I.

S i . ¥ i
3 Nothing red is seen but foxes,

Nothing black but crows.

Ye who love and regard me,

Let us join hands, and go together in our carriages.

Is it a time for delay?

The urgency is extreme!

XVII. Tsing neu.

5

1 How lovely is tlie retiring girl!

She was to await me at a corner of the wall.

Loving and not seeing her,

I scratch my head, and am in perplexity.

St. 3. Foxes and crows were both creatures

of evil omen. Every thing about Wei was of evil

e • _ =
4 there is nothing red which is not a fox.*

The rhymes are in st. 1, ,
cat.

10: in 2, cat. 15, t.l: in 3,

… cat.5, 1. 1 : in all the stanzas, p *

* .

Ode 1 7. Narrative. A gentleman deplores
HIS DISAPPOINTMENT IN NOT MEETING A LADY
ACCORDING TO ENGAGEMENT, AND CKLEB11ATES
her gifts and beauty. This is the tirst of

many odes, more or less of a similar character,

in the interpretation of which the new and old

schools greatly differ. Acc. to Maou, it describes

the virtues of a correct and modest lady, who
would make a good mate for a prince

;
acc. to

Clioo it refers to a licentious connection be-

tween two young persons. The account of it in

the 4 little Preface 5 may be made to agree with

either interpretation. All that is tliere said is

that 4 the piece is directed against the ago. The
marquis of Wei had no principle, and the mar-
chioness no virtue.* On Choo’s view we liave

only to say, 4 Like rulers, like people/ On
Maou's that we have a description of wliat the

marchioness should have been.

The imperial editors give both views in tlieir

notes, inclining themselves to maintain that of

Maou. It will be seen from the notes below that

I do not agree with them. It is allowed on all

hands that (Jhoo’s interpretations are the must
natural deductions from the words of the odes;
but it is alleged iliat he is superficial, and that
the deeper we dig, the more do we fintl to sup-
port the older views. Here and elsewhere I

have tried to follow Maou and his advocates in

all their researches
;
but it is often impossible to

assent to their conclusions without the entire
surrender of one's own judgment.

St. 1. means 4
still/

4 quiet/ Retiring/ The

idea which it conveys is of one v. ho is modest and
, correct

;
and this is held to be inconsistent with

Choo’s view. Still, the speaker would not be
likely to give a bad character to the lady, who
was bestowing her favours on him. Ts'aou Suy-

cluing ( ;Jl
Sung dyn.) distinguishes

between and or * the rambling

girls * of i.IX. The letter were girls of the com-
mon people, whose circumstances did not allow
them to keep themselves imimired in the harem,
whereas the former were daughters of officers*

families, who could and did keep tliemselves so

retired. On this view in the text need not

say anytliing of the character of the lady.

^7 ,

i beautiful/ 4 a corner

of tlie city wall.’ denotes tlie ‘app of

a man stopping as he walks/ and hence is used
to signify ‘irresolute’ * perplexed/ Morrison

quotes the stanza under and remarks on



_ s

How handsome is the retiring girl!

She presented to me a red tube.

Bright is the red tube;

—

I delight in the beauty of the girl.

From the pasture lands she gave me a shoot of the white grass,

Truly elegant and rare.

It is not you, 0 grass, that are elegant;

—

You are the gift of an elegant girl.

the last line: 4 It is curious to mark the

similarity which exists among men of every

clime and every age. Man, when vexed and

embarrassed, scratches his head with his hand,

in China as in Europe, both in ancient and

modern times.*

Let us see what Maou make9 of the stanza.

4 denotes correct and quiet. When a lady’s

virtue is correct and quiet, and she acts accord-

ing to law and rule, she is one to be pleased

with. means beautiful; means to wait.

We have “a corner of the city wall” to express

what was high and could not be passed over/

This is all we have from Maou. Expanding

and explaining liis view, Ying-tali says, 4The

meaning is, There is a correct and modest girl,

who is beautiful, and could be submissive and

obedient to her husband, waiting till she is as-

sured of its propriety before doing anything,

guarding herself as by a city wall, which is

high and cannot be passed over. Such is her

virtue, and therefore I love her, and wish she

were the ruler’s mate. Since I love her in my
heart, and cannot see her, I scratch my head,

ani look perplexed. 5

I am persuaded the stu-

dent who cares to read this with attention will

pronounce it to be mere drivelling. The meaning

•which it is tlius attempted to force on the 2d

line is simply ridiculous.

St. 2. fe as in XIY. 1. ‘to present

t•’ is
4 a red reed or tube' but what

article is denoted by it, we of course, cannot

tell. The bamboo tubes, with which pencils are

now made, are called There might

be many things of small tubes, painted or var-

nished red, among a young lady^ possessions,

one of which she might present to a friend or

admirer. Maou makes the 4 red reed* to have

been an instrument used by a literate class of la-

dies in the harem, who acted as secretaries to

the mistress, and recorded the rules and duties

for all the inmates and then he says that the

presenting the red reed is equivalent to ac-

quainting the speaker with the exact obedience

she paid to the ancient regulations of the

harem ! The mere statement of this view is

its refutation. Choo says that means 4 red-

like;’ but it is the brilliance of the colour, and

not the colour itself, whicli is intended.

(= ) and are cognate in meaning, 4

to be

pleased with/ 4

to delight in.* =
( the beauty of the girl.*

4

Pastnre grounds.*

= 4 to give,’ or ‘ to send to as in Ana. XIII.

means c a plant just sprouting/ It is

accepted, here, that the plant was the or

4 white grass' of ii. XII. here, as often,

an adverb, meaning 4 truly/ = . ‘y V
addressed to the grass. 4

it is not/

not simply=y^ ‘not’ as frequently.

The rhymes are in st. 1, * *
cat. 4, 1. 1; in 2 cat. 14;

cat. 15, t. 2 : in 3, eat. 1 t. 1.

Bk. III. Ode XVII. ODES OF P kFJ. G9

Mo



70 THE SHE KING. PART I.

3 It was a fish net that was set,

And a goose lias fallen into it.

A pleasant, genial mate she sought,

And she has got this hunchback.

Ode 18. Narrative and allusive. Satirizing
THE MARRIAGE OF DUKE SEUEN. AND SEDBN
Keang. In the introduction to the notes on
ode 9, it has been stated how duke Seuen took

to himself the lady who had been contracted

to marry his son Keih. It is only necessary to

add here, that to accomplish his purpose, he
caused a tower to be built on the Ho, where he
received the lady on her way from Ts 4e and
forced her. The general opinion of scholars is

that the lower was in the pres. dis. of Ivwan-

shing dep. Ts’aou-chow, Slian-tung.

St. 1.
^

‘fresh and bright.’ The

Shwoli-wan quotes the line with which is,

probably, the more correct reading.

denotes 4 the full appearance of the siream.’

is explained by
j ,

‘quiet and

docile,* and is understood as descriptive of

Keih-tsze, whom Seuen Keang should have
married. Two meanings are given in the diet,

to The first is ‘a coarse bamboo

mat * the 2d, c an ugly disease/ which is said to

prevent its subjects from stooping down. Choo
observes that ifyou roll up a bamboo mat, so as to

form a sort of grain-barrel, it presents the ap-
pearance of a man bloated and swollen, so that
he cannot stoop down, and hence the characters
were used as a designation of that disease. How-
ever we may account for the applications of
tlie terms, they were so employed,—so long ago.
The disease must have been dropsy. We are
not to suppose that duke Seuen did suffer from
this

;
he is here spoken of as doing so, to indi-

cate his loathsomeness. Choo explains by

‘few;’ but I do not see how the word can

here be construed with that meaning. I take

it. with K fang-shing, as=^^, 4 good.*

St_2. = ‘lofty.’ denotes

4 the app. of a stream flowing quietly.’ Yen
Ts lan accepts the account of it as the 4 app. of a
muddy stream.’ Sucli should be its significa-

tion if the character be read mei but the pro-

nunciation here is meen means 4 to cut off/

4 to exterminate/—a meaning which is inap-

plicable here. I must again agree with K ;ang-

sliing, who thinks was an old form of

4 good.*
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bk. m. db xix. ODES OF P*EI. 71

St. 3. The hung is described as a large specie^

of the yen (g) seeonIX.3. = ( to

meet with here=‘ to come or fall into.’

is the name for another *ugly infliction * of

an opposite nature to that denoted by fc
leu-

c^oo. That prevents a man from bending down

;

this prevents him from standing up straight.

It is what is now called_ r hunch-back.

The shows lio'v we should supplement

the last line of the other stanzas.

The rhymes are in st.l, *

(prop. cat. 14), cat.15, t.2: in 2,

cat. 13: in 3, * j
c3)t.X7«

Ode 19. Narrative. Surmises as to the

DEATH OF TWO SONS OF DUKE SEUEN. See

again the introductory note to ode 9. Seuen

Keang and Soli, one of her sons, had long plot-

ted to get rid of Keih-tsze, the duke’s son by

E Keang, to clear the way for Soh J

3 succession

to the State and at last the duke was prevailed

on to send him on a mission to Ts^, having ar-

ranged beforehand that he should be waylaid by

ruffians and murdered, soon after he landed on

the northern bank of the Ho. Show, Seuen

Keang J

s other son, became aware of this design,

and as there was a close, brotherly, intimacy

between him and Keih-tsze, he told him of it,

and exhorted him to make his escape to another

State. Keih-tsze being resolved to meet his fate

rather than run away, the othermade him drunk,

took his boat, personated him, and was murdered

by the ruffians ;—thus endeavouring by the

sacrifice of himself to save his brother. When
Keih-tsze recovered from the effects of his intoxi-

cation, and found that Show was gone, he

divined his object, and followed after him in

another boat. It was too late. He approached

the spot, crying out in language which must

always recal to a western reader the words of

Nisus,

t Me, me! aclsutJi quifeci in me convertiteferrum.
1

But Show was already raurdered, and the ruf-

fians, 4 that they might make no mistake,* put

Keih-tsze to death also.

The duke gave out that his sons had been

killed by bandits, but the people had tlieir sus-

picious, and they are supposed to have expressed

them enigmatically in the two verses of this ode.He are Show and Keih-tsze.

see on Li. The repetition of the term sets

the vessels vividly before us, floating on the

water. The idea of 4 floating about,* without

direction, which is said to express, does not

apply, however to the 2d 1. of the next stanza.

is the old form of 4 a shadow.* The ^
was first added by Koh Hung ( >j^

^t) of the

Tsin dynasty. as in Y. 3, 4 but the

here makes us look more for a substantiveth

XIX. Urh-tsze.
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72 THE SHE KING. PART I.

meaning in In this and many other places

appears to me to have no more meaning

than^^ *• ‘ every time’ ‘ whenever.’

is explained as 4 the app. of sorrow and

perplexity.* Choo says the characters are equiva-

lent t . Others would read

and }

St. 2. = fij^ ‘ to go,’ ‘ to proceed to.’

see on XIV. 3. The indeed

in that case is said of wrong,—what is injurious to

the right in this 4 of harm,
5 what is injurious to

the person. No better meaning, however, can be
drawn out of the line.

The rhymes are in st.l ^0 , cat. 10:

in 2, cat. 15, t. 3.

Concluding note on the Book. The odes
of Wei have the 1st place in those which are

styled Wessons of Manners, Degenerate

).’ Certainly they are of a different character

from those of the two former Books, which

contain the 4 Lessons of Manners, Correct.* The
influence of king Wan and his queen, and of

the dukes of Chow and Shaou, had left no very

beneficial effects in Wei. And yet, the horrible

licentiousness and atrocious crimes which dis-

graced the State of Wei were mainly the fruit

of the polygamy which the founders of the Chow
dynasty approved and exemplified.

Lew Kin observes that as the odes of Wei
occupy the first place in the 4 Lessons, Degene-

rate/ so that division of them wliicli is assigned

to P 4ei takes precedence of the others, because

no disorders of the social state, and no neglect

of the principles of good government, greater

than what appear in them, could be found.



1 It floats about, that boat of cypress wood,
There in the middle of the Ho.

With his two tufts of hair falling over his forehead,

He was my mate;

And I swear that till death J will have no other.

0 mother, 0 Heaven,

Why will you not understand me?

Title of the Book.—

[

7t|,

4 Tung Book IV. of Part 1/ There is little to

be said here beyond what has been stated on the

title of the last Book. The statistical account of

the pres, dynasty says that the capital ofYung was

in the north-east of the pres.dis. of Keih( ),

dep. Wei-hwuy. Some writers refer it to the

south-west of the dis. of Sin-heang (^J),

which would bring us to about the same spot.

Ode 1. Allusive. Protest of a widow
AGAINST BEING URGED TO MARRY AGAIN. ACC.
to the 4 Little Preface/ this ode was made by
Kung Keang, the widow of Kung-peh, son of the

marquis He ({ B.C. 854—813). Kung-

peh (lying an early death, her parents (who must
have been the marquis of Ts 4e and his wife or

one of his wives) wanted to force her to a second
marriage ;—against which she here protests.

Choo says this account rests on the sole authori-

1y of the Preface, but he is content to follow

it. It is not, however, without its difficulties.

Acc. to Sze-ma Ts leen, Kung-peh was attacked
at their father's grave by his 3

rounger brother Ho
and killed himself. Ho then took his

place, and had a very long rule in Wei of 55

years (he is known as duke Woo— )
dying at the age of 95 —see the ‘Narratives of
the States/ VI. Pt.i. 6. Duke Woo then must
liave been 40, when he came to the marquisate,
and Kung-peh must have been older. If the
reference in the ode be to him, the Preface is in-
correct, when it says that 4 he died an early
death/

In both stt., 11.1,2. See on III. i. and xix. 4 The
middle of the Ho,* and 4 the side of the Ho/ are
simply rhytlimical variations. The allusion is

probably to the speakers widowhood, which left

her like 4 a boat floating about on the water.*
K^ng-shing interprets it rather differently
4 A boat on the river is like a wife in her hus-
bancVs family —each is in the proper place.*

BOOK IV. THE ODES OF YUXG.

I. Peh chow.
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The tribulus grows on the wall,

And cannot be brushed away.
The story of the inner chamber
Cannot be told.

AVliat. would have to be told

AVoulcl be the vilest of recitals.

Ll. 3, 4. denotes 4 the app. of the hair

hanging down or forward describes the

mode in which the hair was kept, while a boy or

young man’s parents were alive, parted into

two tufts from the pia mater, and brought down
as low as the eyebrows on either side of tlie

forehead. Both Maou and Clioo take as=

^ate* thus making both the lines refer

to the deceased husband. Similarly they ex-

plain also by
|

. Han Ying read
||

=»

‘ the price or equivalent of.’ The term indicates

tliat whicli stands out alone, and, as Hwang Tso( Ming dyn.) sa
v
vs, is appropriately used

by a wife of her husband. Yen Ts^n under-

stands these two lines of the lady herself, wearing
her hair this way, in token of her widowhood.

would suit this view, if it were otherwise

tenable
;
but must be strained to comport

with it.

Ll. 4, 5. ‘to’ £
till ‘to

swear/ and must both be taken as

particles of exclamation. Maou says that by
4Heaven * the father is intended, while Choo
says that the mother is here called Heaven by
the distressed lady, and supposes that her father
may liave been dead. Why may we not sup-

pose that she really appeals to Heaven ?

is hardly sufficiently exhausted by the
<

*to

believe/ of Maou and Choo. Its meaning is
4 to

believe and sympathize with,*—our 4 to under-

stand/ 4 that which is evil or

depraved.* In thus characterizing a second
marriage, the lady expresses her abhorrence of

such a thing in the strongest way and Con-
fucius, it is said, preserved such an instance of

virtue, as an example to all future ages. One
of the Clrings gives his opinion on the point

thus

:

4 It may be asked whether a widow left

solitary and pool% with none to depend on, may
not rnarrv again, to which I reply that such is

74 THE ISIIE KING. PART I.
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2 It floats about, that boat of cypress wood,
There by the side of the Ho.
With his two tufts of hair falling over his forehead,

He was my only one;
And I swear that till death I will not do the evil thing.

O mother, O Heaven,
AVhy will you not understand me?

II. Ts 'eang yew tsze.
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Bk. IV. Ode. II. ODES OF YUNG.

The tribulus grows on the wall.

And cannot be removed.
The story of the inner chamber
Cannot be particularly related.

What might be particularly related

Would be a long story. ^

The tribulus grows on the wall,

And cannot be bound together, [and taken away].

The story of the inner chamber
Cannot be recited.

What might be recited

Would be the most disgraceful of things.

the suggestion of subsequent times through fear

of want and starvation. But to die of want is

a very small matter, while the loss of chastity
is a very great matter! * But why should Chi-
nese moralists mete out different measures for

the widow and the widower ?

The rhymes are in st. 1 (prop. cat.

2, cat. 3, t. 1
;

eat . 17
;

cat. 12 t. 1: in 2 :
cat 1 3; .

Ode 2. Allusive. The things done in the
BAREM OF THE PALACE OF WEI WERE TOO SHAME-
FUL to be told. This piece is supposed, on
the authority of the 4 Little Preface/ to have
reference to the connection between Cl^aou-peh.

or duke Seuen’s son Hwan (]^^) and Seuen

Keang. which has been mentioned on the 9th
ode of last Book.

In all the stt., 11. 1, 2. The is
lze is said in

the Urh-ya, to be the (sih-le ( which

Williams simply calls a *very spinous plant.*

^Medhurst says it is the 4 tribulus terrestris,*

whicli is probably a correct identification. It is

described as a creeper, growing along the ground,
with a small leaf, and triangular seeds or seed-
vessels. armed with prickles. There are two
varieties of it : one bearing a small yellow flower;
the other having a purple flower. From the
picture of the plant in the Japanese plates, the
botanist whom I have already referred to, judged

that it was the trapa bicot'nis but that is an
aquatic plant, and would not be spoken of as

4 growing on a wall/ is interchanged with

4
to brush or sweep away/

‘to remove•’ = -as
in the translation. A plant like the tribulus
on the wall was unsightly and injurious to it;

but the attempt to remove it would be still more
injurious, and it is therefore let alone. So with
the deeds done in the harem, vile and disgusting,

so that it was better not to speak of them
openly.

—

The allusive portion of the stanzas is

thus explained.

LI. 3, 4. All that Maou says of is

leaving unexplained. K {ang-shing

tries to explain the phrase by taking the term

as= !•= I
‘to complete,’ 4 to do.’ The

Shwoh-wSn seems to make it the name of the
couples of a roof, or of all its wooden structure) • Whatever difficulty

there may be witli the term, the phrase is

acknowledged to mean the inside of the palace,

in opposition to the wall, and not only so, but

the most secret and retired part of the interior,

the harem. is not to be taken of the

words spoken in the harem, but of the deeds

done there, put into words and told. Yen TVan

says well:— _
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The husbands to their old age;

In her headdress, and the cross-pins, with their six jewels;

Easy and elegant in her movements;
[Stately] as a mountain, [majestic] as a river,

Well beseeming her pictured robes :—

-

[But] with your want of virtue, O lady,

What have you to do with these things?

How rich and splendid

Is her pheasant-figured robe

!

' to speak about/

to speak about particularly.’ ‘to read,’

here= ‘ to recite.’ Maou explains the term by

, which K fang-shing explains again by
,

‘to give forth’ ‘ to publish.’

LI. 5, 6. , pj has to be taken

in the conditional mood, past complete tense .

4 what would have to be told/ —
* would be the longest of stories.*

4 The speaker,*

says Choo, 4 does not wish to enter on the story,

and so he excuses himself by saying tliat if he
once began, it would be difficult for him to end/

Tlie rhymes are—in st. 1, ^
cat. 3, t. 2: in 2, cat.

10: in 3, . cat. 3, t. 3.

Ode 3. Narrative. Contrast between the
BEAUTY AND SPLENDOUR OF SEUEN KeANG, AND
her viciousness. This piece like the last is

supposed to be directed against Seuen Keanj?,

the true spirit and meaning of it coming out in

the last two lines of the 1st stanza.^ is here, as often, the desig-

nation of
4 the husband. 1 fg^,see iii. VI. 4.

We must understand an Oil before

The subject of the line is the lady of whom tlie

ode speaks, though she does not directly appear
in it till the 6th line. * Woman is born,* says

Choo He/ for the service of the man witli her

person, so that the wife draws out her life with

her husband, and should die with him. Hence

when her husband dies, she calls herself u The
person not yet dead.” She henceforth is simply
waiting for death, and ought not to have any

desire of becoming the wife of another/

Cfoiv) was the head-dress worn by the queen or
the princess of a State, when taking part in sa-

crifices. It was made of hair, was 1 a hair-

pin here a special article of the kind, used in

connection with the fow, and adorned with six

gems (^U=3E &ems attaclied). To

the end or head of the pin was attached the
string of the ear-plug, and hence I imagine we

must take ia the plural, a pin crossing

from eacli side of the head. is referred

bv Maou to the elegance of the lady's movements,

to her virtuous appearance. The

Urh-ya makes tlie whole line to mean ‘elegant,’

or ‘beautiful’ (^^). Comp. in ii. VII.

,
see on the Shoo, II. iv. 4; and the 2d

line of next stanza, -jp is to be taken as ad-

dressed to Seuen Keang. Notwithstanding the

splendour of her array and the elegance of her

carriage, she was 'not good.’ Yen

Ts^n directs attention to v.III, and to viii.XI.,

as two odes constructed on the same model
as tli is, in which the spirit and design of the

piece comes out in a single line, ‘one or two
words coolly interjected.’

St. 2. denotes what has a rich lustre,

is what is called 4 the Tartar pheasant.*

Here the term denotes the robe of the princess

used in sacrificing, which had such a pheasant
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Bk. IV. Odk. III. ODES OF YUNG. 77

f | f _

Her black hair in masses like clouds,

No false locks does she descend to.

There are her ear -plugs of jade,

Her comb-pin of ivory,

And lier high forehead, so white.

She appears like a visitant from heaven !

She appears like a goddess

!

3 How rich and splendid

Is her robe of state !

It is worn over the finest muslin of dolichos,

The more cumbrous and warm garment being removed.

brilliantly represented upon it. = .

‘black.’ —see on iii. X. 3. is de-

fined in the Shwoh-wan by ( an increase

of the hair.’ It is our 4 false hair/

‘ear-stoppers.’ We shall speak of them

hereafter. The is described by Williams

as 4 a hair-pin, which was used to secure the hair

in a knot.’ But it was not used to secure the

hair at all, but 4 to scratch the head (
).’

It was, in fact, a rudimentary comb, consisting

of a single tooth, and is said therefore to cor-

respond to 4 the present comb(
Being elegantly made of ivory

) it was worn in the hair, as an orna-

ment. is given in the diet, as meaning

* the space above and below the eyebrows/ but

Maou, who is followed by Choo, simply calls it

J^,
* being broad or high above the

eyebrows.’ is taken by Choo as the par-

ticle. Yen Ts 4an says it is the conjunction
4 an(] ;* but I cannot follow him in his explanation

on that view. Wang Yin-ehe and Wang

T {aou also say that in this and the other

lines of tlie stanza, is merely *a helping particle

and it is better to rest in that view, than to try

to keep its common meaning—‘The whiteness
of her high forehead !

’ In tlie last two lines,

4
as.* This may be said to be uni-

versally acknowledged, and there is also a
general agreement as to the meaning, though it

is variously expressed without an attempt to
define the force of the other terms. Choo says

- ‘ Behdders

are struck with awe as if she were a spiritual

being.’ Heu Hgen( _ ;
Yeen dyn.) says,

4 With such splendour of beauty and dress, how
is it that she is here ? She has come down from
heaven ! She is a spiritual being !* Lacharme

takes in the sense of emperor : Tu primo

aspectu ccehs {pulchritudine) et imperatorem (ma-

jestatej, adceqvas! But 4 was not in use at

this time in the sense of emperor. The rulers

of China were only icings. I take ’

c how so/ as an expression of surprise and ad-

miration.
^

‘a heavenly person.’

a goddess/ Elsewhere we have

in this sense.

St. 3. has the same meaning as

the last st. (in the 3d tone) was the name

of 4 a robe worn at ceremonial interviews with
the ruler, and in receiving guests.* K kang-shing

points out that the character should be

which we have in the Le Ke. 4 covering/



78 THE SHE KINO. PAKT I.

Clear are her eyes; fine is her forehead;

Full are her temples.

Ah ! such a woman as this !

The beauty of the country

!

IV. Sang-chung.

5

3

I am going to gather the dodder,

In the fields of Mei.

But of whom are my thoughts?
Of that beauty, the eldest of the Keang.
She made an appointment with me in Sang-cliung

;

She will meet me in Shang-kung

;

She will accompany me to K^e-shang.’ is the name for crape, a

crinkled fabric; but I do not understand how
that could be made from the fibres of the doli-

chos. I therefore adopt the explanation of Ying-
tah, that the term denotes here 4 the finest quality

of fine dolichos cloth/ is

almost unintelligible. Choo takes in

the sense of 4 to bind tightly,* as if the robe were
worn tightly over the muslin

;
but in doing this

he, as if unconsciously, changes intQ •

has the sense of 4 hot with garments, * Abun-

dance of clothing * (see Morrison, in ver.'). Maou

keeps the meaning of but does not explain

: for which Ying-tali gives 4 to remove’

thereby changing it into This view seems

the better of the two, as the fine dolichos was

worn in summer. Both Maou and Choo think

they have sufficiently explained by

,

c seeing clearly.* ‘We do so,’ says Ying-tah,

•with the eyes. Hence is used as a name for

them.’ denotes f fulness about the tem-

#•’ = £ really/ and Yen-Ts {an carries

on the line to the next as its subject, ‘Really
this woman is the beauty of the country.* It

seems better, however, to make the meaning of

the line complete in itself, as in the transla-

tion. A beautiful woman is called 7^.

The rhymes are in st.l,
/ *

cat.17; in 2 (prop. cat. 2), (should

have below)* * * cat. 16,

t. 3: in 3,

Ode 4. Narrative. A gentleman sings op
HIS INTIMACY AND INTRIGUES WITH VARIOUS
noble ladies. The piece, acc. to the 4 Little

Preface,* was directed against the lewd customs
of Wei. This Choo He denies. It will be well

to remit the question of the interpretation to a
concluding note.

In all the stt., 11. 1, 2. see on iii. VI. 3.

The Vang is a parasite growing on plants and
trees, and yielding a seed, 4 like the grub of the

silk worm/ which is used in medicine. Maou
improperly calls it the mung vegetable,

and Medhurst says, perhaps after him, that it

is
4 a culinary vegetable;* but the plant is not

eaten as food. It has many names in the Pun-
ts^ou, and I was disposed to call it by one of them,
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I am going to gather the wheat,

In the north of Mei.

But of whom are my thoughts ?

Of that beauty, the eldest of the Yih.

She made an appointment with me in Sang-chung
She will meet me in Shang-kung

;

She will accompany me to Iv
4e-shang.

I am going to gather the mustard plant,

In the east of Mei.

But of whom are my thoughts?
Of that beauty, the eldest of the Yung.

— ‘the gold thread.’ The Ja-

panese plates, however, leave no doubt as to the

planfs being the dodder (cuscuta). *
general name for grain with an awn. —
6ee iii. X. 1 . see on the Shoo, V. X. 1

,

the there and the in the text being

different forms of the same name. The tract of

Mei had belonged in the first place, after the ex-

tinction of the Shang dyn., to Yung, but it fell

afterwards under the power of Wei; and both
Maou and Choo say upon the text that 4 Mei was

a city or tract of Wei. is heYe—^jfr. It

is better translated by 4 parts* or 4 fields/ than
by 4 village s.’

LI. 3,4. The nature of the ode now begins to

come out. The gentleman proposed to gather
the wheat and other things, and would seem to

be doing so, but it was not for them that he
cared

;
his thoughts were differently occupied.

Keang, Yih and Yung are all surnames of

ladies,—ladies from other States who were mar-
ried in distinguished families of Wei, and they

are called as being c
tlie eldest* of tlieir

respective surnames. 4 the beautiful eldest

Keang/ &c. The Keang must have been a
daughter of llie ruling House of Ts 4e

;
Yung is

supposed by some to have been the surname of

the original holders of Yung (ffl]), some branch-

es of whom would be remaining in the State
;

Yih takes the place of in Kung-yang and

Kuh-leang's text of the Ch^m Ts'ew, so that
the Yih here may, possibly, have been a lady of

Ke (>p£j), the seat of the descendants of the

House of Hea.
LI. 5-7, Sang-chung, Sliang-kung, and K’e-

shang were all the names of small places in the

district of Mei, the last name being prolonged

by the insertion of between and

unless we translate— c above the K^.* fiB
means 1 a set time here, used as a yerb= l to

set a time.’ has the force of *to meet/

These lines are best connected together by
,

‘or.’ So, Yen Ts 4an.

The rhymes are—in st.l, cat.10;

cat.9: in 2, cat . l t.3;: in 3, ^ cat . 9:

and the final in all the stanzas.

Note on the Interpretation. It lias been
stated ahoxe, that Maou considers the piece as
satirical, directed against the le'vd practices of
the wealthy and official classes of Wei. But
there is not a word in it to indicate directly a
satirical purpose. The actor in it, or the author
personating him, describes his various intrigues,
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80 THE SHE KING. TART I.

2 Vigorously faithful in their pairings are magpies

;

Boldly so are quails.

This woman is all vicious,

And I regard her as marchioness [

and so far Choo is correct, when he says 1
it was

madebythea(iultererIiimself.’YenTs‘anvainly

endeavours to get over the 4
1,* by distin-

guishing between the writer and the individual

concerned, so that the 4 1* is really equivalent to

* jou/ as if the meaning were,

—

4 You say

that you are going to gather the wheat; but you
have quite another intention. I know what in-

trigues you have in Iiand.* Sucli an exegesis is

grammatically inadmissible, and takes all the

spirit out of the piece.

The questions then arise—How did Confucius
give such a vile piece a place in the She ? and
how is its existence reconcileable with his state-

ment that all the odes might be summed up in

one sentence,

—

4 Have not a single depraved
thought? * It is replied that the sage introduced

this ode, showing, without blaming, the evil of

the time, just as he related the truth of things

in the Ch kun Ts 4ew, not afraid to leave his read-

ers to form their own opinion about them.
After all, looking at the structure of this ode,

I tliink we may believe that it was made with a

satirical design. If the speaker in it had confined

himself to one 4 beauty/ or one locality, it would
not have been possible to regard it as other than
a base love song. Seeing that a new lady comes

up in every stanza, it is possible to conceive of

the piece as having been thus constructed to

deride the licentiousness which prevailed. This
view occurred to me long ago, and I am glad to

see something like an appoximation to it in the

remarks of Tang Yuen-seih ( p
Ming

dyn.), appended by the imperial editors to their

collection of notes od the piece.

Ode. 5. Allusive. Against Seuen Keang and
Hwan as worse than beasts. So the ‘little

Preface* interprets the piece, and Choo accepts

the interpretation.

LI. 1. 2. In explaining these, Maou simply
says that Quails are pun-pun-like, and magpies
are ^eang-k^ang-Yike,* without indicating the

significance of the terms. Choo, after K 4ang-

shing, says that and denote ‘ the

app. of the birds dwelling together, and flying to-

gether in pairs.* This idea of faithfulness between
pairs of the quail and the magpie is imported
into the words however, from the known or sup-

posed habits of the birds. denotes the

boisterous vehement manner in whicli the quail

rushes to fight ;—to maintain, it is believed, its

exclusive title to its mate
;
and denotes

T
She made an appointment with me in Sang-chung;

She will meet me in Shang-kung;

She will ac*company me to K 4e-shang.

V. Shun cite mtn-mtn.
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Bk. IV. Ode VI. ODES OF YUNG. 81

When Ting culminated [at night-faU],

He began to build the palace at Ts^o.

Determining its aspects by means of the sun,

He built the mansion at Ts'oo.

He planted about it hazel and cliesnut trees,

The e, the Vung^ the tsze, and the varnish-tree,

Which, when cut down, might alFord materials for lutes.

He ascended those old \valls,

And thence surveyed [the site of] Tsoo.

the strong vigour with the magpie does

the same. AYe may construe as meaning

but here, as so often in other odes, it has per-

haps only the force of a particle, giving a de-

scriptive vividness to the line.

LI. 3, 4. The in the first stanza is referred

to the prince Hwan. and lint in the second to

Seuen Keang. Tlie one duke Seuen^ son, and
the other his wife, they were cohabiting together.

The is referred to duke Hwuy, or Soh, Seuen

Keang^ son. He was himself vile enough to

consent to any wickedness about liis palace: and
we must suppose that the piece sends a shaft

against him as well as his mother and brother.

^3^ is in the sense of see Ana. XV.

xiv.

Murrison translates the 1st stanza under the

character

—

1The quails fly together,

The magpies sort in pairs.

When man is dissolute,

Shall I yet call liim brother?
*

The rhymes are— in st. 1 *

cat. 10 in 2 cat. 13.

Ode 6. Narrative. The praise of duke
Wan —HIS DILIGENCE, I'ORESIGHT, SYMPATHY
WITH THE PEOPLE. AND FROSPJiRITY. The last

ode, we have seen, makes reference to the mar-
quis Soh, or duke Hwuy. He died in B. C. GG8,

and was succeeded by his son Ch 4ih

known as duke E() who perished in

fighting with the Teih in B. C. 659. Wei was

then reduced to extremity, and had nearly dis-

appeared from among the States of China. The
people destroyed all the family of Hwuy, and,
what we cannot but be surprised at, called to

their head Shin ( ) a son of Seuen Keang

and Ch faou-pih Hwan, He was duke Tae (

) and crossed the Ho with the shattered

remnant of the people, with whom he camped
in the neighbourhood of Ts 4aou. Dying that

same year, liis brother Wei known as

duke Wiln, was called to liis place, and became
a sort of second founder of the State. It is of
him tliat tliis ode speaks.

St. 1. Tiny is the name of a small space in the

heavens, embracing a. Markab and

another star of Pegasus. It culminated at this

time of the Cliow dyn. at night-fall, in the 10th
Ht*a or tlie 12th Chow month, and was regarded
as the signal that now the labours of husbandry
were terminated for the year, and that building
operations should be taken in hand. The
urgency was great for the building of Ts 4oo-
k 4e\v, his new capital, but duke Wan would not
take it in hand, till the proper time for such a

lal'our was arrived. 4 to be

on the middle
;

J

i. e., here, 4 ou the meridian.*

We have to understand 4 at dusk or night-

fall/ As K ?

ang-sliing has it,
j|*[^. Maou takes _

differently.

= ‘
th<j palace £

Ts‘oo-k‘ew;
’

see note on the title of Book 3d.

It was to Ts*oo-k*e\v that duke WAn removed

VI. Ting die fane/ chung.

1

o0,
—

4
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g

He surveyed Ts 4oo and T (ang,

With the high hills and lofty elevations about:
He descended and examined the mulberry trees

;

He then divined, and got a fortunate response

And thus the issvie has been truly good.

3 When the good rains had fallen,

He would order his groom,

from Ts'aou, to rebuild from it, as a centre, the
ruins of the broken State. He was assisted in

doing so by the other States, under the presi-

dency of duke Hwan of Ts ;e but the ode takes
no notice of this. K'ang-sliing understands by

*the ancestral temple/ and by in 1. 4,

4 the residences.* Maou and Choo, liowever, do
not distinguish between the two terms, and

Choo tays that takes the place of '

merely for the sake of the rhythm with Q

.

*to measure,* or= ‘to examine.’

Q he meaning is tliat he determined the aspects,
east and west, of the site which he had c)iosen, by
means of the sun. How he did so, we need not
inquire here. The trees mentioned in 11. 5, 6,

would be planted about the moat and wall of

the city principally. The selection of the dif-

ferent trees is understood to shew the duke^

foresight of liis future wants. and

see on iii. XIV. 4. The t^ing is s^iid by Choo

to be the woo-t'ung Eleococcus

okifera or the Dryav.dra cordi/olia of Tluin-
berg. This identification is generally regarded
as incorrect, the iroo-t'uvg being of no use for
the making of lutes. The tree here mentioned
was probably what is called the 4 white t ung( The Urh-ya makes the e and tsze

to be the same tree, but the mention of botli in

the text seems to sh(3w that they were different,

—varieties probably of the same tree, which is

elsewhere called the ts
kew — with Med-

hurst ‘a kiiul of fir;’ with "Williams ‘like ft

yeyr or cypress.* They are both wrong, however.
In tlie Japanese plates, in those of Seu, ar.d in

the 4 Cyclopaedia of Agriculture.* the tree is

figured with large leaves. As it appears in the

Japanese plates, the t^nv] is the lignonia. The
last line is too condensed to admit of a close

translation. Choo says but that will

give no meaning. We mu6t take it, with K*ang-

shing as= and call it a mere particle.

K 4anj?-3hing expands the whole line, H

-as 111 the tran8-

lation. This extends only to the trees in the
last line. The best lutes are said to be those
of which tlie upper part is made of tuny wood,
and the bottom of that of the tsze.

St. 2.
4 old walls’ ‘the ruins

of Ts^ou, 5

acc. to Maou. We read in iii. VI. 1,

j

of the walling of this place, in B. C. 718. A
hundred and fifty years had elapsed since that
time, and now Ts*aou had become a ruin. For

in the sense of the text, the same character

with
^
at the side is now used. The Ts {oo is

Ts^o-k'ew, as in the last st. T cang was the name
of a town not far from Ts^o-k^ew, which, we
here see, could not be far from the old site of

Ts 4aou. Choo makes a verb, meaning to

determine the position of the hills by means of
their shadows. It is simpler to take it with
Maou as an adj., meaning 4 great/ 4 high.* Others

take it as the name of a hill. Ul means 1

a. high

mound,* whether natural or artificial. Here we
must understand it of the natural elevations or

heights in the neighbourhood. This survey

would assist duke Wan in fixing on the site of

his new capital. He then descended and ex-

amined the mulberry trees, to see whether the

ground was well adapted for their growth
;
and

assured of this, lie further consulted the tortoise

shell
( j), to get the sanction of Spiritual

Beings ( jjj
to this site•

lif 1

lie consulted the tortoise-shell; and it

was fortuiiate.* = •= ‘ having

clone thus.* 4 truly

/

The 3d st. celebrates Wan*s subsequent dili-

gence in the duties of his position, after the new

settlement was made. 4
good,* refer-

ring to the rain 8 of spring. =
is explained by

*
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By starlight, in the morning, to yoke his carriage,

And would then stop among the mulberry trees and fields.

But not only thus did he show what he was ;

—

Maintaining in his heart a profound devotion to his duties,

His tall horses and mares amounted to three thousand.

VII. Te tung.

1 There is a rainbow in the east,

And no one dares to point to it.

When a girl goes away [from her home],
She separates from her parents and brothers.

superintendent of the carriage but this mean-
ing of the phrase is only known from the next

line. * when he saw the stars/

the early dawn.’ —as in ii. V. 3.

All this was to stimulate and encourage the silk

cultivators and husbandmen in their labours.

The 5th line has vexed the critics. Maou ex-

plains by which he takes as an adj.=

Ordinary/ and he refers the to duke

Wan :——‘no ordinary ruler was this.’ Choo also

refers the
J\^

to W3,n
;
and taking JJp in the

meaning of 4 not only/ as Mencius in II. Pt. ii.

VII. 2, he seems vaguely to bring out the mean-
ing which I have given in the translation, and

which H'vang Ch‘un (

1
; Sung clyn.) more

clearly expresses :

—
j

. = ‘ t grasp, or hold fast.’

= r ‘ sincere•’=’ ‘ deep .’

The line might be rendered, 4 In his steadfast

heart he was sincere and profound.* The conse-
quence of tliis was a great accession of general
prosperity, one instance of which is given in the
last line. Horses seven feet high and upwards

are called’ae. Maou says

showing that he considered the to be distinct

from the lae. At the end of the 2d year of duke
Min in the Ch 4un Ts 4ew, TvS -she praises very
highly the merits of duke Wan, and says that
\vliile his war chariots in the 1st year of his rule
were only 30, they amounted in his last year to

300.

The rhymes are—in st.l
,

cat.9
; ,

eat . 12
,
t3: in 2

,®
cat. 5, t.2 0s

cat.10: in 3,

*
’

eat_12, t.l.

Ode 7. Metaphorical and narrative. Against
lewd connections. Maou thinks the piece
celebrates the stopping of such connections by
duke Wan’s good example and government.
But there is nothing in it to indicate that it be-

longed to the time of Wan, or had anytliing to

do with him. It condemns an evil that is exist-

ing before the eyes of tlie writer, instead of ex-
pressing any joy that such an evil was a thing
of the past.

Stt. 1,2, 11. 1.2. The Urh-ya has in-

stead of the name in the text. The characters

denote a rainbow. Why tlie radical element in

the name should be
,

1 an insect/ 1 have been

unable to discover. A rainbow is regarded as
tlie result of an improper connection between
the yin and the yang tlie light and the dark, the
masculine and feminine principles of naUire

;

and so it is an emblem of improper connections
between mein and women. Lacharme says that

the superstition still prevails among the Chinese
of holding it unlucky to point to a rainbow in

the east :—an ulcer will forthwith be produced ia

tlie offending hand. The meaning then of these

lines in the 1st st. is, that as the rainbow in the
east was not fit to be pointed to, so tlie woman
who formed an imf>roper connection was not fit

to be spoken about. In the 2d st.. =
i to ascenfl/ but the subject is still a rainbow,
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JP S

2 In the morning [a rainbow] rises in the west,

And [only] during the morning is there rain.

When a girl goes away [from her home],

She separates from her brothers and parents.

3 This person

Has her heart only on being married.

Greatly is she untrue to lierself,

And does not recognize [the law of] her lot.

VIII. Seang shoo.

;

1 Look at a rat,—it has its skin
;

But a man shall be witliout dignity of demeanour.

If a man have no dignity of demeanour,
What should he do but die ?

* suddenly appearing as if it had risen from

beneath.* = ‘ all the morning’

t. c., the space between dawn and breakfast.

The phrase seems here to be equivalent to ‘ for

a short time,* or 4 only for a short time/ like

, in Ana. IV. vii. 3. Choo He

and others brinp out the meaning by savins:,
4 In

the course of (in all) the morning, the rain will

cease.* So fleeting were the pleasures of unlaw-

ful love. The old interpreters take a different

view of these two lines, but I need not dwell on

it. Even the imperial editors do not call atten-

tion to it.

LI. 3, 4. Comp. iii. XIV. 2, 11. 3 4. Ying-tah

brings out the meaning clearly enough:

—

4 It is

in the order of things for a young lady to go
and be another's; slie will as a matter of course

leave her parents and brothers. But she ought
to marry acc. to propriety. Why should she

fear she will not get married, and be guilty of

that licentious course?*

St. 3. Dropping all metaphor, the poet here

proceeds to direct reproof. -…11

J

iii.TV. frequently. We
must refer it to the lady in the connection

whicli is the subject of the ode.

4 cherishes marriage/ i. e. thinks of being mar-

ried, and of that only. *is greatly

witliout faith;* and for a girl to have faith, we

are told, is
4 not to lose herself(

v 1 tak <? in the sense £

4
lot,’ as in ii. X. CIioo makes it= _ and

j
correctness of heavenly

principle.’ Manu and K*ang-shin£? take it as
4 the orders of the parents.* Tlie different views
come to the same tiling. Youn^ people, and
es})ecially youn^ ladies, liave nothing to do with
the business of being married. Their parents
will see to it. They have merely to wait for

their orders. If they do not do so, but rush to

marriage on the impulse of their own desires

and preferences, they transgress the rules of

Heaven, and violate the law of their lot.
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^

3
> ill

2 Look at a rat,—it has its teeth
;

Bat a man shall be without any right deportment.

If a man have not right deportment,

What should lie wait for but death?

3 Look at a rat,—-it has its limbs
;

But a man shall be without any rules of propriety.

If a man observe no rules of propriety,

Why does he not quickly die ?

IX. Kan maou.

l
1 Conspicuously rise the staffs with their ox-tails,

In the distant suburbs of Tsenn,

Ornamented with the white silk bands;
There are four carriages with their good horses,

That admirable gentleman,

—

What will he give them [for this]?

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat. I 5

t. 2: in 2, (prop. cat. 1), cat. 5 t. 2: in

3
,

. * eat . 12
,

t. h

VIII. Allusive A man avitfiout propriety is

not equal to a rat. This piece is also refer-

red to the time of duke Wiln, through whose
influence his people condemned not only licenti-

ousness, as in the last ode, but also the want of

propriety in the general carriage and demeanour.

In all the stanzas, 1. 1. = 4 to see/

‘ look at •’ The Shwoli-wan explains it by

c to mark.* A rat is a small and despica-

ble creature, but it has its skin, its teeth, and its

separate limbs (
= _ ) all that it

ought to have. So it is better than a man, who
does not know to behave himself as a man ought
to do.

L. 2. This line is generally explained as if it

contained a question, 4 Ought a man to be, or

can he be a man who is, without propriety ?
J The

rendering I have given brings the meaning out
better. The next line proceeds on the supposi-
tion of such a case, and then it is added that

such a man is not fit to live.
,

Dignity of demeanour
?

, conduct which is becom-

ing•= ‘ nowhere to

rest* i. e., all the movements are disordered aud
disjointed. See wliat Confucius is made to say

on propriety in the Le Ke, XXVIII. 8.
jjj

is

the general term for propriety, expressing, as in

the passage just referred to, ‘&
good order or government of all one does/

L. 4. The meaning is, as expressed by K'ang-

shing,— ‘he lad better die.’

- { quickly.*

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

* cat. 17: in 2, di
t 2 : in 3

,
cat. IS t. 2 .
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Conspicuously rise the staffs with their falcon-banners,

In the nearer suburbs of Tseun,

Ornamented with the white silk ribbons
;

There are five carriages with their good horses.

That admirable gentleman,

—

What, will he give them [for this]?

Conspicuously rise the staffs with their feathered streamers,

At the walls of Tseun,

Bound with the white silk cords.

There are six carriages with their good horses.

That admirable gentleman,

—

What will he tell them [for this] ?

Ode 9. Narrative. The zeal of the of-
ficers of Wei to welcome men of worth.
This piece, like the two preceding, is held to

6how the good influence of duke Wan. 4 His
officers, * says the Little Preface, Moved to learn

good principles and ways, and men of worth
rejoiced to instruct them.’ Choo accepts this ac-

count of the ode, but he differs much from Maou
in the explanation of many parts of it. There
is, indeed, great difficulty with some of the lines.

Maou treats the whole as if proceeding from
some man of talents and virtue, expressing his

admiration of an officer of Wei, and wondering
what lessons of government he would be glad to

instruct him about. But this view only distresses

the student by the astonishing confusion and
absurdities in which it lands him. Even the
imperial editors take no notice of Maou’s views
here, fond as they are of upholding them in

general and I shall not further advert to them.
Acc. to Choo He, the first 4 lines describe an

officer or officers of Wei, meeting the man of

worth, a recluse, or a visitor from another State,

in the neighbourhood of Tseun. This man of

worth is then introduced in thef f the 4th

line. In this way some consistent explanation
ran be given of the piece, though the language,
we shall find, is still attended with difficulties.

In all the stt.,11.1,2.^ denotes * the appear-

ance of the flag or banner rising up on its staff.

denotes the staff and pennon of a great

officer, which was displayed from his chariot.

The top of the staff was adorned with feathers.

It was carved into the figure of some animal, or
had such a figure set upon it

;
and the pennon

hun«? down, consisting of ox-tails, dressed and
strung together. The yu was a flag with falcons

represented on it. It might be borne by great
officers of the highest rank, and ministers of the
States. The tsing was-like the maou, but instead

of the ox-tails, the pennon was composed of

feathers of different colours, skilfully disposed

in spreading plumes. I have translated

and the other phrases in the plural, in conse-

quence of the view which I take of the 4th line.

Tseun,—see on iii.VII.3. The flags appear
first in the suburbs, the open country, some
distance beyond the city, and finally by the

walls. This suggests to us the idea of a distin-

guished visitor from another State travelling to

the capital of Wei; and as he passes through
the district of Tseun, the officers of Wei pour
out from it to greet him. None of the explana-

tions given of in the diet, meet the exigency

of its occurrence here, nor does Maou or Choo
say anything about it to the point. Ho K*eae

( |^ Ming dyn.) observes that, on comparing

the 3 stanzas, we perceive that the too was • inside

the suburbs and outside the walls/ I would ven-

ture, therefore, to identify it with the foo (^|5)
of the Ch 4un Ts*ew. and translate it accordingly.

To

o

-
r

:

t

rJ
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X. Tsae ch c

e.

JL ^

Pg
I would have galloped my horses and wbipt them,
Returning to condole with the marquis of Wei.
I would have urged them all the long way,
Till I arrived at Ts 4aou.

A great officer has gone, over the hills and through the rivers;

But my heart is full of sorrow. .

L. 3. This line is descriptive of certain cords
or bands, woven of white silk thread, and used
about tlie banners, tying the flag and pennons
to the staff, or in some other conspicuous way.

The diet, defines by ‘to ornament;’

but Choo calls it simply i woven

bands or ribbons.* Then in the 2d st.

is properly a noun, denoting the woven fabric.

And in the same way we must take =
a 8 simply meaning 1 bands/ The gives the

whole line a verbal force (if we are to seek any
meaning in that term at all), and refers it to

the 1st line, without indicating the use of the
ribbons or bands.

L. 4 is perhaps still more troublesome and
difficult. That in st. 1 is easy enough, as 4
horses were yoked in a chariot

;
but 5 horses, as

in st. 2 and 6 as in the 3d, were not used.
The numbers therefore cannot be applied to the
horses

;
and to say that they are varied merely

for the sake of the rhyme, as Choo He does in

one place, is to set very little store by the sound
sense of the writer. It remains, then, to take
the horses, by synecdoche, for the horses and
chariots together. The number of carriages
meeting the visitor gets more numerous, the

nearer he comes. As above, the gives a

verbal force to jjtj, -ff ,
and This is the

view of Yen Ts.an.

LI. 5, 6. The distinguished visitor at last ap-
pears in these lines, and the writer asks himself
what he can give to the officers, or what he can
teach them, for the enthusiastic welcome with

wliioh they have received him.

‘admirable.’

=

Yen Ts*an instances the cases of Ke-chah, a
prince of Woo, who is mentioned in the Tso
Cliuen, as visiting many States, and imparting
of his -wisdom to their ministers and of Tsze-
ch can of Ching, who is ever ready with his les-

sons at the court of Tsin. The arrival of some
such visitor in Wei, he thinks, may be here
celebrated.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, M2;
eat. 15, t. 3: in

2,

cat. 5, 1. 1 ib. t. 2 : in 3,

cat. 11

;

* eat. 3, t. 3.

Ode 10. Narrative. The baroness Muh op
Hp:u complains of not being allowed to go
to Wei, to condole with the marquis on the
DESOLATION OF HIS STATE, AND APPEAL TO SOME
great powers on its behalf. The wife of the
baron of Heu was one of the daughters of Seuea
Keang and Ch'aou-pih Hwan (see on iii.IX.),

and a sister consequently of the dukes Tae and
Wan of Wei. Sorry for the ruin which the Teih
had brought on Wei, she had wished, wliile the
remnant of the people was collected about
Ts'aou, to go and condole with her brother
(probably duke Wrm), and consult with him as
to what had best be done in his desperate case.
It was contrary, however, to the rules of pro-
priety for a lad}r in her position (see on iii.XIV.)
to return to her native State, and she was not
allowed to do so. In this piece we have, it is

supposed, her complaint, and the vindication of
her purpose.

St. 1. can here, standing at the beginning

of the ode, be taken simply as an initial particle.
Its position renders the explanation of it by

( iij, which we find in K'ang-sliing and Choo,

inapplicable. = ‘ t race the

horses;’ and = ‘to whip them,
* to urge them. 5 Choo would construe tliis line

in the indicative mood, as if the lady had actu-

ally driven a long way on the road to Wei, until

she was stopped by a great officer sent to recal

her. It is better to construe it in the condition-
al mood,—with Ying-tali and Yen Ts'an. The
baroness relates what she wished to do, and not

what she did. pg is
{ to condole with the living/

on occasion of their misfortunes condoling on

occasion of a death is expressed by
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1

^ f ^ f Y 2
_ H _ _ * 3

2 You disapproved of my [proposal],

And I cannot return [to Wei];

But I regard you as in the Avrong,

And cannot forget my ]>urpose.

You disapproved of my purpose,

And I cannot return across the streams;

But I regard you as in the wrong,
And cannot shut out my thoughts.

3 I will ascend that mound with the steep side
?

And gather the motlier-of-pearl lilies.

I might, as a woman, have many thoughts,

But every one of them was practicable.

The people of Heu blame me,
But they are all childish and hasty [in their conclusions].

in 1. 4, is the particle. denotes a toil-

some journey, now over hills and across grassy

plains (^f |^), now through rivers

'' ho the great officer of

this line was is much disputed. Ying-tah thinks
he was the messenger from Wei who had brought
the news of its desolation. Choo thinks he was
an officer of Heu, who had pursued her to stop t lie

return which the baroness was attempting. Yen
Ts 4an thinks he was the messenger who had
been despatched to express the condolences of

Heu in the circumstances of Wei. This last

seems the preferable view. Such an officer had
been sent, but the lady thinks it would have
been better for her to go, and is sad.

St. 2. ,
used as a verb, 1 to approve

of.’ Choo takes the 3rd line as meaning
4 Tliough I see that you do not approve of my
movement

(

I prefer the construction in the translation,

which is, again, that of Ying-tali and Yen Ts 4an.

is to be referred to ‘the people,

and more especially tlie ministers, of Heu.’

may be taken as equivalent to ‘ to forget.’

m refers to some stream or streams in the

route between Heu and Wei.
,

1 to

shut up;* also, 4 to repress.*

St. 3. The Urh-ya defines as 4 a mound

highon one side/ The (lifference between this and

,
in iii.XII., does not immediately appear.

It must depend on the spectators point of view

is the particle. or is a lily, called

the ‘mother of pearl,’ from tlie appearance of its

shining l)ulbous roots, or as others say, from
that of its flower. It is the fritillaria Thunberyiai

and I should have called it the frit illary, if I had
met anywhere with the term. Many medical qua-
lities are ascribed to the root among them that of
dissipating melancholy

;

—for which the baroness

proposes to use it. If we attempt, with the old

interpreters, to treat these two lines allusively,

we experience great difficulties. In 1. 3, Sfe is

considered as equivalent to 4 many/ A
woman is

4 good at fancying things with an

anxious mind.* The people of Heu, it would

appear, had charged this on the baroness and

she vindicates herself. is explained by
g

.
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4 I would have gone through the country,

Amidst the wheat so luxuriant.

I would have carried the case before the great State.

On whom should I have relied? Who would come [to the help

of Wei]?
Ye great officers and gentlemen,

Do not condemn me.

The hundred plans think of

Are not equal to the course I was going to take.

* Every one of her ideas/ she says, 4had a prin-

ciple of reason in it/ This does not seem to be

necessary. has the sense of with

which it is interchangeable,

—

4 a fault/ and here,

4 to count as a fault.* as in Ana. Y. xxi.

St. 4. The lady here speaks more fully of

what her purpose had been, and again asserts

its superiority to the course taken by the State.

We must take the first four lines in the condi-

tional mood as in st. 1. expresses tlie

luxuriant appearance of the wheat in the fields.

is evidently 4 the country * simply; not a

wild, uncultivated tract. Maou explains

by f?J,
f to lead,

7 which we find also in the

Shwoh-wan; but that meaning of the term is

not applicable here. Han Ying made it= h
*to go to/ and we find

4 to inform/ as one of

the definitions of it in the diet. The meaning

evidently is that in the translation. I translate

by
l
the great State/ because the baroness

could only liave meant Ts 4
e, which at this time

had the presidency of all the States of the

kingdom. At a later time we find the same

designation often applied in the Tso Chuen to

Tsin, after it had taken the place of Ts 4
e. It

may be worth while to give here an account of

the lady, as related by Lew Heang^^jJ^^^^).

He says: 4 The wife of Mull of Heu was a

daughter of duke E of Wei. [This is an error.

Tso-slie is a better authority in such a matter,

and acc. to him she was a daughter of Ch 4aou-pih

Hwan and Seuen Keang,—as I have said. See

Keang Ping-chang on this ode]. She was

sought in marriage both by Heu and Ts^e; and
when her father was about to assent to the pro-

posals of Heu, the young lady sent a message to

him by her instructress in the harem, to the

effect tliat Heu was a small and distant State,

while Ts 4e was large and near to Wei
;
and that,

as there 'vas trouble from the Jung on the

borders of Wei, wlien he wanted to apply to

“ tlie great State ( 5)” it would be

better for her to be married there. Duke E, how-
ever, did not act according to her suggestion.*

as in Ana. I. xiii. ‘to come to.’

has been explained as meaning, t Who
would have been willing to corae?* (So, Yen
Ts 4an)

;
or, 1 To whom should I have gone ?

J

(So,

Hwang Yih-cliing, [j- ;
Ming dyn).

jjj\
4 do not;

5

imperative. Clioo thinks

the is the same as that in st. 1, and tliat

refers to {
all the people of the State of

Heu. ?

I think lie is wrong, and that the lady is

here addressing generally the ministers and offi-

cers of the court of Heu. p| = the hundred

things or plans. or& , so that the line

might be translated 4A re not equal to my go-

ing/—wliat my going would have accomplished.

In Maou, the ede is divided into 5 stanzas

:

the 1st of 6 lines the 2d and 3d of 4 each the

4th of 6; and 5lli of 8. In the Tso-cliuen, how-

ever, under the 13th year of duke Wan, an officer

is made to sing the 4th stanza of this ode, which

it appears must then have contained the lines

• This sug-

gested to Soo Ch 4
eli

_ )
to combine Maou’s

VOL. IV. 12
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2d and 3d stanzas in one and Choo He adopted

his arrangement.

The rhymes are in st. 1, *’ ^ 4,

U; * eat.3, t.l: in 2, .
cat. 14; (prop, cat.12), cat. 15, t.2: in

3, * * cat . l : in *

cat . l t . 3; * ;6. t . l .

Concluding note. The best of the odes of

Yung is the 6th, celebrating the praise of duke

Wan. A retributive providence is to be recogniz-

ed in the overthrow of Wei by the Teih the in-

iquity of the ruling House had become full. That

its restoration should come from a son of Seuen

Keang is surprising. That two of her sons by

Ch 4aou-pih Hwan should have been accepted by

the people of Wei as their marquises, and that

their two daughters should have become the

wives of the princes of other States, would seem

to indicate a very low state of public feeling.

And yet those children proved themselves not

unworthy. The praise of duke Wan is record-

ed; and we cannot but sympathize with the

baroness of Heu in the last ode, in her sisterly

affection, and her regard for her native State.

Though she did feel the rules of female pro-

priety more strict than she was willing to sub-

mit to, we cannot wonder at it. The lady of

the 1st ode is a true Chinese heroine, rejoicing

in her chains, and preferring to remain single in

her ^vidowhood, even against the wishes of her

parents. Similar conduct continues to this day

in the greatest estimation. We can understand

a widow remaining single from devoted attach-

ment to the memory of her husband. That a

widow should be expected to do so from a feel-

ing that she cannot serve two masters, from a

feeling of duty, into which the element of affec-

tion does not enter, seems to arise from the

lower position assigned to woman, as compared

with man, in the social scale.



BOOK Y, THE ODES OF WEI.

I. Ke yuh.

1

1 Look at those recesses in the banks of the K c

e,

With their green bamboos, so fresh and luxuriant!

There is our elegant and accomplished prince,

—

As from the knife and tlie file,

As from the chisel and the polisher!

How grave is he and dignified !

Hoav commanding and distinguished

!

Our elegant and accomplished prince,

—

Never can he be forgotten

!

Title of the Book . —‘ Wei
;

Book V. of Part I.* To wliat has been said on
Wei on the title of the 3d Book, it may be ad-
ded here, that the State had a longer history,

under the descendants of K*ang-shuh, its first

marquis, than any of the other States of the
Chow dynasty. It outlasted that dynasty it-

self,—

-

through a period of 905 years, Vlien the
last prince of Wei was reduced to the ranks of
the people under the 2d of the emperors of
Ts*in.

Ode 1. Allusive. The praise of DrKE Woo,—HIS ASSIDUOUS CULTIVATION OF HIMSELF HIS
DIGNITY HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS. The critics
all agree to accept duke AVoo as the subject of
this ode. He has been referred to already, in
the note on the subject of the 1st ode in the last
Book. Wliat is said of him there is not to his I

credit but his rule of Wei subsequently was of
unusual length (B. C. 811—757) and unusual
success. 4He cultivated the principles of govt./
says Sze-ma Ts ;een, 4 of w hich K laug-shuh had

given the example. The people increased in

number, and others flocked to the State. In his

42d year (B. C. 770). when the u dog Jung** killed

king Yew
( J^J

he led a body of soldiers

to the assistance of Chow, and did great service

against the Jung, so that king P*ing appointed
him a duke of the court.’ The 4 Little Preface*
says this ode was made when duke Woo entered
the court of Chow, and was a minister there;

but whether he had acted in this capacity be-

fore the time of king P'ing or not, we cannot
determine.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stanzas, see on iii.

XIV. means a recess, or little bay, raade

in the bank by the stream. Maou explains it

by but the Urli-va distin^nislies between

the two terms, saving that the former denotes

‘a recess in the banks’ and the latter 4 an ad-

vance of them into the channel of the stream.’
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Look at those recesses in the banks of the K 4

e,

AVith their green bamboos, so dense together!

There is our elegant and accomplished prince,-

[Pure] as gold or as tin,

=‘ green,’ though Maou makes it the name

of a plant called 4 king grass(
denotes Uhe fresh and luxuriant * appear-

ance of the bamboos
;

their * strong

an(l luxuriant appearance;’ and ‘their

denseness.* Clioo, indeed, takes this last phrase

as=j| , ‘bed boarding, but all poetic feeling

revolts from sucli a view. Maou explains

by ‘collected together ’

thick as the

stalks of grain in a field. Tlie K^e was famous
in old times for the luxuriance and quality of

its bamboos. The sight of them, so rich and
beairiful suggested to the poet the idea of

king Woo, with his admirable and attractive

qualities.

LI. 3, 5, in all the stt. which we

find for it in the 4 Great Learning/ Comm. III., 4,

where all this st. is quoted, meaning Elegant

and accomplished.’ The is duke Woo.

LI. 4, 5, in st. 1, tell how he had cultivated

himself, as men work on bone or horn with

the knife and file ( L7j and on stones

and jade, with the chisel and hammer, and

sand ( C In st. 2, they set Woo be-

fore us as he appeared in court in full dress.

J^ lit. ‘filling th<? ears,’= the JjM
iv. III. 2. Wang T 4aou asserts that notwith-

standing tlie name of this article, it was worn

more for ornament than use, that in fact it

was not employed to stuff the ears. The ear-

plugs of the king were made of jade those of

the princes of stones, predous but not so valuable

as jade. All that the dictionaries tell us about

and is that they are 4 stones like jade.*

'J'he was a cap of leather, made, according

to the ('liinese shape, of several separate pieces

sown together; and (Jcwae) was the name

of those pieces, or the space between the seams

;

such is the account of it by K'ang-shing

_ ). Maou, however, makes it a

separate thing from the cap, a pin used in fas-

tening up the hnir. The cap, between the seams,

was stuck over uitli gems, 4 like stars/ or the

cap and this pin, if so we are to take were

so. In st. 3, these lines bring the duke before

us, pure like gold and tin that have come lrorn
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[Soft and rich] as a sceptre of jade

!

How magnanimous is lie and gentle

!

There he is in his chariot with its two high sides

!

Skilful is he at quips and jokes,

But how does he keep from rudeness in them

!

II. K^aou jpwan.

4 ^

A
1 He has reared his hut by the stream in the valley,

That large man, so much at his ease.

Alone he sleeps, and wakes, and talks.

He swears he will never forget [his true joy].

2 He has reared his hut in the bend of the mound,
—That large man, with such an air of indifference.

The rhymes are in st . 1, *

cat . 17;

cat . 11
;
. : in 3

, _
cat . 16 t.3

; * * * * cat.2.

the furnace, soft and rich like the jade formed
into the sceptre-tokens of rank (see on the

Shoo II. i. 7).

LI. 6-9 in all the stt. The writer seems here
hardly to be able to find words to express his

admiration of the appearance and character of

duke Woo. sets forth, his 4 gravity

lis ‘awful dignity J; his ‘glowing ardour;’

P the ‘proclamation’ as it were, of all those

qualities. 4 to forget* or 4 be forgot-

ten.* Again, sets forth his 4 magnanimity, ?

and his c slow and leisurely manner.’

is an exclamation. (now read cli
lumj

keo/i) lias reference to the form of the carriage

used by high ministers of the royal court. As
this is represented in the jjj® the

sides of the box were in this form p* the

raised portion bring called as in

iv. X. 3. 1 . see, on iii. V. 1. The mean-

ing of here does not amount to more than

'rude,* k rudeness.*

Ode 2. Narrative. A happy recluse. This
is nil which we can gather from the ode itself.

Maou says that it was directed against duke
Chwang, who did not walk in the footsteps of
liis father Woo, and by his neglect of his duties

led men of worth to withdraw from public life

into retirement. But this is mere speculation,

and gives no assistance in the interpretation of
the piece.

L. 1, in all the stt. There is much difficulty

with the first two characters. = ‘ to

complete.* This meaning is sufficiently supported,

and 've find it used of the completion of build-

ings
; e. g.^ in the Cli 4un Ts'ew, I. v. 4. is more

perplexing. The meaning of it which I have
given may be said to have been made for the ode

;

Hwang Yih-ching says,

Choo endeavours to get this sense out of

another which the term has, that of stopping in

a given space and not advancing, which brings
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Alone, he sleeps and wakes, and sings.

He swears lie will never pass from this spot.

He has reared his hut on the level height,

—That large man, so self-collected.

Alone, he sleeps and wakes, and sleeps

He swears lie will never tell [of his

III. Shih jin.

3ps again,

delight].

S

Large was she and tall,

In her embroidered robe, with a [plain] singlegarment over it:

—

The daughter of the marquis of Ts c

e,

The wife of the marquis of Wei
?

U9 to something like the idea of a hermitage,
j

again* in was devised by Choo for the pas

Maou makes it=^, as if it vere
jjj^ but sage, which it suits well. None of the meanings

4 he has completed his joy/ is an awkward !

of in the diet, is applicable here,-not

phrase, and seems unnatural in this place. Choo
I

e' en to rest in.

mentions a view which takes =
n, d

= 4 an article of furniture which

brings the recluse before us enjoying himself in

beating his table, or something else, as music to

his singing
! j

—as in ii. II. The Sliwoh-wan

defines
fjpj*

by ^ ..
1 a curved mound. 1

denotes 1 what is high and levelj* a table-ground.

I 2 . as in iu.XIII.2.

much as in tlie last st. of the prec. ode.

here and in a multitude of similar construc-

tions, is most simply treated as a particle.

There, is however, an echo of its meaning 4 of /
which adds to the descriptive force of the lines.

Choo acknowledges that he does not know the

meaning of m Chaou explains it by

as the translation. 'neans
4 the roller of a map/ or of anything else here,

the self-collectedness of the recluse, rolled up
on himself.

L. 3. We can conceive the recluse singing,

as in st. 2; his ‘talking’ all ‘alone,’ as in st. 1

is more perplexing. The meaning of ; to sleep

L 4. as in iv.I. ‘ to forget, as

in the last ode
;
but we want an object for the

verb, and also for and which we must

supply, as we think most suitable. K‘ang-shing
is blamed for finding in all the lines the resent-
ment of the recluse against his ruler, whose
wickedness he would never forget, whose court
he would never again pass, to whom he would
never more offer good counsel. A man of this

character, it is said, could never have found a
place in the She.

The rhymes are- in st. 1
’

caUh in 2
, cat.l7 : in 3 ,

eat. 3,

Ode 3. Narrative. Chwang Keang as she
APPEARED ON HER ARRIVAL IN WEI. HER GREAT
CONNECTIONS HER BEAUTY HER EQUIPAGE THE
riches of Ts 4e. From the ode itself it is plain

that the subject of it is Chwang Keang, the
principal points in wliose unhapjjy history have
been noticed on the 2d and some other odes of

Book 3d. A difficulty arises as to the tense in

which the greater part of the piece should be
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Her fingers were like the blades of the young white-grass;

Her skin was like congealed ointment;

Her neck was like the tree-grub;

Her teeth were like melon seeds;

Her forehead cicada-like; her eyebrows like [the an ten nee of]

the silkworm moth;
What dimples, as she artfully smiled

!

How lovely her eyes, with the black and white so well defined !

to Ts c
e. Why the viscount of T 4an should here

be called duke we cannot well tell, as it is

uot likely that he was dead at this time.

must be taken generally as=the ruler of a State.

A husband calls his wife’s sisters and a lady

calls her sisters * husbands

St. 2 is occupied with the personal beauty

of Chwang Keang. is here not the * hand/

but 4 the fingers/ soft, delicate, and white.
,

as in iii. XVII. 3. L. 2 describes the wliite-

ness of her skin, and 1. S that of her neck.

is the name for the larvae of a beetle

which bores into wood, and deposits its eggs in
The larvae are remarkable for their

translated

;

in the present? or in the past? The
1 Little Preface

5

says it was made 4 in commisera-
tion of the lady/ and this view is supported
by an expression of Tso-she, in a narrative at

the conclusion of the 3d year of duke Yin.
There is little or nothing, indeed, in the ode to

indicate this intention, though Yen Ts‘an, as we
shall see, finds a hint of it in the last two lines

of the 3d stanza; but I have deferred to the
general opinion of the Chinese critics, and have
employed the past tense. Lacharme uses the
present, and calls the piece an 4 Epithalamium. 9

—as in iii. XIII. 2. denotes

• the app. of being tall.’ The was * an

embroidered robe/ worn by the princess in travel-

ling from Ts £e to Wei. Over it she wore a plain

single garment ) made probably of

linen. Tsze-sze quotes this line, in somewhat
difft. words, in 4 The Doctrine of the Mean/
XXXIII. 1, and draws a moral from it, about
the avoiding of all display. The remaining 4
lines exalt Chwang Keang on the ground of her

birth and her connections. ‘eastern

palace,* is a designation of the eldest son, or
heir-apparent of a State, from the part of the
palace buildings which he occupied. Chwang
Keang, it thus appears, was the daughter of the
marquis of Ts 4e by his wife proper, and not by
any lady of inferior rank. Hing was a marquis-
ate, held by descendants of the duke of Chow,
of which we read in the Ch 4un Ts ;ew, till it was
absorbed by Wei in B.C. 634. T'an was a small

State, whose lords were viscounts (-?*), adjacent

trees.

whiteness and length, and hence poets turn them

to account as here
!

is
4 the section of a

melon,’ Williams strangely calls it ‘the carpel ’),

showing the seeds regular and white; such were

the lady’s teeth . is the name of one of the

cicadag, rather small, but remarkable for the
broad and square formation of its head; such
was Chwang Keang^ forehead, like Seuen Ke-

ang’s in i'' IIL,—
is here the moth of the silkworm,

whose small curved antennae are a favourite

figure for the ey ebrows of ladies.
|

denotes

‘the app. of the dimple in smiling•’ This exact
significance of the term has been missed in all

,
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Large was she and tall,

When she halted in the cultivated suburbs.

Strong looked her four horses,

With the red ornaments so rich about their bits.

Thus in her carriage, with its screens of pheasant feathers,

she proceeded to our court.

Early retire, ye great officers,

And do not make the marquis fatigued

!

The waters of the Ho, wide and deep,

Flow northwards in majestic course.

The nets are dropt into them with a plashing sound,

our Chinese-and-English dictionaries. -

notes the black and white of the eyes clearly

defined.

St. 3 describes the appearance and equipage

of ChwangKeang as she drew near to the capi-

talofWd. has the same meaning as

in St.l • -asinii.V.3 .

are the suburbs, not far distant from the capital,

which husbandmen had brought under cultiva-

_. are the four liorses or stallions

of the carriage; ^^exprcsscs tlieir 'appear-

ance as strong/ I^Iaou explains simply by

4 to ornament,’ or 4 an ornament Choo,

more fully, by 'the ornament of a

bridle,* meaning more particularly the iron parts

outside the bit in the mouth. In princely

equipages these were twisted round with red

cloih, both for ornament and a protection from

the foam. Yen Ts*an takes as denoting

* all the bits

;

J Maou and Choo, better, as a de-

scriptive adj., expressing the rich appearance

of the ornamented instruments. = ‘ a

screen.’ The front and rear of ladies
,

carriages

were furnished with screens, made, in the case

of princesses, with pheasants* feathers. The
ruler of a State gave audience, with the dawn,
to his ministers, and then withdrew to -the

small clianiber,* and changed his robes. The
last two lines are understood as the expression

of the people’s feelings, when tliey saw the

beauty and splendtuir of Chwang Keang. -Such
a wife was to be cherished by the marquis. Let
not the ministers fatigue him with business, so

as to unfit him for showing due attention to her.

The poet, it is supposed, repeats the words here,

to insinuate his regret for the neglect wiih which

the lady had come to be treated.

St. 4 is understood to indicate the rich re-

sources and strength of Ts'e in the Ho, wliich

then flowed northwards along the west of tlie

State. describe the vastness of the

stream, anil
4 the appearance of its cur-

rent.’ = ‘a fi Sl net.’ ex-

press the sound £ the nets entering the water.

is, no doubt the sturgeon. It is described

as haying a short snout, with the moutli under

the chin, covered witli bony plates, instead of

scales. The flesh is yellow, in consequence of

which one name of it is the cyellow fish/ It is

found sometimes of an immense size, and weighs

1,000 pounds. Of the I was not so sure. It

is described as like a sturgeon, but much smaller,

the snout longer and more pointed, with the

flesh white. Williams erroneously calls it
4 a

kind of eel or water snake, found in the Yang-

tsze Kcang.’ The fish is common enough at

Han-k 4ow, Kew-keang, and other places on that

river. We should no doubt find it also in the

Ho. It is described in Blakiston^ 4 Five months

on the Yang-tsze’ p.77. Figures of it are given

on p.83 to help naturalists to identify tlie spe-

cies. lie says *it had somewhat the ajipear-

ance of a dogfish or shark;’ but I believe

the Chinese are correct in saying that it

ia

oi
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Among shoals of sturgeon, large and small,

While the rushes and sedges are rank about.

Splendidly adorned were her sister ladiesj

Martial looked the attendant officers.

IV. Mdng.

1 A simple-looking lad you were,

Carrying cloth to exchange it for silk.

[But] you came not so to purchase silk ;

—

You came to make proposals to me.
I convoyed you through the K 4

e,

As far as Tun-k 4ew.
‘ It is not I, [I said]/ who would protract the time

;

But you have had no good go-between.

I pray you be not angry,

And let autumn be the time/

is a kind of sturgeon. The line might be trans-

lated, 4Amid shoals of sturgeon, the large and

the snouted.* may describe the abun-

dance of the fishes, or their struggles in the

nets. as in ii. XIV. 1. is a kin-

dred plant
;
other names for it are

express the rank high growth

of the rushes. The marchioness of Wei was a

Keang (^^) by jfff must be intended her

cousins, attending her from Ts 4e to her harem,
—‘the virgins, her companions

;

’ ex-

presses the richness of their array.

are the officers escorting Chwang Keang and

her companions from Ts‘e
;

expresses

their martial appearance.

The rhymes are—in st. 1 prop. cat. 15)

at. 1 1. 1 : in 2,

* eat. I3 : in 3
,

_ 2; in 4,

ft cat. 15
, 3 :

Ode 4. Narrative, with metaphorical and al-

lusive portions interspersed. A woman, who
HAD BEEN SEDUCED INTO AN IMPROPER CONNEC-
TION, NOW CAST OFF, RELATES AND BEMOANS
her sad case. Maoil refers the piece to the
time of duke Seuen, of whose dissolute charac-
ter notice has already been taken. He thinks,
accordingly, that the piece was directed against
the times, and holds up to approval the woman
who relates her case in it, as a reformed cha-
racter. The ode, however, gives no note of the
time when it was composed, nor does anything
more appear in it beyond what I have expressed
in the above summary.

St. 1. Ll.l—4 describe the way in which the

seduction was accomplished. The in 1.5

shows that we should translate them in the 2d

VOL. IT. 13
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^

1

i mm 1
I ascended that ruinous wall,

To look townrds Fiih-kwan
;

And when I saw [you] not [coming from] it

tears flowed in streams.

AA'hen I did sec [you coming from] Fuh-kwan,
1 lauglied and I spoke.

You had consulted, [you said], the tortoise-shell ancl the reeds,

And there was nothing untuvouruble in their response.
<r
rhen come,' [I said]/ with your carriage,

And I will remove with my goods.
1

person. Tlie whole piece, indeed, is «nddrcssed

to the man, who had first led astray, and then

castos. =‘ one of tlie people.* Tlie

woman intimates by the term 4 that at first she,

did not know the man nor ar.ything about him. J

describes his ‘ignorant look ;* Maou

6ays his * honest looks/ * Simple-looking* ^ives

the meaning. ^Fj = * cloth/ without saying of

what material. The critics define it here by

*piecos of woven silk.* is the raw silk.

to barter,’ ‘to exchange•’
‘

come to.’
4You came to me to consult/ i. e. to

propose that I should at once elope with you.

The other lines show how far the woman was

wrought upon, and how, though yielding to

some extent, she tried to bring about a regular

marriage. Tun-k 4ew was a place in Wei, but

it cannot be identified. The last 4 lines are

tlie substance of tlie womans parting words.

^T= 4 to go beyond ;* here, --= * to pro-

tract.* ! =

g

‘ to beg, ‘ to ask. The mail

must have made his first approacli in tlie begin-

ning of summer, when ilie silk from the cocoons

was ready for sale.

St. 2 describes the elopement, how anxious

the woman was, when the time came, to see her

lover, and how she sought, notwithstanding to
|

get some justification of her deed. =
‘broken down’ c dilapidated.’ =

I

wall.* Choo says that Fuli-kwan was * the place

where the man lived
;

s Mnou, l
i\ place ne.ar which

!ie lived.’
f

J ho characters would appear to be

the name of a barri(T-gate, t]irou>*h which the

visitor must come. Through modesty, she men-
tions tle place, ami not the p?rson. The Urh-

ya <L-fines as 4 the appearance of weep-

ing hut we must not lose the significance of

denoting continuity. Choo supposes the

last 4 lines to have been spoken by the woman,

questioning tlie visitor. K knng-shing, better, it

appears to me, refers tlie first two to the man,

and the others to tlie woman. is used of

divination by the tortoise-shell, and of di-

vination by the reeds or milfoil. see on

the Shoo, V.vi.9,10. It properly belongs to the

form on ilie burnt shell, but is here applied also

to the diagrams iiidii-ateil l)y the i.eeds. =
* 1 wealth, substance.* It docs not appear

in wlmt the woman's wealtli consisted. There

was prol.'ably little of it, notwithstanding lier

lisa of the term. * The Dian,* says Ying-tah,

never divined about tlie matter, and he

only said so to complete tlie process of seduc-

tion. The critics dwell on the inconsistency

of the parties* having recourse to divination in

their case. 4 Divination is good only if used in

reference to what is right and moral.*
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3 Before the mulberry tree lias shed its leaves,

How rich and glossy are they!

All ! thou dove,

Ent not its fruit [to excess].

All ! thou young lacly,

Seek no licentious pleasure with a gentleman.
AVhen a gentleman indulges in such pleasure,

Something mny still be said for him
;

When a hidy does so,

Nothing can be said for her.

4 When the mulberry tree sheds its leaves,

They fall yellow on the ground.
Since I went with you,

Three years have I eaten of your poverty

;

And [now] the i'ull waters of the K s

e

AVet the curtains of my carriage.

There has been no dilFerence in me,

In st. 3, the woman is conscious of the folly

she liad committed. iiJi, 'gl* s-

sy-like.* The cl;>ve here is not the turtle-dove
of ii. I. but another species, called the hcuh

)‘ rather smaller than a pig’e_
innrked with greenish black spots, liavinj? n

short tail, and noisy, from which it is named

the chattering clove It appears in

the spring, and goes away in the winter.*

denotes the berries of Hie mulberry tree. This
dove is very fond of them, and they are sup-
posed to intoxicate it. ilere the allusive and
metaphorical element conies in. The duve, drunk
with the berries, represents the young lady

who has been indiscreet. ‘to take

pleasure,* or, as Yen Ts\in has it,

4 to be sunk over head and ears—in love/

is explained by 4

to explain,* found

where we render it by 4 to ive satisfac-

tion for.* A man’s sphere, it is snid. is wide,
and by .uood services and deeds he mny expiate
his in ii cret ion but in a weman's lin.iled sphere,
if sh3 lus3 h r ' L tue, she loses all. The speaker
i.i the ede finds this oul too late.

In st. 4 the woman appears cast off, and re-

turning to lier original home. In 1. 2, |ypj=
4 and.’ c Tlie leaves become yellow and fall.*

So was it now with her a faded teauty. In 1. 3,

is best taken as a particle,= ^^. < =»

4 to go away.* (shamj)^ is descrip-

tive of the full waters of the stream,
j

‘ to wet.’ A woman's carriage was curtained

^

I

Ji

4
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V

€

<

But }^ou have been double in your ways.

It is you, Sir, who transgress the right,

Thus changeable in your conduct.

5 For three years I was your wife,

And thought nothing of my toil in your house.

I rose early and went to sleep late,

Not intermitting my labours for a morning.
Thus [on my part] our contract was fulfilled,

But you have behaved thus cruelly.

My brothers will not know [all this],

And will only laugh at me.
Silently I think of it,

And bemoan myself.

6 I was to grow old with you ;

—

Old, you give me cause for sad repining.

The K 4

e has its banks,

And the marsh has its shores.

at the sides. The curtains were to the car-

riage what the lower garment was to the

body, and hence they were called

of course, is the woman herself, and

the gentleman. We might translate in the 3d

person 4

It was not the woman, who,* &c.

‘different.’ Maou explains by

=• pjl !£==‘ the path of the correct mean
;

*

Choo, by
?
meaning the 1 perfect’ rule of

conduct.
,

— have a verVal force, 4 now two,

now three/ i. e. varying.

St 5 =
as in the translation. L. 4, lit.,=

* did not have a morning.* and sepa-

rated as in 1. 3, are difft. from the phrase

in ii. II. 3, et al. In 1. 5, K 4ang-shing makes

= ‘I’ and =
’
‘long.’— ‘ I have

thus been long with you.* But we cannot so

explain the terms. = ‘ the

words of ylieir covenant, J and = ‘
t

complete/ 4 to be complete.’ Driven away, as

she was, her brothers ignorant of all the cir-

cumstances, would not acknowledge her. It is

to be supposed her parents were dead,

(he) is intended to express a sneering laugh.

In 1. 9, "S* is the particle.

St. 6. in 1. 2 is a stumbling block to the

critics, as the woman had been the man’s no-
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:
t time of my
a knot,

we talked and laughed.

Clearly were we sworn to good faith,

And I did not think the engagement would be broken.

That it would be broken I did not think,

And now it must be all over

!

In the pleasan

gathered in

Harmoniously

girlhood, with, my hair simply

V. Chuh Jean.

1 With your long and tapering bamboo rods,

Yon angle in the K (

e.

Do I not think of you ?

But I am far away, and cannot get to you.

minal wife for only 3 years. I conceive, how-
ever, we are not to press a term in such a piece.

< a bank or shore.* The K fe had its

banks, and the marsh its shores
;
people knew

where to find them. But it was not so with the
man who acknowledged no rules nor bounds in

his conduct. describes the hair ga-

thered, without any pins, into two horn-like
knots. Lads wore their hair so, till they were
capped, and girls, till they were married.

harmonious and soft.’

= ‘clearly.’ * Our faithful oaths (pled-

ges) were distinct.* ‘I did not

think of the going contrary/ i. e., of the possi-

bility of the engagements being broken/ Choo

expands the last line,

4What then can be done?

It is all over yes, all over.*

The rhymes are—in st. 1, *

* cat. 1, 1. 1 in 2,S_
_ eat_ 14 : in 3

,

* cat.5, t.3; (prop. cat. 8) cat. 7,

t. 1
; cat. 15, t. 3 : in 4, „ cat.

13
; * cat 1()

;
cat .

t.3: to 5, * eat.2
;
?

; cat. 15, t. 3: in 6, *, cat. 14, ,> cat. 1, 1. 1.

Ode 5. Narrative. A daughter of the

House of Wei, married in another state,

EXPRESSES HER LONGING TO REVISIT WEI. The
argument of this ode is thus the same with that

of iii. XIV. This, however, is shorter and sim-

pler. The 4 Little Preface 5
says, indeed, that

the lady here was unhappy in her marriage, and

that she was able by a sense of propriety to

repress her longing. But neither ofthese thiDgs

appears in the piece. She thinks of the scenes

of her youth, and longs that she were back

among them. That cannot be, she is now so

far removed from them and with an expression

of regret she submits to her lot. This is the

substance of the poem.

Su•= c long and tapering.* I trans-

late the first 2 lines in the 2d person, because of

the in the 3d line. When young, the
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The waters of the I‘e are on the right.,

And the Ts 4euen-vuen is on the left.

How sliine tlie white teeth througli tlie artful smiles!

How the girdle gems move to the measured steps

!

The waters of the K c

e flow smootlily
;

There are the oars of cedar and tlie boats of pine,

flight I but go there in my carriage and ramble,

To dissipate my sorrow

!

speaker had been pleased to look at the fishers,

and she would be glad to be able to do so again,

j
4 from the distance, there is

no bringing it about/ i. e., there is no getting a

sight of the Wei anglers. As Gow-yang Sew

expands it •

Stt. 2, 3. The Ts 4euen-yuen is
4 The Hundred

Springs,* referred to on iii. XIV. 1. It flowed

1st on the northwest of the capital of Wei, and

then, after a southeast course, joined the K 4

e,

which came from the southwest. The north

was held to be 4 ou the left/ and the south * on

the right.* Hence the rivers are spoken of thus

relatively. The lady remembers the pleasures

she had experienced between those streams, and

mourns that she no longer resided in Wei. If

•we seek for any allusive element in the two

rivers, as the old interpreters do, we only fall

into absurdities. ’
8 "1

XIV. 2. The last two lines of st. 3 indicate

more particularly what the lady^ pleasures had

been. rambling with her companions, in happy

converse and elegant dress. m is here explain-

ed by Maou, as * the appearance of an artful

smile;* but the word properly denotes * the

brilliant, white appearance of a gem/ Here it

signifies tlie ivory of the teeth displayed in

smiling. 1 the gems attached to a

girdle•’ An ornament of various gems, variously

strung together, was wern anciently by ladies at

tlie girdle. We shall liave occasion to speak of

it again. The gems struck against each other,

and made a noise in walking. means 4 to

walk witli measured steps ( ).*

St.4. denotes the * app. of tlie flowing

current.* ,
called also

,
is probably a

cedar, 1 having the leaf of the cypress, and the

trunk of a pine•’ is tlie pine.

^ as in ii. XIV. 4.

The rhymes are • in st. 1, >
1, 1. 1: in 2, ib., t.2: in 3,

prop. cat. 14) cat. 17: in 4, &
cat. 3, 1. 1.
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VI. Hwan-lan.

® _ S
'

till If I?
1 There are tlie branches of tlie sparrow-gourd;

—

There is that lad, Avith the spike at his girdle.

Though lie carries a spike at liis girdle,

He does not know us.

Plow easy ancl conceited is liis manner,
"With the ends of liis girdle hanging clown as they do I

2 There are the leaves of the sparrow-gourd ;

—

There is that lad with the archer's thimble at liis girdle.

Though lie carries an nrchers thimble at liis girdle,

He is not superior to us.

How easy and conceited is liis manner,

With the ends of liis girdle hanging down as they do!

Ode 6. Allusive. Picture of a conceited

young man of rank. Acc. to the 4 Little Pre-

face,* the subject of this piece is duke Hwuy of

Wei,— Soh, tlie son of Seuen and Seuen Keang,

who succeeded to the State after the murder of liis

brothers, Keih-tsze and Show see on iii.XIX.

He was then 4 young/ acc. to the Tso-cliuen

—

Too-yu sa}*s 15 or 16. Choo says he cannot

tell who is the subject, and does not tliink it

wortli liis wliile to attempt an application of it

to any one in particular. Nothing more than

wliat I have stated can be deduced from the

language of the two stanzas.

L.l in both stanzas. Tlie kivan Ian is a creep-

ing plant, the stalk of which, when broken, ex-

udes a white juice. Its leaves may be eaten,

both raw and cooked. It has tlie names also of

and by the last of

which I have translated it. From the Japan-

ese plates, we might conclude that it was

a tylophora. Some explain by ‘ pods,’

those of the plant, several inches long, hanging

down from among the leaves, Mike an awl/
The weakness of tlie plant, unable to rise from
the ground without support, is supposed to be
the reason why it is introduced here, with an
illusion to the weak character of the youth
who is spoken of.

L.2. may be used of any one under

19. The hirvy was an ivory spike, worn at the

girdle for the purpose of loosening knots. It

belonged to tlie equipment of grown up men,
and was supposed to indicate their competency
for the management of business, however intri-

cate. Tlie youth in Ihe ode had assumed it

from vanity. Tlie s/ieh was an instrument, also

of ivory, worn by arcliers on tlie thumb of the
right hand, to assist them in drawing the string
of their bow. A ring of jade is now used for
this purpose. K ;nng-shing makes the sheh to
liave been a sort of glove, made of leather, and
worn with the same object on 3 fingers of the
right hand.

L.4. 1 agree with Wang Yia*che in taking

here as«= j^q,
4 and yet/ responding to in
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n ho says that the Ho is wide?
With [a bundle of] reeds I can cross it.

Who says that Sung is distant?

On tiptoe I can see it.

Who says that the Ho is wide ?

It will not admit a little boat.

Who says that Sung is distant?

It would not take a whole morning to reach it.

1.3. The line is condemnatory of the youth,

pretending to be a man, but without a man^s

knowledge or ability
;
but I cannot get Maou’s

idea out of it in st.l.
( He does not say (=think)

that he has no knowledge, but is proud and in-

solent to others( ’
nor follow him in taking fp in st.2

as= ^¥.Thelinesareatleasttranslateable

as they are, and 4 to be superior to/

* to rule over.’

LI. 5,6. is ‘ the manner,’ or ‘ air,’ of the

youth
;
and ; the appearance of it, as in the

translation. expresses the appearance of

his girdle hanging down,— ‘ in a jaunty manner.’

The rhymes are—in st.l, * *
cat. 16, 1. 1

;

(and in st. 2), cat. 15,

t.3: in 2, *_ cat.8, t.3.

Ode 7. Narrative. Other things, more dif-

ficult TO OVERCOME THAN DISTANCE, MAY KEEP

one from a place. Both Maou and Choo refer

this short piece to a daughter of Seuen Keang,

who was married to duke Hwan of Sung—see

on iii.IX. Aftergiving birth to a son, who became

duke Seang, she was divorced, and returned to

Wei. When that son succeeded to Sung, she

wished to return to that State
;
but the rules of

propriety forbade her, as having been divorced,

to do so
;
and she is supposed to have made

these verses to reconcile herself to her circum-

stances. They are supposed, therefore to be

much to her honour, as showing how she could

subordinate her maternal longings to her sense

of what was proper! Yen Ts 4an started a diffi-

culty about the time when the lines were writ-

ten, making them earlier than the accession of

duke Seang, and this would affect the general

interpretation. It is hardly worth while, how-

ever, to discuss this point.

LI. 1, 2, in both stt.
e a reed or rush/

4 to cross over.* I agree with Ying-

tah in taking—* as meaning, not *a single

reed,’ but 4 a bundle of reeds/ = - We
can hardly translate it. If we try to do so, but

would come nearest to its meaning: ‘It is not

wide, but/ &c. means a small boat. A more

modern form of the character has at the

side. It is not true that the Ho is so narrow, or

that we could cross it with the help of a bundle

of reeds
; but the speaker thus intimates that if

nothing but the stream of the Ho stood in her

way, she could easily get across it. So, in the

other lines.

LI. 3, 4. (k l
e, 2d tone)=

‘
t

raise the heel
>

,

i. e. to stand on tiptoe.

—see on iv. VII. 2.

The rhymes are in st. 1, ;

in 2, cat 2.

VII. Ho kwang.

li
Ro

KK
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2 Since my husband went to the east,

My head has been like the flying [pappus of the] artemisia.

It is not that I could not anoint and wash it

;

But for whom should I adorn myself?

3 0 for rain ! 0 for rain !

But brightly the sun comes forth.

Longingly I think of my husband,
Till my heart is wear)r

,
and my head aches.

Ode 8. Narrative and metaphorical. A wtfe
MOURNS OVER THE PROTRACTED ABSENCE OF HER
HUSBAND ON THE KIXG?

S SERVICE. Ma U thinks

that this piece was directed against the warlike
character of the times, when officers were long
kept on service away from their families. K ;ang-
shing, more particularly, and I believe correctly,

referred it to the year B. C. 706, when, as we
learn from the Ch 4un Ts ;ew (II. y. 6), Wei
and some other States did service with the king
against the State of Ch 4ing. That was in the
time of duke Seuen of Wei.

St. 1. Choo takes
f

as a designation of her

husband by the lady. This is much better than

to take it, with Maou, as a designation of him

by his office, which he supposes to have been the

presidency or charge of a district ( )•

= 4 martial-like.* — 4 one of a

myriad,= a hero. The shoo was a club or

halberd, 10 or more cubits long, made of wood,
thick and heavy towards the point, but without
a sharp edge. It was used to strike down, not

to pierce. The lady sees her husband in his

chariot, and in the front of the king’s host,—the

post of daring and danger.

I

St. 2. Ch^g lav to the south-west of Wei
The troops of Wei and the other States must
first have marched west to the capital, to join

tlie royal army, and then gone east to attack

Ching.
j

see on ii. XIV. 2. It is here

called 4 the~flying fung,
9 with reference to its

bristly or feathery pappus^ through which its

seeds are dispersed by the wind. Such had the

lady’s hair become. are both nouns
;

4 Have I no ointment and wash? 9 The wash for

the head was congee water. Both Maou and

Choo explain (teih) by ijlT, ‘ to pay chief

! attention to,* * to set the mind on/—as in Ana.

IV. x. is in the 3d tone, ‘for.’

- ‘to adorn tlie person.’ The

4 Complete Digest’ expands the line

•……
-

St. 3. lias here the optative

or imperative force, which is so common in the
Sh , Wang Yin-clie explains it, iu this signifi-

VIII. Pih he.
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4 How shall I get tlie plant of forgetfulness ?

I would plant it on the north of my house.

Longingly I think of my husband,
And my heart is made to ache.

IX. Yew hoo.

_

; li

1 There is a fox, solitary and suspicious,

At that dam over the K 4

e.

My heart is sad ;

—

That man has no lower garment.

2 There is a fox, solitary and suspicious,

At that deep ford of the K‘e.

cance by and • =
0^, *the sun looking bright.* These two lines

are metaphorical. As, when one longs for rain,

and clay after day is disappointed bv a brilliant

sun, 6 was it with the lady longing for the

return of her husband, while yet that return

was continually delayed. generally

means * with a pleased or contented niind

but that signification cannot well be applied

here. Maou explains "W" by 4

to be satiat-

ed, or surfeited,* and Wang T aou observes that

* satisfaction of mind is expressed by

and so is also is a fulness of anxious thoughts

(

I )•’

see on iii. XIX. 1.

St. 4. as in 1. 1,
4 to forget/ Tliere is

a plant wliich is fancied to have the quality of

making people forget their sorrows, for which
purpose the flowers and leaves are cooked to-

gether. It is called _
and and

also
J[^

* stag’s onions.’ In the Japanese

plates it is the hemerocalta Japonica^ or Day lily.

4 the back,* is considered to be i the north

of the body/ Here the term denotes * the pari
of a house behind the apartments and chambers/

which was called
,

4 the north hall.*

Outside and below this was a small piece of
ground, where a few flowers and shrubs could
be planted; and here the lady says she would

plant * the grass of forgetfulness/ =
‘ to be sick,’ Ho ache.’

The rhymes are--in st. 1

3
; * eat .M. 1: in 2

,

cat. 9 : in 3, cat. 12, t. 3: in 4, *,

cat. 1, t. 2.

Ode 9. Metaphorical. A woman expresses
her dicsire foji a husband. She does so cer-

tainly in a singular way, and there is considera-
ble difficulty in explaining satisfactorily these

few lines. The 4 Little Preface* says the piece is

directed against the times.—Through the misery
and desolation of Wei, many, both men and wo-
men, were left unmarried, or had lost their part-

ners and in such circumstances, acc. to ancient
practice, the marriage rules might have been
relaxed, and made more simple and easy, to en-

courage unions and the increase of the people.

Because the government took no action in this

direction, this piece was written to censure it.



My heart is sad ;

—

That man has no girdle.

3 There is a fox, solitary and suspicious,

By the side there of the K {

e.

My heart is sad ;

—

That man has no clothes.

X. Muh kwa.

I illfIf t
1 There was presented to me a papaya,

And I returned for it a beautiful keu-gem;

Not as a return for it,

But that our friendship might be lasting.

But, as Choo observes, there is nothing in the

language of the ode to suggest to us that such
was its design. The language, indeed, must be

strained to reconcile it with this interpretation.

LI. 1,2. in all the stt. is read shivvy^ and

the diet. Yuh-p*een ( ; A. D. 523) quotes

1.2 of viii.VT., with instead of

The K 4ang-he diet, refers to the line under this

sound of the character, and would fain deduce

the meaning of the phrase from that of

* having long hair’ or 4 fox-like.’ It concludes

however, with giving the explanation of it by

Maou,— , * the app. of walking

in pairs •’ The 1st line then, is with Maou=
1 There is a pair of foxes and the piece be-

comes allusive. It is all as it should be with
the foxes. Those unmarried multitudes are
worse off. Choo on the other hand makes

to mean 4 the app. of walking solitary,

seeking a mate (

so that the piece becomes metaphorical,

—

4 As is

the fox, so is the individual, who is in the
speaker’s eye.’ The 4 seeking a mate J

is import-
ed into the phrase. Yen Ts lan seems to give the
best account of it.

—

4 The fox is by nature sus-

picious. describes one walking soli-

. as intary, slowly and suspiciously.* i

iii.X.3. see on iii.IX.l, where the cha-

racter is used as a verb, meaning 4 to go through
deep water with tlie clothes 011 / Here it is a
noun, meaning a deep ford, which must be
crossed in such a way. Two other significations

of the term are given in the diet., to which some
critics hold here. One is ‘ stepping stones the
other, 1 a high and dangerous bank/

Ll.3,4. must be understood

of the speaker, oi' of the writer. =
as in i.VI., et al. It is most natural-

ly taken as masculine. Maou’s interpretation
of the ode requires the phrase to be taken in the
plural c those parties/ the men and women,
who were left, through the unliappiness of the

times, without partners, fit

and< describe the desolate appearance

of the wifeless rnan, and intimate that the
speaker would be glad to supply his wants,—

^

make him lower garments, a girdle, and clothes
in general

; i. 6., would be glad to become his
wife. It is a strange way of intimating her

wish. it is supposed, is used in the 1st, st.,

because a man walks along the top of a dam
with his lower garment on

;
and PjS in the 2d.,

Bk. V. Odb X. ODES OF WEI. 107
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2 Ihere was presented to me a peach,

And I returned for it a beautiful yaou-gQm
;

Not as a return for it,

But that our friendship might be lasting.

3 There was presented to me a plum,
And I returned for it a beautiful Aew-stone;

Not as a return for it,

But that our friendship might be lasting.

because he would have taken off his girdle in

crossing the ford.

The rhymes are in st. 1, %% -t.10

in 2
,

cat15, t 3: in 3
, *

3*

Ode 10. Metaphorical. Small gifts of kind-
ness SHOULD BE RESPONDED TO WITH GREATER
BUT FRIENDSHIP IS MORE THAN ANY GIFT. When
Wei was nearly extinguished by the Teih, duke
Hwan of Ts*e, as the leading prince among the

States, came grandly and munificently to its

help
;
and Maou finds in this ode the grateful

sentiments of the people of AVei towards him.

We can hardly conceive that this is the correct

historical interpretation of the piece. If it be

so, Hwan^ all but royal munificence and fa-

vour is strangely represented by the insignifi-

cant present of fruit. Choo compares the

piece with ii. XVII., and tliinks it may refer to

an interchange of courtesies between a lover

and his mistress. We need not seek any par-

ticular interpretation of it. What is metaphori-
cally set forth may have a general application.

LI. 1, 2 in all the stt. means, properly,

e to throw at or to but here=(
to present.*

is the well-known carica papaya called a

we presume, from its gourd-like fruit.

We must understand the terms here of the fruit,

and not of the tree. But what are we to make

of the and in the other stan-

zas? Neither Maou nor Choo says anything

in explanation of the nor does the Urli-

ya mention such trees. The probability is

therefore, that we are to understand by the

phrases simply the peach proper and the plum
proper. The •Pww-Maow indeed, gives the name of

to tlie cAa• e
4 a kind of

pear/ and of to the ming cha()
which is described as an inferior variety of the
muh kwa. But these identifications have been
made for the sake of the texts before us. Maou
quotes a saying of Confucius, that in this ode
he saw 4 the ceremony of sending presents in

bundles made of rushes )’

which might lead us to translate 4 a bundle of

the papaya/ &c.
;
but where Maou found the

saying, we do not know. It appears, indeed,
in the fabrication by Wang Suh, attributed to

K‘ung T8‘ung but it was stolen,

probably, by Suh from Maou. The Shwoh-wan

defines as 4 a gem of a carnation colour
;

’

but in this ode the term is used as an adj.,=

‘beautiful (
).’ is the name

of a gem. Two square k'eus formed part of the
furniture of the girdle appendages see on
V. 3. The yaou was another prized gem, or

stone, acc. to the Shwoh-wan; and the kew was
a stone, ranking in value immediately after the
gems.

LI. 3, 4. As expanded by Yen Ts^an, these

twu lines #®
4 This is not sufficient

to be a return, but I wish by means of it to tie

the bonds of friendship for ever.*

The rhymes are—in st. 1, * 3^ cat . 5 ,

t. 1
;
(and in 2, 3) cat. 3, t. 2 : in 2,

cat. 2 : in 3, ^* cat.l t.2.

Concluding Note. We have thus arrived
at the end of the odes of Wei. Those in this

3cl Book of them do not differ much in charac-
ter from those in the others, though there is less

in them of the licentiousness which often dis-

graced the court, and of the oppression of the gov-
ernment. The 3d and 4th pieces are the most

Ii
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interesting and ambitious. Chang Tsae. a friend

of Choo He^, says, 4 The State of Wei lay along

the banks of the Ho. The soil was not deep,

and the disposition of the people was volatile

;

the country was level and low, and so the people

were soft and weak it was fertile, and did not

require much agricultural toil, so that the peo-

ple were indolent. Such was the character

of the inhabitants, and their songs and music

were licentious and bad. To listen to them

would induce idleness, insolence, and depravity.

So is it also with the odes of Ch'ing.*

More favourably, Choo Kung-ts (een says,

Wei had many superior men. In the odes there

appear duke Woo (v.I.) a ruler whose equal is

hardly to be found in other States
;
and duke

Wan (iv. VI.), the restorer of the State. Besides

these, we have the filial sons of iii. VII., the

faithful minister of iii. XV., the wise man of

iii. XVI., the worthy great officers of iv. IX., the

worthy musician of iii. XIII., and the recluse of

v. II. All these stand eminently out in a time

of degeneracy. Next to them are to be ranked

the two princes of iii. XIX., striving to die for

each other. Then there are the six worthy

princesses :—Chwang Keang, Rung Keang, the

wives of Muh of Heu and Hwan of Sung, and

the two heroines of iii. XIV., and v. V. There

are, moreover, in addition to these, Tae Kwei of

iii. Ill, virtuously careful of her person the

lady of v. VIII., so devoted to her husband she

of iii. VIII, so well acquainted with what con-

stituted virtuous conduct
;
and she of iii. X., cast

off, and yet maintaining her good name. Wei had
thus not only many superior men, but many
wives of ability and virtue.*



BOOK VI. THE ODES OF THE ROYAL DOMAIN.

Title of the Book.—
c Wang; Book VI. of Part 1/ By Wang (King
or King*s) we are to understand the territory
which constituted the royal domain or State,
attached to Loh, or the eastern capital of Chow.
At the beginning of that dynasty, king Wan
occupied the city of Fung, from which his son
moved tlie seat of govt, to Haou (see the Shoo
on Y. iii. 6). In the time of king Ching, a city
was built by the duke of Chow, near the pres.

Loh-yang, and called ‘ the eastern capital.’

Meetings of the princes of the States assembled
there, but the court continued to be held at
Haou, till the accession of king P 4ing, who
removed to the east in B.C. 769. From this

time the kings of Chow sank nearly to the level

of the princes of the States; and the poems
collected in their domain were classed among
the 1 Lessons of Manners,* though still distin-

guished by the epithet of * Royal/ prefixed to

them.

Ode 1. Narrative. An officer describes
HIS MELANCHOLY AND REFLECTIONS ON SEEING
THE DESOLATION OF THE OLD CAPITAL OF CHOW.
There is nothing in the piece about the old

capital of Chow, but the schools both of Maou
and Choo are agreed in this interpretation of it.

In Han Ying and Lew Heang we find it differ-

ently attributed, and with more than one mean-
ing but we need not enter on their views, which
are valuable only as showing that the historical

interpretation of the odes was made, in the end
of the Chow and the beginning of tlie Han dyn.,

by different critics, according to their own ability

and presumptions. The place of the piece, at the

commencement of this Book, should be decisive

in favour of the common view.

LI. 1 4, in all the stt. describe what the

writer saw, and how he felt. Maou makes

=* there,* the site of the ancestral temple and
the buildings of the old palace, from which
they had disappeared. We must construe it,
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^

^ _ _
A

2 There was the millet with its drooping heads;

There was the sacrificial millet in the ear.

Slowly I moved about,

My heart intoxicated, as it were, [with grief].

Those who knew me
Said I was sad at heart.

Those who did not know me
Said I was seeking for something.

O thou distant and azure Heaven

!

By what man was this [brought about] ?

3 There was the millet with its drooping heads

;

There was the sacrificial millet in grain.

Slowly I moved about,

As if there were a stoppage at my heart.

Those who knew me
Said I was sad at heart.

Those who did not know me
Said I was seeking for something.

O thou distant and azure Heaven !

By what man was this [brought about] ?

however, with «*md ^liat millet,* &c.,

meaning, no doubt that which the writer had
seen where the seat of the kings formerly was.
Shii and tseih are boih varieties of the millet,

acc. to Williams, being milium nigricans,

and 6imply milivm. The Pim-tslaou makes

the essential difference between them to be that
4 the grains of the shii are glutinous, and those
of the tseih not.* A spirit is distilled from the
former

;
the latter are more used for food. The

is also called - w was

used much as a sacrificial offering. Until the

plants are authoritatively identified, I call

k millet* simply, and Sacrificial millet/

descriptive of 1 the drooping appear-

ance ( the heads of the slnlj which is

very characteristic in the best pictures of the

plant.
*
is the plant shooting up in the blade

;
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My husband is away on service,

And I know not -when he will return.

Where is he now ?

The fowls roost in their holes in the walls

;

And in the evening of the clay,

The goats and cows come down [from the hill]

But my husband is away on service.

How can I but keep thinking of him ?

My husband is away on service,

Not for days [merely] or for months.
When will he come back to me?

the inflorescence, or the plant in the ear

and the plant when the grain is fully form-

ed. The shu ripens much earlier than the tseih %

and there is supposed to be a reference to tliis

in st. 1 but the other stt. seem to make this

point doubtful. as in iii. XIY. 3.

= tslwly•’ =tt_d

about’ ‘ agitated.’ 4 intoxicated * 4 intoxi-

cated with sorrow/ Maou says. 4 The officer,

*

says Le Kung-k‘ae 4 lost in his sorrow all con-
sciousness, as if he had been intoxicated with

spirits.’ P
4 an interruption of breathing/

as in sobbing from grief. Morrison says, 4 The
line here denotes deep sorrow, or, as we express

it, A load or weight upon the mind. 5—Choo He
finds an allusive element between the 1st and
2d lines and the 3d and 4 th. This does not

seem to be necessary.

LI. 5—8 describe the different judgments sug-

gested by the movements and appearance of the

writer to those who saw liim, according as they
sympathized with his feelings or not.

LI. 9, 10 contain the writers appeal to Heaven

on the desolation before him. ’
1 the app. of distance.* is the azure of the

lofty, distant sky. is used by metony-

my for providence, the Power supposed to dwell
above the sky.

The rhymes are in st. 1. (and in 2, 3) *
cat. 2

;
(and in 2, 3),

_ cat. 3, 1. 1 ;
(and in 2, 3),

cat. 12, t. 1 : in 2, cat. 3, 1.

1

: in 3

P cat. 12, t. 3.

Ode 2. Narrative. Thf feelings of a wife
ON THE PROLONGED ABSENCE OF HER HUSBAND
OX SERVICE, AND HER LONGING FOR HIS RETURN.
Tliis is the interpretation of the piece given by
Choo, and even the imperial editors approve of
it, as more natural than that of Maou, who
attributes the ode to the great officers who
remained at court, and, indignant at the pro-

tracted service on which their companion was
employed, thus expressed their disapprobation of

king Ping.

LI. 1 3 in both stt. as in i. X., ii.

Ill, et al.
-J-"

might be construed, taking

in the meaning of f ‘to go away,’ which

K 4ang-shing always gives it but it is better to

consider as the mere particle, as in

ini I1•^•=

II. Keun-tsze yu yili.

o

°*
*

K

7;
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III. KeunAsze yang-yang.

£ ^

_
1 My husband looks full of satisfaction.

In his left hand he holds bis reed-organ,

And with his right he calls me to the room.

Oh the joy!

2 My husband looks delighted.

In his left hand he holds his screen of feathers,

And with his right hand he calls me to the stage.

Oh the joy

!

¥

f the time of his return.’

,
as in the translation. Clioo says, ‘The

length of his service is not to be calculated by

days and months (

is taken by Choo of the place where

the officer was at the time. As the 4 Complete

Digest ’ expands it
,

• K :ang-shing connects the line

closely with the preceding:

—

4 1 do not know the
set time of his return,—the time when he
ought to come.* That is the meaning of the

3d line in 8t. 2, where f
•‘ to assemble’

‘ to meet.’ In st. 1 where;* in 2, when/

LI. 4,6. The creatures around her had their
nightly resting places, while her husband had

none. is the name for holes made in tha

walls for fowls, ‘chiselled out,’ as Maou says,

from the walls of earth and lime, of which the

houses were built. = 4 a post;* but

we must think rather of 4 a perch/ K‘ang-shi
,

unnaturally, explains ^
c come from their low pasture-

grounds.* f =
T

4

to come,* 4 to arrive/

LI. 7,8. ,

{ if/ must be taken as expressing

a wish or prayer. As Le Kung-k 4ae puts it,

_
4 Since he cannot come immediately,

if peradventure in his travelling he escape the

suffering of hunger and thirst
3
so far well/

?
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The fretted waters

Do not carry on their current a bundle of firewood!

I'hose, the members of our families,

Are not with us here guarding Shin.

IIow Ave think of them ! How we think of them I

What month shall we return home?

The rhymes are—in st.
1,

cat . I t . 1 •• 111 2
,

1

cat. 15, t.3.

Ode 3. Narrative. The husband’s satis-

faction, AND THE WIFI'/s JOY, ON HIS HETCKN.
I his apain is the view of Clioo He, who regards

this ode as a secjuel of the preceding one; and
I do not think anything better can be made of

it. Still it does m>t carry with itself the witness

of its o\vn correctness, so much as tlie interpreta-

tion of ode 2. Clioo refers, as if with some
doubt of liis own view, to that of the old school,

tliat tlie piece is expressive of commisenilion
for the disordered and fallen condition of Chuw,
and that it shows us, more especially, the officers

encoura^in<r one anotlier lo take office, for the

sake ot preserving tlieir lives. To my mind the

piece, as a whole and in its details, is accom-
panied witli greater difficulties on this interpre-

tation than on the oilier.

Both stanzas.
.

=
4 the appearance of satisfaction, having got one^
will.’ So, Choo. Maoifs explanation is nearly

the same * not exercising tlie mindi^n anything.*

indicates *the app. of harmony and

is used for an instrument inj°y- …
which The ancient Ch'nese had tlie rucliments of

the organ. It consisted of 13 or of ]9 tubes set

up in the shell ol a gourd, each wit!) an orifice

near the bottom, to which a moveable tongue of

nietal called was fitted. The whole mrs

blown by the mouth. was n sort of flag or !

screen carried by dancers, wiili which they could
I

screen themselves at parts of tlu*ir performance.

The 3d lines are the most ditticult, and none of
i

tlie critics throw niucth light upon them. Acc.

to Mnou, by we are to understand ^the
|

music in the apartment/ and 4 to use.’

The king, it is said, had the pieties of the Chow
Nnn suri^r to him with music in an inner aj>nrt-

ment of the palace, and the officer of the ode is

made to appear beckoning to lii^ Irionds to

follow him, and take part in the performance,
all unwortliv, as it was, of his and their position

and abilities. In the 2d stanza, he beckons to

them, in tlie same way, to follow him to the
place where the dancers or pantomimes performed

their part

;

4 the places for tlie

dancers.* All this is very harsh and forced

;

and could hardly be followed by the expression
of doliglit in the last line. Choo contents liim-

self with simply explaining tlie terms, and that

obscurely. He defines wliich we

must take as meaning 4 to follow to,* in order
to construe it similarly in both stanzas. The
general meaning is plain enough. Tlie husband,
returned from his long service, forgets all liis

toils, and is ready to express his pleasure by
music «nnd dancing; and his wife shares in his- -as in iii XVI.

The rhymes are—in st. 1 r, st.

1: in 2,* * ProP. cat.2), cat.3,

t. 2 in the two stanzas, cat. 2.

Ode. 4. Allusive. The troops of Chow,
KEPT ON DUTY IN SHIN. MURMUR AT THEIR SEPA-
RATION from their families. Tlie mother of

king P king was a Keang, a daughter of the
Hotise of Shin. That State liad suffered re-

peatedly from the attacks of Ts koo, and the king,

after removing to the eastern capital, sent his

own people jto occupy and defend it, and kept
thrm lon^ absent from their homes on the ser-

vice. Tlie piece contains their murniurings at

their sej»aration from their families. Tliis is

t lie* interpretation given hy Mm)u, and adopted
by Clioo,—with differences in the details. Gow-
yan^ Sew liad proposed, before Choo’s time, a
somewliat different view, which lias had many
followers. L.3 is to be taken, they think, not of

the families of the troojjs t*rn])loyed in Sliin, nor
of other troopvS of Chow liich were left at home,
but of the troops of other States, whiih should
have been called fortli by the king for the duty,
'['liis modification of the interpretation shows us

better the nnture of tlie allusion in tlio 1st two
lines, but clues not agree so well with the last

114 THE SHE KING. PART
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The fretted waters

Do not carry on their current a bundle of thorns!

Those, the members of our families,

Are not with us here guarding P coo.

How we think of them ! How we think of them !

What month shall we return ?

The fretted waters

Do not carry on tlieir current a bundle of osiers!

Those, the members of our families,

Are not with us liere guarding Heu.
How we think of them ! How we think of tliem !

What iiioiith shall we return ?

two. I feel unable myself to express any de-

cisive opinion in the case.

LI. 1,2. in all the stt. is explained by

Ma()u by ‘ to impede ami excite,’ as

rocks do the waters of a stream but he does
not explain the nature of the allusion wliicli

underlies the statement that a stream thus fret-

ted is yet not able to carry away so slight a
thing as a bundle of firewood. Acc. to K^an^-
sliing, it is that, though the king's commands
were so urgent and exacting, no kindness flowed
from him to the people. This is unsatisfactory;
and Ying-tah and Wang Taou insist that tlie

lines should be taken interrogatively, or that

11. 2 and 4 should be understood as strong as-

sertions, and not negations. Carrying out this

view, Wang would farther refer the in

1.3 to king P f

ing, and take Si in 1.4 as =-
,

‘ to employ.’ This would meet tlie difficulty

about the allusion
;
but the murmuring of the

troops becomes thus very violent. It is incon-
si stent with the spirit of the odes to express
disapprobation of the king so directly and the

last two lines seem to require us to interpret 1.3

of the families of the soldiers.

Choo adopts a different exegesis of 1.1. Re-

fL'rring to a plirase, meaning the long

and rippling* course of a stream, ho explains

as 4 the appearance of water flow-

ing gently •/ so gently and feebly in this case,

tlial the current would not bear away a small
bundle of anything. How the lines thus under-
stood bear itllusively on tlie rest of the stanza,
he does not at all make clear, saying that it is

to be found in the two in lines 2 and 4.

Gow-jang and those who follow him, taking
yang in the same way. make out the allusion to

be to the feebleness of king P*ing, who could not
command the services of the Spates to guard
Shin, but was obliged to lay the duty on his own

people. This meaning of Is not given in

K ang-h^s diet., and I feel constrained to keep
to Maou's account of the term with all its diffi-

culties. and —see on i. IX. 2. Maou

takes in the sense of ^ruslies;' but it also

means 1 osiers/ from which arrow-shafts could
be made, uhich seems more suita))le here.

LI. 3, 4. The _} j^ is read ke, and is treated

as a mere particle. Wang Yin-che gives ,

P, and
;

as synonvms of it. which are found

used (and are interchanged) in the same way.

^ f • those parties,’ 4 the fami-

o

^
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2 In the valleys grows the mother-wort,

But scorched is it where it had become long.

lies of the absent soldiers, c their parents, wives,

and children/ acc. to K^ng-shing. It has been

mentioned that king Pung^ mother belonged to

Shin,——a marquisate held by Keangs, the capi-

tal of which was near the site of the pres. dep.

city of Nan-yang, Ho-nan. P ;oo is identified

by Ying-tah and Choo with Leu (see note on

the name of the 22d Bk. of the Shoo, Pt. V.)

It was also a marquisate held by Keangs, and

adjoined Shin. Heu was another Keang State,

in the pres. Heu Chow, Ho-nan. Shin and P 4oo

were contiguous, but Heu was at some considera-

ble distance from them. Heu K ‘ en(
Yuen dyn.) thinks that the troops of Chow were

not really guarding the territories of P'oo and

Heu but that the poet, to vary his rhymes, in-

troduces the names of those other States, as

belonging to Keangs. We may ratlier suppose,

however, that tlirough the consanguinity of their

chiefs, the three States were confederate, all

threatened by Ts'oo, and all hence requiring

aid. ‘to station troops

throughout a country to maintain it.*

LI. 5, 6. The object of is to be sought

in the parties intended by and tliis term,

as well as the line that follows, are in favour of

the interpretation of the piece adopted by Maou
and Choo. The soldiers did not wish their fami-

lies to be with them, keeping guard in Shin,

—

such a thing would have been contrary to all

rules of propriety but they grudged their pro-

longed absence from them, and wished that they

might soon return to Cliow.

The rhymes are in st. 1, (and in 2, 3),

(pr p. cat. ” cat. I 5
,

t. 2
;

cat 12,

t. 1 ;
(and in 2, 3), cat. 15, 1. 1 : in 2,

cat. 5, t. 2 : in 3, g i&. 1. 1.

Ode 5. Allusive. The sad case of a wo-

man FORCED TO SEPARATE FROM HER HUSBAND

THROUGH PRESSURE OF FAMINE. Ma U Says

the piece is expressive of pity for the suffering

condition of Cliow. Many later critics seek to

find in it a condemnation of the govt, of king

P ;ing, and of the morals of the people
;
but this

has to be argued out of the language, and is

not implied in it. Choo attributes the com-

position to the suffering wife herself
;
but I agree

with Heu K seen in attributing it to another,

who has her case one of many_vividly before

him(
)•

LI. 1, 2 in all the stt. The has many

names, of which the most common are

and • Medhurst calls it the ‘ bugloss
;

’

but I should have preferred to call it by its popu-

lar name of ^ mother^ help/ if it did not clearly

appear in tlie Japanese plates as the leonurus

sibiricus, or mother-wort. It is described as

having a square stem, and white flowers which

grow between the sections of the stem. The

seeds, stalk, flowers, and leaves are all believed

to have medical virtues, and to be specific in

116 THE SHE KING. PART I.
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3 In the valleys grows the mother-Avort,
But scorched is it even in the moist places.

There is a woman forced to leave her husband
Ever flow her tears!

Ever flow her tears!

But of what avail is her lament?

VI. Tl

oo yuen.

^

1 The hare is slow and cautious

;

The pheasant plumps into the net.

In the early part of my life,

Time still passed without commotion.
In the subsequent part of it,

many troubles of women, before and after child-

birth hence, its common name. The plant
grows best in moist situations, and Maou erred
greatly in supposing that a high situation and
dry soil suited it best, so that the decay of it,

spoken of here, was owing to its situation in

a valley. That decay is evidently ascribed
to the prevailing drought, killing it first in the
drier grounds

;
next, where it had attained a

good height and was vigorous; and finally, even
in damp places, best adapted for it. Such a
plant drooping and dying in the valleys, we may
conceive how all other vegetation was scorched

up, and famine, with its miseries, desolated

the country, pm = 4 to dry up/ * to be

dried up or scorched.* =
as in the translation. ‘ long.’

LI. 3 6.
^

^
=

J,
‘to be separated.’

does not mean that the woman had been

cast off by her husband, but tliat they had been
obliged to separate from each other, and try if

they could manage to subsist apart. is

designed to give 4 the sound of her sighing.*

is synonymous with in ii.XI. 3 ;
not, however,

meaning, here, ‘to whistle/ but an audible
sound emitted from the mouth, and long-pro-
tracted. This idea of 4 long-drawn J

is conveyed

& = denotes 4 the appearance

of weeping/ In 1. 4 we must understand of

the husband of the woman. K^ng-shing explains

it by ^ which we have often met with in
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S

5

5

p:
_

+ T
y\ e are meeting Avith all these evils.

I wish I might sleep and never move more.

The hare is slow and cautious;

The pheasant plumps into the snare.

In the early part of my life,

Time still passed without anything stirring.

In the subsequent p.nrt of if,

We are meeting with all these sorrows.

I wish I might, sleep, and never wake more.

The hare is slow and cautious

;

The pheasant plumps into the trap.

In the early part of my life,

Time still passed without, .any call for our services.

In tlie subsequent part of it

We are meeting with all these miseries.

I would that I might sleep, and hear of nothing more.

Ll.1,2. in all the stt. ^ ^the sense of husband. It might also be taken
generally :

—

4 she has met with—fallen on—

a

time when people are in distress ’ ^
the 4 evil

5
lot, not evil conduct.

The rhymes are in st. i,

cat

U

: * * cat. 3, 1. 1

:

< 7
,
t . 3 .

Ode G. Metaphorical. An officer of Ciiow
DECLARES HIS WEARINESS OF LIP'E BECAUSE OF
THE GROWING MISERIES OF THE STATE. The kit-
tle Preface* refers this piece to the time of king
Hwan, the grandson of king P 4in^ (B.C.718

—

696), vho became involved in hostilities with
the State of Clring in I>. C. 706, and received a
severe defeat from liis feudatory

;
but there is

nothing in it to indicate such a reference. The
growing misery of the country, and the writer's

weariness of his life, are all that is before us.

conveys the

meaning of being 4 slow and cautious.*
r

I'he rab-

bit or hare is said to be of a secret and crafty na-
ture, while the pheasant is bold and determined.

The former, consequently, is snared with dif-

ficulty, wliile the hitter is easily taken. =
the general name for a net. and

are terms for nets with some peculiarity in their

construction, but they are used, not because of

that, but to vary the rhythm. Indeed, the Urh-ya

gives _ and >^ all as names of

the s.^me thing, which is also called ‘ an

inverted carriage.’ It seems to have been a net
extended between, or a noose suspended from,

two poles, which were made to close by a spring

when the rabbit or bird entered. — as in

iii. XVIII. 3. In the crafty bare, acc. to Choo,
we have the mean men, who stirred u^) disoider,
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VII. KoUuy.

P

f

8
<
m

s

(

1 Thickly they spread about, the dolichos creepers,

On the borders of the Ho.

For ever separated from my brothers,

I call a stranger father.

I call a stranger father,

But he will not look at me.

2 Thickly they spread about, the dolichos creepers,

On the hanks of the Ho.

For ever separated from my brothers,

I call a stranger mother.

T call a stranger mother,

But she will not recognize me.

and then contrived to escape from its consequen-

ces in the bold and impetuous pheasant, the

superior men, who would do their duty in the

disorder,——and suffered. Maou and others make
these two lines allusive.

LI. 3

—

0.
j

4
still.’ The speaker, it

would appear, had seen the time when the

royal House was strong, and able to control

tlie various States. = • ‘there

wns nothing cloins/ 4
tliere was no trouble ;* jffi

the same = filT ^no service/

is synonymous with ‘sorrows,’ things

fallin out untoward ly.

J - 7. here is different from that in 1.3,

and lias the same force as used optatively,

= - = t

move = t ‘ awake = ‘ to

hear.’ The line, in its various forms expresses

the idea tliat the speaker had no enjoyment
of liis life, and would prefer to die.

The rhy are-in st.l * *
cat. ] 7

: *, _ I
* cat. 3,

t. 2 : in 3,

Ode 7. Allusive. A wanderer from Chow,
SEPARATED FROM HIS KIN, MOURNS OVER HIS
lot. The 4 Little Preface * says the piece was
directed against king P 4ing, who had thrown
aside all care for the nine classes of his kindred
(see on the Slioo, 1.2). Nothing more, however,
than what I have stated can be" concluded from
the piece itself.

LU 2. -as in i IV• is de-

scriptive of the dolichos, spreading and inter-
twining its branches, all connected together.

There is little difference between and

It is said, 4 The space above, on the banks/

is called and 4 where the banks are leyel,

but underneath the earth caves in, and the

banks hang over like lips is called • The
thick, continuous growth of the creepers, on the
soil proper to them, is presented by the speaker
in contrast to liis own position, torn from his
family and proper soil.
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3

3 Thickly they spread about, the dolichos creepers,

On the lips of the Ho.
For ever separated from my brothers,

I call a stranger elder-brother

I call a stranger elder-brother,

But he will not listen to me.

VIII. Ts lae koh._
B

T
1 There he is gathering the dolichos!

A day without seeing him
Is like three months

!

I

2 There he is gathering the oxtail-southernwood !

A day without seeing him
Is like three seasons !

3 There he is gathering the mugwort

!

A day without seeing him
Is like three years

!

LI. 3 6. Following out the view of the Pre-

face, K^ng-shing takes
j

actively, witli ^
or 4 the king,* as its subject

;
but the view in the

translation is more simple and natural, and

agrees better with the usage of j ,
as in

iii.XIV., iv.VII., et ah 1 another man/

=
‘ a stranger•’ 4 an elder brother.

5

—
‘ does not have me.’ K‘ang-shing

and Choo explain by 4
to remem-

ber that there is such a person.*

The rhymes are—in st. 1, (and in

2, 3), cat. 15, t. 2
;

• eat _ 5
,

t- 2 :

in2
, ** * ,

cat. 1, t. 2: in 3,’ cat . 3 .

Ode 8. Narrative. A lady longs for the
SOCIETY OF THE OBJECT OF HEK AFFECTION.
So Choo interprets this little piece and his

view of it is more natural than that of the old

interpreters, who held that it indicates the fear

of slanderers, entertained by the officers of Chow.
So bad, they say, was the govt, of king Hwan,
that if any of the ministers, great or small, was
sent away on duty for however short a time, a
crowd of slanderous parasites was sure to sup-
plant him, or injure him in some way. The 1st

line, on this view, is allusive of the services on
which a minister might be commissioned; and
it is the king that is spoken of in the other

lines. This interpretation is, surely, imported
very violently into the simple verses. Choo’s

is more natural. A short absence from the

loved object seems to be long, and longer the

more it is dwelt upon. The lady fancies her lover

engaged as the first lines describe, and would
fain go and join him in bis occupations.
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IX. Ta keu.
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1

His great carriage rumbles along,

And his robes of rank glitter like the young sedge.

Do I not think of you?
But I am afraid of this officer, and dare not.

i

2 His great carriage moves heavily and slowly,

And his robes of rank glitter like a carnation-gem.

Do I not think of you?
But I am afraid of this officer, and do not rush to you.

3 While living, we may have to occupy different apartments;

But when dead, we shall share the same grave.

If you say that I am not sincere,

By the bright sun I swear that I am.

is best taken as demonstrative of the indi-

vidual thought of, with K 4ang-shing; though
we may also understand it, with Yen Ts 4an, as

there.’ ==

* southernwood. 5
It is understood to be here

which Medhurst calls

what is called the ^ ,—as in the trans-

lation 4 with whitish leaves, the stalk brittle,

bushy and fragrant.* is the mugwort, the

down of which yields the moxa, which is burnt
upon the skin to produce counter-irritation.

~ 4 three autumns '= 4 three

seasons •’ Ying-tah points out that —

:

and

—
* are employed ia the same way.

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat. 15,

t.3: in 2, *, cat. 3, 1. 1 •• in 3,

cat. 15, t. 2.

Ode 9. Narrative. The influence of a
SEVERE AND VIRTCOUS MAGISTRATE IN REPRESS-
ING licentiousness. According to the old

school, this piece should be translated in the

past tense, as setting forth the manners of a

former time, when licentiousness was repressed
by virtuous magistrates, and did not dare to
show itself and this, it is supposed, is done,
as a lamentation over the different state of
things under the eastern Chow. Nothing is

gained by thus dragging antiquity into the ode,
and the explanation of it is only thereby made
difficult and unnatural. The whole is simple, if

we take it, with Choo, as spoken by some lady
of the eastern Chow, that would fain have gone
with her lover, but was restrained by her fear of
some great officer, who, amid the degeneracy of
the times, retained his purity and integrity.

Both interpretations, however, admit the licen-

tiousness of the age; and the character of thia

piece supplies an argument for the correctness
of the view which we took of the preceding.

LI.l 2instt.l 2 . (Keen) denotes

the noise made by the carriage of the officer,

the of the 4th line, It is called great

carriage’ because great officers of the court,

when travelling in the discharge of their duties,

were privileged to ride in a carriage of the same

materials and structure as that of a prince of a

State. They wore also the robes of a viscount

or baron, which are here called These

VOL. IV. 16
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X. Kcew chung yew me.

PART I

^

1 On the mound where is the hemp,
Some one is detaining Tsze-tseay.

Some one is there detaining Tsze-tseay ;

—

Would that he would come jauntily [to me] !

2 On the mound where is the wheat,

Some one is detaining Tsze-kwoh.

Some one is there detaining Tsze-kwoh ;

—

Would that he would come and eat with me

!

mi

had five of the emblematic figures mentioned in

the Shoo, II. iv. 4 upon them

:

—the temple-cup,
the aquatic grass, and the grains of rice, painted
on the upper robe and the hatchet, and the
symbol of distinction, embroidered on the

lower. means the down of birds, or the

fine undergrowth of hair on animals, and those
robes were so denominated, probably, from the
materials of which they were made, but we lack
information on this point; see the Chow Le,
XXI. 8 and 17. The painting and embroidery
were in all the five colours hence the green is

described as being equal to that of a young
sedge (see v. III. 4), and the red to that of a

mwan^ a gem of a carnation colour. is

descriptive of the 4 slow and heavy motion* of

the carriage.

LL3 ,
4

- ii ‘ of you’=‘ wish to

be with you/ or, *to follow you/
St. 3. The lovers might be kept apart all

their lives, but they would be uniled in death,
and lie in the same grave. So the lady gives

expression to her attachment. 1 to be

living.’ 4 a cave* here,= 4 the grave.*

in 1. 4 is the common form of an oatli among

the Chinese. 4 The Complete Digest* thus ex-

pands it,—

W
4 These are words from my heart. If you think
that my words are not sincere, there is a Power
above like the bright sun observing me. How
should my words not be sincere ? * Acc. to the
old interpreter? this stanza is addressed to the
magistrates of Chow. 4 In the old days/ it is

said, 'husbands and wives kept to their separate

apartments, and only in death were they long
together.* It was difficult for an officer in tlie

degenerate times of Chow to believe that there
had ever been such purity of manners : but
verily there had been

!

The rhymes are— in st. 1, cat.

8, 1. 1 in 2, |1^, cat. 13 : in 3,

cat. 12, t. 3.

Ode 10. Narrative. A woman longs for
THE PRESENCE OF HER LOVERS, WHO, SHE
THINKS, ARE DETAINED FROM HER BY ANOTHER
woman. This interpretation of the ode lies upon
the surface of it, and is that given by Choo He.
We might have expected a different view from
the old interpreters, and we have one. They
refer the piece to the time of king Chwang (B.

C. 695—679). who drove away from their employ-
ments officers of worth through his want of in-

telligence. The people, tliey say, mourned the

loss of such men, and expressed their desire for

tlieir return in these verses. "Hie imperial editors

indicate their approval of this view, and say
that many scholars have doubted the correctness

of Choo^ interpretation, on the ground that
Confucius would not have admitted so licentious

a piece into liis collection of ancient poems. If

the books to wliicli Maou had access had been
preserved, they think, there would have been
sufficient evidence of the correctness of his

view. But the difficulty here, and in other
odes, lies in reconciling the words before us with
t lie interpretation put upon them. The writers,

to convey tiie ideas in tlieir minds, must have
used language the most remote from that cal-

culated to do so. As to the unlikelihood of

Confucius giving a place to a licentious piece

like this in the She^ if he admitted the ode that

precedes, even taking Maou's interpretation of

it, I do not see that he need have been squeam-
ish about this.
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3 On the mound where are the plum trees,

Some one is detaining those youths.

Some one is there detaining those youths ;

—

They will give me ^w-stones for my girdle.

LI. 1,2 in all the stt. No special meaning is

to be sought in the mention of the mound, and
the things growing on it. The lady misses her
friend, and she supposes he may be detained on
such a place in a way she does not approve of.

= c there.
9 = ‘ there is

some one detaining.’ [J^ is the desig-

nation of the friend who does not make his

appearance. is the designation of an-

other similar friend. With this we may compare
the variation of the surnames in the different

stanzas of iv.IY.

Ace. to Maou is the clan-name of the of-

ficers introduced, and Tsze-kwoh is the father
of Tsze-tseay. A mound is a stony, barren
spot, where we do not look for hemp or wheat
or plum-trees. Yet these Lews, banished from
the court, had laboured on such a spot, and
made it fruitful, in consequence of which the
people longed the more to see them back iii of-

fice !

In st.3, 6 those gentlemen,*

referring to Tsze-tseay and Tsze-kwoh.

L.4. as in v.IV.l. -as in Men-

cius, IV. Pt.ii.XXXIII.l. The line in st.3 is also

to be taken as a wish Choo says, H
‘

‘she hopes that they will have

gifts for her.’ —as in v.X.3:

Maou says nothing on the but seems to

take it as the sign of the future. he

says, means 4 the difficulty of advancing, * of

which it is difficult to see the significancy in

the case. On he says, ‘when

Tsze-kwoh comes again, we shall get food !
* His

misapprehension of the nature of the ode makes
it impossible for him to explain its parts satis-

factorily.

The rhymes are in st. 1, *
17:in2, * cat.l t.3:iu3,

* z’6” t. 2.

Concluding note. The odes of the Royal
domain afford sufficient evidence of the decay
of the House of Chow. They commence with a
lamentation over the desolation of the ancient
capitals of Wan and Woo, and, within the ter-

ritory attached to the eastern capital, we find

the people mourning over the toils ol war
and the miseries of famine. The bonds of society

appear relaxed, and licentiousness characterizes

the intercourse of the sexes. There are some

odes, however which relieve the picture. The
2d and 3d show us the affection between husband

and wife, and the pleasantness of their domestic

society, while the 9th tells us that amid abound-

ing licentiousness there were officers who helped

to keep it iu check.



BOOK VII. THE ODES OF CH'ING

How well do the black robes befit you!
When worn out, we will make others for you.

We will go to your court,

And when we return [from it], we will send you a feast!

How good on you are the black robes!

When worn out, we will make others for you.

Title of thf Book.

Ch'ing; Bk. Y1I. of Pt. I The State of

Ch'ing was not one of the oldest fiefs of the

Chow dyn. King Seuen (B. C. 826 781) con-

ferred on his brother Yew (^^)» in B. C. 805,

the appanage of Ch'ing, a city and district ad-

joining,—in the pres. Hwa Chow
*J»|'J),

dep.

T^ung-chow
(

|

J ^J'J
), Shen-se. This Yew, who

is called duke Hwan in the list of the lords of

Ch‘ing acted as minister of Instruc-

tion at the royal court, and was killed, in B. C.

773, not long before the Jung hordes took the capi-

tal, and put to death king Yew
(|^;J

)• His son

Keuh-t^h (^| was of great service to

king P'ing when he moved the capital to the east,

succeeded to his father’s office, and becoming

possessed of the lands of Kih and K£wei

‘south of the Ho, north of the

Ying, east of the Loll, and west of the Tse/ he

removed there and called his State 4New Ch 4ing’

which is still the name of one of the districts in

the dep. of K 4ae-fung, Ho-nan. He is duke Woo
of Cli'ing. For further information

about Ch'ing see on the title of Bk. XIII.

Ode 1. Narrative. The people of Chow
EXPRESS THEIR ADMIRATION OF AND REGARD
for duke Woo of Ch 4ing. We have the au-
thority of Confucius for understanding this piece
as expressive of the regard that is due to virtue
and ability; see the Le Ke, Bk. XXXIII. 2.

The critics agree that it is to be interpreted of
the admiration and affection which the people
of Chow had for duke Woo, son of the founder
of the House of Ch 4iug. He had so won upon
them in the discharge of his duties as a minis-
ter, that they ever welcomed his presence, and
would gladly have retained him at the court.

The structure of the piece is exceedingly simple.

The stanzas are varied merely by the change of
two characters in each, without giving any new
meaning, to produce a variety of rhymes. The
4 Little Preface 5

is wrong in attributing the ode
to the people of Ch'ing.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. denotes the deep-

est black, that which has been subjected to the
dye seven times. Ministers of the court wore robes
of this colour. not in the king's court, when
having audience of him but in their own courts

or offices, to which they proceeded after the

morning audience, and discharged their several

duties.
i

jgp
= < to be fit/ c to correspond

to/ As Yen Ts^an expands the line, i That duke

Woo should be a minister of the king and wear

I. Tsze e.

i

t
•

o
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II. Tseang Chung-tsze.

i

I pray you, Mr. Chung,
Do not come leaping into my hamlet;

Do not break my willow trees.

Do I care for them?
But I fear my parents.

You, 0 Chung, are to be loved,

these black robes is most proper his virtue

corresponds to his robes H:

.’ We may construe as the sign of the

genitive ‘0 the befittingness of the black
robes !

* But it is better to take it as a particle,

4 How befitting are they!* and in

the other stanzas must convey a similar mean-

ing to There is no difficulty with the

former, but Maou and Choo both explain the

latter by 4 great/ which Ying-tah expands

by •
‘ Inhimt

wear the black robes is gi'eatly befitting.* I

prefer the meaning of ‘—
tural/ given by one of the Ch ;ings. In the 2d
line the people express their affection for duke
Woo by saying they would make new robes for

him, when those were worn out. = a

change,^others. and all mean
4 to make.’

LI. 3, 4 =

•

‘to go to. = ‘ a

lodging house;* but the idea is more that of a
hotel in the sense which that term has in France.
It was the residence assigned to the minister
during his residence at the capital, where ho
lived with his retinue and had his own office or

court. The leads us to translate the whole

piece in the 2d person, as if it were addressed
to duke Woo,—the welcome of the people of
Chow to him. The people would go to his court,
to see that he was lodged there comfortably on his
arrival from Ch‘ing. We learn from narratives
of Tso-she on the Ch^un Ts 4ew, that the govt,
of the capital was sometimes remiss in keeping
these public buildings in proper repair. The
people go on to say, that when they were satis-

fied the building was all in good order, they
would send him viands. To the present day,
the good will of the people of China, of all
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2 I pray you, Mr. Cnung, -

Do not come leaping over my wall;

Do not break my mulberry trees.

Do I care for them?
But I fear the words of my brothers.

You, 0 Chung, are to be loved,

But the words of m}7 brothers

Are also to be feared.

ranks, expresses itself in this form. Fowls, ducks,

geese, flesh, cakes, and fruits, figure largely in

complimentary offerings.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, *, cat.

17; (ami in 2, 3) cat. 14: in 2, *
cat. 3, t. 2: in 3, * cat. 5, t. 3.

Ode 2. Narrative. A lady begs her lovbr
TO LET HER ALONE, AND NOT EXCITE THE SUSPI-

CIONS AND REMARKS OF HER PARENTS AND
others. Such is the interpretation of this piece,

given by Choo, after Chlng Ts‘Saou ( I)
an earlier critic of the Sung dynasty; and no
one, who draws his conclusion simply from the

stanzas themselves, can put any other upon it.

The “ Little Preface’ however gives an historical

interpretation of it, which is altogether dif-

ferent, and for which something like an argu-

ment has been constructed. To understand it,

some details must be given. Duke Woo of

Ch 4ing, the subject of the last ode, was succeed-

ed, in B.C. 742, by his son Woo-shang, known
as duke Chwang, to whom his mother had a

great dislike, while a brother, named Twan( P^),

was her favourite. At the mother’s solicitation,

Twan was invested with a large city and he

proceeded, in concert with her, to form a scheme
for wresting the earldom from duke Cliwang.

The issue was the ruin of Twan but his brother
was dilatory, as it appeared to his ministers, in

taking measures against him, and Maou under-

stands the piece as the duke^ reply to Chung

of Clme one of his ministers whose

advice that he should take swift and summary

measures with Twan he declined to follow. At
the same time, lie had no more liking for Twan
than his minister had. Acc., then, to this view,

the Chun^ of the ode is Chung of Chae, the
minister the 2d and 3d lines are metaphorical
ways of telling him not to incite the duke to

injure his brother the 4th line tells the difke^
own disregard for and dislike of his brother and
the 6th line, c You, O Chung, are to be cherished/
is taken of 4 the A^ords of the minister,

J which
the duke would keep in mind. The lesson of

the whole, acc. to the 4 Little Preface/ is that

duke Chwang, not venturing to follow the advice

given him, which would have needed but little

exertion of power, had afterwards to deal with
Twan by calling into requisition all the resources

of the State. It must be said, without hesita-

tion, that if this be the correct interpretation of

it, then the piece is a riddle, wliich only appears

the more absurd, when the answer to it is told.

The imperial editors are willing to admit that

Choo's interpretation is the more natural, but
they find strong confirmation of the older view,

in a passage of Tso-she^ commentary on the

Ch‘un Ts‘ew IX.xxvi. 5.—In B.C. 548, the mar-
quis of Wei was kept a prisoner in Tsin, and the

lords of Ts 4e and Ch 4ing went to the court of

that State to intercede for him
;
and in their

negotiations for that purpose, the minister, who
was in attendance on the earl of Ch'ing, sang
this piece, as suggesting a reason why the prison-

er should be let go. But the only sentiment

in the ode applicable to that occasion, as Too
Yu points out, is that the general feeling and
remarks of men are not to be disregarded. So
far, the use of it was appropriate in the circum-

stances, whichever interpretation we adopt.

Even Yen Ts 4an, who follows Maou 5

s view, thinks

o
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3 I pray you, Mr. Chung,
Do not come leaping into my garden
Do not break my sandal trees.

Do I care for them?
But I dread the talk of people.

You, 0 Chung, are to be loved,

But the talk of people

Is also to be feared.

III. Shuh-yu-t i

een.

s

5

1
Shub has gone hunting

;

And in the streets there are no inhabitants.

Are there indeed no inhabitants?

[But] they are not. like Shuh,

Who is truly admirable and kind.

that the lesson of the piece mentioned in the
4 Little Preface * is wide of the mark. I do not

see why the use of the piece, as preserved by Tso-

she, nearly 200 years after it was ^vritten, should

make us reject the only view on which it can be

naturally and simply explained.

Ll.l 3 in all the stt. as in vi.X., et al.- is the designation of the person

addressed, indicating his place among his bro-

thers. The is equivalent to our 4 Mr/

may be translated c hamlet/ Anciently, 4 5 fami-

lies constituted a neighbourhood and 5

neighbourhoods constituted a Ze, or hamlet •’

The was a species of willow, 4 growing by

the water-side, the leaves whitish, with the lines

in them slightly red.* The wood of it was va-

luable for bowls and other articles of use.
4 These willows/ says Choo, 4 would be those

planted about the ditch that surrounded the

hamlet.’ = ‘planted.’ Ying-tah says— ‘ D nQt

injure or break the willows which I planted/

I have translated by ‘sandal trees’ not

meaning the sandal-wood tree of commerce,

which is called Van-heang The Pun-

ts
laou says on the t

lan, that it is found on the
hills about the Keang, the H 4wae, and the Ho,
and is of the class of the t

lan-heang^ but without
its fragrance.

L.4. 4 How dare I love them?* but is to be

taken in the sense of 4 to grudge/ which it often

has. Of course, on the old and orthodox view,

the must be referred to duke Chwang^ bro-

ther, and there is no antecedent to it in the ode.

L1.5 9. There is a difficulty with on

the old view, because duke Chwang^ father was

dead, and with because his cousins his

®.
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^ S

2. Shuh has gone to the grand chase
;

And in the streets there are none feasting.

Are there indeed none feasting?

[But] they are not like Shuh,
Who is truly admirable and good.

3 Shuh has gone into the country;
And in the streets there are none driving about.
Are there indeed none driving about ?

[But] they are not like Shuh,
Who is truly admirable and martial.

ministers who were his kin—were all urging him

to take summary measures with Twan.

, ‘men’s many words ’=‘ people’s talk.’

The rhymes are in st.l, *

cat. 1, t.2
;

(and in 2,3), cat. 15 1. 1 : in

2
, * eat . 1() : in 3

,

cat. 14.

Ode 3. Narrative. The admiration with
WHICH SHUH-TWAN WAS REGARDED. The Shull

2d
?
chung (^); the 3d, shuh (^); the 4th, U

(^r). Frequently, however, we find the

younger brothers called shuh indiscriminately.

is the particle.
, ‘to hunt.’ Maou

explains it here by (
" ‘to take birds ;

but it is best regarded as a general name for

hunting. was the term appropriate to the

winter hunt but the idea of winter need not

be expressed in a translation. Too Yu finds in

of this ode is the Twan, the brother of duke
Chwang, of whom I have spoken on the inter-

pretation of the last piece. His character was
the reverse of being worthy of admiration

;
and

we must suppose that this ode and the next ex-

press merely the sentiments of his parasites

and special followers. His brother conferred
upon him the city of King, where he lived in

great state, collecting weapons, and training the

people to the use of them, witli the ulterior de-
sign of wresting the State from his brother.

The Preface says that the piece was directed

against duke Chwang, but there is not a word
in it, which should make us think so. Choo
has animadverted on this, but he agrees with
the Preface in referring the ode to the people of
Clrinp generally, as being smitten with the
dash and bravado of T'van and inclining to

support liim. On this point, the view of Yen
Ts*an is more likely, that the piece does not

express the sentiments of the people generally,

but of the people of King, and only of those
among them who were Twan’s partizans and
flatterers. The mass fell off from him, when the

duke took active measures against him.

L. 1, in all the stt. is the designation of

Twan as being younger than duke Chwang.

the character the idea which I have indicated.

is the country beyond the suburbs, where

the hunting was carried on.

LI. 2 5. is defined as > 4 the way
or road of the le. The /e, we saw on the last

ode, was a hamlet of 25 families, which would
have, probably, their houses on either side of a
street running through them, and we must under-
stand here, I think, that the speakers have in
view the quarter of King, or perhaps a hamlet
outside it, where Twan had his residence. He
had gone into the country hunting and the

street seemed quite empty. The life and glory

of it had departed. Those who remained were

not worthy of being taken notice of.

‘ no drinking of spirits/= no feasting.

^ 4

= ‘no subjugating of hor8es’=

* no riding with horses/ We must not

understand the phrase of riding on horseback,

—a thing which was all but unknown in those

early times, but of driving in chariots. ca„

here only have the modified signification of 4 kind.*

The eldest of 4 brothers is called— (j ) the Choo explains it by i loving people.*
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IV. Shuh yu t‘een.

129

_T
f#M

1 Shuh has gone hunting,

Mounted in his chariot and four.

The reins are in his grasp like ribbons,

While the two outside horses move [with regular steps], as

dancers do.

Shuh is at the marshy ground ;

—

The fire flames out all at once,

And with bared arms he seizes a tiger,

And presents it before the duke.

O Shuh, try not [such sport] again

;

Beware of getting hurt.

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

cat. 12 1. 1 : in 2, * cat3,

t. 2 : in 3, * * * cat. 5, t. 2.

Ode 4. Narrative. Celebrating the cha-
rioteering AND ARCHERY OF SHUH-TWAN.
Twan, the brother of duke Chwang, is the sub-
ject of this piece as of the last and the two
are much of the same character. The 4 Little

Preface 9

says this also was directed against duke
Chwang, with as little foundation. To the
title of it the Preface prefixes the character

or f great, 1

to distinguish it from ode 3;

and in many editions this is admitted, by mis-

take, into the 1st line of st. 1.

Ll.l 4, in all the stt. --
last ode. The hunting there, however, was pre-
sided over by Twan himself, followed by his
own people from his city of King. Here, it ap-
pears from 1.8, st.l, the hunting is presided over

by the duke, and Twan is in his train.

-the lst is a verb,— ‘ to mount’ ‘ to

ride in/ 4 to drive the 2nd (3d tone), is a noun,

‘a team of 4 horses.’ -
see on iii.XIII. 2. The 4 horses were driven all

abreast
;
the two inside ones, which were called

being kept a little ahead of the others,

which were called ts^n ()^^). In st. 1 the two

outsides are driven so skilfully, that they move
like dancers,

—

i. e., with regular and harmonious
step. In st. 2, they move 4 in goose column,* i. e.

keeping behind the leaders, acc. to the order
observed in a flock of wild geese in the sky and
in st.3, they are behind them, as the arms may
be said to be behind the head. The 4 yellow*
colour of the horses in st. 2 is a light bay, said

to be the best colour for horses. may

be translated { of a superior yoke for =»

1 to put to a carriage.* K‘ang-shing says,

phrase means the very best horses/ In

‘1

4 Thep
is a kind of wild goose, of a grey co-

lour and the term is used here to describe the

colour of the horses, 4 black and white mixed to-

gether,^grey. The characters are varied
;
now

yellow/ now= 4 grey/ for the rhythm, which

is so common a characteristic of these odes.

LI. 5,6 •

^
is defined by * a marsh but

that does not give us a correct idea of what
the term conveys. Williams calls it

1 a marshy
preserve in which game is kept and fish reared.*

In hunting during the winter, fire was set to

the grass, which drove the birds and beasts
from their coverts, and gave the hunters an op-
portunity of discharging their arrows at them.

^1^ is best taken with Choo as j|j^

VOL. TV. 17
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I
2 Shuh has gone hunting,

Mounted in his chariot with four bay horses.

The two insides are the finest possible animals,

And the two outsides follow them regularly as in a flying

flock of wild geese.

Shuh is at the marshy ground;

—

The fire blazes up all at once.

A skilful archer is Shuh !

A good charioteer also !

Now he gives his horses the reins; now he brings them up;
Now he discharges his arrow; now he follows it.

3 Shuh has gone hunting,

Mounted in his chariot with four grey horses.

His two insides have their heads in a line,

And the two outsides come after like arms.

Shuh is at the marsh ;

—

The fire spreads grandly all together.

= ‘t practise/ or, as the Urh-ya de-4 the appearance of the spreading flames.* Maou

explains it by |j * rows’ and K‘ang-shing says

that 4 men were arranged in order carrying fire ;*

but why should we depart from the proper

meaning of the term, wliich is quite applicable

in the case ? *= 4
all at once,* 4

all to-

gether/ =
‘ abundantly’ 4 grandly.’

Ll.7-10. Inst.1, ^ means to strip

off the clothes, so as to leave the upper part of

the body bare. = ‘ with

unarmed hands to attack and seize a wild

beast.* Comp. Mencius, VII. Pt.ii. XXIII. 2.

LI. 9,10 are to be taken as spoken by the people,

affectionately cautioning Twan against such

perilous displays of his courage and strength.

fines it, = * to repeat.*

In stt 2, 3, and ^ are to be taken aa

two particles, which cannot be translated : the
former initial the other final. In st. 2, these
lines describe Twan's action, when the chase
was at its height; in st. 3, when it was drawing

to a close. ‘ to gallop his liorses’

making them in tbeir action resemble a k'-ing.

1 to stop, or check, his horses.*

is ‘ the discharge of the arrow the meaning

of in this connection is not so clear. Maou
understands it in the sense of following the

arrow to make sure of the game
;

* but it is

evidently, like descriptive simply of Twan'i
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His horses move slowly

He shoots but seldom

Now he lays aside his quiver;

Now he returns his bow to the case.

V. TsHng jin._ 5

_
1 The men of Ts {ing are in P 4ang;

The chariot with its team in mail ever moves about;

The two spears in it, with their ornaments, rising, one above
the other.

So do they roam about the Ho.

2 The men of Ts 4ing are in Seaou;

The chariot with its team in mail looks mavtial,

And the two spears in it, with their hooks, rise one above the

other.

So do they saunter about by the Ho.

shooting, and indicates something done with the

left hand, which held the bow, that was called

4 escorting the arrow.* f the critics all

i2ik.Q ping as 4 the cover of the quiver/ We must
8 appose that this was tied up somehow during
the chase, that the arrows might be readily taken
out when they were no more wanted, the fas-

tening was 'loosed/ and the quiver closed. We
find in the Tso Chuen instead of the char-

acter in the text. ‘ a bow-case •’ It

is here used as a verb — ‘ He cases his bow.’

The rhymes are—in st. 1 *

cat. 5, t. 2 : in 2,

* eat 1; eat 5
,

t 2;

cat. 9 ;
in 3, cat. 3, t. 2

;

cat. 14; i
cat. 6.

Ode 5. Narrative. The useless manoeuv-
ring OF AN ARMY OF Ch'ING ON THE FRONTIERS.

The Tso-cbuen, on the 2d year of duke Min, pp.

7, 8, that ‘ the Teih entered Wei’ and ‘ Ch‘ing
threw away its army/ says that 4 the earl of
Ch ;ing hated Kaou K'ih, and sent him with an
army to the Ho/ (to resist the Teih), l, where he
was stationed for a long time, without being
recalled. The troops dispersed and returned to

their homes. Kaou K lih liimself fled to Ch 4in;

and the people of Chains, with reference to the
affair, made the Ts i

ing-jin.
>

This account of the
piece is adopted substantially in the 4 Little

Preface/ which adds, what does not appear
from the piece itself, that it was directed against
duke Wan, who took this method of getting rid

of Kaou K 4
ih, a minister who was distasteful to

him. Duke Wan ruled in Ch king, B.C. 662

—

627). The attack of Wei by the Teih was
often referred to in Bkk. IV.—VI. It took
place in B.C. 659.

L 1 in all the stt. Ts‘ing was a city of Ch‘ing
that belonging, it is supposed, to Kaou K l

ih,

the people of which he had been ordered to lead

to defend the frontiers of the State against the
Teih. P kang, Seaou. and Chow, were all cities

near the Ho, which flowed through both the
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The men of Ts cing are in Chow;
The mailed team of the chariot prance proudly.

[The driver] on the left wheels it about, and [the spearman]
on the right brandishes his weapon,

While the general in the middle looks pleased.

VI. Kaou k l
ew.

l His lamb’s fur is glossy,

Truly smooth and beautiful.

That officer

Rests in his lot and will not change.

States of Ch 4ing and Wei. Maou seems to say

that P‘ang was in Wei, as if the troops of Ch‘ing

had passed into that State, to intercept any
movement of the Teih to the south.

LI. 2, 3. as the composition of the char-

acter intimates, denotes 4 four horses/—the num-

ber driven in one chariot. = ‘mail’

and here= c clothed with mail
’

refer-

ring to a defensive armour against the spears

and arrows of the enemy, with which war-horses

were covered. We are to understand by this

mailed team that of the chariot of Kaou K‘ih

who commanded the troops of Ch 4ing. I may
say that we must do so in the 3d st., and the

conclusion there must be extended to the other

stanzas. Of course, where the chariot of the

leader was, tliere also would the rest of his force

be• is explained as 4 the appearance of

racing about without ceasing* -
‘ martial-looking and as < the appear-

ance of being pleased and satisfied•’ The ‘two
spears* were set up ia the chariot. Maou sajs
nothing about them, but Choo follows K'ang-

shing in saying they were the ts
l
eiv spear,

and the e (^^)» the former 20 cubits long,

and the latter 24. Hwang Yih-ching says that

the maou was pointed, and had also a hook,

near the point, so that it could be used both for

thrusting and piercing, and for laying hold.

From tliis hook there wa6 hung an ornament of

feathers dyed red, which was called J^. Owing

to the difft. length of the spears, these orna-

ments fluttered 4 one above the other (

In the 2d st., only the c hooks of the

s are seen, the ornaments having

peared in

spears

disappeared in consequence of the length of time
that the troops were kept on service. Maou
took the 3d line in at. 3 as describing the move-
ments of the whole army but K^ang-shing,

more correctly, understood the of the

driver of the chariot, who sat on the left of the

general, and the of the spearman, who sat

on his right. In this way the chariot of Kaou
K 4ih is represented as moving about with a

vain display. = •
i turns the cha-

= 4 draws and brandishes

his weapon.*

L. 4. and are of cognate

signification, the former representing the wheel-
ing about of a bird in the air, and the latter the

aimless sauntering of a man. In st. 3,

points out K 4aou K4h, occupying the central
place in his chariot, and supposed to be the
centre of his army. He made it his business
simply 4 to act the pleased.

5 Nothing could be
expected from an army thus commanded.

The rhymes are in st. 1 *
cat_ 10: in 2, • eat 2: in

8
, * *

cat. 3, t. 2.

Ode 6. Narrative. Celebrating some of-
ficer of Ch 4iNG. No conjecture even can be
hazarded as to the officer whom the writer of
this piece had in mind, but that can be no reason

for adopting any other interpetation of it than
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His lambs fur, with its cuffs of leopard-skin.

Looks grandly martial and strong.

That officer

In the country will ever hold to the right.

3 How splendid is his lamb's fur !

How bright are its three ornaments!
That officer

Is the ornament of the country.

YII. Tsun-ta ho.

tllllllff^
1 Along the highwaj7

,

I hold you by the cuff.

Do not hate me ;

—

Old intercourse should not be suddenly broken off.

what I have given. The * Little Preface * makes
the same mistake here as in its account of the
9th ode of last Book, and refers the subject to

some officer of a former time, who is here
praised, to brand more deeply the court of

Ch*ing, which had come to be without such men.
There are two other odes having the same

title as this, x. YII., and xiii. I. They are

distinguished by pretixing to the title the name
of the Book to which they belong. This is

Ch ing Kaou~Jc lew,

Ll.1,2, in all the stt. signifies ^ur gar-

ments, furs after they are made up.* Here it is

used for the upper garment or jacket, worn at
audiences, both by the princes of States and their

officers, and made of lamb’s fur. The jackets

of the officers, however, were distinguished by
cuffs in st.2, called ‘ ornaments ’

^of leopard-

skin• 4 glossy,* as if wet and shining

with ointment. i in st. 3 is defined by Maou
and Choo as meaning ‘ fresh and rich-looking•’

The 2d line is best treated as descriptive of the

lamb’s fur. Maou explains it of the character

of the officer
;
but st.3 would 6eem to be deci-

sive in favour of Choo's view, which I have fol-

lowed. Moreover, the officer comes in directly

in 1.3. = ‘ straight,’ ‘ all in order•’

= 4 admirable.* This explanation of

appears in Han Ying. '—^ is descriptive

of ornaments sewn upon the jacket, but we
have not the means of describing them. Comp.

&c., in ii.VII. This meaning

of would come under the definition of that

term by in the diet.

Ll.3,4. %—see on viJY.- here= 1 the lot,* and all the duties

belonging to it
;

in the 3d tone,= ‘to

occupy,* 4 to rest in.* = * to change.’

i. e., in this case, to deviate from his principles.

=‘ the country’s master of

the right/ one who makes the right his con-

staut aim, as if for we had . as

in the Shoo, IY.v. Pt.i.5, et al.
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2 Along the high way,

I hold you by the hand.

Do not think me vile ;

—

Old friendship should not hastily be broken off.

VIII. Neu yueh ke ming.

^

1 Says the wife,
4

It is cock-crow;
5

Says the husband, 4

It is grey dawn.'

‘Rise, Sir, and look at the night.,

—

If the morning star be not shining.

The rhymee are in st. 1, * *
cat. 4, 1. 1 : in 2, ’ cat. 1, t. 3 : in 3,

cat- 16-

Ode 7. Narrative. Old friendship should
not be hastily broken off. 1 will not ven-

ture any interpretation of this brief and trivial

ode. Choo hears in it the words of a woman
entreating her lover not to cast her off. Maou
understands it of the people of Ch ling wishing

to retain the good men who were dissatisfied

with duke Chwang, and leaving the public ser-

vice. So far as the language of the ode is con-
cerned, we must pronounce in favour of Choo
but the 4 highway * is a strange place for a wo-
man to be detaining her lover in, and pleading

with him. He, however, fortifies his view by

the opinion of Sung-yuh -|x ), a poet of

the end of the Chow dyn. —see the

-jp in the 19th Book of Seaou

T‘ung’s 4 Literary Selections? The imperial
editors evidently incline to the old view. Choo
He, they say, at one time held it himself

;
and

few of the scholars of the Sung, Yuen, and
Ming dynasties adopted his interpretation.

LI. 1,2 in both stt. } as in i.X.

6 the grand road,* = the high or public way.

* to hold,’ ‘ to grasp.’

Ll •
= ‘d not.’ is another

form of 4
ugly,* and this would seem to be

decisive in favour of Choo’s interpretation:

—

* Do not look on me as ugly/ Still, I have not

pressed this. The Shwoh-wan quotes the line

with another variation of the character, and

explains the term by ‘to reject.’ The

4th line is not a little difficult. $ is fr the

most part our negative 4 not,* and is not to be
taken imperatively. So Maou appears to take

it here, as indicative. = ‘hurriedly,’

or 4 to do anything hurriedly.* K 4ang-shing ex-
plains the lines in the 1st st. thus:— 4 Do not
hate me for trying thus to detain you

;
it is be-

cause duke Chwang is not swift to pursue the
way of our former ruler that I do so/ Simi-
larly he deals with them in the next stanza,

taking in the 2nd tone,=‘ good ways.’ Even

the scholars who reject Choo^ view shrink from

thus explaining They take impera-

tively which is allowable : see Wang Yin-clie

on the term. Then 1 old inter-

course,* and friendship 9—in 3d tone

—

Do not deal thus hastily with old intercourse.'

The rhymes are in st. 1, eat _

5, st.l: ia 2, * cat.3, t.2.

Ode 8. Narrative. A pleasant picture of
DOMESTIC LIFE. A WIFE SENDS HER HUSBAND
FROM HER SIDE TO HIS HUNTING, EXPRESSES
HER AFFECTION, AND ENCOURAGES HIM TO CUL-
TIVATE virtuous friendships. The 1 Little

Preface * falls into the same absurdity here, as in

the interpretation of ode 6, and says we have in

the piece a description of the better morals of
a past age, by way of contrast to the lascivious

indulgences which characterized the domestic
life of Ch'ing when it was written. The first ode
of next book is something akin to this

;
but the

parties there are a marquis and marchioness of

Ts*e, while here we have simply an officer (not
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Bestir yourself, and move about,

To shoot the wild ducks and geese.

{ When your arrows and line have found them,

I will dress them fitly for you.

When they are dressed, we will drink [together over them],

And I will hope to grow old with you.

Your lute in your hands
Will emit its quiet pleasant tones.

(When I know those whose acquaintance you wish,

I will give them of the ornaments of my girdle.

When I know those with whom you are cordial,

of high rank) of Ch 4ing and his wife
;
and to

suppose, with Maou, that the wife rouses her
husband that he may go to court destroys the

life and spirit of the ode.

St. 1. The in II, 1, 2, is evidently the verb,

and not the particle. It= ‘says.’

and bright/ denotes the early dawn, when the

first beams of light are making the darkness
visible. The dawn is subsequent to the time of

cock-crowing. The husband does not here, as

in viii.I., show any unwillingness to get up. We
must take 1. 3 and all the rest of the piece, as

spoken by the wife who occupies the prominent

place. -

‘

the bright _ is

shining.* By fc the bright star* we are to under-
stand the morning star. Maou does not say so

expressly, but his words, that 4 the small stars

had now disappeared/ are not inconsistent with

the view. —as in v. I. 2. The terms

are appropriate to describe the motions of a

hunter, moving from place to place in quest of

his game. has a little of the imperative

force, and of its meaning of the future. The
* Complete Digest* gives for the 5th line,

—

‘At this time

you ought to be moving about and going/

as in Ana. Vll.xxvi.

St. 2. The in 11. 1, 3, is tlie particle; the

in 11. 2, 4, must refer to the husband, the

of st. 1 ;
the to the wild ducks and

geese. K‘ang-shing takes it of the husband’s
guests, and makes the whole st. to be spoken by
him, having no perception of the unity of the piece.
The wife supposes that the husband's shooting
is sure to be successful. The string attached
to his arrows is securely fixed on his game

) whieh is bought
home: and then her task ^vith it commences.

4 will deal fitly with it* i. e., will cook

it, and serve it up with its proper accompani-
ments . The 3d and 4th lines express the hap-
piness of the couple, and the affection especially
of the wife

; the 5th and 6th indicate more par-

ticularly the enjoyment of the husband. ¥
is not to be taken as plural, or denoting

both instruments so called
;
but either the one

of them or the other. The phrase &
difficult to construe, though the meaning is

obvious enough. We may refer to the de-

finition of it in the diet, by 4 put forward/

=‘to use.’ The superior man, acc. to the rules
of antiquity, was never, without some urgent
reasons, to be without bis lute by his side, so
that it might always be at hand for his use.

The quiet harmony of the lute was a common
image for conjugal affection.

St.3. While the wife was so fond of herhusband,
she did not wish to monopolize him and she here
indicates her sympathy with him in cultivating

l

i,
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_
I will send to them of the ornaments of my girdle.

When I know those whom you love,

I will repay their friendship from the ornaments of my girdle.
1

IX. Yew neu t
lung keu.

^

1 There is the lady in the carriage [with him]
With a countenance like the flower of the ephemeral hedge-tree.

As they move about,

The beautiful Agw-gems of her girdle-pendant appear.

the friendship we must suppose ofmen of worth
like himself, his friends. She would despoil her-

self of her feminine ornaments to testify her

regard for them. The the endof the

lines, is to be taken of the friends, whose ac-

quaintance the husband enjoyed or wished to

cultivate. is to be taken with a hiphil

force=‘to make to come, ‘to draw to one’s-

’
‘to accord with ’= here, 4 to find

one s-self in cordial sympathy with.’ 4 to

ask,* was used also of the offerings which were
sent, by way of compliment, along with the in-

quiries or messages which were sent to indi-

viduals. means the various appendages

which were worn at the girdle. Maou and
Choo understand the phrase here of the gems
and pearls, worn by ladies of rank and wealth,

and called see on v. V. 2, VI. 1, 2,

et al. These are all represented in the an-
nexed figure, in which the strings connecting
the different gems are all strung with pearls.

Others, arguing from the supposed position of
the husband in this piece, hold that we are not
to think of anything so valuable as these ap- !

pendages and I incline to their view.—See the
translation of the ode, and the remarks on it in
the introduction to Le Marquis D^ervey-Saint-
Denys* 4 Poesies de Tepoque des Thang^ where
the author has been misled by the version of
P. Lacharme.

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

14^2 ” cat. 17; *
cat. 3, t. 2: in 3, (prop. cat. 1) ,

cat. 6;

cat . *> * cat. 3, t. 2.

Ode 9. Narrative. The praise of some
lady. I cannot make any more out of the piece
than this. The old school, of course, find a
historical basis for it. Hwuh, the eldest son of
duke Chwang, twice refused an alliance which
was proffered to him by the marquis of Ts {

e, and
wedded finally a lady from a smaller and less
powerful State. His counsellors all wished him
to accept the overtures of Ts 4

e, which would
have supported him on his succession to the
marquisate. As it turned out, he became mar-
quis of Ch 4ing in B. C. 700

;
was driven out by

a brother the year after
;
was restored in 696

;
and

murdered in 694. He is known as duke Ch 4aou

( ). The Preface says that in this piece the

people of Ch^ing satirize Hwuh for his folly in
not marrying a daughter of Ts f

e. But there is
no indication of satire in the ode

j
Rnd neither by

ingenuity nor violence can an explanation of
the lines be given, which will reasonably har-
monize with this interpretation. I will not waste
tiineor space by discussing the different exegeses,
on this view, of Ying-tah and Yen Ts'an. Dis-
satisfied with the old interpretation, Choo had
recourse to his usual solvent, and makes the ode
to be spoken by a lover about his mistress. But
the language is that of respect more than of love.
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;
_

That beautiful eldest Keang
Is truly admirable and elegant.

2 There is the young lady walking [with him],

With a countenance like the ephemeral blossoms of the hedge-

As they move about, [tree.

The gems of her girdle-pendant tinkle.

Of that beautiful eldest Keang
The virtuous fame is not to be forgotten.

X. Shan yew foo-soo.

5

1 On the mountains is the mulberry tree
;

In the marshes is the lotus flower.

I do not see Tsze-too,

But I see this mad fellow.

We must take the piece as it is, and be content

to acknowledge our ignorance of the special

object of the author in it.

LL 1, 2, in both stt. must be taken

as in the translation, because ofthe 4tli line. The
lady i6 seen first sitting in a carriage, and then

walking along the road. The shun, generally

and more correctly written with at the top,

is, no doubt, one of the maJvacece^ noted for the

beauty of its fugitive flowers. It has many

names;— . It is al-

8 called , * tlie ephemeral/ with reference

to the fall of its five-petalled flowers in the

evening of the day when they open, and

* fence * or 1 hedge-plant/ from its being much

used for hedges, especially in Hoo-nan and Hoo-
pih. I have combined these two namesi n the

translation. ‘flower’ or ‘blossoms.’

LI. 3, 4. L. 3, as in st. 1 of last ode. The

approaches our 4 whenever.’ as in v.

V.3. -see on v. X. 1• is

intended to denote the tinkling of the gems.
LI. 5, 6. The surname Keany indicates that

the lady was of Ts 4

e and that she was tlie

eldest daughter of the family. I must understand,
contrary to the opinion of Yen Ts 4an, that this
Keang is the same with the lady in the previous

lines. means 'of an elegant carriage

)•’
-asiniiiX1 .

The rhymes are—in st.l. ^ + ,

eat . 5, t.l; at. 10: in 2, *
* a

Ode 10. Allusive. A lady mocking her
lovek. This is Choo's interpretation of the
pie£ e, but it is mucli demurred to. The Pre-
face says the piece is directed aginst tlie mar-
quis Hwuh, duke Ch 4aou, who gave his confi-

dence to men unworthy of it. The same diffi-

culty attaches to this as to so many other of
the old interpretations, that make the odes into
riddles, which we are obliged, "when the answer

VOL. IV. 18
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\e withered leaves! Ye withered leaves!

How the wind is blowing you awa)r
!

O ye uncles,

Give us the first note, and we Avill join in Avitli you.

Ye withered leaves! Ye withered leaves!

IIow tlie Avind is carrying you away!
O ye uncles,

Give us the first note, and we will complete [the song].

lias been told us, to pronounce to be very badly
constructed ones.

LI. 1,2, in both stt. is evidently the

name of a tree
;
but of what tree is not well as-

certained. Choo, following Maou, says it is

the * a small tree ;* but the best edi-

tions of Maou throw the 4 small
J

out of his text,

and with reason. K'vei Wan-ts‘an(
;
pres, dyn) lias a long criticism which it is

not worth while to repeat here, arguing that

tlie mulberry tree is meant. -Ym* is the nelum-

bium, or lotus. indicates that it is spoken

of as in flower. as in i.IX.l. is

one of the poli/tjojiactce,——the jtolytjomm aqualicum^

called 4 wandering, * Irom tlie m ay in Avhicli its

branches and leaves spread themselves out. It

has many names, particularly ^
from the reddish colour of the leaves.—The

mountains and the marshes were all furnished
with what was most natural and proper to tliem.

It ^ as not so ^ith the speaker and her friends.

Ll.3,4. Tsze-too is understood, in both inter-

pretations, to be a designation expressive of the

beauty of the individual to whom it is applied,

derived from the Tsze-too referred to in Men-
cius, VI. Pt.i. VII. 7, so that we might trans-

late

—

4 1 do not see a Tsze-too.’ Consistently

enough with the character of the original, Choo
understands that it was merely the beauty of

tlie outward form Avhich the speaker had in

view. Most inconsistently w ith that character,

the other interpretation renders it necessary to

suppose the idea is of moral beauty or goodness.

But if Tsze-too is thus to be taken as a meta-
phorical designation, so must Tsze-ch 4ung in

st.2 be taken
;
and existing records do not sup-

j)ly us vitli any individual so styled before the

date of the ode. Why should we think that the

two are moie than tlie current designations of

two gentlemen, known to the lady and her lover,

whom she calls, mockingly, foolish/ and 4 an
artful boy V Maou takes the artful boy intend-

ed to be duke Ch*aou
;
but even those who adopt

his general view of the piece see the inapplica-

bility of such a reference.

The rhymes are in st.l, *

* cat.5, t.l: in 2, i:
cat .9 .

_

2 On the mountains is the lofty pine

;

In the marshes is the spreading water-polygonum.
I do not see Tsze-ch 4ung,

But I see this artful boy.

XI. T'-oli lie.

i

iio
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XII. Keaou t
cung.

¥ •

1 That artful boy !

He will not speak with me!
But for the sake of you, Sir,

Shall I make myself unable to eat?

2 That artful boy !

He will not eat with me

!

But for the sake of you, Sir,

Shall I make myself unable to rest ?

1

Ode 11. Metaphorical. An appeal from
THE INFERIOR OFFICERS OF Ch^ING TO THEIR
SUPERIORS ON THE SAD CONDITION OF THE STATE.

This interpretation is a modification of that given

in the * Little Preface/—elaborated mainly by
Yen Ts‘an. Maou treats the ode as allusive, the

first two lines introducing the exposition of the

abnormal relations between the marquis Hwuh
and his ministers, as indicated in the last two.

This view cannot be sustained, and Yen himself

is wrong in continuing to say that the piece is

allusive. Choo hears in it the words of a bad
woman soliciting the advances of her lovers,

and offering to respond to them. This does not

appear, however, on the surface of the words.

We have already in iii. XII. met with

in the sense which the characters have

on Yen’s view, while on Choo’s we should have
to translate the 3d line

—

4 O Sir! O Sir!’ It is

not necessary here to follow Choo in tlie peculiar
interpretation which he adopts of many of these

odes of Ch'ing; where there is not more difficulty

in following a more honourable one, it should
be done.

LI. 1, 2, in both stt. is used of a tree

whose leaves are withered and ready to fall.

Elsewhere, it is explained by ‘ to fal1’

is cognate with in ii. IX. Maou says

it is synonymous with in st. 1 ,
and Choo

takes it as equivalent to ®j^, * blown about.*

These two lines are metaphorical of the state of

things in Ch £ing, all in disorder and verging to

decay.

Ll. 3, 4. ’ ns in iii. XII.

The high officers of Cluing, we are to suppose,

are thus addressed by those below them, who go

on to exhort them to take the initiative in en-

countering the prevailing misgovernment, and

promise to second their efforts. is
4 to lead

in singing/ and to take the lead generally.

= *to complete/ ‘to carry out •’ in

3d tone, 4 to join in with/ 4 to second.*

The rhymes are in st. 1, “and in 2),

cat. 5, t.3; -^P cat. 17: in 2,

cat. 2.

Ode 12. Narrative. A woman scotinixo nER
scorn er. Here again I follow the interpreta-
tion of Choo. As between it and the interpre-
tation of the Preface, according to the exposition
of Maou, we cannot hesitate; but Yen Ts‘an
has here again modified the old view so as to
give a not unreasonable exegesis of the ode.
The Preface says it was directed against Hwuli,
who would not consult with men of worth about
the affairs of the State, but allowed the young
and arrogant minions about him to take their

own way. Those men of worth consequently
gave expression to their sorrow and apprehen-
sion in these lines. Adopting this explanation,
Maou makes both 4 the artful boy/ and the
4 you, Sir/ to refer to Hwuh, as if any officer of
worth would have permitted himself to apply

such a term as to his ruler! The
K 4ang-he editors allow that this is inadmissi-
ble. To obviate this difficulty, Yen Ts kan pro-
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1 If you, Sir, think kindly of me,

I will hold up my lower ganueuts, aiid cross the Tsiii.

If you do not think of me,

Is there no other person[to do so]?

You, foolisli, foolish fellow!

2 If you, Sir, tliink kindly of me,

I will hold up my lower garments, and cross the Wei.

If you do not think of me,

Is there no other gentleman [to do so]?

You, foolish, foolish fellow

posed to take in the plural, of ‘tlie

crafty youths/ the unworthy ministers who

ruled in Hwuh's court, and the
-J-*

in 1. 3 of

Hwuh himself, still dear to those who cared for

tlie welfare of the State, so that in their anxiety

for him they were hardly able to take their food

or to rest. The editors think this gives a suffi-

cient explanation of the piece. To my mind,

the referring in 1. 1, and in 1. 3 to

different subjects is unnatural and forced,—to

get over a difficulty. At the same time Chot/s

exegesis of 11. 3, 4, whi(^h I have indicated by

translating them interrogatively, goes on a fore-

gone conclusion as to the meaning of the whole.

The rhymes—are in st. 1 ,^^ eat. 14:

e u_ 1 t 3.

Ode 13. Narrative. A lady*s defiant de-

claration OF HER ATTACHMENT TO HER LOVER.

Here, as in most of tlie odes hereal.outs, Choo
and the critics of the old school widely differ.

The Preface understands tlie piece as the ex-

pression of the wish of the people of Cluing that

some great State would interfere, to settle the

struggle between the marquis Hwuh and his

brother Tuh. Hwuh succeeded to his father in

B. C. 700; and that same year lie was driven

from the State by his brother Tul). In G96,

Tuh had to flee, aiul Hwuh recovered the earl-

dom, but before the end of the year Tuh was

again master of a strong city in Ch cing, which
he held till Hwuh was murdered in 694. The
old school holds that Tuh is

4 the madman of all

mad youths * in the 5th lines but how an inter-

pretation of the other four lines, acc. to the view of
the Preface, was ever thought of as the primary
idea intended in them, I cannot well conceive.

The K 4ang-he editors appeal to the use which
is made of the ode in a narrative introduced into

the Tso Chuen under X.xvi. 2, as a proof that,

in the time of Confucius, it was not considered
a love song. A minister of Ch 4ing there re-

peats it to an envoy of Tsin, to sound him
whether that State would stand by Ch ling.

Why might he not turn the piece in which a
lady is sounding her lover to that application?

It seems to me very natural that he should do

s• is the party whom the speaker ad-

dresses acc. to the old school, the chief minis-

ter of some other State but this is quite

incousistent with the and — in the 4th

lines. Tsin and Wei were two rivers in Ch 4ing.

See them mentioned in Mencius, IV. Pt. ii. II. 1,

in connection with fords over their separate

streams, or a ford over their united waters after

their junction. at the end is the particle.

Tlie rhymes are in st. 1, cat. 12,

1. 1 : in 2, * cat. 1, t.2: in both stt.,

cat. 10.

XIII. K^een clianq.
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Full and good looking was the gentleman,
Who waited for me in the lane

!

I repent that I did not go with him.

A splendid gentleman was he,

Who waited for me in the hall

!

I regret that I did not accompany him.

Over my embroidered upper robe, I have put on a [plain]

single garment

;

Over my embroidered lower robe, I have done the same.
0 Sir, 0 Sir,

Have your carriage ready for me to go with you.

Over my embroidered lower robe, I have put on a [plain]

single garment

;

Over my embroidered upper robe, I have done the same.
O Sir, 6 Sir,

Have your carriage ready to take me home with you.

Ode 14. Narrative. A woman regrets lost

OPPORTUNITIES. AND WOULD WELCOME A FRESH

suitor. In the interpretation of this piece the

old and new schools approach each other. The

former finds in it a lady regretting that she had

not fulfilled a contract of marriage
;
the latter,

a lady regretting that she had not raet the ad-

vances of one who sought her love. But there

is nothing in the stanzas to indicate that there

had been a previous contract of marriage be-

tween the lady and the gentleman who waited

for her. Had there been so, the matter would
have been out of her hands, and she could not

have refused to go with him when he came in

person for her. Choo’s interpretation is the

preferable. The imperial editors speak of the

piece as, on either view, an illustration of the

light and loose manners of Ch 4ing. With this

ode before us, we need not to be stumbled at

the view which Choo gives of several others in

the Book.
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XV. Tung mun che shen._ 5

1 Near the level ground at the east gate,

Is the madder plant on the bank.

The house is near there,

But the man is very far away.

2 By the chestnut trees at the east gate,

Is a row of houses.

Do I not think of you?
But you do not come to me.

Stt.1,2. describes the plumpness and good

looks of the gentleman the richness and

splendour of liis appearance, is the parti-

cle, giving a vividness to the description.

is the lane, or street, outside the house where

the lady lived; the hall, or raised floor, to

which visitors ascended as the reception-room.

and are synonyms, as in ii.I.

Stt.3, 4. w1-. 111. 1 .

The or lower garment is here introduced

also, to vary the rhythm in the two stt. Com-
paring this ode and v.III., we understand that

it was the fashion of ladies, when travelling, to

dress in the style described.

is here evidently equivalent to our 4 O Sir, 0 Sir/

or i any Sir.’ The same mode of mentioning
gentlemen, or speaking to them, is still common.
Maou thinks the gentleman, who had previously

come to meet her, in a lawful way, is intended
but the indefiniteness of the 3d line is against

this, and moreover, it requires us to construe

in the imperative mood. Maou’s con-

struction makes the piece more licentious than

Choo’8. Le Hoo ( ;
Sung dyn.) says:

1 The woman, having 'refused to go with her
bridegroom, and yielded herself to another man,
now wishes him to come for her again. This
is a specimen of the manners of Ch'ing.*

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat

9 in 2 cat. 10: t: in 3, *
t*6. in 4, cat. 15, 1. 1.

Ode 15. Narrative. A woman thinks op
HER LOVER’S RESIDENCE, AND COMPLAINS THAT
he does not come to her. In the interpreta-

tion of this, even more than of the last piece,

there is an agreement.

LI. 1, 2, in both stt. The east gate is that of

the capital of Ch 4ing, the principal gate of the

city. From the Tso Chuen, on the 4th year of

duke Yin, we know that there was an open space

about it, sufficient to receive a numerous enemy,

which may explain the reference to 4 the level

ground.* jHa is explained as 4 the levelling of

the ground, and removing the grass.* Some-

times it is used of 1 the level ground at the foot

of an altar ;* but we must think here of a larger

space. Near this was a bank
f |J )

where the madder plant was cultivated.
r
J'he

has other names
,

&c. On the space also was a road, along

wliich chestnut trees were planted, and by one

or more of them was a row of houses. =
, *the appearance of things in a

row.’ In this row lived the object of the lady's

affection.

LI. 3, 4. The house was near, but the man
was distant ;—not really so, but as she did not

see him, it was the same to her, as if he were

far away.
,

as in v. IV. 1.

The rhymes are in st. 1, _
H: in 2, * cat. 12, t. 3.
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1 Cold are the wind and the ram,
And shrilly crows the cock.

But I have seen ray husband,

And should I but feel at rest?

2 The wind whistles and the rain patters,

AVhile loudly crows the cock.

But I have seen my husband,

And could my ailment but be cured ?

3 Through the wind and rain all looks dark,

And the cock crows without ceasing.

But I have seen my husband,

And how should I not rejoice?

Ode 16. Narrative. A wife is consoled, un-

der CIRCUMSTANCES OF GLOOM, BY THE ARRIVAL

of her husband. I venture, in the interpretation

of this ode, to depart both from the old school and

from Choo. On the view of the former, the speak-

er is longing for 1 superior men to arise

and settle tlie disturbed state of Ch'ing, men
who should do their duty as the cocks in the

darkest and stormiest night; so that the piece

is allusive. Choo thinks the speaker tells in it

of the times of her meeting with her lover, and

of the happiness their interviews gave her. It

has been urged that on this view the appellation

& is inappropriate, such a name being in-

applicable to one indulging in an illicit connexion.

I have been led to the view which I have pro-

posed, mainly by a comparison of the piece with

um• is there used of a husband, and

the structure and sentiment of the two are very

much akin.

LI. 1 2, in all the stt. — see on

iii.II. 4. The reduplication of the term describes,

as it were, the feeling of the cold. (should,

probably be without the at the top)

gives the sound of the wind and rain; [and

(elsewhere, and better, with at the side)

that of the cock’s crowing.

LI. 3, 4. is used for 4 husband,* as in

ii. Ill, et al. is the particle. Maou explains

by 4 to be pleased
\
but its common mean-

ing of ‘to be pacified, £made quiet,’ answers

su ciently well. 4 to be cured/ Her

anxieties had been as troublesome to her as if

she hacl been labouring under disease.

The rhymes are in st. 1 cat.

lo, 1. 1 : in 2, cat. 3, 1. 1 : in

3
, * eat t . 2 .
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0 you, with the blue collar,

Prolonged is the anxiety of my heart.

Although I do not go [to you],

Why do you not continue your messages [to me]?

0 you with the blue [strings to your] girdle-gems,

Long, long do I think of you.

Although I do not go [to you],

Why do you not come [to me] ?

How volatile are you and dissipated,

By the look-out tower on the wall

!

One day without the sight of you
Is like three months.

Ode 17. Narrative. A lady mourns the
INDIFFERENCE AND ABSENCE OF HER LOVER. I

cannot adopt any other interpretation of this

piece than the above, which is given by Choo.
The old interpreters find in it a condemnation
of the neglect and disorder into which the
schools of Ch'ing had fallen. The attendance
at them was become irregular. Some young
men pursued their studies, and others played
truant and one of the former class is supposed
to be here upbraiding a friend in tlie second.
The imperial editors approve of this view, and
say that Choo himself once held it but the
language of the ode is absurd upon it.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. i. q. is the

collar of the jacket or upper garment.

denotes a light groen, or blue inclining to green,

like the azure of the sky. The repetition of

the term doe9 not here, as often, give intensity

to the meaning—see Ying-tah in loc. Up to

the time of the present dyn., students wore a

blue collar, and the phrase is a desig-

nation for a graduate of the 1st degree. The
gentleman spoken of in the piece was })rl>ably

a student. By is understood ‘the I

gems worn at the girdle;’ and is taken

as descriptive of the colour of the strings on

which they were worn (-f
-

r?ri

)•’as in L L 2 expresses

the idea of tightness in leaping about* j
that of 4 dissipation Maou explains

them both together as denoting 4 the app. of

coming and going.’ was a tower or look-

Tit on the top of the city-wall,—a place where
idle people were likely to collect.

LI. 2, 3•= 4 why.’ =

J
4 to continue communication

and inquiries/ Maou explains )y ‘ to

practise/ and understands of the lessons of

music whicli the truant had learned at school!
Even Yen Ts^m, however, \v]i adheres to the
old interpretation, understands tliis plirase as

Ch d eS ;^_
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1 The fretted waters

Do not carry on their current a bundle of thorns.

Few are our brethren;

There are only I and you.

Do not believe what people say;

They are deceiving you.

2 The fretted waters

Do not carry on their current a bundle of firewood.

Few are our brethren;

There are only we two.

Do not believe what people

They are not to be trusted.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat.

7, 1. 1 : in 2, * cat. 1, 1. 1 : in 3,

CH>t .1 t . 3*

Ode 18. Allusive. Onf party asserts good

FAITH TO ANOTHER, AND PROTESTS AGAINST

PEOPLE WHO WOULD MAKE THEM DOUBT EACH

other. Who the parties are we really cannot

tell. Choo thinks, in his commentary on the

She (he has elsewhere expressed a different

view), tliat they are two lovers, warning each

other against some who were attempting to sow

doubt and jealousy between them. Maou and

his school say the piece was directed against

the weakness of the marquis Hwuh, and the

faithlessness of his officers and counsellors.

Both interpretations have difficulties, and it is

better not to insist on either, but to leave the

say;

question as to the aim of the writer undeter-

mined.

LI. 1, 2, in both stt. See on vi. IV.

LI. 3, 4. =- as when it is followed by

• We can hardly translate it. in the

2d tone,= ‘ few.’ would be very per-

plexing on ChooJ
s view. He takes the phrase

as meaning relatives, and refers to a passage in

the Le Ke, VII. Pt. i. 17, where is used

for husband and wife, or the affinities formed by

a marriage. ‘other men,’ ‘people.’

=‘ tdeceive•’

The rhymes are in st 1 (and in 2), ,

cat. 15, t. 2 cat. 5, t. 2 : in 2,

cat. 12, t. 1.

XYIII. Yang che shwuy.
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I went out at the east gate,

Where the girls Avere in clouds.

Although they are like clouds,

It is not on them t-liat my thoughts rest.

She in the thin white silk, and the grey coiffure,

—

She is my joy!

I went out by the tower on the covering wall,

Where the girls were like flowering rushes.

Although they are like flowering rushes,

It is not of them that I think.

She in the thin white silk, and the madder [dyed coiffure],

—

It is she that makes me happy!

LI. 3 6. =
j*

6 She of whom I think is not among

Ode 19. Narrative. A man’s praise of his

OWN POOR WTl'E, CONTRASTED WITH FLAUNTING
beauties. The 4 Little Preface’ says this piece

was directed against the prevailing disorders, in

consequence of which families were divided and
scattered, and the people kept anxiously think-

ing how they could preserve their wives. The
Iv 4ang-he editors rightly condemn this inter-

pretation. and approve of that of Clioo, saying

that the language of tlie ode is the reverse of

wliat we should expect, if it had reference to

conlentions and abounding misery.

LI. 1,2, in both stt. was an outer wall

built in a curve from the principal one, in front

of the gates, to whicli it served as a curtain or

defence
;

was a tower on this wall over

fi*rainst the gate. We are to understaml that

these terms belong to the east gate of st. 1.

Choo takes the - like clouds
y

iis descriptive of the

M)eauty,’ as 'veil as of tlie ‘ number,’ of the la-

dies about the gate. is
4 a kind of flowering

rush ^)’ and not the sow-thistle

of iii. X. 2. Choo seems to go too far in setting

down all these ladies as of loose character() it is enough to say their

manners were free.

them/ or 4 they are not those on whom my
thoughts rest•’ I prefer the former construc-

tion. In st. 2
,

is the particle. The 5th

line is descriptive of the speaker’s wife in poor,

unassuming dress. & is a fabric of thin silk,

in its natural colour, undyed. is the up-

per garment. is a napkin or kerchief,

frequently denoting a handkerchief or towel;

here it seems to be used of a head-dress, the ker-

cliief being employed for that purpose. The diet,

gives this meaning of the character ;--but without

reference to this passage. denotes the

colour of the kerchief, ^liglit blue, with a whitish

tint, like the colour of mugwort/-
as in XV. 1. We must bring on the l|^ of st. 1,

—here dyed with raadder.
,

as in iii.

XIV. 1. and so read, is the particle.

= ' to rejoice/ 4 have pleasure.*
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2 On the moor is the creeping grass,

Heavily covered with dew.
There was a beautiful man,
Lovely, with clear eyes and fine forehead

!

We met together accidentally,

And he and I were happy together.

The rhymes are

* eat . 13: in2_ *
cat * 5 1. 1. •

Ode 20. Narrative and allusive. A lady
REJOICES IN AN UNLAWFUL CONNECTION WHICH
she had formed. This is the view, substantial-

ly, which Choo takes of this piece
;
and the

K ;ang-he editors allow that the language in it-

self bears it out. Twice, however, the ode is

introduced by Tso K 4ew-ming.—under the 4th
year of duke Chwang, and the 27tli year of duke
Seang, where the application of such a piece

seems out of place. Han Ying also puts it into

the mouth of Confucius
( n_ 14), to il-

lustrate the accidental meeting of himself and
another worthy. Even Maou J

s account of it is

as hard to reconcile with those citations of it,

as Choo^, for he thinks that it expresses the
wish of the bachelors and spinsters of Ch 4ing to

get married in any way, the disorders of the
state having made them pass the flower of tlieir

age unmarried. Yen Ts ‘an says that Maou
mistook the meaning of the 1st sentence in the
* Little Preface * about it, and then of the ode
itself and then proceeds to explain it himself in

harmony with the passages in the Tso Chuen
;

but it is not worth while trying to unravel all

the perplexities of the interpretation.

Ll.1,2, in both stt • as in iv. VI. 3 .

= 4 the fallen dew.* denotes c the app.

of much dew J and so, •

Ll.3,4. see on iv. III. 3.

1 beautiful ^
4

beautiful-like.’ The ana-

logy of iv.III. would make us understand

of a lady, and translate the 3d line

—

4 There was a beautiful lady.* So, Yen Ts ;an.

B in the last line of st.2 will not al-

low us to do so.

LI. 5, 6. ;
= £ accidentally’ or as Choo

and Maou sa}r

,

4 a meeting not previously ar-

ranged for/ =
‘ to accord with’ 4 be ac-

cording to.’ ‘good’ or ‘to esteem

good.’

The rhymes are—in st.l,
f

cat.

14 : in 2, . cat.10.
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The Tsin and the \\ ei

Now present their broad sheets of water.

Ladies and gentlemen
Are carrying flowers of valerian.

A lady says,
c Have you been to see?

1

A gentleman replies,
4

1 have beeii/
4 But let us go again to see.

Beyond the Wei,

The mground is large and fit for pleasure/

So the gentlemen and ladies.

Make sport together,

Presenting one another with small peonies.

Ode 21. Narrative. A festivity of Ch 4ing,

AND ADVANTAGE TAKKN OF IT FOR LICENTIOUS
assignations. I'he old and new schools are,

happily, agreed in their interpretation of this

piece. Choo says there is an allusive element
in it, but I am unable to perceive it. The in-

troduction of it would only lead to perplexity.

LI. 1 in both stt. The Tsin and the Wei,

—see on XIII. 1,2. — 1 now * an indica-

tion of time, (Han Ying gives

and the Shw h-wan, where

should, perhaps, be 0^) denotes 4 the appearance

of swollen waters.*
r

lhe ode is understood to

liave reference to the 3cl month of the year,
wlien tlie streams were all swollen by the melting

of the ice and snow.
|j

is defined as 1 the

appearance of depth.* both by Maou and

Choo, is defined by but we are not much

helped thereby to an identifiention oftlie plant;

for that term enters into the names of a multi-

tude of flowers. Williams says tliat it is a
general name for gynandrous flowers, and others

with a single flower on a peduncle. The par-

ticular plant here intended is also called 4 the

fragrant grass ( ) but that name is also

variously given. The stalk and leaf are like

those of the i marsh lan( the jdnts

are wide apart, and the stalk between them is

red. The plant grows in marshy places, and

near rivers, and rises to a height of 4 and 5 feet.

The Pun-ts laoukang-muh gives 3 ditferent names

for it one of them being or ‘child’s

chrysanthemum * which I should have adopted,
but that in the Japanese plates the plant plainly

appears to be valerian, valeriana villosa. It was
a custom in Ch ling for men and women, on

the 1st sze ( ) day of the 3d month, to

gather it, for the purpose of driving away
pestilential influences, and of using it in baths

;

and the custom had become one of festivity

and dissipation. ‘a multitude•’

says that the banks of the streams were ^ull,*

—

covered with the festive companies.

LI. 5,6. The is not so much interrogative,

as an exclamation. Both Choo and Yen Ts 4an

explain by ‘ why not

go and seer The ^ in 1. 6 is the particle.

XXI. Tsin Wei.

_4

0±,
1
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2 The Tsin and the Wei
Show their deep, clear streams.

Gentlemen and ladies

Appear in crowds.

A lady says, 4 Have you been to see?'

A gentleman replies, 1
1 have been.'

1 But let us go again to see.

Beyond the Wei,
The ground is large and fit for pleasure.'

So the gentlemen and ladies

Make sport together,

Presenting one another with small peonies.

Ll. 7—9. (ts
leay) in 1.7 = having

the force of * but let us.* We are to understand
that these lines were spoken by the lady, as if

they were preceded by another .

* large.’ -‘truly large.’

- =‘ and.’

Ll. 10—12• is here= ‘ on this.’

I think we should take and in the

plural, so that the conversation in 5

—

9, between

one lady and one gentleman, is but a specimen

of what was generally going on. is here

simply an initial particle. in st. 2 is pro-

bably a mistake for (generally

is the small -peony, pceonia alb i/lora.

* gifting it/= ; presenting it to one another.
5

The rhymes are—in st.
1,

_ cat. 14
; * ^ * (and in 2) cat.

2: in 2, cat. 11; _ .

Concluding note on the Book. Choo He
says, 4 The music of Ch ling and Wei was noted

for its licentious character
;
and when we examine

the odes of the two States, a fourth only of the 39
pieces of Wei are of a lewd nature, while more
than five sevenths of the 20 pieces of Ch‘ing are
so. Moreover, in the odes of Wei, the language
is that of the men expressing their feelings of

delight in the women, and there is in many of

them an element of satire and condemnation;
whereas in those of Ch^ing we have mostly the
women leading the men astray, and giving ex-
pression to their feelings, without any appear-
ance of shame or regret. In this way the lewd-
ness of the music of Ch 4ing was greater than
that of Wei, and hence, the Master, in speaking
of how a State should be administered (Ana.
XV. x.), warned against the music of Ch king on-
ly, without speaking of Wei, mentioning simply
that in which what he condemned was most ap-
parent.*

The language of Confucius, to which Choo He
thus refers, is confirmatory of the view which
he took of most of the odes of Ch'ing, in opposi-
tion to the interpretation of them in the 4 Little

Preface’ and by Maou and his school. Yen
Ts ;an endeavours to meet this by saying that
though the odes of Ch king of a lewd character,

which we have in the She. are more than those

of Wei, Confucius is speaking of the multitude
of others which he excluded from his collection

—which is very unlikely.

The 8th ode and the 19th. however, stand out
conspicuously among the others.



BOOK VIII. THE ODES OF TS‘E.

4The cock has crowed;
The court is full.

9

But it was not the cock that was crowing;-
It was the sound of the blue flies.

4The east is bright;

The court is crowded/
But it was not the east that was bright;

—

It was the light of the moon coming forth.

Title of the Book. 7^,

—

l The

odes of Ts ce; Bk. YIII. of Ft. I.* Ts 4e was one
of the great fiefs of the kingdom of Chow.
King Woo, on his overthrow of the Shang dyn-

asty, appointed Shang-foo one

principal ministers, known also as 4 Grand-father

Hope )’ mar(Iui s Ts l

e, his capi-

tal being at Ying-k 4ew |^) in the pres,

dis. of Lin-tsze, dep. Ts 4ing-chow, Shan-tung.
The State greatly increased in population and
territory, having the Ho on the west, the sea

on the east, and Loo on the south. Shang-foo
claimed to be descended from Yaou’s chief

minister hence the family surname was Keang
(•jfe.). Sometimes we find the surname of Leu

( from a State so called in the Shang dyn-

asty, of which his ancestors had been chiefs.

The Keangs ruled in Ts se for about six cen-

turies and a half. Their last representative
died in B. C. 37b.

Ode 1. Narrative. A model marchioness
STIMULATING HER HUSBAND TO RISE EARLY, AND
attend to his duties. So far Choo and the
early critics agree in their view of this piece.

Tlie Preface, however, refers it further to the
time of duke Gae (B. C. 934—894), who, it says,

was 4 licentious and indolent,* so that this ode
was made to admonish him by a description of

the better manners of an earlier time. Yen
Ts can agrees in this reference, for which there

is no historical ground, but interprets different-

ly the verses, as will be pointed out below.

Stt.1,2, 11.1,2. These lines are to be taken as

the language of the good wife, thinking it was

time for her husband to be stirring, and give

audience in his court. Yen Ts‘an puts them
into the mouth of the grand-master, whose duty

it was to announce cock-crow to his ruler, and

call him to the court. is explained by

‘all-complete.’ It is a stronger term than

of st.l.

I. Ke minq.

A
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How agile you are

!

You met me in the neighbourhood of Naou,
And we pursued together two boars of three years.

You bowed to me, and said that I was active.

How admirable your skill

!

You met me in the way to Naou,

Ll.3,4. In the translation these lines are
from the writer of the piece. The lady was
wrong, and mistook the noise of flies for the
crow of the cock, &c.

;
but that only showed her

anxiety that the marquis should not lie in bed
too long. Yen-she takes the lines as the reply
of the marquis to the call to him to get up. in-

dicative of his liabits of luxurious self-indul-

gence and indolence. The… seems to

suit better the former view, = ‘and so’ or

‘so that.

St.3 is to be taken as, all, the language of the
wife, coaxing the marquis to get up. Yen-she
understands the lines as addressed by him to

her. He is obliged unwillingly to rise, and thus
excuses himself, so betraying his uxoriousness.
This is unnatural, and should put his view of

the latter part of the other stanzas out of court.

^ see on i.V. 3. is used as a verb,

= 4 to rejoice’ * to like.’
4 to dream

here, evidently,

=

4 to lie in bed.
5 L.3 speaks of

the ministers or officers assembled in the court.

If the marquis did not soon appear, they would

return to their own houses or offices. ffiF=
4 do not.

5

is here adverbial,= 4 thus

peraclventure.’ Most commentators give to the

line this meaning— 4 Do not let them, on my ac-

count, make you also the object of their dislike/

The rhymes are—in st.l,

cat. 1

1

: in 2, * ,
cat. 10 : in

3
, * cat _ 6 -

Ode 2. Narrative. Frivolous and vain-
glorious COMPLIMENTS INTERCHANGED BY THE
hunters of Ts 4

e. The piece is of little value.

It is referred, in the Preface, to duke Gae, like

the last, and is said to be directed against his

inordinate love of hunting, which infected the
manners of the officers and people. Chang

Hwang Ming dyn.) says, 4 In the 1st

line of each stanza, the speaker praises another
in the last, that other praises him in the 3d, he
takes credit to himself and the other for ability.

The poet simply relates his words, without any
addition of his own ;—a specimen of admirable
satire, through wliich the boastful manners of

the people of Ts 4e are clearly exhibited/

LI. 1 and 4 in all the stt . (seuen) i3 de-

fined as 4 the app. of being nimble/ and the

meaning of is akin to it. There is the same

S

3 4 The insects are flying in buzzing crowds;
It would be sweet to lie by you and dream,
But the assembled officers will be going home.

—

Let them not hate both me and you/

II. Seuen.

io
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I

And we drove together after two males.

You bowed to me, and said that I was skilful.

3 How complete your art

!

You met me on the south of Naou,
And we pursued together two wolves.

You bowed to me, and said that I was dexterous.

III. Choo.

^

1 He was waiting for me between the door and screen.

The strings of his ear-stoppers were of white silk,

And there were appended to them beautiful hiva-stones.

relation between ;md and and _

The terms must all be taken of the skill and
dexterity of the parties in driving their chariots

and hunting.

LI. 3, 4. Naou was a hill in Ts 4
e, not far

from the capital . must be translated—
4 neighbourhood, J some point between Naou and

the city. as in ii. VIII. 1. expresses

their urging on of their horses
;
and =

4 followed/ 4 pursued.* is explained by

^ 4 a beast of three years;* in this sense

the term is intercli*anged with from which

I render it by ‘ boars.’ ‘ males,’ without

saying of what animal. .

The rhymes are-in st. 1

required the bridegroom, in person, to meet his

bride at her parents* house, and conduct her to

her future home. This does not appear, how-
ever, in the piece itself; and indeed, there is

nothing in it about a bride and bridegroom,
though it is not unnatural to suppose that the
speaker in it is a bride. Some suppose that we
have three brides and as many bridegrooms, the
latter all of different rank

;
but I prefer to think

that the places wliere they meet, and the colour
of the stones of the ear-stoppers, are varied

simply to prolong the piece, and give new
rhymes. We have found this a characteristic

of many previous odes.

L. 1, in all the stt. (aZ is defined

as 4 the space between the door and the screen

( )’ called also • Passing

round the screen, one would advance on to the

c the open court * of the mansion, in front

cat.U: in 2, * ;*, *, cat.3, t.
I f the raised 'hall/ or reception-room,

2 • in 3 ,
r, $

cat. 10.

|

from -which the chambers led off. The is

used simply as a final particleOde 3. Narrative. A bride describes her
FIRST MEETING WITH THE BRIDEGROOM. The
critics, old and new, suppose that the piece was
directed against the disuse of the practice whic h

Wang Yin-che) and is a particle of ad-

miration.



;
J
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1

The sun is in the east,

And that lovely girl

Is in my chamber.

She is in my chamber;

She treads in iny footsteps, and comes to me.

L. 2. — see on v. I. 2. We must

understand the line of the strings or ribbons by
which the ear-stoppers were suspended, which

were called tan in st. 1, of white silk, in

2, of greeu
;
in 3, of yellow.

L. 3 is most naturally taken of the stones

which formed the ear-stoppers, the teen of iv. III.

2 • = ‘t- or append to.’

as in v. X, an adjective. It is commonly con-

strued with the terras following, as a compound

name of the precious stones used for the ear-

stoppers. Maou erroneously takes those stones

as belonging to the girdle-pendant.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, *
cat. 5, t. 1 : in 2, cat. 11: in 3,

* cat * 10 *

Ode 4. Narrative. The licentious inter-
course of the people of Ts 4

e. I do not see
how this short piece is to be understood in

any other way. Choo, indeed, agrees with the
old interpreters, in taking the 1st line as al-

lusive but the question then occurs,—allusive
of what ? which has been very variously an-
swered. At the same time there are difficulties

about the view which I have followed. That
the lady should seek her lover in the morning,
and leave him at night, is not in accordance
with the usua^ ways of such parties. Keang

Ping-chang pres, dyn.) observes

that the incongruousness of this should satisfy

us that, under the figuration of tliese lovers, is

intended a representation of Ts ;
e, with bright or

with gloomy relations between its ruler and of-

ficers. Bat when we depart from the more
naturnl interpretation of the lines, v/e launch,
out on a sea of various fancies and uncertain-
ties.

Bk. VIII. Ode IV. ODES OF TS E. 153

_ ^
IJ

2 He was waiting for me in the open court.

The strings of his ear-stoppers were of green silk,

And there Avere appended to them beautiful yung-ston^s.

3 He was waiting for me in the hall.

The strings of his ear-stoppers were of yellow silk,

And there were appended to them beautiful ying-gema.

IV. Tung fang che jih.

VOL. IV 20
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Before the east was bright,

I was putting on my clothes upside clown
;

I was putting tlicm on upside down,

And there was one from the court calling me.

Before there was a streak of dawn in the east,

I was putting on my clothes upside down;
I was putting them on upside down,
And there was one from the court with orders for me.

L. 1, in both stt. This has no difficulty in

st. 1, as the sun always rises in the east but
why the action of the piece is fixed to the time
when the moon rises there, is a question. Does
it not indicate that the lines are narrative, and
not allusive?

L. 2. This must be understood here of a

lady but in iv. IX., we were obliged to inter-

pret the same terms of 1 an admirable officer.*

L.3 •
‘ a chamber’ a room for refresh-

ment and repose. is explained by Lull

Tih-rning in the same way as in tlie last

ode, Hlie space between the door and the

screen •’ We must understand the door as tliat

leading from the liall to the chambers.
LI. i, 5. These lines are enigmatical in their

brevity•= ‘to tread on•’=
‘ ny fuGtsteps.’ = ‘t

c Die to.’ <t g° awa>-'

The rhymes are in st. 1, *
cat 12, t. 3 : in 2, cat. 15 t. 3.

Ode 5. Narrative and metaphorical. The
IRREGULARITY AND DISORDER OF THE COURT
of Ts‘e. Maou thinks that in the 3d stanza
especially there is reference to tlie officer of the
clepsydra, who did not keep the marquis of Ts £e
sufficiently informed of the time

;
but this is by

no means apparent. The piece is evidently
directed against the irregularity of the marquis^
relations with his officers.

Stt. 1,2. The officer, who, we must suppose,
is the writer, was not inattentive to his duties;
but was hurriedly making preparations to at-

tend tlie moriiing audience, wlien a summons
came to him,—all out of time. Ying-tah defines

by H ’‘ theraysof the sun’

the first streaks of dawn. varied for

the sake of tlie rhyme to 4 the upper

garment and the lower/= 4 clothes.* The anxiety

of the speaker to be in time for the audience is

graphically set forth by the ^J,
4 to turn

upside down/ = 4 duke*s place,*

the court—see ii.II. 3, et al. ‘sum

<

2 The moon is in tlie east,

And tliat lovely girl

Is inside my door.

She is inside my door

She treads in my footsteps, and hastens away.

V. Tung fung ming.

i20
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1 High and large is the south hill,

And a male fox is on it, solitary and suspicious.

The way to Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts c

e went by it to her husband's.

Since she went to her husbands,

Why do you further think of her ?

moning him to the audience
; * -‘with

eorae orders to be executed.’ I translate the

in the 1st person; but the whole ode might

be given in the 3d.

St. 3. This st. is metaphorical. A feeble

fence served to mark the distinction between
forbidden and other ground, and the most reck-

less paid regard to it in the court of Ts {

e, how-
ever, the evident distinction of morning and
night was disregarded, and times and seasons

confounded. is the drooping willow, the

wood of which has little strength.

* a fence’ or Ho fence:’ 4 Break a willow tree

and fence your garden.* is
4 the appear-

ance of looking at with avve.
J 4 time/

used here as a verb, ‘ to time’ ‘ to fix the time of,’

—read as, and=^= ‘late.’

The rhymes are in st. 1, * . 1;

cat. 2: in 2, cat. 1 t. i;

* cat. 12, 1. 1 : in 3 *
cat. 5, t. 1.

Ode 6. Allusive. On the disgraceful con-
nection between Wan Keang, the mar-
chioness OF Loo, AND HER BROTHER—AGAINST
Seang of Ts e and Hwan of Loo. There is

a substantial agreement among the critics as to

the intention of this piece, thougli they differ

in the interpretation of several of the lines. In
B.C. 708, Kwei, the marquis of Loo, known as

duke Hwan, ( married a daughter

of the House of Ts 4
e, known as Wan Keang

(^* There was an improper affection

between her and her brother and on his suc-
cession to Ts ;

e, the couple visited him. Th6
consequences were—incest between the brother
and sister, the murder of the husband, and a
disgraceful connection, long continued, between
the guilty pair. The marquis of Ts 4e is known

in history as duke Seang H we
translate the verbs in the last lines in the pre-
sent tense, the time of the piece must be referred

to the visit to Ts k
e,—before the death of the

marquis of Loo. The first two stt. are com-
monly taken as directed against duke Seang*,

and tlie last two as against duke Hwan. It is

not worth the space to point out other construc-
tions of the words, which slightly modify this

view.

St.l. ‘The south hill Ms the iVew hill

of Mencius, VL Pt. i.YIII. describe

its appearance as high and large. The allusion

in it is understood to be to the greatness of the

State of Ts £
e. L.2,—see on v.IX. 1. pro-

perly the male of birds, is here used of a quad-

T _
1 You fence your garden with branches of willow,

And the reckless fellows stand in awe.

He, [hoAvever], cannot fix the time of night

If he be not too early, he is sure to be late.

VI. Nan shan.

m
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2 The five kinds of dolichos shoes are [made] in pairs,

And the string-ends of a cap are made to match;
The way to Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts c

e travelled it.

Since she travelled it,

Why do you still follow her?

3 How do we proceed in planting hemp?
The acres must be dressed lengthwise and crosswise.

How do we proceed in taking a wife ?

Announcement must first be made to our parents.

Since such announcement was made,
Why do you still indulge her desires?

mped,—the fox. Duke Seang is understood

to be thus contemptuously alluded to. L.3.

is explained by ‘ level and easy.’ L. 4.

The daughter of Ts 4e is Wan Keang, who had

gone to Loo by this way ( ==^]^) to her

husband’s as in i.VI.) The in lines

6, 6, and below, is the final particle. So, the

is only a particle. The subject of is most

naturally understood to be duke Seang.

St.2.
p|^

(3d tone), is explained of two, or a

pair of shoes . pfjxj,
i five pairs/ must be

taken as in the translation, the 4 five * referring,

probably, to the five different colours of which

shoes were made of the dolichos fibre. What
the writer would say, is simply that shoes were

made in pairs, alluding to the union of man

and wife. L.2.m denotes the ends of the

strings, by which the cap was tied under the

chin, which were then left hanging down of

equal lengths (^^). The line thus conveys the

same idea, and contains the same allusion, as

the former one. L.4. ‘ to use’

here applied to travelling the road to Loo. L.6.

1ike above, is to be understood of duke

Seang, following his sister, unable to leave her

to her husband.

St.3. L.l. c to plant, or sow.* L.2.

For hemp the ground had to be carefully pre-

pared, and was ploughed both cross-wise (^J
= >j^), or from east to west, and length-wise,

or from north to south. L.3. = ‘
t

marry.’ is now in the 4th tone. The
1 parents * are those of the bridegroom. As the

parents of the marquis of Loo were dead, he had

announced to their spirits in the ancestral tem-

ple his intention to marry a princess of Ts*e.

He thus obtained their sanction to the union.

The marriage was concluded with every formali-

ty. It was for him to maintain it as strictly

;

but instead of this, he weakly allowed his wife

to visit her brother. The of 1.6 is under-

stood of duke Hwan, 4 allowing his wife to carry

out her licentious desires

)
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g

r —
4 How do we proceed in splitting firewood?

Without an axe it cannot be done.

How do we proceed in taking a wife?

Without a go-between it cannot be done.

Since this was done,

Why do you still allow her to go to this extreme?

VII. Foo f-'een.

S

ffl

_
1 Do not try to cultivate fields too large;

—

The weeds will only grow luxuriantly.

Do not think of winning people far away;

—

Your toiling heart will be grieved,

2 Do not try to cultivate fields too large;

—

The weeds will only grow proudly,

Do not think of winning people far away;

—

Your toiling heart will be distressed.

— i-S.

m

St. 4. Here another formality in contracting

a marriage is mentioned, and illustrated by
an indispensable condition in the splitting of

firewood. This also had been complied with by
the marquis of Loo

;
and as he had begun his

marriage, so he should have continued it.

- in the former stanza.

The rhymes are-in st. 1,

cat. 15, t.l: in 2, no;
cat 9 : in 3, (and in 4)

cat.17; • *, cat.l t.2; *
J

cat. 3, t. 3 : in 4, 1
^

( _ cat.l t.3.

Ode 7. Metaphorical. The folly of pur-
suing OBJECTS BEYOND ONE'S SIRENGTH. So,

Choo. The Preface refers the piece to duke

Seang, possessed by a vaulting ambition which
over-leapt itself. It may be applied to the in-

sane course which he pursued to acquire the
foremost place among the States, but there is no-
thing in the language to indicate that it was in

the first place directed against him.

LI. 1, 2, in stt. 1, 2. though we

might also translate it as a simple negative

—

4 There is no such thing/ &c. (read teeny

in 3d tone) is a verb, 1

to cultivate/ i.
q. m

in , Shoo, Y.xviii. 21. Ying-tali,

indeed, quotes that passage here as

= ‘ large •’ Maou explains it by
4 large beyond measure/ so that the labour put

forth on it is inadequate to secure any return.^ see Men. VII. Pt.ii.XXXVII. 12.
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3 How young and tender
Is the child with his two tufts of hair!

When you see him after not a long time,

Lo! he is wearing the cap!

g

VIII.

1

tC

Loo ling.

5 i

1 Lin-lin go the hounds;

—

Their master is admirable and kind.

2 There go the hounds with there double rings;

—

Their master is admirable and good.

3 There go the hounds with there triple rings;

—

Their master is admirable and able.

I

expresses the 4 app. of luxuriant growth/ So,

Leu Tsoo-k ;een says that both com-

binations give us to see the darnel growing
luxuriantly, to the injury of the good grain.

LI* 3, 4. ‘distant men/ are people

removed from us so far as to be beyond our in-

fluence. and (tah) express

* the app. of being grieved and distressed.’

St. 3
,

and young and tender-like/

= ‘to gather•’
,

‘ahom.’Yen-
Ts 4an says, 4 The hair of a child was gathered
into two tufts, so as to have the form of the

character ’

=% conveying the ideas

of suddenness and growth. =
is here simply= 4 a cap/ worn by the youth

grown up. In this st. we have an instance of
natural and legitimate development, surely tak-
ing place ;—in contrast with the fruitless strain

and effort indicated in the other stanzas.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, (anil in 2),

cat. 12, 1. 1

;

7 cat. 2 : in 2,
* prop.

cat.14), cat. 15, t.3:in3,
jjfl,

cat. 14.

Ode 8. Narrative. The admiration in ts 4e
of hounds and hunters. This piece is akin
to ode 2. We are only to find in it the

foolish estimation in which hunting was held in

Ts‘e. The Preface makes it out, indeed, to

have been directed against duke Seang's wild

addiction to hunting, and to set forth the sym-

pathy which the people had with their good

rulers of a more ancient time in their hunting

expeditions (See Men I. Pt. ii. II. 6), as a lesson

to him. This, however, is much too far-fetched.

L. 1, in all the stt. (more fully with

at the side) is the name for a hunting dog(• is intended to give the

sound of the rings which the hounds carried at

their necks. The Shwoh-wan gives with

at the side, meaning ‘ strong.’

double riug/ denotes a lanje ring carrying a

smaller one attached; and a larger ring

with two smaller ones attached. L. 2. The

is best taken of the owner of the hounds, and

not of the hunters generally. -
see on yii.III. 1. Here, as there, the application

of is an exaggeration. We may accept

Maou’s explanation of by

like/ and of ts by ‘able’ ‘talented.’

Choo explains these terms by 4 whiskered/

‘bearded.’



1 Worn out is the basket at the dam,
And the fishes are the bream and the heart.

The daughter of Ts c

e has returned,

With a cloud of attendants.

2 Worn out is the basket at the dam
?

And the fishes are the bream and the tench.

The daughter of Ts c

e has returned,

With a shower of attendants.

3 AVorn out is the basket at the dam,
And the fishes go in and out freely.

The daughter of Ts 4

e has returned,

AVith a stream of attendants.

The rhymes are in st. 1 * cat . 12
,

1 2
,

cat 14 •• in 3, cat.

Ode 9. Metaphorical. The bold licentious
FREEDOM OF Wan KeANG IN RETURNING TO
Ts e. The Preface says, further, that the piece
was directed against duke IIwan of Loo, unable
in liis weakness to impose any restraint on his
wife;—see on orle 6. Choo, on the contrary,
makes it to be directed against their son, duke
Chwang and with reason. All critics under-

stand the
,
in tlie 3d lines, of Wan Keang's

repeated returns to Ts^e after her husband's
death, to carry on her intrigue with her brother,
duke Secang. If any marquis of Loo, therefore,
was in the writer's mind, it must have been the
son, unable to control the conduct of his mother.

vii. I. and —see on iii.

I is the tench,X.3 see on i. X. 3.

described as Mike the bream, but with a large

head, and weak scales.* The has not been

identified. The Shwoh-wan simply calls it
4 a

fish.’ Maou calls it
4 a large fish and a story

is given by K‘ung Ts £ung ( 1
of a Jcwan being taken in Wei, large

enough to till a cart. K'ang-shing says the

word means * spawn. Neither of these accounts

is admissible in the connection. in st-

3 denotes the freedom with winch the fishes

went in and out of the broken basket (
)•

r

Ihe concluding lines set lorth the multitude of
the marchioness's followers,

—

4 like clouds/ 4 like

rain’ ‘ like water.’

The rhymes are—in st. 1 cat. 13: in

2, cat. 5, t. 2: in 3,..M.2.

Bk. Vin. Ode IX. ODES OF TS*E. 159

IX. Pe kow.
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She urges on her chariot rapidly,

With its screen of bamboos woven in squares, and its vermilion-

coloured leather.

The way from Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts^ started on it in the evening.

Her four black horses are beautiful,

And soft look the reins as they hang.

The way from Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts 4

e is delighted and complacent.

The waters of the Wan flow broadly on;

The travellers are numerous.
Tlie way from Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts 4

e moves on with unconcern.

riages of the princes of States, Maou contends
that the 1st and 2d lines should be referred to

duke Seang but there is no evidence that their

wives might not ride in chariots of the same

colour. nearly as in IV. 2. I follow

Maou in taking ^7 as the time when Wan

Keang commenced her journey
(

)• Choo makes it the place where she had

passed the night, as Lacharme translates, l ex

diversorio capescit iter•’

St. 2. tells the black colour of the horses

Maou only says their rich and well-groomed

appearance. =
beauty.’. acc.toChoo =>_^$g,‘soft-

like 5

this gives a better meaning than Ma u*s

^^^nunierous:’ Maou reads simply

=:‘ pleased and easy’ Setting

forth the complacency with which Wftn Keang

went on her way f vice.

Ode 10. Narrative. Thk open shameless-
ness of Wan Keang in her meetings with
her brother. There is an agreement among
tlie critics that this is the subject of the piece.

Maou differs, however, from Choo in referring

the first two lines of the stanzas to duke Seang,
driving to the place of assignation; but even

Yen Ts 4an agrees in this point with Choo. The
ode has thus a better unity, and JSeang had no

need to cross the W an.

St. 1, Q is the initial particle,—as often.

expresses the sound of the carriage

driven rapidly, and so seeming to touch the

ground slightly. —as in iii. X. 3. Here the

screen is made of
1 slender bamboos/ which

were made or woven in squares. m is the

name for hides dressed and currieil,=leather.

This was employed in the construction of the

carriage, but for what part of it, it is difficult

to say. In this case it was painted vermil-

ion. As that colour was used in one of the car-

X. Tsae k L
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Alas for him, so handsome and accomplished

!

How grandly tall

!

With what elegance in his high forehead

!

With what motion of his beautiful eyes!

With what skill in the swift movements of his feet

!

With what mastery of archery!

Stt. 3, 4. see on Ana. VI. yji. The

WS-n divided Ts 4e and Loo, and it was necessary

that Wan Keang should cross it. de-

notes the 1
full appearance of the waters 9 and

'JQ
‘ fclie app. of their flow.’ and

both denote the multitude of the tra-

vellers on the way, whom the lady might have
been afraid to face. But instead of this, she

went on with unconcern, as described in the

syn n}rni us phrases with which the stt. con-
clude.

The rhymes are^—in st. 1, cat. 5,

t.3: in 2, * cat. 15, t.2:

* cat. 10.

Ode 11. Narrative. Lament over duke
Chwang, notwithstanding his beauty of
PERSON, ELEGANCE OF MANNERS, AND SKILL IN

archery. The Preface and subsequent critics

are, probably, correct in their account of this

piece as referring to duke Chwang of Loo, not-
withstanding his various accom])lishments, yet
allowing his mother to carry on her disgraceful
connection with her brothei and himself join-

ing the marquis of Ts 4e in hunting, oblivious of
liis mothers shame and his fathers murder.
Some say tlic pipce sliould have a place in 4 Les-
sons from Loo but to this it is replied tliat

here is the wisdom of Confucius, wlio would

not directly publish the shame of his native
State, and yet took care, by giving this and the
other pieces about Wan Seang a place in the
odes of Ts 4

e, that that shame should not be con-
cealed. All these odes, however, were, no
doubt, written in Ts 4

e. The point of this one is

found in the exclamation with which all the
stanzas commence.

St. L * oli alas!’ an exclamation

of lamentation. Tlie prefixing of this to the
praises which follow shows the "vniter’s opinion
of the deficiencies of Chwang^ character, not-

withstanding his various accomplishments.
,

—as in II. 3. It covers all the lines that follow.

L. 2. Jj^
describes *the app. of Cliwang's

tallness •’
fffj

The combination is ad-

verbial.

L. 3 like ' and de-

scribes the beauty or elegance ofthehigh torehead.

Maou defines by ‘admirable beauty

where
^

is pr )bal>I) a iisprint for r ^;

and accepting this account of we must take

as in iv. III. 2, et al. To account for this

! meaning of ^5), Wang Taou says that the

character may originally have been honio-

!
phonous with it, and having the signitication of

^

l
4 The waters of the Wan sweep on;

The travellers are in crowds.

The way from Loo is easy and plain,

And the daughter of Ts {

e proceeds at her ease.

XI. E tseay.

1

^0

_
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3 Alas for him, so beautiful!

His bright eyes and high forehead how lovely

!

His dancing so choice!

Sure to send his arrows right through I

The four all going to the same place!

One able to withstand rebellion

!

L. 4. Clioo defines here as

, ‘the movement of the eyes;’ and tl“s we

may accept, as the term would hardly be repeated

with the same meaning as in the preceding line.

L. 5. describes 4 the app. of his artful and

quick walk : )•;’ Choo says, 4 as if he

were on wings,* i. e., equable and graceful. L. 6.

*\Vhen he shoots, then he is skilful.*

St. 2. L. 1. ‘famous’ or rather ‘worthy

of fame/ is evidently like , in st. 1, covering

the rest of the stanza. This is decisive against

Maou’s defiiiitiou of it as

.* L. 3. I take

with Yen Ts an, as= c complete.* LI. 4, 5.

Ying-tali observes that, at trials of archery, the
parties engaged thrice disclmr^ed their arrows,
each time four, and then stopped. The 4 v hole
day* mentioned here is hii exaggeration wliat
we are to think of is Chwang^s skill, and the
length of time for "which he could exhibit it.

(st tone) denotes the square in the centre

of the target, in the centre of which again was

the figure of a bird called ching, L. 6. =
‘truly. The proves that the writer

was a native of Ts‘e; and by his words he
refutes a calumny which was current, that

Chwang was the son of duke Seang.

St. 3. L. 2,— see on vii. XX. 1. L. 3, ,

1 choice, ‘different from—better

than— all others.’ L. 5.
= ‘ again ;’ “•

arrow after arrow went to the same place.

( )• L. 6. We have an in-

stance of duke Chwang's prowess with his ar-

rows in the Tso-chuen, under the 10th year of

his rule.

The rhymes are— in st. 1

eat. 10: in 2

:

cat. 1 1 : in 3
,

cat. I4.

Concluding note on the Book. The odes

of which duke Seang is, more or less directly,

the subject, are the only pieces in this Book,
the time of wliich can be determined. It is

strange lliat from none of the others do we get

any definite ideas of the liistory of tlie State

bel'ore him, mid still more strange that there is

no celebration of the famous dukeHwan. subse-

quent to him,—the hero of Ts (

e. His exploits,

it lias been said, would be sung of in a boasting

style, and the sage therefore purposely excluded

them from iis coilection; but much more might
ve have expected him to exclude the odes about
duke Seang! Only the 1st ode presents us with a

pleasing picture. The 2d aud 8th sliow us the

vaingloriousness of the officers of the State,

and their excessive estimation of skill in hunt-

ing. The 6tb seems to give an indication of

lewd manners; and the 5th, of how ill the court

was regulated.

4 above the eyes is called
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1 Shoes thinly -woven of the dolichos fibre

May be used to walk on the hoarfrost.

The delicate fingers of a bride

May be used in making clothes.

[His bride] puts the Avaistband to his lower garment and the
collar to his upper,

And he, a wealthy man, wears them.

The title of the Book.—

!

* The odes o/'Wei Book IX. of Part I.
J In B.C.

660
?
duke Heen of Tsin extinguished the State of 1

Wei, and incorporated it with his own dominions.
At the division of the kingdom, after the sub-
jugation of the Shang dynasty, Wei had been
assi.iied to some chief of the Ke stock but no
details of its history have been preserved. In
consequence of this, many critics are of opinion
that the odes of Wei are really odes of Tsin,

and that they are here prefixed to those of

T lang, just as those of P ;
ei and Yung are prefix-

ed to the odes of Wei, all really belonging to

that Wei ( ). We shall find expressions in

some of the odes which bear this view out : but,

as Choo observes, the question cannot be posi-

tively settled. The territory of Wei was small,

and the manners of the people were thrifty nnd
industrious. It was within the present Keae-

chow ( XJ»j )
f Shan-se, but did not extend

over all the territory now forming that depart-
ment*
Ode 1. Narratire. The extre^fe pabsi-

MONIOUSNESS EVEN OF WEALTHY MEN IX WEI.
The piece explains itself in a way which no
other ode has yet done, the last two lines stating
plainly the reason of its condemnation of its

subject. This has been accounted for on the

ground that in the Chinese code of morals,
sanctioned afterwards by Confucius, an excessive
economy even was commended; and the writer
therefore felt it necessary to point out that he
branded it as interfering with generosity of soul.

St. 1. LI. 1, 2, are explained by

Maou as=^^ which vras in use in his

time;—the combination denotes the thin texture

of the woven fibres Ying-tah).

Dolichos shoes were for summer wear; vet
necessity might require and justify the use of
th( m in winter. Tliese two lines are taken as
allusive, introducing the next two but I prefer
to regard them «is narrative, giving an instance

of allowable economy. LL 3, 4.

‘small’ ‘delicate.’ is ‘a bride,’ a wife

during the three months that elapsed before
her presentation in the ancestral temple of her
husbamrs family, whicli ceremony was the full

and solemn recognition of her in the iiew rela-

tion. Until it took place, it was not the rule
for her to engage in all the domestic work of
the family; but still circumstances might justi-

fy her in doing so. «= £
clothes,*

generally. Ll.5,6. (or with at the

BOOK IX. THE ODES OF WEI.

I. Koh keu.

_
e
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There in the oozy grounds of the Hwun
They gather the sorrel.

That officer

Is elegant beyond measure.

He is elegant beyond measure
But, perhaps, he is not what the superintendent of the ruler's

carriages ought to be.

There along the side of the Hwun,
They gather the mulberry leaves.

That officer

side) have a verbal force. ^
= or 1 a great or noble man/

i. e., one occupying a high position in society.

Whatever poverty might justify, it was not for

one like him to be wearing dolichos shoes in

winter, or to put his bride to such tasks.

St - 2,
is descriptive of 4 the gentle-

manly ease* of the husband. The right was

the place of honour anciently in China
;

the

husband therefore is represented as moving to

the left, to give the precedence to others.

see iv.III. 2. The man's manners and dress in

public were such as became his position. The
facts in st.l, however, showed a stinginess of

disposition in his family which made him a

proper subject for reprehension.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 10 i

* cat, 1, t. 3 in 2, * *

^|] # ,
cat. 16, t.3.

Ode 2. Allusive. Against the parsimoni-
ousness of the officers of Wei. The argu-
ment of this piece is akin to that of the last

;

only the 4 good 5

or wealthy man there appears
here as a high officer of the State. It belongs to
the allusive class, and we are not to suppose
that the officer or officers spoken of actually did
the things mentioned in the second lines, but
only that they did things which parties per-
forming such tasks might have done. If we
make the subject of as

K {ang-shing does, then the ode will be narrative.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. The Hwun rises in the

pres. dis. of Tsing-loh (p^ ^), E Chow

2 Wealthy, he moves about quite at ease,

And politely he stands aside to the left.

From his girdle hangs his ivory comb-pin.

It is the narrowness of his disposition,

Which makes him a subject for satire.

II. Hwun tseu-joo.

oIioo# 0f



Bk. IX. Ode HI. ODES OF WEI. 1G5

III. Yuen yew t^aou.

i

P

1 Of the peach trees m the garden
The fruit may be used as food.

My heart is grieved,

And I play and sing.

Those who do not know me
Say I am a scholar venting his pride.

>|vj»J ), and flows into the Ho, in the dis. of Yung-

h ( ) dep. P^o-chow ^j). The

capital of Wei was near its junction with the

H•=‘ low and oozy.’ =
* ;

‘ ne side but the —• is not to be

pressed, as appears from the desig-

nating the bend of the Hwun where it joins the

Ho. Tlie (jnoo) is, perhaps, the I'umex ace-

tosa. Medhurst, after Lull Ke, says 1A kind
of sorrel, the stalk of which is as large as a
goose-quill, of a red colour, and giviug out at

every joint a leaf like the willow
;
it is provided

with hairy prickles, sour, and when young, can

be boiled into soup/ The Urh-ya calls the

the which I have adopted in the trans-

lation. Medhurst says, ‘water plantago;’ and

Williams,

—

4 a marshy, grassy, and (?) climbing

plant, with leaves like purslane, called also

cow’s lips.’

Ll.3,4. _as in viVI•
is the particle and a double demon-

strative. is laudatory. Maou takes

Is elegant as a flower.

He is elegant as a flower;

But, perhaps, he is not what the^marshaller of the carriages

ought to be.

3 There along the bend of the Hwun,
They gather the ox-lips.

That officer

Is elegant as a gem.
He is elegant as a gem;
But, perhaps, he is not what the superintendent of the ruler's

relations should be.

o

1

i
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^

S_
(

S

‘Those men are right;

What do you mean by your words?
7

My heart is grieved;

Who knows [the cause of] it?

Who knows [the cause of] it?

[They know it not], because they will not think.

2 Of the jujube trees in the garden
The fruit may be used as food.

My heart is grieved,

And I think I must travel about through the State.

Those who do not know me
Say I am an officer going to the verge of license.
4Those men are right;

in the sense of ^ a man of ten thousand

but the and of st.3, require the

meaning I have given.

w•= g -
as in the translation. is another name

for the same officer, as regulating the order of

the carriages ()•=
1 the superintendent of the branches of the
ducal family•’ There were, as we learn from
the Tso-chuen, such officers in the state of Tsin
and hence it is contended that this piece is real-

ly an ode of Tsin. But there may have been
officers so called in Wei, at an earlier time.

The appointment of them in Tsin took place 54

years after its extinction of the ancient Wei.

The were more honourable than the

It seems very unnatural to refer the

3d and 6th lines to different subjects, as Ho
K’eae

(j ;Ji ) does.

The rhymes are—in st.
1,

cat. 5, 1. 1 : in 2, * *

* cat. 10: in 3,

3, t. 3.

Ode 3. Allusive. An officer tells his
GRIEF BECAUSE OF THE MISGOVERNMENT OF THE
State, and how he was misunderstood. The
idea of the misgovernment of the State is not
evident, but it is found in the allusion in the
first two lines. 4 The peach/ says Ch 4ing E, *is

but a poor fruit
;
but while there are peach-trees

in the garden, their fruit can be used as food.

This suggests the idea of the people of the State
as few, and yet, if they were only rightly used
and dealt with, good government would ensue.*

This may seem far-fetched, yet it is the most
likely interpretation of the words. The ode
may be compared with the first of the 6th Book;
but tliere tlie speaker is mourning over ruin ac-

complished, and makes his moan to Heaven,
while here the speaker is grieved by the pro-
spect of ruin approaching, and indicates the
authors of it.

Ll.l—4, in both stt. ‘viands,’ is here =
in st. 2,

‘ to eat’ or ‘to use as food.’ The

in 1.2 is a difficulty; we must call it a mere

particle, and translate as I have done. The

* Complete Digest* gives-
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What do you mean by your words?'
My heart is grieved.

Who knows [the cause of] it?

Who knows [the cause of] it?,:

[They do not know it], because they will not think.

IV. Chili hoo.

5 _

_

1 I ascend that tree-clad hill,

And look towards [the residence of] my father.

My father is saving,
cAlas ! my son, abroad on the public service,

Morning and night never rests.

May ho be careful,

Tliat he may come [back], and not remain there!
1

In 1.3 also, may be taken as a particle.

is distinguished from as * singing with

the accompaniment of an instrument, while the

latter term denotes singing simply.* Standing

alone, does not necessarily imply playing,

as well as singing.
P

as in vii.XIX. 1,2 ;
et

al. indicates that the speaker thought

of travelling about to dissipate his grief() •

LI.5 8. The speaker's dissatisfaction is per-

ceived, but not understood. People say lie is

conceited and 1 without a well-balanced

judgment/ taking = pjlj according to

Maou); or 4 without any bounds to his condem-
nation of the government J

(so, Choo). Ll.7,8

give their words directly. -‘ thc>se

men ’ meaning the conductors of the govt.

4 to be right/ H" is a final particle, used

in interrogations, to be distinguished from that
in LI. 3 last ode.

L.12• takes up the question in the pre-

ceding lines, as if it ere said directly,— • They

do not know me, for *
. is used

as an indicative negative^= . ^
a mere particle. Wang Yin-che makes a rule

that preceded by has never any sub-

stantive force.

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

cat. 2
;

(andin2) cat .

1 1. 1 : iu 2, & t. 3_

Ode 4. Narrative. A toung soldier on ser-
vice SOLACES HIMSELF WITH THE THOUGHT OF
home. The marquis D’Hervey-Saint-Denys,
having translated into French Lacharrae's very
inaccurate Latin translation of this ode, proceeds
to found on it some ingenious reflections on the
unwarlike character of the Chinese. He finds

in it
4 regrets for the loss of the domestic hearth

;

the longing of a young soldier who ascends a
mountain to try to discover in the distance the
liouse of liis father

;
a mother whom Sparta

would have driven from its walls
;
a brother

who counsels the absent one, not to make his

race illustrious, but before every thing to come
back.’ 4 We feel ourselves’ he adds, ‘in I know
not what atmosphere of quietude and rural life/

The sentiment of the i>iece, however, should not
make such an impression upon us. According
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I ascend that bare hill,

And look towards [the residence of] my mother.

My mother is saying, 4 Alas ! my child, abroad on the public

service,

Morning and night lias no sleep.

May he be careful,

That he may come [back], and not leave his body there!'

I ascend that ridge,

And look towards [the residence of] my elder brother.

My brother is saying, l Alas! my younger brother, abroad on
the public service,

Morning and night must consort witli his comrades.

May he be careful,

That he may come back, and not die!
1

to the Preface, the service in which the young
soldier was engaged was service exacted from
Wei by a more powerful State, in which there
was no room for patriotism, no opportunity for

getting glory. The sentiment is one of lamen-
tation over the poor and weak Wei whose men
were torn from it to fight the battles of its op-
pressors.

L.l, in all the stt.
[1[ and are defined

in the Urh-ya, as I have translated them. Maou
strangely reversed the definitions, and Clioo fol-

lowed him. I cannot but agree with Ying-tah

in thinking that in Maoi^s account of the cha-

racters we have errors of transcription.

L.2. is properly * to look up to,* and

‘ to look out to’ or ‘ to look towards •’

L.3.
^~J*

1 has gone away on service,* or

* is doing public service.’ ‘young-

er son ’=ehild. This term is appropriately put

into the mother’s mouth. =
‘gets no rest.’ The mother snys,•natur-

ally again, 'gets no sleep/ Jj^\ —

—as in the translation.

This language is natural from the cider bother.

Ll.4,5. = with the optative force of

that term. = . It gives force to the

verb, c still/ 4 and so, notwithstanding/

It carries on the wish, and converts it into a

hope. The 1 Complete Digest
J

says,

• _as in the trans -

lation, or according to a meaning of to

M-hich Clioo refers, 4 not be taken prisoner/

= 4 cast away his corpse.*

Yen Ts 4an observes that we are not to sup-

pose that the soldier ascended three different

heights

;

the writer merely, as is usual in these

odes, varied liis terms for rhyiue's sake.

I'he rhymes arc in st.l, cat.5, t.2
;

cat.l t.2 : in 2, jy * .
;

cat. 15, t.3 in 3,

& cat. 15, t.2.
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V. Skill mow che keen.

_

s 5

f

Among their ten acres

The mulberry-planters stand icllv about.
4 Come,' [says one to another], C

I will return with you.'

Beyond those ten acres,

The mulberry-planters move idly about.

^ome, 5

[says one to another], 4

I will go away with you.

VI. Fah tan.

5

1 go his blows on the sandal trees,

And he places what lie hews on the rivers bank,

Whose waters flow clear and rippling.

Ode 5. Narrative. The straits of the
peasantry of Wei. The interpretation of this

short piece is not a little difficult. Acc. to the
Preface, it was directed against the times when
the State of Wei was so much reduced by the
loss of territory, that there was not room for

the people to live in it. Acc. to Choo, on the
other band, a worthy officer, disgusted with the

irregularities of the court, proposes to his com-
panion to withdraw from the public service to

a quiet life among the mulberry trees in the
country. The old view seems to me the prefer-

able.

L. 1, in both stt. Why ten acres are here
specified, or what ten acres are meant, cannot
be determined. According to the ancient regula-

tions, often spoken of by Mencius, each farmer,
the head of a family, received 100 acres. Here,
it is said, so much Avas Wei reduced, tliat sncli a
man could only receive a tenth part of liis

proper allotment. But those hundred acres

were for the cultivation of grain the mention of

the mulberry trees in the 2d line shows that the
farm is not intended here. Ka tlier mu&t we
think of the ; homesteads with tlieir five acres
(Men. I. Pt. i. VIII. 24), about Avhicli mulberry
trees were planted. Those 5 acres were divided
into two portions, half in the fields, and Jialf in

the villages. The eight families which consti-

tuted a >? had thus 20 acres of mulberry

ground in each place, which here appear, it is

supposed, reduced to 10. This is more likely.

was anciently written Six cubits

formed a pace (^^), and 100 paces was the

length of an acre.

L.2. —‘nmlberriers.’ Wearetoun-

derstand, probably, the gatherers of the mulberry

leaves. r as in the trans-

lation. Choo makes it—placidly or contentedly

going about/ may be regarded as

synonymous with . Mawi makes it

mean

—

4 the app. of a multitude, * the people
being too numerous for the space.

L. 3 is to be taken as the language of tlie

mulberry planters to one anotlier. They have

no work to do, and think they may as well go

home empty-handed, or go and amuse them-

selves in the neighbouring lot. acc. to

Choo,=jj^., the sign of the future.

VOL. IV. 22
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You sow not nor reap;

—

How do you et the produce of those three hundred farms?
You do not follow the clmse;

—

How do Ave see the badgers

O that superior man!
He would not eat the bread of idleness!

hanging up in your court-yards?

2 K'an-Van go his blows on the wood for his spokes,

And he places it by the side of the river,

Whose waters flow clear and even.

You sow not nor reap;

—

How do you get your three millions of sheaves?

You do not follow the chase;

—

How do we see those three-year-olds hanging in your court-

yards.

0 that superior man!
He would not eat the bread of idleness!

‘ to go to another place •’ The use of and

respectively respondst o the and of

11. 1, the ground of the speakers, and llie ground
beyond it.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, ,
cat.

14: in 2,
j

cat. 15, t. 3

Ode 6. Allusive. Against the idle and
GREEDY MINISTERS OF THE STATE. CONTRAST
BETWEEN THEM AND A STALWART WOODMAN.
Choo does not, in his work on tlie She, admit the
allusive element, and puts the lines from the 4th
downwards into the mouth of the woodcutter,
solacing himself under his toil, and with the
results to which it might lead. The interpreta-

tion which 1 have given, more in accordance

with the Preface, seems preferable; Choo him-
self held it, when commenting on Mencius,
VII. Pt.i. XXXII.

LI. 1 3, in all the stt. is intended

to convey the sound of the woodman^ blows

;

like in i. VII. see on vii. n. 3.

The wood Avas prized for making carriages, and

was specially good for the spokes and other

parts of the wheels.
4 a rivers bank/

— as in vi. VII. 3. ^ is the 4 rippling
f

appearance of the water
; |

its being * even

and unagitated ;* the 'rippling circles
T

I caused by a slight wind. Choo thinks the third

line always describes the condition of the river.
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3 Kc
an-Jc

can go his blows on the wood for his wheels,

And he places it by the lip of the river,

Whose waters flow clear in rippling circles.

You sow not nor reap;

—

How do you get the paddy for vour three hundrecl round binns?

You do not follow the chase ;

—

How do we see the quails hanging in your court-yards?

0 that superior man!
He would not eat the bread of idleness!

VII. Shih shoo.

5

3

1 Large rats! Large rats!

Do not eat our millet.

Three years have we had to do with you,

And you have not been willing to show any regard for us.

unfit to carry away the wood which the worker's
j

in which the grain was stored, is a species

toil produced. is used as
I
of see on Ana. IX. xxviii. Here, as there,

LI. 4-7. ^is properly * the spike * of grain,
| it might mean badgers> skins> but fr the^

an(l the grain fit to be reaped. and below. Maou gives the former of

intimates the business of husbandry
;
but from

the constant use and order of the terms, they
have come to get the respective meanings in the

translation. So in 1. 6. ancl together

denote hunting. denotes the ground assign-

ed for the dwelling of a farmer, and the land, or

100 acres, attached to it, so that we can render it

here by 1 farms.* =
. The 3 millions

of st. 2. are understood to refer to the sheaves

those terms as meaning any animal of the cliase,

three years old. These four lines set forth tlie

reat revenues of the officers intended in the
ode, acquired and enjoyed without any proper
services performed for them.

LI. 8, 9, return to the woodman, as truly a

superior man earning liis support. =
‘ emptily’ or ‘ idly•’ ‘ to eat.’

The rhymes are in st. 1,
—
p, j^

eat . 14: in 2

_

S * 1or bundles in which the cut paddy was gathered
, t. . ,

.
,_

.

( ) and the binns (_ de-
I J

’ catmW
notes their round form) of st 4, the repositories

|

cat. 13.

o

.mT,

t
i
K
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S(

II

We will leave you,

And go to that happy land.

Happy land! Happy land!

There shall we find our place.

2 Large rats ! Large rats

!

Do not eat our wheat.

Three years have we had to do with you,

And you liave not been willing to sIioav any kindness to us.

We will leave you,

And go to that happy State.

Happy State ! Happy State !

There shall we find ourselves right.

3 Large rats ! Large rats !

Do not eat our springing grain!

Three years have we had to do with you,

And you have not been willing to think of our toil.

We will leave you,

And go to those happy borders,

Happy borders ! Happy borders!

Who will there make us always to groan ?

Ode 7. Metaphorical. Against the oppres-
sion AND EXTORTION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF
Wei. The piece is purely metaphorical, the

writer, as representative of the people, clearly

having the oppressive officers of the govt, before

him, under the figure of large rats. The Preface

is wrong in supposing it to be intended directly

against the ruler of Wei. It would serve as an

admonition to him, but it would be too licentious

if it designated him as the large rat.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. imperative.

The term 4 millet * is varied by the others, merely
for the sake of the rhythm.

Li. 3, 4. There must have been a reason for

specifiying 4 three years so long, probably, had
the ministers complained of been in office. Choo

defines by 4 to practise,
7 { to be accus-

tomed to * and Maou by 1 to serve/ The

translation gives the exact idea, ‘ to
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think of,
5 ( to regard

5

^1,—used as a verb,

i to show kindness to *#=
4 to consider our toil/

LI. 5, 6. a particle, as in iii. IV.
,

‘to go away from’ ‘to leave.’ ‘That liappy
lancl

J was, probably, some neighbouring State,

where there was kindly government.

LL 7, 8.
4 there/ as iii.VI. 3, etal.

’ f our place,
5

i. e., our right place.

4 our right,* i. e” be dealt with right-

eously. - =
out;’ 4 whose will be our constant crying out?*

As Ch expands it-

•

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

cat. 5, t_ 2: in 2,

(and in 3), ib.; _ ft
cat. 1, t. 3 in 3,

Concluding note on the Book. Yen Ts‘an

calls attention to the fact that there are no

licentious songs among the odes of Wei. The

characteristics of excessive parsimony in the

higher classes, and oppressive extortion practised

by them on the people, leave no room for sur-

prise at the early extinction of the State as an

independent fief. The best pieces are IV. and

VI.



BOOK X. THE ODES OF TANG.

Sih-tsuh.

r

1 The cricket is in the hall,

And the year is drawing to a close.

If we do not enjoy ourselves now,
The days and months will be leaving us.

But let us not go to great excess;

Let us first think of the duties of our position

;

Let us not be wild in our love of enjoyment.
The good man is anxiously thoughtful.

Title of the Book . ‘
odes o/T^ng Book X. of Part 1/ The odes of
T 4ang were the odes of Tsin, the greatest, per-
haps, ofthe fiefs ofChow, untilthe rise and growth
of Ts 4

in. King Ching, in B. C. 1106, invested his

younger brother, called Shuh-yu
J

) with

the territory where Yaou was supposed to have
ruled anciently as the marquis of T 4ang in

the pres. dep. of T 4ae-yuen, Shan-se, the fief

retaining that ancient name. In the south of

the territory was the river Tsin()>
Shih-foo the son of Shuh-yu gave

its name to the marquisate. Choo He says
that 4 the soil was thin and the people poor
that they were diligent, thrifty and plain in

their ways, thinking deeply and forecasting
characteristics which showed the influence a-

mong them of the character and administration
of Yaou.’ It is difficult to say why the name
of the State, which had gone into disuse, was
given to the collection of its poems. We should
set it down, probably, to a fondness for ancient
legends and traditions. The State of Tsin
developed greatly, having the Ho as its boundary
on the west, and extending nearly to it on the
south and east.

Ode 1. Narrative. The cheerfulness and
DISCRETION OF THE PEOPLE OF TSIN, AND THEIR
TEMPERED ENJOYMENT AT FITTING SEASONS. The
Preface refers the piece to the time of the mar-

quis He
(f

B.C. 839-822), who was too

parsimonious, and did not temper his economy
by the rules of propriety. This ode therefore,

it says, was made, through compassion for him,

and to suggest to him to allow himself proper

indulgences. But there is nothing in the lan-

guage to make us think of the ruler of the State

we have only to see in it a pleasant picture of

the manners of the people.

LI. 1 4, in all the st t. The no doubt,

is the cricket. It has many names. In xv. I.

5, it is said in the 9th month to be at the door,

and in the 10th under the bed. By the door we
must understand that of the bedchamber, so_ the there and here are

equivalent, and we conclude that the time in-

tended is the 9th month, when the year had

entered on its last quarter. is used as a

particle, synonymous with _
. Choo defines it by •

=
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The cricket is in the hall,

And the
3
ear is passing away.

If we do not enjoy ourselves now,
The days and months will have gone.

But let us not go to great excess;

Let us first send our thoughts beyond the present;

Let us not be wild in our love of enjoyment.

The good man is ever diligent.

The cricket is in the hall,

And our carts stand unemployed.
If we do not enjoy ourselves now,
The days and months will have gone by,

But let us not go to an excess;

Let us first think of the griefs that may arise;

Let us not be Avild in our love of enjoyment.
Tlie good man is quiet and serene.

iH: in the 4tli line is by Wang Yin-che brought

under the category of will.* In the 2cl line

we may take it as descriptive, or emphatic, equiva-
lent to our use of the subject proper and of the

3d personal pronoun in the same sentence.

= ‘ to go’ ‘ pass away so also, both and

= ‘
t() pass by’ * service

carriages, =our k carts/ or perhaps, only 1 bar-
rows.*

LI. 5 8. Tlie first four lines are to be taken
as the language of a party of the people, as
there rises amonjf tlieni the idea of their having
a jovial time. At this point we may suppose
that one among them, of a more serious and
thoughtful character, interjects the remarks
that follow in order to temper their mirth.

is defined by !Maou as meaning 4 greatly/

^4. = 4 to make the first business.
J

tj * where we dwell,* 4 where we occu-

py ;

*

as in the transl. ‘what is be-

yond’ e. what yet may remain for us to do.

c to go wildly to excess comp. Men.

I.Pt.i.IV. -f
"*

,
is here not more than

our ‘ man.’ J^jB denotes 4 the app. of looking

round and out;’ that of f sedulous

movement
;

’ and that of * calm com-

posure.* .

The rb}Tmes are—in st.l (and

in 2, 3) cat. 10

;

cat. 3, t.l

:

in 2
,

cat . 15
,
t. 3: in 3

,

== 4 pleasure.
5 =

* . cat.3, t.l.
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On the mountains are the thorny elms,

In the low, wet grounds are the white elms.

You have suits of robes,

But you will not wear them

;

You have carriages and horses,

But you will not drive them.
You will drop off in death,

And another person will enjoy them.

On the mountains is the Vaou^

In the low wet grounds is the new.

You have court)^ards and inner rooms,

But you will not have them sprinkled or swept;

You have drums and bells,

But you will not have them beat or struck,

You will drop off in death,

And another person will possess them.

Ode 2. Allusive. The folt.y of not en-
joying THE GOOD THINGS WHICH WE HAVE, AND
LETTING DEATH PUT THEM INTO THE HANDS OF
others. The Preface says that this piece was
directed against the marquis Clraou (B. C. 744-

738), who could not govern the State well, nor
use the resources which he had, so as to secure
liiniself against the enemies who were plotting

his ruin. I must believe, with Clioo, that such
an interpretation is

4 very wrong.’ He con-
siders it himself to be a response to the previous
ode, bringing in the idea of death, to remove all

hesitation in accepting the counsel to enjoyment
there given. The two pieces would seem to

have some connection.

Ll.1,2, in all the stt. is another name

for the ^^5, which is described as 4 the thorny

dm(|J

)•’ I have seen the tree, with its

trunk all covered with spinous protuberances,

making it very difficult to climb. is the

general name for elms. The one intended in

the text is understood to be ; the wliite elm

(
).* The is said to be like the varn-

ishtree;the^ affords good material for bows.

It goes also by the name of 4 the myriad years( )’ or ‘ the everlasting.’ and

—see iii.XIII. 4. These two lines are allusive,

but they suggest no idea apropriate to the

subject which they introduce. As Clioo says,

II. Shan veto ch c

oo.

o

o

J

*

d

o
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III. Yang che shuy.

7](5+
1 Amidst the fretted waters,

The white rocks stand up grandly.

Bringing a robe of white silk, with a vermilion collar,

We will follow you to Yuh.

Iil.3—6. = * 7011/ any one to whom we

may suppose the speaker to be addressing him-

self. ^ and are synonyms, signifying 1 to

drag or trail along.’ The two terms together

give us the idea of the man^ moving along in

full dress.
(

-see iv . x . I =
;

is probably the hall and apartments, inside

from the courtyard. to 4 strike.’

This term is more appropriate to the bells,

though in the 3d st. is used for to play on

the lute. In 1.4 of st. 3 on Choo’s view of

the piece, is taken to mean 4 the days of the year

that remain but that is not necessary. More-

over, to explain Q ,
he says that

* when men have many anxieties, the days seem

short
,

5 whereas the contrary is the case.

Ll.7,8. with Choo
,
is

app. of sitting and seeing,* i.e., anything happen-

ing without warning or excitement. =

‘to enjoy = ‘ tQ dwe11 in the

possession of.’

Tlie rhymes are in st. 1, * *
* * cat . 4 t . 1 : in 2, *

** ,
cat. 3, t . 2 : in 3,

cat.12, t.3.

Ode 3. Allusive. Rebellion plotted a-

GAINST TsiN BY THE CHIEF OF K 4EUH-YUH AXD
his partizans . At the beginning of his rule,

the marquis Ch 4aou invested his uncle, called

Ching-sze(• and Hwan-slmh (1® )
with the great city of K'euh-yuh, thus weaken-
ing greatly bis own power

;
and from this pro-

ceeding there resulted long disorder in the State

of Tsin. A party was soon formed to displace

the marquis, and raise Hwan-shuh to his place.

The piece is supposed in the Preface, and by
Choo, to describe the movement for this object,

the people declaring in it their devotion to the

chief of K keuh-yuh, who is intended by the

o
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1

f

%
When we have seen the princely lord,

Shall we not rejoice?

2 Amidst the fretted waters,

The white rocks stand glistening.

Bringing a robe of white silk, with a vermilion collar, and
embroidered,

We will follow you to Kaou.
When we have seen the princely lord,

What sorrow will remain to us?

3 Amidst the fretted waters,

The wliite rocks clearly show.

We have heard your orders,

And will not dare to inform any one of them.

of the first two stanzas. But, as a matter

of fact, the conspiracy against Ch 4aou was the
affair of a faction, and not shared in by the

mass of the people. I prefer, therefore, to adopt
the view of Yen Ts‘an, that the piece describes

the plottings of conspirators in the capital of

Tsin. The 4 we,* the speakers, are only the ad-

herents of the conspiracy, and the in 1. 4 is

an emissary of Hwan-shuh, who is the

of 1. 5. The object of the piece, therefore, was to

warn the marquis Clraou of the machinations

against him. The K {ang-he editors rather in-

cline in favour of this interpretation.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. see on

vi. IV., and vii. XVIII. ^ < the rug-

ged, lofty app. of the rocks
;

* ‘their

shining appearance
;

* is obscure. The

Shwoh-wan explains it as ; the water about the
banks and rocks

;

* Maou, as= 4 clear ;* Choo, as
1 the stones visible amid the clear water/ What
meaning we are to get from these allusive lines,

it is as difficult .to determine as in the previous

odes which beg«an with

L1.3—6 in 8tt.l,2. The robe described in 1.3

was one worn by the princes of States in gacri-

ficing. It was an inner robe, made of white

silk, with a collar which is here called poh. On
this were embroidered the axes of authority,

and it was fitted also with a hem or edging of

vermilion-coloured silk. Hwan-sbuh had no
right to such a robe

;
and the people of the capital,

in saying to his emissary that they would

go with one to Yuh, promise, in effect, to make

him the marquis of Tsin . was the name of

a town or city in the territory of K^uh-yuh.

in 1.6 is the particle. In stanza 3,
* we

have heard your orders,* means the orders from
Hwan-shuh communicated to his partizans in

Tsin. Lacbarme has erred egregiously in trans-

lating the 3d and 4th lines of stt. 1,2, and the

3d line of st.3.

—

4 Homines simplici cultu induti
y
in

vestibus quibus collare rubrum assuilur, S^c.y se

dedunt viro cuidam in regione Kou dicta,
1 Ego

quce audivi Imperatoris mandata’ ’c.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, *

* cat.” in2, * cat.3,

t. 2 : in 3, * aU2
,
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IV. Tseaou leaou.

S i

P P

f f i

II IJ
1 The clusters of tlie pepper plant,

Large and luxuriant, would fill a pint.

That hero there

Is large and peerless.

0 the pepper plant!

How its shoots extend!

2 The clusters of the pepper plant,

Large and luxuriant, would fill both your hands.

That hero there

Is large and generous.

O the pepper plant!

How its shoots extend;

179

I

Y. Chow-mow.

1 Round and round the firewood is bound;
And the Three Stars appear in the sky.

This evening is what evening,

That I see this good man?
Ode 4. Allusive and metaphorical. Supposed

TO CELEBRATE THE POWER AND PROSPERITY OF
Hwan-shuh, AND TO PREDICT THE GROWTH OF
his family. The Preface gives this interpreta-

tion of the piece, and Choo allows that he does
not know to what to refer it.

LI. 1,2, in both the stt. is the pepper

plant
;

is to be taken as a mere particle.

i luxuriant
; * = * wide,’

* large.’ is a pint measure, and is the

two hands full. Both words express the great

productiveness of the plant and as Yen-she

observes, it is folly to go about trying to deter-

mine the size of the old pint. Evidently there

is a metaphorical element in the allusion in these

lines, and the two last.

LI 3, 4. has often been met

with. and intensify each other.

, our ‘peer•’ ^= 'generous.'

LI. 5, 6. as in iv. III. 2, et al It here

gives the sentiment a tinge of regret.
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0 me! 0 me!
That I should get a good man like this!

2 Round and round the grass is bound;
And the Three Stars are seen from the corner.

This evening is what evening,

That we have this unexpected meeting?
Happy pair! Happy pair!

That we should have this unexpected meeting!

3 Round and round the thorns are bound;
And the Three Stars are seen from the door.

This evening is what evening,

That I see this beauty?
0 me! 0 me!
That I should see a beauty like this

!

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. G

;

(and in 2), cat. 3, 1. 1 : in 2,

Ode 5. Allusive. Husband and wife ex-
press THEIR DELIGHT AT THEIR UNEXPECTED
union. The Preface says that the piece was
directed against the disorder of Tsin, through
which the people were unable to contract mar-
riages at the proper season assigned for them.
Hence Maou would make it out that we have
here the joy of husband and wife, as married at
the fitting time, in contrast with the existing
disappointment and misery. Choo, on the con-
trary, says we have here simply the joy of a
newly married pair. So far I must agree with
Choo

;
the joy indicated is not that of a past

age, but of the time then being. The pair,

however, would seem to rejoice in the realiza-
tion of a happiness from which they had seemed
hitherto debarred.

L. 1 in all the stt. denotes ‘tlie a pp.

of the bundles bound or tied togetlier.*

means 4 grass,
5 generally fodder but here we

must think of it as gathered for the purpose of

fuel. The point of the allusion in this line is

hard to tell. The idea of union, in the bringing
things together, may, possibly, be it.

L. 2. By the 4 Three Stars/ we are to under-
stand a constellation so denominated. Maou

understood by it the constellation of Ts {au

in Orion and K fang-shing, whom Choo

follows, that of Sin
(

) in Scorpio.

The Ts lan would be visible at dusk in the hori-

zon in the 10th month, a proper time according
to Maou for contracting- marriage

;
hence his

view of the ode. The Sin would be visible in

the 5th month, when, acc. to Ch'ins, the proper
season was past. The mention of the constella-

tion as opposite the corner (t. e., the south-east

corner of tlie house), and the door, ought not to

be pressed to a special significance. It is only
the usual variation for the sake of rhythm.

L1.3—6. In st.l the lady is supposed to be

soliloquizing, and calls her husbaDd
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VI. Te too.
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5
7

_

1 There is a solitary russet pear tree,

[Bat] its leaves are luxuriant.

Alone I walk unbefriended;

—

Is it because there are no other people ?

But none are like the sons of one
5

s father.

O ye travellers,

Why do ye not sympathize with me?
Without brothers as I am,
Why do ye not help me?

2 There is a solitary russet pear tree,

[Bat] its leaves are abundant.
Alone I walk un cared for;

—

Is it that there are not other people?

But none are like those of one’s own surname.

I

c the good man.* Mencius, IV.Pt.ii.XXXIII., is

decisive in favour of this view and the opinion

of Maou, that it is a designation of the wife, must
be rejected. In st.2, both husband and wife are

supposed to be the speakers, congratulating each

other, gives the idea of 4 a meeting/

and one which is unexpected, 4 not previously

arranged •’ Maou erroneously understands it of
4mutual delight/ In st. 3, the husband solilo-

quizes. = ‘beautiful.’ Maou, from

an expression in the
J

that 1 three ladies

make a ts^an^ a bevy of beauties, understands
the term of the wife and two concubines of a

great officer! The …
J*

in all the stanzas

expresses the delight of the parties.

The rhymes in st. 1 are—

cat. 12, 1. 1 ;
in 2, *’ cat. 4,

t.l: in 3, *,* cat.5, t.2.

Ode 6. Allusive. Lament of an individual
DEPRIVED OF HIS BROTHERS AND RELATIVES, OR
forsaken by them. A historical interpretation

of the piece is given, as we should have expected,

in the Preface, which refers it to the marquis
Ch'aou, opposed by his uncle of K'euh-yuh, and
plotted against by other members of his House.
This, however, is only conjecture. The words
may have a manifold application.

LI. 1, 2. in both stt. see on ii. V.

‘ the app. of standing alone.’ is, I

think, the descriptive, to be construed with .^ are synonymous, and

describe the abandant frondage of the tree. The
allusion is understood to be by way of contrast.

The tree, though solitary, was covered by its

leaves the sj)eaker was solitary and desolate of
friends.
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s
0 ye travellers,

Why do ye not sympathize with me?
Without brothers as I am,
AYhy do ye not help me?

VII. Kaou Vew.

aw

_|
m

fi jki\

1 Lamb's fur and leopard's cuifs,

You use us with unkindness.

Might we not find another chief?

But [we stay] because of your forefathers.

2 Lamb’s fur and leopard’s cuffs,

You use us with cruel unkindness.

Might we not find another chief?

But [we stay] from our regard to you.

LL 3—5. ^ —see Men. VII. Pt. u.

XXXVII. 9. LI. 4, 5 express the speaker^ pain
in being forsaken by his brothers and relatives.

= 4 brothers by the same father/

r=blood relations, ’descended from the same
ancestor/

Ll. 6=8. =
* 0 ye wayfaring men! * and

are both explained by 4 to help 9 but the

former is referred to the sympathy of the mind,
the latter to its demonstration in the act.

The rhymes are in st. 1,

cat. 5, t. 2: in 2
;

prop. cat. 14),

cat. 11: in both stt”
J;

cat. 15, t. 3.

Ode 7. Narrative. The people of some
GREAT OFFICER COMPLAIN OF HIS HARD TREAT-
MENT OF THEM. WHILE THEY DECLARE THEIR

loyalty. Choo does not attempt to interpret

these verses, but dissents from the view of the
Preface which I have followed.

L. 1 in both stt.—See on vii. YI. The great
officer, to whose territory the speakers belonged,

is here indicated by his dress. and are

synonyms, signifying the cuff of the jacket. L.

2. Maou explains by ( to use/ He also— and are synonyms,

denoting 1 the app. of evil intentions, and of want
of sympathy.'

LI. 3, 4 tell how the speakers might seek the

lands of some other great officer, who would
treat them better, but that they felt an attach-

ment to the family of their chief, and even to

himself. =
the translation.

The rhymes are in st. 1 cat. 5,

1. 1 : in 2, ,
cat. 3, t. 2.
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VIII. Paou yu.

ss iflS

srm
:

1 Suh-suh go the feathers of the wild geese,

As they settle on the bushy oaks.

The king's affairs must not be slackly discharged,

And [so] we cannot plant our sacrificial millet and millet;

—

What will our parents have to rely on ?

O thou distant and azure Heaven

!

When shall we be in our places again ?

2 go the wings of the wild geese,

As they settle on the bushy jujube trees.

The king's affairs must not be slackly discharged,

And [so] we cannot plant our millet and sacrificial millet;

—

How shall our parents be supplied with food?

O thou distant and azure Heaven

!

AVhen shall [our service] have an end?

Ode 8. Allusive or metaphorical. The men
of Tsin, called out to warfare by the
KING’S ORDER, MOURN OYER THE CONSEQUENT
SUFFERING OF THEIR PARENTS, AND LONG FOR
THEIR RETURN TO THEIR ORDINARY AGRICUL-
TURAL pursuits. The piece is referred, we may
presume correctly, to some time after duke
Ch^aou, when, for more tlian 50 years, a strug-

gle went on between the ambitious chiefs of

K 4euh-yuh, and the marquises proper of Tsin.

The people were in the main loyal to Tsin, and
one king and another sent expeditions to support
them. There were of course great trouble

and confusion in tlie State, and the work of

agriculture was much interfered with. Keang
Ping-chang compares the ode with the 4th of
last Book. The strength of the home feeling in

the ancient Chinese appears in both pieces.

•Here,
1

says Keang, * the interest turns more on

the destitution of the parents, because the fili-

al son of Wei could rely on his elder brother at
home, to provide for the wants of the family.*

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. The paou is described
as similar to a wild-goose, but larger, without
any hind toe. The last particular may be
doubted. I think the bird intended may be the

Grey Lag. in st. 4, is descriptive of the

rows or orderly manner which distinguishes the
flight of wild geese. Suh-suh is intended to give

the sound of the birds in flying. —as i. II.

1. /jlT, 4 growing thickly together/

‘bushy.’ is a species of oak as in

iii. YIL Thepaou is said not to be fond of light-

ing on trees, the attempt to perch occasioning

I

it trouble and pain. That is not the proper



How can it be said that he is without robes?

He has those of the seven orders;

But it is better that he get those robes from you.

That will secure tranquillity and good fortune.

How can it be said that he is without robes?

He has those of the six orders;

But it is better that he get those robes from you.

That will secure tranquillity and permanence.

position for it and Choo thinks that the soldiers

introduce it in this position as metaphorical
of the hardship of their lot.

LI. 3 5. The * king^ business * was the ope-

rations of his commissioners aginst K*euh-yuh,

in which the men of Tsin were, of course, re-

quired to take part. is defined as 4 not

strong or durable ;* and also by 4 perfunc-

tory/ c slackly performed.* = and

must here be construed as in the translation.

and see on vi.I. is paddy
;
and

4 a kind of maize.*=
‘ to eat.’

Ll.6,7 L.6,—see on vi.I.
1 when

>

,
as

in vi.II. 2. must be translated 4 in the 1st

person or we might keep its demonstrative
force,—^vhen shall there be this, the getting
the [proper] place [for us]?’ &c.

The rhymes are in st.l,

eat 5 ,
t . 2]n 2

,

J^ cat. 1, t. 3 : in 3,

cat. 10.

Ode 9. Narrative. A request to the king’s

ENVOY FOR THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DUKE
Woo as m\rquis of Tsin. In B. C. 678, the

struggle between the branches of the House of

184 THE SHE KING. PART I.

I#
3 Suh-suh go the toavs of the wild geese,

As they rest on the bushy mulberry trees.

The kings business must not be slackly discharged,
And [so] we cannot plant our rice and maize ;

—

How shall our parents get food ?

O thou distant and azure Heaven

!

When shall we get [back] to our ordinary lot ?

IX. Woo e.

o

iKni

i

o

iK
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1 There is a solitary russet pear tree,

Growing on the left of the way.
That princely man there

!

He might be willing to come to me.
In the centre of my heart I love him,

[But] how shall I supply him with drink and food?

2 There is a solitary russet pear tree,

Growing where the way makes a compass.

That princely man there!

He might be willing to come and ramble [with me].

In the centre of my heart I love him;

[But] how shall I supply him Avith drink and food?

Tsin was brought to a termination, and Ching,
earl of K 4euh-yuh, called after his death dDke

Cliing made himself master of the

whole State, 67 years after the investiture of his

grandfather, Hwan-shuh. It was an act of

spoliation, but the asurper bribed the reigning

king, He ({ 3E) an(i himself acknow-

ledged as marquis of Tsin. In this piece we
must suppose that an application is made in his

behalf, by one of his officers, to an envoy from the
court, for the royal confirmation. The daring
of the application is equalled by the arrogance
of its terms. Choo supposes the application
was made directly by Woo liimself, so that by

of 1.2 the emperor is meant. This is

not likely. The remark of the Preface, that the
piece is expressive of admiration for duke Woo.
is not worth discussion.

LI. 1,2, in both stt. The different ranks in

ancient Cliina were marked by the number of

carriages, robes, &c., conferred by the king.

The prince of a great State had seven of the
sj

Tmbols of rank or, as we may call them here,

orders, on his robes : on the upper robe three
on the lower robe four. Those robes had pre-

viously belonged to tlie marquisate of Tsin, which
Woo had now seized: and he might have pro-

ceeded to assume them at once, but he prefer-

red to get the sanction of the king to his doing
so, because that would tranquillize the minds
of men, and strengthen his own position. The
prince of a State, when serving at court as a
minister of the crown, was held to be of lower
rank by one degree

;
hence the seven orders of

st.l appear in st.2 as only 6.
,

as in the

translation it is not a particle merely. =*
4 you spoken to the king’s envoy.

L.3. ‘ warm but Clioo makes ifc

= 4 long-lasting * in consequence, that is,

of the thickness of the robes, and their good
quality. Others give the character the meaning

of ‘tranquil’ ‘secure.’

Both Maou and Choo note that each stanza

consists of three lines
;
but the rliythm shows

that each should be arranged in 4 lines,

and forming lines themselves.

The rhymes then are in st.l (and

in 2), cat.l, t.l

cat.3 t.3.

cat. 12, t.3: in 2,

24

a. Yew te die too.

i
o

i

VOL. IV.
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2 llie dolicnos grows, covering the jujube trees;

The convolvulus spreads all over the tombs.

The man of my admiration is no more here

With whom can I dwell?—I rest alone.

3 How beautiful was the pillow of horn!

How splendid was the embroidered coverlet!

The man of my admiration is no more here;

—

With whom can I dwell?—Alone [I wait for] the morning.

Ode 10. Metaphorical. Some one regrets
THE POVERTY OF HIS CIRCL MSTAKCES, 'VHICH
PREVENTED HIM FROM GATHlRING AROUND HIM
companions whom he admired. The Preface
finds in this piece a censure of duke Woo, who
did not seek to gather worthy officers around
him. Clioo repudiates, (correctly, sucli an in-

terpretation, and the K*ang-he editors make no
attempt to support it.

LI. 1, 2, iu both stt. L. 1,
—see on the 6th

ode. The 4 left* of the road means the east.

is explained by ‘a bend.’ "JL’he 'vay

went round the spot says Ying-

tah. Such a solitary tree would afford little or

no shelter, aiul so the speaker sees in it a re-

semblance to his own condition.

LI. 3 6. is an initial particle. We have

previously had with the same pronuncia-

tion, used in tlie same way; and llan Ying here

read and are now both in the 3d

tone, with the meaning which I have given.

The rhymes are in st. 1 eat 17:

in 2, cat. 3, t, 1. The last two lines

do not rhyme, unless we make those in the

one stanza rhyme with those iu the other.

Ode 11. Allusive and narrative. A wife
MOURNS THE DEATH OF HER HUSBAND, REFUSING
TO BE COMFORTED, AND WILL CHERISH HIS
memory till her own death. The Preface

says that the piece was directed against duke

Heen
(j^Jj

B. C. 675—650), who occasion-

ed the death of many by his frequent wars. This
charge could, indeed, be made against him; but
there is nothing iu the piece to make us refer it

to his time.

LI. 1,2, in stt. 1, 2. With the names

and we are by this time familiar is a

convolvulus; probably the ipomcea pentadactyfis,

a creeper found abundantly in Hongkong,
and called by the common people, from the way

in which its leaves grow ^ 4 the five-

clawed dragon.* is in the sense of

4 a place of graves •’ These two lines are taken

by Maou and Choo as allusive
;
the speaker being

led by the sight of the weak plants supported by
the trees, ground, and tombs, to think of her own

XI. Koli sang.
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4 Through the [long] days of summer,
Through the [long] nights of winter [shall I be alone],

Till the lapse of a hundred years,

When I shall go home to his abode.

5 Through the [long] nights of winter,

Through the [long] days of summer [shall I be alone],

Till the lapse of a hundred years,

When I shall go home to his cliamber.

XII. TVae ling.

5 $

”

1 Would you gather the liquorice, would you gatherthe liquorice,

On the top of Show-yang?
When men tell their stories,

Do not readily believe them;
Put them aside, put them aside.

Do not readily assent to them;

desolate, unsupported condition. But we may
also take them as narrative, and descriptive of

the battle ground, where her husband had met
his death.

Li.M = —
as in the translation, a designation of the hus-

band. Yen Ts can makes =
4 died here;' but I prefer the version I have

adopted. =

fflj
as is tlie translation. Some critics

call attention to the rhyme between ISl and

in the line but it is not carried out in st. 2.

St. 3. The pillow of horn and embroidered
coverlet had been ornaments of the bridal cham-
ber ; and as the widow thinks of them, her grief

becomes more intense. =
4 1 dwell alone till the raorning.* Some

would construe 11. 1, 2 in the pres, tense, and

infer that the speaker had not been long married.
Maou takes the pathos out of the stanza by
explaining it of some ancient sacrificial usages.

Stt. 4, 5. The lady shows the grand virtue of
a Chinese widow, in that she will never marry
again. And her grief would not be assuaged.
The days would all seem long summer days,
and the nights all long winter nights; so that a
hundred long years would seem to drag their
course. The ‘dwelling and the ‘chamber are
to be understood of the grave.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat.

5, t. 2: in 2, cat. 1 t. 3: in 3,

eat. U: in * cat. 5, 1. 1

in 5, cat 12, t. 3.

Ode 12. Metaphorical. Against giving ear
to slanderers. This piece, like the last, is

supposed to have duke Heen for its object; but
such a reference is open to the same remark as
there.
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And, when men tell their stories,

How will they find course?

2 Would you gather the sowthistle, would you gather the sow-
thistle,

At the foot of Show-yang?
When men tell their stories,

Do not readily approve them;

—

Put them aside, put them aside.

Do not readily assent to them

;

And, when men tell their stories,

How will they find course?

3 Would you gather the mustard plant, Avould you gather the

mustard plant,

On the east of Show-yang?
When men tell their stories,

Do not readily listen to them ;

—

Put them aside, put them aside.

Do not readily assent to them;
And, when men tell their stories,

How will they find course?

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. These lines are me-
taphorical of baseless rumours, carrying their

refutation on the face of them. The plants

mentioned were not to be found about Show-
yang. That any one might know, and a person,

asked to look for them on it, would never think

of doing so. In the same way baseless slanders

might, by a little exercise of sense and discrimi-

nation, be disregarded. The lines are in the

imperative mood, but I have translated them

interrogatively, the better to indicate their rela-

tion to those that follow. see on iii, XIII.

4; i. q. the of iii. X. 2; see on

iii. X. 1. Show-yang,—see on Ana. XVI. xii.

LI. 3 5. may be construed as the sign

of the genitive. f make words,

=

tell their stories. Some take = ‘ hy-

pocritical’ ‘false;’ but it is not necessary to do

so. Maou takes in the sense of ‘really’

or ‘ if really.’ It is better to take it in the sense

of as I have done, and treat wK as a
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particle
;
unless, indeed, we take the two terms

as a compound particle, as Wang Yin-che says

that always is, and not attempt to

translate them at all. = ‘to grant,’

4 to approve of;’ 4 to follow/ is here, both

by Maou and Choo, explained by ‘to

hearken to•’ as in ix. IV.

LI. 6— 8. = 4 to account correct.’ Choo

makes the nominative to ‘How will

those men attain to spread their slanders.?’ I

think we should take the whole of the 7th line

as the subject. The meaning comes to the same.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat.

12, 1. 1 : in 2, ffeL, cat. 5, t. 2: in 3,

9 : and in all the stanzas,

cat . 14,

Concluding note on the Book. As the

omission in Book VIII. of all odes about duke

Hwan was matter of surprise, so in this Book

we must think it strange that there is silence

about duke Wan, the hero of Tsin. In the odes,

as we have them, there is a good deal that is

pleasing, and has more than a local interest.

The 1st, as a picture of cheerful, genial ways

;

the 8th, as an exhibition of filial regard and an-

xiety and the 11th, as a plaintive expression of

the feelings of a lonely widow, bear to be read

and read again. The 2d, in the view which it

gives us of death, and the 5th, in the joy which

it describes of a union unexpectedly attained,

have a human attraction. And in none of the

others is there any of the lewdness which de-

files so many of the odes of Wei and Ch'ing.



BOOK XI. THE ODES OF TS‘IN.

I. Keu Jin.

5

_ A
I

1 He has many carriages, giving forth their lin-lin;

He has horses with their white foreheads.

Before we can see our prince,

We must get the services of the eunuch.

2 On the hill-sicles are varnish trees;

In the low wet grounds are chestnuts.

When we have seen our prince,

We sit together with him, and they play on their lutes.

If now we do not take our joy,

The time will pass till we are octogenarians.

Title of the Book . H-
* The odes of Ts^n; Book XI. of Part L* The
btate of Ts 4in took its name from its earliest

principal city,—in the pres. dis. of Ts 4ing-shway() Ts ‘in-chow(l l
) Kan-suh.

Its chiefs claimed to be descended from Yih, or

Pih-yih ( ) Shun^ forester, and the as-

sistant of the great Yu in his labours on the

deluge, from whom he got the clan-name of

Ying Among his descendants, we are

told there was a Chung-keueh
(f & ) who

resided among the wild tribes of the west for

the protection of the western borders of the

kingdom of Shang. The sixth in descent from

him, called Ta-loh had a son, Fei-

tsze ( g ^p), who had charge of the herds of

horses belonging to king Heaou (B. C. 908

—

894), and in consequence of his good services

was invested with the small territory of Ts4n, as

an attached State. His great-grandson, called

Ts‘in-cliung or Chung of Ts‘in
<

was

made a great officer of the court by king Seuen,

in B. C. 82G; and his grandson, again, known

as duke Seang in consequence of his

loyal services, in 769, when the capital of Chow
was moved to the east, was raised to the dignity

of an earl, and took his place among the great

feudal princes of the kingdom, receiving a large

portion of territory, which included the ancient

capital of the House of Chow. In course of

time, Ts 4
in, as is well known, superseded the

dynasty of Chow, having gradually moved its

capital more and more to the east, after the ex-

ample, in earlier times, of Chow itself. The
people of Ts 4in were, no doubt, composed of the

wild tribes of the west, though the ruling chiefs

among them may have come originally from the

more civilized China on the east. The descent

from Pih-yih belongs to legend, not to history.
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1

3 On the hill-sides are mulberry trees;

In the low wet grounds are willows.

When we have seen our prince,

We sit together with him, and they play on their organs.

If now we do not take our joy,

The time will pass till we are no more.

II. Sze t
L

eeli.

1 His four iron-black horses are in very fine condition;

The six reins are in the hand [of the charioteer].

The ruler’s favourites

Follow him to the chase.

Ode 1. Narrative and allusive. Celebrating
THE GROWING OPULENCE AND STYLE OF SOME
LORD OF Ts 4IN, AND THE PLEASURES AND FREE-
DOM of his court. The Preface says that the
lord of Ts'in here intended was Ts^n-chung,
mentioned in the note above. Clioo, liowever,

remarks that there is nothing in the piece to

make us refer it to Ts 4in-chung. This is true;

but we must believe it was made at an early
period, when the State was emerging from its

obscurity and weakness.

St.l• isdefined as 1 the noise of

many chariots/ The character here was pro-

bably formed originally by with the phone-

tic on the right. = forehead. J

The horses would have a white spot in their

foreheads. By we are to understand

* the ruler of Ts ‘in. = ‘ a

eunuch-officer.’ There were eunuchs about the
court of Chow, though not in any great num-
ber. From the Tso-chuen we know that in

the Ch 4un-ts 4ew period, they were in the
great feudal courts. The mention of one here,

whose services were necessary to announce the
wish of a liigh officer (such we must suppose
the speaker to have been) to liave an interview
with the ruler, is intended to show that the court
of Ts ;in was now assuming all the insignia of
the other States of the kingdom.

btt. 2, 3, 11. 1, 2. Perhaps the allusion here is

to indicate that as the hill-sides and low grounds
had their appropriate trees, so music was ap-

propriate to the court. -see vii. XV. 1.

Here 4 banks, 5 however had better give place to
4 hill-sides •’ The Shwoh-wan defines the term

by .

LI. 3, 4. Hwang Tso observes on

that it is to be understood of the ruler and his
guests, sitting together in the same apartment,
but not of their doing so, 4 shoulder to shoulder/
without distinction of rank. We are not to sup-
pose that the ruler and his guests played them-
selves on the instruments mentioned the music
was from the proper officers, an accompaniment

of the feasting which was going on. see

on vi.III. 1.
>

LI. 5, 6. makes the meaning of

plain enough. In x. I. 2, is used of

the passing away of the year. We might translate

by ‘hereafter;’ comp. ^
Men. VII. Pt. ii. XXX. 2. I take tj as in x.I.,

= Eighty years old is called

The rliymes are—in st. 1, ^ ^ cat.

12, t. 1 : in 2, ib., t. 3: in

3
,

cat . ia
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He rambles in the northern park
His four horses display their training.

Light carriages, with bells at the horses
9

bits,

Convey the long and short-mouthed dogs.

Ode 2. Narrative. Celebrating the grow-
ing OPULENCE OF THE LORDS OF Ts 4IN, AS
seen in their hunting. The Preface refers

this piece to duke Seang, also mentioned in the
introductory note, on his being raised to the

dignity of earl by king P 4ing, and assuming the

style becoming his rank; but such a reference

is entirely outside the piece itself.

St. 1 . is descriptive of the colour of the

horses. Lull Teen says that the term has refer-

ence not only to their iron colour, but also to

their iron strength ^). Maou

explains - by Marge (
;’ Choo adds

,

4 fat/ L.2. We must understand that the reins

were in the hand of the charioteer
;
but I do not

see, with Maou, that the line is intended to indi-

cate his skill, but simply his holding the reins in

his hand. With a team of 4 horses, there were of

course 8 reins, but the two inner reins of the

outsiders were somehow attached to the car-

riage; so that the driver held only 6 in his hand.

L.3. as in iii.XlII. 3, et al. We need not

translate it by ‘ duke.’ is in the sense of

‘ to love.’ Yen Ts 4an and Choo both un-

derstand the line as in the translation
;
Maou^

view of it is much too far-fetched, ‘tlie duke’s

officers, who love him above them, and the peo-

ple below them.* L.4 .
‘ the winter hunt’

is here probably= t the chase/ generally.

St. 2 describes the action of tlie chase. As a

nominative to we must understand

4 the forester/ and his attendants, who have
surrounded the animals in season, so as to

afford plenty of sport. = ‘these

= =
.

4 the males of the animals.’ The 4 these
?

repre-

sents the scene graphically, as if passing before

the speaker’s eye. L.3. ‘ left it’= to

the left with the carriage. L. 4. =
( the end of an arrow/ not * the barb/ as

Williams says so that =
‘ he discharges his arrows.’

St. 3 supposes the hunting finished. The
action is now transferred to some park, north

of the capital of Ts 4
in.

|

is here evidently

synonymous with j^j
( a park,* though it is now

confined mainly to the signification of garden.*

Ying-tah says that the difference between them

was in their being enclosed, the
|
by a wall,

and the
|
by a hedge or fence. L2. =

or * to put through their practice.’

The horses now went gently along, not driven
about as in the chase, and displayed the skill

with which they had been trained. __ :=
4 light.* These were used to prevent the ani-

mals of the chase from escaping out of the

circle in which they were enclosed, and for the

purpose here mentioned. On each side of the

bits the horses in them were suspend-

ed bells, called here being supposed to

emit a sound like that of the fabulous bird so

called. L.4. Both Maou and Choo say that

was the name for 4 long-muzzled dogs’ and

that for 4 dogs with short muzzles •’

These last characters, if we are to accept this

explanation of them, should be formed with

instead of and as indeed they

are in the Shwoh-wan.

The rhymes are—in st.l, ^
3, t. 2 : in 2, eat . 5 ,

t 3: in 3
,

.

cat. 14: cat. 2, t.l.
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Ode 3. Narrative. The lady of an officer
ABSENT ON AN EXPEDITION AGAINST THE TRIBES

OF THE WEST GIVES A GLOWING DESCRIPTION
OF HIS CHARIOT, AND PRAISES HIMSELF, EX-
PRESSING, BUT WITHOUT MUR3IURING, HER OWN
regret at his absence. The Preface says the

piece is in praise of duke Seang
;
which is alto-

gether foreign to its spirit, though it may, or

may not, have belonged to his time. He received

a charge from king P'ing to subdue the tribes

referred to in it, and the struggle between them
and Ts 4in long continued. Both the Preface

and Choo suppose two speakers in each stanza,

referring the 1st six lines to tlie followers of

the officer, and the last four to his wife. This
destroys the unity of the verses. They are,

evidently, all the language of the wife, and we
thus have in her a fine specimen of a Ts 4 in ma-
tron, public-spirited and tender-hearted

;
— see

Keang Ping-chang, in loc.

St.l. L.l. here denotes the ordinary

war-chariot called (smaliC/J)’ toclistinguishit

from a larger one, which we shall by and by meet

with. is used in the sense of i the

boards forming the back and front of the car-

riage.
5 They are called 4 shallow ==

or short as we must translate, because the war
chariot was much shorter than the carriage or

waggon used for ordinary purposes. The width
of both was the same , 6 ft. 6 in

;
but the latter

was 8 ft. long, and the former only 4 ft. 4 in.

L.2 . was the end of the pole, where the yoke

for the two inside horses was attached. It rose

• curve, like the ridge of a house
(J^) T

and was bound in 5 places with leather, which

gave it an elegant appearance. orna-

mental bands of leather.* L. 3.
1 Tlie slip

=moving) rings * were attached somewhow to
the backs of the inside horses, and tlie off reins

of the outsides were drawn through them, so
that the driver could keep those horses in con-
trol, if they tried to start off from the others.
4 The side straps/ it is said, were tixed to the
ends of tlie yoke and the front of the carriage,

running along the ^ sides
J

of the insiders, and so
preventing the other horses from pressing in

upon them. The force of the I cannot dis-

cover. The student must bear in mind, that in

tliose times the team ut a cliariot consisted of

4 horses, which were driven abreast or nearly so,

and not yoked two behind, and two in front.

L.4. m means a trace
( ). What

is here spoken of are the traces attached in
front to the necks or breasts of the outsiders,
and behind to the front of the chariot. The
places where they were so attached to the
carriage were somehow masked or concealed

(J5^);
the attachment ( was made by

means of gilt rings. L.5.

of tiger's skin ’ which was spread in the car-

riage. = 4 long/ For the sake of

greater strength the naves of the wheels in

a warchariot were made of extraordinary size.

L.6. 4 Yoked in it are our piebalds/ &c. The
terms descriptive of the horses are defined as

in the translatiou.

III. Seaou jung.
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Ill II IItf1
Iftl

^&J 1r , ^ •t _L

2 His four horses are in very fine condition,

And the six reins are in the hand [of the charioteer].

Piebald, and bay with black mane, are the insides;

Yellow with black mouth, and black, are the outsides;

Side by side are placed the dragon-figured shields;

Gilt are the buckles for the inner reins.

I think of rnv husband [thus],

Lookin ' so mild in the cities there.

What time can be fixed for his return?

Oh! how I think of him!

3 His mail-covered team moves in great harmony;
Tliere are the trident spears with their gilt ends;

And the beautiful feuther-iigured shield;

Ll. 7— 10. ^ is the particle. —
* husband,* as in i. X., e/a/. The Jj in 1. 8,

and in the next st., increases the descriptive force

. The tribes of tlie west lived in plank

houses or log huts. The lady sees her husband

in one, which he had taken, we may suppose,

from the enemy. 4 bends of the

heart.’

St. 2. —the horses were entire. H
as in II. 1. L. 3. is

4 a red horse,

with a black mane.* ptl denotes the 4 middle*

horses, the insiders, called . The

outsiders were called ts
l

an. Maou defines g
as in the transl. L. 4. The shields are called
4 dragon/ from having the figure of a dragon
drawn upon them. They were set up in the front

of the carriage, and helped to protect those in it

from the missiles and arrows of the enemy.

L. 6. By is meant the two inner reins of

the outsiders, which were attached by buckles

( = ? to the front of

the carriage, leaving only 4 six reins* for the

driver to manage.— must be disregarded, as

a mere particle, and the line= 4 the reins with
their gilt buckles/

Ll. 7, 10. may be taken of the cities or

towns on the western border of Ts kin, or those

of the western tribes. = ‘ there will be.’

as in iv. III. 2.

St. 3. L. 1. has here the sense of ‘mailed,’

the mail for the horses being made of 4 thin*

plates of metal, scale-like. = ‘har-

nionious
)

,

referring to the unison of their move-

ments. L. 2. The k lew maou is defined as 4 a

three cornered spear (—>

’ 3

figured as a trident. The end of its shaft ( )

was gilt. L. 3. < is here used in the sense of

‘shield’ specifically one of middle size. The

Shwoh-wan gives the character as with

on the right . denotes the feathers, which

were fixed (Maou), or painted (Ch ;ing), on the

shield, describes the effect as elegant

( ) L. 4. was the 4 bow-case
( ^
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With the tiger-skin bow-case, and the carved metal ornaments
on its ft*ont.

The t-wo bows are placed in the case,

Bound with string to their bamboo frames.

I think of my husband,
When I lie down and rise up.

Tranquil and serene is the good man,
With his virtuous fame spread far and near.

IV. Keen kea.

P —
u

1 The reeds and rushes are deeply green,

And the white dew is turned into hoarfrost.

The man of whom I think
Is somewhere about the water.

1 go up the stream in quest of him,

- 1it •

‘ enSraven breasts.* Maou
and Choo take the phrase of the carved metal
ornaments on the horses’ breast-bands; but I

agree with Yen Ts 4an that it is very unlikely the
speaker should start off from the bow-case to

the breast-bands of the horses, and then in the

next line return to the bow-case again. We must
take the phrase as descriptive of the ornaments

on the front of the case.

=
ere were placed together two bows

in the case. L.6. The ^ (composed else-

where of : and Jj^\) was an instrument of

bamboo, strapped to the bow "when unstrung, to

keep it from warping. It appears here, as so

strapped to it with string and placed

along with it in the case.

L1.6— 7. as in iii.XIV. 3.

describes 4 the tranquil serenity of the husband’s

virtue.* = 4 orderly.’ Choo Kung-

ts ;een sa}*s, 4 The manifestation of his virtuous

fame proceeded from the inside to the outside,

from near to far. This is what is meant by its

being an orderlyfame'

The rhymes are—in st.l, cat. 3, t.l

ns (

prop, belongs to cat. 4) : in 2,

tllis is vel7 dOTlbtful)

;

(ProP-

cat. 15), ^ ,
cat. 7, t. 3: in 3,

(^)rop. cat. 14), cat. 13, 1. 1
;

*
and (prop. cat. 7), cat. 6, t. 1.

Ode 4. Narrative. Some one tells how he
SOUGHT ANOTHER WHOM IT SEEMED EASY TO
FIND, AND YET COULD NOT FIND HIM. This
piece reads very much like a riddle, and so it

has proved to the critics. The Preface says it

was directed against duke Seang, who went on
his course to strengthen his State by warlike
enterprises, without using the proprieties of
Chow, and so would be unable to consolidate it.

In developing this interpretation, on which the
first two lines are allusive. Ch'ing K kang-shing
makes l the man 5

in the 3d line to be a man or
men versed in the proprieties Gow-yang and

L.5.

•‘ tl
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^

But the way is difficult and long.

I go down the stream in quest of him,

And lo! he is rightjn the midst of the water.

2 The reeds and rushes are luxuriant,

And the white dew is not )^et dry.

The man of whom I think

Is on the margin of the water.

I go up the stream in quest of him,

But the way is difficult and steep.

I go down the stream in quest of him,

And lo! he is on the islet in the midst of the Avater.

3 The reeds and rashes are abundant,
And the white dew has not yet ceased.

The man of whom I think

Is on the bank of the river.

others think duke Seang himself is meant; and
Leu Tsoo-k^en takes l the man ,

as 4 the pro-
prieties of Cliow.* All this is what Choo well
calls * chiselling,* and gives no solution of the
riddle. He himself takes the whole as narra-
tive, and does not attempt any solution

;
nor

do I venture to propose one.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. The keen is described

as like tlie hwan which Medliurst calls a

tough sedge or rush, but smaller, though it

rises to the lieight of several feet. For the k'ea,

see on ii. XIV. describes their ap-

jKarance of a deep green. Maou and Choo say

that is synonymous with this

;

comp.

in i. II. 1. must have a sirai-

ar meaning; Choo tries to keep to the mean-

ing in it of ‘to gather•’ The 2d line indi-

cates the time as towards the close of autumn,

\shen frost was beginning to make itself felt;

and the time of the day as in the morning, when
the dew still lay in hoarfrost, or a semblance of

it•
‘ to be dry.’

LI. 3. = ‘that man.’ Maou

makes as in ii. XIII. 3, but the term

has here a demonstrative force. Wang Yin-che

explains it by ‘ one quarter, ’==»

somewliere. is the margin, 4 the place where

the water and grass meet.* as in vi.VII.

2. To go up against the stream is called

(or 'vith at tlie side)
f

to go down

witli the stream is called j^J] so, the

Urh-ya. follow hira
)

,
i.e., go in quest

of him. = ‘dangerous’ ‘precipitous

and difficult.’ ‘ascending’ ‘steep.’
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2

What are there on Chung-nan?

There are white firs and plum trees.

Our prince has arrived at it,

Wearing an embroidered robe over his fox-fur,

And with his countenance rouged as with vermilion.

May he prove a ruler indeed!

What are there on Chung-nan?

There are nooks and open glades.

-‘c to the right/ The meaning is, as Choo

says, that 4 he did not meet with the man, and

turned away to the right of him.
1 and

both mean 4 islet * but is the smaller of the

two. as in x.II.

The rhymes are in st. 1,

cat. 10; it is not worth while to put down

11. 5 and 7 as rhyming: in 2,

cat. 15, 1. 1 : in 3, *
cat. 1, 1. 1.

Ode 5. Allusive. Celebrating the grow-
ing DIGNITY OF SOME RULER OF Ts'IN, AND
ADMONISHING, WHILE PRAISING, HIM. The piece

is akin to the first and second. The Preface

refers it to duke Seang, who was the first of the

chiefs of Ts l
iri to be recognized as a prince of

the kingdom, and we need not question the

reference.

Ll.l, 2, in both stt. Chung-nan was the most
famous mountain in the old demesne of Chow,
lying south of tlie old capital of Haou,—in the

pres. dep. of Se-gan, in Slien-se. It came to be-

long to Ts 4in, when king P4ng had granted to

duke Seang the old possessions of Chow. The
t
Leaou is another name for 4 the mountain ts

l'ew

(I I
I

4 a kind of fir/ distinguished by the

whiteness of its bark, and leaves, and affording

good materials for making chariots, coffins, &c.

Choo defines w corners

of a hill/ and by
4 open level, places.’ It is hard to tell in what
the allusion in these two lines lies.

Ll.3.5. I construe as the particle, and

suppose that the lines are descriptive of the
prince of Ts'in^ arrival in the neighbourhood
of the mountain, from a visit to tlie court of

Chow, or in some progress through his territo-

ries. On 1.4, st.l, Ying-tah says that the prince

of a State wore a white fox-fur at the royal
court, and on his return to his own dominions
when he announced in his ancestral temple
what gifts he had received from the son of

Heaven after "wiiich he no more wore it. The
same would probably be true of the dress men-
tioned in the corresponding line of st.2. On the

I go up the stream in quest of him,

But t.lie way is difficult and turns to the right.

I go down the stream in quest of him,

And lo! he is on the island in the midst of the water.

V. Chung-nan.

i

o

11

U
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Our prince has arrived at it,

With the symbol of distinction embroidered on his lower gar-

ment,

And the gems at his girdle emitting their tinkling.

May long life and an endless name be his?

VI. Hivang neaou.

S

_ ‘
1 They flit about, the yellow birds,

And rest upon the jujube trees.

Who followed duke Muh [to the grave]?

Tsze-keu Yen-seih.

And this Yen-seih

Was a man above a hundred.

When he came to the grave,

He looked terrified and trembled.

Thou azure Heaven there!

symbol of distinction, see the Shoo on Il.iv. 4.

Ying-tah, after Ch'ing, observes that as the

symbol was represented on the lower garment,
we are not to find two article of array in this

line. The andthe are mere-

ly variations of expression for the same thing.

We have indeed, two articles in st.l, and we
know that the embroidered robe was worn over

the fur. comp, on iii.XIII. 3.

gives the sound of the gems.

L.6. expresses a wish, in which a warning or

admonition is also supposed to be conveyed.

The iMl, as optative, may be pleaded in favour

of the admonition in st.l, and Keang finds the

same in 2, by taking as=

_ ‘
f_ first t

last ever mindful of the king’s orders.’ I pre-

fer to take the passively. Elsewhere in

PttILandIII wefind combined, in

the sense of 4 to live long/

The rhymes are—in st.l, cat.

l.t.l : in 2, atl<) : *

[ p may also be taken as rhymes in both stt.,

cat. 1, t. 2.

Ode 6. Allusive. Lament for thrke wor-
thies of Ts*in who were buried in the same
grave with duke Muh. Tliere is no difficulty

or difference about the historical interpretation

of this piece and it brings us down to the year
B.C. 620. Then died duke Muh, after playing
an important part in the northwest of China for

39 years. The Tso-chuen, under the 6th year
of duke Wan, raakes mention of his requiring the

three oflScers here celebrated to be buried with
him, and the composition of the piece in conse-

quence. The historical Records J say tliat the

barbarous practice began with duke Ching,
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5

g f

5

Thou art destroying our good men.
Could he have been redeemed,
We should have given a hundred lives for him.

2 They flit about, the yellow birds,

And rest upon the mulberry trees.

Who followed duke Muh [to the grave]?

Tsze-keu Chung-hang.
And this Chung-hang
Was a match for a hundred.
When he came to the grave,

He looked terrified and trembled,

Thou azure Heaven there!

Thou art destroying our good men.
Could he have been redeemed,
We should have given a hundred lives for him.

3 They flit about, the yellow birds,

And rest upon the thorn trees.

Who followed duke Muh [to the grave]?

Mali's predecessor, with whom 66 persons were
buried alive, and that 170 in all were buried
with duke Muh. The death of the last distin-

guished man of the House of Ts 4
in, the emperor

I., was subsequently celebrated by the entomb-
ment with him of all the inmates of his harem.
Yen Ts 4an says that though that House had
couie t(> the possession of the demesne of Chow,

it brought with it the manners of the barbarous

tribes among wliich it had so long dwelt.—Have
we not in this practice a sufficient proof that

the chiefs of Ts*in were themselves sprung from
those tribes?

In all the stt. LI. 1,2. I take^^ in the

sense adopted by Choo, 4 the app. of flying about,
coming and going/ Maou makes it=‘ small-
like-’ The allusion is variously explained, some
say there is in it the idea of the people's loving
tlie three victims as they liked the birds; others,
tliat tlie birds among the trees were in their
proper place, very different from the worthies

in the grave of duke Muh. - ‘t

follow in death/ is the more common terra

in this sense. L. 4. was the clan-name

of the victims, brothers, whose names follow in
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Tsze-keu K ceen-lioo.

And this Tsze-keu K^en-hoo
Could withstand a hundred men.
AVhen he came to the grave,

He looked terrified and trembled.

Thou azure Heaven there!

Thou art destroying our good men.
Could he have been redeemed,

We should have given a hundred lives for him.

VII. Shin fung.

1 1% IJ il ftf I
1 Swift flies the falcon

To the thick-wooded forest in tlie north.

While I do not see my husband,
]\Iy heart cannot forget its grief.

How is it, how is it,

That he forgets me so very much?

the several stanzas. L. 6. gives the idea

of ‘standing out eminent;’ that of 4 a dyke

or bulwark ;* ^0, that of ‘ a combatant.’ LI. 7,

8. is explained by 6 the pit of a tomb/

terrified-like.’ I follow Choo in un-

derstanding these lines of the victims them-
selves. Ch 4ing is followed by Yen Ts'an in

taking them of the spectators. The other view
is more natural. L. 9. This line is equivalent

tQ in x. VIII. et aL The ap-

peal is, literally, to 4 that which is azure, the

sky,* but we must understand really to the

Power dwelling in the heavens. 4 to

make an end of.* L. 12. Clioo malces tliis^men
would all have wished to make their lives a
hundred to give in exchange for him.* But the
construction is, perhaps, 4 The price would have
been of men a hundred.*

The rhymes are in st. 4,

cat. 1 t. 3: in 2, cat. 10:

in 3
,

eat . 5
,
t. 2 . Als

•| and in all the stt.

Ode 7. Allusive. A wife tells her grief
BECAUSE OF THE ABSENCE OF HER HUSBAND, AND
HIS FORGETFULNESS OF HER. Such is the aC-

count of the piece given by Choo, drawn from
the language of the different verses. The Pre-
face says it was directed against duke K*ang (B.

C. 619 608), the son and successor of Muh,
who slighted the men of worth whom his father
had collected around him, leaving the State
without those wlio were its ornament and
strength. But there is reallv nothing in the
j)iece to suggest this interpretation ;—it is, indeed,
far-fetched.

LI. 1,2, in all the stt. expresses c the app.

of the rapid flight of a bird.* is a

name for the which Williams calls fal-

con, goshawk, or kite.* It is described as 4 ful-

vous, with a short swallow-like neck, and a
hooked beak, flying against the wind with great
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i

t
1

_

I

2 On the mountain are the bushy oaks;

In the low wet grounds are six elms.

While I do not see my husband,

My sad heart has no joy.

How is it, how is it,

That he forgets me so very much?O J

3 On the mountain are the bushy sparrow-plums;
In the low wet grounds are the high, wild pear trees.

While I do not see my husband,

My heart is as if intoxicated with grief.

How is it, how is it,

That he forgets me so very much?

VIII. Woo e.

^

1 How shall it be said that you have no clothes?

I will share my long robes with you.

The king is raising his forces;

I will prepare my lance and spear,

And will be your comrade.

rapidity/ describes * the thick and exten-

sive growth of the forest.* In st.2 there is

great difficulty with and there is, pro-

bably, a corruption of the text. Acc. to Maou,

is the name of an animal, 1 like a white

horse, with a black tail, and strong teeth like

a saw, which eats tigers and leopards V But an
animal of any kind is entirely out of place here.

We must take the term as the name of a tree,

and Lnh Ke says the poh is a kind of elm.
Why six trees are mentioned we cannot tell

unless it were that a meadow with that number

of elms in it was in the writer’s view or in hi3

mind*s eye, when he wrote the verse. In the

Japanese plates the tree would seem to be the celtis

rmiku% The is the ii.XIII. The suy

yields a fruit like a pear, but smaller and sour. It

is called 4 the hill, or wild pear tree,' 4 the deer pear

tree,’ ‘ rat pear tree’ &c. jl^ must have a mean-

ing, to correspond to the of the prec. line,

and in st 2. I translate it by * high/ The
allusion in all the stt. seems to be simply in the
contrast between the falcon and the trees, all in

VOL. IV. 26
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¥ ^

2 How shall it be said that you have no clothes?

I will share my under clothes with you.

The king is raising his forces;

I will prepare my spear and lance,

And will take the field with you.

3 How shall it be said that you have no clothes?

I will share my lower garments with you.

The king is raising his forces;

I will prepare my bulFcoat and sharp weapons,
And will march along with you.

the places and circumstances proper to them, and
the different condition of the speaker.

LI. 3— 6. •

—

in the sense of 4 husband,*

as often. represents the speaker to us as

4 unable to forget * her grief. ‘not yet

seen,* suggests the thought that the husband had

"been long absent. —
‘ with no joy •’ All

was grief.

The rhymes are in st. 1, (all through

the She, rhymes thus), J cat. 7, t.

1 : in 2, cat 2 ;
in 3,_

cat. 15, t.3 : also in all the stt., cat. 17.

Ode 8. Narrative. The people of Ts {in
DECLARE THEIR READINESS. AND STIMULATE ONE
ANOTHER, TO FIGHT IN THE KING’S CAUSE I-Can
get no otlier meaning but the above out of this

perplexing piece. The Preface says it is con-
demnatory of the frequent hostilities in which
the people were involved by a ruler who had no
fellow feeling with them; but I can see no trace

in it of such a sentiment. Some refer it to duke
K 4ang others to Seang others to Ch wang. With
some it expresses condemnation with others
praise. Evidently it was made at a time when
the people were being called out in the king^
service

;
and the loyalty wliich they had felt,

when they were subjects of ('hovr, still asserted
its presence, and made them forward to take
the field.

LI. 1,2 in all the stt. Here we have one of the
people stimulating another who had been excus-
ing himself, perhaps, from taking the field on
the ground that he had but a scanty wardrobe.

The friend will share his own with him.

the term for a long robe or gown. The critics

all speak of it here as quilted. Choo, after

Ch {
ing, defines as in the translation. The

Shwoh-wSn gives the character with at the

side, no doubt correctly.

L1.3_5.
-J-*

must be taked as the particle.

I translate both and by lance. The

former is said to have been of all spear-like

weapons the most convenient for use. It was 6
ft. 6 in. long, and you could pound, cut, smite,

and hook 'vith it. The kih here is said to have
been that used in the chariot, 16 feet long,

Tised both for thrusting and hooking. is

the corselet, made in those days of leather.

means sharp weapons generally. I take

with Maou, in the sense of 6 mate/

‘comrade’ like in i.I.
‘
t rise t

action,*=to take tlie field.

The rhymes are in all the stt. cat -

15, t.l: in 1 cat. 3, 1. 1 : in 2,

.1^.5_1.3>3**
cat. 10.
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He assigned us a house large and spacious;

But now at every meal there is nothing left.

Alas that he could not continue as he began!

He assigned us at every meal four dishes of grain;

But now at every meal we do not get our fill.

Alas that he could not continue as he began!

Ode 9. Narrative. The feelings with
WHICH DUKE K’ANG ESCORTED HIS COUSIN,

DUKE Wan, to Tsin, and his parting gifts.

Duke Heen of Tsin had a daughter who be-

came the wife of Muh of Ts*in, and was the

mother of his son who became duke K 4ang.

The eldest son and heir of Heen was driven

to suicide by the machinations of an unwortliy

favourite of his father, and his two sons fled

to other States. One of them Ch‘iing-ui h,

afterwards the famous duke Wiln of Tsia, took

refuge finally in Ts‘in, and by the help of

duke Muh was restored to liis native State, and

became master of it, after he had been a fugitive

for 19 years. K*ang was then the heir-apparent

of Ts*in, and escorted his cousin into the State

of Tsin when he undertook his expedition to

recover it. These verses are supposed to have

been written by him at a subsequent time, when
he recalled with interest the event.

IX. JJ ei yang.

1

1 I escorted ray mothers nephew,
To the north of the Wei
What did I present to him ?

Four bay horses for his carriage of state.

2 I escorted my mother's nephew;
Long, long did I think of him.

What did I present to him?
A precious jasper, and gems for his girclle-pendant.

4

|
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LI. 1, 2, in both stt . denotes a mother’s

brothers, and ^ will therefore be one

bearing their surname, and little removed from

them; here it=‘ cousin.’ Lacharrae translates

it avunculus^ which is here incorrect, see

iii.X. 3. The north of a river is called The

capital of Ts*in at this time was Yung (^^), in

pres. dis. of Hing-p 4ing, dep. Se-gan. The one

prince accompanied the other to the territory of

the pres. dis. of Heen-yang

see iii. V. 2, Maou says that he

thought of his mother, now long dead. But
whether she were dead or not at this time does
not appear—the line simply expresses tlie an-
xious regard which he felt for his cousin, em-
barked on a hazardous enterprize.

LI. 3, 4. We are not to understand that the
carriage was given by the prince of Ts c

in. Such
a carriage the princes of States received from
the king. If Ch 4ung-urh succeeded, he would
have such a carriage as the marquis of Tsin;
and now his cousin, anticipating his success,

gave him the horses for it. as in v.X. et al.

Williams says the was 4 a kind of jas-

per.* We cannot tell whether this jasper was
to be worn at the girdle-pendant, or whether it

w as given in addition to the usual stones worn
there.

The rhymes are perhaps, in both stanzas

(not given by T'van): in 1, r,
:^ cat.

10: in 2, cat. 1, t. 1.

Ode 10. Narrative. Some parties complain

OF THE DIMINISHED RESPECT AND ATTENTION

paid to them. The Preface says the complain-

ers were men of worth, old servants of duke

Muh, in his attentions to whom K 4ang, his sue-

cesser, gradually fell off. It may have been so,

but we cannot positively affirm it. In the com-

mon editions, the stanzas are printed in 5 lines,

and being each regard-

ed as one. Koo-she observes that these expres-

sions can hardly be treated as separate lines.

In both stt., 1.
1.

is an exclama-

tion, => 4 for us,* * in the treatment of us/

‘large.’ expresses 4 the appear-

ance of being deep and wide.* The were

vessels of earthenware or wood, round outside,

and square inside, in which grain was set forth
at sacrifices and feasts. A prince, in entertain-

ing a great officer, had two of these dishes on the
mat, or, as we should say, on the table, and the
dishes of meat and other viands corresponded.
Here there are 4 such dishes, intimating the
abundance of the entertainment which was pro-
vided.

L. 2. The student will observe the appropri-

and of '^\ in 2.

L.3.
,

‘to continue.’ -
‘a beginning.’ How the two characters

have this signification is attempted to be made

out in this way. is the weight or stone

attached to a steel yard, and with a stick and
stone the first rude attempts at weighing were

made
;

is the bottom of a carriage, and the

first attempts at conveying things were made on

a board. However this be, the two characters

are now recognized as meaning 1 the beginnings

of things.*

ateness of fflf. in st. 1,

Concluding note on the Book. From the

first three odes, the fifth, and the seventh, we
get the idea of Ts'inas a youthful State, exulting

in its growing strength, and giving promise of

a vigorous manhood. The people rejoice in

their rulers; wives are proud of the martial

display of their husbands, while yet they mani-
fest woruan^ tenderness and affection. The
sixth ode shows what barbarous customs still

disfigured the social condition but there is in

the whole an auspice of what the House of

Ts‘in became,

—

the destroyer of the effeminate

dynasty of Chow, and the establisher of one of

its own, based too much on force to be lasting.

Many of the critics think that Confucius gave
a place in his collection of odes to those of Ts c

in,

as being prescient of its future history!

The rhymes are in st. 1,

5, U: in 2,* ^ ,
cat. 3, t. 2. The

in st. 2 rhymes with 1.



BOOK xn. THE ODES OF CiriN.

How gay and dissipated you are,

There on the top of Yuen-k £ew!
Yon are full of kindly affection indeed,

But you have nothing to make you looked up to!

How your blows on the drum resound,

At the foot of Yuen-k (ew!
Be it winter, be it summer,
You are holding your egret's feather!

Title of the Book.—
« The odes of Ch^n ;

Book XII. of Part 1/ Ch 4in

was one of the smaller feudal States of Chow,
and its name remains in the dep. of Ch4ii-chow

(1^ |)
H -nan. It was a marquisate, and its

lords traced their lineage up to the verge of his-

toric times, and boasted of being descended from

the famous emperor Shun, so that they had the

surname of Kwei (^^). At the rise of the

Chow dynasty, one of Shun^ descendants, called

Ngoh-foo ( ) was potter-in-chief to king

Woo, who was so pleased with him that he gave

his own eldest daughter
^[JJ)

to be wife to

his son Mwan whom he invested with the

principality of Ch 4in. He is known as duke

Hoo Cjte and established his capital near

the mound called Yuen-kW, in the present

district of Hwae-ning ^eP- Ch*in-

chow. His marchioness is said to have been
fond of witches and wizards, of singing and
dancing, and so to have affected badly the man-
ners and customs of the people of the State ;—

a

character of her, a daughter of king Woo, which
perplexes many of the critics.

Ode 1. Narrative. The dissipation and
PLEASURE-SEEKING OF THE OFFICERS OF Ch^N.
The Preface says the piece was directed against

duke Yew( B. C. 850-834), and Maou

interprets the in st. 1 of him. Choo, how-

ever, says that there is no evidence of Yew's
dissipation but in the bad title given to him
after his death, and that * be does not dare to

believe * that the ode speaks of him. To make

the refer to him supposes a degree of

familiarity with his ruler on the part of the

writer, which is hardly admissible. Yet we

I. Yuen-lcew.

°?0

^

0

0
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_

_
3 How you beat your earthen vessel,

On the way to Yuen-k^vv!
Be it winter, be it summer,
You are holding your egret-fan!

II. Tung mUn die fun.^ ^

1 [There are] the white elms at the east gate.

And the oaks on Yuen-k 4ew;

The daughter of Tsze-chung

Dances about under them.

2 A good morning having been chosen
For the plain in the South,

She leaves twisting her hemp,
And dances to it through the market-place.

may infer from st. 1, 1. 4 that the subject of

the piece was an officer, a man of note in the

State, and a representative, I assume, of his

class.

St. 1. I have mentioned that Maou refers the

to duke Yevr. Ch'ing, however, supposes it

is addressed to some 4 great officer which is

more likely. is taken as= ^^,
4 dissipated,’

* unsettled.* Maou, after the Urh-ya, understands

as 4 a mound, high on the 4 sides, aDd

depressed in the centre* while Kwoh Puh gives

just the opposite account of the name, as 4 a
mound rising high in the centre/ Evidently,
however, we need not try to translate the words.
Whatever was its shape, Yuen-k‘ew was the

name of a mound, inside, some say, the chief

city of Ch lin, certainly in its immediate neigh-

bourhood, and a favourite resort of pleasure-

seekers. is here about= our word

‘jolly •’

Stt. 2,3. followed by the descriptive H
is intended to give the sound of the blows on

the instruments, is a vessel of earthen-

ware. We find it used of a vessel for holding
wine, and a vessel for drawing water. It is used
also, as here, for a primitive instrument of

music. =
(or \

with the meaning I have given.

or 1 to hold in the hand/ We gener-

ally translate by 6 heron
;

* but according to

Kwoh, who says that both from the crest and
from the back arose a plume of long feathers,

we must understand the bird here to be the Great
White Egret (Ardea Egre.Ua). Those feathers,

either single or formed into fans, were carried
by dancers, and waved in harmony with the
movements of the body.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat.

10: in 2, * * cat. 5, t. 2: in

3
,’*_)*. 3.*. 2 .

Ode 2. Narrative. Wanton associations
of the young people of Ch 4in. The Preface
says the piece was intended to express detesta-

tion of the lewd disorder of the State. Keaog
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_

3 The morning being good for the excursion,

They all proceed together.
4
1 look on you as the flower of the thorny mallows;

You give me a stalk of the pepper plant/

III. Hang mun.

1 Beneath my door made of cross pieces of wood,

I can rest at my leisure;

By the wimpling stream from my fountain,

I can joy amid my hunger.

Ping-cliang explains it of some celebration by
witches and wizards, of which I can discover no
trace in the language.

St. 1. Going out at the east gate, it would
appear, parties proceeded, to the mound of Yuen-
k 4ew, as the great resort of pleasure-seekers.

1

x

- n. 1; -see x. vin. 1.

The Tsze-chung was one of the clans of Ch4n,
and we must understand that a daughter of

it is here introduced. This is much more likely

than the view of Ch'ing, whe takes as

= 4 that man ( Indeed, we must take

as feminine, if the same person be the sub-

ject of the 3d line in st. 2. is explained

as= 4 the app. of dancing.* The ac-

tion in this stanza is subsequent to that in the

two others.

Stt.2,3. = ‘good;’ here= bright.

is explained by ‘to choose •’ The diet.

make the excursion. = ‘ all’ or as

Ch‘ing says, ‘all together•’ =
to go.’ Ll.3,4 in st.3 give the words of some
gentleman of the party addressed to a lady.

There is a difficulty about them, because 1.3 is

directly addressed to the lady, whereas 1.4 is

narrative, unless be taken in the impera-

tive which no critic has ventured to do. I have

called m 4 the thorny mallows’ after Med-

lmrst. This is, indeed, a literal translation of

another name for the same plant
,

The figure of it is evidently that of one of the
maJvacece.

The rhymes are in st.l, * cat.5, t.2:

in 2, cat.16; Twan also makes

rhyme here, by poetic license, but unneces-

sarily: in 8, $
cat. 15, t. 3; *

cat. 3, 1. 1.

refers to this passage, under the pronunciation

as c/^ae, which it cannot have here.

is the expletive particle. L.2, st.2. Maou takes

as a surname or clan-name, and understands

by the line

—

4 a lady of the Yuen clan living in

the south.’ Gow-yang was the first to discard

this unnatural construction. 4 The plain in the
south * was, probably, at the foot of Yuen-k^ew,
and to reach it, the parties went through the

city, and out at the east gate. In st.3,

must be taken as a compound particle; like

in ii.IL, et al. j =

f

‘to go’ = to

Ode 3. Narrative. The contentment and
happiness of a poor recluse. These simple
verses, sufficiently explain themselves. The Pre-
face, however, finds in them advice, thus meta-

phorically suggested to duke He(
;
B -

C. 830 795), whom some one wished to tell that,

though Ch 4in was a small State, he might find

it every way sufficient for liiin. We need not
take that view, and go beyond what is written.

su• is an apology for a door,—one

or more pieces of wood placed across the open-
ing in a hut or hermitage. The meaning of

is not to be pressed. lit” ‘roost
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i

#
2 Why, in eating fish,

Must we have bream from the Ho?
Why, in taking a wife,

Must we have a Keang of Ts‘e?

3 Why, in eating fish,

Must we have carp from the Ho?
Why, in taking a wife,

Must we have a Tsze of Sung?

IV. Tung mitn che ch
l

e.

^ g

1 The moat at the east gate

Is fit to steep hemp in.

That beautiful, virtuous, lady

Can respond to you in songs.

2 The moat at the east gate

Is fit to steep the boehmeria in.

That beautiful, virtuous, lady

Can respond to you in discourse.

and be at leisure.’ = in iii.XIV.l, 4 the

app. of water bubbling up from a spring/ The
term here, however, refers us more to the spring

itself, f gives the idea of a gentle flow

of the water, which then spreads itself cut

And so, one could be happy with a wife, though
she were not a noble Keang or Tsze.

The rhymes are in st. 1,
cat. 15,

1. 1 : in 2, cat. 10 : in 3, cat.

1, t.2.
“)• The last line is expanded

by Ch
*1 can still enjoy myself, and forget my hunger.*

Stt. 2, 3. The marquises of Ts 4e had the sur-

name of Keang, and the dukes of Sung that of

Tsze. Not bream or carp only could be eaten

;

one might be satisfied with fish of smaller note.

Ode 4. Allusive. The praise of some vir-
tuous AND INTELLIGENT LADY. CllOO thinks
that in this piece we have a reference to a meet-
ing between a gentleman and lady somewhere
near the moat at the eastern gate; but the

K £ang-he editors remark correctly that there is

nothing in the language indicating .any undue
familiarity. The Preface says it was directed
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3 The inoat at the east gate

Is fit to steep the rope-rush in.

That beautiful, virtuous lady

Can respond to you in conversation.

V. Tung mun che yang.

3 i

_
1 On the willows at the east gate,

The leaves are very luxuriant.

The evening was the time agreed on,

And the morning star is shining bright.

2 On the willows at the east gate,

The leaves are dense.

The evening was the time agreed on,

And the morning star is shining bright.

against the times, and the vn'iter is tliinking of

the weak character of the ruler, and wishing

that he had a worthy partner, like the lady wlio

is described, to lead him aright. This view has

been variously expa'nded; but I content myself

with the argument of the piece which I have

given.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. From its association

with the east gate, the here is understood

of the or moat surrounding the wall.

=^ ,

4 to soak’ ‘ to steep.’ The stalks of

the hemj) had, of course, to be steeped, prepara-

tory to getting the threads or filaments from

them. is described as 4 a species of hemp, 5

a perennial, and not raised every year from
seed. In the Japanese plates, it is, evidently,

the boehmeria, or nettle from which the grass-

cloth is made. The resembles the

Strings, anrl cordage generally, could be made
from the fibres of the long leaf. It produces a
white flower.

Ll.3,4. Ke was the surname of the

House of Chow, of all who could trace their

lineage, indeed, up to Hwang-te, just as Keang
was the surname of the House of Ts‘e and of
all descended from the still more ancient Shiri-

nung. These were the most famous surnames
in China; and hence to say that she was 4 a Ke,*

or 4 a Keang, 5 was the highest compliment that

could be paid to a lady. So Ying-tah explains

the here. Clioo explains f
|

by ‘to

explain’= intelligently. I prefer the explana-

tion of Ch'ing, j*,
= 4 responsively.’

The rliyraes are in st.

]

* cat .

17: in 2, cat.. 5, t_2: in 3,

cat. 14.

Ode 5. Allusive. The failure of an as-
signation. The uld and new schools differ

here as they do in the interpretation of vii.XIV.
Here, as there, I prefer the view of Choo.
Why should we suppose that there had been
any contract of marriage between the parties ?

or embarrass ourselves with speculations as to

the time of the year for the regular celebration
of marriages ?

11 1J II If

VOL. IV. 27
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2 At the gate to the tombs there are plum trees,

And there are owls collecting on them.

That man is not good,

And I sing [this song] to admonish him.

I admonish him, but he will not regard me;

—

When he is overthrown, he will think of me.

Both stanzas. an(1

synonymous expressions, denoting the dense

anil luxuriant appearance of tlie foliage. EJfj

as in vii.VIIL 1. ami

are also synonymous.

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat.

10: in 2, cat. 15, t. 3.

Ode 6. Allusive. On some evil terson who
WAS GOING ON OBSTINATELY TO HIS RUIN. The

Preface pves an liistorical interpretation of this

piece which Choo at one time accepted. It was
directed, we are told, against T 4o of Ch fcin.

Tliis T*o was a brother of duke Hwan (B. C.

743 70G), upon whose death, lie killed liis eld-

est son, and got possession of the State,—to

come to an untimely end himself the year after.

Yet the critics do not refer tlie tliird line directly

to him, but to his tutor and guardian, avIio was
unfaithful to his duty, and ruined the prince,

who was naturally well inclined. The two first

or allusive lines in the stanzas are explained so

as to support this view, but it is too compli-

cated. Choo did right in changing his opinion.

LI. 1,2, in both stt. Maou understands by

1 the gate at the path leading to the tombs*

and this interpretation need not be questioned,

though Wang Taou tries to make out that one
of the gates of the capital of Ch 4in was thus

named, 4 Tomb-gate/ = ‘to split

wood,’ ‘to lop.’ also called appears

to be the barn owl, 4 a bird of evil voice/

^^c==^^ ‘ to collect.’
[

is tlie particle.

Tlie thorns about the gate of the tombs, and the

owls collected on the plum trees, were both
things of evil omen; and thence are here em-
ployed to introduce the subject of the ode.

LI 3—6. is here the demonstrative,^ this/

—the individual in the speaker's mind. The

‘Complete Digest’ says that =
‘ does not alter.’ That is the meaning, but we

cannot define by must be taken

here as merely an introductory particle. The

Urh-ya says that is no more than
1

•

The wickedness of the person referred to was in-

grained, had matured for long, and was now not

VI. Moo mun.
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\ II. Fang yew ts
c

eoh ch
c

aou.

5

II
On the embankment are magpies' nests

;

On the height grows the beautiful pea.

Who has been imposing on the object of my admiration ?—My heart is full of sorrow.

The middle path of the temple is covered with its tiles
;

On the height is the beautiful medallion plant.

Who has been imposing on the object of my admiration ?

—My heart is full of trouble.

sensible to shame. ChHng refers to the

present ode( ); most naturally I

think. ‘ to inform’=to admonish.

= B‘ he

is overthrown.*

The rhymes are in st. 1, CU,
t.l; cat. 1, t. 2 : in 2, (this

rhyme, however, is attained by reading for

the text is, no doubt, corrupted), cat. 15, t.

cat . 5
, U

Ode 7. Allusive. A lady laments the
AXIEXATIOX OF HER LOVER BY MEANS OF EVIL

tongues. The Preface says we have here 4 sor-

row on account of slanderous villains,* and goes

on to refer the piece to the time of duke Seuen

(

ig
k

B C. 691 647), who believed slan-

derers, filling the good men about his court

with grief and apprehension. Mucli more like-

ly is the view of Choo. that the piece speaks of

the separation between lovers effected by evil

tongues. He does not give his opinion as to

the speaker, whether we are to suppose the

words to be tliose of the gentleman or of the

lady. In this I have ventured to supplement

his interpretation.

LI. 1, 2 in both stt. and I|) are taken

by some as the names of places in Ch'in. Tliere

might be places so styled, the speaker having in

view wliat were known as 4 the embankment * and
4 the height * but the spirit of the ode does not

require as to enter on this question. XK (the

radical is [^ ,
not

J),
as in Williams)=

mound.’ Maou here simply explains by

*a grass or plant/—It is different from the

same character in II. viii. IX., and is figured as

a pea. ‘beautiful.’ was the de-

signation of the path in r temple from the gate up

to the hall or raised platform and the tiles

with which it was paved; tiles of a peculiar

and elegant make. I do not know where Will-

iams got his account of the term as— 4 a sort of

tiles which is to be partly covered with other

tiles, and in whic h lines are made.’ Maou ex-

plains as f the ribbon plant/ The character

is properly tlie name of the medallion pheasant

(iragopnn satyus) and the plant may have

got its name from its resemblance to the neck of

that bird. It should be written in the text with

-] p at the top.—I cannot tell wherein lies the

point of the allusion in these lines to those that

follow.

LI. 3, 4. —‘to cover’= to impose upon,

see on x. XI. : here= 4 my lover.*

and are svnonymouSj denoting

•the app. of sorrow or trouble/

The rhymes are—in st. 1, at-

2
;
in 2

,
cat. 1M. 3 .
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VIII. Yuek ch^uh.

; 1 #
li

e

If

1 The moon comes forth in her brightness;

How lovely is that beautiful lady!

0 to have my deep longings for her relevedl

How anxious is my toiled heart!

2 The moon comes forth in her splendour;

How attractive is that beautiful lady!

0 to have my anxieties about her relieved!

How agitated is my toiled heart!

3 The moon comes forth and shines;

How brilliant is that beautiful lady!

O to have the chains of my mind relaxed!

How miserable is iny toiled heart!

Ode 8. Allusive. A gentleman tells all
THE EXCITEMENT OF 1IS DESIRE FOR THE POSSES-
SION OF A BEAUTIFUL LADY. There is no differ-

ence of opinion as to the character of the piece,

only the Preface moralizes overs it, according

to its wont, and says that it was directed against

the love of pleasure.

L. 1, in all the stt. and both describe

the bright, ^vhite/ light of the moon and

03, its ‘enlightening.’ The speaker is supposed
> 4 1 V

to be led on from liis view of the moon to speak

of the object of his affections.

L. 2. f
= 4 beautiful comp. in

Men. VI. Pt. i. VII. 7. and are both ex-

plained by 4 good, elegant-like.*

= ‘ bright’ 4 brilliant.’ In this line we have

the description of the lady.

L. 3 i6 more difficult than the others. Maou
interprets it as a continuation of the description

of the lady, explaining by 4 leisurely/

and understanding it of her movements.

+, he says, denotes 4 the elegance of those

movements.’ He does not touch the other lines,

but Yen Ts ;an and other critics of the Maou
school interpret them in the same way. Clioo
on the other hand interprets the line of the

gentleman,—as in the translation, has the

meaning of 4 to relieve/ *to untie* and

the other two characters describe his feelings

towards the lady, pent up, and chain-bound.

is descriptive of their depth, and of

their intensity, as if tliey were knotted together

in his breast; of the grief with which

they possessed him and sorrow-

ful desire in which they lield him fast.

L.4. describes the ^entleman^ feelings unable
to compass the object of his desire, rising from
the condition of sorrowful anxiety to that of

misery.

The rhymes are— in st. I,

(prop. cat. 3), cat. 2: in 2,*[
/ * cat. 3

,
t. 2 : in 3 , I (tMs

cliaracter ought to be
<|

. In the Han. djn.

aud were constantly confounded), cat. 2.
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1 What does he in Choo-lm ?

He is going after Hea Nan.

He is not going to Choo-lin
;

He is going after Hea Nan.

2 1 Yoke for me my team of horses
;

I will rest in the country about Choo.

I will drive my team of colts,

And breakfast at Choo/

X. Tsih p
l

o.

i

1 By the shores of that marsh,

There are rushes and lotus plants.

There is the beautiful lady

—

I am tortured for her, but what avails it ?

Waking or sleeping, I do nothing;

From my eyes and nose the water streams.

I

Ode 9. Narrative. The intrigue of duke
Ling with the lady of Choo-lin. Choo ob-

serves that this is the only one of the odes of

Ch 4
in, of wliich the historical interpretation is

certain. The intrigue of duke Ling (B. C. 612

598) with the lady Hea makes the filthiest

narrative, perhaps, of all detailed in the Tso-
chuen. She was one of the vilest of women
and the duke was killed by her son Hea Nan,
who was himself put to a horrible and unde-
served death, the year after, by one of the
viscounts of Ts 4oo,

St. 1. We have here the people of Ch 4in in-

timating,with bated breath, the intrigue carried

on by their ruler. Choo-lin was the city of

the Hea family, in the pres. dis. of Se-hwa (

dep. Ch‘in-chow• ^ may be taken as=

‘ in,’ * at.’ The question is put as to what

the duke meant by being constantly at Choo-
lin, and the answer is given that he was culti-
vating the acquaintance of Hea Nan, the writer
not daring to say openly, that the object of at-
traction was Nan^ mother. The son’s name
was Ching-shoo

(f Jl) and his designation,

Tsze-nan.
St. 2. I think we should take these lines as

spoken by the duke. The critics all refer them
to the people, and interpret them as narrative

;

but the becomes iu that case very awk-

ward. to rest 5

here meaning to

pass the night, in opp. to ^ in 1.4. Maou

interprets
^pj, of the 4 horses of a great offi-

cer/ probably finding in 1.3 a reference to two
officers of Ch'in, each of whom had an intrigue

IX. Choo-lin. I
i^

11
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5

||
2 By the shores of that marsh

There are rushes and the valerian.

There is the beautiful lady,

Tall and large, and elegant.

Waking or sleeping, I do nothing
My inmost heart is full of grief.

3 By the shores of that marsh,
There are rushes and lotus flowers.

There is that beatiful lady,

Tall and lai e, and majestic.

Waking or sleeping, I do nothing;

On ray side, on my back, with my face on the pillow, I lie.

at the same time with the Lady
;
but it is sim-

pler to suppose that the character is synony-

mous with
,

. The stanza indicates the fre-

quency with which the duke sought the com-
pany of his mistress.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, cat. 7,

t.l: in 2
, * cat. 5, t. 2

;
w w

cat. 4, 1. 1.

Ode 10. Allusive. A gentleman^ admira-
tion OF AND LONGING FOR A CERTAIN LADY.
Choo observes that the piece is of the same
nature and to the same effect as the 9th. It is

of no use seeking for a historical interpretation

of it, as the Preface does, in the lewd ways of

duke Ling and his ministers.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. is here explained

by
’

4 a dyke,* *an embankment but it is

better to take it as the natural shores,

not as in vi. IY. 3. but

=

4 rushes.* Mats were

made of them. is the nelumbium or lotus

plant. Its flower, unopened, is callen as in the

3d st. —as in vii. XXL From the pool

and its beautiful flowers, the writer is led to

think of the object of his affection.

LI. 3—6. Choo expands 11. 3, 4 of st 1 thus:

S ‘ there is that

beautiful lady, but I cannot see her, so that,

though I am wounded in consequence with grief,

it is of no avail/ L. 4 in stt. 2, 3 describes the

person of the lady. = ‘ beautiful_

like.’ Choo explains it of the fine appearance

of the hair and the critics refer us to in

viii. VIII, but that term is there used of a gen-

tleman. —as in i. I. 2 so also •

is used of tears of water from the

nose.
Z 2

indicates the abundance of the

tears. J[f ,
like l|ig »|.g,-<the app. of

grief or disquiet/ ^ Prostrate on

the pillow.’

The rhymes are—in st. 1, *
cat. 17: in 2, , cat. 14 in 3,

eat . 8
: K in stt. 2, 3, is sup-

posed to rhyme with the same charaeter in

st. 1.

Concluding note on the Book. The odes
of Ch 4in are of the same character as those of

Wei and Ch cing, and the manners of the State

must have been frivolous and lewd. Only in the

3d, 4th, and 6th pieces have we an approach to

correct sentiment and feeling. The 9th is the

latest of all the odes in the Classic, as if the sage

had intended to represent duke Ling as the ne

plus ultra of degeneracy and infamy.



BOOK XIII. THE ODES OF KWEI.

I. Kaou k lew.

B ]
W

1 In your lamb^ fur you saunter about;

In your foxs fur you hold your court.

Hoav should I not think anxiously about you?
My toiled heart is full of grief.

2 In your lamb's fur you wander aimlessly about;

In your fox^ fur you appear in your hall.

How should I not think anxiously about you?
My heart is wounded with sorrow.

Title of the Book.

—

4 The odes of Kwei ;
Book XIII. of Part 1/ Kwei

was originally a small State, in the pres. Ch 4ing

Chow ( ), dep. K :ae-fung, Ho-nan, or

acc. to otliers, in the dis. of Meih (^^), same

dep. Its lords were Yuns Chj^)9
and claimed

to be descended from Chuh-yung

a minister of the ancient emperor Chuen-heuh.
Before the period of the Ch^n-ts^ew, it had been
extinguished by one of the earls of Ch cing, the

one, probably, who is known as duke Woo

B. C. 770— 743), and had become a portion

of that State. Some of the critics contend that
the odes of Kwei are really odes of Ch 4ing, just

as those of P*ei and Yung belonged to Wei. It

may have been so; but their place, away from
Bk. YII., instead of immediately preceeding it

as Bkk. III. and IV. do Bk. Y., may be accept-
ed as an argument to the contrary.

Ode 1. Narrative. Some officer of kwei
LAMENTS OVER THE FRIVOLOUS CHARACTER OF
HIS RULER, FOND OF DISPLAYING HIS ROBES,
INSTEAD OF ATTENDING TO THE DUTIES OF
government. The Preface says further that the
officer, rightly offended by the ruler J

s ways, left

his service but this does not appear in the
piece.

LI. 1,2, in all the stt. A jacket of lamb’s fur
was proper to the prince of a State in giving
audience to his ministers; but should have been
changed when that ceremony was over. One of
fox J

s fur was proper to him, when he appeared
at the court of the king but it was irregular

for him to wear it in his own court.

—as in vii. V. 2. as in viii. X. 3, et al.

is here the hall or State-chamber, to which

the ruler retired, after giving audience to his
officers, and where he transacted business with

them, ‘ to have effulgence’

e. ‘ to glisten.’
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If I could but see the white cap,

And the earnest mourner worn to leanness!

My toiled heart is worn with grief!

If I could but see the white [lower] dress!

—

My heart is wounded Avith sadness!

I should be inclined to go and live with the wearer!

called Maou supposes it was an-

other, called which was assumed in

the 13th month;—but this is not so likely.

= ;

1 earnest/ 1 forward.* “ a

man earnest to observe all the prescribed forms

of mourning. _ = ‘thin and

worn-like,* i.e., by grief and abstinence.

‘the app. of sorrow and

LI. 3, 4. lias here the meaning, as fre-

quently, of ‘to tliink of with interest and long-

ing/ as in xii. VII. 1.
‘ t0 be

pained in mind/ 4 afflicted.*

The rhymes are in st. 1, c
in 2

,
eat. 10: in 3

,

cat. 2.

Ode 2. Narrative. Some one deplores the

DECAY OF FILIAL FEELING, AS SEEN IN THE

NEGLECT OF THE MOURNING HABIT. Both Ma U

and Choo quote, in illustration of the sentiment

of the piece, various conversations of Confucius

on the three years* mourning for parents
;

—
see Ana. XVII. xxi.

St. 1. j^ as in viii.I. 3. It is here de-

fined from the Urh-ya by ‘fortunately’

4 luckily
;
but it has also an optative or condi-

tional force. By the 1 white cap * we are to un-

derstand the cap worn by mourners for their

parents at the end of two years from the death( ), and which was properly

toil.

St. 2. was the proper accompaniment

of the The skirt or lower robe was

then also of plain white silk. Ying-tah observes

that as the general name for any article of

dress, is here used for for the sake of the

rhyme. —as in ii. III. 3. ’
as in

iii. XIV. 1, et al. must here be translated

in the 3d person, meaning { such a raourner.* The

expresses the speaker^ love and ad-

miration of him.

3

P
3 Your lainb^ fur, as if covered with ointment,

Glistens when the sun comes forth.

How should I not think anxiously about you?
To the core of my heart I am grieved.

II. Soo kwan.

St

tt
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s

3 If I could but see the white knee-covers!

—

Sorrow is knotted in my heart!

I should almost feel as of one soul with the wearer!

III. Sih yew ch lang-ts l
oo.

5

_ _ ^
1 In the low wet grounds is the carambola tree;

Soft and pliant are its branches,

With the glossiness of tender beauty.

I should rejoice to be like you, [0 tree], without consciousness.

2 In the low, damp grounds is the carambola tree

;

Soft and delicate are its flowers,

With the glossiness of its tender beauty.

I should rejoice to be like you, [0 tree], without a family.

3

In the low, damp grounds is the carambola tree

;

Soft and delicate is its fruit,

With the glossiness of its tender beauty.

I should rejoice to be like you, [0 tree], without a household.

St. 3. The ‘white was a sort of leather

apron covering the knee, also the accompani-

ment of the white cap and skirt.

lit. ‘my heart is a collection of knots.*

—•‘ as one = ‘ of the same

mind/

The rhymes are in st. 1
? _ cat.

14 : in 2, cat. 15, 1. 1 : in 3,

—
•,

cat. 12, t. 3.

Ode 3. Narrative. Some one, groaning un-
der THE OPPRESSION OF THE GOVERNMENT,
WISHES HE WERE AN UNCONSCIOUS TREE. The
Preface says the piece was composed to indicate

the writer
J

s disgust at the licentiousness of his

ruler. On this view, the in the 4th line

must be referred to the ruler, and the piece be-

comes allusive. In carrying out this inter-

pretation, however, Maou and his followers are
put to such straits, that the K 4ang-he editors

content themselves with giving Choo’s view,
and do not refer to the older one at all.

VOL. iv. 28
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IV. Fei fung.

_ _ _ i4
II

1 if II
1 Not for the violence of the wind;

Not for the rushing motion of a chariot;

—

But when I look to the road to Chow,
Am I pained to the core of my heart.

2 Not for the whirlwind;
Not for the irregular motion of a chariot;

—

But when I look to the road to Chow,
Ain I sad to the core of my heart.

3 AVho can cook fish?

1 will wash his boilers for him.
AVho will loyally go to the west?
I will cheer him with good words.

All the stt. The c^ang-ts^oo is also called

‘ tlie goat’s peach.’ I agree with Wil-

liams in identifying it with the aven'hoa caram-

bola, though Medhurst calls it * a sort of cherry.*

is explained as meaning * soft and

pliant-looking/ 4 soft and delicate.’ Lull Ke
Bays that 4 the leaves of the plant are long and

narrow, its flowers of a purplish red, and its

branches so weak, that, when they are more

than a foot long, they go creeping along on the

grass.* -as ini .VI•

* glossy-like/ The point of the ode is in the

4th line. So grew the plant in beauty and exu-

berance
;

it was better under such a govern-

ment to be a plant than a man. and

are synonymous, 1 without a family *

to care for.

The rhymes are in st. I
,

cat. 16,

t.l: in 2, * * cat.5, 1. 1: in3,

t
cat. 12, t. 3.

Ode 4. Narrative and allusive. Some onb
TELLS HIS SORROW FOR THE DECAY OF THB
power of Chow. The difference between
Choo^ view of this piece and that of the Preface
will appear in the interpretation of the phrase

•

,

Stt. 1 2. ‘ a wind msliing forth’==»

a violent wind

;

^
4 a wind whirling

about.’ denotes 1 the app. of a chariot driv-

en along furiously
[J

4 the app. of one

driven irregularly.’ —‘ thewayt0
Chow/ acc. to Choo; acc. to Maou, 4 the way of

Chow.* On this latter view, the sorrow -which

the ode expresses is because of the misgovern-

ment of Ivwei, contrary to the good rules of the

Chow dynasty. however, agree better

with Choo 5

s view, and the 3d line of st. 3 is de-

cisive in its favour. Maou defines both and

by
‘ t0 be pained/ c wounded/

St. 3. It is certainly a homely subject which

I

the writer employs to introduce the expression
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of his sympathy with the friends of Chow.

‘ to boil or stew ;’=to cook. The was a

deep pan or boiler without feet

;

see ii. IY. 2

;

the was a utensil of the same kind, larger

at the mouth than at the bottom.

* clease him’ cleanse for him. The capital of

the western Chow lay west from Kwei
;
hence

the expression •= 1 to cheer

or comfort.’ * words.* The writer

means, probably, this ode which he had made.

The rhymes are in st. 1, (prop,

cat. 14), cat. 15, t. 3 in 2, (J®, cat. 2:

in 3 cat. 7, 1. 1.

Concluding note on the Book. In these

few odes of Kwei we have the picture of a small

State, misgoverned and hastening to ruin.

Dissoluteness, decay of filial affection, and op-
pression are sapping its foundations; yet tliere

are men in it, who are painfully conscious of
these evils, and see that the decay of Kwei is but
a part of the general decay that i6 at work in
the whole kingdom. Of the four odes the third
has the greatest merit.

Keang Ping-cliang says, 4 Kwei became a part
of Ch ling, at the time of king P4ng 5

s removal
to the east. When duke Woo extinguished the
independent existence of the State, these four
odes were carried •with king P 4ing to the east,

and afterwards the Grand Recorder found them
in the archives of the kingdom. Thus it was that
Confucius was able, in his labours on the poems,
to give them a place in the Classic. Ah! Kih

and Kwei were both extinguished by

Ch'ing but while no odes of Kih remain, we
have these four odes of Kwei. Such was the
good fortune of this State I

*
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1 The wings of the ephemera
Are robes, bright and splendid.

My heart is grieved;

—

Would they but come and abide with me!

2 The wings of the ephemera
Are robes, variously adorned.

My heart is grieved;

—

Would they but come and rest with me!

Title of the Book .

* The odes o/Ts'aou Book XIV. of Pt. 1/ Ts 4aou
was a small State, corresponding to the pres,

dep. of Ts 4aou-chow, Shan-tung, having as its

capital T‘aou-k‘ew in the pres. dis. of Ting-

t^aou
^J).

Its lords were earls, the first

of them, Chin-toh ( ) having been a

younger brother of king Woo. It continued for

646 years, when it was extinguished by the
larger Sung.

Ode 1. Metaphorical. Against some partifs
in the State, occupied with frivolous
PLEASURES, AND OBLIVIOUS OF IMPORTANT MAT-
TERS. The Preface says the piece was directed

against duke Ch‘aou
;
B. C. 660—652)

who indulged in a vainglorious extravagance,
and gave his confidence to mean and unworthy
creatures. Maou tries to interpret it on this

view, and makes it allusive, the second line

being descriptive of the dandyism of Ch caou and
his officers. There is nothing in the words,
however, nor in any existing records, to lead us
to refer it to duke Ch caou and Choo, therefore,

gives the argument of it which I have proposed.
On tliis view the piece is metaphorical, and the
first two lines belong to the beetle, which is the
emblem of the parties intended.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. Williams says that the

fow-y'ew is
4 a dung-fly/ and Medlmrst calls it

4 a
sort of aleochora, or tumble dung.* The name

originally was 1 floating wanderer/ and

the gave place to only to make it

clear that the character was the name of an in-

sect. No doubt one of the coleoptera is intend-

ed, 4 narrow and long, the wing-cases yellow
and black, produced from dung and the ground,
coming out in the morning, and dying in the
evening.’ Thougli its wing-cases are so splen-

did, it is only an ephemera. and are

I. Fow-yew.

o

°1 0
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ItUf
3 The ephemera bursts from its hole,

With a robe of hemp like snow.

My heart is grieved;

—

Would they but come and lodge with me!

II. How-jin.

5

1 Those officers of escort

Have their carriers of lances and halberds.

But these creatures,

With their three hundred red covers for the knees !

—

f

synonymous, being varied for the sake of the

rhyme. Choo says he does not understand

may be taken as=y~^, 4 a hole/ and

as=/^, which, indeed, the Shwoh-wan

gives, of the same meaning. The phrase will

then indicate the insect making its first appear-

ance out of the ground, = 4 fresh and

bright-looking.
5 —

* variegated.’ Both

these phrases are descriptive of the wing-cases

of the creature. L. 2 in st. 3 is descriptive of

the wings, under the cases, like snow-white

linen.

LI. 3, 4. The 4th line is all but unintelligible.

It must be taken as optative. If the speaker

could only get the parties he is complaining of

to go with him, and take his counsels, he would

guide them to a better way. But the

is a great difficulty. in xi. X. does

not help us here. The critics have various

ways of developing the meaning, but none satis-

factory. Keang Ping-chang says

‘ if the ruler w(mld con_

suit with me (chez moij about the way of coming

to a permanent security, *—
*. Le Kwang-te

() sayS-
‘ Ab_ what

is my heart grieved? About where I sliall turn
to for rest/ It is of no use quoting more at-

tempts to throw light on tlie darkness.

The rhymes are—in st. 1, ^
5, t.2: in 2, * cat. 1 t.3: iu 3,

cat5
,
t. 3.

Ode 2. Allusive and metaphorical. Lament
OVER THE FAYOUH SHOWN TO WORTHLESS OF-
FICERS AT THE COURT OF TS 4AOU, AND THE DIS-
COUNTENANCE of good men. The Preface refers

this piece to the time of duke Kung
B. C. 651 617^), and he was chargeable, no
doubt, with the error which is here condemned,
for we are told in the Tso-chuen, that when
duke Wan of Tsin entered Ts 4aou in B. C. 631,
his condemnation of its ruler was based on the
ground of his having about him 300 worthless
and useless officers. It has been argued, how-
ever, that when duke Wan specified the number
of 1 three hundred/ he was speaking from this
ode, previously in existence. But we may con-
tend, on the other hand, that it had only become
current in the previous years of Kung.

St. 1. was an officer for the recep-

tion and convoy of guests or visitors. There

were six of them of the 1st degree (

and twelve of a lower ( attached to the

court of Chow,—with their attendants. The
number at the court of Ts^ou would be smaller.

(2d tone)

=

‘to carry.’ = as

in v. VIII. 1. The second line is to be under-
stood of the attendants of the officers. These all

had their use, and from them the writer goes on
to point out the useless favourites. L. 3, as
in vi. IV, but is here to be undertood as the ex-

pression of contempt. in xiii. II. 3.
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_ _ i

i
£ £ %

2 The pelican is on the dam,
And will not wet his wings !

These creatures

Are not equal to their dress

!

3 The pelican is on the dam,
And will not wet his beak !

These creatures

Do not respond to the favour they enjoy.

4 Extensive and luxuriant is the vegetation,

And up the south hill in the morning rise the vapours.

Tender is she and lovely,

But the young lady is suffering from hunger.

III. She-kew.

S ‘
1 The turtle dove is in the mulberry tree,

And her young ones are seven.

The virtuous man, the princely one,

Is uniformly correct in his deportment.

Ying-tah observes that when the two terms are

to be distinguished, the former is the name of

the article in sacrificial dress, and the latter, as

worn on other occasions. Great officers and
those of higher rank were entitled to this ap-
pendage to their dress. The 4 300* is not to be
pressed. It indicates the multitude of the Crea-
tures * spoken of.

Stt. 2, 3. The is the pelican, called also

and by other names. It is here repre-

sented as sitting on a dam, contriving somehow

to get its food, without effort or labour of its

own—resembling the useless officers who had

their salaries and positions, without doing any-

thing for them. (3d tone), 1 to weigh

hence meaning 4 to balance,* ‘ to be equal to.’

is here defined by and ^
‘ the favour

’

which the 4 creatures* enjoyed. ‘to ba

according to/ synonymous with

St. 4 is metaphorical: the first two lines, of

the number and forwardness of the 1 creatures *

the last two, of the men of worth, kept in

obscurity and poverty, or of the poor, weak
people, suffering from the misgovernment of the

State. These interpretations are forced out of
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The turtle dove is in the mulberry tree,

And her youpg ones are in the plum tree.

The virtuous man, the princely one,

Has his girdle of silk.

His girdle is of silk,

And his cap is of spotted deer-skin.

The turtle dove is in the mulberry tree,

And her young ones are in the jujube tree.

The virtuous man, the princely one,

Has nothing wrong in his deportment.

He has nothing wrong in his deportment,

And thus he rectifies the four quarters of the State.

the words
;
but we must be content with them.

are taken to denote { the app. of vege-

tation, luxuriant and abundant/

‘ to ascend’ is taken of vapours or clouds .

—as in viii. VII. 3. see ii. IV. 3
;

but it is not necessary to understand here that

the lady is married. = 4 this/ giving em-

phasis to the antecedents.

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat. 15,

t. 3 : in 2, . * cat. 1 t. 3 : in 3, *

cat. 4, t. 2 in 4, cat. 15, 1. 1.

Ode 3. Allusive. The praise of some one,

SOME LORD, PROBABLY, OF Ts^AOU, UNIFORMLY

OF VIRTUOUS CONDUCT AND OF EXTENSIVE IN-

FLUENCE. Acc. to the Preface, the praise in this

piece is of some early ruler of Ts^ou, who is

celebrated by way of contrast with the very
different characters of the writer's time. But
we can gather nothing of this from the language
of the piece —nor from history.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. The she-Jcew i9, no
doubt, the turtle dove, the same as the kew in

ii. I. There is a difficulty, indeed, in the state-

ment that the young ones of the bird amount
to 4 seven,

5

as the turtle dove, like all other birds

of the same species, has only two young at a
time. It is highly characteristic of the critics,

that the only one I have met with who touches
on this point is Maou K 4e-ling. He observes

that we have the simply because it rhymes

with —
•,
and are not to understand the text as

if it gave definitely the number of the turtle's

young ! As if this misstatement in the text

were not enough, almost all the critics, follow

the old Maou in saying that the dove has a
uniform method in feeding her young, giving

them their food in the evening in the reverse

order of that in which she had supplied them in

the morning! And tliis equality and justice

form the ground of the allusion in the piece,

they sa,y, the dove being thus the counterpart
of the uniformly virtuous man. Something of

the same kind is brought out from the 2d and
other stanzas, the mother dove always appearing
in a mulberry tree, while her young continually

change their place. All this seems to be mere
fancy.
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4 The turtle dove is in the mulberry tree,

And her young ones are in the hazel tree.

The virtuous man, the princely one,

Rectifies the people of the State.

He rectifies the people of his State:

—

May he continue for ten thousand years!

IV. Hea ts
l

euen.

t

,

1 Cold come the waters down from that spring,

And overflow the bushy wolf's-tail grass

Ah me! I awake and sigh,

Thinking of that capital of Chow.

2 Cold come the waters down from that spring,

And overflow the bushy southernwood.
Ah me! I awake and sigh,

Thinking of that capital of Chow.

LI. 3—6. would here seem to be

not only one in authority but one in

the highest authority, whose influence extends

to the whole State
( )• The

meaning of deportment,* is well illustrated

by referring to Ana. VIII. iv. 3. —
•
gives the

ideas of uniformity, and equality or correctness.

$0 ‘ as if tied

A

e” the mind is tied to

what is correct, as things are tied together so

that they cannot separate. It is a great descent
from this, when we come in st. 2 to read of the

girdle and cap. as in ii.XIII. 3.

k in the Shoo, V. xxii. 21. =
‘ _r.’ = ‘ all

within the four borders of Ts {aou.

is a wish for the long life of one so

( >

The rhymes are—in st. 1,

cat.12, t.3: in2
, * cat.l

1. 1: in 3
I

cat. 1, t. 3: in 4,

cat. 12, 1. 1.

Ode 4. Metaphorical-allusive. The misery
AND MISGOVERNMENT OF Ts 4AOU MAKES THE
WRITER THINK OF CHOW, AND OF ITS FORMER
VIGOUR AND PROSPERITY.

LI. 1, 2 in stt. 1 3. (formed from
^ )

is descriptive of the coolness of the waters.

—‘descending spring,’ i.e” a spring

whose waters flow away downwards. Both

Maou and Choo seem to take as= 4 bushy

grass/ difft. from the other productions men-
tioned ; but it is better to follow the analogy of

x. VIII., and other places, where we have met

with the term as an adjective. is explained

by some as 4 blasted ears of grain ;* but it is better
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Cold come the waters down from that spring.

And overflow the bushy divining plants.

Ah me! I awake and sigh,

Thinking of that capital-city.

Beautifully grew the fields of youiig millet,

Enriched by fertilizing rains.

The States had their sovereign,

And there was the chief of Seun to reward their princes.

taken as a kind of weed or darnel. I have trans-

lated it by one of the names which it receives.

see on vi. VIII. 2. is a plant said by

the Chinese to be of the same order as one

of the artemisice. Its stalks were used for the

purpose of divination. In the Japanese plates

it is the achillea. The cold water overflowing

these plants only injured them;—an image of

the influence of the government of Ts 4aou on
the people.

LI. 3,4. is onomatopoetic of a sigh.

appears in st. 2 as for the rhyme

the same may be said of in st. 3, though

those characters are often associated iu the sense
|

of 4 a capital-city.*

St. 4. The writer here speaks of the former

and prosperous period of the House of Chow,

and we must translate in the past tense. rt.

= 4 beautiful-like.* is not to be taken

of other grain, besides the millet

_

)• The millet is metaphorical of the

States of the kingdom. compare

, iii. X.l. The phrase denotes abund-

ant and fertilizing rains, rains impregnated with

the masculine, generating influences of nature.

4 to anoint. = to moisten and enrich.

_ = * ‘the States in the four

quarters of the kingdom. J

Seun was a small State, in the pres, district

of Lin-tsin ( dep. P‘00-ch(w( )
Shan-se. It was first conferred on a son of

king Wan, one of whose descendants was the
chief mentioned in the text, so called, as pre-

siding with viceregal autliority over a district

embracing many States. We do Dot know when
he lived.

The rhymes are in st. 1 cat. U;

* cat _ 1Q : in 2
,

; *
cat. 3, t.l : in 3, ; cat. 15, t.l : in

4
,

cat. 2.

Concluding Note upon the Book. To none
of the odes of Ts 4aou does there belong any
great merit. The second, taken in connection
with the statement in the Tso-clmen referred to

in the notes on it, shows one of the principal

reasons of the decay and ruin of the State,—the
multiplication of useless and unprincipled of-

ficers. The last ode is strikingly analogous to

the last in the preceding Book. In both, the
writers turn from the misery before their eyes,

and can only think hopelessly of an earlier time
of vigour and prosperity.

#0Mo
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BOOK XV. THE ODES OF PIN".

I. TVih yueh.

I

H

5

•

B

A

1 In the seventh month, the Fire Star passes the meridian;

In the 9th month, clothes are given out.

In the clays of [our] first month, the wind blows cold;

In the days of [our] second, the air is cold;

—

AVithout the clothes and garments of hair,

How could we get to the end of the year?

In the days of [our] third lriontb, they take their ploughs in

hand
In the days of [our] fourth, they take their way to the fields.

Along with my wife and children,

I carry food to them in those south-lying acres.

The surveyor of the fields comes
?
and is glad.

The title of the Book .

* The odes of Fin ;
Book XV. of Part I.* Of

Pin I have spoken sufficiently in the note on the

title of Book I. There the chiefs of the House
of Chow dwelt for nearly five centuries, from
B. C. 1796 1325. The first jiiece in this Book
is accepted as a description by the famous duke
of Chow of the ways of the first settlers in Pin,

under Ivung-lew, and hence the name of Pin is

given to all the odes in the Book. No other of

them, however, is descriptive of so high an an-
tiquity. They were made by the duke of Chow
about matters in his own day, or they were
made by others about him, and, it would be
difficnlt to say for what reason, were arranged
together under this common name of Fin.

The character is now
|]

the form having

been changed in tlie period K £ae-yuen
(^ ;

A. C. 713-741) of the T 4ang dynasty. From a
narrative in the Tso«chuen, under B. C. 543, it
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appears that at that time the odes of Pin fol-

lowed those of Ts 4
e. That its place now is at

the end of the 4 Lessons from the States
1

is

attributed to the arrangemeDt of Confucius.
4 showing/ says Yen Ts 4an, 4 the deep plan of

the sage/ What that deep plan was I have
not been able to ascertain.

Ode 1. Narrative. Life in Pix in the olden
TIME THE PROVIDENT A.RRAXGEMEXTS THERE TO
SECURE THE CONSTANT SUPPLY OF FOOD AND
KAIMENT,——WHATEVER WAS NECESSARY FOR THE
SUPPORT AXD COMFORT OF THE PEOPLE. I d
not wish to deny here this universally accepted
account of the ode but it is not without its dif-

:

ficulties. Pin is not once mentioned in it, nor
Kung-lew. The note of time with which the
first three stanzas commence is not a little per-

plexing:— 4 In the seventh month, the Fire star,

or the Heart of Scorpio (see on the Shoo, I. 5),

passes on/ i. e., passes to the westward of the
meridian at night-fall. Mr. Chalmers has ob-
served that this could not have been the case if

the year of Chow commenced, as it is said to

have done, with our December
;
but the critics

meet this difficulty by saying that in this ode,

and indeed throughout the She, the specifica-

tion of the months is according to the calendar
of the Hea dyn., and not that of Chow. They
add, moreover, that it was proper in this piece,

occupied with the affairs of Pin during the Hea
dynasty, to speak of its months. This is grant-
ed ; but it only leads us to a greater difficulty.

'

Scorpio did pass to the westward in August, or

the 7tli month of the Hea dynasty, in the time
of the duke of Chow,—say about B. C. 1114

|

but it did not do so in the time of Kung-lew, or

B. C. 1,796. Lew Kin
(^|J ) observes on

this : *In the Canon of Yaou it is said, u The
day is at its longest, and the star is Ho, You
may thus exactly determine midsuinnier.” In
the time of Yaou, the sun was, at midsummer,
in Cancer-Leo, and the Ho star culminnted at

dusk. More than 1,240 years after came tlie

regency of the duke of Chow during the mino-
rity of king Ching and the stars of tlie Zodiac
must have gone back during tliat time, through
the retrocession of the equinoxes, 16 or 17
degrees. It would not be till the sixth month,
and after, therefore, that the sun would be
in the same place, and the Ho star pass
away to the westward at nightfall. But in

this poem which relates the customs of Pin
in the tirae3 of Hea and Shang, it is said that
the star passed in the 7th month, the duke of
Chow mentioning the plisenoraenon, as he liim-

self saw it.* We are thus brought to one of two
conclusions : that the piece does not describe
life in Pin about 700 years before the duke of
Chow^ time or that he supposed tlie place of

the sun in the heavens in the time of Ivung-lew
to have been the same as it was in his own days.
I think we must adopt the latter conclusion,
nor need we be stumbled by the lack of astro-

nomical science in the great statesman. I adhere
to the ordinary view of the ode, mainly because
of the 2d line in the stanzas already referred to,

that clothes were given out in the 9th month,
in anticipation of the approaching winter. This
must evidently be the 9th month of Hea, and
not of Chow. Were the author telling of what
was done in his time, soon after the coinmence-

i

ment of the Chow dyn., we cannot conceive of
j

his thus expressing himself. Why then should
we not translate tlie piece in the past tense, as

being a record of the past ? I was for some time
inclined to do so. The 9th and lOtli lines of

st. 1 determined me otherwise. The speaker
there must be an old farmer or yeoman of Pin,
and tlie whole ode must be conceived of as com-
ing from him.

St. 1.
4 flows down/ is explained by

,

4 descends, 9

;.e., goes on towards the horizon.

The giver out of the clothes was the head of
each family. distril)uting their common store

according to the necessities of the household

). The

expressions, — B &c”
4 the days of the first, of the second, &c., are
taken on all hands as meaning the days of the
1st month, of the second month. &c., accord-
ing to the calendar of Cliow. I accept the
conclusion, without attempting to explain tlie

nomenclature, and hate indicated it the addi-
tion of 4 our 5

in the translation. The use of tlie

two styles in the same piece, and even in the

same stanza, is certainly perplexing.

are explained together, as= ‘ vinds

cold’ and jj as=^^ ‘ the air cold/

was the name of a horn blown by the

Keangs to frighten the horses of the Chinese,
and is here used as giving the sound of the wind

as it began to blow in Deceniber. ^lj should,

probably, be as in the last ode of the prec.

Book. = * * cloth of hair/ of which

the clothes of the inferior members of the house-
hold were made. But a supply of clothes was
necessary for all, in order to get through the
rigour of tlie second month of Chow, and so
conclude the year of Hea. L. 7 brings us to the
3rd month of Cliow. and the 1st of Hea, when
the approach of spring required preparations to
be made for the agricultural labours of the year.

the part of the plough which enters the

ground, is here used for the plough, and agricul-

tural implements in general I take asa
particle, as in i. II., et al. Choo explains it here by

4
to go to

;

5

but even then we should have

to supply another verb to indicate that 4 they

went to prepare their ploughs.* 4 lifted

up their toes
’

the meaning is as in the trans-

lation. In 1. 9, the narrator appears in his own
person, an aged yeoman, -who has remained in

the house with his wife (or may mean the

married women on the farm generally) and

young children while the able-bodied members
of the household have all gone to work in the

fields.
,

1 to carry food to those

in the fields.
9 was an officer who su-

perintended the farms over a district of con-

siderable extent. It is a pleasant })icture of agri-

cultural life which these last five lines give us.
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2 In the seventh month, the Fire Star passes the meridian;

In the ninth month, clothes are given out.

With tlie spring days tlie 'varmtii begins,

And the oriole utters its song.

The young women take their deep baskets,

And go along the small paths,

Looking for the tender [leaves of the] mulberry trees.

As the spring days lengthen out,

They gather in crowds the Avliite southernwood.
That young lady's heart is wounded with sadness,

For she will [soon] be going with one of our princes as his wife.

3 In the seventh month the Fire Star passes the meridian;

In the eighth month are the sedges and reeds.

In the silkworm month they strip the mulberry branches of

their leaves,

St. 2. Care of the silkworm. L. 3. ._ =
‘to begin •’ = ‘genial.’ L. 4. The

ts^ang-kdng is, probably, the same as the 4 yellow
bird ’ of i. II. ;—a kind of oriole. It begins its

song contemporaneously with the liatcliing of
the eggs of the silkworm. L. 5. I translate

by 4 young women, * in consequence of its

recurrence in 1.10. L.6. 4 The small ]>aths* are
those about the homesteads, around \\liich the
mulberry trees were planted see Men. I. Ft.

i. VII. 24. L. 7. ^--as in iii. VI. 3, et al L. 8.

Maou explains by ^
‘ slow and

easy/ The meaning is what I have given. L. 9.

as in ii. II. Clioo says that the leaves of

this were used to feed the young worms which
were later in being hatched. More correclly,

Seu Kwang-k*e says that the

eggs are washed with a decoction from the

leaves to assist their hatching. =
^11* meaning that all the ladies, of noble

families as well as of others, engaged in this

work. The last two lines are variously explained.

I have adopted the view of Clioo which is cer-

tainly tlie most poetical, and I believe is correct

also. He says, 4 At that time tlie princes of the
State still married ladies of it; and those of no-
ble families, who might be engaged to be married
to them, took their sliare of the labour of feed-

ing the silkworms. Hence at this time, those
of them wlio were so engaged, thinking of the
time when they would be going home with their

husbands and leave their parents, felt sad !
9

Maou explains 1.10 of sorrow from the fatigue
of the labour, and 1. 11 of returning home along
with the princes who came to see the labour, as

the surveyor of the fields had doneinst.l. Others

take of the daughters of the ruling

House. ‘a word indicat-

ing wliat will beZ
St. 3. Further labour with the silkworms, and

the weaving of silk. L. 2. Choo observes that

:

«= iu xi. IV. These things

are mentioned here, it is said, simply as a note
of time. The leaves were made into baskets for

collecting the mulberry leaves, and also into the

frames on which the silkworms were placed.
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And take tlieir axes and hatchets,

To lop off those that are distant and high;

Only stripping the young trees of their leaves.

In the seventh month, the shrike is heard;

In the eighth month, they begin their spinning;

—

They make dark fabrics and yellow.

Our red manufacture is very brilliant,

It is for the lower robes of our young princes.

4 In the fourth month, the Small grass is in seed.

In the fifth, the cicada gives out its note.

In the eighth, they reap.

In the tenth, the leaves fall.

In the days of [our] first month, they go after badgers,

And take foxes and wild cats,

To make furs for our young princes.

In the days of [our] second month, they have a general hunt,

L. 3. No month is specified, as the eggs might

be hatched, now in one month, now in another,

according to the heat of the season.-
4 branch the mulberry trees/ i. e., bring down
tlie branches to the ground, and then strip them
of their leaves.

L. 4. The foo and the ts
leang were both axes,

differing in the shape of the hole which received
the handle;—in the former it was oval, in the

latter, square. L. 6. should be’ which

the Shwoh-wan defines as 4 to draw on one
side.’ It means here, says Choo, 4 to take the

leaves and preserve the branches.* =
/J

4 small mulberry trees.* The Japanese

plates, however, give here the female mulberry
tree. L. 7. The keih is the shrike or butcher bird,

commonly called As the oriole gave no-

tice of the time to take the silkworms in hand, so

the note of the shrike was the signal to set about

spinning. L. 8. is the terra appropriate

to the twisting of" hemp. L. 9 describes the
dyeing operations on both the woven silk and

the cloth. ^ denotes a black colour with a

flush of red in it. L. 10 • = ‘bright.

St. 5. Hunting ——to supplement the provision oj
clothes. L. 1. Both Maou and Choo simply say

f that it is
1 the name of a grass/ Others

describe it as like hemp, with flowers of a
yellowish red, and a sharp-pointed leaf. Among
other names given to it is that of ‘the

small grass.* In the Japanese plates, it is the/?o/y-

ijala Japonica. is said to be used of 4 a plant

that seeds without having put forth flowers/U- is the cicada or broad locust. L. 3.

The reaping here must be of the earlier crops.
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And proceed to keep up the exercises of war.

The boars of one year are for themselves;

Those of three years are for our prince.

In the fifth month, the locust moves its legs;

In the sixth month, the spinner sounds its wings.

In the seventh month, in the fields;

In the eighth month, under the eaves;

In the ninth month, about the doors;

In the tenth month, the cricket

Enters under our beds.

Chinks are filled up, and rats are smoked out;

The windows that face [the north] are stopped up;

And the doors are plastered.
4Ah! our wives and children,

‘Changing the year requires tliis;

Enter here and dwell/

L. 4. _ ‘ to fall.’ as in vii. XII.

L. 5. as in st. 1 1. 7. —as in Aua.

IX. xxvi. It appears to be the same with the

hwan of ix. VI. 1. L. 6. We often take

together, as signifying a fox. The characters

denote different animals, liowever. The is

a sort of wild-cat. Yen Ts 4an supposes that the
badgers* skins were for tlie hunters themselves,

and only the others for the princes. L. 8. H

| J
indicates a great hunting, when the chiefs

all went forth, and which was intended as a
preparation for the business of war. L. 9.

^
is the particle. 4 to continue/ or 4 to

keep up/

L. 10. ^,_as inii. XIV. 2. L. 11.^
denotes a boar three years old, i. e., full-grown.

Down to this point the ode tells of the arrange-
ments in Pin to provide a sufficiency of raiment

against the cold.

St. 5. Further provision made by the people

against the cold of winter. Clioo su])poses that

sze-chung, so-ke, and su/i-suh are only different

names for the same insect,—the cricket. But I

do not see why they should be thus identified.

Sze-chuny is the same as chuncf-szo in i. V. The
so-ke appears to be, likewise, a kind of locust,

* the spinner’ from the

sound wliich it makes with its wings LI. 3—

5

may be assigned to the cricket. — 4 the sides

of a roof’ 4 the eaves.’ L. 8. Maou explains

by Entirely/ c thoroughly. * I prefer

Choo’s account of the term, as meaning ‘chinks.’

< =
‘ to sliut or stuff, up.’ L. 9• is

to be understood of windows, or openings in the

0e

n

if
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—
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In the ninth month, they prepare the vegetable gardens for

their stacks,

And in the tenth they convey the sheaves to them;

•wall, looking towards the north. =
‘to plaster.’ The doors of the houses of the

people were made of wicker-work. In 1. 10, the

is not the verb 4 to say,
J but the particle

J

is that now in the 3d tone,—‘because of.’

The measures just detailed were all taken, be-

cause of the extreme cold which was at hand.

Stress is not to be laid on the use of the terms

as if there were an indication in the

employment of them after the 10th month, that

the people did not use among themselves the

calendar of Hea.
St. 6. Various articles offood the richer for

the olcL and the others Jor the husbandmen. L. 1.

The is a kind of plum. The tree grows to

the height of 5 or 6 cubits, and produces a large

red fruit. One of its names is which I

have adopted. The is called also;
and must be a sort of vine. Williams calls it

4a wild grape, or a plant like it.*
4 The fruit,*

it is said, 4
is like a grape, small and round, with

a sour taste and purplish.’ L. 2. Choo simply

says that is the naQie of a vegetable. One

name of it is chung Jcwez, which Medhurst says

is alsine, or pimpernel; but the name hwei, with
various acljunets, is given to a multitude of plants.

L.

3

•

J
= ‘ to strike,’ ‘knock down.’ LI.

4—6. The spirits distilled from the rice cut down
in tlie 10th month would be ready for use in the
spring. But in those days the use of spirits was
restricted to the aged, who need their exhilara-
tion. L.6 is literally, * to help the longevity of the

eyebrows Maou explains by jg,
4 bristly eyebrows. 5

L. 7. is tlie general name

for gourds melons, &c. L. 8. 2 . q. L.

9•= l to gather.' =
,
‘hemp-

seed.' L. 10. as in iii.X.2. Thesis
like the Tarnish tree 4 with Fetid leaves. It is

good for nothing but to be used as fuel. It is

commonly called 4 the fetid tree )
•’ An-

other name is
4 imps 5

eyes ( )
•’

St . 7. Harvesting; and repairs of houses, to be

ready for the work of the sjiring. L. 1 .

= ‘ They f_ the areas
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0

c

The millets, both the early sown and the late,

"With other grain, the hemp, the pulse, and the wheat.
l0 my husbandmen,
Our harvest is all collected.

Let us go to the town, and be at work on our houses.

In the day time collect the grass,

And at night twist it into ropes;

Then get up quickly on our roofs:

—

We shall have to recommence our sowing.’

8 In the days of [onr] second month, they hew out the ice with
harmonious blows;

And in those of [our] third month, they convey it to the ice-

houses,

[Which they open] in those of the fourth, early in the morning,
Having offered in sacrifice a lamb with scallions.

In the ninth month, it is cold, with frost;

for stacks in the kitchen gardens.
5 Williams

translates the words incorrectly, 4 to form a kit-

chen garden.* Ground was valuable. In the

early part of the year, this space was cultivated

for the growth of vegetables. When the har-

vest of tlie fields was ready, they beat the same
space into a hard area, to place in it the pro-

duce of the fields. L. 2. Choo says that

denotes the grain and the stalk together and

tlie same as being in the fields. L. 3 .

denotes what is first sown, and ripens last

;

the opposite of this. L. 4• is a gener-

al name for rice and all the grains mentioned.

L. 6. = ‘ to be collected. L. 7.

denotes the houses of the people in tlioir towns

or villages where they lived in the end of au-
tumn and in winter, when their labours in the

field were completed. These were to then), com-
pared with their huts in the fields, as the capital

to the other towns in a State
;
hence the use of

* to go up to.’ Some, however, take

of the palace and other public buildings of the

State
;
but this is very unnatural. L. 8.

as in st. 1. as in ii.XII. L. 9.

‘to twist.’ =
,

4 ropes.* L. 10.

= ‘to get upon.’

St. 8. Preparation of ice against the summer
heat ; the harvest feast. L. 1. The ice was dug

out of deep recesses in the hills. =
i harmoniously/ or * with harmonious blows/

L. 2. JJ^ == 4 an ice-house/ Ll.3,4.

This sacrifice was in connection with the open-
ing of the ice houses, and henceforward ice

could be taken from them as it was required.

It was offered to * the Ruler of the cold (



In the tenth month, they sweep clean tlieir stack-sites.

The two bottles of spirits are enjoyed,

And they say, 1 Let us kill our lambs and sheep,

And go to the hall of our prince,

There raise the cup of rhinoceros horn,

And wish him long life,—that he may live for ever.'

II. Ch le-heaou.

I II II IIft I
0 owl, 0 owl,

You have taken my young ones;

—

Do not [also] destroy my nest.

With love and with toil

1 nourished them.—I am to be pitied.

The collecting and depositing of ice, and the

solemn opening of tlie ice-house, as here de-

scribed, was appropriate, I suppose, only to great

Families
;
but there would be something analo-

gous to it in the customs of the people also.

The remaining lines belong to the customs of

the people, and show the sympathy there was
between them and their rulers. L. 6. This
cleansing of the farm-yards was after the har-

vest had all been brought into them. L. 7.

— 4 two bottles of spirits
J were so denominated.

L, 8. The lambs and sheep would be an offering,

I suppose, to the ruler. L.9. 4 to

ascend to.’ L. 10. ‘ to raise up.’ Tlie

last lines give the words in which they would

drink their rulers health.

[While I have accepted the ordinary view of

this ode, as descriptive of the ways of Pin in

the olden time, and explained it accordingly,
I must state my owu disbelief that the tribe in

Pin had attained to anything like the civiliza-

tion here described, in the time of Kung-lew, or
for centuries after.]

The rhymes are—in st. l * _i 5
,

t. 2 (but is more commonly t. 1); jj,

Cat, 1J t
J

cat. 1, t. 2 in 2, *; * -

cat . 10; c

* cat . l5 t_2;

:

cat 15, 1. 1 in 3

, .

.
cat. 10

;

cat. 16 t. 3 : in 4

cat. 2, but prop, belongs to cat. 3

acc. to the analogy of cat. 5

cat. 9: in 5
? * *
cat . 5, t. 2: in 6, cat. 3, t 3

*’ ’ eat . 3
,
t . 2

; *

cat . 5
,
t . 1 •• in 7 , * cat . 5

2
; (ProP cat . 3) * cat . i t . 3

;

cat. 9 ; * * cat . 3,
1. 1

;

cat. 3, t. 3: in 8
^
(prop. cat. 7) cat. 9

* _ ent. 3 t. 2
;

*

Ode 2. Metaphorical. The duke of Chow,
IN THE CHARACTER OF A BIRD, WHOSE YOUNG
ONES HAVE BEEN DESTROYED BY AN OWL, VIN-
DICATES THE DECISIVE COURSE UE HAD TAKKX
with rebellion. We have an account of the
c ini) sition of tliis piece in the Shoo, V.vi. 15.

Bk. XV. Ode II. ODES OF FIN. 233
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With my claws I tore and held.

Through the rushes which I gathered,

And all the materials I collected,

]\Iy mouth was all sore ;

—

1 said to myself, 4

1 have not yet got my house coraplete.
1

Two of his brothers, who had been associated

with the son of the dethroned king of Sliang in

the charge of the territory which had been left

to him by king Woo, joined him in rebellion,

having first spread a rumour impeaching the

fidelity of the duke to his nephew, the young
king Cliing. He took the field against them,
put to death Woo-ktlng and one of his own
brothers, dealing also with tlie other according

to the measure of his guilt. It is supposed that

some suspicions of him still remained in the

mind of the king, and he therefore made this

ode to show how he had loved his brothers, not-

withstanding he had punished them, and that

his conduct was in consequence of his solicitude

for the consolidation ot the dynasty of his

family.

St. 1. Ch le-heaon ,—see on xii. VI.2. It is

generally supposed that by the owl Woo-l:ftng
was intended. I should refer it rather to rebellion

generally. The 4 young ones’ is referred

to the duke*s brothers. 4 My house/ the bird's

nest, denotes the infant dynasty of Chow, the

fortunes of his family, and involving the welfare

of kinj? Ching himself. The last t'vo lines are

difficult and perplexing, though Choo's view of

them, which I have followed, is preferable to

any other. The as pointed out by Wang

Yin-che, is merely a final particle.

both qualify as in the

translation. Of the I can make nothing,

and can only regard it as a meaningless particle,

introduced for the sake of euphony.

tells how the duke was to be pitied in the

circumstances. This exegesis is harsh but, as I

said, it is the best which any critic has devised.

St. 2 indicates how the duke of Chow had laid

the foundations of their dynasty. =
‘while.’ rollowed by the two characters

= our before/
pj^,

as in xiv. IV. 4.

= 4 to take away,' 1 to gather.
1 + is

here= ‘roots.’ Han Ying gives here

for and hence the meaning assigned to the

t_•_-as in x. V. L. 4 is interroga-

tive, and which gives to it that force may

further be translated by 4 any.* See Confucius’

eulogium of this stanza iii Mencius, II. Pt. i.IV. 3.

St. 3 is to the same effect as the preceding.

Choo, after the Shwoh-wan and Han Ying, says

that denotes 4 the app. of hands and

mouth working together.* But in that case they

would not appear as a predicate of alone.

They describe the intense action of the bird's legs

and claws in gathering the materials of its nest.

,

4 to take.* is here the same as

that in vii. XIX. 2. — 4 to accumulate.’

•‘to collect•’ ’ ‘all’ ‘entirely•’
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J\Iy wings are all-injured;

My tail is all-broken

;

My house is in a perilous condition

It is tossed about in the wind and rain :

—

I can but cry out with this note of alarm.

III. Tung shan.

I
S

1 We went to the hills of the east,

And long were we there without returning,

When we came from the east,

Down came the rain drizzlingly.

\Yhen we were in the east, and it was said we should return,

Our hearts were in the west and sad;

Bat there were they preparing our clothes for us,

—as in i. III. 4. may be taken as I have

done. The 5th line gives the reason of all the

laborious toil in the preceding ones.

St. 4 gives the reason of the vehement feeling

in the ode. gfe gM describes the appearance

of the wings, frayed and injured. Maou and

Clioo explain it by 4 to clip/ c to pare.
9

= broken,* 4 worn * (Medhurst lias

strangely erred in his account of this character).

= ‘ peril_ •’ =

‘to move’ ‘ to shake.’ is intended to

indicate a note or cry of alarm.

jhe rhymes st^ prop. cat. l
spken f ‘

t hms f _
cat. 12, t.3; cat. 16, 1. 1: in 2,

,

—as inv.IY. 4. —
* for aloug time.*

> 1
"

, cat. 5, t 2 in 3,
|

4 to fall/ The Shwoh-w^n defines

/ *’ cat . 5’t. 1:m ‘
g PrC)P.

J

/ by ‘smallrain;’
y
= { drizz-

cat. 3) cat. 2.

Ode 3. Narrative. The duke of Chow tells
OF THE TOILS OF HIS SOLDIERS IN THE EXPEDI-
TION TO THE EAST AND ON THEIR RETURN, OF
THEIR AFPREHEN8IOXS, AKD THEIR JOT AT THE
last. The piece nowhere says that it was
raade by the duke of Chow but I agree with
Choo and the critics generally, who assign to
him the composition of it as a sort of compli-
ment to his men.

LI.1—4, in all the 8tt. The expedition here
referred to was that mentioned in the notes on
the last ode, undertaken by the duke of Chow
against the son of the last king* of Shang, and
hi9 own rebellious brothers. The seat of the
rebellion was mainly in the north-eastern parts

of the present Ho*nan, lying of course east from

the capital of Chow lienee the expedition is

lingly.
5

_
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g T

|

4

3

As to serve no more in the ranks with the gags.

Creeping about were the caterpillars,

All over the mulberry grounds;
And quietly and solitarily did we pass the night,

Under our carriages.

2 We went to the hills of the east,

And long were we there without returning.

When we came back from the east,

Down came the rain drizzlingly.

The fruit of the heavenly gourd
Would be hanging about our eaves;

The sowbug would be in our chambers;
The spiders' webs would be in our doors;

Oui' paddocks would be deer-fields;

St. 1. Ll. 5—12. 1 take the in 1.5 of what

was said about the soldiers—of the orders for

their return to the west. L1.7 12 are descrip-

tive of the preparations being made by the wives
and families of the soldiers to receive them on
their return, and of their thoughts about them
during their march. For this I am indebted to

KSang i*i"g-chang (. bd
it is much preferable to the usual construction
which assigns them to the soldiers themselves.

All critics take of the unmilitary,

ordinary dress
;
why should the soldiers set

about making this for themselves, when they
were commencing their march ? Clioo says he
does not understand 1.8; but he adopts the

view of it given by Ch*ing, that = ‘
t

do service & ‘ ranks ;’ and

*= ‘ gags.’ is appropriate as the thought of

their no more doing such service, in the minds

of their families. _ _ =
^ ^ ‘ the

app. of creeping.’ is the name of a cater-

1
pillar like the silkworm, *as large as a finger/

found on the mulberry trees. is to be

taken as simply an initial particle; as is in

1. 12. (tuy) is descriptive of the soldiers aa

lodging alone,* and of their 4 solitariness/

away from their families. The sight of the
caterpillars on the mulberry trees made their
wives think of them thus under their carriages.

St. 2, 5—12. These lines describe the thoughts
of the men on their journey home, the foolish

fancies which crowded into their minds. Med-
hurst calls the kwo-lo the papaya; but this is a
creeper, not a tree. Another name for it is

• It is also called

translation. The leaves come out, two and
two, opposite to each other. A flour, beautifully

white, is made from the root, and much used
in medicine. The plant grows wild, and here
the men see it encroaching on their liouses.

In the Japanese plates it is the musk-melon.

as ini. II. is the initial particle.

(or with at the side of the characters)

is the large sow -bug, or otiiscus.
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The fitful light of the glow-worms would be all about.

These thoughts made us apprehensive,

And they occupied our breasts.

3 We went to the hills of the east,

And long were we there without returning.

On our way back from the east,

Down came the rain drizzlingly.

The cranes were crying on the ant-hills;

Our wives were sighing in their rooms;

They had sprinkled and swept, and stuffed up all the crevice8.

Suddenly we arrived from the expedition,

And there were the bitter gourds hanging

From the branches of the chestnut trees.

Since we had seen such a sight,

Three years were now elapsed.

4 We went to the hills of the east,

And long were we there without returning.

The seaou-shaou is a small spider. Maou
wrongly explains Ving-t^un by ‘deers’

foot-prints.* The phrase meaus the vacant
ground about the peasants* hamlets. The men
fancy that through their absence the deer must

have encroached upon it. Maou takes

as the name of the fire-fly but the

error was pointed out by Ying-tah. These two
characters denote * the appearance of a bright
but fitful light.’ The name of the insect is

‘a glow-worm.’ Tlie 11th line is to be

construed interrogatively, so that it is really

a rmative. = ,
‘only’ or ‘but.’

St. 3 describes the experiences and feelings of

the men immediately on their return, so differ-

ent from the apprehensions they had felt. LI. 5

is the white crane. is an anthill.

When it is about to rain, the ants show them-
selves. The crane has in the meantime taken
its place on their hill or mound, screaming with
joy in anticipation of its feast. This 5th line

serves to introduce the 6th and 7th.

see on I. 5. ‘suddenly.’ 4 we,

who had been on the expedition, suddenly ar-

rive .’ = ;—the characters are

reversed for the sake of the rhyme. as

in st. ],
4 the app. of the gourds, hanging one

by one, on the trees/ —also as in st. 1.

as in iii.VII. 2.

St. 4, 11.

5

12. These lines should be trans-
lated in the pres, tense. The men are now at
home, and in their own joy at reunion with their
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IV. P c
o foo.

51
1 We broke our axes,

And we splintered our hatchets;

But the object of the duke of Chow, in marching to the east,

Was to put the four States to rights.

families, sympathize with all of a joyful nature

around them. as in L 2. is the

particle, —asinst. 2. L. 7 may be con-

strued in the plural. ‘ yellow, with white

spots; ’ red, with white spots.* here

=-^, 4 mother/ Williams * account of is

* an ornamented girdle put on a bride by her

mother.’ denotes here the equipments, all

the things sent with the brides. They are said

to be 4 nine or ten/ to indicate how

numerous they were. Great as was the joy of

the new couples, it was not equal to that of the

husbands and wives, now reunited after so long

a separation.

The rhymes are in all the stt., cat.

9 : in st_ 1
_

cat. I 5 , 1. 1

;

eat.3, t_3; * * eat.5 t_2

in 2, f6.
;

cat. 12, t. 3
;

* cat. 10; cat. 15, t. 1: in 3

* cat. I 2
,

t. 3
;

cat. 12, 1. 1 : in 4, cat. 15, 1. 1

;

I

j ^ ’
cat. 5’ t. 2

; *
, j ,

cat. 1 7,

Ode 4. Narrative. Responsive to the last
ode.

—

His soldiers praise the duke of Chow
FOR HIS MAGNANIMITY AND SYMPATHY WITH THE
people. With both the old and the new school

the praise of the duke of Chow is the subject of
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1 ^

His compassion for us people

Is very great.

2 We broke our axes,

And splintered our chisels;

But the object of the duke of Chow, in marching to the east,

Was to reform the four States.

His compassion for us people

Is very admirable.

3 We broke our axes;

And splintered our clubs.

But the object of the duke of Chow, in marching to the east,

Was to save the alliance of the four States.

His compassion for us people

Is very excellent.

this piece. The Preface, however, refers its

composition to some great officer; Choo, much
better, to the soldiers of the duke.

LI. 1, 2, in all the stt. and are evidently

synonymous. The latter term properly denotes
* a cracked or broken vessel.’ I take it here as

meaning * to splinter/ and
,

see on I.

3. Both Choo and Maou take here as f a

sort of chisel.’ Han Ying made it some wooden

instrument The last thought that

kind of chisel/ whereas the otlier two critics

say it was a club (yj^ Yen Ts 4an is

struck "Nvifli the specification of such implements
instead of the ordinary weapons of war and in-

fers from it that the duke of Chow had accom-
plished the object of bis expedition without any
fighting.

LI. 3— 6. does not here, as some-

times. denote all the States of the four quarters,

but what had been the royal domain ol Shang,

and which had been assigned in four portions

to Woo-kang, and three of the duke of Chow's
brothers. It was there where the rebellion had
been. See the Shoo, Y. xiv. 21, and xviii. 2.

is taken as=j^ ‘ to rectify;’ such, more-

over was the reading in the Ts 4e recension of the

poems. = ‘ to reform’ or rather ‘ to

transform.* is
1 to collect and make firm/

4 to consolidate.
5 L. 5. The duke J

s compassion
for the people was seen in the object he had in

view in his operations against the rebellious

States, and the way in whicli he reduced them

to order with little effusion of blood. In 1. 6, ‘

is the initial particle, and is a mere ex-

pletive. great/ 4 excellent.*

The rhymes are—in st 2
,

w
10: in 2

, * cat 7 : in 3,

cat. 3, 1. 1.
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V. Fah ko.

MIJ

S ‘

1 In hewing [the wood for] an axe-handle, how do you proceed?
Without [another] axe it cannot be done.

In taking a wife, how do you proceed?

Without a go-between it cannot be done.

2 In hewing an axe-handle, in hewing an axe-handle,

The pattern is not far off.

I see the lady,

And forthwith the vessels are arranged in rows.

Ode 5. Metaphorical. In praise of the duke
of Chow. So say the old critics and the new,

and I say with them, hardly knowing why, but
having nothing better to say. On the different

interpretations of the piece, see at the end of the

notes.

St. 1. Comp. viii. VI. 4. = ‘the

handle of an axe•’ It is interesting to find the

go-between existing as an institution in those

early times. Such an agent was thought to be

necessary, and helpful to the modesty of both

the families interested in the proposed marriage.

Originally, the go-between was an arranger of

marriages only
;
now he or she is often a purveyor

of them.

St. 2 • ‘pattern•‘ The pattern is

not far off;
J

i.e., the handle in the hand is the

model of that which is to be made. I cannot do

other than uiulerstand of the lady, with

whom the marriage has been arranged. The

last two lines of this stanza must surely be con-

nected with the last two of the preceding. Choo,

with his correct, critical discrimination, thus

understands the characters. Maou and his school

refer them to the duke of Chow. The peen were

vessels of bamboo, and the tow vessels of wood,

of the same size, lackered within, and with stands

rather more than a foot high. They were used

at feasts and sacrifices, to contain fruits, dried

meat, vegetables, sauces, denotes 4 the

app. of rows/ the way in which those vessels

were arranged. The meaning seems to be that

when the go-between had done his work, all

subsequent arrangements were easy, and the

marriage-feast might forthwith be celebrated.

The interpretation. The Preface says that
the piece is in praise of the duke of Chow, and
was made by some great officer to condemn the
court for not acknowledging the worth of the
great statesman. 4 There is a way,* says one of the
great Ch'in^s, *to hew an axe-handle, and a way
to get a wife and so, if the duke of Chow was
to be brought back to court, there was a way
to do it •’ Is not this mere trifling with the text?
Then the second stanza is interpreted.— 4 The
axe in the hand is the pattern of that which is

to be made. Ifyou would bring the duke home,

you have only to arrange a feast, and receive

him with the distinction which is his due/ This

is trifling, and moreover, as I have observed in

the notes, cannot be referred to the

duke of Chow. Choo He, seeing that the old in-

terpretation was untenable, assigned the piece to

the people of the east whose feelings towards

the duke it expresses. St. 1, acc. to him, inti-

mates how they had longed to see the hero, and

their difficulty to get a sight of him
;

st. 2, how
delighted they were, when they could now see

him with ease. But neither can I get for myself

this meaning out of the lines.

A most important principle is derived by Con-

fucius from the first two lines of st. 2 in the

‘Doctrine of the Mean’ xiii. 2, that the rule for

man 5

s way of life is in himself. There is, probably,

no reference at all to the duke of Chow in the

ode. May not its meaning be that while thei'e is

a necessary and proper way for every thing men

need not goJar to find out what it is?

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat. 17

;

cat. 1, t. 3 : in 2 cat. 15.
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8

m

VI. Kew yih.

5

f
|

1 In the net with its nine bags
Are rud and bream.

m

We see this prince

With his grand-ducal robe and embroidered skirt.

2 The wild geese fly [only] about the islets.

The duke is returning—is it not to his proper place?

He was stopping with you [and me] but for a couple of nights.

3 The wild geese fly about the land.

The duke is returning, and will not come back here?
He was lodging with you [and me] but for a couple of nights.

Ode 6. Allusive and narrative. The people
OF THE EAST EXPRESS THEIR ADMIRATION OF
THE DUKE OF CHOW, AND SORROW AT HIS
returning to the west. On better grounds
than in the case of the last ode, Choo He assigns

this to the people of the east, sorry that the
duke of Chow was now being recalled to court.

The Preface on the other hand gives the same
argument of this ode as of the other, and assigns

it to some officer of Chow, who wished to expose
the error of the court in not acknowledging the

merits of the great man. The K ;ang-he editors

seem to think that other differences of view are
unimportant, while there is an agreement in

finding in the piece the praise of the duke of

Chow.
St. 1. The Shwoh-wan explains yih as mean-

ing 4 a fish -net;* but the Urh-ya gives that

definition for kew yih together. The net in

question was, no doubt, composed somehow of
nine bags or compartments. Medhurst says

that is the roach Williams says, 4 a fish like

the roach.* It has 4 red eyes/ and must be the rud
or red-eye (leucismus erythrophthalnius). Both
this and the bream are good fish

;
and the writer

therefore passes on from them to speak of the
duke of Chow. The other stanzas make it plain

that he is the of 1. 3. is ex-

plainecl in the diet, as g ‘the dress

of the Son of Heaven.* But a 4 high duke/ one
of the three kuny of the Chow dyn. (Shoo, V.
xx. 5), had also the right to wear it, with a
small difference in the blazonry of the upper
robe. The emblematic figures of rauk (Shoo,

II. iv. 4) were all depicted on the robes of both,
but whereas on the royal robe there were two
dragons, 4 one ascending and one descending,’
on that of a grand-duke there was only the
descending dragon. The same four figures were
embroidered on the skirts of both. It was only
the 4 high,* or grand duke, whose dress approxi-
mated so nearly to that of the king.

St - 2 - as inui.XVni.3. asin

ii. XI. 2. The 2d line is understood interroga-

tively- . The con-

nection between the first line and this seems to
be: 4 The geese come here among the islands,

but it is only for a time. We know they will

soon leave us. We should have known, that the

duke was only temporarily among us/ <,
1 to rest two nights in the same place is called

sin.* The 4 among you/ is a difficulty

in the way of Choo’s view, that the piece should
be assigned to the people of the east. He meets
it by saying that the people of the east in
speaking to each other would naturally say
4 you * so that ; among you * is really equivalent

to 4 among us.
5

St. 3. is often used of the land in dis-

tinction from the water. Here the speaker lias

I

reference, probably, to the departure of the geese
] for the dry, northern regions yet it might liave

occurred to liiai that they would be back among

the islands in the next season. is herec=tlie

iD st. 2.

VOL. IV. 31
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VII. Lang poh.

The wolf sj3rings forward on his dewlap,

Or trips bac.k on his tail.

The duke was humble, and greatly admirable,

Sulf-composed in his red slippers.

The wolf springs forward on his dewlap,

Or trips back on his tail.

The duke was humble, and greatly admirable;

There is no flaw in his virtuous fame.

St. 4 is all narrative, and must be taken as

an address to the people of the west, complain-

ing of the recall of the duke to the court.

= imperative.

The rhymes are in st. 1, cat. 10 in

2
,

cat. 5
,

t. 2 : in 3
,

cat. 3, t. 3: in 4, I cat. 15, 1. 1.

Ode 7. Allusive. The praise of the duke
of Chow, the more distinguished through
his trials. Clioo again assigns this piece to

the people of the east, while the Preface and
Maou^ school assign it, like the two odes that

precede, to some officer of Chovv". In other

points they agree.

Both stanzas. The wolf in the text is sup-

posed to be an old wolf, in which the dewlap

( ) and tail have grown to a very large size.

He is further supposed to be taken in a pit,

and to be making frantic efforts to escape,

all in vnin, for his own dewlap and tail are in

his way. The duke of Chow, under suspi-

cion of disloyalty, and because of his dealing
with his brothers, inifrbt have been expected

to fret and rage but liis mind was too good

and great to admit such passions into it.

‘ to jump’ ‘ to spring forward.’

‘to be hindered ’= ‘to trip or stumble.’

=
_ It is here equivalent to our *or/

= or ‘complaisant’ ‘yielding ;
with reference to the meekness with which tlie

duke bore his trials, * admirable/

The 4 red slippers
5 were worn both by the king

and the princes of States. denotes

4 the app. of quiet composure.* Wang Gan-sliih

observes, ‘ is used by men to lean and rest

themselves on hence means

-.as in vii. IX. 2, eZ = ‘ a

blemish, * 4 a flaw.
5

——It is astonishing with what
lengthened eloquence the critics dilate here on
the marvellous virtues of the duke of Chow

The rhymes are in st. 1 eat 5
,

t-

1 ;
cat. 15, t. 2: iu 2, *

Celt. t. 1 •

Concluding note upon tiik Book. The
last three of the pieces are of a trifling character

;

1

4 Thus have we had the grand-ducal robe among us.

Do not take our duke back [to the west];

Do not cause us such sorrow of heart.

7,

1
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but the 1st and 3d, as they are longer than the
other odes in this 1st part of the She, so they are

of a superior character. The 1st, could we give

entire credit to it, would be a valuable record

of the manners of an early time, with touches
of real poetry interspersed; and the 3d has also

much poetical merit. Various speculations, into

which we need not enter, have been indulged as

to the place given to the odes of Pin at the very
end of these Lessons from the States.

With regard to the order of the odes them-
selves, there is also a difference of opinion and
I transfer here what Keang Ping-chang has said

upon it, especially as it illustrates what the
critics have to say about the 4 deep plans* of

Confucius in the arrangement of the Books and
of the odes:

—

4 Heu K‘cen, in his scheme of the

order of the pieces in the odes of Pin
^

) places the Fa/? the />

the Ch^e-heaou and the K'ew yih immediately
after the Ts'ih yueh, and makes the Tung shmi

and the P‘o /bo the last odes; but I venture to

think that he thus misses the idea of the Master
in arranging the odes as he did. The Ts^ih

yueh, the Ch le-heaou, and the Tung shan
y
were

all made by the duke of Chow himself. They
are placed first

;
and all the particulars of the

rumours against the duke, his residence in the
east, his return to the capital, and his expedi-
tion to the east, become quite plain. The P^o

Joo, and the three odes tliat follow, were all made
by others in the duke J

s praise. The P'o foo fol-

lows the Tung shan, because they are on kindred
themes. The other three pieces were all made
by the people of the east, and we are not to

think tliat the Master had no meaning in pla-

cing the Lang poh last. Tlie duke’s assumption
of the regency looked too great a stretch of
power; his vesting such authority as he did in

his two brothers seemed like a want of wisdom

;

his residing in the east seemed to betoken a
fear of misfortune; the Ch'e-heaou seemed to

express resentment; his expedition to the east

seemed to show impetuous anger; and his put-

ting Kwang-shuh to death seemed to indicate

cruelty:—all these things might be said to be
blemishes in his character. The master, there-

fore, puts forth that line,

—

“ There is no flaw in liis virtuous fame”

as comprising the substance of the odes of
Pin, and to show that the duke of Chow was
what he thus was through the union in him of
heavenly principle, and human feelings, without
the least admixture of selfishness. His purity
in liis own day was like the brightness of the
sun or moon, and it was not to be permitted
that any traitorous and perverse people in subse-
quent times should be able to fill their mouths
with his example. Thus though the author of the
Lang poh had no thought of mirroring in it the

duke^ whole career, yet the Master, in his ar-

rangement of the odes, comprehended the whole

life of the great sage.*
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